Editorial Preface

From the Desk of Managing Editor...

It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has exploded.

Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.

At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to share and disseminate scientific and technical information.

We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.

We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review process.

We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank you for sharing wisdom.
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Abstract—with rapid development and increase in the amount of available resources in E-learning platforms, the need to design new architecture for such systems has become inevitable to improve the search quality and simplifying ways to take online courses. The integration of multi-agent systems has played a very important role in developing open, interactive and distributed learning systems. A lot of research in E-learning and multi-agent system have been put into developing infrastructure and providing content, security and trust issues have hardly ever been considered worth knowing that security issues may endanger the success of these platforms.

The application of a control access policy, as one of the most important aspects of security, in E-learning platform based on multi agent systems , plays an important role to secure interaction with agents/users and reinforcing it with the integration of trust level .The work of this paper is to encode a new access control model developed in previous works based on ‘’ role based access control model ‘’ and trust level, on ‘‘Organization based access control model’’ to improve the security level in E-learning platforms based on multi-agent systems.

The encoded model is implemented and evaluated by “MotOrbac” tool, in order to define its validity context and limitations for a large and extended deployment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The definition of E-Learning is understood simply as a means of teaching throughout the online internet technology . it is a convenient and inexpensive way to gain knowledge and learn ; It has become the need of the hour since more and more people are taking online courses; With the development of Information Technology, E-learning is developing rapidly; It is does not only support teaching and learning, but also some Intelligence interaction among the collaborative team members[1], to design such complex platform, designers use one of the emerging technologies in distributed Environment: Agent based technology .

Multi agent system in E-learning system makes a great change in the society because the conventional education system need the presence of the student and the instructor at the same time, same place and at the same interval of time, which is somehow difficult to manage every time . This technology is helping in developing interactive and better E-learning system. In agent-based systems, agents try to get information from other or gain access to remote service provider agents in order to achieve their goals. We have seen considerable effort being put into development of the content and infrastructure for the e-learning system, yet there is hardly any effort being put into these system for making them secure, especially, in open environments where agents are able to freely move around, many activities would be unsafe and unreliable because it is hard to know which agents are trustworthy and which external accesses are not harmful. Worth knowing that the integration of security concerns could help towards the development of more secure multi agent systems.

A lot of models how are found in the literature consider the integration of trust in multi agent systems as the key to protect it, and as a basis for building a satisfactory model of security based on access control policies, one of the most developed security methods, it is expressed by identifying the restriction of access rights an entity has over system resources. Access controls are the concrete mechanisms that are put in place to assert whether or not the current user can perform a given action on a given resource.

As we know to achieve a satisfactory level of security, it is necessary to define a security policy that meets the needs of the application, several formalisms have been proposed and developed during last years to overcome the limitations of the models above depending on the nature of systems and their development witch make the management of the different levels of access rights to multiple types of resources by different and distributed users more complex : DAC [4], MAC[5], RBAC [6], TBAC[7] or TMAC[8] . In these models we find a lot of extensions of role based access control (RBAC) which make this one as the standard of access control models. The concept of RBAC had begun with multi-users and multi-applications on-line systems pioneered in the 1970s. The difference between RBAC and the other access control models is the ease of security administration which is manifested by linking permissions with roles, while the users are assigned to definite role. In spite of that RBac model and its extensions, must take into consideration the new demands:

- Every organization has the opportunity to have their own policies.
- Rules in access policies, with the integration of context concept, become dynamic.
- Rules in access policies must be self-adaptive to the temporal conditions, the location of the user and the previous user behavior.
Hence the appearance of OrBAC model (Organisation-Based Access Control) who is more oriented security policy. It is a model allowing abstract notions of users, action and object, expressing rights context, obligations or recommendations not only the permission like tradional models. It contributes to define abstractions which allow us to relate managed objects to one another or which allow us to relate users, or groups of users, to groups of objects.

In this paper, the work is to encode a new model that we developed in previous work [9] based on the two access control model” TrustBAC model” [10] and “Dynamic RBAC with trust- satisfaction and reputation for multi-agent systems” [11]; the main goal of this model is to incorporate the advantages of both to improve the highest degree of security in E-learning platforms based on multi-agent systems.

Having given an initial introduction and motivation of the proposed work, the rest of this paper in structured as follows: In Section 2 an overview of some of the related works on access control. There is a plethora of works in access control mechanisms. Here we present some of the works that are related to trust, e-learning platforms and multi-agent systems access control model. The proposed model, its components and an example of how our new model works in E-learning platform are presented in Section 3 including the trust evaluation method; Section 4 presents the main concepts and components of orbac model Section 5 is dedicated to present the encoded model. The basic concept of e-learning platform oriented spatial metaphor based on Multi-agent systems, with a use case of the model in a concrete e-learning scenario for educational purpose will be presented in section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper with some perspectives in section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

Since security has become an essential asset in numerous application areas such as e-learning platforms, the integration of security policies has become a major issue in the design of security architectures.

Much work has been done in the area of e-learning, since it covers a broad category of applications and processes, such as education via the Internet / computer (web based learning/ computer based learning), virtual classrooms and digital collaboration [14]. In this section we would briefly discuss the research works related of security requirements for e-learning and multi-agent platforms.

To achieve a good level of security, there are many important elements that must be taken into account, and this has been discussed in a good way and can be reached in [11]. In [12], proposals for Security of e-learning Systems and security requirements for Multi-agent systems have been discussed; Security case modeling has been taken into account with emphasis on use cases.

Security has already proved an important requirement for the success of MAS, so there are already some works in this research area cited in [13], showing the concern of multi-agent community with security.

Access control model it is an important method of grant the three security Principles of computing: confidentiality, integrity and availability, the control of how resources are accessed it is very important in the protection of the e-learning platforms based on Multi-agent technology, preventing unauthorized modification or disclosure of resources. A lot of access control models have been developed, a relevant work is provided by Xiao et al. – an authorization mechanism based in RBAC model [6], the authors consider that using policies based on roles is possible to build a security architecture that automatically adapts to system changes. However it is still not enough for open and decentralized multi-centric systems in terms of dynamic and unknown users, to overcome the limitations of RBAC for this kind of systems, authors have proposed credential-based access control models [15, 16]. This model implement a concept of binary trust which mean that a user has to produce a predetermined set of credentials (proofs) to gain some determined access privileges. It’s provides information about the rights, qualifications, responsibilities and other characteristics attributable to its bearer by one or more trusted authorities also it provides trust information about the authorities themselves. The combination between credential based access control and role-based access control make the security administration more flexible [17, 18], even though the credential based models solve the problem of access control in open systems, still not enough in terms of given information about the behavior or action of the user, the credential model shows its limits to achieve a satisfy level of security, that why a lot of research has been done to improve the evaluation of trust on integrating the mechanism of history and context information (context awareness takes an important part which identifies the user’s needs by analyzing the context information of user environment) of the user [19, 20, 21].

The TrustBAC model, enhance the binary trust paradigm with multi-level trust which make the model much richer : trust levels in the users can be determined not only by using the credentials presented by the user but also from the results of past interactions with the user, from recommendations about the user and/or knowledge about other characteristics of the user.

To highlight the dynamic changes of the environment and the roles assigned to users, researchers develop a new access control model for multi-agent systems based on the RBAC model with the integration of trust concept: ” Dynamic RBAC with trust-satisfaction and reputation for multi-agent systems” [9] because In multi agent systems the context information collected from diverse sensor agents needs to be protected from unauthorized access and properly shared by many agents depending on the types of information and roles of user agents. For efficient access control to these resources, this model updates dynamically the roles and permissions according to the continuously changing environment. The proposed model employs the notion of trust evaluated with the measure of satisfaction and reputation.

The incorporation of the advantages of both latest models cited above gives birth to a more efficient new model that we developed in previous works and to improve the highest level of security in E-learning platforms based on multi-agent systems: The notion of trust in multi-agent system which can be used, is to put the relationship into the dynamic multi-agent system to control the access to the resources and services, so,
if an agent wants to request a service, as first step, it needs to pass the permission test checking on whether it is authorized or not, then it must solve the problem of security.

As we know ORBAC model produce a rich and modular (the designer can define a policy security independently of the implementation), but with the integration of the concept of trust make it more dynamic (rules can be activated or deactivated based on trust levels of the user or the organization) and more interactive (the recent behaviors of the trustee are used to control the access of resources). In the literature two different models of TRUS T-ORBAC are proposed for two different platform the first is ‘A Trust Access Control Model in Multi-Organization Environments’ [19] and ‘A Trust-Orbac Control is a new model dedicated to the security of Cloud Computing Systems’ [2]. The difference between these two models is in the fact to evaluate the trust; knowing that this later change from one to another system.

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL

This model allows to us an access control management more dynamic and precise, with the help of three modules that build the access control structure of our approach:

- The “Trust Evaluation Module” it’s the principal; it receives access requests, analyzes, collection of context values and other parameters, and sends the trust value of the user to the Access Control System module.

- The “Access Control System” makes decisions for each application based on the value of trust of the user provided by the trust evaluation module; The “Trust evaluation module” plays a key role in the proposed model. It calculates the values of trust based on the reputation, satisfaction and context values.

- The “context module” is responsible for collecting user and environment information’s.

A. Evaluation of a trust value

Before exploring the parameters to evaluate trust value, we first define trust in the context of this paper. Trust is defined in a variety of ways. Many authors examine the various definitions of trust and then provide a working definition of trust for internet applications: “Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act dependably, securely, and reliably within a specified context”. However, in our model we adopt the definition of Mui et al. , because the definition of trust is based on reputation which both are strongly related to evaluate trust in Mutli agent systems: “Trust is a subjective expectation an agent has about another’s future behavior based on the history of their encounters”.

The trust value in a practical system is calculated Satisfaction which represents the confidence of the services and resources the agents provide, and Reputation which represents the recent behavior and past history of requesting agent.

We compute the trust value of an agent as

$$\text{Trust} = \alpha_1 \times \text{SD} + \alpha_2 \times \text{R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are the weight coefficients defined by the System according to the application.

- **Satisfaction degree $SD_i$** is between 0 and 1. If it is close to 0, it means that agent-$i$ is untrustworthy. On the contrary, if it is close to 1, agent-$i$ is trustworthy.

- **Reputation** is evaluated by calculating local and global reputation. Local reputation is the quotient of number of honest transactions and the sum of honest and malicious transactions between agent-$i$ and agent-$j$. The global reputation is the average value of the local reputation values of an agent evaluated by other agents; more details are explained in [9]).

B. Basic concept of the new model

The components of this model can be treated as an agent; they are cited as follow:

- **User agent**: is the user how carries to access the resources according to the user’s role (same as user in RBAC model)

- **Trust-levels agent**: responsible for checking the trust value of the agents and classifying it in different levels

- **Role Agent**: responsible for keeping the list of the roles and managing the their hierarchy.

- **Permission Agent**: its role is keep the list of permissions

- **Sensor Agents**: its role is collects the context information and sends it to the ‘Context-Aware Agent’.

- **Session Agent**: its role is register the rules in ‘Context-Aware Agent’ besides connecting ‘User Agent’ and ‘Permission Agent’. It is dynamically updates the user’s role according to the context.

- **Context-Aware Agent**: its role is infers the context using diverse context information and reports the result when the rule is fired.
The structure of the new model is presented in Figure 1.

The difference between trust-role-based dynamic access control mechanisms and the other access control models is that the user’s role can control policy by its trust level.

C. The process of access authorization

The access authorization process is illustrated in the Figure 2 as following:

Step 1: After a request for access is made, a session is started.

Step 2: Once the session is established, the trust evaluation module which is based on reputation and trust gives a value of the requester (user).

Step 3: If the user confidence value $T_u$ belongs to the interval defined by the administrator, specific roles are assigned to the user depending this interval and constraint agent, after that the authorization is granted. Alternatively, we recalculate the confidence value if there is an unexpected error.

IV. PRESENTATION OF ORBAC MODEL

Organisation Base Access Control, is an access model that took over the cited above models by adding the concept of abstract entities. In the beginning, OrBAC was proposed in [10] to meet security policy requirements in the healthcare fields.

The application of OrBAC model in different platforms confirms it’s expressive power adding to these, OrBAC includes contextual rules based not only on permissions but also prohibitions, obligations and recommendation which make the security policy rich, modular and dynamic.

A. Basic concepts of OrBAC model

The central entity in Or-BAC is the Organization. An organization can be seen as an organized group of subjects playing a role or another. Worth knowing a group of subjects does not necessarily correspond to an organization. More specifically, the fact that each object plays a role in the organization is an agreement between the materials to form an organization.
As the Figure 3, the introduction of an abstract level where the role, activity and view concepts abstract the subject, action and object concepts [8] allow to the designer the possibility to define a policy security policy independently of the implementation. A view is a set of objects that satisfy a common property. An activity includes actions involved the same principles and privileges apply only in the specific context.

Each organization org specifies its own security rules, some role may have the permission, prohibition, and obligation or recommendation to do some activity on some view given an associated context is true:

permission(org, role, activity, view, context).
prohibition (org, role, activity, view, context).
obligation (org, role, activity, view, context).
recommendation (org, role, activity, view, context).

B. The new Concepts characterizing the model

In ORBAC model, new concepts have been added in a developed way, and which have characterized as the most developed access control model, in the following table you found these concepts with their explanation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notion of Context</th>
<th>Express different types of constraints that control the activation of the rules expressed in the access control policy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of Context</td>
<td>OrBAC model represents the contextual constraints allocation rights, brings together the different contexts by type, to acceptance a request an evaluation of the context must be done, this evaluation is based on some information in order to test the activation of the context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ENCODING THE PROPOSED MODEL ON ORBAC MODEL

This section provide an encoding of the proposed model, which is based on RBAC model with trust level, on OrBAC organizational model. For each concept (role, type, context ...) used in the model, we provide its counterpart in the OrBAC model to confirm the expressive power of this later.

Two concepts of ORBAC model are not directly used in the proposed model:

- **The concept context** which is not exploited in a larger and varied manner, so with the use of context OrBAC model, we can express different types of extra conditions or constraints that control activation of rules.
- **The concept of organization**: in this case the OrBAC model is supposed to have a fixed value, we assume here that we have only one organization we simply call “learn-organization”.
A. Subject / role

As we said in the previous section, in the ORBAC model, a subject may be either an active entity: a user / agent, an organization STIC laboratory or department of IT …. . In our platform, the entity subject lists the UID (User Identifier) of this system, each UID is related to specific username. The entity Role is used to structure the relationship between subjects and organizations. In our case, like the table show, the roles «Privilege-student », «administrator», are played by users specially students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privilege-student</td>
<td>Mr Najib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic-student</td>
<td>Mlle Fatima , Mr Khalid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public-Student</td>
<td>Asmaa,zahira,hind...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>administrator</td>
<td>Imad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. objects / view

In our model, the entity subject primarily represents non-active entities such as files, emails, printed forms …, in e-learning platform, we consider objects as courses, exams, practical work…. The entity views like role is used to structure the relationship between objects and organizations. The following table summarize some of view/object used in e-learning platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View</th>
<th>Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>course</td>
<td>Course-X.doc/html/pdf/ppt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource-sup</td>
<td>- video/shéma.jpg / …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource-Test</td>
<td>- Quiz.doc/-Exam-modul-x.doc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc-team</td>
<td>- Doc-team 1/2/3 ….</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training</td>
<td>-Training-BD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Activities / Action

Security policies specify allowed access to passive entities by active entities and regulate the actions performed on the system. In ORBAC model, the Action entity includes IT actions like "read", "write", "send", etc. The activities will be "consult", "edit", "transmit", etc. Each organization may consider the same action used in the realization of different activities. You find in the following table some Activity/Actions used in E-learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>- writing courses / exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-filed courses / exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>-Modification /Suppression(courses / exercises)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow</td>
<td>-Explain-course/project – Answer-questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>download</td>
<td>-Download (course/Exam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer</td>
<td>-Answer (questions/exam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>-Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Trust context

We recall that a context is a condition over the environment, to control the activation context, the systems has to give some information to check if the condition is satisfied or not worth knowing that there is many type of context in ORBAC model, the following figure resume and presents the taxonomy of contexts and describes all the information necessary that the system should be able to provide for their evaluating [25].

Fig. 4. Context taxonomy and required data
In this model we need to add a novel type of context \( (\text{TRUST-CONTEXT}) \), the role of this latest is to check if the trust levels of the user/agent respect the administrator levels or not.

As you can see in figure 4, our encoded model TRUST-ORBAC model for e-learning platform based on multi agent system, give birth of a new level witch named trust level, adding to abstract and concert levels.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5.** New Trust-ORBAC model for e-learning platform based on multi-agent systems

VI. THE EVALUATION OF SECURITY POLICY OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

A. Presentation of the platform

For this purpose we assume that the E-learning platform is manipulated by different actors: tutors, learners, and teachers where each actor plays a specific role in the learning process.

- The teacher sets its pedagogical scenario through the learning platform, using some tools and resources offered by the platform.
- The tutor supports the students in their learning activity, in order to help them, and evaluate their progress.
- The student use the pedagogical scenario proposed by the teacher, in order to achieve some educational goals like understanding the course content.

So each actors in the platform has a specific security levels associated with a level of his trust for example we have here some levels which identify the nature of student: privilege, basic, public. This concept keep to the user/agent possibility to enter with public policy which is the lower limit applied to the platform.

B. Example of access authorization process

Here we present an example to explain how the present model works:

Let ‘public student’, ‘basic student’ and ‘privilege student’ be three roles in the ROLES set of the platform. We specify the following: Assigned Roles (0.38, 0.7) = privilege student, Assigned Roles (0.06, 0.3) = public student and Assigned Roles (0.16, 0.5) = basic student. In general as first step a student must log in to the system by its credentials. Then the system verify and evaluate its trust value for example 0.45, therefore, according to Assigned Roles the user at this stage is allowed to act as a privilege student as well as a basic and public student. Let the privilege users of the platform be allowed to write comment about the courses presented in the database of the platform as well as the uploading copies of courses that are not presented in the database we consider that Abusive/irrelevant comments and upload of an inauthentic file as negatives events.

During the session, we consider that the student writes some bad comments and upload a several inauthentic documents. Each of these activities get reported in the session, \( T \) evaluates trust periodically within a session. At some evaluation point we have \( v=0.345 \). This means that the student is not ‘trustworthy’ to the platform as a privilege student. That is why the system automatically refuses the role of privilege student for the student. During the remaining time in this session, he can no longer acts as a privilege student. So if there is a section of articles in the database which is only available to privilege student then he cannot access those articles anymore. However, he can continue to act as a basic/public student who will keep it for its next login, except if the confidence level increases with the good actions and is reached to 0.35. It can again act as a privilege student.

C. Simulation with motorbac tool

Designers of the Or-BAC model have developed MotOrBAC [23][24] a security policy tool which can be used to specify, simulate, evaluate and administrate the security policies not only based OR-BAC model but also RBAC model. This is partly due to the fact that its GUI is independent of its API and RBAC has common entities of the OrBAC model.

Security policies expressed by MotOrBAC have a declaration section which provides useful information on
security policy like: the date of the last version of the policy, creation date, version. We can also use this declaration part to inform the access control model used to express in this tool. In fact, when the security policy is expressed from RBAC, certain parts of MotOrBAC will be disabled: views, activities, prohibitions, obligations [25].

In this simulation we considered that the trust value is an attribute of the subject, it’s already calculated with an independent program.

![Fig. 6. role/subjects entities](image6.png)
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Fig. 6. role/subjects entities
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Fig. 8. Set of permission rules
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Fig. 9. Simulation of the policy

VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The main goal of this paper, is to provide a new model based on ORBAC model, adapted to e-learning platform based on multi agent systems in order to have a satisfactory level of its security, taking into consideration the different interactions of these actors/agents and the integration of context and trust level. It allows to set certain conditions for the application of safety rules. This improvement may reside on richness as modularity of ORBAC model.

This new model is implemented and evaluated by “MotOrbac”: a simulation tool, to define its validity context.
and limitations for an extended deployment. how ever this approach still not enough and rich so as future work, we encode the proposed model on Orbac model, in order to make it more rich and modular, and to prove how the expressive power and flexibility of ORBAC model work.

This work can be extended to a new TRUST-ORBAC model that analyzes the risks before making a decision to accept or deny access while taking account of the context information to determine trust levels of the subjects, the level of trust required by each role and the environmental risk threshold: The evaluation of risk should be done dynamically and in real time.
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Abstract—Crowd evacuation from industrial buildings, factories, theatres, protest areas, festivals, exhibitions and religious/sports gatherings is very crucial in many dangerous scenarios, such as fire, earthquakes, threat and attacks. Simulation of crowd evacuation is an integral part of planning for emergency situations and training staff for crowd management. In this paper, simulation of crowd evacuation for a large building-hall is studied using a popular crowd-simulation software BuildingEXODUS. Evacuation of the fully occupied hall is simulated with eleven test cases using the different experimental setups in the software. The results of the different evacuation scenarios are analysed to check the effect of various parameters involved in the evacuation performance. Finally, using the evacuation test results, simplified models are developed. It is found that the model outputs are in good agreement with the simulation results. Therefore, the models can readily be used for fast computation of the evacuation results without running the actual simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The issue of crowd behaviour and movement has been a concern for researchers over the last few decades. Crowd evacuation from confined areas e.g., industry building, theatres, protest areas, festivals, exhibitions and religious/sports gatherings is utmost important in many dangerous events, such as fire, earthquakes, threat and attacks. Increasing the crowd density during the evacuation can lead to hazardous scenarios including crushing, being struck, violent acts, stampedes, etc. Simulation of crowd evacuation is integral part for planning to avoid such hazardous situations and to make efficient crowd management during the normal situation. Evacuation simulation is essential for designing (the number, widths and locations of) the exits of the confined area for safe evacuation of the occupants. Three approaches are used to simulate crowd, which are fluids, cellular automata and particles.

Most of the work in the area of crowd simulation uses the particle approach [1]. Many studies have been performed on crowd simulation with different structures and situations. A recent survey done by Wang and Sun [2] addresses the current research of large-scale crowd evacuation with four principal aspects: evacuation theories, evacuation modelling, evacuation decision-making and evacuation risk evaluation. The authors concluded that more research is required to be done on large-scale evacuation since existing evacuation models have not fully considered the uncertain factors in the evacuation process. Thalmann et al [3] modelled virtual humans according to perception, emotion and behavior; Helbing et al. [4] produced a social force model for simulation of building escape panic; Braun et al. [5] modified the work of Helbing et al. by incorporating the concept of a group of pedestrians to the social force model. Bouvier et al [6] simulated pedestrians and airbags deployment; and the work of Musse et al. [7] was based on decision-making and movement.

The work of Kiyona et al. [8] used the numerical analysis method, Distinct Element Method (DEM), to simulate emergency evacuation behaviour from a confined underground shopping center passageways during an earthquake. Chunmiao et al. [9] presented a study of evacuation process in buildings using BuildingExodus. They investigated the effect of number of exits and population and concluded that there was a linear relationship between the number of population and the evacuation time. Kiyono and Mori [10] considered an elliptic shape for human body to simulate emergency evacuation from a confined area. They used Distinct Element Method (DEM) with modified strength of the spring for high-density crowd to model the evacuation process and validated the model by comparing the simulation results with a real pedestrian flow.

Alighadr et al. [11] presented a case study on emergency evacuation of a populated marketplace called Timche Muzaffariyye using distinct element method DEM. They used two different numbers of exits for evacuation simulation in order to evaluate the performance. In addition, some research on guided evacuation techniques include: Onorati et al. [12] discussed modelling of accessible evacuation routes for different types of people, Yang et al. 2014 developed a modified social force model for pedestrian dynamics to better reflect pedestrians’ behavioural characteristics. Abdelghany et al. [14] described an optimization model based on genetic algorithm for the evacuation of large-scale pedestrian facilities with multiple exit gates. Haron et al. [15] presents a study on fifty-five crowd simulation software and recommends the suitable crowd simulation software for studying crowd at large complexes. Alginahi et al. [1] presents a crowd simulation for the multi-storey washroom facilities using Discrete Event Simulation. Nassar and Bayyoumi, [16], which presents a discrete-event simulation model to assess the effect of mosque
prayer hall configuration with different exit locations on the egress times of the occupants in the prayer hall.

From the above research works available in literature, it is very clear that crowd simulation research is an interesting area of research and much work is needed to address all different aspects and related parameters of crowd behaviour, building structures, characteristics of crowds, social behaviours etc.

In this work we simulate the crowd evacuation of a large building-hall considering different parameters involved in crowd simulation. The hall has eight doors each of which is approximately three meters in width. Figure 1 shows the layout of the hall used in this study. Three doors are located in the left side and five, in the right side of the figure. The dimension of the hall is approximately 87m × 58m, while each door is three meters wide. The purpose of simulating this building is to evaluate the evacuation performances with different test cases. Eleven tests cases generated by different experimental setups are simulated. Test results are analysed to scrutinize the influence of various parameters on the evacuation scenarios. Test results are analyzed to scrutinize the influence of various parameters on the evacuation performance. Furthermore, with the evacuation test results, simplified models are developed which are in excellent agreement with the test results. Therefore, instead of running the expensive simulation, one can readily use the simplified models for fast computation of the evacuation results.

Fig. 1. Approximate layout for the Worshipping Hall (Area of study)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Following this introduction, section 2 provides the methodology and experimental setup. Section 3 presents the simulation results and analysis. The simplified evacuation model is formulated in section 4 and section 5 concludes this paper.

II. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The authors in this study decided to use BuildingEXODUS [17] in order to carry normal and emergency simulations for the large building-hall. The main reason for using BuildingEXODUS is its popularity and affordable price. According to the crowd evacuation software evaluation by Haron et al., [15], BuildingEXODUS is considered one of the most popular crowd evacuation software developed at the University of Greenwich. BuildingEXODUS is a suite of software tools designed to simulate the evacuation and movement of people within complex structures. BuildingEXODUS is one of the evacuation models contained in this software package. BuildingEXODUS can be used to demonstrate compliance with building codes, evaluate the evacuation capabilities of all types of structures and investigate population movement efficiencies within structures. The system is able to simulate the evacuation of large number of people from different types of buildings such as multi-floor buildings. BuildingEXODUS adopts fluid dynamic models coupled with discrete virtual reality simulation techniques.

Eleven experiments (test cases) were conducted to evaluate the evacuation performances. The test cases with their description are provided in Table 1. The number of occupants in the hall is 4100 which is the estimated maximum capacity before the evacuation begins. Now the experimental setup of parameters, initial values and other considerations for simulation using BuildingEXODUS manual are discussed for each test case.

TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Using default settings of BuildingEXODUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>With altered potential map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>With full local familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>With 50% attractiveness for all doors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>With 5% of the population in wheelchairs and using travel speeds as specified in the Exodus manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>With response time (0-1 seconds) and potential map in test case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>With response time (0-5 seconds) and potential map in test case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>With response time (0-10 seconds) and potential map in test case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>With extreme behavior enabled and potential map test case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Avoid congestion and potential map in test case 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Combination of test cases 2, 5, 6, 9 and 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In test case 1, default values as specified in the user manual are considered for objects i.e., doors, nodes, arcs and occupants with exception of ages of individuals. Occupants follow the potential map of the geometry given in Figure 2. Potential is a measure of a node distance from the nearest door. The occupants move from the nodes of higher potential to the nodes of lower potential which brings them closer to the nearest door. Occupants do not make decisions that take them to nodes of higher potential, but prefer to wait until an alternative of lower potential is offered. For this test case, the behaviour of the population is normal indicating that they conform to the potential map at all times and do not redirect unless they fall under the potential influence of a nearby exit [17].
In test case 2, internal exits are inserted with potential values as specified in Table 2. The corresponding potential map is displayed in Figure 3. In test case 3, the occupants do not follow the potential map. All the occupants are assumed to be familiar with all exits. Occupants' behaviour is normal indicating that the occupant knowledge of exits is prioritized according to the initial distance of the exits from the occupant and usages of the doors.

Test case 4 is similar to the previous test case 3 with the exception that the occupants' knowledge of a certain door is automatically determined by a probability value supplied as the attractiveness of the door. We consider that for each door, 50% of the population are familiar with it (by probability). Occupants exit from one of the doors which they are familiar with. As in the previous case, the occupants exit list is ordered according to initial distance and the usage of the door. In test case 5, with wheelchairs and travel speeds according to the evacuation model data presented in Table 3.

Test cases 6-11 use the altered potential map of test case 2 given in Figure 3. Test cases 6-8 use different response time as shown in Table 1. In test case 6, response time ranges between zero and one second for the entire population. In test case 7, response time is increased to be between zero and five seconds. Test case 8 has the maximum response time range i.e., between zero and ten seconds for the entire population.

Test case 9 uses extreme behaviour where the occupant movement only relies on the distance from the exits. In this case, the population moves according to the altered potential map. However, they are given the additional option of moving to locations of higher potential when their wait time exceeds their patience limit which ranges from 0-5 minutes. In test case 10, a sign was associated with each door enabling the occupants to observe the area around the door and assess the congestion around it. The occupants can then make the decision to avoid the congestion by redirecting to another door. The visibility catchment area of signs given in Figure 4 is the area which it is visible by the occupants. Only occupants within this area are able to view the sign and the congestion around it. Test case 11 is produced with the combination of test cases 2, 5, 6, 9 and 10.
Tables 4-5 present the results of test case 1. Figures 5a-5b plots the flow rate of the people through D1 to D8 doors while Figure 5c displays the total flow rate from all the doors. It can be observed that the flow rate is initially zero and increases to some value (average maximum flow rate) and continues to fluctuate around the value before sharply reducing to zero. Note that the average maximum flow rate is about 16 for all 8 doors. The maximum flow rate in Figure 5c with all doors is about 128 (16x8=128). The evacuation time is the longest with door D8 that equalled 338 seconds; Table 5 verifies this.

Table 5 provides the total and average evacuation time for all the doors, average response time and average cumulative wait time, average distance and optimal performance statistics (OPS). Note that OPS is measured from 0.0 to 1.0, where the lower values indicate more efficient evacuation [17]. Table 4 shows the door usage i.e., how many evacuees exit through each door. Figure 6 shows the total number of evacuees over time for the doors corresponding to the doors in Figure 5. Note that the general trends of the total number of evacuees are almost linear with time i.e., increase gradually and then they become constant after the evacuation is over. Figure 7 shows the areas of congestion for test case 1 where the duration of congestion exceeds 10% of the evacuation time.
Figure 8 shows the total and average elapsed (evacuation) time for all doors, average response time, average cumulative wait time and the average distance for the different test cases. Figure 9 shows a bar graph depicting the optimal performance statistics (OPS) for the test cases. We observe that the average evacuation time follows the trend of total evacuation time. The evacuation time is the minimum with test case 4 and highest with test case 8. Average wait time mostly makes the opposite behaviour of evacuation time. OPS follows the similar behaviour of average wait time. It reveals that if the response time increases, the evacuation time and response time increase, but the wait time and the OPS decrease. Test cases 4 and 10 have the smallest evacuation time since case 4 uses 50% attractiveness for all doors and test case 10 uses sign to
signal the occupants of the congestion. However, wait time for
test case 10 is higher than that of test case 4. Test case 5 where
some 5% occupants use wheelchairs does not make much
difference with the default setting or altered potential map in
test case 2. The same behaviour is also observed with test
case 9 which represents the extreme behaviour. Variation of
average distance is very small for different cases.

Fig. 8. Evacuation estimates with different test cases

First, we try to find the different evacuation patterns. In
Figure 10, the number of evacuees through all the doors is
plotted over time for different test cases. It is observed that in
the figure, the plots with almost identical behaviours are
grouped. It is apparent in Figure 10 (a) that the evacuation
behaviours with the test cases 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 are similar. This
similarity can also be observed for test cases 4 and 9; and 7
and 11 as shown in Figures 10 (b) and 10 (c) respectively.
Notice that the evacuation with the test case 8 is different from
the others. The average number of evacuees over time for the
test cases with similar evacuation behaviour is referred to as
the evacuation pattern. These evacuation patterns are plotted
in Figure 11. The goal here is fit the evacuation pattern by a
model function.

The Matlab cftool is used to find the most appropriate
functions to fit the evacuation patterns. Figure 11 plots the
number of evacuee over time and their fitting functions for
different evacuation patterns. Each plot can be identified by
different line properties presented in the legends. Different
types of functions were tried to fit these data. Finally, the
function produces the best fit was chosen and was used for the
plots in Figure 11.

The function is presented as follows

\[ f(t) = p_0 + p_1t + p_2t^2 + p_3t^3 + \ldots + p_6t^6 \]  

Equation (1) which is a function of order 6. This function
is used for fitting the simulation data of number of people over
time t. The fitting is performed using least squares method
which generates the values of \( p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_6 \). Once these values
are determined, the plot of number of people over time can be
accomplished. The values of \( p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_6 \) obtained from the
least squares method are listed in Table 6 below. Table 6
provides the values and root mean square error (RMSE)
values of f (t) for different evacuation patterns. The values of
\( p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_6 \) are different for different patterns due to their
different evacuation data. For a specific pattern, the values
will be constant. Thus using these constants, the function f (t)
can be used for evaluating associated output for any value of
time t. The last row in Table 6 provides RMSE with which
errors with the data fitting can be readily checked i.e., how
closely the function fits with the data. Since the simulation
uses assumptions and approximations, the functions can never
fit perfectly with the simulation results. As mentioned earlier,
that we tried a number of functions to fit with the data and the
best and most reasonable function given in equation (1) was
considered for fitting the data. Figure 11 demonstrates how
closely the function fits the data. We observe that the function
and the data are in a good agreement. Hence, it can be
concluded that the functions can be used to evaluate the
associated values.

IV. SIMPLIFIED EVACUATION MODEL

The evacuation results through all the doors presents well-
behaved trajectories without any fluctuation. Therefore, the
trajectories can be fitted with some functions so that the result
can be readily obtained from the functions without running the
simulation repeatedly. Besides the computational time is much
cheaper for the evacuation if we can build such functions.

Fig. 9. Optimal Performance Statistics for all test cases

Table 6 provides the values and root mean square error (RMSE)
values of f (t) for different evacuation patterns.
Fig. 10. Evacuation with time for different test cases

Fig. 11. Evacuation model and average evacuation of nearest test cases

| TABLE VI. VALUES OF $p_0, p_1, ..., p_6$ FOR DIFFERENT SCENARIOS |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Properties | Avg. of Test Cases 1,2,3,5,6 | Avg. of Test Cases 4,9,10 | Avg. of Test Cases 7,11 | Test Case 8 |
| $p_0$ | -46.7 | -53.15 | -73.43 | -37.85 |
| $p_1$ | 15.05 | 13.7 | 7.034 | 2.053 |
| $p_2$ | 0.1252 | 0.2055 | -0.003988 | 0.05817 |
| $p_3$ | -0.0009205 | -0.001558 | 0.000415 | -0.0003113 |
| $p_4$ | 2.303e-006 | 4.288e-006 | -1.878e-006 | 8.105e-007 |
| $p_5$ | -2.583e-009 | -5.333e-009 | 2.919e-009 | -1.007e-009 |
| $p_6$ | 1.099e-012 | 2.515e-012 | -1.539e-012 | 4.774e-013 |
| RMSE for $f(t)$ | 44.09 | 36.5 | 64.26 | 8.638 |

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, crowd evacuation for a building-hall is investigated using a popular crowd-simulation software BuildingEXODUS. Eleven evacuation test cases generated using the different experimental setups in the software are simulated. The simulation results are scrutinized to check the effect of various parameters involved in the evacuation performance. It is noted that with higher response time, the response time increases, the evacuation time and response time increase, but the wait time decreases. Evacuation time is small with 50% attractiveness for all doors (case 4) and with using sign to signal the occupants of the congestion (case 10). It was found that test case 10 has higher wait time than test case 4. Test case 5 where 5% occupants use wheelchairs does not differ much on the evacuation characteristics with the normal evacuation (case 1, 2). Test case 9 with the extreme behaviour representing emergency evacuation follows the same trend of case 5. This behaviour of case 5 and 9 is due to the almost constant egress of the people from the confined area through fixed width doors.

Furthermore, simplified evacuation models are developed which are in excellent agreement with the evacuation test results. These models are computationally inexpensive and thus they can immediately compute the evacuation results.
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Abstract—E-learning management systems have emerged as a method of education development in many universities in the Arab world. E-learning management system tools provide a basic environment for interaction between faculty members and students, and these tools require information technology to obtain the most benefit. This paper proposes a method for enhancing the delivery of supportive e-learning courses using smart tags, such as NFC technique. The study sample comprises students at a supportive E-learning course in King Khaled University. This study aims to propose a technique to enhance the delivery of E-learning courses using these tags, which enable teachers and students to interact with the educational material and track their academic performance. The conducted experiments used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) prediction quality measurements to evaluate the proposed technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Educational technology is a necessity to ensure the success of educational systems. Hence, educators always take advantage of new technologies that could enhance teaching and learning processes that increase performance efficiency.

The number of creative people in a community is not attributable to distinguished mental capabilities or educational systems. Traditional education systems do not evolve creative minds, but the creative student in the framework of the traditional education system is considered creative when he/she overcomes the limitations and determinants of the traditional education system. Modern education systems drive the evolution of the brain and motivate authors by establishing the principle that the primary goal of education is to raise the ability of students to think, innovate, and search for information until they acquire knowledge [1].

Universities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia have experienced outstanding achievements in the use of E-learning by adopting the “Blackboard” E-learning management system. E-learning is one of the modes of education that use the Internet and other technologies to provide scientific technology courses to students and provide communication and interaction between them as well as the faculty and the learning resources.

Usually, E-learning systems offer three main levels using blackboard system, which are as follows:

- Supportive E-learning (traditional): At this level, the educational process applies in a classroom, and the E-learning systems and tools facilitate and support the learning process [1].
- Blended or hybrid E-learning: This method replaces the face-to-face classroom sessions with electronic activities on the site and use tools of the E-learning system [1].
- Online (Full) E-learning: This method replaces all the courses and face-to-face classroom sessions with electronic activities on the course site by using the tools of an E-learning system, with the exception of the final exam and limited face-to-face sessions decided by the faculty members [1].

The NFC tag is a wireless smart technology used to transfer data, such as text or numbers between two NFC enabled devices. One of them is an NFC tag, such as a sticker. The tag contains small microchips and an antenna, which store a small amount of information, such as URL. The second is the NFC device, such as a smartphone [2].

In this paper, the authors propose a method to enhance supportive E-learning courses at the King Khalid University through the use of NFC smart tags. The proposed method has been applied on a sample of 1000 students in the Introduction to Computer course (Hal 101). The practical part of the course uses E-learning. The next section discusses related studies to this paper. The third section presents detailed information on the adopted dataset. The fourth section explains the structure of the proposed methodology, and fifth section presents the experiments and results. Finally, the sixth section presents the conclusions.
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II. RELATED WORK

Saparkhojayev and Guvercin [3] proposed the use of the radio-frequency identification (RFID) system based on RFID Tags to identify automatically the presence or absence of students in Suleyman Demirel University, Kazakhstan. All classes are provided with personal computers (PC) connected to a web camera and RFID reader. These PCs and their peripherals are connected to the main server. The system uses a database. The instructor has to input his/her ID and password to the system to start verifying whether the students who had attended the lecture are the enrolled students in the course. This manual verification is considered one of the main flaws in their system [3]. Nainan, Parekh, and Shah [4] presented the components of RFID systems, emphasized scalability and security of the systems, and tested the feasibility and practicality. Soliman and Guizan [5] investigated the enhancement of E-learning system usage of learner profiles through mobile learning. They argued that proper understanding of the learner is crucial and achieved through the availability of learner profiles for mobile learning environments. Therefore, they applied RFID with smart tags to identify and extract the data/profile of learners. Their study concluded that learner profiles are personalization-enablers for e-learning systems and identification cards for learners to explore different learning environments. The system also provides the context and location-awareness services to learners [5].

Hamid [6] presents two major problems facing universities. The first one is wasting time in recording attendance for students and the second is losing part of the power for the operation of devices with little or no educational institutional benefit. HANISAH was introduced as solution to these problems through the use of RFID technology. Frequency identification radio (FIR), which is an automatic identification method, relies on storing and retrieving data using devices that deal with posting and reception from a distance. The system has been building applications using the Internet to monitor attendance records of students. Information technology through existing attendance management system on the computer RFID aims to solve everyday problems and assist faculty members in accessing the system easily via the Internet. The system could be equipped to create reports and provide valuable information on student commitments to attend lectures in real time [6].

Riahi [7] describes the ways to benefit from the environment of cloud computing to build sustainable and widely used E-learning systems. Cloud computing is considered by Riahi [7] as a suitable infrastructure for building large-scale E-learning systems. He presents five main layers of E-learning, namely, hardware and software resource layers, resource management, server, and business application.

According to Dominikus and Schmidt [8], “The Internet of Things (IoT) is an upcoming topic as things are getting smarter and are able to connect themselves with each other.” The study describes a method that applies concepts from Mobile Internet Protocol (MIPv6) to enable a two-way end-to-end communication with passive RFID tags into the Internet. Furthermore, they apply concepts from MIPv6 where tags do not require IPv6 functionality themselves, but communicate with readers using their standard RFID communication protocol. The readers provide MIPv6 functionality and act as a gateway between the Internet and the tags. They concluded that MIPv6 allows full integration of passive RFID tags via the IoT [8].

The study of [9] highlights the omitting factors in E-learning environment, which reflects the illegal behavior of students. The authors studied a sample of 150 students and 15 instructors for several online courses by using questionnaires. The experiment results indicated that the Learning Management System (LMS) supported academic institutions, but issues are missing legal development. The study recommended the use of a new model that could integrate society members in the LMS of an academic institution. The proposed model was evaluated based on statistical measurements. The results showed the effectiveness of the proposed model.

Peters [10] explained that mobile technology is implicitly used in formal education. Millions of sites are linked with mobiles used by students because they all search for information even though they may not be in the official records of the training course.

Many educational institutes recognize the importance and benefits of using mobile learning, but these benefits are limited by several factors. The most important limitations include age of teachers and trainers, their ability, cost of providing mobile devices, and infrastructure necessary for operation and connectivity.

The increasing growth of the functionality of mobiles as smart devices appears to have a clear place in training and education. Management of m-learning is very important for learners as they shift teachers from indoctrination process to guidance, as well as help learners to get instantly limited skills for the knowledge economy. The proposed system enhances the interaction among three main partners, including students, teachers, and parents of students, in one account [10].

III. DATASET OF THE STUDY SAMPLE: SUPPORTIVE E-LEARNING

King Khalid University applies supportive E-learning for all courses that students should attend in the classrooms. The curriculum should be presented by using the learning management system (Blackboard), and the lecturer assigns the subject area, assignments, and forum discussions [11].

Each supportive E-learning course must contain

- platform of the curriculum and information on the lecturer,
- scientific material of the course (not required to cover all course materials, but is preferable),
- link to course-related announcements, and
- link to hold discussions with the students.

The practical component of the Introduction to Computer course (Hal 101) is regularly taught at King Khalid University under the direct supervision of the Department of Computer
Science at the Faculty of Computer Science, and the component uses supporting E-learning level [12]. The study sample consists of 1000 students from the main university campus, includes supportive e-learning requirements, and considers international quality standards. Quality Matters (QM) was applied after obtaining approval from the Deanship of E-learning at the University of King Khalid for the two courses [13].

The respondents were asked if they have smart phones and internet connections. Approximately 95% of the respondents have this technology, and this figure sufficiently covers the limitation of 5% of the author sample. King Khalid University provides Internet services over wireless networks to all students and faculty members. As for the students who do not have smart phones, the Deanship of E-learning at the King Khalid University provided iPad devices to support the activities of E-learning at the university [11].

IV. METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology consists of the following phases:

1) The authors developed a mobile application utilizing the NFC technique.

2) The lecturer is responsible for creating various related links available to students on the E-learning system and controlling accessibility by using the secure browser (LockDown Browser) [14].

3) Authors have two main types of NFC tags. The first type is used for student attendance system, in which every student has a tag containing the students’ information (student ID). Once the student enters the classroom, a special reader attached to the main door will read the student’s information and register students who attend the lecture.

4) The second type of NFC tag is a sticker found on the worksheet given once during the semester.

5) The lecturer includes these links in the class worksheets using tiny URL, which is stored in the second NFC tag in the worksheet as a sticker. The advantage of using tiny URL is to use the same NFC during the whole semester. Moreover, the lecturer could change the content of the tiny URL without changing the NFC sticker. The students use their smartphones as an NFC tag scanner to search for the specific URL.

6) The technique features (variables) are then extracted.

7) The hypotheses are stated.

8) The proposed technique using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) prediction quality measurements is evaluated.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed method was tested on 1000 students in the Introduction to Computer course (practical) at the supportive E-learning level. The authors prepared the links using the LockDown Browser in the blackboard system [14].

The Secure Browser (LockDown Browser) refers to an application designed to open various tests and links over the Internet and can be integrated easily with E-learning management systems, such as Blackboard [14].

The LockDown Browser application prevents the student from copying or pasting answers to questions or taking screen shots, as well as from opening other browser windows. Hence, the system guarantees specific academic use.

The Eighth General Standards of Quality Matters must consider special needs, accessibility to links, and different manners [13]. In the proposed technique, blind students could point their smart phones to the NFC tags, which will identify the blind student and link them directly to the audio lectures. In the Hal 101 course, the authors used the link of the course in the Blackboard system with one link or divided the activities to generate many NFC tags. The authors followed the guidelines below for their supportive E-learning courses:

1) They established NFC tags (Figure (1)) for the attendance activity. The reader at the main door reads the student tags. The NFC reader will retrieve the student name and ID, and send the data to the registration database in the university server. This step will save time because checking of the attendance has been done. Hence, classroom time is fully utilized for the lecture.

2) Another tag will be in the hard copy (course sheet), which contains a link to the lectures on the Blackboard system. Thus, students could review lectures as a type of asynchronous learning, as shown in Figure 2.

3) The lecturers placed another tag for the quizzes and discussion boards in the last part of the worksheet. Appropriate links using NFC tags would enable the students to participate in the forum, and students could avoid the barriers of fear through e-participation.

Fig. 1. NFC for student attendance
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To evaluate the proposed method, a questionnaire was designed for 1000 students. The questionnaire asked about the benefits of the proposed method and the authors extracted possible features (variables).

The authors have two types of variables (i.e., dependent and independent). Dependent variables refer to variable results computed in reference to other variables, whereas independent variables are not based on other variables [15].

In this study, independent variables are as follows:

1) Student Academic Level (SAL)
2) Field of studies (FS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Flexible Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Inexpensive Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Safe Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QT</td>
<td>Quick Technique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The null hypothesis indicates that the independent variables did not participate in computing the dependent variables. The alternate hypothesis explores the relation between dependent and independent variables [15]. The hypotheses are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accept the alternative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accept the alternative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accept the alternative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accept the alternative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td></td>
<td>Accept the alternative.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the decision results for the hypothesis.

The following Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) prediction quality measurements were used to evaluate the proposed method: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-measure (F-M) [17]

\[
\text{i}\text{Accuracy}_i = \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP} + \text{TN} + \text{FN}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Recall}_i = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\text{Precision}_i = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\text{F-measure}_i = \frac{2 \times \text{TP}}{(2 \times \text{TP}) + \text{FP} + \text{FN}} \tag{4}
\]

where TP is True Positive, TN is True Negative, FP is False Positive, and FN is False Negative.

1) Accuracy: This characteristic indicates the closeness of computations to the true values.
2) Kappa statistic (KS): This value finds the error reduction percent, which is compared to all errors in the sample. Kappa values are between 0 and 1. A KS value close to 1 presents better value than 1 near 0 [12].
3) Mean Absolute Error (MAE): MAE computes the average of errors that appear in the set of the estimation, which explores the relative values to the actual outcomes [13].

Table 4 summarizes the evaluation results.

Table 5 presents the effectiveness measure results of the application are KS, MAE, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Relative Absolute Error (RAE), and Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE). The calculated values are shown in Table 5.
Table 5 shows the effectiveness of the proposed application with probability of occurrence of several error rates.

Table 6 summarizes the results of the comparison between the present study and previous studies using different measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Covered range</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study [3]</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>Automate student attendance</td>
<td>Longer distance (several meters)</td>
<td>Flexible, which may be extended by adding more modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study [4]</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>1. Identify individual students based on their unique tag identifiers 2. Generate reports 3. Detect errors in tag 4. Integrates data storage</td>
<td>Longer distance (10–100 meters)</td>
<td>Saves the time and improves operation efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study [5]</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>1. Automate student attendance 2. Get education resources</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Proposed implementation without evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study [6]</td>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>Automate student attendance</td>
<td>Longer distance (10–100 meters)</td>
<td>Provide context-awareness for educational process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

E-learning in universities in Saudi Arabia has become the most important source of knowledge for application. The wide environment that contains a huge amount of digital information is ranked and seeded reliably and accurately in line with the needs of learners of different courses at the university. In the supportive E-learning courses, information technologies are necessary to activate learning management system tools in this type of course.

This paper proposed a method for the development of supportive E-learning courses at the King Khalid University using NFC. The study sample consisted of 1000 students in a supportive E-learning course. The main results are as follows.

First, the technology must apply main quality standards, which refer to e-learning being accessible to all students without any considerations. Second, the technology must be safe and inexpensive, as well as contribute to relieving the burdens of the curriculum through the use of electronic tools to access lectures, assignments, and discussions. The proposed technique should enable students to receive educational resources and monitor their academic performance (such as registering to attend classes and running tests). The manner should be commensurate with the abilities of students and provide access to the student community and interactive product. The experiments were evaluated using SPSS, and the results showed that the proposed technique is safe, flexible, inexpensive, and enhances student grades. The proposed method was evaluated using ROC prediction quality measurements. The conducted results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed technique.
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A Novel Cylindrical DRA for C-Band Applications
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Abstract—In this paper, we study a Dielectric Resonator Antenna of cylindrical shape with circular polarization for applications in the C band. The proposed antenna is composed of two different layers. The first is Polyflon Polyguide with relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{r1} = 2.32 \) and a loss tangent \( \tan \delta = 0.002 \) as a lower layer. The second is Rogers RO3010 with relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{r2} = 10.2 \) and a loss tangent \( \tan \delta = 0.0035 \) as an upper layer which is excited by dual probe feed. The 90° phase shift of two probes feed can create a circular polarization. In this study, we focused on the effect of the variations in the height of the Polyflon Polyguide as well as the probe feed. Simulations under HFSS software have led to bandwidth values of about 2.2 GHz and 2.6 GHz for the proposed antenna with one probe and dual probe, respectively. The obtained gains are higher than 5.4 dB and can range up 8.1 dB.

Keywords—Dielectric Resonator Antenna; gain; reflection coefficient; circular polarization; axial ratio

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many researchers are interested in the dielectric resonators. This theme is introduced in 1983 [1], and widely studied and used over the last two decades owing to their attractive properties like for examples the small size, the simplicity of feeding by classical methods and the very high radiation efficiency compared to microstrip antennas [2]. The Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) has characteristics that can be modified according to an appropriate choice of dimensions of the resonator as well as its dielectric constant.

Let us note that the production of dielectric resonators (DR) don't add additional constraints and can also easily adjust the quality factor and the resonant frequency [3]-[4]. A cylindrical DRA is simple to design allowing an easy control of the resonant frequency and the Q-factor by the ratio radius/height and the permittivity \( \varepsilon_r \). It would be necessary to know that it is possible to excite the different modes of this type of DRA by adjusting the position and the type of excitation, thereby obtaining an omnidirectional or broadside radiation pattern [5].

The circular polarization (CP) is preferred in the antenna applications because this system gives a wide flexibility in the orientation of the antennas in transmission mode as well as in reception mode [6], and can increase the bandwidth [7]-[8]. The broadband CP antenna applications include many areas such as radar, RFID and satellite. In satellite applications, a CP is preferred in order to overmaster the consequences of the rotation of polarization due to the atmosphere. In the case of radar applications, the CP signals are used so as to obtain a maximum of information about the target [9].

The CP is a combined excitation of two degenerate orthogonal modes. The vector of the electric describes a circle over time and a helical motion along the propagation direction. The DRA is used for many reasons among which the very broad bandwidth. For a single DRA, the use of a cylindrical or a conical shape can increase this bandwidth. A dielectric constant of low value can reduce the quality factor Q and thereafter increases the width of the bandwidth [10]. In order to obtain best results, we will focus on another technique using a multilayer configuration for different permittivities \( \varepsilon_r \) [11]-[12].

In this paper, a cylindrical dual layer dielectric resonator circularly polarized antenna excited by a dual coaxial probe feed is proposed for C-band applications. To achieve a wideband performance, we need to stack two dielectric layers one over the other. Therefore, the lower layer is of type Polyflon Polyguide with relative permittivity \( \varepsilon_{r1} = 2.32 \) and a loss tangent \( \tan \delta = 0.002 \), and the upper layer is of type Rogers RO3010 of dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_{r2} = 10.2 \) and a loss tangent \( \tan \delta = 0.0035 \). To make sure to get good impedance matching and ensure at the same time wideband performance, it is necessary to use a coaxial probe feed excitation. It should also be known that a dual coaxial probe feed inclined by 90° can create the circular polarization.

The best advantage of the use of a coaxial probe feed excitation is the direct coupling into a 50-\( \Omega \) system without the need of a matching network [13]. The effects of the probe and the Polyflon Polyguide heights will be studied through the use of the HFSS commercial software [14].

We present in this paper the simulation results of the return loss, gain and axial ratio of the cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna (CDRA) that we propose with dual layer and that works in the C-band.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig.1 shows the geometry of the proposed cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna. The shape of the DRA, the type and the location of the excitation are responsible of the antenna characteristics.

The cylindrical shape of the dielectric resonator gives a large degree of freedom. Thereby, the coaxial probe feed located adjacent to a CDRA offers a large coupling and thereafter a high gain and a symmetric radiation pattern. The mode excited with this location is the \( HEM_{110} \) mode.
The relation (1) gives the formula of the resonance frequency of a CDRA corresponding to the case of HEM\textsubscript{11,\delta} mode [15].

\[ f = \frac{6.324 c}{2\pi\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} \left( 0.27 + 0.36 \frac{a}{2h} + 0.02 \left( \frac{a}{2h} \right)^2 \right) \]  

(1)

where \( \varepsilon_r \) is the permittivity, \( a \) is the radius and \( h \) is the height of the antenna. Its quality factor is expressed by the following relation (2).

\[ Q = 0.01007 \left( \varepsilon_r \right)^{1.3} \left( \frac{a}{h} \right) \left( 1 + 100e^{-\frac{-2.05\left( \frac{a}{2h} - \frac{1}{80\left( \frac{a}{h} \right)^2} \right)}{2h}} \right) \]  

(2)

The percentage bandwidth is given by

\[ \%BW = \frac{\Delta f}{f_r} \times 100 = \frac{\varepsilon - 1}{Q\sqrt{\varepsilon}} \times 100 \]  

(3)

where \( \Delta f \) and \( f_r \) are the bandwidth and the resonant frequency, respectively. The VSWR is the voltage standing wave ratio of the antenna.

Equation (4) shows the relation between \( h \) and \( \varepsilon_r \).

\[ \varepsilon_{eff} = \frac{h_{eff}}{h_1/\varepsilon_r + h_2/\varepsilon_r} \quad \text{with} \quad h_{eff} = h_1 + h_2 \]  

(4)

where \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) are the heights of Rogers RO3010 (upper layer) and Polyflon Polyguide (lower layer), respectively. This equation indicates the influence of the couple thickness-permittivity on the resonance frequency and the Q-factor, and thereby the bandwidth for the dual layer dielectric resonator antenna [14]. The parameters \( \varepsilon_{eff} \) and \( h_{eff} \) replace \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( h \) in (1) and (2) so that \( \varepsilon_{eff} \) becomes the effective permittivity and \( h_{eff} \) the effective height. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) exhibit the 3-D view of the dual layer cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna with one probe feed and dual probe feed, respectively. Fig. 1 (c) represents the cut-view (y-z plane) of this structure. It is composed of a Polyflon Polyguide characterized by \( \varepsilon_{r1} = 2.32 \) as lower layer and a Rogers RO3010 with \( \varepsilon_{r2} = 10.2 \) as upper layer. The proposed antenna is located in the middle of the ground plane with dimensions equal to \( L_g \times W_g \times H_g \). The radii of the lower and upper layers of the antenna are identical but with different heights.

The use of a coaxial probe has no effect on the matching of the antenna and the circular polarization is generated from the 90° phase shift. The optimized value of the height \( H_p \) is 8.2 mm thus obtaining a good reflection coefficient at the resonant frequency.

Table I below shows the optimized parameters of the proposed antenna.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. OPTIMIZED PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parametric Results

The results are obtained for the reflection coefficient versus frequency. We achieved a wide bandwidth for the antenna double layer where the top layer has a higher permittivity and the inferior layer has a lower permittivity. The upper layer is made of Rogers RO3010 with \( \varepsilon_{r2} = 10.2 \), whereas the lower layer is made of Polyflon Polyguide with \( \varepsilon_{r1} = 2.32 \).

The simulation results of the S11 parameter for different values of \( h_1 \) and \( H_p \) are shown in Fig. 2. We can confirm that an interesting impedance bandwidth of about 38% is obtained in the [4.6 – 6.8] GHz frequency range for both \( h_1 = 6.67 \) mm (Fig. 2a) than for \( H_p = 8.2 \) mm (Fig. 2b).
Fig. 2. Reflection coefficient of the proposed dual segment cylindrical DRA with one probe feed: (a) for different values of $h_1$, (b) for different values of $H_p$

Fig. 3 shows the simulation result of the S11 parameter in the case of two probes feed shifted 90° degree. It is this inclination that creates the circular polarization.

We notice that the impedance bandwidth is around 44% in the frequency band [4.5-7.1] GHz. Therefore, we can deduce that the circular polarization is able to increase the bandwidth and that the latter is larger in the case of dual probe feed than in that of only one probe feed.

This increase of the bandwidth can range from 37.9 % up to 44 % in the [4.5-7.2] GHz frequency band.

Fig. 3. Reflection coefficient of the proposed dual layer cylindrical DRA with two probes feed

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the simulation results of the S11 parameter carried out under Ansoft HFSS and CST studio softwares.

The difference observed between the two curves is due to different calculation methods of these two commercial tools.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the S11 results performed with Ansoft HFSS and CST studio softwares

B. Axial Ratio

Fig. 5 exhibits the result of the simulated axial ratio of the proposed antenna with two probes feed. It generates the circular polarization in all the bandwidth.
C. Gain

Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of the gain over a frequency range from 4.5 GHz to 7.1 GHz.

The proposed dual layer cylindrical DRA with two probes feed offers simulated values of gain reaching 8.1 dB and no less than 5.4 dB in the frequency range from 4.5 GHz to 7.1 GHz.

D. Radiation Patterns

Fig. 8 shows the polar representation of the radiation patterns obtained in the E-plane (x-z plane) and the H-plane (y-z plane), respectively with phi=0° and phi= 90° at the resonant frequency of 5.8 GHz. The radiation pattern is broadside in the two planes.
IV. CONCLUSION

A dual layer cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna with circular polarization functioning in C-band has been studied in this paper. The obtained results of this proposed antenna showed an increase of the bandwidth of up to 44% in the [4.5-7.2] GHz frequency band with two probes feed, and the gain is able to reach 8.1 dB in this frequency band. Finally, we remind that this antenna is designed for WLAN/WIMAX communication systems operating in the C-band.
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Abstract—Both detection and tracking objects are challenging problems because of the type of the objects and even their presence in the scene. Generally, object detection is a prerequisite for target tracking, and tracking has no effect on object detection. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to detect and track moving objects automatically of a video sequence analysis, taken with a fixed camera. In the detection steps we perform a background subtraction algorithm, the obtained results are decomposed using discrete stationary wavelet transform 2D and the coefficients are thresholded using Birge-Massart strategy. The tracking step is based on the classical Kalman filter algorithm. This later uses the Kalman filter as many as the number of the moving objects in the image frame. The tests evaluation proved the efficiency of our algorithm for motion detection using adaptive threshold. The comparison results show that the proposed algorithm gives a better performance of detection and tracking than the other methods.

Keywords—moving object detection; SWT; background subtraction; adaptive threshold; kalman filter

I. INTRODUCTION

It is easy for a human being to recognize images or other objects around him, but it is a very complex problem for an automated system. Nevertheless, many systems need to have information on the presence or the absence of objects in their environment. In other terms, object detection and tracking in a video sequences have been one of many important problems in computer vision and have attracted more and more researchers working on it. Furthermore, moving object detection has been used for many computer vision applications, including recognition of traffic scenarios [1], supervision traffic flow [2], collision prediction of pedestrians [3], face detection [4], human–machine interaction [5], etc. While detecting and tracking, we need to analyze video sequences to detect and track target in each frame, to achieve monitoring and to master the dynamic variation of the moving objects in order to confirm their exact position. In general, there are lots of methods which can be classified into three categories: optical flow [15, 37], [16], temporal difference [13], [14] and background subtraction. The algorithms of temporal difference quickly adapt to sudden changes in the environment, but the resulting shapes of target are frequently incomplete. In general, optical flow methods present the projected motion on the image plane to high approximation based on the feature of flow vectors. Unfortunately, flow vectors of moving objects only indicate streams of moving objects, thus detecting a sparse form of object regions. Moreover, the computational complexity of optical flow methods is usually too high to easily implement the motion task in the general video surveillance system. Usually, background subtraction is the operation that logically follows the background modeling to obtain a motion detection. If the background model is an image, an absolute difference between this model and each incoming video frame is performed to obtain motion detection. When there is a statistical model, we calculate the probability that each pixel belong to the background by testing the value observed in the model, the importance of the observed movement varies in the opposite direction to the calculated probability.

Many algorithms have been proposed for the moving objects detection. Yumiba et al. [10] proposed an algorithm called ST-Patch for motion detection to cover dynamic changes in background. Authors in [30] proposed a method to evaluate the quality of stereoscopic images that are afflicted by symmetric distortions. Edward J. Delp and Ka Ki Ng [11] invented an approach to calculate the threshold automatically and dynamically relating to the pixels’ intensities in the present frame and a method to update the background model based on learning the rate relating to the differences between the background model and the last image. Elham Kermani and Davud Asemani [12] proposed new method based on adaptive structure firstly detects the edges of motion objects, then, Bayesian algorithm corrects the shape of detected objects.

Many studies have been used subband adaptive thresholding for denoising image using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [13, 14]. For us, our contribution consists to integrated this technique in video sequences to detect moving objects with stationary wavelet transforms 2D. According to the difficulty of motion detection in video surveillance, the most used techniques deal with a fixed camera [15, 16] or closed world representations [17] which rely on a fixed background or a specific knowledge on the type of actions taking place, where various difficult cases are not perfectly
solved and must be improved such as identification, occlusion, tracking of object, localization and removing shadows of objects.

In this paper, we have developed a novel approach for motion detection based on discrete stationary wavelet transform. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the adaptive background subtraction algorithm detects all the moving objects to get the whole moving area. In this step, the different objects obtained by calculating the result of the difference between the background frame and the present frame image, and then thresholding by discrete stationary wavelet transforms SWT[18]. In Section 3, once a target is detected the tracking phase starts. Therefore, we adopt the Kalman filter for more effective monitoring of targets. Section 4, experimental results and some discussion are presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with a discussion and the imagination of our future work.

This figure shows the flowchart of the background subtraction.

Fig. 1. System block diagram of the background subtraction. [20]

II. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD USING SWT FOR DETECTION OF MOVING OBJECTS

In this section, an adaptive threshold technique based on SWT is applied on the obtained image using background subtraction, to detect moving objects of each frame in a video scene. For better follow up the concept of proposed algorithm, the basic idea of detection using background subtraction is firstly described. Then, it will be combined with the stationary wavelet SWT. As a result, an integrated background subtraction-SWT algorithm is obtained for optimally detecting moving objects.

Motion detection methods are basically a process which detects the object in the surveillance area [19]. The following diagram summarizes the proposed algorithm for motion detection with background subtraction based on an adaptive threshold. The following figure 4 involves a number of different steps, each of them are discussed below:

A. Background frame initialization

For video analysis, the background initialization is highly important after the pre-processing is done on each frame. When the background image is initialized it will be presented as the reference image. There are many techniques to obtain the initial background frame. For example, calculate the background image by averaging the first images, or take the first frame as the background directly or using a background image sequences without the prospect of moving objects to estimate the background model parameters.

In this part, we consider that the video begins with the background in the absence of moving objects. We use the selective averaging method [21] to obtain the initial background model as:

\[ B(s) = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N} I_m(s)}{N} \]  

(1)

Where B(s) and I_m(s) are respectively the intensity of pixel sof the background model and the intensity of pixel s of the mth frame, and N is the number of frames used to construct the background model.

B. Background subtraction

After obtaining the initial background model, the subtraction between the current frame and the reference frame is done for the moving object detected. The subtraction will be done pixel by pixel of the both frames. The simple version of this scheme, where a pixel at location s in the current frame f_s, is indicated as foreground if:

\[ |f_s - B_s| > \delta \]  

(2)

B_s is The background image \( \delta \) is the adaptive threshold calculated by stationary wavelet.

The Background subtraction is used to recognize the pixel intensity of foreground which is obtained by the difference between the current image and the background image. Let consider that \( \text{Diff}_s \) is the binary foreground of an image.
$Diff_s(k) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } |f_s(k) - B_{\gamma}(k-1)(k-\gamma)| > \delta \\
0 & \text{for others}
\end{cases}$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $\gamma$ represents the interval time between the current frame and the old one. The threshold adaptive $\delta$ that classifies between foreground and background can be determined by our proposed algorithm using stationary wavelet.

### C. Image Analysis using wavelet stationary

In this subsection, the thresholding step is based on stationary wavelet transform. First, the foreground result is decomposed into different sub-bands using SWT. Then, the obtained coefficients are thresholded. These sub-bands are shown in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. DECOMPOSITION OF FRAME INTO FOUR SUB-BANDS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagonal (HH)</td>
<td>Approximation (LL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical (LH)</td>
<td>Horizontal (HL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H and L present respectively the low and the high-pass filters. The LL sub-band is the low resolution residual composed of low frequency elements and this sub-band which is further split at higher levels of decomposition. After decomposition, the obtained coefficients in the detailed sub-bands are thresholded to reduce the noise and also the thresholded frame is reconstructed from the thresholded sub-bands [22], [23]. The steps of wavelet thresholding are described as follows:

i. Decompose the frame exploiting SWT.
ii. Threshold the coefficients of wavelet exploiting the chosen threshold algorithm.
iii. Reconstruct the frame exploiting ISWT for the thresholded frame.

1) Universal threshold

The universal threshold (Visu Shrink) $\delta$ has been proposed by Donoho [24]. It is described as:

$$\delta = \sigma \sqrt{2 \ln(N)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $N$ is the number of the wavelet coefficients and $\sigma$ is the noise variance in that frame which is computed from the diagonal sub-band (HH) as:

$$\sigma = \text{MAD}(HH) / 0.6745$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

To predict the noise level $\sigma$, authors in [29] proved that the Median Absolute Deviation is presented as:

$$\text{MAD}(X) = |X - \text{Median}(X)|$$ converges to 0.6745 times $\sigma$ as the sample size.

2) Proposed adaptive threshold

The universal threshold exploits a threshold value that is directly depends on the standard deviation of the interfering signal and tracks the hard threshold rule. It is changed by exploiting weighted median and golden ratio. Fig.3 depicts the block diagram of the suggested algorithm.

![Block diagram of the suggested algorithm](image)

In this part, replacing the value '2' with the golden ratio value '1.68' is suggested to use and the threshold $\delta$ is computed as:

$$\delta = \sigma \sqrt{1.68 \ln(N)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Instead of the conventional median given in (5), we use the weighted median to calculate the median value of the high pass party of the frame. This method opts the classical weight function (W) [25] for calculating the weighted coefficient of the diagonal sub-band (HH) which is given by the following:

$$W(s) = \frac{1}{e^{[\text{HH}(s)]}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Here’s is the coordinate of the HH sub-band. The diagonal sub-band HH will be multiplied with the weight W to get the weighted diagonal sub-band HH1.

$$HH_1 = W(s) \ast HH(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The noise variance $\sigma$ is then determined from the weighted diagonal sub-band (HH1) as follow:

$$\sigma = \text{Median}(HH) / 0.6745$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

After calculating the noise variance, the modified universal threshold is applied to the frame and the process is treated in the suggested algorithm.

![Algorithm describing thresholding method of modified universal threshold exploiting weighted median and golden ratio](image)
After the background subtraction step, we use hard thresholding given as follow:

\[
\text{Diff}_k = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } |f_k(s) - B_{k-1}(s)| > \delta \\
0 & \text{for others} 
\end{cases} \quad (10)
\]

The hard threshold eliminates coefficients underneath a threshold value (\(\delta\)) that is obtained by the proposed algorithm of thresholding.

The last equation describes the segmentation after the differentiation of the present and the background frame. That subtracted image obtains the subtracted value of each pixel, that pixel value is compared with the threshold value. If the subtracted pixel value is greater than the threshold value so, it will take 1 else it will take 0.

The value of 1 presents the black color and the value of 0 presents the white color. So the segmented image obtains the moving target in white with a black background, as result, the moving object is detected.

D. Background update

Now, we present a short introduction to the background update approach suggested by authors in [26] that is based on a dynamic matrix. First, a dynamic matrix \(D(k)\) is analyzed in order to have a decision whether this pixel appertains to the foreground or not. Supposing that \(I(k)\) is the input image at time \(k\) that is the index for the pixel position \(I_s(k)\). The expression (4) of the dynamic matrix \(D(k)\) at time \(k\) is given by:

\[
DS = \begin{cases} 
D_s(k-1)\text{Diff}_s(t) = 0 , \quad D_s(k-1) \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{Diff}_s(t) = 0 
\end{cases} \quad (11)
\]

Where \(\lambda\) presents the time length to record the pixel’s moving state. When \(D_s(k)\) corresponds to zero, the pixel will be updated into the background with a linear model.

\[
B_s(k) = \alpha I_s(k) + (1-\alpha)I_s(k) \quad (12)
\]

\(B_s\) is the background frame at time \(k\) and \(\alpha\) is the weight of input image.

III. OBJECT TRACKING USING KALMAN FILTER

The Kalman filter is usually applied in investigations of dynamic systems, prediction, analysis, processing and control. The Kalman filter is an optimal filter for the discrete data linear filtering issue. It’s an ensemble of equations that offers a good solution to sequential systems. As such, two equations describe the kalman filter which are: the time update equations and the measurement update equations. Time update equations, from time step \(K\) to step \(K1\), are in charge of projecting forward the current step and error covariance predicts to get the priori predictions for the upcoming time state. The measurement update equations are accountable for the feedback that means to incorporate a novel measurement into a priori estimation to get better posteriori estimation.

The time update equations can be also accounted as predictive equations and the measurement update equations as corrector equations. Indeed the final prediction algorithm looks like an estimator-corrector algorithm that giving solutions for numerical problems as presented below in Fig.5.

![Fig. 5. The whole operation of the Kalman file](image)

Where, \(P\) is the estimation error covariance. \(Q\) presents the process noise covariance, \(R\) depicts the measurement error covariance and \(K\) presents the Kalman gain. We assume a discrete-time linear system state equation and an observation model, as follow:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_k &= AX_{k-1} + BW_k \\
Z_k &= HX_k + V_k
\end{align*} \quad (13)
\]

Where, \(A\), \(B\) and \(H\) are the model matrices. \(W_k\) and \(V_k\) depict respectively the process and the measurement noise.

In this paper, the state vector is defined as

\[
x_k = [x_{0,0}, y_{0,0}, l_h, h_k, v_{x,h}, v_{y,h}, v_{l,h}, v_{h,h}]^T,
\]

\((x_{0,0}, y_{0,0})\) are the horizontal and vertical centroid coordinate, \((l_h, h_k)\) depict half-width and half-height of the tracking window,

\((v_{x,h}, v_{y,h}, v_{l,h}, v_{h,h})\) represent their speed respectively.

In the following, \(A\) is the transition matrix and \(H\) is the measurement one of our tracking systems with the Gaussian process \(W_k\) and measurement \(V_k\). These noise values are entirely dependent on the system that is being tracked and adjusted experimentally.

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & t & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & t & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & t & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & t \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Observation matrix \(H\) can be described as:
The introduction of Kalman filter can be used to estimate the object’s location, size in a small range and to gain trajectories of moving objects.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At present, many motion detection approaches have been developed that execute well in some types of videos but not in others. There is a list of challenging problems in the video surveillance applications addressed including shadows, repeated motions of background and illumination changes. To show the ability of the proposed algorithm to handle key challenges of real-world videos, it has been applied to several sequences with different frame rates and detection challenges. In order to better understand the performance of the algorithm, we use seven real video sequences, which are “traffic”, “campus” “intelligent room” “hall monitor” “laboratory” “people” and “traffic2”, to test each method by results simulation and qualitative evaluation. Concerning each motion detection challenge, one or more videos have been selected.

A. Simulation results

This part presents the experimental result comparison between our algorithm for moving objects and other motion detection methods, including the Mixture of Gaussian algorithm MOG [27] and multiple $\Sigma$–$\Delta$ estimation MDE method [28]. The first comparison is made with MOG being a widely exploited adaptive background subtraction algorithm. It has good performance for the stationary and the nonstationary backgrounds. The second compared algorithm is the robust method of (MDE) being done by estimating the static background. Detection results have been compared for the case where competitor methods exhibit the best possible performance as the results of other methods have been collected from [27,28] (figures 7, 8 and 9 of [27,28] and figure 6 of method exploiting fixed threshold).

The figure 6 describes the obtained results of “video sequences people” by applying an adaptive thresholding based on SWT techniques. Where 6.a’ depicts the original frames and 6.b’ stands for detection results of our algorithm. 6.c’ and 6.d’ are the detection results of foreground while the threshold value is set at 33 and 80. In this video, it may be observed that the approach exploited set thresholds fails to generate good results in the presence of diverse frames, for a high threshold value, noise positions will be wrongfully detected as foreground objects. It may be seen that our algorithm can detect and separate the moving objects of walking persons almost perfectly.

In Fig. 7(a), a man is walking in a room. Some system noises are present in this video sequence due to the low quality of the camera. As presented in Fig 7(c) and 7(d), both MOG and MDE methods produce serious noise by the noisy systems. Our approach applies after subtracting the background frame and the current frame image, an adaptive threshold using stationary wavelet transforms 2D to compute the characteristic for the probabilities of the background and the foreground. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can detect the moving objects and remove the shadows of walking persons, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
In Fig. 8(a’), a set surveillance camera takes a scene with different vehicles from one direction. As presented in Fig. 8(c’), the MOG algorithm exploits many Gaussian kernels to produce a mixture background model, thus producing the motion challenging problems. Compared with the MOG, the MDE algorithm also produces a mixture background model by constant sign computation. Moreover, constant sign computation is also applied to compute the threshold parameter in terms of motion detection. Regrettably, the threshold value is still changed when the novel pixel presents the background, thus detecting the false object pixels, as presented in Fig. 8(d’). The suggested algorithm detects the moving object by comparing the background values and the foreground values that are computed by adaptive threshold using SWT. Hence, noise artifacts with sudden illumination changes caused on off lights are reduced in the detection results described in Fig. 8(b’).

Figure 9 depicts the performance of the proposed algorithm on three other videos with the same challenges discussed above.

Figure 10 presents the tracking results for a video traffic of moving cars in an indoor sequence. The experiments affected the tracking of moving object exploiting the adaptive background subtraction based on stationary wavelet transforms and Kalman filtering. The moving target may be detected and tracked effectively with our algorithm at frames 98 and 15. Row 1 is the detection results and row 2 is the tracking results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Proposed algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>traffic</td>
<td>70 50 30 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows the comparison of performance between the suggested method and the algorithm using different fixed
thresholds, the best performance of detection and tracking was obtained by our adaptive threshold algorithm.

B. Quantitative evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the suggested algorithm, we exploited the parameters (precession and recall) for compare the proposed method to the other algorithms the parameters are defined as follows:

\[
recall = \frac{Tp}{Tp + Fn}
\]

\[
precession = \frac{Tp}{Tp + Fn}
\]

\[
F - measure = \frac{2 \times \text{recall} \times \text{precession}}{\text{recall} + \text{precession}}
\]

Where Tp is total number of true positive pixels, Fn presents the number of false negative pixels, Fp presents the number of false positive pixels. Table 1 describes the results of accuracy values for Traffic sequence.

### Table III. Comparison of Different Methods for the Object Detection Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hall monitor</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent room</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the average F-measure rate of each algorithm for “Hall monitor, intelligent room” test scenes. As a result, the suggested algorithm attains the biggest F-measure values compared to other mentioned methods. In particular, we can easily show that the proposed method attains better accuracy rates of all metrics than 85% concerned to motion detection.

V. Conclusion

This paper used a background subtraction to detect the objects moving through an adaptive threshold technique based on SWT in order to improve our algorithm to detect and track the moving targets. The suggested algorithm does not only outperform the drawbacks of high complex calculation and slow speed for the background subtraction, but also preserves the wavelet characteristics of the flexible multi-resolution image and the capacity for processing with noises and wrong motion such as moving leaves of trees. Compared to other algorithms, the experimental results prove that the proposed approach can detect and track the moving objects efficiently and with robustness. Moreover, the simplicity of the proposed method indicates that the approach can be implemented in different intelligent systems.
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Abstract—In this paper, the performance of the ring optical network is analyzed at bit rate 2.5 Gbps and 5 Gbps for various modulation formats such as NRZ rectangular, NRZ raised cosine, RZ soliton, RZ super Gaussian, RZ raised cosine and RZ rectangular. The effect of insertion losses is analyzed. It is observed that RZ Soliton performs better than all other formats and using this scheme system can exist up to 95 dB insertion loss. It has been observed that there is a rise in the system performance for NRZ rectangular and RZ soliton formats after 10 GHz bandwidth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing requirement of bandwidth expansion & higher data rates, the network providers are moving towards the Optical Communication. Therefore, DWDM technology is developed to support tremendous bandwidth. An OADM drops one or more pre-selected wavelengths from the multi-wavelength signal entering the input fiber followed by adding of one or more pre-selected wavelengths into the multi-wavelength signal that exits from an output fiber. An optical add-drop multiplexer can be referred as certain kind of optical cross-connect [1,2].

In WDM ring network, the devices are connected in a circularly manner. Each node in this network works as a repeater and works under same protocol. The rings formed can be unidirectional or bidirectional depending upon the flow of data. In case of a unidirectional ring, a failure may occur due to breaking of cable or other damages in cable and thus may disrupt the signal flow. In case of bidirectional ring, no such failure occurs and the signal continues to travel even if cable breakdown occurs [3,4]. The most widely used fiber optical ring network is SONET (Synchronous optical network) which consists of bidirectional ring. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) is used in SONET ring. Even with the increase in online users, the data transfer rate does not get affected in WDM [5,6].

Add Drop Multiplexers (ADMs) are network elements that are used to bypass traffic through different nodes. Electronic ADMs indeed are very costly; thus, Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers (OADM) was introduced to cut down the cost. OADM can also be referred as wavelength add-drop multiplexers (WADM). With the use of OADMs, cost of network can be decreased as number of ADMs needed in the network decreases [7,8]. The WDM ring is presented in Fig. 1.

An OADM is a device which is employed to be used in WDM systems. OADMs are used for selecting the paths for different light channels entering or exiting a single mode fiber. "Add" here means to add new wavelength channels to the WDM signal and “Drop” means to remove the channels [9,10,11]. The internal structure of OADM system is presented in Fig. 2.

There are three stages in OADM. These are demultiplexer, multiplexer and path between them used for adding or dropping signals. The de-multiplexer is used to separate the input signal in different wavelengths. The multiplexer is used to multiplex the wavelength from de-multiplexer and add port [12,13].

In Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer (ROADM), Wavelength selective switching module is used to switch traffic from a WDM system at the wavelength layer. ROADM allows adding and dropping of channels in fiber without the need of converting it to electronic signal and then to optical signal [14,15].

Fig. 1. WDM ring network

Fig. 2. Internal structure of OADM [1]
II. RELATED WORK

R. Randhawa et al. [16] investigated and compared the various network topologies. Analysis is done with the signal, as it passes through each node in each of the network topology. It was found that in case of ring topology, there was no detectable signal degradation in the ring network. An increase in quality factor was found in a ring network. In the case of bus topology, it was observed that with the increased number of nodes, the quality of signal decreases and the power penalty increases. For the star topology, it was observed that the received power values of each node at a same distance from the hub are same and performance was also same. The performance of tree topology was almost indistinguishable to the performance of the ring topology.

A. Sheetal et al. [17] presented the simulation analysis of 40 Gbps long haul DWDM System with enormous capacity up to 1.28 Tbps. The simulations were done for Carrier-Suppressed Return-to-Zero (CSRZ), Duobinary Return to-Zero (DRZ) and Modified Duobinary Return-to-Zero (MDRZ) modulation formats. A modified modulation format MDRZ was presented in the paper. A maximum transmission distance of 1450 km for 32 channels DWDM system was obtained with MDRZ modulation format using symmetric compensation.

Dhiman et al. [18] investigated different modulation formats for four-channel WDM CATV system with OADM. The impact of wavelength and frequency on eye opening and Q-value was observed for added & dropped channels at various length spans.

Sharma et al. [19] studied 16 wavelengths with channel spacing of 0.4 nm on unidirectional non-linear single mode fiber for 10 Gbps. The evaluation of the system was observed using different modulation formats such as RZ, NRZ, DPSK and CRZ using design parameters, namely, BER, eye diagram and QdB. It was observed that CRZ modulation capable of achieving BER of $e^{-27}$ and Q factor in the range of 20.3.

S. Bang et al. [20] demonstrated the Q factor performance resulting from CPM and FWM effects for the signaling formats like NRZ, RZ, DPSK and the RZ-Soliton. It was found that RZ-Soliton was most efficient among all data formats used for 16 channel DWDM systems. It was also determined from the simulation results that DPSK signal is least affected by the generated FWM. It was concluded that DPSK signaling format was reliable for transmission of fiber.

III. MODULATION FORMATS

Various modulation formats are discussed as follows:

1) NRZ Rectangular: Depending upon the transmitted bit, an electrical output signal is obtained. When the input bit is ‘1’, the output signal remains at the low level during the entire bit time and when input bit is ‘0’, the output signal remains at high level during entire bit time.

2) NRZ Raised Cosine: It is same as NRZ rectangular, the only difference is that in this case the signal is forced to return to zero level at the end of each bit even if the two consecutive bits are ‘1’.

3) RZ Rectangular: In this case, the output signal has two electrical levels. When ‘1’ is applied as input signal, a high is obtained at output for time period with the value of bit time multiplied with duty cycle and for the remaining time the output goes low. When ‘0’ is applied as input signal the output remains low for the entire bit time.

4) RZ Raised Cosine: This is same as RZ rectangular modulation, the only difference is that the switching between the two levels i.e. high and low is not instantaneous. It has a raised cosine shape.

5) RZ Super gaussian: When ‘1’ is applied as input, a super gaussian shaped pulse is obtained at the output and when ‘0’ is applied as input, a low level signal is obtained at the output.

6) RZ Soliton: When ‘1’ is applied as input a soliton shaped pulse is obtained at the output and when ‘0’ is applied as input, a low level signal is obtained at the output.

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The block diagram of simulation setup is presented in Fig. 3. It is a 36-node ring network with one channel being added or dropped at each node. In order to analyze the network; performance parameters namely Q-factor, BER, and optical spectrum analyzer is provided at each node. The input source is low noise signal which is further connected to OADM. OADM is used to add and drop frequency at each node. The two nodes are connected by a fiber channel. A Single mode fiber of 100 km span having dispersion of 16 ps/nm/km and dispersion compensation fiber of 20 km span having dispersion of 80 ps/nm/km is utilized in the simulation. A semiconductor optical amplifier is used to boost the signal. Here the saturation power of SOA is set to 9.14 mw and the insertion loss at input and output is 3 dB. Since it is a ring network, all the frequencies are connected circularly such that frequency $f_1$ of node 1 is added and frequency $f_{36}$ of node 36 is dropped and at next node $f_1$ is added and $f_1$ is dropped. The reference frequency is 193 and simulation is done at this frequency at bit rate 10 Gbps. The laser power for OADM is 0 dBm. PRBS sequence degree is 7, crosstalk is fixed at -90 dB and bandwidth of filter is 8 GHz.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation setup is analyzed at four different bandwidths of OADM such as 5, 10, 15 & 20 GHz. The results are analyzed for different modulation formats such as NRZ raised cosine, NRZ rectangular, RZ soliton, RZ super Gaussian, RZ raised cosine and RZ rectangular. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 4 to Fig. 11.
formats. Q-factor of 33.6 dB was observed for NRZ rectangular modulation format and was observed to be 33.56 Db for RZ soliton modulation format for 20 GHz. The value of BER (bit rate error) for NRZ rectangular and RZ soliton is $1.6e^{-19}$ and $2.1e^{-14}$ respectively. It is observed from Fig. 5 that the Q factor reduces with increase in bit rate from 2.5 Gbps to 5 Gbps. Reduced Q factor value was observed to be 31.79 dB for NRZ rectangular modulation format and was observed to be 32.55 dB for RZ soliton modulation format for 20 GHz bandwidth. The value of BER for NRZ rectangular and RZ soliton is 4.2 $e^{11}$ and 2.1$e^{-12}$ respectively. The simulation results at 2.5 Gbps & 5 Gbps comparison of Insertion Loss versus Q-factor for different modulation formats are presented in Fig.8 to Fig. 9 and Insertion Loss v/s BER are presented in Fig.10 and Fig. 11. It is observed from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that the value of Q factor for NRZ rectangular format and RZ soliton is 33.69 dB for insertion loss of 40 dB and these modulation formats have survivable BER up to insertion loss of 90 dB. It is observed from Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that the Q factor is 32.79 and 32.82 for NRZ rectangular and RZ soliton modulation format respectively for insertion loss of 40 dB and these modulation formats have survival BER up to 85 dB.

VII. CONCLUSION

The performance of the ring optical network was analyzed at bit rate of 2.5 Gbps and 5 Gbps for various modulation formats. It was observed that the system could exist for 2.5 Gbps and 5 Gbps for RZ soliton and NRZ rectangular format at bandwidth less than 10 GHz. It was observed from the results that the quality of the signal was degraded as the frequency increased from 10 GHz, also, the value of Q factor and BER increases for RZ soliton and NRZ rectangular formats. Also, it was observed that 90 dB of insertion loss can be achieved for a system.
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Abstract—Power plants not situated at similar space from center of loads and their fuel prices are dissimilar. In this paper, ELD of actual power generation measured. ELD is preparation of generators to reduce total functioning price of generator units exposed to equality constraint of power balance within minimum and maximum working limits of producing units. In this paper FL, GAs & hybridization of GA-FL is utilized to find optimal solution of ELD systems. ELD resolutions found by resolving conservative load flow equations though at same time reducing fuel prices. Performance of results is analyzed by comparing the data values obtained with the help of soft computing techniques in ELD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ED is small term fortitude of optimal output of a lot of electricity generation amenities & to meet system load at nethermost probable cost subject to transmission and working restraints. ELD is resolved by particular computer software which honor operational and system restraints of existing possessions and consistent transmission abilities. In electrical power systems, a incessant equilibrium must be preserved among electrical generation and fluctuating load mandate, though system frequency, voltage stages and security too reserved constant. Besides, it is required that price of such generation be less. In addition, separation of load in producing plant develops a vital operation in addition to an economic matter which resolved at each load change (1%) or each 2-3 minutes. Research methods effectively castoff to resolve optimum load flow difficulties by using direct or non-linear encoding but these algorithms usually restricted to systematic functions. Numerous tasks are multi-modal, intermittent. Stochastic selection approaches used to improve these functions. Although customary resolution methods use features of problem to govern following sampling point, stochastic resolution methods make no such conventions. In its place, subsequent sampled point resolute centered on stochastic sampling or decision rules than a set of deterministic conclusion rules. GAs used to resolve tough difficulties with objective functions that not retain possessions such as continuity, differentiability. These algorithms preserve and operate a set of answers and implement a existence of the fittest approach in their hunt for a improved solution.

The process of generation services to harvest energy at deepest price to constantly assist clients by identifying any working limits of generation and transmission services. Planning and process of power systems under prevailing circumstances, its growth and future growth requires load flow educations, short circuit studies and constancy studies. Though load flow studies are very important for planning, control and processes of prevailing & future growth as acceptable operation of the system be contingent upon knowing belongings of inter connection, new loads, new producing stations or new transmission lines afore they are installed.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

G.Sahu et al (2014) grants the presentation of GA to resolve ELD problem of power system. Planned algorithm verified on two dissimilar test systems seeing transmission damages. The chief cause of cutting total fuel cost and preserve power flows within safety range. B. Hosamani et al (2014) addresses planning and operation of power systems and introduced an approach to provide consumers with reliable and quality power at an economical cost. The main intent of this paper is to develop efficient and fast Fuzzyfied Particle Swarm Optimization (FPSO) procedure to attain the optimum results of multi-constrained dynamic ED, OPF. This paper focuses on the multi- constrained dynamic economic dispatch problem and introduces the Fuzzyfied particle swarm optimization to solve it. S. H.Elyas et.al (2014) introduces a proficient approach for comprehending problem of ELD with effect of valve point by utilizing a novel hybrid procedure for optimization. The fundamental goal for discovery resolution of problem of ELD is to plan the output of committed units of generator so as to fulfill the load of system under numerous operating imperatives. B.Sahu (2013) explains GA and quadratic programming ideas in resolving economic load dispatch (ELD) in which entire price of producing power is reduced with a valve point loading outcome though satisfying load request regardless of transmission line losses. V. Karthikeyan (2013)
explains that price competence is utmost significant problem of
dependent of systems and makes an attempt to catch out the
best price by using Particle Swarm Optimization Procedure
considering statistics of three generating units. The paper
involves the use of damage coefficients with maximum power
limit and cost function. PSO and Simulated Annealing smears
to find out the least price for diverse power request. F. Fardeen et. al (2013) presented operation of PSO for dynamic
problem of ELD. The economic operation of the systems
which are generating has constantly involved an imperative
position in an industry of electric power. A. Gharegozi et. al
(2013) presents a novel method to solve the issue of best
planning using Cuckoo Search Algorithm. The proposed
approach provides the most appropriate convergence in the
response, high computational speed and high accuracy. L. Chopra et. al (2012) shows simple GA and refined GA
technique applicable to ELD which books for reduction of
price for operational constraints. Lambda iteration technique
needs precise alteration of lambda which not provide global
optimum resolution. A. Hasan Zade et. al (2011) describes
ELD problem as a constrained optimization problem and hence
efficient method needed to explain this problematic. The paper
involves use of a particular variant of Evolutionary Algorithm
namely DE to address ELD problem. Fuzzy logic controller
designed to control the amplification factor vector of DE
dynamically during the process of optimization. S.C. Swain
et. al (2010) introduces the utilization of techniques of
computational intelligence to problems of ELD. The equation
of fuel price of thermal plant is normally communicated a
quadratic equation which is continuous. In conditions of real
world, the equations of fuel cost occur discontinuous. In
perspective of above, both cost equations which are continuous
discontinuous are considered in the present paper. Bakirtzis,
A (1994) presented two GAs results to ELD. Benefit of GA
resulting not enforce any convexity limitations on generator
price function. Additional benefit for GAs for sufficiently
coded to effort on parallel machines. A.G. Bakirtzis et. al
(2002) introduces an enhanced genetic algorithm for finding
the solution of optimal power flow (OPF) with control variables
which are both discrete and continuous. H. Jagabondhu et. al
(2009) grants a relative learning of four diverse evolutionary
algorithms i.e. GA bacteria foraging optimization, ant colony
optimization and PSO for solving ELD. Concert of every
algorithm for resolving ED problem analysed and simulation
consequences are shown for precision, consistency and
finishing time. Altun H et. al (2008) highlighted execution
issues of soft computing methods for a specific solicitation to
solve ED problem for inhibited optimization problem in power
systems. The paper presents review of fundamentals of the
methods and includes discussion of the implementation of
methods in ED problematic. A. Kandari et. al (2007) grants a
novel and precise technique for assessing input–output curve
limits of power plants. These limits are very imperative for
execution economic dispatch values. The greater the precision
of projected coefficients, extra precise consequences attained
from calculations of economic dispatch. J. Nanda (2001)
resolves ELD problematic with Line flow limits over operative
application of GA since losses of system transmission, power
balance equation as equality constraint, active power
of units and current limits in different lines for
inequality constraints. Palanichamy et. al (1991) offered a
direct and computationally effective technique for ELD. The
accustomed B coefficients used for calculation of transmission
losses, incremental transmission losses and penalty factors.

III. ECONOMIC LOAD DISPATCH

ELD is one of substantial functions in automatic generation
control. The Economic Load Dispatch of power production
units is an important issue in electric utility industry. Schedule
of individual units production which reduces total functioning
price of a power system while meeting total load plus
transmission losses in generator parameters. This is implication
to save energy and tumbling emission.

The problematic goes more compound in great scale system
henceforth problematic to find out optimum result due to
nonlinear function which comprises number of local optimum.
Therefore, importance to resolve this problematic precisely.
For financial operation of system total ultimatum must be
optimally collective between all generating units reducing total
production rate though sustaining operative limits on system.

The fuel rate for all power generation unit explained firstly.
Hence total production cost function of ELD problem is
distinct as the whole sum of the fuel prices for all generating
plants units as stated below:

\[ F_T = \sum_{i=1}^{NG} \left[ a_i P_i^2 + b_i P_i + c_i |d_i| \sin(e_i (P_i^{\text{min}} - P_i)) \right] \]

Where, \( NG \) is total number of producing units
\( F_T \) is total generating price
\( P_i \) is the power output of producing unit \( i \)
\( P_i^{\text{min}} \) is lowest output of producing unit \( i \)
\( a_i, b_i, c_i, d_i, e_i \) are fuel rate coefficients of unit \( i \)

Above equation calculates total generating rate of
producing plant.

A. The Lambda – Iteration Method (LIM)

This is utmost prevalent technique to contract with ELD
problematic. Here, variable introduced for solving constraint
optimization problem which is said to be as Lagrange
multiplier. Lambda explained by unraveling systems of
equation. All inequality constraints gratified equations resolved
by iterative technique

1) Let a appropriate value \( \lambda \) (0) & this value must be
greater than prevalent capture of incremental rate distinctive
of the numerous generators.
2) Calculate the separate generations
3) Check the equality
\[ P_d = \sum_{n=1}^{m} P_n \]

B. Langrangian multiplier

Significant and simplest technique of stating economic
dispatch load method as a transmission loss of generator power
output is B- coefficients. The general formulae of loss
formulae as:

\[ P_L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{K} P_i B_{ij} P_j \]
Bij are loss coefficients or B-coefficients, Pi,PJ are real power injection of ith, jth buses.

Above inhibited optimization problematic changed into unrestricted optimization problem. Langranian multiplier is a method applied to minimize or maximize in equality constraints form. An augmentes function is as:

\[ L = C_t + \lambda \left( P_d + P_L - \sum_{i=1}^{k} P_i \right) \]

Ct is total fuel cost for all generating units and \( \lambda \) is said as Langranian multiplier. For minimizing the cost, \( L \) with \( P_i \) equal to zero.

C. Fuzzy Logic in ELD

The characteristic of fuzzy logic to deal with fuzzy or crisp values without much concern for precise input and continuous operation in case of feedback sensor failure makes it be called as robust and reliable method. Despite of wide variation in the inputs output control is smooth control function. The fuzzy logic controller operates on user-defined rules hence it adapted modify system performance. By the generation of appropriate governing rules the system can be incorporated with new sensors. Fuzzy logic is not limited one or two control outputs, and it is not essential to calculate rate-of-change of limits in order for implementation. The sensor data is sufficient because that provides some signal of system action.

The fuzzy modeling control system starts with deciding input and output variables of fuzzy logic. Mamdani fuzzy inference system used for this. This method used for fuzzy modeling process to acquire information about a data set to calculate the membership function limits which greatest permit the related fuzzy inference system to trail the specified input-output data. This FIS system intended for MISO system. MISO system comprises two inputs and one output.

D. Linguistic variables

These are variables stated in plain language words. These show an significant role in demonstrating crisp information such that it accurately suitable for the problem. Since usage of linguistic variables detected to decrease whole computation complication in many applications & mainly valuable in representing composite non-linear applications. Linguistic variables are fundamental to fuzzy logic operations, however they are frequently flouted in the arguments on the virtues of fuzzy logic. In fuzzy logic applications, non-numeric linguistic variables frequently applied relative to arithmetical values.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Algorithm for ELD Using GA

The numerous stages included in solution of GA Algorithm are:

1) Select Population extent, amount of generations, sub-strings length and quantity of trials.
2) Produce primary arbitrarily coded strings as population associates in the first generation.
3) Decipher population to acquire power generation of units in strings.
4) Implement load flow reflecting the unit generation excluding for the slack bus. To assess the system transmission losses, slack bus generation, line flows.
5) Calculate fitness of population members.
6) Execute selection centered on Reproduction executing. Roulette Wheel process with embedded Elitism trailed by crossover with embedded Mutation to produce the novel population for the subsequent generation.

B. Algorithm for ELD Using GA

Lambda iteration method decent loom to determine ELD due to which generator parameters easily controlled. The penalty factors applied to reflect the impact of losses. Fuzzy with ELD system is applicable to optimization problems. System will obtain optimum resolution to complications with fuzzy contrictions and fuzzy variables. The values of power which is obtained from ELD is then adjusted by fuzzy practical rules and gives more appropriate and approximate results for power of each unit.

- Compute optimal dispatch and entire rate ignoring losses \( \lambda \).
- Use dispatch and loss formula, compute system losses. It explained by using MATLAB script and function file that use fsolve MATLAB function to resolve system of equations.
- Discover optimal dispatch for a entire generation of PD by coordination equations and loss formula.
- Economic dispatch problematic containing transmission losses computed for effect of transmission losses to represent total transmission loss as a quadratic function of generator power outputs.
- For minimum cost derivative of L (penalty factor) is required with each \( P_i \) equal to zero.
- For generating unit outputs \( P_1, P_2 \) and \( P_3 \) are power units of 1, 2 and 3 for better approximation. It can be designed as s flowchart as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } P_3 < P_3 \text{min } P_3 &= P_3 \text{min}; \text{else} \\
\text{if } P_3 > P_3 \text{max } P_3 &= P_3 \text{max}; \text{end end} \\
\text{if } P_2 < P_2 \text{min } P_2 &= P_2 \text{min}; \text{else if } P_2 > P_2 \text{max } P_2 &= P_2 \text{max}; \text{end end} \\
\text{if } P_1 < P_1 \text{min } P_1 &= P_1 \text{min}; \text{else if } P_1 > P_1 \text{max } P_1 &= P_1 \text{max};
\end{align*}
\]

- Units are ranked according to their full load production cost rate and committed accordingly.
- The system obtain optimal solution to problems with fuzzy constraints and fuzzy variables.

C. Algorithm for ELD Using Fuzzy-GA

1) First of all, adjust all limits population size, number of generations, sub-strings length.
2) Initial arbitrary population of individuals produced where the entities coded string of binary numerals.
3) Assessment of fitness population members accomplished on the basis of a fitness function.
4) When optimization benchmark happened, nominated population members more accepted on for diverse processes.

5) The assortment procedure is achieved.

6) Afterward, fuzzy logic originates into play with fuzzy crossover regulator.

7) The random member first associated with the crossover probability value and if benchmark gratified, border achieved.

8) Likewise for mutation, arbitrary member equated beside mutation probability value.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS & RESULTS

A. Results obtained for ELD using Genetic Algorithm

1) Power Generated

![Figure 1. Power generated](#)

Figure 1 shows power generation for three units which varying according to time/hour. In unit-1 range of powers are 278.912, 52.260, 134.305, 50, 50 & 50 for different ranges which shown by blue lines in figure. In unit-2, power ranges are 150, 70, 97.77, 90, 95 & 100 for power ranges shown by red lines. In unit-3, power ranges are 100, 120, 140, 86.23, 109.30 & 45 for different maximum & minimum power ranges & shown by green lines in figure. All power are in MW.

2) Fuel Cost

![Figure 2. Fuel Cost](#)

Figure 2 describes fuel cost for three units & cost is according to time per hour. For unit 1 fuel costs are 748.55 to 2736.93 & shown by blue lines. For unit 2, fuel costs are 946.55 to 1465 for power intervals & shown by red lines. For unit 3, fuel costs are 745.18 to 1536.83 for power ranges & shown by green lines.

B. Results obtained for ELD using FL

Figure 5.2.1 shows fuzzy input membership functions. Membership function referred as “gau&m” used for three linguistic variables low, medium, high for input variables. Figure shows input variable as high with a range of 0 to 150.

1) Fuzzy input (power) membership function

![Fig. 3. Fuzzy input (power) membership function](#)

2) Fuzzy output membership function

![Fig. 4. Fuzzy output membership function](#)

3) Linguistic Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. LINGUISTIC LEVELS OF POWER INPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(Power) in MW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cost (in Rs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three membership functions generated for input variable in fuzzy system. The low, medium and high are linguistic levels of power input. For input parameter of power low range is 0 to 60, medium range is 30 to 130 & high range is 80 to 150. For fuel cost low range is 0 to 50, medium range is 30 to 70 & high range is 60 to 100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. LINGUISTIC LEVELS OF OUTPUT VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Power1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Power2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Power3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Power (in MW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table no.2 shows linguistic levels for output variables. Here, Optimizedpower1, optimizedpower2 and optimizedpower3 are linguistic levels. Optimized power1 computed from 0 to 42, optimized power 2 computed is 30 to 80 & optimized power 3 computed as 65 to 100.
4) Surface Viewer

Figure 5. Surface Viewer

Figure no.5 shows surface viewer is a GUI tool used for examine output surface of a FIS which is stored in a file for any inputs. It selects the two input variables to allot two input axes Y & X, this output value allotted to Z-axis. For a smoother plot creation, Plot point field is used to state number points so that membership functions calculated in input/output sort. Here, 101 is a default value which utilized to observe reliance of outputs for any input. Here, input axis shows as power & fuel cost & output axis as optimized power.

C. Results obtained for ELD using Genetic Algorithm infused with Fuzzy Logic

TABLE III. OPTIMAL RESULT OBTAINED USING GA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pmin (PW)</th>
<th>Pmax (MW)</th>
<th>Power generated (MW)</th>
<th>Fuel cost (Rs)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>772.5</td>
<td>0.1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>61.932</td>
<td>997.3</td>
<td>0.2131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. OPTIMAL RESULT OBTAINED USING FL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pmi (MW)</th>
<th>Pmax (MW)</th>
<th>Power generated (MW)</th>
<th>Fuel cost (Rs)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>69.24</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>81.321</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V. OPTIMAL RESULT OBTAINED USING FCGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pmin (M)</th>
<th>Pmax (MW)</th>
<th>Power generated (MW)</th>
<th>Fuel cost (Rs)</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>93.23</td>
<td>669.5</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>117.324</td>
<td>869.2</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To acquire optimal solution for ELD system, comparison of all results done using minimum & maximum power limits. Here, generated power, cost of fuel & transmission errors compared to achieve optimal solution. For powers of 50 MW to 150 MW, following observations obtained:

1) In GA, generated power is 50 MW for a fuel cost of Rs.772.5 & an error of 0.1450. In FL method, generated power is 69.24 MW with a fuel cost of Rs.779 & an error of 0.1050. In FCGA method, generated power is 93.23 with a fuel cost of 669.5 & an error of 0.0087. By comparing three parameters (as shown in figures nos.6,7 & 8) it is found that FCGA method generates more power with less fuel rates & transmission errors as compared to GA & FL methods.

2) For minimum power of 75 MW & maximum power of 200 MW, by comparing values in figure nos.6,7 & 8, it is again found that FCGA methods generates more power with less cost & transmission errors as compared to GA & FL methods.

D. Comparisons of soft computing methods to obtain optimal solution for ELD system

Comparison of power generation, fuel cost & errors depicted in figures for three methods.
VI. CONCLUSION

Simulation results using GA, FL & GA infused fuzzy shows performance improvement between these algorithms. Results shows that GA infused fuzzy shows better performance as compared to GA & FL techniques since FCGA considers average fitness, change in fitness, optimized crossover probability & optimized mutation probability variables. It observed that performance improvement of ELD increased as required minimum & maximum power ranges increased, resulting cost of power generation reduces with an increase of power generation using soft computing techniques. Transmission errors reduced to -0.0579 which is 39.93% less than GA method & -0.0179 which is 17.04% less as compared to FL method. So, performance improvement of ELD system is able to increase subsequently by reducing transmission error during generation of power. FCGA proved best for optimal solution of power generation with minimum cost & transmission errors as compared to GA & FL methods.
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Abstract—This article present a novel direct torque control (DTC) scheme using high order sliding mode (HOSM) and fuzzy logic of a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) incorporated in a wind turbine system. Conventional direct torque control strategy (C-DTC) using hysteresis controllers presents considerable flux and torque undulations at steady state period. In order to ensure a robust DTC method for the DFIG-rotor side converter and reduce flux and torque ripples, a second order sliding mode (SOSM) technique based on super twisting algorithm and fuzzy logic is used in this paper. Simulation results show the efficiency of the proposed method of control especially on the quality of the provided power comparatively to a C-DTC.

Keywords—DFIG; wind turbine; DTC; SOSM; super twisting; fuzzy logic

I. INTRODUCTION

Among all kinds of renewable energy sources that are being developed recently in the world, wind energy source is the fastest growing one [1]. Currently, variable speed wind turbine system (WTS) employing DFIG is the most popular technology in presently installed wind turbines [2]. This is because DFIG presents many advantages compared to other generators used in WTSs such as reduced converter size, improved efficiency, and economic benefits [3].

Stator vector control with proportional-integral (PI) regulators is the usual strategy employed currently for WTS based on DFIG [4,5]. This strategy presents a good decoupling between the two current axes (d and q), therefore the model of the DFIG becomes simple and PI regulators can be employed. However, this method of control is highly depends on the accuracy of the machine parameters, employs diverse loops and needs a big regulation strength in order to ensures stability during the whole speed domain [6].

To avoid the disadvantages of the filed oriented control method, a novel DTC scheme has been discussed in this paper [7,4]. In the C-DTC strategy, torque and flux are directly regulated through switching table plus hysteresis regulators. However, some drawbacks brake the employ of these regulators, for example variable switching frequency and torque ripple [8,9]. In several research articles realized on DTC scheme, these undesirable problems are decreased by employing space vector modulation (SVM) technique, but the control robustness was immolated [10,11].

In recent years, sliding mode control (SMC) based on the theory of variable structure systems (VSS) has been extensively employed for nonlinear systems. It uses a particular version of on-off control, or discontinuous signal across the sliding surface, satisfying the sliding mode condition, to achieve a robust control. However, the SMC has a major inconvenience which is the chattering effect created by the discontinuous part of control. In order to resolve this problem, various adjustments to the usual control law have been discussed. The approach based on boundary layer is applied in almost all cases [12]. Another efficiency solution consists to substitute the discontinuous control signal by fuzzy logic one has also been used recently in some research works [13-15]. For the same goal the notion of HOSM control has also proven its competence in [16,17] for different applications.

Some useful solutions for sliding mode DTC with small torque and flux undulations, applied for induction motor (IM) controls are presented in [18,19]. In [20], the authors suggest the using of a DTC with SOSM controllers employed to IM drive.

In the aim to design an advanced DTC with very small torque and flux undulations and without chattering effect, in our article we suggest to employ a new DTC scheme based on SOSM and fuzzy logic functions for a DFIG-based wind turbine. This is for essential objects, including reducing mechanical stresses and improving power quality provided to the grid. The SOSM technique generalizes the basic SMC design by integrating second order derivatives of the sliding variable [21]. A few of such controllers have been discussed in the literature [22-25].

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, the modeling of the DFIG-based WTS is presented. Section 3 provides the application of the SOSM-DTC scheme to the DFIG. In section 4 the novel SOSM-DTC strategy using on fuzzy logic algorithm is applied to the DFIG control. Section 5 discusses the simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
II. MODEL OF THE DFIG-BASED WTS

A. The WTS model

Equation (1) gives the expression of the power captured by a WTS:

$$P_i = \frac{1}{2} C_p (\lambda, \beta) R^2 \rho \omega^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, $R$, $\rho$, $\omega$, $C_p$, $\lambda$ and $\beta$ are respectively: radius of the turbine (m), air density (kg/m$^3$), wind speed (m/s), the power coefficient, the tip speed ratio and the blade pitch angle (deg).

The power coefficient $C_p$ is given as follows [26]:

$$C_p = (0.5 - 0.167(\beta - 2)) \sin \left[ \frac{\pi (\lambda + 0.1)}{18.5 - 0.3(\beta - 2)} \right] - 0.0018(\lambda - 3)(\beta - 2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

With:

$$\lambda = \frac{\Omega_s R}{v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where, $\Omega_s$ is the wind turbine speed.

B. Model of the DFIG

The DFIG model in Park reference frame is given by [27,28]:

$$\begin{align*}
V_{ds} &= R_s I_{ds} + \frac{d}{dt} \psi_{ds} - \omega_s \psi_{qs} \\
V_{qs} &= R_s I_{qs} + \frac{d}{dt} \psi_{qs} + \omega_s \psi_{ds} \\
V_{dr} &= R_r I_{dr} + \frac{d}{dt} \psi_{dr} - \omega_r \psi_{qr} \\
V_{qr} &= R_r I_{qr} + \frac{d}{dt} \psi_{qr} + \omega_r \psi_{dr}
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $(V_{ds}, V_{qs}, V_{dr}, V_{qr})$, $(I_{ds}, I_{qs}, I_{dr}, I_{qr})$, $(\psi_{ds}, \psi_{qs}, \psi_{dr}, \psi_{qr})$ are respectively the stator and rotor voltages, currents and fluxes, $R_s$ and $R_r$ are the resistances of the rotor and stator respectively, $L_s$, $L_r$ and $M$ are the inductance own stator, rotor, and the mutual inductance between two coils respectively.

The stator and rotor pulsations and rotor speed are interconnected by the following equation: $\omega_r = \omega + \omega_s$.

Where $\omega_s$ and $\omega_r$ are respectively the stator and rotor electrical pulsations, while $\omega$ is the mechanical one.

The mechanical equation of the DFIG is:

$$C_{em} = C_r + J \cdot \frac{d\Omega}{dt} + F_r \cdot \Omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where we can express the electromagnetic torque $C_{em}$ as follows:

$$C_{em} = \frac{3}{2} n_p M (\psi_{qr} I_{dr} - \psi_{dr} I_{qr})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $C_r$, $\Omega$, $F_r$ and $n_p$ are respectively: the load torque (Nm), mechanical rotor speed (rad/s), the viscous friction (Nm/s) and the number of pole pairs.

The stator powers of the DFIG are defined as:

$$\begin{align*}
P_s &= \frac{3}{2} (V_{ds} I_{ds} + V_{qs} I_{qs}) \\
Q_s &= \frac{3}{2} (V_{qs} I_{ds} - V_{ds} I_{qs})
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

To obtain a decoupled control between the stator active and reactive powers, we use a $dq$ reference frame linked to the stator flux as shown in figure 1. Basing on equation (4) and supposing that the stator resistance can be neglected we can write:

$$\begin{align*}
\psi_{ds} &= \psi_s \text{ and } \psi_{qs} = 0 \\
V_{ds} &= 0 \\
V_{qs} &= \omega_s \psi_s \\
I_{ds} &= \frac{M}{L_s} I_{dr} + \frac{\psi_s}{L_s} \\
I_{qs} &= \frac{M}{L_s} I_{qr}
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

![Fig. 1. Field oriented control technique](image-url)
By using (9) and (10), equations (6) and (7) can be written as follows:

\[
P_s = \frac{3}{2} \frac{\omega \psi_r M}{L_s} I_{qr} \\
Q_s = \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{\omega \psi_r M}{L_s} I_{dr} - \frac{\omega \psi_r^2}{L_s} \right) \\
C_{em} = -\frac{3}{2} \frac{n}{\psi} M I_{qr} \psi_{ds} 
\]

(11) (12)

III. SOSM-DTC of DFIG

The main objective of using SOSM-DTC is to develop a robust control of torque and rotor flux of the DFIG. In our system, the electromagnetic torque and flux are respectively controlled by \( V_{dr} \) and \( V_{qr} \).

Chattering effect which is a serious problem that exists in the conventional SMC can be very hurtful for the DFIG because it can create some undesirable phenomenon such as torque pulsation, current harmonics and acoustic noise, etc [29]. To relieve the influence of this problem, various solutions have been proposed [30, 31]. HOSM is one of the solutions proposed recently to eliminate the effect of this problem. This control method can ensure eradication of this undesirable phenomenon because it can acts on the sliding surface and its 1st derivative \( (S = \dot{S} = 0) \) [17, 32]. On the other hand, to retain the main advantages of the usual method, they debate the chattering phenomenon and offer advanced precision in practice. In the last decade many research works have applied this type of control [22, 23].

The big problem that accompanies the HOSM control executions is the increased required information. Indeed, it’s necessary to know the derivatives of the surface \( \dot{S}, \ddot{S}, \ldots, S^{(n-1)} \) for performing an \( n \)-th order controller. Amid all algorithms used recently for the HOSM control, the superstressing one is an exclusion. Indeed, this kind of algorithms needs just the information about \( S \) [24]. Therefore, the super twisting algorithm has been employed in this paper. As presented in [25], for all SOSM controllers stability can be easily verified with this algorithm.

The bloc diagram of the DFIG control using SOSM-DTC is shown in figure 2.

The SOSM controllers of rotor flux and electromagnetic torque are used to act successively on the two rotor voltage components as in (13) and (14) [20, 33].

\[
V_{dr} = K_1 |S_{qr}| \text{sign}(S_{qr}) + V_{dr1} \\
\dot{V}_{dr1} = K_1 \text{sign}(S_{qr}) \\
V_{qr} = K_2 |S_{Cem}| \text{sign}(S_{Cem}) + V_{qr1} \\
\dot{V}_{qr1} = K_2 \text{sign}(S_{Cem})
\]

Where the sliding mode variables are the flux magnitude error \( S_{qr} = \varphi_2 - \varphi_r \) and the torque error \( S_{Cem} = C_{em} - C_{em} \), and the control gains \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) should verify the terms of stability.

A. Controller synthesis

Suppose a dynamic system defined as follows:

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = a(x, t) + b(x, t)u, \quad y = c(x, t)
\]

where \( u \) is the input, \( x \) is the variable state and \( y \) is the output.

\[
u = K_1 \left[ S \right] \text{sign}(S) + u_i \\
\dot{u}_i = K_2 \text{sign}(S)
\]

(16)

Where \( S = y^* - y \) is the sliding surface.

As indicated by expressions (16), the appropriate stipulation for convergence to \( S \) that can verify stability is for the gains to be large sufficient [20].
\[
K_1 > \frac{A_m}{B_m}, \quad K_2 > \frac{4A_mB_m}{B_m^2} - \frac{B_m(K_1 + A_m)}{B_m(K_1 - A_m)}
\]  
(17)

Where \( A_m \geq |A| \) and \( B_m \geq B \geq B_m \) are the bigger and lower limits of \( A \) and \( B \) in the 2nd derivative of the output \( y \).

\[
\frac{d^2 y}{dt^2} = A(x, t) + B(x, t) \frac{du}{dt}
\]  
(18)

IV. FUZZY SECOND ORDER SLIDING MODE DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL (FSOSM-DTC)

SOSM control has proven in several studies and research applications its effectiveness in minimizing chattering effect which is mainly caused by the presence of a discontinuous control term containing the \textit{sign} function [13-15]. To ameliorate the SOSM-DTC of the DFIG and more and more decrease the adverse effect caused by the \textit{sign} function, in this work we suggest to employ a hybrid approach of second order sliding mode and fuzzy logic by replacing this function by an inference fuzzy system.

For the proposed FSOSM-DTC, the universes of discourses are first divided into the seven linguistic variables NB, NM, NS, EZ, PS, PM, PB, triangular and trapezoidal membership functions are chosen to represent the linguistic variables for the inputs and outputs of the controllers.

The fuzzy labels used in this study are negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small (NS), equal zero (EZ), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM) and positive big (PB).

Figure 3 describes these choices.

\begin{align*}
\text{Input Membership function} \\
\text{Output Membership function}
\end{align*}

Fig. 3. Fuzzy sets and its memberships functions

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate the proposed DTC strategy of the DFIG, simulation tests using MATLAB Software have been realized and discussed in this section. The DFIG parameters used in simulations are as follows: nominal stator power \( P_{nm} = 1.5 \text{ MW} \), \( n_p = 2, R_s = 0.012 \text{ \Omega}, R_f = 0.021 \text{ \Omega}, L_s = 0.0137 \text{ H}, L_f = 0.0136 \text{ H}, M = 0.0135 \text{ H}, F_c = 0.0024 \text{ Nm/s}, J = 1000 \text{ kg.m}^2 \). C-DTC, SOSM-DTC and FSOSM-DTC are evaluated by simulations regarding tracking performances, total harmonic distortion (THD) of stator current and robustness versus variation of machine parameters.

A. Tracking performances

This test has the goal to analyze and compare the behavior of the three used DTC control methods regarding tracking performances. The obtained simulation results are shown by figures 4-7. As it’s shown by figures 4-6, electromagnetic torque and rotor flux curves for the three used DTC methods follows excellently their references. Furthermore, we observe that the FSOSM-DTC and SOSM-DTC strategies guarantee the decoupling between the \( d \) and \( q \) axes contrary to the C-DTC where the coupling trace between them is somewhat clear. Otherwise, figure 7 illustrates the harmonic spectrums of the stator current for the three DTC control methods. Through this figure, it can be noticed that the total harmonic distortion (THD) is minimized for the SOSM-DTC method (THD = 1.31%) when compared to the C-DTC one (THD = 2.22%) and the THD is more and more reduced by using fuzzy logic (THD = 1.15%). Based on the results above, it can be said that the FSOSM-DTC has proven its efficiency in reducing chattering phenomenon in addiction to keeping the same advantages of the SOSM-DTC scheme.

B. Test of Robustness

In order to examine the performances of the three DTC control methods regarding robustness against variation of machine parameters, these last have been deliberately modified as follows: the values of \( R_s \) and \( R_f \) are multiplied by 2 while the values of \( L_s, L_f \) and \( M \) are divided by 2. The DFIG speed was kept equal to its face value. Figures 8-10 illustrate the obtained simulation results. These results show clearly that parametric variations test augment somewhat the time-response of the results obtained with C-DTC method. In addition, these results demonstrate that the parametric variations generate a visible influence on electromagnetic torque and rotor flux curves and that the influence seems more significant for the C-DTC compared to the other DTC schemes. Therefore, it can be concluded that the new proposed FSOSM-DTC scheme and in addition to its efficiency in reducing chattering phenomenon has kept the most important advantage of the SMC approach which is the robustness.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new DTC scheme of a doubly fed induction generator attached to the electric network through the stator part and fed by a back to back inverter by the rotor part has been discussed. Firstly, a modeling of a DFIG-based wind turbine has been presented. Frequently used in the WTs, this generator presents several benefits such as variable speed function and the ability to work in the four quadrants. Secondly, a new DTC scheme using SOSM and fuzzy logic is synthesized and compared to both C-DTC and SOSM-DTC. In term of tracking performances electromagnetic torque and rotor flux curves for the three used DTC methods follows excellently their references, however a problem of coupling is emerged in the C-DTC curves that is removed with the other SOSM-DTC methods. Furthermore, the obtained results have approved that the FSOSM-DTC works with a lesser chattering effect. A test of robustness has also been elaborated in this paper where the machine parameters have been deliberately changed. After
these variations, a few ripples have been induced on the curves of electromagnetic torque and rotor flux but with a significant influence with the C-DTC strategy compared to the other DTC methods. In light of the obtained results, one can conclude that the proposed FSOSM-DTC scheme represents an important tool for systems using DFIG such as WTs.

Fig. 4. C-DTC strategy responses (reference tracking test)

Fig. 5. SOSM-DTC strategy responses (reference tracking test)
Fig. 6. FSOSM-DTC strategy responses (reference tracking test)

Fundamental (50Hz) = 1072, THD= 2.22%

Fundamental (50Hz) = 1043, THD= 1.31%

Fig. 7. THD of one phase stator current for a DFIG
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Abstract—In this paper, a digital implementation of Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) is developed for implementation on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). PSO is a recent intelligent heuristic search method in which the mechanism of algorithm is inspired by the swarming of biological populations. PSO is similar to the Genetic Algorithm (GA). In fact, both of them use a combination of deterministic and probabilistic rules. The experimental results of this algorithm are effective to evaluate the performance of the PSO compared to GA and other PSO algorithm. New digital solutions are available to generate a hardware implementation of PSO Algorithms. Thus, we developed a hardware architecture based on Finite state machine (FSM) and implemented into FPGA to solve some dispatch computing problems over other circuits based on swarm intelligence. Moreover, the inherent parallelism of these new hardware solutions with a large computational capacity makes the running time negligible regardless the complexity of the processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, several meta-heuristic algorithms are proposed to solve hard and complex optimization problems. The effectiveness of this algorithm gives satisfaction to solve the most difficult problems for many algorithms related for various optimization problems. The proposed architecture is tested on some benchmarks functions. We have also analyzed the operators of GAs to describe how the performance of each one can be enhanced by incorporating some features of the other. We used standard benchmarks functions to make comparison between the two algorithms. In fact, PSO algorithm use the technique [1] that explores all the search space to fix parameters that minimizes or maximizes a problem. So, the ability and the simplicity to solve complex problems make the studies active in this area compared with many others optimization techniques [2] [3].

This research attempts to present that PSO has a good effectiveness to find the best global optimal solution as the GA but with a better computing efficiency (less using of resource hardware and execution time). The main objective of this paper is to compare the computational efficiency of our optimized PSO with GA and other PSO algorithms using a set of benchmark test problems. The results of this optimization algorithm could prove to be important for the future study of PSO. The organization of the paper is described as follow: The first chapter briefly introduces the general steps performing the mechanism of PSO. Especially, a brief introduction of pseudo random number generator [4]. The next section describes the background functional architecture which performs the GA and PSO algorithm. In chapter 3, a description of the architecture used in the hardware implementation of PSO and genetic algorithm; the second part illustrates the experimental results of some benchmarks functions applied into the PSO algorithm and compared with GA and others PSO algorithms. Finally, we conclude our work and we make some implications and directions for future studies.

II. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

In Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm we can say that each «bird» may be a solution through a search space. Birds are called particles and to explore all the search space, each particle is evaluated by the fitness function and to manage the flying of the swarm to the prey, they use velocities module. Each particle flies around the solution by following the optimum position of particles [5][6]. All particles are associated with points in the search space and their positions are depending on their own solution and of their neighbors. Some particles come into play randomly in every iteration through this environment; they look the assessment of themselves and their neighbors. Then, they follow successful particles of the given problem. PSO algorithm give satisfactory results in solving many dispatch problems related to biology medical, finance, 3d graphics, image processing and others. [8], but it is hard to choose the setting parameters because it is too complicated to find the best setting of a desired application. So, we have to set first, several parameters of the PSO algorithm: [9] [10]:

- Position and velocity equations of particles
- Number of particles in the search space
- The Gbest fitness achieved.
- Positions of particles having the best solution of all.
- Number of iteration

In the beginning we generate a random population after that we search for the best solution after each iteration. Then, the particles update their positions using two best solutions. The first one is the best solution towards the problem and it is
named « lbest ». The other optimal solution is followed by the PSO algorithm and obtained by any particles from the population and it is named « Gbest ».

A. The random number generator

Programming PSO algorithms requires the use of random generator; there are several methods to generate a random numbers. In fact it is impossible to generate a random number based on algorithms that’s why they are called pseudo random number. The random generators programs are particularly suitable for implementation and effective. Most pseudo random algorithms try to produce outputs that are uniformly distributed. A common class generator uses a linear congruence. Others are inspired by the Fibonacci sequence by adding the two previous values. Most popular and fast algorithms were created in 1948 D. H. Lehmer introduced linear generators congruentials and will eventually become extremely popular.

In our algorithm we used the bloc of the pseudo random generator [13] at the initial position of particles and in the velocity vector. We choose the frequently used pseudo-random generator called the linear congruent of Lehmer:

\[ F_{n+1} = (A \times F_n + B) \mod C \]  
Where:  
- \( F_{n+1} \): is the random number obtained from the function F  
- \( F_n \): is the previous number obtained  
- A and B : are multiplicative and additive value, respectively  
- C : the modulo number

B. Position and velocity equations

Velocity equation allows changing the position of a desired particle and generally, the objective of using PSO algorithm is to indicate by their positions the distance to the best particle. So, these equations are updated throughout the race of iterations using the equations below:

\[ V_i(t + 1) = W_{moy} + c_1 r_1 (lbest_i - x_i(t)) + c_2 r_2 (Gbest - x_i) \]  
\[ X_i(t) = X_i(t) + V_i(t) \]

\( x_i(t) \) is the particle position at time \( t \) and \( v_i \) is the velocity of particle at the instant \( t \), \( W \) is parameters, \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are constant coefficients, \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are random numbers at each iteration. « Gbest » is the optimal solution found until now and « lbest » is the best solution found by the particle \( i \). So, generally the velocity vector allows directing the research process and reflects the sociability of the particles.

The convergence to the optimum solution can be fixed by a number of iterations depending on the fitness or when the variation tends to zero (like sphere function) or when it tends to the best minimized solution. Here some parameters that comes into play:

- The number of population.
- The size of the neighborhood.
- The dimension of the search space.
- The values of the coefficients.
- The maximum speed.

Each iteration allows the particles to move as a function of three components:

- Its current speed
- Its local best solution
- The global best solution in its neighborhood.

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF SOME SELECTED PARTICLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particles</th>
<th>iteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_1 )</td>
<td>( x_1 ) ( x_2 ) ( x_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010011111100001</td>
<td>0010011111000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010011111100001</td>
<td>0010011111100011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010011111000001</td>
<td>0010011111000001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table we present a sample from the sphere function, we can easily see that the “lbest” of particle \( x_1 \) is located in \( i_1 \) and the “lbest” of particle \( x_2 \) and \( x_3 \) are located in \( i_2 \) but the “gbest” is \( x_3 \) and located in \( i_2 \).

The global minimum for the sphere function is clearly located at \( x_i = 0 \), in each iteration we pick the “lbest” and we save the results into memory in order to compare its value with the new position of particles in the next iteration.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF GA AND PSO ALGORITHMS

A. GA architecture

To optimize a problem in GA, we have to explore all the searching state in order to maximize (or minimize) a chosen function. So, the use of genetic algorithm is suitable for a quick exploration of an area. The organizational chart that describes the architecture of GA is shown by the following figure.
For hardware implementation of PSO algorithm, the architecture is decomposed into five operations that are performed on each particle: update the position, evaluate the fitness, update the particle's best position, update the global best position and update the velocity.

We can demonstrate from the two architectures that the two algorithms share some common points. In fact the two algorithms begin with a random population in the search space and both of them use fitness module to evaluate the generation.

Both of them update the generation and search for an optimal value using the pseudo random number but the two of them does not guarantee the success. However, the Particle Swarm Optimization doesn’t have crossover and mutation operators. Indeed, PSO update its particles using the velocity module.

C. The FSM

In our paper a dynamic parallel PSO is implemented to be applied into large optimization problem and compared with GA and others PSO algorithms. The FSM is used to exploit all type of parallelism to find the optimum solution in a reduced portion of times. The dynamical process of FSM is represented in figure 3, in fact every state may have at every time a position of many possible finite states. Firstly, we must propose a number of fixed states; every transition may have one or more around states. In this way, states which have only one state and have no possible transitions we named the final states.

The algorithm performs the updating of the optimum fitness number after the evaluations for all the particles. Here, when we update their positions and velocities we can obtain a good convergence rates after evaluating each particle. In a dynamic parallel computing, the main factor of performance is the communication latency after each transition between states. The goal of parallel dynamic computing is to produce optimal results even when we use multiple processors to reduce the running time. In this architecture we used pair memory modules to compound the bandwidth and thus, we can ameliorate the capabilities of our algorithm and we cannot do this only if we use Dual Channel bloc RAM. In that way we can access to the data memory in two modes write or read at the same frequency. There are problems with the dual RAM. In fact, the reading time of the content of memory is delayed by one clock comparative to the last reading. The description of the 8 states is presented in the sequel:

- S0: Initialize parameters, signals and counters of PSO algorithm and goto S1
- S1: Generate initial population and their velocities using random generator and goto S2 or S3
- S2: Save positions and velocities value into memory (RAM)
- S3: Evaluate particles using fitness module and goto S4 or S5
- S4: Save evaluated value into Bloc RAM and goto S6

Fig. 1. Architecture Of The GA

B. PSO architecture

The architecture of our optimized PSO algorithm is presented in the following figure:

Fig. 2. Internal architecture of the PSO algorithm
- S5: Test gbest If fit(i) < Global-best(i) then update Global-best and if the number of iteration is achieved then go to final state else go to State S7
- S6: Test lbest If fit(i) < local-best(i) then update local-best(i) then, go to S2 and return to state S4
- S7: Update particles positions and velocities
- S8: Update the number of iteration if iteration not achieved then go to state S3 else go to final state (SF)
- SF: Display the optimum solution.

Figure 3 present the finite state machine of the global control module; especially, it presents step by step the code of the PSO in order to keep the algorithm more practical.

D. Benchmark test functions

The Most researchers use a number of population size between 10 to 50 for the performance comparison between algorithms, here we fixed the population at 20 chromosome for the GA and the same for PSO algorithm. To test the PSO and to compare its performance with other algorithm, we used some standard benchmark functions which are described as below:

- Sphere function
- Rosenbrock function
- Rastrigin function
- Zakharov function

Some well-known benchmark functions have been selected for comparing the two implementations. So, to test and compare the performance of our proposed PSO algorithm we used unimodal and multimodal functions. These functions are described as below:

\[ f_1(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \]  
\[ f_2(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (x_i^2 + y_i^2) \]  
\[ f_3(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} [(1 - x_i)^2 + 100(y_i - x_i^2)^2] \]  
\[ f_4(x) = 10n - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i^2 - 10\cos(2\pi x_i)) \]  
\[ f_5(x) = x^2 + (0.5i x_i)^2 + (0.5x_i)^4 \]  

IV. VALIDATION EXAMPLES

Most researchers use a number of population size between 10 to 50 for the performance comparison between algorithms, the swarm size used for the PSO is the same as the population size used in GA and is fixed at 20 particles in the PSO swarm and 20 chromosomes in GA population. In the GA all variables of each individual are represented with binary strings of ‘0’ and ‘1’ that are referred to as chromosomes. Like genetic algorithm, PSO begins with a random population and to perform its exploration, GA use three operators (crossover, selection and mutation) to propagate its population from iteration to another.

A. The sphere function

\[ f_i(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i \]  

Sphere function is useful to evaluate the characteristics of our optimization algorithms, such as the robustness and the convergence velocity. This function has a local minimum and it is unimodal and continuous. The interval of search space is between [-1,1]. Figure 4 present the results of simulation using modelsim of the sphere function.
Fig. 4. Simulation results of function $f_1$

The detailed results describe that our solution converges to zero from iteration to another.

Fig. 5. Simulation results of function $f_2$

These particles work together in a parallel dynamic state to get the best solution of any function. They update position and velocity even if the algorithm has a lot of particles and this cannot make a hard impact on the global execution time speed. Indeed, the number of particles in this algorithm is limited by the size of embedded features of FPGA. The following tables present the number of LUT (Look up Table), bloc RAM and all the resource materials used in this function.

### TABLE II. DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF PSO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(PSO) Sphere function</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>available</th>
<th>utilisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slices</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip flops</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inputs</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOBs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplexers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCLKS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III. DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF GA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(GA) Sphere function</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>available</th>
<th>utilisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slices</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip flops</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inputs</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOBs</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplexers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCLKS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following figure, we can easily see the difference between the two algorithms, here the PSO algorithm gives better optimization in the use of hardware resources than the Genetic Algorithm.

Fig. 6. Comparison of hardware resource between PSO and GA

We implemented the sphere function with two algorithms, GA and PSO using Spartan 3 from Xilinx, and then we can realize that the processing time of one iteration of PSO algorithm gives higher operation speed for optimization problems rather than genetic algorithm. The following table describes this.

### TABLE IV. PROCESSING TIME OF ONE ITERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>algorithm</th>
<th>pso</th>
<th>genetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Execution of one iteration (clock cycle)</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>9740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. The rastrigin function

This function is described below:

$$f_4(x) = 10n - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i^2 - 10\cos(2\pi x_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The Rastrigin function contains several local minima. But it has just one global minimum and it is highly multimodal and the location of the minima is distributed regular.
The synthesis results of the whole system are shown in the following tables:

TABLE V. DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF PSO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>logic</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>available</th>
<th>utilisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slices</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip flops</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inputs</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOBs</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplexers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCLKS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF GA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>logic</th>
<th>used</th>
<th>available</th>
<th>utilisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slices</td>
<td>1265</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flip flops</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 inputs</td>
<td>2231</td>
<td>3840</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOBs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiplexers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCLKS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can easily see that GA require a lot of hardware resource while the PSO algorithm use less number of slice and flip flop as it shows the following figure.

C. Rosenbrock function

The function of rosenbrock is a non-convex benchmark of two variables which is used to test some mathematical optimization problems. It was introduced in 1960 by Howard H. Rosenbrock and it is known by the banana function name.

In this function the global minimum of search algorithms converge easily. The function is described as follow:

$$f_3(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[(1 - x_i)^2 + 100(y_i - x_i^2)^2\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The global minimum is obtained at point \((x, y) = (1, 1)\), for which the function is 0. A different coefficient is sometimes given in the second term, but that doesn’t have a great affect in the position of the global minima.

D. Zakharov function

We used another benchmark which is the zakharov function whose global minimum occurs at \(x = (0)\):

$$f_5(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[x_i^2 + (0.5ix_i)^2 + (0.5ix_i)^4\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The platform of Spartan-3 FPGA is from Xilinx. The Spartan3 is one of the best low cost generation of FPGAs and the board can offers a choice of many platforms which deliver a unique cost optimization balanced between programmable logic, connectivity and hardware applications. It creates a PROM file and this latter can be written to the non volatile memory of Spartan-3. The platform of Spartan3 board includes the following elements (Figure 11):

- 200k of gate in a 256-ball thin Ball Grid Array package
- 4,320 logic cell and equivalents
- 12 x 18K of bit block RAMs (216K bits)
- 12 of hardware multipliers (18x18)
- 4 Digital extern clock (DCMs)
- A lot of I/O signals and it is up to 173
- Three “40” pin expansion connectors
- PS/2 mouse/keyboard port, VGA port and serial port.

![Fig. 11. The Block Diagram of SPARTAN-3](image)

To make a comparison of this algorithm to deliver better solution in a significant time especially, its robustness and speed, we have tested it against other meta-heuristic algorithms, like genetic algorithms and another PSO algorithm. For GA, we used the basic model with elitism method and a probability of mutation equal 5%. The simulations have been carried out using spartran-3 of Xilinx with 50MHz. We have also fixed the population n = 20 for all simulations. The results are favorable and proved that Real BAT can be effective for many problems related to any algorithms used. The experiment results was carried out at minimum 5% which allow judging whether the results of the PSO are acceptable and optimized in execution time compared to the best results of other algorithms.

![Fig. 12. Display of the number of iteration to achieve the optimal solution](image)

VI. RELATED WORK

Since its invention, many researchers have worked on the PSO algorithm [11] and how to accelerate its performance to give a good convergence and to reduce the use of hardware resource for embedded applications. In this section we will present some works lean on parallelization algorithms proposed by other researchers. In fact, there are many interesting improvements using PSO algorithm for several applications; al.Reynolds [12] suggested a smart technique for modified PSO algorithm using neural networks. His technique is based on a deterministic approach while the particles update their positions to simplify the hardware implementation because the standard PSO algorithm has been implemented to use random generators only for the operations of update and to reduce the hardware resource Upegui and Peña [13] use a discrete recombination of PSO algorithm called (PSODR), that’s allow to decrease the time of computing of the velocity module. It is clear that these modified PSO algorithm allows generating competitive results compared to those of the basic PSO algorithm [14]. Moreover another works on the PSODR algorithm are proposed by Bratton and Blackwell with simplified models of the PSODR algorithm are analyzed and proposed by Blackwell and Bratton [15] with effective results and promising.

Many researches presented a modified variant of PSO either to reduce the materials resource or to eliminate explicit problem related directly on the architecture of PSO. That’s why we developed a modified architecture using finite state machine to program a parallel algorithm that could give effective results to solve several problems [16]. Thus, we fixed the representations of the data by 20 particles to bearing several purpose of applications.

A comparison performance of PSO algorithms on some processors platforms are represented in the following table. We choose two different processors platforms, the Xilinx xc3s500 [17] and the Xilinx Micro-Blaze soft processor core for the Sphere test function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Xilinx xc3S500</th>
<th>Xilinx microblaze</th>
<th>Spartran xc3S200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Averag. nb. iter.</td>
<td>Average .Exe. time (s)</td>
<td>Average .Exe. time(s)/(st.dev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere function</td>
<td>338 (30.9)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.03)</td>
<td>382 (27.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The random number generator plays a big role in the implementation of the two algorithms. That’s why we can obtain some difference in the number of iterations even we use the same equation of random generator and the same initial seed used for the three tests. In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed PSO algorithm, we consider and compare two implementations of the PSO process: the first one is our algorithm and the second use the processor Xilinx MicroBlaze [18].
In this work, we developed a hardware implementation on FPGA of a Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm. The effectiveness of our PSO algorithm has been tested on several benchmark functions for many degrees of parallelism. This architecture exploits all the parallelism to allow updating the particle positions and velocities to get a good performance of the fitness function using a finite state machine and implemented as hardware on Xilinx sparitan 3 (xc3s200). In this algorithm we used a FSM to exploit all the parallelisms that make the program converge very quickly. The FSM allow updating the positions and velocities of particles and after that we can take independently the result of the better optimized fitness from the position of particles. In this paper the simulation results demonstrate that all the states and modules can be executed at the same time and the execution time can be reduced a lot.

The proposed PSO algorithm proves that it has a favorable convergence speed compared to the other meta-heuristic algorithms and the complexity of the algorithm depends on the size of design space, it means the number of allocated particles and the complexity of the problem. So, the PSO’s robustness is attached to its enhanced ability to achieve a satisfaction between two requirements, the numbers of used memory and the processing time of algorithm to solve complex problems.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper the - atton, T. Blackwell, Understanding particle swarms through -rm optimization for inversion of large -on algorithm -us perturbation particle swarm -rm, S.K. Halgamuge, H.C. Watson, Self -icrosystems xxx, Elsevier -ction -esults demonstrate that all the states and modules can be executed at the same time and the execution time can be reduced a lot.

The proposed PSO algorithm proves that it has a favorable convergence speed compared to the other meta-heuristic algorithms and the complexity of the algorithm depends on the size of design space, it means the number of allocated particles and the complexity of the problem. So, the PSO’s robustness is attached to its enhanced ability to achieve a satisfaction between two requirements, the numbers of used memory and the processing time of algorithm to solve complex problems.

TABLE VII. DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF THE PSO ALGORITHM ON SPARTAN Xc3s200 AND Xc3s500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tested function (sphere)</th>
<th>Number of slices</th>
<th>Block BRAM</th>
<th>MULT18x18s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other PSO algorithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18] Xilinx xc3s500</td>
<td>1523 (32.7%)</td>
<td>7 (35%)</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed algorithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xilinx xc3s200</td>
<td>225 (11%)</td>
<td>5 (41%)</td>
<td>3 (37%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract—In this paper we study the shunt active power filter. This filter contains a voltage three-level inverter controlled by the SVPWM strategy supplied by a the DC bus powered by a solar array to improve the quality of electric energy and eliminate harmonics currents generated by non-linear loads, the latter identified by the method of multivariable filter. The objective of this study is to obtain an unpolluted source into the power grid where all the simulation results are obtained by using MATLAB Environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Sources of Energy are divided into two categories. The Renewable sources and the Petrol and Gas energies. The Renewable are divided into many types such as: Solar, Wind and Hydraulic energies. These energies were used from the foundation of humans which means its usage was from long ages throughout history until the out-break of the industrial Revolution.

In this period of time, Petrol’s prices were very sheep as a consequence, renewable sources were excluded. In contrary, during recent years and due to the increase of fuel’s prices and the environmental problems caused by the use of conventional fuels we come back to use renewable sources of energy.

Renewable sources are inexhausterable, clean. These sources can be used in a decentralized way that makes it so easy to work with. It also had the additional advantage of being complimentary wherein the integration between them is favorable.

The two-level voltage source inverter has been very popular in drives for many years due to its ease of implementation and control. However, two-level inverters can be limited by the voltage ratings of the semiconductor devices, particularly in high power applications [1]. Multilevel inverters were developed to help address this concern as well as other limitations of two-level inverters. In particular, three-level inverters have been popular due to their improvement in output waveforms without overly complicating the design and control of the inverter[2].

The Multi- variable filter is proposed to extract harmonic currents instead of classical harmonics extraction based on High Pass Filters, the Three Phase Currents/Voltages are detected by using current/voltage sensors. The inverter currents had been controlled by using SVPWM. This paper is presented in order to analyze the simulation of a PV interactive Shunt Active Power Filter topology that simultaneously achieves Harmonic Current damping. To reference the Shunt Active Filter Current Computation we should use the “Multi-variable filter” method and apply the carrier-based SVPWM to get a signal generation.

II. THE STUDIED CONFIGURATION

The proposed configuration consists of a PV solar generator connected to a DC bus to a three –phase voltage inverter, coupled in parallel to a network through an inductor. This electrical system supplies a non-linear receiver consisting of a rectifier having as a load resistor in series with an inductor. The block diagram in Figure 1 illustrate this configuration. The photovoltaic installation connected to the network with an active filter to improve the quality of energy on the network connection point. It is therefore the voltage inverter control algorithm which is adopted to simultaneously ensure at the electrical network compensation harmonic pollution.
III. PV Model

The Photovoltaic cell is mainly a p-n junction made in a slender plate semiconductor, a solar energy sent an electromagnetic radiation, and this radiation is converted into electricity by the photovoltaic panel when it is exposed to the Sun rays, the Photons, which have an energy higher than the Band-Gap Energy of the semiconductor, create some pairs Electron-Hole proportional to the incident rays, if we want to build a model of the PV generator, we have to start by the identification of the equivalent electrical circuit to the source. Several Mathematical models have been designed to represent their highly non-linear characteristics given by semiconductor junctions that are the most important components in PV modules. Most models of photovoltaic generators that have some numbers of concerned parameters in the compute of output voltage and current, the model of single diodes in this paper is shown on (Fig.2). [3]

\[
I(1 + \frac{R_s}{R_{shT}}) = n_p I_{SC} - n_p I_s (\exp[\frac{q(V + IR_{ST})}{n_e A k T_c}] - 1)
\]

\[
-\frac{V}{n_e R_{shT}}
\]

here \( R_{shT} = \frac{n_p}{n_s} \times R_p \) and \( R_{ST} = \frac{n_s}{n_p} \times R_s \).

The above model shows that an array of PV cells is nonlinear device having its characteristics depending on the solar irradiance and ambient temperature. The temperature. The following figure (Fig.3) represents the evolution of a DC bus voltage.

IV. THREE LEVEL INVERTER (NPC)

Currently, Multilevel inverters are being investigated. Moreover, these are being used in various industrial applications. A three level inverter is one of the most popular converters employed in medium and high power applications. Their advantages include the capability to reduce the harmonic content and decrease the voltage or current ratings of the semiconductors. As shown in Figure 1. The studied system is constituted of a DC supply, and a three level inverter bridge, we start by defining the Fij connection function of switch. It is “1” if the switch closed and “0” otherwise.

In controllable mode, the connection functions are related to the relation (1).

\[
F_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } S_{ij} \text{ is closed} \\
0 & \text{if } S_{ij} \text{ is open} 
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

The switches of each leg are complementary pairs:

\[
F_{ij} = F_{(i-2)i} = 3: j = 1, 2, 3
\]
1) Space Vector PWM for a Three Level Inverter

There are altogether 27 switching states (table 1) that correspond to 19 voltage vectors whose positions are fixed. These space voltage vectors can be classified into four groups, where the first group corresponds 3 zero vectors or null vectors (V0, V7, V14), the second group consists of large voltage vectors (V15-V20), the third group consists of medium voltage vectors (V8-V13), and finally the fourth group consists of small voltage vectors (V1-V6). The last three groups can be distinguished by three hexagons illustrated in Figure 5.

TABLE I. THE SWITCHING STATES OF A THREE-LEVEL INVERTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switching States</th>
<th>S11</th>
<th>S12</th>
<th>S13</th>
<th>Vector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>V13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>V17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>V20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figure 5 shows the different switching state

Fig. 5. A three-level voltage inverter vectors in the (α-β) frame

2) Hexagon Identification

The small hexagon, now called Hex A, bounded by the vectors, identical amplitude equal to 0.408.Vdc. The average hexagon, be called Hex. B, defined by the vectors, identical amplitude equal to 0.612.Vdc. The large hexagon, be called Hex. C, delimited by the vectors, identical amplitude equal to 0.816.Vdc.[5]

Each hexagon contains six sectors.

3) Sectors Identification

\[
\text{sector} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } 0 \leq \theta < \pi / 3 \\
2 & \text{if } \pi / 3 \leq \theta < 2\pi / 3 \\
3 & \text{if } 2\pi / 3 \leq \theta < \pi \\
4 & \text{if } \pi \leq \theta < 4\pi / 3 \\
5 & \text{if } 4\pi / 3 \leq \theta < 5\pi / 3 \\
6 & \text{if } 5\pi / 3 \leq \theta < 2\pi 
\end{cases}
\]  

4) Calculating the period of Application of the control Vector

As mentioned before, we separate between 03 hexagons Figure 5. When each one is founded by 06 areas. Therefore, we have 18 areas; the computing of their switching time is carried out, respectively. To make this ask easy, and for goal
of the resemblance between the 06 areas of a hexagon on one side, and the similitude between hexagons “a” and “c” on the other side, and similitude between hexagons ‘a’ and ‘c’ on the other side (the biggest magnitude in hexagon ‘a’ (E/√6) is the half of the biggest magnitude in hexagon ‘c’ (E.√2/√3)), due to all these causes, the procedure for the switching times calculation, is by taking only two areas of the hexagon ‘a’ and hexagon ‘b’, corresponds to the positive component of Vref will take into account. Then the other switching times will be counted from the others four areas. Do not forget that the limiting vectors (V1 to V20) magnitudes will take the values below [5]

- Region I switching times calculation:

\[ T_k = T_{k+1} + nT \tag{4} \]

Region I for k=0

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1 &= T_1 \cdot \sqrt{\frac{6V_a^* - \sqrt{2}V_\beta^*}{V_{dc}}} \\
T_2 &= T_1 \cdot 2\sqrt{\frac{V_\beta^*}{V_{dc}}} \\
T_0 &= (T_1 - T_2) / 6
\end{align*} \tag{5}
\]

The strategy of vector PWM consists of five steps diagrammed by the flowchart Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Steps in SVPWM
VI. IDENTIFYING HARMONIC CURRENT

1) Identifying Harmonic Current by the Method of MVF

MVF is a filter has been produced by M.Benhabibe [6]. Its operating principle is based on the work of the Song Hong-Sck basing on the extraction of the fundamental signals from the axes. However, is practically used to isolate the direct particular order of harmonics even for the inverse [7].

The equivalent transfer function of integration in the synchronous reference "SRF" is given by:

\[ i_{\alpha\beta}(s) = e^{j\omega_c t} \int e^{-j\omega_c t} i_{\alpha\beta}(t) dt \]  

(6)

Once we apply the Laplace transformation, we get:

\[ H(s) = \frac{i_{\alpha\beta}(s)}{i_{\alpha\beta}(s)} = \frac{s + j\omega_c}{s^2 + \omega_c^2} \]  

(7)

When developing this equation, we get the expressions:

\[ t_\alpha = \frac{k}{s} \left[ t_\alpha(s) - t_\alpha(s) \right] - \frac{\alpha}{s} j_\rho(s) \]  

(8)

\[ t_\rho = \frac{k}{s} \left[ t_\rho(s) - t_\rho(s) \right] - \frac{\alpha}{s} i_\omega(s) \]  

(9)

Figure 7 illustrates the multi variable filter’s scheme.

VII. SHUNT ACTIVE FILTER

In power distribution network, active power filters are widely used to reduce harmonics caused by nonlinear loads. This paper describes a shunt active power filter with a control system based on the multi-level inverter (PWM). The wide spread of power electronics equipment in modern electrical systems and power convertor units causes the increase of the harmonics disturbance in the AC mains currents which became a major concern due to the adverse effects on all equipment and distribution network [4].

The circuit configuration of the studied active filter is shown in Figure 8. The configuration is designed to cancel current harmonics on the AC side and make the source current in phase with the voltage source. The source current, after compensation, becomes sinusoidal and in phase with the voltage source.

A. Control Scheme

![Fig. 8. the block diagram of a Shunt Active Power Filter control scheme](image-url)
VIII. SIMULATION RESULT

Fig. 9. The current to be terminal of non-linear load

Fig. 10. harmonic current identifying by MVF

Fig. 11. The output current of the inverter and the harmonic current

Fig. 12. The filter current

Fig. 13. harmonic current spectrum filtered

IX. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this article is focused on improving the power quality of the network based on the compensation of harmonic currents using a shunt active power filter.

The control of SVPWM take an essential part in improving the performance of APF and Produces good filtering quality, which has been obtained by the used of Matlab simulation environment, Show us that some self-charging current source stay close to a sinusoidal wave. Note that other techniques can also be used to enhance the system response.

The work that will be continued in this context is the development of the experimental applications of these proposed strategies, to confirm the effectiveness of the achieved Results.
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Abstract—The photovoltaic (PV) generator shows a nonlinear current-voltage (I-V) characteristic that its maximum power point (MPP) differs with irradiance and temperature. By employing simple maximum power point tracking algorithms, we can track this MPP and increase the efficiency of our photovoltaic system. Two methods for the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of a photovoltaic system under variable temperature and insolation conditions are discussed in this work: Incremental Conductance compared to conventional tracking algorithm (P&O).

In this paper, a new modeling solution is presented, using co-simulation between a specialist modeling tool called PSIM and the popular Matlab software using simcoupler module. Co-simulation is carried out by implementing the MPPT command circuits in PSIM and PV panel, boost DC-DC converter and battery in MATLAB/Simulink.

Keywords—Photovoltaic; Boost; PWM; MPPT; P and O; Incremental Conductance; co-simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaic power generation is nonpolluting, wide-distribution and promising renewable energy. But there are many problems to be solved in the development process, and the energy efficiency is one of the key points. PV panel is a nonlinear source that converts visible light into direct current (DC), it is influenced by irradiation and temperature in its operation. The PV panel characteristic presents an optimal operation point called the maximum power point (MPP) that allows the panel to generate maximum power. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is the process of finding this point and keeping the operation there.]

There are different techniques used to track the maximum power point: Constant Voltage (CV) method, Constant Current (CC) method Perturb & Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance (InC) etc. In this paper, performances of two most preferably used MPPT algorithms are compared: Perturb & observe and Incremental Conductance.

Co-simulation tool is a very important tendency in electronic simulation, that allows to rely on the merits of two powerful environments in complementary way to improve the efficiency of a stand-alone photovoltaic system: Simulink as a powerful environment for system modeling and simulation and PSIM as a widely used software in many areas, and it is characterized by a friendly simulation environment and powerful waveform processing.

The rest of the paper is sorted out as follows: Section 2 presents a description of modeling the PV panel and covers theory of boost dc–dc converter of the PV system. Section 3 discuss on two MPPT algorithms P&O and InC in term of their structures and improvements. Simulation work including the results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, a simple conclusion is given in Section 5.

II. MODELING OF PV SYSTEM USING SIMULINK

A photovoltaic cell that absorbs solar energy and converts it into electricity, is basically a photoactive semiconductor P-N junction diode. To increase the power obtained by the PV cell, we interconnect several PV cells, so that we get a PV panel.

Different configurations can be used to model PV cell such as single diode model, two diode model [1], and Rs -Rp model. The single diode configuration of PV module has been selected for this work due to degree of precision and simplicity, and the majority of previous works used single diode model [2].

A. Mathematical Equations Related to PV Modeling

The basic solar cell equation is given by :

\[ I = I_{ph} - I_d - I_P \]  (1)

Where \( I_d \) is the diode internal diffusion current which is defined by:

\[ I_d = I_0 \exp \left( \frac{(V + R_d I)}{V_t} - 1 \right) \]  (2)

Fig. 1. The equivalent circuit of PV cell

The \( I_0 \) in the equation represents the dark saturation current or diode saturation current:

\[ I_0 = \frac{I_{scn} + K_0 \Delta T}{V_{ocn} + \frac{K_0 \Delta T}{V_t}} \exp \left( V_{ocn} \frac{K_0 \Delta T}{V_t} \right)^{-1} \]  (3)
B. Modeling the PV Panel

specifications of PV panel, made by Green light energy company, are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)</td>
<td>21.67 Volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Circuit Current (Isc)</td>
<td>3.14 Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage at Pmax (Vmp)</td>
<td>17.47 Volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current at Pmax (Impp)</td>
<td>2.86 Amp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Power (Pmpp)</td>
<td>50 Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cell</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on mathematical equations related to PV modeling, a complete Simulink block diagram of PV panel is demonstrated in Fig 2.

To test the validity of the PV model, we must have nonlinear characteristics. The figures below present the PV panel characteristics under changing climatic conditions.

Fig 3 shows the variation in the characteristics at various temperature when temperature shifts from 0°C to 75°C and the irradiance is kept steady at 1000w/m². Then the temperature is kept constant at 25°C while irradiance values varies from 400w/m² to 1000w/m². The variation in characteristics of the chose PV panel are presented in Fig 4.

![Fig. 2. simulation model of PV panel](image-url)

![Fig. 3. (a) P-V characteristic of a PV panel (b) I-V characteristic of a PV panel for changed temperature](image-url)

![Fig. 4. (a) P-V characteristic of a PV panel (b) I-V characteristic of a PV panel for changed irradiance](image-url)

C. DC-DC Boost Converter

DC-DC converters are employed for the transmission of the power of PV panel to battery side guaranteeing that maximum power has been transmitted which make use of MPPT [3]. The regulation is typically accomplished by pulse width modulation (PWM) that attacks the switching device which can be Bipolar power transistor or MOSFET; it depends on switching speed, voltage and current. The used battery has a nominal voltage of 24V, thus we use Boost dc-dc converter to increase dc voltage. Fig 5 shows the structure of boost converter in the PV system.
The main role of the MPPT is to regulate the duty cycle of the boost converter to achieve maximum power.

III. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING ALGORITHM

A. Perturb and Observe Method

P&O method is commonly used in PV systems. Based on the P-V characteristic, when PV power and voltage are expanding, a perturbation will add a step size \( \Delta D \) with the duty cycle \( D \), so as to create next cycle of perturbation and to drive the operating point moving toward the MPP. On the other hand, the PV power drops and PV voltage rises, the algorithm will work in the opposite way, until the algorithm reaches the MPP. This algorithm is not appropriate in high variation of the solar irradiation. The voltage oscillates around the maximum power point (MPP) and never reaches a precise value.

The biggest advantage of P&O method is the easy implementation and simple to code it using cheap digital devices besides ensuring high robustness. However, this method presents oscillations around the MPP and it suffers when subjected to rapid irradiation change. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].

Fig 6 and Fig 7 present the flowchart and the main circuit for P&O algorithm developed in PSIM environment.

B. Incremental conductance method

This algorithm perturbs the voltage in one direction. If the sign of the derivative of the power \( \frac{dP}{dV} \) is positive, the algorithm will increase the voltage; else, it will decrease the voltage [9].

InC method is concluded from the differentiation of power with respect to voltage, due to this fact that this value in maximum power point is equal to zero.

\[
\frac{dP_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} = \frac{d(I_{pv} \cdot V_{pv})}{dV_{pv}}
\]

\[
\frac{dP_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} = I_{pv} \frac{dI_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} + V_{pv} \frac{dI_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} = 0
\]

\[
\frac{dI_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} = -\frac{I_{pv}}{V_{pv}}
\]

Besides, \( \frac{I_{pv}}{V_{pv}} \) is called instantaneous conductance and \( \frac{dI_{pv}}{dV_{pv}} \) is incremental conductance, the place where these two values are equal the MPP will be there.

Figures below show the flowchart of Incremental Conductance algorithm (Fig 8) and the mains circuit developed in PSIM environment (Fig 9).
Fig. 8. flowchart of Incremental Conductance algorithm

Fig. 9. model of InC MPPT in PSIM

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this paper, an additional module to the PSIM software called Simcoupler, will be used, permitting for co-simulation between PSIM and SIMULINK. This module is easy to use and gives a quick simulation and waveform display in both PSIM and SIMULINK as shown in Fig 12 and Fig14.

To achieve this co-simulation, there are three modules as shown in Fig10. In PSIM, SLINK_IN module gets signal from SIMULINK and SLINK_OUT yield signal to SIMULINK. In SIMULINK, SimCoupler model block, interconnects with other part through input and output port. So that we can use the capability of two powerful softwares in complementary way.

PI controller is used to eliminate the steady state error obtained as a result of comparison between the PV panel voltage and the varied voltage value. a limiter placed at the output of PI controller to avoid over saturation.

To generate pulse for controlled switch Mosfet of DC/DC boost converter, the output of PI controller is compared with carrier wave (Fig 7 and Fig 9)

Simulink Model of PV System with MPPT that is used for simulations is depicted in Fig 11

The figures below present the variation of the power of the module with P&O and InC controllers in standard atmospheric conditions (1000W/m2, 25°C) using waveforms provided by SIMULINK and PSIM software.

Fig. 10. Simcoupler block

Fig. 11. Model of PV System

Fig. 12. Performances of P&O and InC under standard atmospheric conditions (a) Simulink (b) PSIM
To evaluate and compare the performances of the P&O and InC MPPT algorithms, we did a simulation test in which the PV panel is exposed to a variation in irradiance as shown in Fig 13.

The first level is set at $G = 1000 \text{ w/m}^2$. At $t = 0.05 \text{ sec}$, the irradiance is rapidly stepped down to $G = 400 \text{ w/m}^2$, and then it is stepped up to $800 \text{ w/m}^2$ at $t=0.1 \text{ sec}$. The temperature is kept constant at 25°C all along diverse irradiance levels.

The output power of the PV panel using the two algorithms is presented in Fig 14.

By analyzing the figure, we can conclude that the InC starts to track the MPP little more quickly than P&O. The zoomed in window shows that P&O oscillates all over the MPP’s line which causes waste of power while InC there is no such oscillations.

Finally, despite of the general better performances of the InC algorithm presented in this paper, the simplicity of the P&O MPPT makes it largely used according to the facility to implement in most applications.

V. CONCLUSION

The simulation results demonstrate that the P&O and the Incremental Conductance MPPTs reach the expected MPP.

P&O and InC algorithms are both concluded from the derivative of power with voltage, however, results show some differences in the tracking performances of the two algorithms under both stagnant and variable conditions. It has observed that the Incremental Conductance reaches at the MPP little faster than P&O in all cases and shows better performance for fast irradiance changes and a better steadiness when the MPP is attained. It has observed that P&O oscillates all over the MPP’s line which causes waste of power while in the InC there is no such oscillations.
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Abstract—The clinical presentation of acute CO poisoning and hydrocarbon gas (Butane CAS 106-97-8) varies depending on terrain, humidity, temperature, duration of exposure and the concentration of gas toxic:

From then consciousness disorders (100 ppm or 15%) rapidly limiting miners to ambient air and under oxygen until sudden coma (300 ppm or 45%) required hospitalization monitoring unit, if not the result in few minutes it’s death in the poisoning site [1].

Leakage of the filling butane gas in the plant and very close to the latter position at the Faculty and under gas detection project. Has met a set of sensors to warn of possible leak, which can affect students, teachers and staff of the institution.

Therefore, this document describes the implementation of two methods: the first is Average filter and the second as Cusum algorithm, to make a warning decision swished a signal given by the wireless sensors [9] [14-15]. Which installed in the inner side of Faculty of Science and Technology in Errachidia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

This work falls within the framework of a project of gas leak detection of propane from a company that is close to the Faculty of Sciences and Techniques Errachidia. As a result the interaction of gas temperature and humidity may cause damage and infection to students, teachers and staff of the institution [3-7].

The minors consciousness disorders (drowsiness, lethargy, confusion) and behavioral disorders evoke a toxic neurotropic and require monitoring unit because they can evolve rapidly a toxic coma Fig(1).

A signal with stationary ruptures or not fast-matter is a step in the treatment or the probabilistic diagnosis, to the other random of real signals appearance of several sensors and merged for a decision.

This approach considers that the signal is a succession of homogeneous segments of constant or slowly varying features, separated by sharp transitions where the signal characteristics change rapidly. A non-stationary transition or fast rupture is a short signal from the observation period it is necessary to decide in which interval a transition occurs: Hypothesis 1 or hypothesis 2 [16-17].

This amount assumes that the observed signal is stationary or non-stationary. Those techniques are used in telecommunications, radar, sonar signals and in biomedical treatments and they are manifested as powerful tools to interpret signals.

B. Overview

The idea is to compare two signal-processing techniques from several sensors. One is based on the cumulative sum algorithm CUSUM [18] the other one is based on the use of averaging filter-rolling average. Many researchers have worked on the decision-making based on pressing ie tool.
However, the optimal algorithm is what gives the average value and standard deviation parameters describing the rupture with much precision avoiding as possible a false alarm [10].

The first break detection approach is based on the use of digital filters average to estimate the mean and variance. Indeed, it is based on the moving average over an observation window and beyond a certain threshold before.

The second approach is based on the CUSUM algorithm often used for making decision in many phenomena to following failure detection signals [11]. In this work, we have treatments signals from gas sensors, temperature and humidity...?

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH’S

A. Approach based on Filters Average:

This method is based on the variance's estimation of the moment first order sliding [11-12]. The main feature of this filter is his nonlinearity, which is an outputs value close to zero in the stationary signal, and in the presence of a rupture represents a high amplitude response. The figure below fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the filter used.

Fig. 2. Average estimator followed by variance estimator

The algorithm of this first approach presented as followed

**Algorithm 1: Average filter**

**Step 1:** capture the data  
**Step 2:** estimate the mind of data  
**Step 3:** estimate the variance of mind  
**Step 4:** detection the rupture in data  
**Step 5:** loopback to Step 1 if (estimate the variance < S)  
**Step 6** if (no)  
**Step 7:** alarm (estimate the variance > S)  
(S : determined threshold)

The impulse response h1 (t) satisfied:

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} h_1(t) \, dt = H_1(0) \]  

(1)

Where \( H_1(t) \) is the Fourier transform of \( h_1(t) \). The output of this filter is given by:

\[ \hat{\mu}(t) = (h_1 * x)(t) \]  

(2)

Where \( h_1(t) \) is an estimator of average value \( \hat{\mu} \). The variance is given by:

\[ \text{Var}[\hat{\mu}(t)] = \sigma^2 \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} h_1(t)^2 \, dt \]  

(3)

Where \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the input process. It is proposed to estimate this variance of \( \hat{\mu}(t) \) on a time horizon:

\[ \hat{\sigma}_\mu^2(t) = h_2(t) \left[ \hat{\mu}(t)^2 - [h_2(t) * \hat{\mu}(t)]^2 \right] \]  

(4)

Where \( h \) is impulse response of a linear filter and invariant. For not involving average in (4) one requires the normalization condition:

\[ \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} h_2(t) \, dt = 1 \]  

(5)

The goal is to choose filters \( h_1(t) \) and \( h_2(t) \) as for a stationary input \( x(t) \), \( \hat{\mu} \) assumes a substantially constant value.

Accordingly, \( \hat{\sigma}_\mu^2(t) \) will have a positive value close to zero. For an input having a mean change, \( \hat{\mu} \) has a transition and \( \hat{\sigma}_\mu^2(t) \) locally increases. Operate the variation of \( \hat{\sigma}_\mu^2(t) \) indicating a poor local estimate of \( \hat{\mu} \), to highlight the searched transition responsible for this state of affairs.

Made filters \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) minimize (3) and are given by:

\[ h_1(t) = \frac{1}{T_1} \text{rect}\left(\frac{t}{T_1}\right) \]  

(6)

Where \( T_1 \) denotes the filter length and \( \text{rect}(t) \) the normalized \( \text{rect} \) angular function, is defined in the same manner \( h_2 \) the impulse response of the second filter that minimizes noise by:

\[ h_2(t) = \frac{1}{T_2} \text{rect}\left(\frac{t}{T_2}\right) \]  

(7)

For validate the performance of this filter experimentally and break detection power by implementing it on an embedded system basic Arduino board, for melting of stationary signals from various sensors in real time. Next, we examine these signals representing the random and stationary physical quantities such as propane gas, Temperature or humidity simultaneously.

B. Approach based on CUSUM algorithm:

To compare these experimental results found with those based on the CUSUM algorithm by comparing the statistical values. Where \( X[n] \) is a discrete random signal, supposed sample independent and identically distribute. The samples follow a probability density functions \( p(x[t_n], \theta) \) that depends on deterministic parameter \( \theta \). This parameter can be the mean \( \mu_x \) or the variance \( \sigma_x^2 \) of \( X[n] \).

The randomly feature of the signal can contain one or many abrupt occurring at the time. \( t_{nc} \) This threshold is modeled by
an instantaneous modification of the value of \( \theta \) occurring at rupture time \( t_{nc} \). Therefore, \( \theta = \theta_0 \) before \( t_{nc} \) and \( \theta = \theta_1 \) from \( t_{nc} \) to the current sample.

According to these assumptions, the whole probability density function of the signal \( p_x \) observed between the first sample \( x[0] \) and the current one \( x[k] \) can take two different forms.

While no change occurs hypothesis \( H_0 \), the probability density function of \( x[t_n] \) is given by:

\[
p_x / H_0 = \prod_{i=0}^{k} p(x[t_n], \theta_0)
\]  

(8)

While the one change occurs hypothesis \( H_1 \), this probability density functions becomes:

\[
p_x / H_1 = \prod_{i=0}^{k} p(x[t_n], \theta_0) \prod_{i=1}^{k} p(x[t_n], \theta_1)
\]  

(9)

Supposed the abrupt change to be known. The unknowns to be determined are:

The occurrence of an abrupt change between \( t_n = 0 \) and \( t_k = k \).

The value of the possible change time \( t_{nc} \).

The approach followed here is to develop an algorithm in order to detect the signal sample after sample. However, at each new sample, one of the two previous hypotheses \( H_0 \) or \( H_1 \) has first to be decoded. In this case, a change can be detected ( \( H_1 \) decided), the change is here which is approximated by an estimator \( \hat{t}_{nc} \).

The log-likelihood ratio [Kay 98] is used. It is defined by:

\[
L_x = \ln \left( \frac{p_x / H_1}{p_x / H_0} \right)
\]  

(10)

Then, decide \( H_i \) if \( L_x > h \) (else \( H_0 \)), where \( h \) is threshold set by user.

Reporting (1) and (2) in (3) we obtained:

\[
L_x[k, t_{nc}] = \ln \left( \frac{p_x / H_1[k, t_{nc}]}{p_x / H_0[k]} \right) = \sum_{i=k}^{t_{nc}} \ln \left( \frac{p(x[t_{nc}], \theta_1)}{p(x[t_n], \theta_0)} \right)
\]  

(11)

Estimation step: the change time \( \hat{t}_{nc} \).

Once use the maximum likelihood estimate, we obtain \( \hat{t}_{nc} \) as:

\[
\hat{t}_{nc} = \arg \max_{t_k \leq t_{nc}} p_x / H_1[k, t_{nc}] = \arg \max_{t_k \leq t_{nc}} L_x[k, t_{nc}]
\]  

(12)

\[
t_{nc} = \arg \max_{1 \leq t_{nc} \leq t_k} \sum_{t_n=t_{nc}}^{t_k} \ln \left( \frac{p(x[t_{nc}], \theta_1)}{p(x[t_n], \theta_0)} \right)
\]  

(13)

The CUSUM algorithm is traduced as following:

Algorithm 2: Cusum Algorithm

1. Set the threshold value
2. Measure the current data
3. Decide between \( H_0 \) (no change) and \( H_1 \) (one change)
4. If \( H_1 \) do Step 5 to Step 7 else returned to Step 2
5. Store the detection time \( t_{change} = \hat{t}_{cornet} \)
6. Estimate the change time
7. Reset the algorithm from Step 2

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

A. The operating model

In this project, the simulation and implementation are on Arduino Mega type, the acquisition of several random signals from sensors and, applying filters initially for the detection of abrupt change threshold that gave good results since it detects breakage and filters the signal at the same time. Each signal is determined by the break after treatment threshold, the mean and variance were in normal state i.e. before the break and after the break. All results are reported in graphs of real signal random nature. near processing, by these two algorithms implemented on the embedded system called Arduino device and it calculates the deferred statistical parameters determined experimentally on table below.

### TABLE I. CAPTURED SIGNALS AND DATA ACQUISITION OF DIFFERENT SENSORS BEFORE TREATMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>DHT 11 Humidity</th>
<th>MQ 6 Gas</th>
<th>LM 35 Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9302662</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93096065</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93165509</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93234954</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93304398</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93375</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93444444</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93513889</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93583333</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93652778</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>29.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93722222</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93791667</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93861111</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.93931713</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These data has been measured every minute they reached different sensors installed outdoor of the laboratory, they represented respectively, the humidity moisture sensor, the gas sensor and the temperature sensor.

In these measurements of the humidity signal was almost constant, while the temperature signal was around 29 °C and had a break near 8 mn up to 10 minutes this rupture is very pronounced for gas signal on Fig 3.

Also on this graph, a rupture of the gas signal appears. This means that there is a leak gas period corresponding to a phase of discharging and charging on the factory, which is located near the lab.

B. The Experimental Equipment

The Equipment used in this project are embedded system type Arduino Mega card, three sensors for temperature, gas and humidity simultaneously of types: LM35, MQ6 and DHT11, a laptop, Breadboards, RF module and Jumper wires figure 4.

The signal from sensors goes to Arduino card for the processing [19-20], then the results pass through an USB serial port to the laptop. These data is exploited by Matlab software program to plot the result for showing alarms [8].

These data has been measured every minute they reached different sensors installed outdoor of the laboratory, they represented respectively, the humidity moisture sensor, the gas sensor and the temperature sensor.

The randomize original signals captured from different sensors

In these measurements of the humidity signal was almost constant, while the temperature signal was around 29 °C and had a break near 8 mn up to 10 minutes this rupture is very pronounced for gas signal on Fig 3.

Also on this graph, a rupture of the gas signal appears. This means that there is a leak gas period corresponding to a phase of discharging and charging on the factory, which is located near the lab.

B. The Experimental Equipment

The Equipment used in this project are embedded system type Arduino Mega card, three sensors for temperature, gas and humidity simultaneously of types: LM35, MQ6 and DHT11, a laptop, Breadboards, RF module and Jumper wires figure 4.

The signal from sensors goes to Arduino card for the processing [19-20], then the results pass through an USB serial port to the laptop. These data is exploited by Matlab software program to plot the result for showing alarms [8].
Fig. 6. The fusion processing signals using the filtering operation

Figure 6 shows the signal merged in solid lines and the various breaks threshold marked by dotted lines. In the signal of gas leakage representative rupture threshold is preponderant is always lasts about two days.

Fig. 7. The derivative of fusional signal with thresholds for the average filter

Figure 7 shows the derivative of the merged signal where repetitive peaks with an average around zero mark thresholds of the overall signal.

TABLE II. DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS EXTRACTED USING THE AVERAGE FILTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average filter</th>
<th>$\sigma_{f_s}$</th>
<th>$(\sigma_{f_s})^2$</th>
<th>$\mu_{f_s}$</th>
<th>$(S\sigma_{f_s})^2$</th>
<th>$S\sigma\mu_{f_s}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3766</td>
<td>-1.2358</td>
<td>1.2541</td>
<td>-276.7339</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where:
- $\sigma_{f_s}$: Variance of the fusion signal with the average filter
- $(\sigma_{f_s})^2$: Covariance of the fusion signal with The average filter
- $\mu_{f_s}$: Average of the fusion signal with The average filter
- $S\sigma_{f_s}$: Variance of the slope signal fusion with The average filter
- $(S\sigma_{f_s})^2$: Covariance of the slope signal fusion with The average filter
- $S\mu_{f_s}$: Average of the slope signal fusion with The average filter

Fig. 8. Fusional signal with thresholds for many ruptures after average filter processing

Figure 8 shows the different extracts statistical parameters of the merged global signal.

2) CUSUM Algorithms:
The Implementation of this second algorithm gives the following results for the same data as in TABLE I.

The output of CUSUM Algorithm is:

Fig. 9. The result fusional signal after CUSUM algorithm processing

Figure 9 characterizes the rupture of the signal after processing by the CUSUM algorithm. After derivation of the signal 9, the gas leakage protestor breaking point is very clear is predominant.

Fig. 10. The derivative of fusional signal with thresholds for the CUSUM algorithm
Figure 10 shows the rupture positions and the corresponding time duration. Note here that the second algorithms determine the breaking point is the threshold of the gas leak in the amplitude and time.

### Table III. Different Experimental Parameters Extracted Using the CUSUM Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUSUM Algorithm</th>
<th>( \bar{Gfs} )</th>
<th>( \bar{Gfs}^2 )</th>
<th>( \bar{mfs} )</th>
<th>( S\bar{Gfs} )</th>
<th>( S\bar{Gfs}^2 )</th>
<th>( S\bar{mfs} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0591</td>
<td>-3.1701</td>
<td>25.0089</td>
<td>25.0089</td>
<td>-0.0157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III shows the statistical parameters determined by the Cusum algorithm operated on the merged signal.

The different extracted parameters are defined as:
- \( \bar{Gfs} \): Variance of the fusion signal with CUSUM algorithm
- \( \bar{Gfs}^2 \): Covariance of the fusion signal with CUSUM algorithm
- \( \bar{mfs} \): Average of the fusion signal with CUSUM algorithm
- \( S\bar{Gfs} \): Variance of the slope signal fusion with CUSUM algorithm
- \( S\bar{Gfs}^2 \): Covariance of the slope signal fusion with CUSUM algorithm
- \( S\bar{mfs} \): Average of the slope signal fusion with CUSUM algorithm

**Fig. 11.** Signal with marquees of position rupture for CUSUM filter

### IV. Conclusion

In this work, we have implemented two methods of decision making following the detection of failure in these real and random signals outcome from multiple wireless sensors.

The first is based on the Averaging filter and the second is on the CUSUM algorithm, after merging of signals by statistical methods and determining the mean value and the variance of the resulting signal, an alarm can be triggered after fusion signals by statistical methods and determination of the average value and the variance of the resulting signal. Otherwise, an alarm can be triggered to prevent or alert management against a possible catastrophe example: a fire, a gas leak or take security measurement.

The results are translated into graphs plotted in real time and the defined parameters are reported in the tables for both techniques implemented on the embedded system, which is Arduino Mega card. The filter method is better than the CUSUM since it detects and at the same time filter if ever there is noise in addition. Our results are in good agreement with those found in the literature by other techniques.
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Abstract—Speech signal can be used to extract emotions. However, it is pertinent to note that variability in speech signal can make emotion extraction a challenging task. There are a number of factors that indicate presence of emotions. Prosodic and temporal features have been used previously for the purpose of identifying emotions. Separately, prosodic/temporal and linguistic features of speech do not provide results with adequate accuracy. We can also find out emotions from linguistic features if we can identify contents. Therefore, we consider prosodic as well as temporal or linguistic features which help increasing accuracy of emotion recognition, which is our first contribution reported in this paper. We propose a two-step model for emotion recognition; we extract emotions based on prosodic features in the first step. We extract emotions from word segmentation combined with linguistic features in the second step. While performing our experiments, we prove that the classification mechanisms, if trained without considering age factor, do not help improving accuracy. We argue that the classifier should be based on the age group on which the actual emotion extraction be required, and this becomes our second contribution submitted in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

User interfaces are becoming increasing complicated as the requirements, standards and de-facto standards are improving day by day. User interfaces are also providing speech processing systems to help users give commands without physically interacting through a keyboard. Speech is an important means of human to human (and machines) communications, and it carries additional information as well. We can find out the underlying emotional and psychological aspects as well. Speech processing provides a list of various features and characteristics of sound that can be further analyzed to reveal valuable information.

Although research work is done and various applications are developed but emotion recognition from speech is still a challenging task. Main reason for this is variability of expression even for the same emotion. According to representation of emotions in two-dimensional space, joy and anger both have common acoustic attributes like amplitude of voice, pitch, number of times their speech meets zero axis. In the same manner, fear and sad have some common attributes. Therefore, problem occurs between recognition of these two sets of emotions due to the fact that we extract emotion directly and only from speech signal or text and due to the feature set we use for recognition of emotion. Acoustic features of speech like pitch, energy or volume are also somewhat misleading if considered alone e.g., if a person is angry, he might speak in normal tone using harsh words to express his anger. Similarly, people may shout in anger while some don’t. Some people speak loudly when they are happy or excited while other may not. Therefore, we can say that people use speech signal’s features and speech semantics to present their emotions in our everyday life. This makes it clear that we need to extract emotions from acoustic as well as from semantic features to arrive at a conclusive result regarding the hidden emotions in a speech signal.

Therefore, we present an approach to consider prosodic and linguistic features to improve emotions extraction from speech. Our motivation for this research is an expected use in an e-learning system which does and offline emotions analysis of kindergarten students and reports their emotional changes throughout the day. The rest of the paper is organized as follows; we explain our emotions extraction approach in Section 2 and we introduce our two stages of our proposed model in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. We discuss our experiments for evaluation in Section 5 and discuss our results in Section 6. We finally present related work in Section 7 and conclusion in Section 8.

II. EMOTION EXTRACTION FROM SPEECH

We implement a two-staged model where we extract emotions from speech signal using prosodic and temporal features in the first stage. We extract emotions from words with semantic orientation in the second stage. We present an overview of our proposal is given in Figure 1.

While considering prosodic features, we consider pitch, energy and Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), where temporal features including Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Linear Prediction Coefficient (LPC) are considered in Stage-1. We use Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for classification of speech based on temporal and prosodic features. While extracting linguistic features in the second stage, we extract words by segmenting speech signal using pause between words. We then use dynamic time wrapping (DTW) with MFCC for matching signal for recognition of that word. Finally, we compare extracted words with our dictionary which contains words with class labels to see if a word or its synonym is used to express an emotion in word under consideration. Our reason to consider MFCC and LPC in stage-1 is the fact that we are extracting emotions at segment
level and according to [21] spectral features specially MFCC and LPC are very beneficial to identify emotions of short length segment [21]. This helps us to get better performance of our system.

III. STAGE-I: EMOTION EXTRACTION FROM SPEECH WITH PROSODIC & TEMPORAL FEATURES

In this stage, emotions are extracted from speech signal using prosodic and temporal features as discussed in above section. This stage comprises of three steps, Signal processing, features extraction and calculation and training of the classifier. We explain of these steps in detail.

A. Signal Processing

As speech signal contains noise that can increase error rate so it is important to minimize noise as possible. Signal processing is performed on speech signal to improve the correctness and efficiency of the extraction process. The following steps are involved in signal processing.

- Pre-Emphasize
- Voice Activity Detection
- Framing and Windowing

Speech signal suffers from additive noise because of its high dynamic range. We apply Pre-Emphasize to spectrally flatten speech signal and removal of low frequency noise. We first remove DC components by extracting mean value from all samples value and then filtering is applied on it. Pre-Emphasizer are often represented by first order high pass filter. The configuration of this filter in time domain is given by Eq. 1. Sample of original signal and pre-emphasize signal is shown in Figure 2.

\[
 h(n) = 1 - 0.9375 \quad (1)
\]

We use voice activity detection to detect start and end point of speech. It is pertinent to note that VAD could be applied in time domain as well as frequency domain. In Time domain volume and ZCR with high order difference are used and in frequency domain variance and entropy of spectrum is used for end point detection. We then select features threshold and then any frame with high values than threshold is considered as emotion of voice.

\[
 Vth = v_{max} \times \alpha, \quad (2)
\]

We use the algorithm presented in [16] to detect end points. After detection if end points we segment speech signal into blocks. Speech signal after voice activity detection is presented in Figure 3. Classification accuracy is proportion to the length of utterance [2] where spectral analysis of speech signal at sub
utterance with small size of frame level gave good classification rate. Instead of taking whole speech utterance as a single block, we divide speech signals into small matrix with appropriate length of each frame. We use frame length of 40ms and sample size of 16000Hz and then we calculate total number of points in wav file by multiplying sample rate with frame size. After dividing into frame, we apply windowing on each frame. Hamming window reduces signal discontinuity on end of frames [11]. The coefficients of a Hamming window are computed from the following equation. The window length is \( L = N + 1 \).

\[
W(k) = 0.54 - 0.46\cos\left(\frac{2\pi k}{K - 1}\right)
\]  

\( k \) = 0,1,2,...,K - 1

**B. Feature Calculation and Feature Selection**

After preprocessing is done framing and windowing is applied. Features are extracted from each frame for parameterization of feature vector. Features we have extracted are pitch, MFCC, and LPC. Pitch related statistics convey considerable information in speech about emotions status in a speech segment [1] and Yu et al [23]. We calculate pitch for each frame using correlation function.

Human ear hearing uses nonlinear frequency units [12]. Therefore for each utterance with original frequency another subjective pitch is measured on Mel scale. Mel scale offers linear frequency spacing below 1000Hz and logerarithmic frequency spacing above 1000Hz. As given in literature spectral features gave more classification accuracy at frame level than prosodic features. Kim et al. argued that statistics relating to MFCCs also carry emotional information [10]. In this research we extracted First 13 coefficient of MFCC. Next, we convert signal from time domain to frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Spectral Analysis showed that in speech signal different timbre correspond differently over frequency with different energy distribution. We apply FFT for converting signal to frequency domain in order to find out the magnitude frequency for each frame. We then measure step Mel frequency wrapping subjective pitch on Mel scale and spectrum is simulated with the use of filter bank. One filter is used for each component. Finally, we convert Log Mel spectrum back to time domain which results in MFCC as real numbers and we use discrete cosine transform to convert back into time domain. Basic idea of linear predictive coding is to predict current frame from linear sequences of past frames.

We use signal processing tool box for computing LPC coefficients of each frame. We use the following equation to compute LPC as:

\[
lpc(x, p)
\]  

Where \( p \) is the \( p^{th} \) order linear predictor (FIR Filter) that is used to predict current frame \( x \).

\[
x(n) = -a(2)x(n-1) - a(3)x(n-2) - \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots
\]  

\[
\ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots - a(p+1)x(n-p)
\]

We compute 13 LPC coefficient and extract zero crossing rate of the signal by calculating how many time a signal meet with zero axes. Next, we compute energy for each frame using log energy equation defined in [3] as:

\[
E = 10 \cdot \log_{10}(e + s \cdot 2^n)
\]

Here, "e" is a small positive constant added to prevent the computing of log of zero. It is important to note that e is much less than the mean-squared value of the speech samples. We use configuration for Energy as given by Eq. 6 below.

\[
E1 = 10 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{eps} + \text{sum}(\text{FRAME} \cdot 2) / \text{size(FRAME,2)})
\]

We then use forward selection algorithm for selection of features after extraction of features. We begin with basic values of energy, volume, MFCC and LPCC and in each iteration, we add one feature and their statistics like mean, median, standard deviation and variance. We compare performance accuracy with the previous iteration at the end of each iteration.

**C. Classification through SVM**

We use a classifier to predict emotional labels using selected set of features. We use static classifier Support Vector Machines (SVM) that is inherently two class problem for linearly separable data. In our case, we have multidimensional data that is not linearly separable because some classes share same features that could not be linearly separable. We use SVM with One Versus All (OVA) for classification and we perform classification for every single frame of the speech signal and then for whole speech signal emotion with the maximum number of frames is finalized as an emotional label of that speech signal. We train SVM classifier with three data sets. We use 70% of data for training, and we use 30 percent data for testing. The number of models generated by SVM is the same number of emotion classes they have for each data set. Algorithms of emotion extraction with speech spectral and prosodic features is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Emotion Extraction using speech prosodic and spectral Features

Let \( F \) be the set of speech files

For each \( f \) in \( F \) 

\[
\begin{cases}
    P = \text{Preprocessing}(f) \\
    V = \text{VAD}(P) \\
    S = \text{Segmentation}(V) \\
\end{cases}
\]

for each \( s \) in \( S \) 

\[
\begin{cases}
    \text{M} = \text{MFCC}(s) \\
    \text{K} = \text{Kept}(s) \\
    \text{P} = \text{Pitch}(s) \\
    \text{E} = \text{Emotion}(s) \\
    \text{Vol} = \text{Volume}(s) \\
    \text{Z} = \text{ZCR}(s) \\
    \text{Mmean} = \text{Mean(M)} \\
    \text{Mmedian} = \text{Median(M)} \\
    \text{Mstd} = \text{Std(M)} \\
    \text{Mmean} = \text{Mean(L)} \\
    \text{Mmedian} = \text{Median(L)} \\
    \text{Mstd} = \text{Std(L)} \\
\end{cases}
\]

Features: [P; V; \text{MmeanFCC}; \text{MmedianFCC}; \text{MstdFCC}; \text{MmeanPitch}; \text{MmedianPitch}; \text{MstdPitch}; \text{Vol}; \text{Z}; \text{E}; \text{Class Label}]

Train SVM(Features);

IV. STAGE - II: SPEECH CONTENT PROCESSING

In the second stage, we extract emotions based on linguistic features (words and semantics). We use same data sets for training and testing of this system. We perform signal processing as we do in Stage 1 but we do segmentation based on words using ZCR. ZCR is helpful in depicting pause between words and we extract features of each segment (word). We then store these words and features in a file which we treat as the dictionary with labels. We match words with dictionary we created earlier in testing phase, and extract emotions. We extract words by parsing speech signal and then detect segments based on pause between words. We compute Zero-crossing rate to segment speech and consider each segment as a single word.

We extract Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) and Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) of each word. We store and use MFCC and ZCR for word recognition later and we generate signal for each word uttered and we store in dictionary as discussed earlier. In case we recognize a word, we use corresponding label of that words as their corresponding emotion. We use Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) to recognize words uttered by speaker with words stored in our dictionary. We recognize corresponding label of those words and consider it as resulting label of speech.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We use three datasets for training and testing our model. These are Surrey Audio-Visual Expressed Emotions (SAVEE), Polish Emotional speech database (POLISH) and a locally developed dataset of Sky School Kindergarten students’ dataset (KSD). Researchers of Technical University of Lodz, Poland develop Polish Emotional speech database and it contains recordings from four male and four female actors in a single session. Each actor utters five different sentences in 6 different emotions. Emotions are joy, boredom, fear, anger, sadness, and neutral. Sentences do not contain any emotional semantic. There are a total of 240 utterance in the database. The database contains 16 bit, 44 kHz recordings under studio noise environment.

University of Surrey develops SAVEE database [5] where the database comprises audio and visual data of four actors. Age of actors is between 27 to 31 years with average age 30 years. The database comprises of seven emotions i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral. Each participant utters fifteen sentences in seven emotions. There are four actors used where two possessing English accent; one possessing southern and one possessing Scottish accent.

We develop a dataset considering students between ages six to eight years. We record speech data for speech recognition and emotion recognition. For speech recognition, we select different emotional keywords mostly used by children and tag them with emotion classes if there is word “disappointed” we tag it with class sad. If the word is “Wow”, we tag it with class happy or excited. In case, a word belongs to two classes, we tag it to class that contain most probability of having that word. We given students different words and sentences containing emotional keywords and ask them to speak that sentences three to four times for speech recognition module. We record student voices depicting different emotions for emotion extraction from speech signal. We then manipulate speech data at word level, we use five labelers for listening the data in successive order and annotate each sound independently as belonging to one of five classes. We label data at word level and sentence level. We give an emotional keyword and sentence where we find a label with maximum vote by labeler. We give label based on the prosodic and temporal features at sentence level but we do word level labeling based that word solely at the word level. We call our database Kindergarten Students Database (KSD).

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present our results considering three speech data sets such that we run both stages separately as well as in conjunction to report overall improvements. We consider SAVEE dataset, Polish dataset and KSD datasets as discussed earlier. Our results for Stage 1 and Stage 2 for SAVEE dataset are displayed in Figure 4 and in Figure 5. Similarly results of polish emotional speech datasets with prosodic and temporal features (stage 1) are demonstrated in Figure 6 and with linguistic features (stage 2) are demonstrated in Figure 7. Figure 8 present results of stage 1 with our own developed dataset (KSD) and stage 2 results for the same dataset are presented in Figure 9. We report our combined results in Figures 10, 11 and 12. It is straightforward to conclude that results of prosodic and temporal features are better than linguistic features with SAVEE and POLISH data sets where linguistic features are proven to be better parameters than prosodic in case of KSD dataset.

The reason behind these result is the variability of speaker’s accent, tone, age, fluency and ability to express emotions. SAVEE and POLISH data contains speech of adults while our data set contains voices of students from KG level. Adults can better express their emotions than KG students and their speech’s tone varies with their emotion. Another important aspect of SAVEE and Polish datasets is that the recordings are from actors who can better differentiate emotions with their expression and style.
However, adults speak more fluently, and their speech has no clear pause between words and hence words segmentation is difficult for adults in SAVEE and POLISH datasets. Therefore, prosodic and temporal features extraction gives a better result for these datasets. Second reason for our first result because KG students are not able to express emotions more clearly with their voice. We noted that most KG students speak in the same volume in a happy and angry mood while they have the same tone in fear and in sad emotion. However, they (KG students) speak slower than adults in case of SAVEE and POLISH datasets and hence, word segmentation with KG students’ speech gives more accurate results as compared to young people’s speech. After concluding reasons for the fact that stage 1 is displaying an overall better performance than the outcome of stage-2, we focus on the overall results presented in Figures 10 - 12 where we present combination of both stages and extract emotion based on combine features. Although we could not segment all words of a speaker but with words that we could extract we used their semantic plus prosodic and temporal features of speech and then concluded emotion of speaker. Here we clearly find out an overall gain in almost each case.
We also report overall complexity of the algorithm, and we calculate the overall time taken in case of running Stage-1, Stage-2 and both the stages combined. We find out that the time taken for all cases remains minutely less than the total time taken for each stage separately, and none of the cases is posing any serious constraints neither the data nor computation time is expanding drastically. This is mainly because we have performed same steps twice extracted - once during stage - 1 where we perform segmentation to divide speech signals into small segments with the help of ZCR and calculated spectral feature (MFCC) of speech segments to get information’s of human’s emotion and second time in stage - 2 when we performed segmentation using ZCR to segment words uttered by speaker and extracted MFCC to recognize words.

VII. RELATED WORK

Researcher have implemented various models for recognition of emotions from speech using different sets of features. Yildrim [22] conducts a study aimed to analyze how speech is modulated with the change in speaker emotional state. They measure vowel articulation, spectral energy and acoustic parameters of speech to find acoustic similarity and difference between different states of emotions. They also perform discriminant analysis to check the acoustic separability of emotion at utterance level. The author conclude that some emotions have similar acoustic properties and they mentioned happiness/anger and sadness/neutral in this category. Author of [3] present speech signal driven approach to deal with two class similarity problem. They use HMM based features with combination of prosodic and spectral features and achieved accuracy of 47.83% with two class similarity problem [3]. Alexander [6] present a new method to identify emotions using parameters of glottal airflow signal. The effectiveness of their system is tested with Artificial Neural Network (ANN), SVM, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), K Nearest neighbour (KNN), Bayesian classifier, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), decision tree and a new optimum path classifier (OPF). They find best results of glottal features with SVM and OPF. MFCC are extracted from data for classification of emotion [6], [9]. Spectral and prosodic features are identified in [13] and experiment are conducted after implementing three classifiers to identify emotions. The authors build Gaussian Mixture Model with prosodic features, SVM with prosodic features and Gaussian Mixture Model with Prosodic features. The authors calculate features and then apply algorithm to select most relevant features and show that prosodic features are more helpful in detection of emotion than spectral features. Another framework in which they extracted 133 speech features and aimed to identify feature set that would be appropriate to discriminate between seven emotions based on speech processing [7]. They use Neural network classifier with 35 input vectors and tested their model using Berlin dataset that include speaker dependant and speaker independent instances.

Zhu [25] identified emotions deficiencies in an E-Learning environment and proposed emotion recognition system for them. They build speech corpus from various subjects belongs
to different languages and extracted prosodic features. They use Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) approach to select most appropriate feature set and used to classify emotions with General Regression Neural Network (GRNN). Considering emotion recognition a challenging task, Zhang performs an experiment with SVM is used for classification of 4 emotions and feature set of prosodic and speech quality features. He proposes that combination of prosodic and speech quality features increase 10% recognition rate [24]. The researchers in [14] extract quality Quality and prosodic features that overlap and complement each other in identification of emotions. Wang [20] combines these two stages and used optimal searching properties of Genetic algorithm considering personal characters of emotions. They achieve 86% recognition accuracy with this searching algorithm [20]. The author of [2] extend their research of 2009 and extract spectral features at stressed vowels, unstressed vowels and at consonant. They find that these levels contain more rich information’s about emotions than utterance level. Their results show higher accuracy at segment level than at utterance level [2].

We present a new model where we extract emotions at two stages and then combine both stages result. Our results are 83.4% with SAVEE 83% with polish 68% with KSD dataset. The results are better in the sense that when we have speech that has no clear words our stage1 with prosodic and temporal features help in identification of emotions. In case these features don’t help to identify emotion correctly, words semantics help in identifying emotions of speaker. So this hybrid system of prosodic, spectral and words semantic features perform better than other system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have considered prosodic, temporal as well as linguistic features which has been helpful in increasing accuracy of emotion recognition. For the purpose of elaborating our results, we have used a two-staged model for emotion recognition. We have used the results by each stage separately and in a combined manner to present that our approach works better that considering prosodic as well as linguistic features together helps improving overall results without degrading performance. We propose algorithm where we extract emotions based on prosodic and temporal features in the first step and we extract emotions from word segmentation combined with linguistic features in the second step. While performing our experiments, we prove that the classification mechanisms, if trained without considering age factor, do not help improving accuracy. We provide our argument that the classifier should be based on the age group on which the actual emotion extraction be required and this becomes our second contribution submitted in this paper.
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Medical Image Inpainting with RBF Interpolation Technique
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Abstract—Inpainting is a method for repairing damaged images or to remove unwanted parts of an image. While this process has been performed by professional artists in the past, today, the use of this technology is emerging in the medical area—especially in the medical imaging realm. In this study, the proposed inpainting method uses a radial basis function (RBF) interpolation technique. We first explain radial basis functions and then, the RBF interpolation system. This technique generally depends on matrix processes. Thus, matrix operations are executed after the interpolation and form a main part of the process. This interpolation matrix has a known value used for interpolating n values and we need to find M – 1 for the n + 1 values of the original and inserted data. Implementation of an inpainting operation is carried out in an object-oriented programming (OOP) language. This is where the process is completed. The algorithm used in this study has a graphical user interface. Further, several skin images are used for testing this system. The obtained output represents a high level of accuracy that can support the validity of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting problems in image processing is reconstructing damaged or incomplete images as much as possible. This problem is referred to in many papers [1,2]. The main question in reconstructing damaged images is, “What value was in a corrupted position and how can this be restored?”. One of the conditions for solving this problem is to have as much information as possible from the original image. Then, appropriate existing methods can use this information and try to reconstruct the missing information [1]. The amount of information retained from the original image is very important as the quality of the result depends on it. The radial basis function (RBF) method is based on the principle of variational implicit functions and can be used for the interpolation of scattered data, see data. The possibility of missing data restoration (image inpainting) by the RBF method was mentioned in [3]. The method was used for surface retouching and marginally for image inpainting [3].

Inpainting is a method to repair damaged images or to remove unwanted parts of an image. While this process has been performed by professional artists in the past, today the use of technology is emerging in the medical imaging realm.

Several mathematical algorithms are used for inpainting, such as Laplace’s equations [4], isoline [5], texture synthesis [6] and interpolation [7]. The popular graphics program Adobe Photoshop [2] has a feature called content-aware fill in its CS5 version. This feature performs a type of inpainting with high efficiency and low latency. Another graphics program, GMP [8] which is an open-source project, contains an inpainting plugin called Resynthesizer [1]. This plugin uses a texture synthesis method to perform the inpainting operation.

There are other software programs available for video inpainting, these programs in general provide object removal. Adobe After Effect [2] and Apple Final Cut Pro [8] software provides such a feature. The problem with Adobe After Effects is that it is prone to unnecessary crashing, which makes it difficult to operate or deal with as it needs to be reset frequently.

The RBF interpolation-based inpainting method performs interpolation instead of texture matching, just like the texture synthesis method [9]. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to explore the effective usage of inter-polation based RBF inpainting.

The objectives of this paper are as follows: first, inpainting with an RBF interpolation method, and not pattern matching; second, rapid completion of an inpainting process. Further, the developed method should yield a satisfactory or relatively high-quality result.

Moreover, the speed factor can be changed by finding new ways to complete the same task with a quicker implementation. Quality depends on how the calculation results are used and can be improved by combining them with other information from the source image.

II. INTERPOLATION

In mathematics, interpolation is carried out to find the missing parts of a number series. This number series is either simple or complex mathematical series.

To find the missing numbers of a series, if the mathematical function is known, by setting the appropriate parameters, we can find the missing parts along with their exact values. For example, assume that function \( f(x) = x^2 \) is known and some values are missing in the following series: 0, 1, 4, \( a, b, 25, c, 49 \). For \( x = 1 \), the result is 1; \( x = 3 \) would give 9. Therefore, \( a = 3 \). Similarly, by substituting \( x \) with 4 and 6, we obtain \( b = 16 \) and \( c = 36 \), and thus, the interpolation is completed.

However, sometimes, it is almost impossible to figure out the function of a number series [10].
In this situation, missing values can only be found by using certain known values. The RBF interpolation method is used in such a case. RBF interpolation uses values in series and the distances between these values to create a base function structure. All missing parts can be found one by one by using the base function as in [11].

In digital imagery, each pixel is defined by a mixture of red, green, and blue colors. The RBF interpolation method is completely compatible with the RGB structure shown in [9]. Therefore, the problem with the interpolation system is that it is not perfect. It cannot ultimately find exact values; only estimated ones. Because of this reason, this method cannot yield perfect inpainting results. However, using interpolated values in a different way can enhance the quality of the results.

III. IMAGE INPAINTING

Inpainting is the process of reconstructing lost or deteriorated parts of images and videos. For instance, in the case of a valuable painting, this task will be carried out by a skilled image restoration artist. In the digital world, inpainting (also known as image interpolation or video interpolation) refers to the application of sophisticated algorithms to replace lost or corrupted parts of the image data (mainly small regions) or to remove small defects [11].

In Figure 2, an inpainting process is shown on an old photo. The output is very good, and almost all the lost parts are repaired.

However, not all inpainting processes are successful. One of the reasons for this is not having a sufficient number of known points on the input picture, or sometimes, the algorithm used for the inpainting. One example for such a case is as follows:

IV. INPAINTING METHODS

There are different inpainting methods designed to provide good solutions for specific situations. These methods can be divided into two groups. One group of methods can be used on texture-based images, and the other on non-texture-based images.

A. Texture Synthesis

One of best texture inpainting methods is texture synthesis. Texture synthesis is the process of algorithmically constructing a large digital image from a small digital sample image by taking advantage of its structural content [13]. This method can be used for digital image editing, three-dimensional (3D) computing, and inpainting.

Texture synthesis searches through the whole picture and tries to find the best matching points to fill the holes in the image. Because texture images generally have repeating parts,
at the end, a seamless image is generated as demonstrated in [2].

B. Exemplar-Based Inpainting

Another method is exemplar-based inpainting. This method uses a texture synthesis algorithm and gives a higher priority to linear structures. Therefore, this is perceived that it gives better results: Linear structures are preserved, and no blurring occurs as shown in [12]. In the study, the RBF interpolation technique is used. RBF functions are also used for artificial intelligence systems as discussed in [11]. This shows that in a way this project uses an intelligent system to do inpainting. Inpainting with RBF is not used for texture-based or detailed images because of its blurry output.

The easiest way to explain interpolation is to find an unknown number in a series of numbers.

\[ X = \{1, 2, 3, a, 5, 6, b, 8, 9\} \]

In this number series, numbers are in an ascending order, and the values of \( a \) and \( b \) are unknown. Interpolation is used for finding these unknown values by using the known numbers.

A more complicated example is to find more detailed points in a curve.

C. Convolution-based image inpainting algorithm

Convolution-based image inpainting algorithms as discussed in [5] are very fast. However, in many cases, they do not provide adequate results with respect to sharp details such as edges. In this method, the mask coefficients are calculated using the gradient of the image to be inpainted. The algorithm is fast, iterative, and simple to implement, and provides adequate results.

V. RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS (RBF)

An RBF is a real-valued function whose value depends only on the distance from the origin. RBFs are generally represented by the \( \Phi \) (phi) symbol.

In the above Figure 5, a center point and six other points connected to the center with a line are shown. An RBF takes the distance between any of these six points and the center and calculates a value.

\[ \Phi \text{(distance)} = \text{Value of RBF}. \]

Distances from each point to the center are shown in table 1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Distance to center</th>
<th>Point</th>
<th>Distance to center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Point d</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Point e</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Point f</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Irrespective of where the points are located in the space, as long as their distances to the center are equal, the results of the RBF are the same.

Thus, RBF (distance from point \( a \) to center) = RBF (distance from point \( d \) to center)

RBF (distance from point \( b \) to center) = RBF (distance from point \( f \) to center)

RBF (distance from point \( c \) to center) = RBF (distance from point \( e \) to center)

There are a number of functions that provide the attributes of an RBF.

Most simply, a linear RBF is \( \Phi(r) = r \) [14]. Note: \( r \) denotes distance and thus, cannot be negative.

Another RBF is called Gaussian (GA). Its function is denoted as \( \Phi(r) = e^{-(\epsilon r)^2} \). This function is generally used in RBF networks for artificial intelligence systems. Further, this function will be implemented in this study to observe its effect on the inpainting process.

VI. RBF INTERPOLATION

RBF interpolation is matrix-based linear equation solving.

\[[K][L] = [M]\]

In this matrix equation, \( K \) denotes an \( n \times n \) matrix, \( L \) represents an \( n \times 1 \) matrix, and \( M \) indicates another \( n \times 1 \) matrix.

The variable \( n \) denotes (number of known points + 3). The number 3 comes from (number of dimensions + 1). In this study, the considered image is two dimensional. Therefore, each point has only \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates. This implies that RBF interpolation can be applied to images that have more than two dimensions, as demonstrated in [12].

The definition of a point in RBF interpolation is given as a function as follows:

\[ f(p) = q(p) + \sum_{j=0}^{n} \lambda \Phi(|p - pj|) \]

This formula will be generated for each known point. In this formula, \( p \) denotes the current point in the list of known points, \( f(p) \) represents the color of point \( p \), and \( q(p) \) denotes a polynomial. Because this project uses 2D images, \( q(p) = c0*x + c1*y + c2*1 \), where \( x \) and \( y \) represent the position of a point.
on the surface; and c0, c1, and c2 represent the unknown multipliers.

\( \lambda_j \) denotes a real-valued weight, which is unknown at first, \( |p - p_j| \) represents a Euclid norm distance between two points, \( \Phi(|p - p_j|) \) indicates an RBF that takes distance as a parameter.

One important point here is that in digital imaging, colors are represented by a combination of red, green, and blue. Further, in image formats such as PNG and TIFF, there is an alpha layer that changes the color transparency. The abovementioned RBF interpolation function is used for each of the alpha, red, green, and blue layers shown in [15].

To be able to explain this function better, an example will be given with three different points as shown in Table 2.

Colors will be chosen only once, not for each different color. At the end, linear equations will be formulated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II: POINTS WITH COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equation for p0 is

\[ 240 = c_0 \times 1 + c_1 \times 1 + c_2 \times 1 + \lambda_0 \times \Phi(|p_0 - p_0|) + \lambda_1 \times \Phi(|p_0 - p_1|) + \lambda_2 \times \Phi(|p_0 - p_2|) \]

The equation for p1 is

\[ 245 = c_0 \times 2 + c_1 \times 3 + c_2 \times 1 + \lambda_0 \times \Phi(|p_1 - p_0|) + \lambda_1 \times \Phi(|p_1 - p_1|) + \lambda_2 \times \Phi(|p_1 - p_2|) \]

The equation for p2 is

\[ 250 = c_0 \times 4 + c_1 \times 2 + c_2 \times 1 + \lambda_0 \times \Phi(|p_2 - p_0|) + \lambda_1 \times \Phi(|p_2 - p_1|) + \lambda_2 \times \Phi(|p_2 - p_2|) \]

The distance between two points can be calculated by using the Pythagorean theorem.

\[ |p_0 - p_0| = 0 \]
\[ |p_0 - p_1| = |p_1 - p_0| = \sqrt{(1 - 2)^2 + (1 - 3)^2} = \sqrt{5} \]
\[ |p_0 - p_2| = |p_2 - p_0| = \sqrt{(1 - 4)^2 + (1 - 2)^2} = \sqrt{10} \]

\[ |p_1 - p_2| = |p_2 - p_1| = \sqrt{(2 - 4)^2 + (3 - 2)^2} = \sqrt{5} \]

After deciding which RBF to use, we find that in the given equations, only c0, c1, c2, \( \lambda_0 \), \( \lambda_1 \), and \( \lambda_2 \) will be left as unknown.

Apart from color values, all other known values will be kept in matrix K. The unknown variables will be in matrix L. Finally, the color values will be in matrix M.

The following RBF interpolation matrix is created using the above equations:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_0^n & x_0^{n-1} & x_0^{n-2} & \ldots & x_0 & 1 \\
  x_1^n & x_1^{n-1} & x_1^{n-2} & \ldots & x_1 & 1 \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  x_n^n & x_n^{n-1} & x_n^{n-2} & \ldots & x_n & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  a_0 \\
  a_1 \\
  \vdots \\
  a_n \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  y_0 \\
  y_1 \\
  \vdots \\
  y_n \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

To be able to solve this matrix equation, the matrix K must be a square matrix. Further, to be able to decrease the number of calculations performed by the processor, the matrix has to be mirrored.

When the matrix is solved, the values of all unknown variables will be found. At this point, any unknown point put into matrix K will generate color values in matrix M with basic matrix multiplication. Thus, RBF interpolation will be completed.

VII. DESIGN

The task is based on a model–view–controller (MVC) pattern. The graphical user interface solution of Visual C# is used as the view. Each view, which is called a form in Visual C#, has its own class for coding. This coding class is the controller of the project. The model of the project is all classes written for the inpainting process.

Because of the complexity of the inpainting process, more than one class needs to be written for the model part. The structure of these classes and their relation to each other are determined on the basis of different concerns. The following figure 6 shows the structure of the whole system.
Fig. 6. System structure

The top part is used for presenting the view, the next row is the controller, and the rest contains the model classes. In this presentation, connections are drawn to show links between classes. These links are based on the usage of each other. Further, details increase from the top to the bottom and decrease from the bottom to the top, but in the latter case, the bindings increase as shown in [15].

In the fields of image processing and photography, a color histogram is a representation of the distribution of colors in an image. For digital images, a color histogram represents the number of pixels that have colors in each range of a fixed list of color ranges that span the image’s color space, the set of all possible colors.

The color histogram can be built for any type of color space, although the term is more often used for 3D spaces such as RGB and HSV. For monochromatic images, the term intensity histogram may be used instead. For multispectral images, where each pixel is represented by an arbitrary number of measurements (for example, beyond the three measurements in RGB), the color histogram is N-dimensional, with N being the number of measurements taken. Each measurement has its own wavelength range of the light spectrum, some of which may be outside the visible spectrum.

In the following Figure 7, all model classes are shown with their attributes and models. The details of each class are explained in the implementation part.
VIII. METHODOLOGY

This study is based on a graphical user interface. The inpainting operation is performed in three steps. First, the user loads the image file.

After this step, the area of the image where the inpainting process will take effect must be selected. Next, a selection process is carried out by drawing onto the image. Selection does not end when the mouse button is released. Before the inpainting operation, as many different points of the image as possible can be completed, the inpainting operation starts by user’s click on the inpaint button on the main menu. A new thread is created for the inpainting process. This new thread prevents the locking of the graphical user interface. The progress of the inpainting operation is displayed on a new form window. Each selected pixel on the image passes through the inpainting operation. When all pixels have passed through, a new image is displayed on the form window. There is no limit on the number of times the user can perform the inpainting operation. Further, in case unwanted points of the image are selected, the selected area can be cleaned up with one mouse-click on the main menu. This is discussed in greater detail by [16].

In general, the process involves the following:

- The global picture determines how to fill in the gap. The purpose of inpainting is to restore the unity of the work.
- The structure of the gap surroundings is supposed to be continued into the gap. Contour lines that arrive at the gap boundary are prolonged into the gap.
The different regions inside a gap, as defined by the contour lines, are filled with colors matching those of the gap boundary.

The small details are painted; i.e., “texture” is added.

IX. IMPLEMENTATION

In this study, we used Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. The steps for the implementation are such as starting a new project for a C# based .Net application.

A. Implementation of knownpoint class

The known points are the pixels that are not marked to be inpainted as shown in figure 8. These pixels are available for use in the inpainting process while creating a coefficient matrix.

Fig. 8. Display of Pixels

As already explained, the distance of one pixel from another is very important for the RBF interpolation technique. The distance between two points is calculated using the x and y coordinates of these points.

Another crucial attribute for the interpolation process is the value of each known pixel. These three attributes of each known pixel are stored in a class, and their getters are defined; these are needed to read the values of the abovementioned attributes while performing a calculation in the interpolator.

B. Implementation of rbf interpolator

This is the class where all interpolation calculations are performed. Matrix operations are heavily reliant on the methods of this class. Because of the complexity of these methods, explanations will be provided by using the following equation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{Coefficient} \\
\text{Matrix}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{Variables} \\
\text{Matrix}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{Product} \\
\text{Matrix}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In fact, here, the methods are defined to divide the whole into small pieces. Therefore, in general, one method uses the output of another method. Therefore, the interpolation process is carried out by calling the related methods one after another.

C. Implementation of unknownpoint class

The term “unknown point” refers to the pixels when the source image is marked. An inpainter system sees the unmarked points as the known points. As explained in “What is Interpolation?,” interpolation creates new points on the basis of the already known points. Therefore, the system first creates a unique UnknownPoint class for each marked pixel, and while performing inpainting, fills these classes with the interpolated values.

Because each marked pixel has its own UnknownPoint class instance, this class must retain the position of this pixel. Further, as will be discussed later, in order to be able to enhance the quality of the inpainting process, each UnknownPoint class keeps a count of the known points around it. This will be used to select the unknown point to be interpolated first.

D. Implementation of unknownpoint manager class

The UnknownPoint class holds an unknown point’s information as an object. This class is used for maintaining a list of all the unknown points under control. Further, by providing extra functionality, it decreases the complexity of inpainting. Further, it is used for enhancing the quality of the result. During the inpainting operation, it is important to start with the unknown point that has the maximum number of known points around it. A larger number of known points imply a better interpolation calculation. However, if a program continues using the adjacent unknown points because they come in order and have the maximum number of known pixels around them, the result quality may deteriorate. To prevent such deterioration, it is a good practice to randomize the list of unknown points. Thus, even if there are many unknown points with the same number of known points, instead of the adjacent best ones, randomly selected unknown points will be used in the next step. This method also improves the quality of inpainting.

E. Implementation of inpainter class

This class is the managing director of the entire inpainting process. At first sight, there are not many methods or attributes in it, but it gains its importance from the usage of the other implemented classes.

This class has some constant definitions for the unknown point window frame. Padding values are defined as constants to decrease future complexity on an event such as a requirement for a change in a padding value. Therefore, it needs only one constant attribute’s value to change; the rest of the program still stays the same and works in the same way.

Other attributes are used for maintaining the progress values. These values are used for passing the progress of the inpainting process to another thread in order to show the percentage of the process completed. The total number of unknown points is stored as the maximum progress value. The number of inpainted unknown points is stored as the progress value. By using two of these values, the program calculates and displays the percentage of the entire inpainting process completed. The figure 9 shows the inpainting process.
X. Outcome and Evaluation

Considering the methods of performing inpainting and the views presented by various authors, we need to consider conducting many tests of these methods in order to identify a seamless inpainting method.

This method takes two versions of the original image and an improved image and looks at similarities of all pixels one by one. To measure the accuracy of the system, the average of all the similarities is calculated.

The similarity calculation is based on the power of 2 in mathematics and the distance between two colors.

![Accuracy graph](image)

The graph used for this operation is shown on both sides of the original color’s values in the above image. According to the new color’s value, the similarity is calculated on the basis of that curve. This is because accuracy measurement is carried out within the system and is part of the C# program shown in figure 10.

The tests and results of some of the outputs have been provided in the figures below, which show some of the images used for the system. Figure 11a shows the original image, and Figure 11b shows the improved image. The accuracy between the affected areas for the two images is measured, and the accuracy of the system is 99.59%.

![Fig. 11.](image)

The following two figures, namely Figures 12 and 13, show the same images as Figure 13 wherein both Figure 12a and Figure 13a show the original images, and Figures 12b and 13b show the improved images obtained using the proposed system; the accuracy is 99.88% and 99.68%, respectively.

![Fig. 12.](image)

The following table represents some of the data used for the system; the range of accuracy is 99.13 to 99.91, and the average accuracy of the system is 99.56% for all the data used for testing the proposed system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Similarity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Leg abrasion</td>
<td>99.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Back bleed</td>
<td>99.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stitch</td>
<td>99.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Arm bleed</td>
<td>98.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wrist cut</td>
<td>99.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Leg cut</td>
<td>99.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Face stitch</td>
<td>99.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Face cut</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Wrist stitch</td>
<td>99.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Neck boils</td>
<td>99.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results obtained have high accuracy and show that the methods used are effective in meeting the objectives of this research.

Different types of implementations have been identified: Implementation of KnownPoint Class, Implementation of
RBF Interpolator, Implementation of Unknown Point class, Implementation of Inpainter Class, and Implementation of Unknown Points Manager class. All these techniques suggest disparate methods and thus, different levels of quality of the outcome. The need for a seamless technique arises from the need to identify the best aspects of all the above mentioned methods and ensure that these are used with an interface that allows for easy manipulation by the user.

On the basis of the above results, we concluded the following:

- This research met the set objectives including inpainting with an RBF interpolation method and not pattern matching.
- The inpainting process was completed as quickly as possible.
- A satisfactory or relatively high-quality result was obtained.

### XI. Conclusion

In this study, we examined the RBF interpolation technique for inpainting images. It has been found that this technique is good for gradient-like images. It can form good connections between colors and edges. Thus, RBF interpolation is a good method for skin inpainting operations. The algorithm that has been used has a graphical user interface. Several skin images have been used for testing the proposed system. In the testing part, the inpainting operation is used for wound images. The results revealed high performance of the proposed method. A considerable number of the improved images were studied, and in some of these images, the damage was almost unnoticeable. Further, repeating the operation led to an increase in the accuracy and the quality of the improved image. However, matrix calculations are very time consuming, and RBF interpolation is directly based on large matrices.
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Abstract—In this paper, Content Based Video Retrieval Systems performance is analysed and compared for three different types of feature vectors. These types of features are generated using three different algorithms; Block Truncation Coding (BTC) extended for colors, Kekre's Fast Codebook Generation (KFCG) algorithm and Gabor filters. The feature vectors are extracted from multiple frames instead of using only key frames or all frames from the videos. The performance of each type of feature is analysed by comparing the results obtained by two different techniques; Euclidean Distance and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Although a significant number of researchers have expressed dissatisfaction to use image as a query for video retrieval systems, the techniques and features used here provide enhanced and higher retrieval results while using images from the videos. Apart from higher efficiency, complexity has also been reduced as it is not required to find key frames for all the shots. The system is evaluated using a database of 1000 videos consisting of 20 different categories. Performance achieved using BTC features calculated from color components is compared with that achieved using Gabor features and with KFCG features. These performances are compared again with the performances obtained from systems using SVM and the systems without using SVM.

Keywords—CBVR; KFCG; Multiple Frames; SVM; BTC; Gabor filter

I. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELATED WORK

Researchers have developed a number of techniques, methods and systems in the field of content based video retrieval systems. They are required to effectively search, index and retrieve videos from databases but the reliable and effective systems are still awaited for huge databases [6]. For this reason, text based searches are still in practice for the video retrieval systems [5]. A content based retrieval system was developed for commercial use [15]. Face detection method was used for image and video searches in this system. But this method also proved to be very poorly performing [8] by the automatic systems participated in the video retrieval track [16]. A hope emerged when low level features were utilized. Comparison of low level features extracted from key frames of the query and the videos from database provide better results for video retrieval systems [6]. Other useful and much more important information from videos can bring performance of the video retrieval systems to a great level of success. Researchers still face a challenge to utilize important information such as sequence of shots, temporal and motion information [5]. To compensate this problem and to get better retrieval performance, a video retrieval system [2] utilized all frames of a shot instead of only the key frames so that more visual features are extracted. Another system [12] integrated color and motion features for better utilization of spatio-temporal information but a fact is still relevant that an efficient image retrieval technique results in an efficient video retrieval technique where image from the query video is used as a query [8]. The system proposed here utilizes visual features from multiple frames instead of a single frame, key frames of the shot or all of its frames. The proposed system provides the much required solutions to the problems mentioned above which are, lower efficiency when only a single image is used, high computational cost when key frames are used and unavailability of proper tools for clustering algorithm. This system provides reasonable efficiency along with low computation cost.

In section II, features extraction algorithms and classification are discussed; section III discusses about similarity measure; section IV shows the methodology to calculate result parameters in the proposed CBVR system, while the proposed CBVR system is elaborated in section V. Result analysis is presented in section VI; problems and challenges faced by the CBVR system are discussed in section VII and it is concluded by section VIII.

II. FEATURES EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION

Color, texture and motion features are the most useful features for classification and retrieval of videos. Color histogram proves to be useful to represent color content while extraction of Gabor features is a popular way to represent texture features [4].

A. Extraction of BTC Features

Block truncation coding (BTC) is basically a compression technique for images [14]. BTC features are calculated for small blocks formed by dividing an image instead of calculating for each pixel [17], [18]. BTC is used to obtain features from color information of pixels belonging to the small blocks. BTC features from multiple frames are employed to obtain very high precision and recall values. These features can also be used for image classification and retrieval purpose. The BTC technique can be extended to RGB
images by considering each color component (red, green and blue) as a separate plane [14]. BTC features are obtained as shown in the equations (1-5).

- An inter band average image (IBAI) is formed as shown in (1)
  \[ I_{avg}(x, y) = I_R(x, y) + I_G(x, y) + I_B(x, y) \]  (1)

- Threshold values for the three color components are calculated as shown in (2) for one of the components (red).
  \[ R_{threshold} = \frac{\sum_{x=0}^{X-2} \sum_{y=0}^{Y-2} I_B(r,c)}{x \times y} \]  (2)

- Binary bitmaps are created for each of the three components as shown in (3) for the red component
  \[ B_{red}(r,c) = \begin{cases} 1, & I_B(r,c) \geq R_{threshold} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  (3)

- \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the mean values found for the three components as shown in (4) and (5) for the red components.
  \[ m_{R1} = \frac{\sum_{r=0}^{R} \sum_{c=0}^{C} B_{red}(r,c)I_B(r,c)}{\sum_{r=0}^{R} \sum_{c=0}^{C} B_{red}(r,c)} \]  (4)
  \[ m_{R2} = \frac{\sum_{r=0}^{R} \sum_{c=0}^{C} B_{red}(r,c)(1-I_B(r,c))I_B(r,c)}{\sum_{r=0}^{R} \sum_{c=0}^{C} B_{red}(r,c)} \]  (5)

where, \( m_1 = \{ m_{R1}, m_{G1}, m_{B1} \} \) and \( m_2 = \{ m_{R2}, m_{G2}, m_{B2} \} \)

\( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) represent the entire block. Mean values of all the blocks considered together represent the entire image.

**B. Extraction of Gabor Features**

Gabor features provide good representation of edge and texture features for objects and texts and help to distinguish them effectively from the background [7]. Gabor filters are capable of extracting features from edges or regions of different objects inside an image directed towards desired orientations with different frequencies [22].

**Fig. 1. Gabor Filter Algorithm**

Method to extract Gabor features is shown in Fig. 1 while the mathematical expressions are given from equation 6 to equation 11 [20].

For a given image, discrete Gabor wavelet transform is given by a convolution using equation (6) for an image I(r,c) where, r = 0,1,2,..R and c = 0,1,2,..C.

\[ W_{uv} = \sum_p \sum_q I(r-p,c-q)G_{uv}^* (p,q) \]  (6)

Where, \( G_{uv}^\ast \) is complex conjugate of \( G_{uv} \). \( G_{uv} \) is generated by some morphological operations on mother wavelet. \( p \times q \) is the size of filter mask, u and v are scale and orientations.

Gabor filters are applied on the image with different orientations and different scales to find a set of magnitudes \( E(u,v) \) containing the energy distribution in the image in different orientations and scales as shown in (7).

\[ E(u,v) = \sum_r \sum_c |W_{uv}(r,c)| \]  (7)

To obtain texture features Standard deviation \( \sigma \) and mean are required and calculated as shown in equations (8) and (9) respectively

\[ \text{Standard Deviation, } \sigma_{uv} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_r \sum_c (|W_{uv}(r,c)|-\mu_{uv})^2}{R \times C}} \]  (8)

\[ \text{Mean, } \mu_{uv} = \frac{E(u,v)}{R \times C} \]  (9)

Texture features vector F is formed by a set of feature components [25], [26] i.e., different values of \( \sigma_{uv} \) and \( \mu_{uv} \) calculated by varying \( u \) and \( v \) as shown in equation (10).

\[ f = [\sigma_{uv0}, \sigma_{u1}, \sigma_{u2}, \ldots, \sigma_{uvv}] \]  (10)

\[ f_{Gabor} = \frac{f - \mu}{\sigma} \]  (11)

**C. Extraction of KFCG Features**

Compression is achieved in vector quantization by using some bits to represent a closest codeword for small blocks formed by dividing an entire image [27]. Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBB) is most commonly used algorithm to generate codebook [28]. In LBG algorithm, vectors found in the blocks are training vectors which are separated to form different clusters. They are divided again and again by process of iteration. Codebook vectors are centroid of these clusters [29]. A training vector is represented by codebook vector closest to it [30]. Codebook vectors are represented by a set of codewords which are used to encode and decode the images [31]. Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation (KFCG) Algorithm is basically used for image compression [32][33]. It requires less time to generate the codebook through vector quantization method. The codebook generated is used in the proposed system as a feature vector for video retrieval purpose [20].

**D. Classification of Features using Support Vector Machine**

Support Vector Machine (SVM) improves performance of content based image retrieval (CBIR) significantly [11]. It is the inspiration to use SVM for CBVR too. SVM can utilize the features representing a video similarly it does for CBIR. Here, the feature vector can be the features extracted from frames, shots, scenes or events. Features from known categories of videos are labeled to train the svm. Similar features extracted from other videos are used by SVM for classification of videos. Use of SVM is a milestone in automatic classification of videos [19] with better efficiency.

**III. SIMILARITY MEASURE**

Features extracted from the images provide most convenient method for similarity measurement [1]. The query video is retrieved by finding similarity between its feature
vector [9], [10] and feature vector of the videos stored in database. Video similarity is measured at different resolution [13]. So the selection of features becomes relevant for calculating similarity. Similar videos can also be obtained by using SVM. The videos classified by SVM to form one category show greater similarity among them. The most similar video can be obtained by finding euclidean distance between the query video and the videos classified to form that category. Again, the feature vector is used to calculate the euclidean distance.

The equation for Euclidean distance between a query frame q and a database frame d is shown in (12)

\[
\text{Euclidean Distance} = \sqrt{\sum_{n=1}^{N} (V_{dn} - V_{qn})^2}
\]

Where \(V_{dn}\) are the feature vectors of database frame d and \(V_{qn}\) are the feature vectors of query frame q each having size N [20].

### IV. RESULT EVALUATION METHOD

The performance of video retrieval is evaluated with the same parameters as it is evaluated in image retrieval [11]. Recall and precision are the two parameters [2] as given in (13) and (14).

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{DC}{DB} \quad (13)
\]
\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{DC}{DT} \quad (14)
\]

\(DC\) = number of similar clips detected correctly

\(DB\) = number of similar clips in the database

\(DT\) = total number of detected clips

### V. PROPOSED CBVR SYSTEM

A CBVR system is proposed in this paper in which multiple frames are obtained for the query videos and the videos’ database instead of using single frame or key frames or all frames [2]. BTC, Gabor and KFCG features are obtained as mentioned above in features extraction section. The similar and most relevant videos are obtained from the output directory containing videos of that category. Significantly higher results have been obtained using this system. A typical methodology is used in this system where a video is retrieved from its category. Here, database is processed offline. The videos are represented by feature vectors formed from any one or a combination of more than one from three types of features extracted from their multiple frames. Feature vectors are then labelled and stored in the features database. An SVM is trained for the categories registered in the system using labelled feature vectors stored in the database. Variables are obtained from the trained SVM. Feature vectors from the query videos are used for classification using SVM variables already saved. Videos obtained in the output folder are the videos of the desired category. For a query clip, videos stored in the given category can be ranked according to the distance measures and most similar videos are retrieved. Euclidean distance is used to measure similarity [20]. Retrieval system without using SVM is shown in Fig. 2 [20]. Most similar videos are obtained based on minimum distance between feature vectors stored in the database and feature vectors of the query image. As mentioned above, multiple frames based classification and retrieval yields acceptable results without the complexity of finding key frames to represent a shot.
VI. RESULTS

A. Database

The technique using multiple frames with one or multiple features using SVM is applied to a video database having 1000 videos with 20 categories of 50 videos each as shown in Fig. 4. Videos similar to the query video are stored in output folder after classification using SVM classifier. The precision and recall values are computed by grouping the number of classified videos belonging to the category of query video and then finding minimum distance between them and the query video.

B. Analysis of Results

The charts shown from Fig. 5 to Fig. 10 for different features represent the retrieval results obtained for retrieving and classification of video clips from different categories. These categories are among the 20 categories of video clips from the video database of 1000 videos. The results obtained are highly appreciable for all the categories. The results are obtained using SVM based on Gabor features extracted from multiple frames of the video clips. Similarly, results are also obtained using block truncation coding method extended for color images [24] and KFCG algorithm. The charts compare the performance obtained by the system using SVM with the performance obtained from system based on same features without using SVM [21]. Comparison of systems performance is also done using three different features without using SVM and while using SVM.

1) Results for video clips using Gabor features

Fig. 5 shows results (precision values) obtained by CBVR system based on Gabor features extracted from multiple frames using SVM. There is a significant improvement in results using SVM as compared to results obtained without using SVM except for one case.

2) Results for video clips using KFCG features

Fig. 7 shows results (precision values) obtained by CBVR system based on KFCG features extracted from multiple frames using SVM. There is significant improvement in results using SVM as compared to results obtained without using SVM except for one case.
3) Results for video clips using BTC features

Fig. 9 shows results (precision values) obtained by CBVR system based on BTC features extracted from multiple frames using SVM. There is significant improvement in results using SVM as compared to results obtained without using SVM.

Fig. 10 shows results (recall values) obtained by CBVR system based on BTC features extracted from multiple frames using SVM. There is significant improvement in results using SVM as compared to results obtained without using SVM.

VII. PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES

Low level features representing the frames are used in implementation of CBVR systems using query by image or query by clips like the one shown in the proposed system. These low level features extracted from frames are used to measure similarity between different videos. Due to this, different types of videos containing distinct objects but with similar backgrounds may produce false retrievals. For example, videos showing players playing football may be retrieved along with videos showing players playing cricket due to similar background of the field or a video showing a person delivering speech may be retrieved with videos showing a different person delivering speech with a similar background of the stage. Low level features are utilised for content based image retrieval when query is done by example image. Performance and efficiency of such systems searching video is quite acceptable when non-identical features are present in them but the performance is very poor when low level features belonging to different videos are identical. This is due to the fact that they are unable to utilise the semantic features e.g., different videos having different electronic equipments but with distinct low level features.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The proposed system shows better classification and enhanced video retrieval results. The higher efficiency has become possible due to utilization of distinct features representing distribution of color information (BTC method), inclination of edges in multiple directions (Gabor algorithm), codewords representing blocks (KFCG algorithm). Though, the result is appreciable for all the three types of features but the Precision and Recall values are much higher for BTC and KFCG features as compared to Gabor features. The performance is boosted further due to use of features from multiple frames instead of using single key frame representing a shot. Additional improvement is achieved by the use of SVM which makes the system highly efficient.

IX. FUTURE SCOPE

Computational cost of the proposed system is better as there is no requirement to find the key frames for each shot. Though we have enhanced classification and retrieval of videos, an attention and focus is required to eliminate the drawback of producing false result when videos have similar backgrounds. Another scope of future research is the recognition and grouping of videos belonging to same category but having different low level features.
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Abstract—In this paper, a linear switched reluctance motor is designed and investigated to be used as a sliding door drive system. A non linear two dimensions finite model is built to predict the performance of the designed motor. Thus, the static electromagnetic characteristics are investigated and analyzed. The inductance and the electromagnetic force are determined for different translator position and current intensities with consideration of magnetic saturation effects. The results of analysis prove that the magnetic behavior of this motor is non linear. Furthermore, an important asymmetry of the static and dynamic characteristics between the extreme phases and the central phase is observed in high excitation levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, linear motors are widely used in a large number of applications and have become more and more used in many areas, particularly in industries such as transportation, manufacturing, and robotics [1-3]. Contrary to the conventional systems where the linear movement is obtained by coupling a rotary motor to a ball screw system, the linear motor allows a direct linear drive without using rotary to linear transmission system. Then, it has fewer moving parts so low inertia. Furthermore, the use of linear motors is recommended for applications which require high speed and accuracy [4], with this technology the load is connected directly to the motor due to the absence of transmission systems which results in high performance capabilities and excellent dynamic characteristic. Because of these merits and benefits, linear motor has been increasingly studied in recent years [3], [5], [6], [7].

In reference [6], a vertical propulsion actuator system of a ship elevator with Linear Switched Reluctance Machine (LSRM) is designed and compared to traditional systems.

The design of electromechanical devices requires accurate prediction of the developed forces. In fact, these forces are derived from field solutions obtained by numerical computational methods. Several methods are in use, but some of them seem to be able to produce consistently accurate results. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are discussed in [8], [9].

Various methods have been reported in many work to predict the distribution of the magnetic field of electromagnetic structures, as the method of reluctance networks, the analytical method [5-6], 2D finite element [7], and 3D finite elements [8]. In this paper, a 2D finite element method is used to study the performances of switched reluctance linear motor.

Generally the classic automatic door opening is equipped with rotary motor and transmission systems. In such systems, the number of moving parts is important that can increase the possibilities of failures and has negative effects on the system dynamic and reliability [10].

To improve the performances and reduce the cost of the sliding door systems, a linear motor is proposed to compete the classical systems.

The first part of this paper is dedicated to the sizing of switched reluctance linear motor suitable for sliding door application. In fact, the main dimension and motor specifications are described.

Part II is reserved for the modeling of the linear motor using analytical method. This model can express the principles of electromechanical conversion governing the operation of a linear actuator with switched reluctance, as analytical relation with the assumption of the non-linearity of the used materials.

In part III, a 2D finite element (FE) model was developed to study the electromagnetic characteristics, the 2D FE model used to analyze and investigate the static behavior of the linear motor. The numerical solution of the developed model leads to compute the magnetic vector potential at each step displacement and to predict the magnetic field density and the magnetic force.

The developed mechanical model given by the classical motion equation is solved by using a numerical transient solver to obtain the dynamic characteristics. Then, the results obtained by the two dimensions finite element method analysis are presented. Finally, part V describes the conclusion of the work.

II. SIZING OF THE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE LINEAR MOTOR

The device to be studied in this work for sliding door application is a linear planar structure with three phases (A, B, C). It is composed of two ferromagnetic parts, the stator is an equidistant toothed bar and the translator which is the moving part of the motor.
The proposed motor has an active translator (with a coil), it’s composed of three modules separated by a nonmagnetic part, and each module represents a phase and contain two coils in series.

The design of the linear motor required careful analysis of the required specifications, the studied motor provide a bidirectional force that moves a sliding door which have a weight of 20 Kg.

Fig. 1 shows the structure and winding diagram of the designed motor.

![Fig. 1. Linear motor configuration and winding diagram](image)

The choice of the width of the teeth of the motor as well as at the translator and stator must absolutely ensure the reversibility and regularity of motion.

This is guaranteed by the choice of pole pitch equal on the translator and the stator. Furthermore, the widths of teeth and slots for the translator and the stator should be equal, [5].

Indeed, the inequality of widths of teeth and pole pitch at the stator and mobile modules creates steps permeance around the equilibrium position, which induce a dead zone on the static force characteristics on which the movable part can move freely, Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Two elementary module configuration](image)

The pole width and slot width are related to the pole pitch by the following equation:

\[ \lambda = w_{ts} + w_{tp} \]  

(1)

Where \( w_{ts} \) is translator slot width, \( w_{tp} \) is translator pole width.

The mover part includes three similar module shifted by a non magnetic separation has a width determinate by (2), [8].

\[ c = c_0 + k\lambda \]  

(2)

The mechanical step \( \delta_m \) is related to the pole pitch and the number of phases by (3).

\[ \delta_m = |c_0 - w_{ss}| = \frac{\lambda}{n} \]  

(3)

The yoke thickness in the stator and in the translator is choosing equal to the slot width.

\[ C_s = C_t = w_{ss} \]  

(4)

The Fig.3 present a half cross of the studied motor.

![Fig. 3. Half Cross Section of the motor](image)

### III. LINEAR MOTOR MODELING

The linear motor model is done in two stages, the first stage describes the electromagnetic equations, in the second stage the mechanical equations is developed.

#### A. Electromagnetic Equations

By neglecting the phase mutual effect, the phase voltage of the linear motor is related to the flux linked in the winding by Faraday’s law as:

\[ V_p = N \frac{d\phi}{dt} \]  

The most significant geometry of the translator and stator are cited in the Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth width</td>
<td>( w_{sp} )</td>
<td>30mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots width</td>
<td>( w_{ss} )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth high</td>
<td>( h_{st} )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoke thickness</td>
<td>( C_s )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth width</td>
<td>( w_{tp} )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slots width</td>
<td>( w_{ts} )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth high</td>
<td>( h_{tt} )</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoke thickness</td>
<td>( C_t )</td>
<td>30 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turn</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section of copper</td>
<td>( S_c )</td>
<td>0.5 mm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of separation</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap</td>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ U = Ri + \frac{d\phi(x,i)}{dt} \]  

(5)

Where \( i \) is the phase current, \( U \) is the terminal voltage, \( R \) is the phase winding resistance and \( \phi \) is the flux linkage.

The flux linkage in a linear motor phase varies as a function of the phase current and translator position, thus

\[ U = Ri + \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial i} \frac{\partial i}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} \frac{\partial x}{\partial t} \]  

(6)

The relation between flux and inductance is defined as follows:

\[ \phi(x,i) = L(x,i)i \]  

(7)

The characteristics of flux and inductance are determined by the 2D finite element method which will be presented subsequently.

In general, the thrust force produced by the linear motors, derived from coenergy.

When one phase is excited the electromagnetic force is written as follows:

\[ F_i = \frac{\partial Wc(i,x)}{\partial x} l = cie \]  

(8)

The coenergy of each phase can be calculated in terms of flux linkage.

\[ Wc(i,x) = \int_0^l \phi(i,x)di \]  

(9)

B. Mechanical Equation

The mechanical equation of the drive system is obtained by the Newton equation given by the following equation:

\[ m \frac{d^2x}{dt^2} = F_i - F_c - f_0 \text{sign} \left( \frac{dx}{dt} \right) - \xi \frac{dx}{dt} \]  

(10)

Where:

- \( F_i \): electromagnetic force (N)
- \( \frac{dx}{dt} \): linear speed (m/s)
- \( m \): moving part and load weight (Kg).
- \( F_c \): the load force (N)
- \( f_0 \): the dray coefficient
- \( \xi \): viscosity coefficient (N.s/m)

IV. 2-D Finite Element Analysis (FEA)

FEA is widely used to determine the performance of designed machine and allows to provide an accurate characteristic prediction.

In this work, a 2D FEA is used to predict the static and the dynamic response of the studied motor.

A. Static characterization

A FE model is developed to study the static behavior of the proposed motor. In fact, a complete configuration of the FE model obtained by using motor specification is shown in Fig.4.

![Fig. 4. Linear planner motor with modular configuration](image)

The proposed structure of three phase motor, having a movable armature suspended over a fixed stator. The translator consists of three similar modules with six poles having command coils, and each module has two poles and has the same pole pitch.

The three modules are spaced so that only two poles at a time can be aligned with the poles of the stator. Non-magnetic separations are necessary between the various modules in order to impose a regular shift.

The windings of the electric circuit are laminated with copper and they are concentrated around the pole of each module, the coils of a same phase are connected in series.

The used material to manufacture the stator and translator is a 1010 steel, the corresponding magnetization curve of the last material is shown in Fig.5.

![Fig. 5. The B-H curve of ferromagnetic material (1010 Steel)](image)

This curve has three distinct regions, the steep initial part of the curve where a small increase in H produces a large increase in B, the knee of the curve and the saturated region beyond the knee where a large increase in H implies a small increase in B.

It can be observed from Fig. 5, that a flux density about 2 T marks the onset of saturation in the used material.
The design of many electromechanical devices requires the accurate prediction of the developed force.

In fact, the designed structure of the proposed linear motor was analyzed by use of 2D non linear FEA, then, a series of simulations is done by a 2D static solver in order to compute the electromagnetic force and flux linkage values for different translation position over one electric period. The obtained computed force as function of the translator positions is presented in Fig. 6 and Fig.7 for two case phases excitations of 1200AT, 3000AT respectively.

![Fig. 6. Developed forces phases excited by 1200AT](image1)

![Fig. 7. Developed forces phases excited by 3000AT](image2)

The developed forces showed in Fig.6 and Fig.7 indicates that there is significant dissymmetry between the extremes and the central phase. At a current excitation about 3000Atrs, the extrem phase generates a maximum force of 500N, while the central phase develops a maximum force not exceeding 450 N. It’s clear that the end effect occurs for high values of excitation.

The magnetic flux path and magnetic field density are presented in the figures below when the three phases A,B,C successively excited by 3000AT. The distribution of the flux in the motor allows us to specify the degree of magnetic saturation in the different parts of a machine as well as the ratio of useful to leakage flux throughout the magnetic circuits.

![a) Flux distribution and field density when phase A is supplied by 3000AT](image3)

![b) Flux distribution and field density when phase B is supplied by 3000AT](image4)

![c) Flux distribution and field density when phase C is supplied by 3000AT](image5)

The analysis of the magnetic flux distribution for the same supplied current, confirm that a magnetic dissymmetry between the extreme phases and the phase in the center due to magnetic leakages.

The magnetic leakage in the central phase is more important than the extrem phases due to the leakage flux circulating through neighboring modules despite that there is a non-magnetic separator between them. Therefore, this magnetic losses creates a parasitic forces that affect the performance of the machine.

It can be seen from Fig.8, that when the field current is 3000AT, the magnetic saturation arises in the pole tips of the
stator and the translator. However, the pole bodies are not saturated.

The static characteristics of the linear machine are represented by the flux linkage variation with phase ampere turn and translator position.

Figure 9 illustrates a magnetization curve which is a plot of a flux linkage versus AmpersTurn at three positions. These curves correspond respectively to the aligned, intermediaries, and unaligned position. The obtained flux curves as a function of the ampere turn are non-linear and confirm the saturation of the used material for high values of current excitation.

![Graph showing flux linkage as a function of ampere turn and translator position](image)

Fig. 9. Flux linkage as a function of ampere turn and translator position

In order to determine the profile of the inductance, the flux linkage equation given by (7).

The graphic in figure 10 shows the curves of inductance with the translator position for different magneto-motive force values between 600AT to 3000AT, where the translator is moved from an aligned position to an unaligned position.

![Graph showing inductance-ampere turn characteristics](image)

Fig. 10. Inductance-ampere turn characteristics

The obtained results show that the phase inductance in a LSRM is a periodic function of the translator position, the inductances curves are characterised by a maximum and a minimum value, these two values correspond in fact to the aligned and unaligned positions.

The results show at a given translator position, the phase inductance decreases with the applied phase current because of magnetic saturation.

The phase inductance at the aligned position varies considerably with the supplied current. However, the unaligned inductance does not very much changed, mainly because of the large reluctance that characterizes wide air gap in the flux path.

B. Dynamic response

The proposed linear motor is designed for direct drive system. Thus, it’s important to study the dynamic behavior. In this topic, a model was developed by FE method and was used to predict the dynamic behavior of the proposed motor.

In this work, a coupled electromagnetic-mechanical model for transient analysis of linear motor has been described, the mechanical parameters of the proposed structure are: 

\[ m = 20 \text{ Kg}, \quad \xi = 65 \text{ N.s/m}, \quad f_0 = 0.1 \text{ N} \]

The simulation of the dynamic of the motor is done according to the synopsis schema bellow.

![Synopsis diagram](image)

Fig. 11. Synopsis diagram

In the following, we present the performances of the motor obtained by transient analysis FEM. The dynamic responses obtained are shown in Fig12-15.

![Graph showing displacement versus time](image)

Fig. 12. Displacement versus time
The computed displacement versus time is obtained when the coil is excited by 900 Atrs, the movable part being initially shifted from -20 mm relative to the aligned position, when a single phase is excited, the translator should move one step and stop at the position (stable equilibrium position).

The characteristic of displacement presents some oscillations around its balance position which is equal to 20 mm corresponding to the elementary step displacement of the designed motor.

Fig. 13. Velocity versus time

In Fig. 13 the moving part starts from the zero velocity to reach a maximum of 0.38 m/s then it tends to the zero value at 1 s where the translator reaching the rest position.

One can observe from Fig. 13 that the velocity of the motor is characterized by a strong oscillation and great overshoot.

Fig. 14. Dynamic response of motor on three steps for two different currents

The displacement curve showed in Fig. 14 is obtained for two excitations current values corresponding to a linear region of magnetization curve and saturation region.

The obtained results indicate that the working in 3 successive mechanical steps without a load when only one phase is excited for a constant period. The period of each step is 1 second.

Also, the presented result shows at the first time phase A was excited allowing moving the translator on the first equilibrium position corresponding to 20 mm after that the phase B, and C must be excited successively to obtain the other equilibrium position.

Fig 14.b show that the overshoots and the response of the system is increasing with the increase of the current excitation and an asymmetry appears between the external phases and central phase responses.

Fig. 15 illustrate the characteristic of displacement when the phase A is excited with taking into account the effect of the load. When a load force is applied to the system, the equilibrium position of the linear motor is affected an error, it is shown that the displacement is accompanied by a great error with high value of load force.

These phenomena affect the position accuracy may cause loss of synchronization at high speed. To overcome such problems a logic control technique is necessary.
The application of linear motors

In order to improve the performance of the classical sliding door systems, a linear motor has been proposed. In this paper, an approach for linear switched reluctance sizing and design has been presented. For that reason, a model is developed by finite element method to calculate the static field and electromagnetic force produced by the chosen structure.

In addition, a FE analysis was performed on a basic pattern using nonlinear magnetic materials taking into account the saturation effects. The flux linkage and inductance characteristics are presented and discussed according to translator position and current. The obtained results show the presence of an important asymmetry and magnetic leakage between the motor phases in high excitation levels.

Based on the finite element method, the dynamic characteristics such as the displacement and the velocity are obtained. Then, the effect of the load in position is analysed. Figure 15 shows the displacement for different loads force

![Graph showing displacements versus time for different loads force.](image)

**Fig. 15. Displacements versus time for different loads force**

V. CONCLUSION

In order to improve the performance of the classical sliding door systems, a linear motor has been proposed. In this paper, an approach for linear switched reluctance sizing and design has been presented. For that reason, a model is developed by finite element method to calculate the static field and electromagnetic force produced by the chosen structure.

In addition, a FE analysis was performed on a basic pattern using nonlinear magnetic materials taking into account the saturation effects. The flux linkage and inductance characteristics are presented and discussed according to translator position and current. The obtained results show the presence of an important asymmetry and magnetic leakage between the motor phases in high excitation levels.

Based on the finite element method, the dynamic characteristics such as the displacement and the velocity are obtained. Then, the effect of the load in position is analysed, it was found that the variation of these parameters affect the positioning accuracy of the motor.

In the future research an optimal control strategy must be elaborated to reduce the significant oscillation of the motor and to improve its performance.
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Abstract—Software Defined Networking is a paradigm still in its emergent stages in the realm of production-scale networks. Centralisation of network control introduces a new level of flexibility for network administrators and programmers. Security is a huge factor contributing to consumer resistance to implementation of SDN architecture. Without addressing the issues inherent from SDNs centralised nature, the benefits in performance and network configurative flexibility cannot be harnessed. This paper explores key threats posed to SDN environments and comparatively analyses some of the mechanisms proposed as mitigations against these threats – it also provides some insight into the future works which would enable a secured SDN architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking is a paradigm that emerged in around 1995 with the introduction of Active Networking – programmable functions integrated within network architecture, enabling programmers to innovate the way in which they function [1]. Whilst the roots of SDN lay in technologies first introduced over 20 years ago, the concept is still extremely relevant to this day and is considered by many to be the new face of networking [2]. Historically, packetised data-networks have consisted of hardware-based networking devices operating at Layers 2 and 3 of the OSI model. Software is then implemented on top of these layers, to provide other pieces of vital network functionality, i.e. transport control for the network, e-mail applications, file transfer etc.

In traditional networks, network hardware such as routers and switches can be logically divided into two individual planes; the data plane and the control plane. The data plane is concerned with the forwarding of data-packets, whilst the control plane makes packet-forwarding decisions based on the routing protocols configured on the device. The tightly bundled nature of these two planes introduces a level of rigidity – network operators cannot easily manipulate forwarding decisions on a per flow basis. SDN aims to challenge this by separating the control and data planes. This segregation allows network programmers to develop their own controllers, pieces of software with a global view of the network [2]. This allows for a level of control that was not possible without a great deal of work in traditional network architectures due to the tightly bundled nature of data-plane and control-plane. In SDN, rules, known as flows, based on a set of conditions (e.g. all HTTP packets over a particular size) are created centrally by network admins, installed on the controller and then pushed out to network devices in the data plane. Devices store the flows in their local cache, and in the event that they receive a packet, they check the currently stored flows for one matching the received packet. These flows govern the way in which packets should traverse the network [3], leading to a network which is easier to manage due to a centralisation of control.

SDN gives network administrators the ability to collect traffic statistics from the network devices and pass these onto the control plane for processing. This allows for in-depth security-analysis without any negative effects on the performance of the data-plane [4]. SDN makes it possible to configure security policies centrally at the controller and push them out network wide. This is in stark contrast to the painstaking process of individually configuring access control lists and security policies on every router or switch in the network [5]. SDN allows easy integration of third-party software into the environment via the SDN framework, meaning that plugin-like applications can be deployed to aid certain security & non-security related tasks [4]. As SDN controllers hold a global view of the network, they introduce the possibility of network-wide intrusion detection systems, which utilize the traffic statistics they receive from the network devices. As devices are required to communicate back to the controller at regular intervals, it ensures that compromised devices are found quickly and reduces the chances of false positives, an issue that is still yet to be solved in the context of traditional networks [3].

Whilst some of the benefits of an SDN-based infrastructure are clear, there are also some apparent shortcomings, which need to be addressed before implementation of the paradigm can become widespread. Programmers are able to leverage the centralised control in SDN architectures to build reactive, self-healing mechanisms to mitigate against traditional network attacks [6]. However, the fact that SDN changes the way that networks operate entirely is likely to bring about new attack methods that can be used to exploit the individual components of an SDN architecture, and the ways in which they interact (i.e. devices-to-controller, controller-to-controller and controller-to-application). For example, an attacker successfully compromising the controller of a network is particularly lethal, as this single-point of failure can render the entire network inaccessible [4].

The introduction of a centralised controller completely changes a networks architecture. This is what makes SDN so
unique in comparison to traditional networks. With the centralised point of control, all other layers need to maintain an interface over which they can exchange important information. Commonly, the interface utilised by the data-plane and control-plane to communicate with one-another is known as the Control-Data-Plane interface, or the Southbound Interface. SDN Applications also reside in a conceptual application layer, and communicate with the controller through the 'Northbound Interface' or Control-Application-Plane interface. Applications residing on this layer have the ability to solicit directly with the controller and obtain useful information about the networks logical/physical state. This is advantageous to programmers writing SDN applications, as their programs can access large quantities of meaningful, real-time data. With this, however, comes great risk – adversaries may be able to program their applications to utilise this useful information to form attacks, and compromise the availability, integrity and confidentiality of data travelling within the network.

This change in network architecture brings around juxtaposition. On one hand, the increased flexibility and ability to innovate with network applications and network control, gives programmers the ability to better protect against traditional network attacks i.e. TCP-based DoS attacks, eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attacks. On the other hand, the links between control-plane, data-plane and application-plane bring about new attack platforms for adversaries attempting to illegitimately use network services. Much research has been carried out over the years on traditional security attacks, however this paper focuses on attacks which are exclusive to SDN due to changes in the architecture. The solutions covered below attempt to mitigate attacks targeting these SDN-exclusive attack platforms, and ensure that adversaries cannot utilise the change in architecture to their own advantage.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section II explores some of the security threats aimed at SDN environments; section III discusses some of the currently proposed mitigations and provides a comparative analysis of them; section IV discusses the current gaps in security and how these can be filled going forward, and section V concludes the paper, with an insight into future direction.

II. THREATS TO SECURITY IN SDN ENVIRONMENTS

Networks running under the SDN paradigm still have the same security requirements as traditional network settings, as it is likely that they will be carrying at times, private and confidential information [7]. SDN completely changes the architecture and the inter-communicative aspects of the components in the network - from this arises a completely new platform for attackers looking to perform security-breaching attacks. This leads to a need for similar levels of security as traditional networks, but to defend against threats of a different nature [8]. This section of the paper examines some of these key threats and aims to justify their importance.

A. DDoS/DoS Attacks (Flow-decision Requests)

1) DDoS (Flow-decision Requests): Numerous types of conventional DDoS attacks can be carried out in an SDN environment, but it is a variation utilising forged flow entries which can be harnessed by an adversary in order to target a controller and compromise its availability. By flooding the controller with requests for a flow-decision, the controllers compute resources could become overwhelmed, and the controller would be rendered unable to deal with any legitimate requests it receives [2]. By targeting the centralised point of control (i.e. the controller) it renders the entire network largely unusable. Whilst data-paths currently in the network may be able to function temporarily with a downed controller, once the hard timeout of rules in their table has expired they will be required to solicit with the controller again, which will be unable to deal with requests. If an attacker(s) is able to be persistent with their flooding, this will eventually cause the unavailability of all network functionality.

2) DoS Attacks (Switch flow-table entry flooding): At the data-plane level, falsely created flow-entries can be flooded to other devices in order to consume the space in their flow entry tables. This leaves the forwarding devices unable to add any legitimate flow entries to their tables [3]. This results in devices being unable to incorporate subsequent flow-updates, leaving the network in a broken, disparate state. One of the key issues with the data-plane devices within SDN Defined architectures is that of the switches inabilities to differentiate between legitimate flow requests and illegitimate ones. This flaw allows for attackers to perform successful DoS attacks at the Data plane level by filling the switches flow-buffer with false requests [4].

Whilst it would be possible for an adversary to target an individual data-path and attempt to halt its availability, it is far more likely that the controller would be targeted, effectively creating and spreading a system-wide lapse in availability. The prospect of this can be potentially devastating, particularly in production settings where services seeing high usage will be unusable to clients and employees. Furthermore, with availability for all clients removed, an adversary can plan and carry out further attacks which may aim to compromise the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive data on the network. For these reasons the above DDoS/DoS attacks have been mentioned in this paper and are considered amongst the most important attack types.

B. Hijacked/Rogue Controller

The controller can be thought of as the centralized ‘brain’ of an SDN. It controls the whole network from one point, making it arguably the most vital component of SDN architecture. An attacker that manages to compromise the controller essentially has control over the whole network [9]. Ability to control the actions of the controller would allow the attacker to manipulate flow entries in any way that he/she choose, e.g. stopping certain packet types reaching their destination, re-directing packets to malicious nodes in the infrastructure. In conjunction with this, the attacker could aim to compromise a particular forwarding-device in the network and enable it to operate as a ‘man-in-the-middle’ or black-hole/grey-hole node. This would allow the attacker to potentially drop, alter or inspect the contents of any packet it receives [10]. Another possibility is that an attacker
successfully registers a 'rogue' controller in the control plane of the network. With this rogue controller in place the adversary may be able to influence/halt the availability of other controllers, change rules installed in data-paths caches and effectively halt/manipulate the workings of applications in the applications layer.

Any attack that targets the controller/controllers in SDN architecture can have potentially devastating effects. Whilst the centralised nature and ability to collate information at one point can be massively advantageous to network administrators/programmers, in the wrong hands it could be utilised to spearhead attacks on the integrity of control messages/sensitive application information, the availability of important services to a systems users, and the confidentiality of sensitive user information utilised by applications in the application layer. Any approach attempting to successfully halt hijacked/rogue controllers should focus on ensuring the authenticity of the controller, before allowing it to make any changes to the network.

C. Malicious Applications

Due to the allowance of the SDN framework for integration of third-party applications, the issue of malicious applications arises. Applications exhibiting malicious behavior within an SDN environment can have catastrophic consequences, similar to that of a compromised controller [2]. Authentication and authorization of an application to operate within an SDN environment is difficult to enforce. Applications relying on deep packet-inspection techniques to operate can pose potential risks to the network – they may be able to indirectly control the entire network through the information they have collected during packet-inspection [11].

The increased amount of data, and the way in which it is centrally located is what gives malicious applications the ability to threaten the integrity and confidentiality of user/network information that they have access to. Securing the northbound interface is a difficult task, as each application utilising it may require access to a unique subset of information from the controller. In order to successfully monitor this, some kind of strict, information-access policy need to be enforced. This ensures that an application declares which information it will need and is only able to access these. This could ensure that applications are not covertly stealing or using information from other applications. Authenticity must also be ensured, before an application is able to communicate with the controller.

D. Control-Data Plane Link Attacks

Another key area in SDNs which presents opportunities for attackers would be the link between the control plane and the data plane. The OpenFlow specification defines use of TLS (Transport Layer Security) as optional [12], making this a weak-point and clearly susceptible to various attacks, i.e. man-in-the-middle attacks, black-hole attacks.

1) Man-in-the-middle Attack: A man-in-the-middle type attack takes place when a malicious node establishes itself between the controller and the data-paths residing on the data plane. Instead of directly forwarding the messages straight to the controller (or vice-versa), the 'man-in-the-middle' node is able to manipulate/ or inspect the contents of packets [13].

2) Black-hole Attack: A black-hole type attack could also be performed, in which a node establishes itself in between a targeted device and the controller, and simply drops any packets it receives without forwarding them to the controller. This results in a breakdown of network communications and renders the services unavailable to legitimate users [3].

If an attacker does manage to establish itself as an intermediary between the control plane and data plane, it can potentially be devastating to the entire network. The man-in-the-middle type attack is a direct attack on the integrity of control messages between network devices in the data plane and the controller. An adversary can change control messages and shape the way the network is formed to a way advantageous to them. On the other hand, the black-hole type attack is a direct attack on the availability of the networks services. If all messages between network devices and the controller are not being forwarded by the malicious node, it will inevitably result in a breakdown in communication, with devices in the data plane unable to solicit the controller when necessary. This link between control and data plane is clearly a weak-point, and acts as a ripe attack platform for adversaries. It is therefore extremely important that it is secure before SDNs see widespread usage in production settings.

E. Eavesdropping Attacks

Adversaries attempting to gain illegitimate access to SDN networks or halt service availability may find it advantageous to eavesdrop (the act of illegitimately capturing and inspecting the packets flowing over a connection) on certain connections in the network [14]. This may allow them to gather meaningful information which can then be used to carry out more intrusive attacks. Eavesdropping attacks have long been carried out in traditional network settings – wireless architectures are particularly weak due to their over-the-air transmissions. However, in the context of SDN, eavesdropping can be carried out to inspect the packets traversing the link between control-data plane, and also exclusively at the data plane. At the data plane, [15] discusses a ease-of-use 'listening' mode integrated into OpenFlow switches can be utilized by a malicious adversary (that has been able to compromise the switch) in order to inspect the packets transmitted by surrounding switches, allowing attackers to learn important control information. In a sense, eavesdropping carried out at the control and data plane is more of a passive attack and does not directly affect the availability, confidentiality or integrity of data. It does, however, empower attackers to carry out further attacks which compromise these security aspects.

In the context of eavesdropping carried out at the Application-Control Plane link, however, the confidentiality of sensitive information can be directly compromised. A malicious adversary can learn information pertaining to a particular user if they manage to eavesdrop on a connection transmitting sensitive application data. This makes eavesdropping a particularly serious attack – confidentiality must be ensured before critical applications carrying sensitive information can be deployed in an SDN-environment.
F. Side by Side Comparison of Attacks

The following table summarises the above investigation and allows us to see the layers of abstraction that each attack affects in the SDN-architecture, and the specific security aspects that they could potentially compromise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Targeted SDN Layer</th>
<th>Affected Security Aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Denial of Service</td>
<td>Control, Data</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
<td>Control, Data</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hijacked/Rogue Controller</td>
<td>Control, Data, App</td>
<td>x x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious Applications</td>
<td>App</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man-in-the-middle</td>
<td>Control, Data, Control-data link</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-hole</td>
<td>Control, Data, Control-data link</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Control, Data, App</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each attack investigated in this section has been, or still is, fairly common in the realm of traditional networks. The interesting part is, that with the introduction of new attack-platforms inherent from SDNs architectural changes, comes variations of the attack which are then exclusive to SDNs. Whilst the traditional variations of each of these attacks can be dealt with in a more appropriate, effective manner due to the centralised nature of SDN, it is these SDN-exclusive variations which pose the largest challenge and that need to be given attention when moving forward with SDN security. The following section aims to look at currently proposed solutions to the above attacks and evaluates their effectiveness.

III. Mitigations Against Security Challenges in SDN

The previous section defined some of the key threats to both the control and data planes in the context of SDN environments. The separation of these planes leads to highly configurable networks; however it also introduces the possibility of a number of security threats. This section explores some of the mitigations proposed for these individual threats, and then introduces some network-wide solutions which aim to secure both the control and data plane [2].

A. DDoS/DoS Attack Mitigations

DoS Attacks on SDN networks can be carried out at both the control and data plane levels. Below are a number of solutions; some specifically aim to defend the control plane, some the data plane, and others provide protection to both of these planes.

Seungwon Shin et al. [16] introduce a solution for TCP based control plane DoS attacks – AVANT-GUARD. This solution consists of two components; a Connection Migration mechanism used in establishing useful TCP sessions from failed ones, and Actuating Triggers which enable data plane devices to activate flow rules under certain pre-defined conditions. Connection Migration proxies the TCP handshake that takes place when nodes initiate a TCP connection, and ensures that the handshake is successfully completed and the session established before allowing any flow entries pertaining to this session to be forwarded to the controller. This reduces the possibility of TCP-SYN packet flooding attacks on the controller as the handshake will not have been completed for these sessions. The Actuating Triggers mechanism introduced in [16] also reduces the computational load incurred by the controller, by allowing devices to activate certain flow rules in their tables under predefined conditions. This reduces the number of transmitted flow-requests, Evaluative tests prove that in the presence of a TCP-SYN based DDoS attack, the response time of the controller to legitimate flow requests increases by a negligible amount in the order of milliseconds, along with the percentage of overhead incurred [16]. Whilst the performance of AVANT-GUARD is desirable, the approach is generally limited due to the fact that it targets one particular variation of the DDoS attack (TCP-SYN based attacks). An option would be to deploy this solution alongside other DDoS prevention mechanisms targeting other attack variations, however this configuration could become cumbersome and resource intensive. Instead, a solution defending the control plane from a wide variety of DDoS attack types would be more desirable.

Paulo Fonseca et al. [17] present a novel mechanism to prevent control plane based DoS attacks - CPRecovery. This replication based component allows for the handing-over of control from one controller, failing due to the presence of a saturation attack, to a secondary controller. To achieve this, switches check for the presence of a properly operating controller by sending an inactivity probe. If this probe determines inactivity in the controller, a connection is made to a secondary controller which assumes the role of the failed one. To ensure this process is seamless, the initial primary controller sends state update messages to the secondary controllers in the network [17]. This multi-layer approach does provide resilience, and unlike AVANT-GUARD [16], it provides the control plane with protection from a wide variety of attacks. It is, however, noted in [17] that once the secondary controller assumes a primary role, it is then susceptible to DoS attacks itself. One further downside to CPRecovery is its performance. Due to the overhead incurred from the instantiation and connection of recovery controllers, CPRecovery can be quite slow [17], with response times far higher than that of AVANT-GUARD. It would appear that this is a trade-off for the more thorough protection offered in [17].

Presented in [18] is FlowRanger, a proposal described as a request prioritizing algorithm for control plane-based DoS attacks. At a fundamental level, FlowRanger implements a priority-based scheduling system, with its key metric being that of trust-values held by each node in a network. Controllers implementing FlowRanger are able to evaluate the trust values...
of each node they are receiving requests from and buffer them in separate priority queues [18]. Other proposals ([16], [17]) implement a rate-limit for the amount of requests which can be sent to the controller, however this results in the dropping of some legitimate requests. This is clearly an issue; in production environments it is not acceptable for legitimate flow-requests to be dropped. FlowRanger challenges this with its priority queueing mechanism; suspected attacking requests will still be served, albeit at a lower priority than others. This works well, for example, if a legitimate switch is having issues and is having to retransmit flow-requests to the controller. It will be initially buffered in a lower priority queue, but eventually the request will be served. This means that once the switch has established itself and replenished its flow-cache with correct rules, its trust value will increase and its requests will return to higher priority queues. FlowRanger differs from previous implementation in that its priority queues are implemented at the controller, instead of in a distributed manner. This provides a further layer of protection (as long as the controller is not compromised). Simulation results also show that the centralised nature of this mechanism make it a higher performer than previously proposed solutions [18]. Reference [19] introduces a method utilizing user-behaviour analysis. Whilst this sounds effective in premise, the adoption of strong assumptions regarding the number of flow-requests generated by users leaves a lot to be desired. The source IPs of requests is tracked by the controller and if the profile of packets received from that IP fall into a certain category, the IP is marked as malicious. The controller then subsequently drops requests from that IP. This suffers from similar issues to AVANT-GUARD [16], in which genuine requests from non-malicious users may be ignored.

References [16], [17], [18] and [19] all focus on control plane-based DoS/DDoS attacks. Whilst it is arguably more vital that the control plane is protected, data-plane based attacks do exist and require ample protection. In [20] a data-plane oriented DoS mitigation known as Virtual Source Address Validation Edge mechanism (VAVE) is proposed. VAVE is pre-emptive as it attempts to detect the presence of a node using IP-spoofing techniques to mask its real identity – this type of behaviour often leads to DoS attacks. By checking incoming packets against entries in the flow-table, the VAVE interface in the network determines if the packet is a recognised type – if not, the validity of the packet is checked against a list of pre-defined rules [20]. This could potentially cause issues, as if the pre-defined list of rules is not thorough, legitimate packets could be dropped, causing availability issues for genuine clients. As this mitigation only defends against data plane attacks, it would leave the controller susceptible to DoS attacks. To provide thorough protection against all types of DoS, parallel implementation of VAVE alongside AVANT-GUARD or CPRecovery would be more appropriate. This parallel implementation does however come with the downside of high computational cost and a chance of conflicting configurations.

One major issue with the currently proposed solutions for DoS/DDoS attacks is that they wait for the adversary to strike, and then attempt to deal with the aftermath. In the case of [16], [17] and [21], it is possible for the network to be rendered temporarily unavailable before any attempt to mitigate is made. FlowRanger [18] challenges this to a degree, and in general appears to be the strongest solution from the selection reviewed above. One solution which does put emphasis on early DDoS detection is presented in [22]. The scheme utilises a measure of entropy variation in the attack packets destination IP field. The method claims to stop the attack within the first 500 transmitted attack packets. Whilst this is early, it is likely that a reasonable amount of damage will have been done during this period of time. It seems clear that defending against attacks in the control plane are two entirely separating things. Networks would benefit greatly from a solution which simultaneously protects both of these planes, whilst still achieving a reasonable level of performance.

B. Hijacked/Rogue Controller Mitigations

Unauthorised access to the controller in an SDN environment has been identified as one of the most potent threats. Various approaches towards protecting an SDN from unauthorised access at the control plane level have been proposed. The authors in [9] suggest multiple-controller architecture coupled with a ‘Byzantine Fault-Tolerance’ mechanism, in which a number of controllers dictate to the switches in the environment. Each switch in the network is connected to a set of controllers, and when one controller fails due to a successful attack, another controller takes over and connection with the failing one is severed. This particular proposal utilises a high level of resources; however an algorithm is introduced to reduce resource consumption by determining the optimal amount of controllers connected to each switch based on latency requirements and the tolerance of the switch to faulty controllers. Simulation results presented in [9] suggest that the method achieves reasonable levels of performance when the size of the data plane is small; however, as the number of switches grows the amount of controllers needed also increases, resulting in lower performance in larger-scale environments. It could be said that the proposal in [9] suffers from the same flaws as CPRecovery, in that even though a replacement controller gains control of the network, once it has taken control it is then subject to the same attacks as the previous controller. It would appear that the most effective solutions provide defense against the occurrence of an attack, and not just provide fault-tolerance and resilience should the attack occur.

In contrast to the above proposal, the authors of [23] introduce a mechanism aiming to secure SDNs by forcing them to operate in a distributed manner. An earlier work, [24], presented by the same authors defines the workings of this hybrid, distributed SDN system, in which the controller continues to centrally define flow rules, but puts algorithms in place to enable switches to spread flows to other devices in the network. In [23], a number of mechanisms are proposed which work cooperatively to provide security in this distributed environment. The use of a Trust Manager System is introduced. This is an actively maintained list containing ID’s for all of the devices currently operating in the network. This is then coupled with encrypted transmissions of all flow entries occurring between controller- data plane device and data plane device– data plane device. An authentication mechanism is put in place to allow each data plane device in the network to
check the authenticity and validity of the node that a flow originated from. This approach is in stark contrast to [9] which relies simply on a fault-tolerance mechanism. As mentioned in section II.C.2 of this paper, [23] enforces the use of TLS in all of its controller-to-equipment transmissions, making these communications inherently secure. One inherent issue with the distributed nature of [23] would be the difficult process of configuring and debugging issues with it. Since the overall proposal consists of a number of linked mechanisms, a fault in one place would bring down the entire system, or at least leave it partially operating and open to attacks. The process of accurately pinpointing the point of failure could be a difficult process. Since the nature of SDN forces networks to operate in a centralised manner, it would seem logical to develop centralised security mechanisms to complement it.

No simulation results are presented in [23] leading to the assumption that the method may not have been subject to adequate testing as of yet - this would make [9] seem more reliable – however, the lower computational overhead incurred in [23] would make it more desirable in the network setting. The distributed architecture presented also appears to be more efficient, and its generic nature allows the use of any encryption method to be used as part of its implementation, making it a more flexible option [23]. One similarity between these two solutions is the fact that they both provide protection only to communications existing on the control plane and the control-data plane link. Presented in [25] is a method which provides protection for both the Control Plane and the Data Plane. AuthFlow prevents the access of unauthorised hosts to the network, and ensures that they are properly authenticated through the use of a RADIUS server. Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is used to encapsulate any messages that hosts send to the RADIUS server, requesting authentication. An intercepting authenticator relays these messages to the controller, which then adds the host sending the packets to its list of authorised hosts. A particular strength of this proposal is that packets containing flow entry updates for other devices are not transmitted until both devices are successfully authenticated [25]. Whilst this approach provides strong protection and authorisation for legitimate hosts on the data plane, its weakness lies in its underlying technologies. EAP is generally considered as weak in the realm of authentication [26], and whilst it does allow the configurators to select their own authentication and encryption methods, any hacker with knowledge in traditional attacks should be able to force an entry into the network as a rogue data-path.

Compared to the Byzantine Fault Tolerance mechanism described in [9] and the distributed security model in [23], AuthFlow appears to offer a more thorough solution, providing authentication and authorisation at both the control and data planes of an SDN environment. Test results presented in the AuthFlow paper suggest that the method successfully prevents unauthorised access of both data-plane hosts and controllers to the network, and does so in an efficient manner - with low computational and communicational overhead incurred, due to the low amount of controller input [25]. The AuthFlow mechanism also appears to be more scalable than the other two proposals in that it does not require more controllers to be added as the data plane increases its size; new devices can simply authenticate with the RADIUS server and be added to the trusted-device list stored at the controller.

One further proposal which appears to offer strong authenticity, validity and integrity in terms of the flow rules installed in switches is PERM-GUARD [27]. Offering protection to at all layers of the SDN model (Control, Data, Application, and the links in between them), PERM-GUARD employs a scheme that manages the flow-rule production permissions of controllers and applications in an SDN infrastructure. If a controller or application wishes to push flow-rules out to data-paths on the network, they are required to authenticate themselves to a centralised authority by means of an identity based signature. Each legitimate controller or application will hold one of these signatures, and appropriate flow-production permissions will be set on authentication [27]. If one of these signatures cannot be presented, then the controller/application in question will be considered illegitimate. Whilst this does not necessarily stop attackers from attempting to hijack controllers or create rogue controllers and connect them to the network, it will deny them the ability to make malicious changes to the network structure by pushing rules out to data-paths in the network.

It would appear that PERM-GUARD is the strongest of all the solutions covered in the above section – it provides protection for not only controllers but also applications. It is a great strength of any solution when it is able to provide cross-layer protection from a common attack. In general it appears that it is not the task of stopping an already-identified hijacked/rogue controller that is difficult - it seems detecting them in the first place is the hard part. Preemptive mechanisms which prevent hijackers and rogue controllers from ever gaining access to the network would need to be developed in order to ensure that there is little to no chance of compromise.

C. Malicious Application Mitigations

Malicious applications are another dangerous threat in the context of SDNs. A compromised application or an application that has been programmed with malicious intent can allow an attacker to leverage control of the entire network [28]. Similarly, an application with buggy code can introduce vulnerabilities that attackers could exploit to gain unauthorised access to the network. The authors in [21] propose ‘FortNOX’ – a mechanism which monitors the insertion of flow-rules from security applications to devices in the network. New flow-rules are first checked against all other existing flow rules on a receiving device, and in the presence of a conflict, the new flow is discarded and not added to the local cache. This mechanism allows admins to enforce a set of hard-coded rules which override any dynamically-created rules. This ensures false flows added to the network by malicious applications to direct traffic to compromised nodes will not be permitted [21]. One particular downfall of this approach is the fact that legitimate security-applications that rely on dynamic modification of flows within the network will not operate properly in the presence of admin-created hardcoded rules. The authors in [21] do not explore this scenario, so future work could relate to this area and introduce a permissions-based mechanism to allow certain dynamic flows to take precedence.
An alternative to the previous proposal, the authors in [28] present Rosemary - a small network operating system (NOS) which is ran in multiple instances on top of the control plane of an SDN. Each application running in the environment is executed within an individual instance of Rosemary, effectively isolating each application. This allows for close monitoring of every application deployed on the network in terms of the resources it uses and the packets it transmits or receives. As well as providing a platform for monitoring malicious activities of individual network applications, Rosemary provides a level of resilience in that if one application fails or crashes, others will continue to run inside their isolated instance of the NOS [28]. Rosemary’s description as a ‘robust, secure and high-performance NOS’ would concur with the results of evaluative test. Tests show that successful attack rates are very low in the presence of Rosemary, with high levels of performance achieved in terms of the throughput achieved and latency observed. This, however, comes with the downside of a high computational overhead, especially when compared to FortNOX which incurs relatively low levels of overhead [21].

Another proposal, LegoSDN [29] is conceptually similar to Rosemary in that it provides a layer of isolation between the controller and the application layer of an SDN environment. The key difference is that all applications are bundled together in one plane, whereas Rosemary implements a single container for each individual application. Whilst LegoSDN isn’t designed specifically for combatting attacks, it isolates applications that are identified as failing – a failing application being one of the key signs of the beginnings of an application-based attack [29]. In this sense, LegoSDN provides a preemptive mechanism – isolating potentially malicious apps from the network before they are able to cause damage. In comparison to FortNOX and Rosemary, LegoSDN does not provide a thorough enough mitigation against attacks. A parallel implementation of LegoSDN and FortNOX may be more appropriate, providing a type of first line and second line defence, respectively.

OperationCheckpoint is introduced in [10] as an SDN application control system, taking into account both the information that an SDN application reads from the underlying network, and the rules and policies it pushes out to data-paths in the network. OperationCheckpoint employs a thorough set of user-defined permissions, covering all OpenFlow related tasks. Each application that then needs to be used will be mapped to a specific subset of these permissions. Applications will then be unable to perform any actions that lie outside the set of permissions it has been mapped to (unless a change is authorised by administrators/operators) [10]. This effectively stops applications created by malicious adversaries from capturing sensitive data or executing malicious commands in the data plane, because these actions need to be declared first. By enforcing this declaration of necessary functionality, it allows network operators to build bespoke permission sets and ensure they know precisely how each application is behaving.

OperationCheckpoint seems to be the most thorough method of protecting an SDN infrastructure from malicious applications. In comparison to other solutions, it seems to perform better due to the simplistic nature of its permissions system. This is in contrast to certain solutions such as Rosemary, which in terms of its performance is lacking due to the fact that every application is ran in its own environment. This has the tendency to incur high levels of overhead. One feature of SDN is the fact that there are a set of common APIs that can be used at the northbound interface between applications and the controller. This is advantageous in the sense that it removes the possibility of cross platform vulnerabilities arising through poor configuration/coding of middleware.

D. Control Plane and Data Plane Link Attack Mitigations

The link between the control plane and data plane carries transmissions of flow-entries down to the data plane for devices to add to their local cache [28]. The specification for OpenFlow, the most widely used and supported protocol for SDN operations [2], specifies an optional implementation of Transport Layer Security (TLS) for this link, however as this is optional, many of the available controller APIs don’t enorce or support this option. For this connection to be completely secure, controller specifications would need to enforce this usage of TLS – providing secure encrypted transmissions and the authentication of entities at each end of the link.

In addition to this, IDS style systems could be implemented to thwart man-in-the-middle and black-hole type attacks occurring on this particular link. The authors in [30] present a methodology in which the Bro IDS system is integrated with a Ryu-based Python controller. On reception of a packet the IDS utilises deep packet inspection techniques to inspect the packet and determine its source, destination, payload among other things. Acting as a signature based IDS, bad-traffic and malicious activities are pre-configured into the controller, and unknown packets are then checked against these signatures to identify the presence of malicious packets [30]. Evaluative tests carried out in [30] suggest that the response times of this mechanism are quite slow. This is due to the additional load incurred on the controller from integration of the IDS system.

Due to the fact that the majority of attacks that take place within this link are variations on the traditional man-in-the-middle and black-hole attacks, it may be possible to protect the Control-Data plane link via traditional means. That is not to say that this would be a thorough solution. As explored above, employing an IDS system to identify potentially malicious nodes forwarding messages across this link would ensure that falsified messages are not forwarded between data-paths and controllers, confidential data is not extracted, and that availability is not compromised by means of a black-hole attack.

E. Eavesdropping Attack Mitigations

Defending against eavesdropping in any environment can be a particularly difficult task. This is due to the passive nature of the attack; attackers can simply establish themselves as a node in the network and activate a listening mode. This enables them to view the stream of packets that traverses them. Since eavesdropping nodes will often appear to have similar behavioural characteristics to legitimate clients, it can be difficult to detect them. In an SDN environment, this difficulty is exacerbated with the introduction of new attack platforms stemming from the centralised nature. An example of this
would be the control-data plane link and the control-application plane link.

A passive approach to defending against eavesdropping in the data plane and the control-data plane link is presented in [26] as Random Route Mutation. Its premise lies in randomly changing the course of packet flow, such that the destination IP stays the same. By changing this flow it aims to obfuscate the packet traces collected by adversarial clients. Such a method has been implemented in traditional network settings with moderate success. Authors in [26] claim that simulation results prove the RRM mechanism to be both efficient and effective in reducing the number of successfully eavesdropped packets. The approach has also been implemented in a NOX controller, suggesting that it is applicable to SDN environments as well. One particular downfall of this approach is it does not consider the intelligence of the adversaries it attempts to defend against. Whilst the technique may instantly see considerable reduction in the amount of eavesdropped packets, should adversaries learn of the algorithms utilized for randomizing packet flows, they may be able to reverse the affects by applying the reverse algorithm to their packet captures. Whilst this passive approach provides some mitigation, it is clear that its effect is limited and a more thorough solution would be necessary should SDN see widespread usage in production settings.

In [15], Combat-Sniff is introduced. Combat-Sniff implements both an active-detection mechanism which actively scans for eavesdropping nodes, and a pro-active defense method which aims to prevent malicious adversaries from being able to sniff packets in the first place. An attacker is able to force a switch into storing an illegitimate flow entry in its cache that forwards all packets to itself. Combat-Sniff combats this by taking random samples of the flow entries installed in each of the switches tables and checking their integrity [15]. Should a flow be identified as illegitimate, the appropriate port on the switch is shut down and packets are no longer transmitted through it. Combat-Sniff also aims to retain the confidentiality of information on packets travelling through a switch by ensuring that the switch is partially blind. This means that the switch is intelligent enough to know how to forward the packet, but is unaware of the packets contents. Whilst, in premise, this solution seems technically sound, and evaluative tests prove it to be a reasonable performer with a fair level of effectiveness, it would be important to ensure that the weight of the random flow-entry sampling is ample enough to ensure illegitimate flows are identified.

It appears that eavesdropping is generally a very difficult attack to defend against, with not many solutions existing solely to defend against it. Intrusion Detection Systems and Intrusion Protection Systems can potentially be configured to detect eavesdropping nodes, however the passive nature of the attack makes it inherently difficult to detect. It appears that the two existent solutions ([26], [15]) are both more geared towards reducing the damage of any eavesdropping attacks. A more effective solution would attempt to prevent any sort of eavesdropping taking place. This could be achieved by employing some strong encryption method, and giving only authenticated data-paths and controllers the correct key to unencrypt packets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Attack</th>
<th>Affected Security Aspects</th>
<th>Proposed Solution</th>
<th>SDN Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS/DDoS</td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>AVANT-GUARD [16]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CPRRecovery [17]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FlowRanger [18]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VAVE [20]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Entropy-based detection [22]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hijacked/Rogue Controller</td>
<td>Availability, Confidentiality, Integrity</td>
<td>Byzantine Fault Tolerance [9]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trust Management System [23]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AuthFlow [25]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PERM-GUARD [27]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malicious Applications</td>
<td>Confidentiality, Integrity</td>
<td>FortNOX [21]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rosemary [28]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LegoSDN [29]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OperationCheckpoint [10]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-Data Link Plane Attacks (MITM, Blackhole)</td>
<td>Availability, Confidentiality, Integrity</td>
<td>BroIDS [2]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Random Route Mutation</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Combat-Sniff [26]</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F. Summarising solutions

Each of the attack solutions explored above have been evaluated in terms of their strengths and weaknesses. Solutions have been comparatively analysed in order to identify the gaps that are yet to be filled in terms of SDN security. In order to summarise the evaluative exercise above, a table has been produced, showing each of the solutions, the attack type they aim to defend against, the logical SDN layer they operate at and the security aspects they aim to maintain (table 2).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

SDN is a promising platform which has been extensively used in research settings due to its highly configurable nature, allowing researchers and experimenters to create bespoke forwarding rules in their environments. It is yet to have made much of an impact in large-scale production settings, due to inherent security issues introduced through the separation of the control and data planes. This paper explored a number of key threats unique to the SDN platform and discusses for each a number of mitigations that have been proposed. It appears that currently one of the weaker areas of SDN security is the link between the application layer, and the network that lies underneath it. Ensuring that this is secure is vital – not only does this link carry sensitive information about the network state, but in production settings, it could potentially carry sensitive client data. By developing robust application frameworks, it would help for a standardised method of developing and deploying applications. This reduces the chance for poor configuration/development and makes it easier to create generic security applications which can be applied to a large majority of SDN deployments.

A general theme which can be observed from the suggested solutions is that they aim to defend against just one particular type of attack, and do not provide overall protection in the network setting. To ensure a secure software-defined network, parallel implementation of combinations of the proposed schemes would have to be considered. This could achieve larger amounts of computational overhead and creates chances of conflicting configurations. These issues lead to the possible introduction of further vulnerabilities to the environment and the chance of false positives when scanning the network for attacks. To provide more thorough and well-rounded security the integration of an intrusion detection system in the controller of the network which identifies and prevents attacks based on pre-defined attack signatures could be implemented. The fact that traffic data is collected in the data plane and passed onto the controller for analysis provides a natural environment to implement IDS. It is clear, however, that with adding security mechanisms such as IDS to the controller, more overhead will be generated and performance of the network in terms of its throughput and the latency achieved could be negatively affected. To improve security in SDN infrastructures, it would be important to find a balance in the trade-off between security and performance by implementing a thorough, network-wide security regime whilst achieving desirable levels of performance. Before implementation of SDN can become wide spread this would need to be researched and developed further.
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Abstract—Next generation automobile industries are aiming for development of vision-based driver assistance system and driver-less vehicle system. In the context of this application, a major challenge lies in the identification of efficient road region segmentation from captured image frames. Recent research work suggests that use of a global feature like vanishing point makes the road detection algorithm more robust and general for all types of roads. The goal of this research work is the reduction of computational complexity involved with voting process for identification of vanishing point. This paper presents an efficient and optimized voter selection strategy to identify vanishing point in general road images. The major outcome of this algorithm is the reduction in computational complexity as well as improvement in efficiency of vanishing point detection algorithm for all types of road images. The key attributes of the methodology are dominant orientation selection, voter selection based on voter location and modified voting scheme, combining dominant orientation and distance based soft voting process. Results of a number of qualitative and quantitative experiments clearly demonstrate the efficiency of proposed algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vision-based autonomous navigation is the future of automobile industry. Some companies have already incorporated features like driver assistance system based on GPS and various sensors. The future of this advancement is vision based driverless vehicle car. One of the major constraint in the development vision based driverless car is the efficient detection of road area. With advancements in proximity sensors, it is possible to detect roads but still vision based approach is one which can enhance the usefulness of the system to a great extent. With proximity sensors, one cannot understand nearby environment and recognize various properties of the surface on which vehicle is moving. The only solution is a vision based approach where a car can recognize the road surface with the help of the camera mounted on it. This camera will work like the human eye and provide the scene information regarding images. The task is now reduced to understand this 2-D image and extract information required as per various applications. In last decade researchers have done considerable work in this area and suggested some good approaches for identification of road surface from a given image. These approaches mainly focus on extraction of features that can help to distinguish between the road and off-road regions.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

To overcome the challenges introduced by semi-structured and unstructured roads, the concept of vanishing point detection came into existence. The majority of vanishing point detection methods rely on line segments in the image. The task of detecting those vanishing points, which correspond to the dominant directions of a scene, is traditionally solved in two steps. Firstly, line segments are clustered together and then vanishing point is selected under the condition that a cluster of line segments share a common vanishing point. A different approach for reducing the computational complexity of the accumulation step is to apply the Hough transformation, by mapping the parameters of the line segments into a bounded Hough space [9, 11]. Tuytelaars et al. [11] applied the Hough transformation three times (Cascade Hough transformation). At different levels of the Cascade Hough transformation a peak in the Hough space corresponds to a vanishing point and a vanishing line respectively.

Rasmussen et al. [14-15] replaced edge detection step with dominant orientation identification using texture properties. This method greatly influenced the research work towards identification of vanishing point estimation. Most of the existing vanishing point detection methods rely on three...
steps: extraction of dominant orientations, identification of any line segments in the image and voting procedure for vanishing point estimation [14-17]. To achieve precise orientation estimation, one needs to apply a large number of orientation filters in all possible directions from 0° to 180°. Designing and applying a bank of differently rotated filters is computationally expensive. To address this problem Freeman and Adelson [13] proposed a steerable filter in which each arbitrarily oriented filter can be formed by a linear combination of a fixed set of basis-oriented filters. But it still requires steering the basis-oriented filters in all directions with a precision of 1°. In 2010, Hui Kong et al. [17] came up with a general road detection method from a single image using Vanishing point detection approach. He suggested 36 orientations Gabor Filters for extraction of orientation information at each edge pixel. Distance based soft voting procedure suggested in this paper also made the detection process more robust and increased the efficiency in vanishing point detection.

In 2012, Peyman Moghadam et al. [18] proposed a novel methodology based on image texture analysis for the fast estimation of the vanishing point detection in the challenging environments. The key attributes of the methodology consist of the optimal local dominant orientation method that uses joint activity of four Gabor filters followed by an efficient and robust voting scheme for real-time detection of the vanishing point. Estimation of vanishing point greatly enhances the robustness and effectiveness of road detection for all type of roads, irrespective to structured roads with lane markings, semi-structured roads without lane markings and unstructured roads with improper road regions. Combining the efficiency of edge-based methods and the orientation coherence concept of texture-based methods Xin Lu [20] proposed a more efficient method for vanishing point detection in 2012. In 2014, Cheng Xu et al. [21] introduced a concept of dominant road orientation based voting in place of soft voting methods used by Hui Kong et al. [16-17] and Peyman Moghadam et al [18].

The accuracy of vanishing point detection methods discussed so far mainly depends on three parameters: efficiency of orientation extraction, effective voter selection and candidate selection for vanishing point to be used during voting process. The motivation of this research work is to suggest an optimum method for voter selection and use of only most effective voters during the voting process. This will enhance the speed of the algorithm, and it will also increase the efficiency of the existing algorithm. Major contributions of this research paper are listed as follows:

- Optimum voter selection based on dominant orientations of an image.
- Removal of outliers based on edge map and horizon line detection.
- Strategy for voter selection and candidate vanishing point selection.
- Modified locally adaptive soft voting scheme with dominant orientation information.

Next section describes the fundamental steps for vanishing point detection and also highlights the ways to make the algorithm more efficient and fast.

### III. PROPOSED OPTIMUM VANISHING POINT AND VOTER CANDIDATE SELECTION

The vanishing point plays an important role as a global constraint for detecting road direction, since all parallel border road lines and road edges converge into a single vanishing point [14]. The basic steps for vanishing point detection are orientation extraction, selection of candidate pixels as vanishing point candidates and voting process.

#### A. Selection of Dominant Orientations

In this paper, 36 Gabor orientation Filters are used to extract orientation information at each pixel. A Gabor filter can be viewed as a sinusoidal plane of particular frequency and orientation, modulated by a Gaussian envelope. The kernels of the Gabor filters are similar to the 2-D receptive field profiles of the mammalian cortical simple cells and exhibit desirable characteristics of spatial locality and orientation selectivity. For an orientation of $\theta$ and a scale $\omega$, the Gabor wavelets are defined by [19].

$$\psi_{\omega,\theta}(x, y) = \frac{\omega}{\sqrt{2\pi}c}e^{-\omega^2(4a^2+b^2) / (8c^2)}e^{j\omega x \cos \theta - y \sin \theta}$$

(1)

Where, $a = x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi$, $b = -x \sin \phi + y \sin \phi$, $c = 2.2$.

$$\omega = \omega_0 \times 2^k, \omega_0 = 2.1, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4...\quad (2)$$

To best characterize local texture properties including step and roof edge elements at an image pixel $I(x, y)$, we examine the standard “complex response” of the Gabor filter given by equation 3 for n evenly spaced Gabor filter orientations.

$$I_{\text{complex}}(x, y) = (\text{godd} * I)(x, y)^2 + (\text{geven} * I)(x, y)^2$$

(3)

The response image for an orientation is defined as the average of the responses at the different scales. The dominant orientation is selected as the filter orientation which elicits the maximum complex response at that location.

The orientations of road texture pixels are consistence in nature. Considering the fact that road region in a given image frame consists of more than 50% of the image area, there will be very few orientations which are consistence in the nature and they can provide a very useful cue for effective voter selection. For the selection of the dominant orientations we calculate normalized histogram of orientations and consider only those orientations whose normalized score is more than or equal to a threshold value of $Th_{\text{orient}} \geq 0.6$. Figure 1 shows a normalized histogram of orientations for road image. In our experiment, we discard all the pixels whose orientations are other than selected dominant orientations. The optimal value of $Th_{\text{orient}}$ is selected by tuning on our test image set, where $Th_{\text{orient}}=0.6$ gives maximum detection accuracy of a vanishing point.
detected vanishing point and manually selected ground truth vanishing point is less than or equal to 10 pixels.

**B. Selection of Candidate Pixels for Voting Process**

Accuracy and speed of a vanishing point detection process depend on no of effective voters and total no of pixels used for the voting process. Figure 3 demonstrates proposed voter selection strategy.

**Fig. 1. Normalized Histogram of Orientation for given Road Image**

Figure 2 demonstrates the accuracy of the vanishing point over different $\text{Th}_{\text{orient}}$ values. Here accurate vanishing point means the results for which Euclidean distance between

**Fig. 2. Effect of $\text{Th}_{\text{orient}}$ on accuracy of Vanishing Point Detection**

In proposed approach, candidate pixels are selected based on following steps:

- **Step I:** Candidate should be an edge pixel.
- **Step II:** Orientation of candidate pixel should be one of the dominant orientations.

**Fig. 3. Proposed Optimum Voter and Candidate Vanishing Point Selection Strategy**
Step III: Insufficient number of voters in road images, where vanishing point is lying in bottom part of an image and major portion of an image contains sky regions, an accuracy of vanishing point decreases.

1) To address this problem we propose to identify horizon line in an image. First, the sobel horizontal filter is used to get the horizontal edge points in an image.

2) Scan all the rows from the top of an edge image and calculate a total number of horizontal edge pixels in the same row.

3) The Row which contains maximum no of edge points is selected as horizon line.

Step IV: Selection of Edge Pixels within 25% from the Horizon Line.

1) Edge pixels above horizon line effectively do not play many roles in efficient selection of vanishing point. That’s why removal of all the pixels lying within 25% portion of image from top to horizon line will not affect much on overall detection accuracy.

Step V: Removal of Outliers based on Orientation Confidence Score.

1) The confidence value is normalized magnitude response of Gabor filter with dominant orientation out of 36 orientations at that pixel.

2) Remove all outliers whose orientation confidence value is less than 2% of maximum confidence value.

Step VI: Removal of Vertical Outlier.

1) Pixels which belongs to vertical structures around the road like trees lead to the wrong erroneous detection of the vanishing point.

2) Remove pixels with orientation 90 degree in vertical length of 25% of image height are more than 20 then those pixels are considered as off road pixels due to surrounding vertical structures.

Step VII: Modification in voting area as well as Vanishing point Candidates Selection Strategy.

1) Pixels which belongs to the road surface or near road boundaries play a pivot role in true vanishing point detection. We propose to select vanishing point from selected candidates only.

2) Figure 4 shows the eligibility criteria for voter and vanishing point candidate based on location. Considering the region of interest, we neglect all the candidate pixels which belong to 20% of the portion from either side of the image.

3) As shown in figure 4, only those pixels are eligible vanishing candidates who belongs to the white portion of an image.

4) A Similar strategy is adopted for voter selection. Rather than considering semicircular region for voter selection as proposed in [17], we allow those pixels to vote which are within rectangle region of 25% of image height and 40% of image width from vanishing point candidate, as shown by a yellow portion in figure 4 which is overlapped on white image portion.

![Fig. 4. Voter and Vanishing Point eligibility based on Location](image)

As shown in figure 4 for a pixel P to be valid vanishing point candidate it has to be within an inner white square region, eliminating all candidates within 20% of the portion from image boundaries. Voter pixel can vote for pixel P if it is within the yellow rectangle. The goal of the modifying voting area is to allow maximum pixels below candidate pixel from the road surface and near road boundaries to vote for vanishing point. Remaining pixels after all above mentioned steps are considered as eligible candidates for vanishing point voting process.

Figure 5 demonstrates the selection of effective voters which will take part during the voting process.
IV. MODIFIED VOTING PROCESS

The voting procedure is most important and critical stage of vanishing point estimation problem. Once we have computed the texture orientation at each pixel of the image, one can make these pixels vote to obtain the vanishing point. Precisely, a pixel \( P \) for which the texture orientation is the vector \( \vec{P} \) can vote for all the pixels \( V \) above \( P \) such that the angle \( \gamma = \angle((PV), P) < 5^\circ \) between the direction \((PV)\). Here \( 5^\circ \) is the angle between two consecutive Gabor orientation filters used to extract orientations in an image. This type of voting process is referred as hard voting scheme. The only problem with this scheme is, it tends to favor points that are located in the upper portion in the image. The said problem was overcome by distance based soft voting scheme proposed by Hui Kong et al. [16-17]. Equation 4 demonstrates the voting score calculation using distance based soft voting process [16].

\[
\text{Vote} \left( P, V \right) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{1+|d(P,V)|^2}, & \text{if } \gamma \leq \frac{1}{1+2d(P,V)} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4)

In distance based soft voting process the major drawback is pixels in line with road direction but having angle \( \gamma > 5 \) degrees are omitted from voting score calculation process which may lead to an incorrect vanishing point. In our experiments, we propose to use equation 5 for voting score calculation.

\[
\text{Vote} \left( P, V \right) = e^{-\left( \frac{d(P,V)(\gamma-\text{DominantOrientation})}{\text{DiagonalDistance}} \right)}
\]  

(5)

Where,

DominantOrientation = dominant orientation with which orientation of pixel voter orientation matches.

DiagonalDistance = Diagonal distance of image

The key advantages of modified equation are:

- We allow all pixels to vote whose orientation is consistent with dominant orientations. The basic idea behind proposed modification is to remove all the voters whose orientations are not consistence with dominant orientations. This will increase the efficiency of the voting process as voters for which \( \gamma > 5 \) degrees but their orientation is consistent with dominant orientation can take part in the voting process. All erroneous voters for which \( \gamma < 5 \) but their orientations are not consistent with dominant orientations are neglected from voting process.

- DominantOrientation will act as a weighting parameter for voting score. If voter’s orientation is one of the dominant orientation but angle \( \gamma > 5 \) degrees, then voting score will be weighted by a value of \( \gamma \). This will further enhance the effectiveness of orientation based soft voting process.
V. Result and Analysis

Vanishing point detection algorithm is tested on standard image dataset consists of structured, semi-structured and unstructured images used by researchers in [22]. The dataset consists of images with varying intensity variations, color and texture variations and surrounding environment variations. Some image samples are shown in figure 6. All the images are resized to 128x128.

To demonstrate the performance of proposed algorithm we generated five sets of the dataset with manually marked vanishing point by five different persons. The median filter is used to find out the final ground truth location by finding median in x and y coordinates of all marked vanishing points by different users. Figure 7 shows the results of detected vanishing point along with manually marked vanishing point as ground truth.

Further to measure the error in vanishing point detection we have used a normalized Euclidean distance where a Euclidean distance between measured vanishing point and ground truth location is divided by the diagonal distance of the image [18].

\[ \text{NormError} = \frac{|P - P_0|}{D} \]  

Where,

- P = Detected location of vanishing point
- P0=Ground Truth location of vanishing point
- D= Diagonal distance of image

Euclidean Distance of more than 10 pixels is considered as invalid vanishing point detection in our experiments. Image database consists of images with different road types and surroundings. Figure 8 shows the distance between detected vanishing point and ground truth positions against all images used. Average distance comes out to be 5.96 pixels for all test images.

The efficiency of proposed algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 9. It shows the histogram of error in vanishing point detection against all test images. Distance error more than 0.06 is considered as the wrong detection of a vanishing point. Results are presented for 250 road images which include...
structured, semi-structured and unstructured road types. Average NormError for the proposed method is 0.033. The accuracy of proposed system is compared with previously suggested methods. Table 1 illustrates the accuracy with modifications suggested in voter and vanishing point selection strategy as well as voting score calculation process.

**TABLE I.  QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF VANISHING POINT DETECTION ALGORITHM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VP Detection Results</th>
<th>Quantitative Evaluation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Euclidean Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Method</td>
<td>5.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without horizon line Detection</td>
<td>7.2351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without modification in Voting score calculation (use of only distance based soft voting)</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative comparison of proposed vanishing point detection algorithm with previously proposed methods for vanishing point detection based on Gabor filter orientation extraction is shown in table 2.

**TABLE II.  ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED METHODS FOR VANISHING POINT DETECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norm Error</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.0903</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

Less computational cost and speed are the two major concerns in existing vanishing point detection algorithms [14-18, 20, 21]. Speed and computational cost of vanishing point detection algorithm mainly depend on total no of pixels used during voting process. If we can optimize the no of pixels and select only most efficient pixels during the voting process the performance can be improved. With this motivation, we presented an optimized strategy to select most effective candidates for the vanishing point detection process. Selection strategy of efficient voter depends on the efficient selection of dominant orientation and removal of outlier pixels which may lead to inaccurate results. Once efficient pixels are selected, second modification suggested here is location based eligible candidate selection for vanishing point and voter. Finally, the use of combined soft voting and dominant orientation based voting score calculation increases the accuracy of vanishing point detection. Error in vanishing point occurs when vanishing points are located in the bottom part of an image, and large portion of an image contains sky region. To overcome this problem we suggest a very simple and fast horizon line detection based outlier removal method to reject the outliers which may lead to inaccurate results. Furthermore, a series of qualitative and quantitative results are presented to validate the accuracy of proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm outperforms previously suggested methods regarding accuracy using only 2.36% of total image pixels i.e. average 360 pixels from 128x128 images.
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Abstract—Internet is a most salient services in communication. Thus, companies take this opportunity by putting critical resources online for effective business organization. This has given rise to activities of cyber criminals actuated by botnets. P2P networks had gained popularity through distributed applications such as file-sharing, web caching and network storage whereby it is not easy to guarantee that the file exchanged not the malicious in non-centralized authority of P2P networks. For this reason, these networks become the suitable venue for malicious software to spread. It is straightforward for attackers to target the vulnerable hosts in existing P2P networks as bot candidates and build their zombie army. They can be used to compromise a host and make it become a P2P bot. In order to detect these botnets, a complete flow analysis is necessary. In this paper, we proposed an automated P2P botnets through rule-based detection approach which currently focuses on P2P signature illumination. We consider both of synchronisation within a botnets and the malicious behaviour each bot exhibits at the host or network level to recognize the signature and activities in P2P botnets traffic. The rule-based approach have high detection accuracy and low false positive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The botnets population are rapidly growing and they become a huge threat on the Internet. Botnets has been declared as Advanced Malware (AM) and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) listed attacks which able to manipulate advanced technology where the intricacy of threats need for continuous detection and protection as stated by [1] [2] [3]. These attack will be almost exclusively for financial gain as claimed by [4]. The chronology of botnets attack disclosed the evidence on the seriousness and sophisticated nature in the recent cyber-attack. The growth of Internet itself had reflected to the growth of incidents in security environment. The numerous of security incidents that occurred will cause major loss for the organizations. From a survey conducted by American Society for Industrial Security and Pricewaterhouse-Cooper, there was a loss of USD45 million for 1000 companies due to the security breach [5].

According to marketing networking group Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) Council, a data breach could cost an average of US Dollar14 million on a recovery cost [6]. A survey made by [7], Computer Security Institute (CSI), Computer Crime and Security reported that the lost due to security breach was US Dollar 288 by 618 per respondent. This shows a multiple costs also needed to clean up the botnets infections. Significantly, this research bridged important relationship with botnets technology as depicted in Figure 1 where early emergence of P2P botnets existence in year 2002 and rapidly growth until now with more robust, complicated and flexible P2P botnets. This fact has motivated research communities to do further research on P2P botnets issue.

Fig. 1. Evolution of P2P Botnets Technology [8]

So, it was important to build a security mechanism which designed to prevent intrusion from hacker so that it can take action and improves the system security [9]. This research field is known as intrusion detection. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a system that continually monitors the dynamic behaviour of the computer system to warn against actions that compromise the integrity, security, and availability [10]. In the real environment practice, IDS focused on detecting known threats or detecting the volume of the traffic generated by bot host after it has been activated [11]. An important problem in the field of intrusion detection is the management alerts [12] as IDS tends to produce high number of false positive alerts as claimed by [13] [14] [15]. Most of the botnets has generating low-volume periodic communication to botmaster which increased false alarm rate and make it harder to be detected as mentioned by [11] [16].
The increment of the traffic volume can cause the IDS to produce large number of alarms as discussed by [17]. Reducing false alarms is a serious problem needs an attention in ensuring the IDS efficiency as mentioned by [14] [18].

As the botnets and advance malware evolve rapidly, the approaches and techniques for detecting botnets need to be improvised. Previous researchers have contributed lots of efforts and works to address the botnets issues. Most of the approaches have developed for detecting Internet Relay Chat (IRC)-based or Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-based botnets. These approaches only operate at the network level that focused for traffic signatures on flow patterns [19]. Unfortunately, the detection approaches designed for IRC-based and HTTP-based botnets may become inefficient against the new P2P based botnets as it focused only on the specific protocol [1]. Basically, P2P botnets detector tool is also identified as intrusion detection tool. The exponential growth of P2P botnets and the new distribution channels available to cyber criminals identify that the need for good protection is crucial. So that, it would be feasible to detect P2P botnets through P2P traffic signatures and behaviors [20].

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provides details background on the signature-based detection concept. Section III will describes the methodology of overall process. Next, Section IV will elaborates details on detection module of our proposed P2P botnets automated rule-based detection. While, the results and discussion are also discuss in this section. At last, our paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Generally, signature-based is a supervised learning method where it develop the capability on detecting malicious behaviours on the basis of previously seen malicious events [21]. The signature-based detection modelled the known attack behaviour that learned from attack pattern [22]. By recognizing known attack methods, signature detection is able to recognize when the intrusive patterns occurred. As claimed by [23] during the process of inspection, when the suspicious behaviours partially corresponded with the records of intrusive knowledge base, it automatically can be judged as the intrusion.

The main selection of Java also because it can provides the IF-ELSE statement that referring to the basic of rule-based declaration in terms of generating the signature. All of these benefits are needed in developing the P2P botnets signature detection. Due to the P2P botnets detection have their own signatures and behaviours, therefore a NetBeans IDE version 7.4 are the best selection and option in order to implement the rule-based signature in this research. Generally, NetBeans is an open source and free software that address the needs of developers, users and businesses particularly to enable them to develop the products quickly, efficiently and easily by leveraging the strengths of Java platform [24]. This statement is fully supported by [25] where they were stated that the NetBeans platform provides a reliable and flexible modular architecture to application developers. Conveniently, it also helpful for develop Java desktop, mobile and web application. The strength of Netbeans's offered the best support for latest technologies, fast and smart coding, rapid user interface development and rich set of community provided plugins. Previously, [25] declared the latest version of NetBeans IDE and platform certainly keeping the rhythm, introducing new high-impact features and revamping traditional functionality at full throttle.

Another concern of this paper is how to determine the P2P botnets. This paper highlights the need of analyzing the behaviors and parameters of botnets to determine the anomalous in P2P botnets. Through the prediction of P2P network traffic will define several behaviors and parameters that helped to distinguish between P2P normal and P2P botnets. Otherwise, proposed detection module for P2P botnets will help to solve the issue of limited detection technique in order to detect anomalous P2P botnets. The propose detection module for P2P botnets will improvise the network security. So, the details process flow for P2P botnets detection module will be discovered in next section.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section discusses in detail the process involved for the P2P botnets detection as depicted in Figure 2. The process started with input the data from raw of P2P botnet file. Then, the system will be do automated process by show the analysis result in short time. The unknown behavior or signature that has been detected will send to anomaly stage for further action.

Generally, signature-based is a supervised learning method in detecting the malicious behaviour on the basis of previously seen malicious events. The second stage of P2P Botnets Detection Module is the signature-based detection that make detection on known attack. The detection signature has been composed through analysis part. The P2P botnets detection technique has been developed as signature module. This technique has the capability to analyse the malicious activities described as variant behaviours, make classification on P2P variant types and sub-attack types and generate the conclusion either the submitted files is a P2P normal or P2P botnets indeed. This technique also able to produce the report on activities performed by P2P botnets.

![Fig. 2. Process Flow of Signature Module](image-url)
The signature-based in this detection technique is involved three layer detections as indicated in Figure 3. The three layer detections in signature-based technique consist of:

- Detection only scenario - Mainly decide whether the logs or packets are normal or abnormal
- Detection and classification - Detect the logs or packets by classify them into six main attack types/variants
- Detection and detailed classification - Make classification of sub-attack types based on their attributes and behaviours for every variant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Control Caption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>BROWSE</td>
<td>User: Click the BROWSE button. System: Go to BROWSE file window. This button is used to open the Browse File window, to choose the file that want to be submitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>START</td>
<td>User: Click the START button. System: Begin the analysis process. This button is clicked if user wants to start the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>STOP</td>
<td>User: Click the STOP button. System: Stop the analysis process. This button is clicked if user wants to stop the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>CLEAR</td>
<td>User: Click the CLEAR button. System: Clear all the current process. This button is clicked if user wants to clear the text area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td>User: Click the EXIT button. System: Exit the whole system. This button is clicked if user wants to exit the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>HELP</td>
<td>User: Click the HELP button.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The principal step in signature-based has the ability to immediate detection and impossibility of false positives. But signature-based is only capable to be used for detection of well-known botnets. More important, very similar bots with slightly different signature may be missed-out to be detected. However, the anomaly-based technique faced with the problem of detecting unknown botnets through show existence of bots in the network. Anomaly-based technique also has the extra capabilities in terms of reducing false negative alert and detecting multistep attack. Nevertheless, it cannot reduce the false positive alert which can only be reduced by using signature-based technique. Hence, this has given an implication that there are complement each other weaknesses. The fully results are briefly discusses in the next section.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Generally, NetBeans has been chosen as its supports java as the main language in its application. As claimed by software programmer and designer that java is simple, free, easy to design, easy to write, easy to compile, debug, and able to learn rather than others programming languages. Besides that, Java is a platform-independent, portable and flexible in nature where a program easily to run from one computer system to another. The most significant feature of Java that appropriate for this research because its support host log and network packet in Packet Capture (PCAP) format and Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format. It also supported by Graphical User Interface (GUI) with integration of network libraries too. Reasonably, the selection of Java also because it can provides the IF-ELSE statement that referring to the basic of rule-based declaration in terms of developing the P2P botnets signature detection. Thus, the NetBeans IDE version 7.4 are the best option in order to implement the rule-based signature. In the signature-based stage, these research requires a PCs to develop and test the system.
The result from Table 2 showed that the signature-based detection has the capabilities to predict 100% correctly for the overall detection rate with 0% of false alarm rate of the P2P network traffic. The improvement of overall detections in the signature-based module from classification table in data mining module are indicated that this signature-based system technically effective for outcome attack detection. Therefore, it can be summarized that this signature-based detection has better prediction and capabilities to distinguish between the normal and attack events reached for thousands of dataset for each variant.

**TABLE II. SIGNATURE-BASED MODULE DETECTION RESULT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>False Negative (FN)</th>
<th>Accuracy (A)</th>
<th>Detection Rate (DR)</th>
<th>False Alarm Rate (FAR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Hash</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allaple.L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBot</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>99.98%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palevo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srcvp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tnubib</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inclusively, this signature-based detection system in this research promises the better enhancement in P2P botnets detection technique. The entire six variants have fully detected as the P2P botnets based on the detection result. But, Table 2 shows the detail of the result where the False Negative (FN) emphasize some of the undetectable attributes or undetectable P2P botnets values as the attack declares as normal. Alternately, this problem can be tackled by conducting the anomaly-based detection. In the next of detection stage, the chi-square statistical test with multivariate process has been perform. The tabulated of false negative that indicates undetectable P2P botnets has been proves can be successfully detected through the statistical approach. The detail steps on detecting P2P botnets through anomaly statistical test has been explaining in the next sub-section.

**V. CONCLUSION**

Currently, the signature that has been analyse by most of researchers are not updated enough. This study presents a new signature and behaviours in detecting P2P botnets. The proposed detection module is based on rule-based approach. The result show that the proposed detection module have high detection accuracy with ability to detect known P2P botnets and produce a high detection rate with low false alarm rate. Hence, the developing detection module based on automated signature-based approach with updated dataset has been the most promising approach to fight against botnets threat in real P2P botnets files. The further work will be done on the developed of automated P2P botnets signature in different attack type and platform.
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Abstract—Case-based reasoning (CBR) based on the memory-centered cognitive model is a strategy that focuses on how people learn a new skill or how they generate hypothesis on new situations based on their past experiences. Among various Artificial Intelligence tracks, CBR, due to its intrinsic similarity with the human reasoning process has been very promising in the utilization of intelligent systems in various domains, in particular in the domain of medicine. In this paper, we extensively survey the literature on CBR systems that are used in the medical domain over the past few decades. We also discuss the difficulties of implementing CBR in medicine and outline opportunities for future work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is an area of machine learning research based on the memory-centered cognitive model [1]. CBR arose out of the research in cognitive science. It is defined as a model of reasoning that integrates problem solving, understanding and learning, and incorporates all of them with memory processes. It involves adapting earlier solutions to meet new demands, using old cases to explain or justify new solutions, and reasoning from past events to interpret a new situation. In CBR terminology, a case usually denotes a problem situation [2]. CBR can be considered as a form of similarity-based or analogical reasoning since the basic principle that is implicitly assumed to be applied in problem solving methodology is that similar problems have similar solutions [3].

CBR as a problem solving paradigm, is essentially different from other major Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches in many aspects. Unlike other approaches which rely solely on the general knowledge of a problem domain, or which associate along inferred relationships between problem descriptors and conclusions, CBR utilizes the specific knowledge of previously experienced problem situations [2]. CBR can be applied as ‘reasoning by experience in AI’ as compared to rule-based reasoning which is applied as ‘reasoning by logic in AI’ [4]. The intuitive appeal of CBR comes due to its similarity to human problem solving behavior. Just as people draw on past experiences while solving a new problem, which often does not require in-depth analysis of the problem domain, CBR can be based on shallow knowledge and does not require significant effort in knowledge engineering as required by other AI fields like rule-based reasoning [5].

Medical reasoning on the other hand, involves processes that can be systematically analyzed, as well as those characterized as intangible [6]. In medicine, the experts not only use rules to diagnose a problem, but they also use a mixture of textbook knowledge and experience. The experience consists of cases, typical and exceptional ones, and the physicians take them into account for reasoning. So, case-oriented methods should be very efficient in the domain of medical diagnosis, mainly because reasoning with cases corresponds with the typical decision making process of physicians. Also, incorporating new cases means automatically updating parts of the changeable knowledge [7]. Despite these, CBR has not become as successful in the medical domain, as it is in other fields for building intelligent systems [8].

The present paper surveys the available literature on systems developed using CBR for solving various problems in medicine. We begin in Section 2 by describing the basic notions of CBR and its models, with a brief description of the phases in CBR life cycle. Section 3 gives a brief description of medical reasoning. Section 4 surveys various CBR based systems developed over past few decades in the domain of medicine. In Section 5, we point out certain issues of using CBR in the field of medicine. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion on future directions of research.

II. INSIDE CASE-BASED REASONING

CBR is an analogical reasoning method, which means that it reasons from old cases or experiences to solve problems or interpret anomalous situations [9]. But the major difference between CBR and analogy is that analogy reasons across domains, whereas CBR reasons inside one domain [10]. In CBR, the reasoning is based on remembering past experiences, as explained by Althoff et al. [11] - ‘To solve a problem, remember a similar problem you have solved in the past and adapt the old solution to solve the new problem.’ CBR can be interpreted in many ways [12] by different groups of people. For example, for cognitive scientists, it is a plausible high-level model for cognitive processing; for artificial intelligence researchers, it is a computational paradigm for solving problems; and for expert system practitioners, it is a design model.

CBR arose out of the research in cognitive science. The earliest contributions in this area were from Roger Schank and his colleagues at Yale University [2]. During the period 1977–1993, CBR research was regarded as a plausible high-level model for cognitive processing. Three CBR workshops were organized in 1988, 1989, and 1991 by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which officially marked the birth of the discipline of CBR. In 1993, the first European workshop on CBR (EWCBR-93) was held.
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in Kaiserslautern, Germany; and the first International Conference on CBR (ICCBR-95) was held in Sesimbra, Portugal. Many international workshops and conferences on CBR have been held in different parts of the world since then. Medical applications have been a part of the CBR community from the very beginning and are included in almost every international conference on CBR [13].

A. CBR Models

To understand the working of CBR, various models have been proposed in the literature. These include Hunt’s model, Allen’s model, Kolodner and Leake’s model [14], and R4 model, developed by Aamodt & Plaza [2]. Of these, the most widely used model and at the highest level of generality is the R4 model [15]. The process involved this model can be represented by a schematic cycle comprising of the four R’s, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The R4 Cycle [2]

- Retrieve the most similar case (s)
- Reuse the information and knowledge from retrieved case (s) to solve the problem
- Revise the proposed solution
- Retain the parts of this solution likely to be useful in future.

B. CBR Life Cycle

The problem solving life cycle of CBR essentially consists of retrieval, adaptation, and maintenance. Each of these has its own importance in the successful working of the CBR system.

1) Retrieval

Retrieval is often considered the most important phase of CBR since it lays the foundation for overall working of the CBR system [16]. Retrieval includes the process of finding those cases within a case base, which are most similar to the current case. The most commonly investigated retrieval techniques include nearest neighbor retrieval, inductive approaches, knowledge guided approaches, and validated retrieval [5], [17]. Some hybrid algorithms have also been proposed e.g. Discretised Highest Similarity with Pattern Solution Re-use algorithm [18].

2) Adaptation

The next two phases of the CBR cycle, viz. reuse and revise are often difficult to distinguish in many practical applications, as a result of which many researchers replace and combine them into a single stage called adaptation [5]. In the early 90’s the CBR community focused on retrieval only. Investigations of the various aspects of adaptation started after that [19]. Most of the advances also have been achieved at the retrieval and retain phase of CBR [20]. In the reuse phase, advances have been obtained depending on the system purpose viz. diagnosis, classification, tutoring and planning (such as therapy support). Regarding diagnosis and classification, most of the systems rely on adaptation methods that consist of copying the solution of the most similar case or a combination of them, i.e. reusing the solution [21].

3) Maintenance

After reusing and revising the retrieved case, the next step in CBR cycle is to retain the case (s). There are many approaches to achieve this. Many systems store only the solution of the previous problem, whereas some systems store the solving process [16]. In many cases, this process of retaining leads to an uncontrolled growth in the case base, which in turn leads to a poorer performance of the system in terms of speed [22]. So, the need of maintaining a case base arises.

III. MEDICAL REASONING

Medical reasoning is divided into diagnostic reasoning, planning, and patient management [23]. This reasoning is carried out in terms of physiological states, complaints, symptoms and so forth [24]. Diagnostic reasoning includes cognitive activities like gathering information, recognition of patterns, solving problems and decision making [25]. Diagnostic investigations are quite complex and error prone [26]. Table 1 outlines the diagnostic process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Select a diagnostic test (or question)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carry out the selected test and observe its outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Either (i) select a further diagnostic test and so return to step 1; or (ii) make a diagnosis in the light of the outcomes so far obtained</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This diagnosis process may become easier and more reliable if equipped with an expert system that provides past diagnosis of cases, thereby helping the physician to arrive at a solution based on the past experiences [28].

IV. CBR SYSTEMS IN MEDICINE

CBR used in medical reasoning literature is termed as ‘instance-based recognition’ [29]. Unlike other knowledge domains, cases have to be professionally documented in medical domain [30]. The very fact that the methodology of CBR systems closely resembles the thought process of a physician suggests a successful use of CBR in medicine [31]. Koton pointed out while introducing CASEY - ‘A physician’s problem-solving performance improves with experience. The performance of most medical expert systems does not’ [32]. The experts in the medical domain do not use rules for diagnosis. What they use is the knowledge they obtain from books, as well as experiences just the way in which CBR works [7].
The main advantage of CBR systems in medicine is the automatic formation of a facility adapted knowledge base [33], which is a very important aspect in medical decision making. Also, the continuously changing nature of medical knowledge base, presence of more than one solution, and complexity in modeling also make CBR applicable in medical domain [34]. As a result, CBR has been used for building intelligent computer-aided decision support systems in the medical domain in the past few decades [35].

CBR decision support systems can be classified [20] as planning, classification, tutoring, and diagnostic systems based on their purpose oriented properties. Table 2 lists in chronological order, some of the CBR systems developed in the field of medical reasoning over the years. Also, it classifies these systems according to their objectives and attempts to find out the extent to which adaptation phase of CBR is used in these systems.

### TABLE II. CBR SYSTEMS IN MEDICINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Technique(s) used</th>
<th>Area of Application</th>
<th>Adaptation (if any)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koton</td>
<td>CASEY</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Rule-based domain theory, and Model-based reasoning</td>
<td>Coronary disease</td>
<td>Adaptation with rules attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bareiss, Porter &amp; Wier</td>
<td>Protos</td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Classification and Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Hearing disorders</td>
<td>No adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gierl &amp; Stengel-Rutkowski</td>
<td>GS.S2</td>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Dysmorphic syndromes</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with the application of constraints (contradictions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macura &amp; Macura</td>
<td>MacRad</td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Radiology Images</td>
<td>No adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddad, Moertl &amp; Porenta</td>
<td>SCINA</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Image Interpretation</td>
<td>CBR and Rule-based reasoning</td>
<td>Myocardial Perfusion Scintigrams</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with Rule-base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reategui, Campbell, &amp; Leao</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Neural networks</td>
<td>Congenital heart diseases</td>
<td>No adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsu &amp; Ho</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Fuzzy logic, Neural networks, Induction, and Knowledge-based technology</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with Rule-base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bichindaritz, Kansu &amp; Sullivan</td>
<td>CARE-PARTNER</td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Knowledge-support assistance</td>
<td>CBR, Rule-based reasoning, and Information retrieval</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with rules, cases and pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeBozec et al.</td>
<td>IDEM</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Radiology Images</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gierl, Bull, &amp; Schmidt</td>
<td>TeCoMED</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Classification (forecasting)</td>
<td>CBR, Rule-based reasoning, and Model-based reasoning</td>
<td>Epidemics</td>
<td>Compositional Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perner</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Classification, Knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR, Image processing, and Data mining</td>
<td>Medical image analysis</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, Pollwein, &amp; Gierl</td>
<td>COSYL</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Liver transplantation</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodridge, Peter, &amp; Abayomi</td>
<td>MED2000</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Neural networks</td>
<td>Hematological diseases</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phuong, Thang, &amp; Hirota</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy logic</td>
<td>Lung diseases</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marling &amp; Whitehouse</td>
<td>Auguste</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR and Rule-based reasoning</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s disease</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golobardes et al.</td>
<td>CaB-CS</td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montani et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR, Rule-based reasoning, and Model-based reasoning</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vorobieva, Gierl, &amp; Schmidt</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Endocrinology</td>
<td>Adaptation performed and task oriented adaptation model developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsu &amp; Ho</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Neural networks, Fuzzy theory, Induction, Utility theory, and Knowledge-based planning technology</td>
<td>Multiple diseases</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with knowledge-based planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nilsson &amp; Funk</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR and Rule-based reasoning</td>
<td>Respiratory sinus arrhythmia</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwiatkowska &amp; Atkins</td>
<td>Somnus</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Fuzzy logic, and Semiotics</td>
<td>Obstructive sleep apnea</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perner et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>Classification, Knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR and Image processing</td>
<td>Recognition of Airborne Fungi Spores</td>
<td>No Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Domain(s)</td>
<td>Approaches</td>
<td>Disease</td>
<td>Adaptation Performed with the help of human experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brien, Glasgow &amp; Munoz</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Classification, CBR</td>
<td>Attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder</td>
<td>No Specific Adaptation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis, CBR</td>
<td>Development delay in children</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with the help of human experts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi &amp; Barniden</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis, CBR and Induction</td>
<td>Multiple disorders</td>
<td>Abductive Adaptation with rules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montani &amp; Portinale</td>
<td>RHENE (58)</td>
<td>Classification, planning, knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR and Temporal Abstractions</td>
<td>Hemodialysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d'Aquin, Lieber &amp; Napoli</td>
<td>KASIMIR (59)</td>
<td>Diagnosis, classification, knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR, Semantic web, Belief revision theory, Fuzzy logic, and Ergonomics</td>
<td>Breast cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Díaz, Fdez-Riverola &amp; Corchado</td>
<td>geneCBR (60)</td>
<td>Diagnosis and classification</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy Logic</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park, Kim &amp; Chun</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Classification and diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Probability</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topel, Neumann &amp; Hofestadt</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis and planning therapy information</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Inborn metabolic disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quellec et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR and Decision trees</td>
<td>Diabetic retinopathy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordier et al.</td>
<td>FrakaS (64)</td>
<td>Diagnosis, Knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marling, Shubrook &amp; Schwartz</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Type 1 diabetes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little, Salvetti &amp; Perner</td>
<td>ProtoClass (66)</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy logic</td>
<td>Stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodríguez et al.</td>
<td>SAPRIM (68)</td>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>CBR, Neural networks, and Fuzzy Logic</td>
<td>Pediatric risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corchado, Bajo &amp; Abraham</td>
<td>GerAmi (69)</td>
<td>Planning, Knowledge acquisition/management</td>
<td>CBR and Variational calculus</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Paz et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis and classification</td>
<td>CBR, Neural networks, and Statistics</td>
<td>Adaptation performed with Classification Tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obot &amp; Uzoka</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Rule-based reasoning, and Neural networks</td>
<td>Hepatitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Classification and regression tree (CART)</td>
<td>Liver diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn &amp; Kim</td>
<td>GOCBR (73)</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Genetic algorithms</td>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begum et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy logic</td>
<td>Stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao &amp; Li</td>
<td>ANMM4CBR (75)</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Gene expression data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gu et al.</td>
<td>CBR-DENT (76)</td>
<td>Knowledge management</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy Logic</td>
<td>Odontology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin &amp; Chuang</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR, Analytic hierarchy process, and Neural networks</td>
<td>Liver diseases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagannathan et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy logic</td>
<td>Brain cancer radiotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR and Fuzzy logic</td>
<td>Adaptation suggested, but not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douali et al.</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>Case-based Fuzzy cognitive maps</td>
<td>Stress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chuang</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>CBR and Neural networks (Back propagation network)</td>
<td>Urinary tract infection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrovic, Mishra &amp; Sundar</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>CBR and Dempster–Shafer theory</td>
<td>Prostate Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van den Branden et al.</td>
<td>Excelicare CBR (83)</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>CBR and Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>Electronic patient record</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Author et al. | System | Year | Domain | Techniques | Adaptation

| López et al. | eXiT*CBR | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Pedigree tools, and Genetic algorithms | Breast cancer | Adaptation performed |
| Ahmed, Begum & Funk | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Fuzzy logic, Rule-based reasoning, and Textual information retrieval | Stress | No adaptation |
| Montani et al. | -- | 2016 | Classification and planning | CBR | Hemodialysis | No adaptation |
| Khelassi et al. | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Rule-based reasoning, Distributed reasoning, and Fuzzy logic | Cardiac arrhythmia | No adaptation |
| Marling et al. | 4DSS | 2016 | Planning | CBR and Rule-based reasoning | Type 1 diabetes | Adaptation performed |
| Ahmed, Begum, & Funk | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis, classification and planning | CBR, Fuzzy logic, Rule-based reasoning, and Textual information retrieval | Stress Management | No adaptation |
| Ahmed, Islam, & Loutfi | -- | 2016 | Patient identification | CBR | General | No adaptation |
| Begum, Ahmed, & Barua | -- | 2016 | Classification | CBR and Fuzzy logic | Physiological sensor signals | No adaptation |
| Ekong, Inyang, & Onibere | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Neural networks, and Fuzzy logic | Depression disorder | No adaptation |
| Huang et al. | -- | 2016 | Classification and diagnosis | CBR, Neural networks, and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System | Breast cancer | No adaptation |
| Montani et al. | -- | 2016 | Classification (retrieval) | CBR | Comparative genomics | No adaptation |
| Chattopadhyay et al. | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR | Premenstrual syndrome | Adaptation |
| Pla et al. | eXiT*CBR, v2 | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Genetic algorithms, and Cooperative multi agent system technology | General | Adaptation performed |
| Leal et al. | -- | 2016 | Planning | CBR and Principal component analysis | Continuous glucose monitoring systems in intensive care unit | No adaptation |
| Teodorović, Šlenčić, & Mijatović-Teodorović | -- | 2016 | Planning | CBR and Bee colony optimization | Thyroid cancer | No adaptation |
| Henriet et al. | EquiVox | 2016 | Representations of human organs | CBR and Neural networks | Numerical representation of human organs | Adaptation performed with ANN |
| Sharaf-El-Deen | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR and Rule-based reasoning | Breast Cancer and Thyroid disease | Adaptation performed with rules |
| Yin et al. | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR | Headache | No adaptation |
| Tyagi & Singh | -- | 2016 | Classification | CBR | Asthma | No adaptation |
| Khusainova, Petrovic, & Jagnannathan | -- | 2016 | Planning | CBR and Clustering | Radiotherapy (Brain Cancer) | No adaptation |
| Saraiva et al. | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR and Rule-based reasoning | Four types of gastrointestinal cancer | No adaptation |
| Chakraborty et al. | CEDS | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR | Cholera | No adaptation |
| Nasiri, Zenkert, & Fathi | DePicT | 2016 | Diagnosis and recommendation | CBR | No adaptation |
| Banerjee & Chowdhury | -- | 2016 | Diagnosis | CBR, Fuzzy clustering, and Decision trees | Retinal Abnormalities | No adaptation |

From our study, it was observed that CBR in the medical domain has a wide range of application. Most of the systems are developed specifically to deal with a particular disease. Secondly, most of the systems act as prototypes, and not as final products, as mentioned by Blanco [110]. These systems require a human expert to interpret the final result. Another visible trend was the successful hybridization of CBR with soft computing methods. 32 out of 76 systems studied by us have used some or the other soft computing techniques in addition to CBR. Moreover, among the 76 systems, 51 systems completely avoid automatic adaptation and mainly work as retrieval only systems. The other systems do have the adaptation phase in them, but often the reasoning mechanism in those is coupled with rule-based reasoning, or various soft computing methods.
V. PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL CBR SYSTEMS

Though the above discussion reflects the successful use of CBR in medicine, there are some limitations which restrict the use of CBR in medicine. In a medical case, the number of features is often extremely large, thereby making the generalization and adaptation quite difficult [20]. At the same time, reliability cannot be guaranteed in medical CBR systems [111]. The limited number of reference cases aids to the problem of implementing a medical CBR system [35]. But the most important concern in the successful implementation of medical CBR systems is the adaptation problem. As our study suggests, so far, the number of systems in the medical domain that apply the complete CBR method is very less. Most of the systems use no adaptation at all, and the task of adaptation is left to the human expert.

d’Aquino et al. [59] remark that adaptation in medicine is quite a complex procedure, as it needs to deal with the lack of relevant information about a patient, the applicability and consequences of the decision, the closeness to the decision thresholds and the necessity to consider patients according to different viewpoints. Schmidt et al. [7] also point out that giving autonomy to the adaptation step of CBR has been a difficult step in Medicine. Due to these challenges, most of the advances made in medical CBR systems focus on the retrieval phase. The adaptation phase is limited to planning tasks [21]. No general models have been developed for adaptation as it largely depends on the domain and application characteristics.

Our study reveals that medical CBR systems deal with the adaptation problem in two ways. Most of the systems avoid the adaptation problem by applying only retrieval phase of CBR cycle [19] while some others attempt to solve it. One of the earliest medical expert systems, CASEY [32] makes an attempt to solve the adaptation task. In this, the creation of a complete rule base for adaptation is time consuming, as a result of which a few general operators are used for adaptation. And when no similar case can be found or if adaptation fails, CASEY uses a rule-based domain theory. But since knowledge acquisition is the bottleneck for the development of rule-based medical expert systems, the development of complete adaptation rule bases have never become a successful technique to solve the adaptation problem in medical CBR systems [7]. The application of constraints leads to a better solution, as in the GS.52 project [37] but only for specific situations. KASIMIR [59] uses similarity paths and reformulation to support the adaptation, but adaptation knowledge in the form of rules is still required. Some of the more recent systems perform adaptation successfully, with the help of soft computing techniques, e.g. eXiT*CBR.v2 [98] revises and reuses the cases using genetic algorithms; EquiVox developed by Henriet et al. [101] performs adaptation using artificial neural networks. So, the inclusion of soft computing techniques suggests improved automatic adaptation in medical CBR systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

A fundamental part of the CBR system is learning by remembering cases. CBR systems, cognitively similar to human beings, take into account previous experiences for solving new problems, consider both subjective and objective knowledge unlike other expert systems, and can incrementally acquire knowledge automatically, but still, these are not as successful in medicine as in other domains. The main reason for this is the adaptation problem. The retrieval and maintenance phases have gained a lot of attention of the researchers, while the adaptation phase is still in its infancy. The adaptation phase involves multifarious problems which include dealing with the closeness to the decision threshold used to determine similar cases, among other issues. The majority of the medical CBR systems avoid the adaptation problem, and act as retrieval only systems and leave case adaptation and case update to be performed by human experts. A solution to adaptation problem is the integration of CBR with other methodologies. The synergism of these methodologies leads to the development of new sophisticated and hybridized systems.

It was observed in our survey that a majority of successful medical CBR systems are built around a combination of CBR and other artificial intelligence methods. From the very beginning, hybrid systems came into existence for medical CBR systems; Koton’s CASEY [32] being an example which hybridizes CBR and RBR. Soft computing techniques viz. fuzzy logic, artificial neural networks, in particular back-propagation neural networks and Bayesian models, and evolutionary strategies have proved to be very efficient in enhancing the capabilities of CBR systems. With the use of these techniques, adaptation knowledge can be determined automatically from the cases, which leads to more robustness of this knowledge [5]. Schmidt, Vorobieva, & Gierl [8] have mentioned that the application of adaptation rules or operators, though general seems to be the only technique which can solve medical adaptation problems. We suggest the use of fuzzy decision trees for this; wherein fuzzy decision rules can be generated, and rough set techniques can be used to simplify these rules.

In the domain of medicine, where clear domain knowledge is often not available, automatic adaptation is difficult to develop. So, hybrid combinations of soft computing techniques may be explored and implemented in greater details in the adaptation phase of CBR to move forward the success story of CBR in the otherwise difficult domain of medicine.
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Abstract—Multi-robot path planning problem is an interesting problem of research having great potential for several optimization problems in the world. In multi-robot path planning problem domain (MRPP), robots must move from their start locations to their goal locations avoiding collisions with each other. MRPP is a relevant problem in several domains, including: automatic packages inside a warehouse, automated guided vehicles, planetary exploration, robotics mining, and video games. This work introduces MRPPSim; a new modeling, evaluation and simulation tool for multi-robot path planning algorithms and its applications. In doing so, it handles all the aspects related to the multi-robot path planning algorithms. Through its working, MRPPSim unifies the representation for the input. This algorithm provides researchers with a set of evaluation models each of them serving a set of objectives. It provides a comprehensive method to evaluate and compare the algorithm’s performance to the ones that solve public benchmark problems in literature. The work presented in this paper also provides a complete tool to reformat and control user input, critical small benchmark, biconnected, random and grid problems. Once all of this is performed, it calculates the common performance measurements of multi-robot path planning algorithms in a unified way. The work presented in this paper animates the results so the researchers can follow their algorithms’ executions. In addition, MRPPSim is designed as set of models, each is dedicated to a specific function, this allows new algorithm, evaluation model, or performance measurements to be easily plugged into the simulator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Formally, Multi-robot path planning problem (MRPP) consists of a graph and a set of robots. In such problems, each robot has to reach its destination in the minimum time with minimum number of moves. MPP is a relevant problem in a wide range of domains, including: automatic packages inside a warehouse [2], automated guided vehicles [3], planetary exploration [4], robotics mining [5], and video games [6].

There are several variants of MRPP algorithms in the literature with their specialized strengths. However, to have clear vision about these algorithms’ performance, these need to be evaluated on a unified robust tool. The multi-robot path planning simulation (MRPPSim) is a modeling, evaluation and simulation tool for multi-robot path planning algorithms and its applications. It handles all the aspects related to the multi-robot path planning algorithms. Hence, the researchers need only to worry about their algorithms. MRPPSim aims to provide the researcher set of evaluation models, each of them serves one of the following objectives;

Objective.1: Test and track the algorithm’s behavior for specific cases in fully controlled problems.

Objective.2: Track the algorithm’s behavior and compare its performance with the algorithms that are already evaluated on predefined small critical problems in [7].

Objective.3: Test the algorithm’s behavior on very large graphs when the occupying ratio (robots number/vertices count) increases.

Objective.4: Compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of the algorithms already tested in publically available large scale problems [1] such as [7-9].

Objective.5: Compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of the algorithms solves biconnected graphs [10], [7, 8]

Objective.6: Test the algorithm’s behavior on fixed biconnected graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.

Objective.7: Evaluate the algorithm’s performance against the algorithms that solve random graphs.

Objective.8: Track the algorithm’s behavior on fixed random graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.

Objective.9: Compare the algorithm’s performance to the algorithms that solve grid graphs [7, 8, 10].

Objective.10: Test the algorithm behavior on fixed grid graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.

Objective.11: Evaluate the algorithm’s performance on biconnected graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.

Objective.12: Evaluate the algorithm’s performance on random graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.

Objective.13: Evaluate the algorithm’s performance on grid graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.

This paper is organized as follows; after this introduction, the problem is defined in Section II. In Section III, the multi-robot path planning simulation MRPPSim is introduced. In Section IV, MRPPSim objectives are discussed in details. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Going through the literature related to MRPP algorithm, we found an urgent need of having a graph-based multi-robot path
planning simulator that can cover different types of scenarios and problems. The study of all available algorithms implementations and its performance measurements calculations as well was essential. The simulation is to provide a ready implementation of state-of-art algorithms in the field. During this study, the work started by looking into iRRT simulator [11]. iRRT is a simple Java program for simulating that is widely used for robotics path planning algorithm known as Rapidly-exploring Random Tree or RRT. This algorithm was developed by Sertac Karaman et al. [12] and it works for a single-robot configuration. During the process, several extensions were implemented to fit multi-robot RRT requirements. However, the representation of the robots environment was limited to being continuous environment, while we were also interested in graph-based algorithms. This would enable working with problem scenarios and variations that have not been catered for previously.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed work, i.e. MRPPSim is written as an open source C++ code designed to be fully modularized so that researchers can have the ability to plug any modifications.

A. Input

The input parameter for MRPPSim can be classified based on the simulation model which will be described in the next section. In our implementation, the user is initially required to select the simulation model and the algorithm to be used. Based on that, the user can enter or select the main two input for any algorithm. These inputs include; the representation of the environment in the form of undirected graph; $G(V,E)$, whatever the simulation model or the algorithm, the graph that would be sent to the algorithm in XML format representation describing numbered vertices $V$, and the linking edges $E$ (Fig.1). The second input is the instance; $I(R, Locations)$, which is the representation of the number of robots; $R$, and robots’ configuration within the environment; Locations, the robots configuration is the definition of the robots start and goal locations in graph’s vertices term. (Fig.2).

---

1 https://pushandspin.wordpress.com/source-code/
Sturtevant in his paper [11] has presented a new repository that has been placed online\(^2\) to improve the evaluation of grid-based problems. The repository allows researchers to use the same problems and test sets, thereby increasing the reproducibility of published results. In the repository, two main sets are described; Commercial Game Benchmarks and Artificial Benchmarks. Each map has been coded in a way to be parsed. The maps are attached with a set of scenarios describing the instances. However, this repository requires a little modification in order to be applicable to the chosen problem domain. This is due to the fact that in some scenarios, there would be multiple robots on the same start and/or goal position. Consequently, instead of using attached scenarios, we have designed random generator. It is used to generate any number of robots for the given graph randomly. The procedures for generating random instances is;

1. Parameter: \(n\): the number of vertices, \(r\): the number of robots.

2. For each \(r\):
   1. Select random node \(s\) such that \(s \notin \text{start set}\)
   2. Set \(s\) as starting vertex of \(r\).
   3. \(\text{start set} = \text{start set} \cup s\)
   4. Select random vertex \(g\) such that \(g \notin \text{goal set}\)
   5. Set \(g\) as goal vertex of \(r\).
   6. \(\text{goal set} = \text{goal set} \cup g\)

In the Commercial Game Benchmarks, the maps contain areas of land or water and the robots can only move on water. (Fig.4,5). Moreover, in the Artificial Benchmarks, the maps contain areas of passageways and walls. We have designed a parser to read the coded maps and transform them into graphs with each element in the map converted to vertex if it not obstacles (lands/walls). This results in graphs that are characterized by a large set of connected vertices. The parser generates a fixed graph representation; \(G(\text{coded } V, \text{coded } E)\), for every coded map. In addition set of instances describing the start and goal locations would also be generated for each graph randomly by the generator given the number of robots \(R\), minimum number of robots, maximum number of robots and the step size; \(I(R, \sum_{i=0}^{\max} \min + (I \ast \text{StepSize})\), random locations). Hence, The algorithms input would be;

AlgorithmX \((G(\text{coded } V, \text{coded } E))\),

\(I(R, \sum_{i=0}^{\max} \min + (I \ast \text{StepSize}), \text{random locations})\).

The aim of this model is to test the algorithm behavior on very large graphs when the occupying ratio (robots number/vertices count) increases (Objective.3) and to compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of the algorithms already tested in these public problems (Objective.4).

4) One-Factor controlled model

While studying Multi-Robot Path Planning problem, we came across two critical factors affecting the algorithms’ performance. These are the size of the graph and the occupying ratio (number of robots/number of vertices). In this section we will overview two type of models; each type controlling one of these critical factor and randomize the other in order to generate graphs and instance files.

a) Fixed-Graph with Variable-Robot model

In this model, number of instances are to be generated for the same graph size. After setting the graph size, the user can set the minimum number of robots, maximum number of robots and the step size to generate required number of instances varying in the occupying ratio.

BICONNECTED GRAPH

The biconnected graph is a connected graph on two or more vertices having no articulation vertices. MRPPSim provides Biconnected graph generator representing \(G(V,E_{\text{bc}})\) with the number of vertices; \(V\). The generator will generate the biconnected topology by inserting edges \(E_{\text{bc}}\) between these vertices. In this version of MRPPSim we have used the same biconnected graph generator in [10]. It generates random biconnected graphs conforming to three parameters; \(h\) the number of handles, \(C_0\) the size of the initial cycle, and \(l\) the maximum handle length (Fig.6).

\(^2\) http://movingai.com/benchmarks/
Since this model is FG-VR model, the instances \( I \) need to be generated randomly. The user can set the minimum number of robots, maximum number of robots and the step size to generate a number of instances varying in the occupying ratio; \( \sum_{i=0}^{\max} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}) \). However, the robots location; \( \text{locations} \) need to be randomized totally. Furthermore, the algorithm input would be;

\[
\text{AlgorithmX} \left( G(\text{h}, \text{C}_0, \text{l}) \right),
\]

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{\max} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}), \text{random locations} \)

The aim of this model is to provide the researcher with the ability to compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of the algorithms that solve grid graphs. (Objective.8) and to evaluate the grid graphs when the occupying ratio increases (Objective.10).

**b) Fixed-Robot with Variable-Graph model**

In this model, a number of graphs will be generated for the same occupying ratio (number of robots/number of vertices). After setting the robot number, the user can set the minimum number of vertices, maximum number of vertices and the step size to generate a number of graphs varying in their size.

**BICONNECTED GRAPH**

Since we have used the same biconnected graph generator as presented in [10], the graph would be generated according to a single variable \( x \) that can range from the given minimum number of vertices to the given maximum number of vertices by the given step size. The variable \( x \) would be used for all three parameters (number of handles; \( \text{h} \), initial cycle size; \( \text{C}_0 \), and maximum handle length; \( \text{l} \)). The graph size \( V \) hence would be \( \text{C}_0 + \text{h} \times \text{l} \). The number of empty vertices would be kept fixed to the given occupying ratio. Hence, the instance would be \( I \) (occupying ratio \( \times V \), random location). The algorithm input will be:

\[
\text{AlgorithmX} \left( G(x, x, x), I(\text{occupying ratio} \times (x+x\times x), \text{random location}) \right),
\]

such that \( x=\sum_{i=0}^{\max} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}) \).

The aim of this model is to get the researcher with the ability to evaluate algorithm’s performance on biconnected graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases. (Objective.11).

**RANDOM GRAPH**

MRPPSim provides random graph generator; \( G(V,E) \) given the number of vertices; \( V \), the generator would generate the random topology by inserting edges \( E_{\text{rand}} \) between these vertices. Since this model is FG-VR model, the instances \( I \) will be generated randomly. As has been described earlier, the user can set the minimum number of robots, maximum number of robots and the step size to generate number instances varying in the occupying ratio; \( \sum_{i=0}^{\max} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}) \), the robots location; \( \text{locations} \) will be randomized totally. Therefore, the algorithm input would be;

\[
\text{AlgorithmX} \left( G(V,E_{\text{rand}}) \right),
\]

\[
I \left( \sum_{i=0}^{\max} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}), \text{random locations} \right)
\]

The aim of this model is to provide the researcher with the ability to evaluate the algorithm’s performance against the performance of algorithms already existing that solve random graphs (Objective.7) and to track algorithm behavior on fixed random graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases. (Objective.8).
After the researcher has set the occupying ratio, minimum number of vertices, maximum number of vertices and the step size, the random generator would automatically generate graph $G( V_i = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{max}} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}) , E_{\text{rand}})$. The instance would be $I( V_i ^ * \text{ occupying ratio}, \text{random locations})$. Hence, the algorithm input would be:

AlgorithmX ($G( V_i = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{max}} \text{min} + (i \times \text{StepSize}) , E_{\text{rand}})$,

$I( V_i ^ * \text{ occupying ratio}, \text{random locations})$).

The aim of this model is to get the researcher with the ability to evaluate the algorithm performance on random graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases. (Objective.12).

**GRID GRAPH**

After the researcher has set the occupying ratio, the minimum number of vertices, maximum number of vertices and the step size. MRPPSim would automatically generate different grids $G( V_i = \sum_{i=0}^{\text{max}} \text{min} + (i-1)^2 - 1, 4, 4$, $E_{\text{grid}})$ with the same occupying ratio. The instances would be $I( V_i ^ * \text{ occupying ratio}, \text{random locations})$. Therefore, the algorithm input would be:

AlgorithmX ($G( \sum_{i=0}^{\text{max}} \text{min} + (i-1)^2 - 1, 4, 4$ , $E_{\text{grid}})$,

$I( V_i ^ * \text{ occupying ratio}, \text{random locations})$).

The aim of this model is to evaluate the algorithm performance on grid graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases (Objective.13).

**C. Output**

The most common performance measurements of multi-robot path planning algorithms in [7, 8, 10] are:

1) **The path length**

Even though some algorithms in literature have implemented parallel implementation, our contribution in this work is to unify the performance parameters allowing the researchers to calculate the path length as the total number of sequential moves.

2) **The CPU time**

The execution time has been calculated as the real time between the algorithm start time to the end time. In addition, we have ignored the execution time of the preprocess of the algorithms.

3) **The makespan**

Makespan is the number of time steps required to get all robots to their destination.

4) **The optimized path length**

These measurements carry any improvement of path length on the original algorithm.

5) **The optimized makespan**

These measurements carry any improvement of makespan on the original algorithm.

The animation results would be written in the format readable to GraphRec simulator [14]. On its completion, all these results would be stored in the experiment folder. The researchers can then track the movement and the execution of the algorithm by running the animation results in GraphRec.

**IV. RESULTS**

The results of this work are aimed to verify whether the objectives described earlier are satisfied or not. In this section, we will recall every objective and show the ability of MRPPSim to achieve it.

---

**Objective.1:** We will track the execution of Push and Swap algorithm\(^3\) on $\Theta$-shape graph with $G(7,8)$ and two robots where the goal location of each one is the start location of the other $I(2,(2,5),(5,2))$.

---

\(^3\) One of the implemented algorithm in MRPPSim
Objective.2: We will track the execution of Push and Swap algorithm\(^4\) on Connector problem.

Objective.3: We will evaluate the performance of Push and Spin algorithm on public Commercial game benchmark problem AR0603SR with 57873 vertices and number of robots ranging between 100 to 3000 with step size 100.

\(^4\) One of the implemented algorithm in MRPPSim
Objective 4: We will compare the performance of Push and Spin algorithm to the performance of Push and Swap, Push and Rotate and MAPP algorithms on public Commercial game benchmark problem AR0307SR with a number of robots ranging from 200 to 2000 with step size 100.

Objective 5, 6: Bibox is the complete algorithm for biconnected graphs. We will track the behavior of Bibox algorithm on a biconnected graph with initial cycle=5, number of handles=4 and maximum handle length=3 when the number of free vertices ranging between 2 to 10 with a step of size 1. Then, we will compare that results to the results of Push and Swap, Push and Rotate and Push and Spin algorithms on the same experiments settings.
Objective 7.8: Push and Spin algorithm assumes to solve any random solvable graph, where the solvable graphs are any graph with a number of empty vertices equal the longest bridge. Since Push and Spin algorithm is the one which able to solve such instances, we will track its execution on a graph with 100 vertices and the number of free vertices ranging between 2 to 60 with step of size 2.

Objective 9.10: We will track Push and Swap algorithm execution on a graph of size 10x10 and number of free vertices ranging between 2 to 50 with a step of size 2. Then, we will compare that results to the results of Push and Rotate, Push and Spin and Bibox algorithms on the same experiments settings.
**Objective.11:** We will test Push and Spin algorithm’s on different sizes of biconnected graphs with a fixed occupying ratio 0.98. The graphs sizes are ranging between (initial cycle, number of handles, maximum handle length)=(4,4,4) to (100,100,100) with step of size 4.

**Objective.12:** We will track the execution of Push and Spin algorithm’s on different sizes of random graphs with a fixed occupying ratio, 0.98. The graphs sizes is ranging between 5 to 100 with step of size 5.
Objective.13: We will test Bibox algorithm's on different sizes of grid graphs with fixed occupying ratio 0.98. The grid sizes are ranging between 2x2 to 20x20 with step of size 2.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As can be observed, the MRPP simulator provides complete simulation/evaluation tool for offline multi-robot path planning. Its major strength is its ability to provide the algorithms imposed graph representation for its environment. MRPP allows the researchers to:

- Test and track the algorithm’s behavior for specific cases in fully controlled instances.
- Track the algorithm’s behavior and compare its performance with the algorithms that already evaluated on predefined small critical instances in [7].
- Test the algorithm behavior on very large graphs when the occupying ratio (robots number/vertices count) increases.
- Compare the algorithm performance to the algorithms already tested in public large problems [1] such as [7-9].
- Compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of algorithms solves biconnected graphs [10], [7, 8].
- Test the algorithm behavior on fixed biconnected graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.
- Evaluate the algorithm performance against the algorithms solves random graphs.
- Track the algorithm behavior on fixed random graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.
- Compare the algorithm’s performance to the performance of algorithms solves grid graphs [7, 8, 10].
- Test the algorithm behavior on fixed grid graph’s size when the occupying ratio increases.
- Evaluate the algorithm performance on biconnected graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.
- Evaluate the algorithm performance on random graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.
- Evaluate the algorithm performance on grid graphs of fixed occupying ratio when the graph’s size increases.
- Plug new simulation model, MRPP algorithm implementation or performance measurement calculation.

Future work may include designing secure database, reporting set of experiments using different types of diagrams and adding new evaluation algorithms.
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Abstract—SDN as a network architecture emerged on top of existing technologies and knowledge. Through defining the controller as a software program, SDN made a strong connection between networking and software engineering. Traditionally, network programs were vendor specific and embedded in hardware switches and routers. SDN focuses on isolation between control and forwarding or data planes. However, in the complete SDN network, there are many other areas (i.e. CPU, memory, hardware, bandwidth and software). In this paper, we propose extending SDN architecture and propose isolation layers with the goal of improving the overall network design. Such flexible architecture can support future evolution and changes without the need to significantly change original components or modules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) has recently evolved as an alternative flexible network architecture to traditional network systems. The flexibility that software programs offer over the hardware is one major SDN feature.

Traditional network switches and routers that route data from and to local networks include two in-cohesive functional components; data plane that includes information about traffic, and how to deal with it and control plane for control and management functionalities. SDN proposes to decouple those two in-cohesive planes and include in new switches the data plane only. Control plane is moved to a separate software-based module. A new protocol, OpenFlow is designed to handle communication between the newly separated modules or planes. As the main protocol used in SDN, OpenFlow is used in many research and technical documentations as a synonym to SDN. We will also follow this acronym in this paper and use the two terms interchangeably.

Through such separation, developers and network administrators can have now full control over their networks. Routing algorithms that were closed and vendor specific are not any more. Applications can be developed on top of the controller to communicate and interact with the controller. Those applications, also called middle-boxes can be provided, through the controller, with customized flow-based information.

As a new architecture or technology, SDN comes with both challenges and opportunities. In this paper we will focus on the rise of software roles in SDN in comparison with traditional network. In software engineering, software design principles and patterns proposed how we can design software products that are easy to use, reuse, update and maintain. Modularity is a core software design concept related to developing a program with different software modules. Those modules should be highly cohesive from the inside (i.e. the inner components of modules) and at the same time coupling between the different modules should be minimized. Interfaces are software components that exist to support modularity goals. Different modules should interact with each other only through well-defined interfaces.

Many network appliances such as: Firewalls, IDS, traffic optimizers, load balancers, etc. are going to be developed to communicate with SDN controller. Without proper well-defined interfaces between each one of those applications and the controller, intruders can easily have back doors through those applications to access security sensitive controller resources. Using well-defined interfaces, controller and its modules can then provide very specific services to those applications. In addition, those specific services should be called after fulfilling several pre-conditions from the application side including pre-conditions related to self-identity and authorization proof. Currently, those applications can be defined and can expose controller modules or resources directly.

Specification and design should be separated from implementation which shows one way to fulfill those specifications. While in those SDN goals implementation was referring to physical configuration in switches, we believe that this can also be applied to code concrete implementation that should be isolated from network high level configuration that can exist in policies. Currently, many software controllers include mixed functionalities between core controller modules, quality assurance, monitoring, management, policies, or security modules, etc.

We will focus here on software design principles. Abstraction is one of the software design concepts that is heavily investigated in the software engineering field. Abstraction is about focusing on relevant information and ignoring irrelevant information suitable or relevant to the problem domain or to the level of the current system details. In software construction and implementation, abstract classes or interfaces are always proposed at the top of a library or a hierarchy to make the structure more stable and able to cope with changes or modifications. This is to acknowledge that software programs and their requirements are very volatile and
change rapidly. Consequently a good software design should allow and accommodate such changes without the need to restructure the software or the system.

SDN architecture facilitates tasks’ delegation. In traditional networks, network administration cannot be delegated and it has to be controlled from network devices. Three SDN features together (centrality, ability to monitor all network components from one location and programmability) can make it possible for network administrators to delegate different administration tasks to different users without losing the ability to manage or monitor them.

In this paper, we will revisit SDN architecture based on software design principles and patterns and show how such architecture can be improved. We believe that SDN separation of control and data plane is not enough. We will focus on abstraction layers in software parts.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following: In section two we will introduce several research papers that are relevant to the paper subject. In section three we will present goals and approaches for an enhanced SDN architecture. Paper is then concluded with a summary section.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Software engineering can bring several advantages to SDN. For example, Software engineering has mature knowledge, tools and experience in software design, development and testing. Bringing those to SDN can be a very important beneficial joint venture.

Modularity is about developing software or system components that can be easily used, reused, modified, updated or maintained. It is very important to build an SDN architecture that allows developers to easily add new applications or middle-boxes without the need to significantly cause a system configuration/reconfiguration. Monsanto et al 2013 acknowledge that current OpenFlow architecture has limited support for creating modular applications[1].

Reitblatt et al 2012 [2] discussed one problem related to SDN configuration updates. This is since current networks continuously change and evolve. Therefore it is very important for a good SDN design to cope with those frequent changes. Authors presented mechanisms to handle packet or flow level updates’ consistency checking. In other words, a mechanism should exist to check whether a recent flow or packet update is consistent with the network state and its flow rules in flow tables. Authors proposed an abstract interface to offer solid mechanisms for handling configuration updates. Authors showed also several case studies of why such updates should to be investigated.

In the subject of policies’ isolation, Monsanto et al 2013 discussed the ability of SDN architecture or its flows to accept commands from different policies. A policy orchestration abstraction is a possible a solution to orchestrate the process of handling several policies that may come from different applications or departments (e.g. security policies, business process policies, financial policies, audit or monitoring policies). Pyretic or other policy programming languages are proposed as tools to allow users to define policies in a common language. However, in addition to policy language, an abstraction or orchestration layer is still necessary and should not be mixed with policy languages that should be used to describe policies. Network slicing is another layer of abstraction or isolation. However, slicing is performed to isolate logical networks from each other and not policies from each other. In other words, in one slice, we expect to see several policies that need to interact with each other or need to enforce different aspects on the same flows. Different slices deal with different flows and consequently the slice isolation itself should guarantee that policies from different slices should be isolated from each other.

Casado et al 2012 [3] report can be considered as a reassessment of SDN proposed separating the network into three layers or interfaces in terms of control transformation: Hosts, operators and packets. Each one of those layers should have their own control on packets while they traverse the network. Authors argued that traditional Internet has no differentiation among all those interfaces. On the other hand, MPLS has distinguished two of them: Host and packet interfaces. SDN tackled requirements for network operators that were not acknowledged by Internet or MPLS networks. However, SDN did not distinguish between host-network and packet-switch interfaces. Authors proposed a hybrid approach of SDN-MPLS to get the advantages of both and have those three as clearly defined and separated interfaces. Rather than having one controller in original SDN, authors proposed two controllers: A fabric controller to provide basic packet transport (Host-network interface) and an edge controller responsible for complex network services (Operator network interface). Authors here focused on the design of the network and the interfaces related to traffic transportation. In other words, authors focused on the carrier and ignored the fact that the data or the content can have the same problem. Specifically, information is only considered from the network port and on. However, information is created and controlled before that (in the middle-box or the controller). Network control is separated between Fabric and edge controllers. On the other hand, software components that are using the network should be also functionally decomposed. The key idea here is that if two things are functionally not cohesive or that they solve different problems then they should be separated from each other. The edge controller still has several functions that are not cohesive.

In addition to the fact that SDN has different modules that are not functionally cohesive, there is another issue related to the levels of abstractions. A policy that users or administrators understand is at a very different level of abstraction from a policy, or rule, that a firewall or a switch can understand. For example, existing research discussed the challenge between dealing with high level policies at the application level and having to write very low level flow rules in switches or firewalls. The gap between those two can be very large. In addition, low level flow rules should be allowed to change easily and dynamically. On the other hand, high level policies are expected to be more stable and change infrequently. Approaches that tried to give more details to policies suffer from building policies that are network dependent. This makes those policies very complex to reuse or to be able to
accommodate network changes. On the other hand, designing policies with that are very abstract can make them very hard to implement or be interpreted in terms of flow or firewall rules. Some papers already propose an abstraction or adapter layer between high level policies and flow or firewall rules to isolate them from each other and allow each one to change without impacting the other (e.g. Pan et al 2013 [4], Kang et al 2013 [5], and Moshref et al 2013 [6]).

Abstraction (i.e. network virtualization) was the main reason to bring networking to software programmability. Abstraction in SDN tries to extract simplicity from the control plane (Shenker et al 2011 [7]). It can produce a design that is modular; easy to change, evolve, reconfigure, etc. Authors claimed that network layers include abstraction in the data plane. However, control plane lacks having such layering or abstraction. Authors’ report in SDN defined three abstractions: Distribution (controller), forwarding (network virtualization and switches) and configuration (NOS). Distribution of control allows a global view of the network. Forwarding abstraction separates the functionalities in switches between management and forwarding and takes the management task to the controller. The key idea was that those two functions are not cohesive and consequently there is a need to separate or isolate them from each other.

Existing papers or technical reports discussed also abstraction in network or hardware parts of OpenFlow networks (e.g. Danilewicz et al 2014 [9]).

Kind et al 2012 proposed an enhanced SDN architecture where several new splits should be introduced in addition to the split between control and data plane originally proposed in SDN. This includes the split between the control plane and the NOS, which is a modified version of hypervisors’ architecture where a basic filter layer can be an alternative to a hypervisor. They also proposed a split between forwarding (network edge) that requires only basic functionalities and processing entities (network core) that requires more intelligent processing and analysis. They focused on applying this SDN modified architecture in carrier grade networks.

Software Defined Internet Architecture (SDIA) is proposed based on SDN to solve the problem of Internet evolution and the need for a flexible architecture (Raghavan et al 2012 [10]). The main idea is to decouple the architecture from the infrastructure so that changes on one will not affect the other. Architecture refers to the current IP based model or any other alternative; while infrastructure refers to physical network resources and equipment. Authors claimed that SDN by its current architecture can help but to a limited range.

Pan et al 2013 proposed FlowAdapter as a middle layer between OpenFlow data plane in switches and the controller [4]. Authors described the goal of such adapter which is to support having flexible rules that can be handled by “inflexible” hardware. In other words, this layer shields both data and control plane from each other and allows changing one of them without a significant overhead on the other. In software design, this is a recommended design principle “Find what is varying and encapsulate it” (Shalloway and Trott 2005 [11]).

Sugiki 2013 [8] proposed an integrated management framework to standardize SDN development. This can also contribute to making the development in SDN programming mature. However, our focus in this paper is SDN programming design and not implementation.

Design patterns concepts are also used in traditional networks for network architecture to best layer network components based on some quality aspects (e.g. Dart et al 2013 [12]). Smith et al 2014 proposed policy-controlled management patterns in SDN [21]. This is a framework to provide abstraction for orchestrating different services implemented in SDN and that require policy information or interaction. While one of the major goals of SDN was to make the architecture open and vendor independent, however, the fact that currently the area is premature and the effort to develop controllers and applications is not formalized, this may take SDN development to another problem of lacking united or standard architecture. In software engineering, formal methods suffered from such problem for years and this problem is considered one of the main reasons why formal methods are struggling to gain more popularity as it was sought.

III. GOALS AND APPROACHES

The goal of good software design patterns and principles is to improve the quality of the developed product. Good design can help the software applications now and in future. This is since a well-designed software should have high qualities such as performance, security, usability that are important for the current usage. In addition for future software maintenance and expansion, good software design can help in maintenance, reusability, testing, etc.

The controller or one of its modules should be able to orchestrate the communication between the different application that are built on top of the SDN network and those applications should be able to share the information without coupling those modules with each other or without security problems.

The applications need not to be aware of each other or communicate directly with each other. The key mechanisms to achieve this are isolation and abstraction. Ideas from software design principles and patterns can be utilized in this aspect. Design principles in general focus on the following main design quality aspects: Abstraction, encapsulation and reusability. Isolation can be also a major benefit to security as it limits the expansion of security intrusions. Figure 1 shows a recent SDN architecture (Alsmadi and Xu 2015).
In comparison with early SDN architectures, Figure 1 shows that interfaces and isolations between the different layers are already in evaluation and development. For example, Service Abstraction Layer (SAL) exists to isolate south bound APIs from the controller. It can help integrating the same controller with more than one south bound API or protocol.

Many researchers and domain experts acknowledge that SDN architecture itself is recent and premature. On the other hand, SDN came with no new technologies or inventions. Rather, it came to clarify, accumulate, and coin findings in the networking field over the past years. From the software engineering or programming side, similarly, SDN does not need to start everything from scratch and can learn from areas where there have been accumulated knowledge and experience over the years. Software design in particular is considered a matured field and concepts related to: Object Oriented Design (OOD), software construction, testing, design principles and patterns have a rich inventory of: tools, methods, etc. that can be utilized.

OpenFlow protocol itself can be considered, in a very simple manner, an abstraction layer or adapter to allow software programs to interact with switches. This is since for commercial or business, not technical reasons, vendors of switches and routers don’t allow developers to program or interact with traditional switches. In that sense, OpenFlow protocol provides that well-defined interface to program or communicate with switches. This communication or programming can be conducted through the controller.

We will present all areas in SDN architecture that should include separatesoftware communication adaptors. Those adaptors should include interfaces to facilitate communication between their edge modules. In some cases where communication is two-ways, two different interfaces should be designed. We also showed some contributions already in some areas to indicate that research is already going in this direction.

South Bound Interface: An abstraction layer or adapter should exist between controller and its switches. A well-defined interface or public methods should be defined on switches to allow the controller to access switches only through those public interfaces. The interface that switches should expose depends on the type of services that they provide. For example, controller should be able to read flow rules, add new flows, delete or update flow rules (i.e. CRUD on flow rules). As software classes, there should be two main classes for the interaction between controller and switches: Flows and flow rules. Controller should be allowed to change some of those classes’ attributes through setters and getters.

From a software design perspective, in the flow rules insertion process, the controller, as a client should fulfill all flow insertion constraints or network invariants before being allowed to insert a new flow rule. Controller can then have a separate monitoring module that will be queried to retrieve those invariants. However, some of those constraints such as rules-conflict can be only judged after adding the flow to the switch flow tables. Abstraction layer module should then orchestrate the process and start a roll-back process where after the insertion if a rule-conflict case occurs between the new added rule and existing ones, the addition process is reversed with all related activities.

Existing research already proposed a software abstraction layer between SDN controller and switches for several different purposes. For example, Khurshid et al 2013 proposed VeriFlow as a verification layer between controller and switches [13]. The goal of this layer to verify that flow rules inserted in the switches from the controller do not violate certain network wide invariants (e.g. reachability, loop freeness, consistency).

Policies should be isolated from flow rules. Policies should include high level information about resources (e.g. user, host, application, etc.). They should not include information that are low level dependent (e.g. IP address, port, MAC address, etc.). In networking terminologies, L1-L3 information are considered low level information, L4-L7 information are considered high level information. An abstraction layer should exist to separate and isolate those two layers from each other.

Policies in network security serve three different levels:

- Application level policies: At the application level, users write policies to regulate users-applications-systems interactions. They can specify who can do what, when and how. However, at this level, users are not identified as individuals but as groups. Network, systems and applications are only identified by general names without any technical terms. Typically, at this level, we expect policies such as:

  | Employees should not be able to access accounting services remotely. |
  | Students should not be allowed to use smart devices during exams. |
  | Users can have unlimited Internet download speed only after working hours. |

In those examples, we showed that at this level, policies or policy sets should be for groups and not individuals (as individuals represent instances of their groups which can be specified in level2 policies). Similarly, applications and devices are known by general categories that can have several instance examples (e.g. accounting, smart devices, Internet).
For simplicity we will call them at the first level as policy sets, at the second level as policies and at the third level as rules. Policy sets include policies and policies include rules.

Middle level policies: Level two should include information typically included in Access Control Lists (ACLs). This is an intermediate stage between high level policy sets and low level rules. Every authorized person, application, or service should have an entry in this access control system. There are currently several examples of ACLs such as those that exist in operating systems, databases or websites active directory or user management, ACLs in firewalls, port control, and routers.

Low level policies: Rules in flow tables and firewalls in particular. Those should have the same attributes exist in flows so that checking and matching those rules with flows can be simple, dynamic and direct. Since those rules will talk to and direct low level network components, for performance issues, they need to be simple and straightforward. Unlike, high level policies, those rules and location dependent and include network level information (e.g. IP, MAC addresses, port number, etc.).

Two-way communication should be orchestrated between each two consecutive layers. From top to bottom, special tools should be developed to allow automatic translation from high to low level terminologies. On the other hand, information from bottom up should be used to improve policies. ACLs in the middle layer provide constraints on flows at the low level. On the other hand, a special module should be developed to support a feedback control where information from network flows can be used to trigger future rules in ACL. Data mining, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and patterns’ recognition methods can be used to analyze network traffic and make rules’ recommendations. Those can be triggered for security purposes such as breaches or attacks or they can be triggered for QA purposes (e.g. performance). Between ACLs and high level policies, modules should be developed to allow automatic translation of policies to ACLs. On the other hand, feedback control is also recommended to reevaluate existing policies or trigger adding new ones based on network traffic and environment.

In this specific category, Qazi et al 2013 proposed SIMPLE as a layer between security policies and flow rules [15]. This layer is required to isolate L2-L3 low level layers’ required information from L4-L7 policies’ information.

Controller Internal Interfaces: Controller and its internal modules should be separated from high level middle-boxes and applications (e.g. firewall, IDS, load balancer, etc.). Controller can provide services to those applications through well-defined interfaces.

This is currently the most important abstraction layer to provide. This abstraction should exist between the controller as a complete module and any other applications that should be developed and that will interact with the controller. In other words, those are not built-in modules in the controller and many other controllers are currently using REST API for this specific purpose.

Existing research proposed several examples of either security or other types of applications that should be developed on this top level or also called southbound section (e.g. load balancer, monitoring tools, etc.). Existing research also discussed security concerns when developing such applications and showed that there is a need to make interactions between the controllers and those applications in such manners that guarantee isolation in terms of security, configuration, reconfiguration, reuse, etc.

In the controller itself also, Network Operating System (NOS) should be isolated from the controller. Those are two different units with two different functionalities or responsibilities. Network hypervisors already exist to isolate those two components from each other and allow the communication between them. In this section in particular terms such as (network APIs) are used to refer to this abstraction or isolation layer between controller services and NOS.

Existing research already proposed different structures for such layer. For example (Porras et al 2012 [16] and Shin et al 2013 [17]) proposed a security control or interface between controller and security applications to allow deploying composable security services. Fayazbaksh et al 2013 proposed FlowTag to tag flows in middle-boxes so that controller can know which application originates a particular flow [18].

Controller internally includes several functions that are not cohesive with each other and consequently should be isolated from each other. Those can be largely divided into: Control and security, administration and management, flow management and communication with switches, monitoring, and load balancing. A high level application which needs only one of those components to communicate with should not be coupled with all other components. In addition for security purposes, isolating those components from each other can limit the spread of attacks and help detecting them. As an example, let’s assume we have the monitoring and control separated in two different modules, if control module is compromised, monitoring can help administrators see the details and take counter actions. Separating those modules can be logical only or it can be also physical (i.e. on different controllers or slices).

Logical or Functional Interfaces: Isolation or virtualization already exists in SDN in several other popular areas. The first one is the isolation between the different VMs where they are logically isolated from each other but may run in the same tenant or physical resources. Tenants are isolated from each other where each tenant in a cloud datacenter represents a different company that should be completely isolated from other tenants. Each tenant can have one or more VMs based on demand or requirement. For scalability and load balancing issues, controller tasks can be divided into different functional or logical slices. In this case, we want the different slices to communicate with each other. However, again such interaction should be conducted through well-defined interfaces and data or control from each slice should not interfere with those of the others.

Controller Distributed Architecture Interfaces: A single controller is not a realistic approach for production networks.
Consequently a cluster of controllers should exist to support each other and coordinate tasks’ distribution. However, current OpenFlow standard does not allow inter-domain information exchange between the different controllers. Nonetheless, there are many use cases that justify the need for those different controllers to communicate with each other. Needless to say, that such communication between the different controllers should be performed through well-defined interfaces. Different controllers should not interfere with each other or violate others’ security regulations. The exchange interface should consequently orchestrate such communication.

A virtualization layer such as FlowVisor (Sherwood et al 2009 [19]) is proposed to isolate the controller or a cluster of controllers from the underlying physical and networking elements. This logical layer intercepts all messages between controllers and switches. From the virtual world perspective, FlowVisor acts as VMWare or Virtual Box that logically isolates operating system from physical components. Consequently, different operating systems can work on the same machine or physical resources.

An adaptor should exist in the data plane between forwarding functions (network edge) and processing functions (network core) (Kind et al 2012[20], Raghavan et al 2012[10]).

Design patterns

The controller is the central control and management module in SDN. Even in controller distributed architecture, each switch is expected to communicate security with only one controller or controller slice. In design pattern a singleton pattern is proposed in such cases to enforce communicating with only one single instance. A singleton pattern should mediate communication between controller and switches from one side and controller and applications from the other side. From software design patterns, a singleton class or pattern is needed when we want a class to be available to the whole application and also that the whole application should have one and only one instance. This seems to be the same usage profile of the controller.

Design patterns’ assessment

The usage of design patterns in software programs showed a mature level of experience from the software development team. In order to evaluate the usage of design patterns in SDN, we conducted several experiments using Java controllers (e.g. Floodlight, Beacon, FlowVisor, IRIS, and Maestro). We used tools that can perform automatic design patterns’ detection (e.g., Pattern4, PDE, Pinot, etc.). Preliminary results showed few instances of usage of design patterns in those SDN or controller programs.

OpenFlow Software version

SDN separates and isolates control from data planes. Control plane (i.e. the controller) is completely a software application. OpenFlow protocol is developed to control communication between the controller and the data plane or the switches. However, we argue that OpenFlow focused on defining how controller should communicate with the switches from a networking or communication perspective. OpenFlow should be extended to specify how controller should communicate with the switches from a software perspective. This is since controller is completely a software and switches include also embedded software elements. In this section, we will focus from a high level perspective on what should OpenFlow software version (OpenFlowS) should include.

In SDN, controllers add flows to switches. A separate software module should exist to orchestrate and handle communication between controller and switches. Part of the functions that this orchestrator or adaptor module should handle is checking preconditions or constraints before allowing controller to add, delete or update a flow rule. This module should be responsible for tracking all network state related attributes. For example, through the flow-addition process, inconsistency can occur where the network state is changing while the controller is adding the flow rule based on expired information. This is usually referred to as “race condition”. Proactive controllers may eventually notice and fix such inconsistencies. However, this will add complexity and overhead over the controller and the network (Peresini et al 2013[14]).

From a software perspective, controller and switches are two modules or packages that need to interact with each other and provide services to each other. In this specific architecture, in most cases the controller is the client and the switches play the software service provider role. For example, the controller needs to CRUD (i.e. Create, Read, Update and Delete) rules from switch flow table(s). Those should be represented by public services in the switch. A switch should include a software interface with those four as public services. The inputs that controller will provide when calling those services depend on the specific method and will include flow rule attributes as well as other possible attributes related to programming or design (e.g. rule ID, group, etc.).

OpenFlow Sadaptors should typically include abstract classes or interfaces. Those should regulate how controller and switches interact with each other. For example, they should include the, high level, public services that should be provided along with their headers and signatures. They should also provide pre-conditions and post-conditions for those public services.

The organization behind SDN and OpenFlow (Open Networking Foundation, ONF) in a report in 2012, identified four major goals for SDN. Those four goals are related to software design and principles:

SDN aims at decoupling switch management and control plane from data plane. Coupling and cohesion are widely popular software design metrics upon which good design quality is evaluated. Internal modules should be highly related and interconnected to each other from functional perspectives (i.e. high cohesion). On the other hand, different modules should be lightly coupled with each other and only through well-defined interfaces.

A centralized controller to manage one to many switches. Different switches are controlled by same functionalities. They are only different in low level details that should be handled by switches themselves. High level functions that are similar...
should be centralized in one location. Low level details are distributed across the different switches.

We described this goal from two perspectives. The first one is related to policies in which global policies should be centralized, location independent and express the general design goals of the network. However, each switch or security control can have their own rules that are location dependent and that interpret high level policies from a small local scope perspective.

The other perspective is related to modules’ isolation through the different adaptors. Communication through the different modules in such case can be formalized. One of the ambitious goals of SDN is to achieve automating different policy activities: Implementation, enforcement, configuration, orchestration, etc. A modular design is a key toward achieving such goal.

SDN should support the ability to manage network behavior through well-defined interfaces and modules. In other words, the “what part” should be separated from the “how part” and well-defined interface should exist and isolate them from each other. Although control in SDN can add or delete switch flow rules in the flow tables, however, this should not mean to allow controller to tamper internal switch architecture.

Using well-defined interfaces between controller and switches makes it possible for one controller to interact smoothly with switches from different vendors. A software open adaptor with well-defined interface should be designed between controller and different switches to shield both of them from each other and to formalize communication between them.

Design Patterns Evaluation

In order to assess the level of using design patterns in SDN, we evaluated three open source controllers written in Java: Floodlight (www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight), IRIS (openirisproject.tumblr.com) and Maestro (code.google.com/p/maestro-platform). The goal is to evaluate which such relatively large software applications are developed based on mature design perspectives. We should acknowledge however the debate on whether the usage of design patterns indicate a mature good design or not.

Evaluating Floodlight with Pattern4 design pattern detection tool, results showed only using one design pattern (Singleton) with 53 instances. No other design pattern is shown to be used in Floodlight.

**Table 1 shows design patterns’ instances in Maestro based on Pattern4 tool.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pattern/class</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>Adapter</th>
<th>State/Strategy</th>
<th>Visitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows design patterns’ instances in IRIS based on two design pattern detection tools; Pattern4 and Web Of Patterns (WOP). Results showed the wide variation between the two tools in detecting the occurrence of design patterns usage.

**Table II. Pattern4 vs WOP on IRIS Controller**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abstract factory</th>
<th>bridge</th>
<th>Proxy</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Template Method</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Decorator</th>
<th>Adapter</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>Pattern Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Pattern4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>WebOfPatterns (WOP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III. Pattern4 vs WOP on OpenFlowJ Controller**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>abstract factory</th>
<th>bridge</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Template Method</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Decorator</th>
<th>Adapter</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>Pattern Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Pattern4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>WebOfPatterns (WOP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table IV. Pattern4 on OpenFlowJava-Master and LACP-Master Controllers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller</th>
<th>Singleton</th>
<th>State/Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>openflowjava-master</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacp-master</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although results was different between the existence of design patterns between the different design pattern detection tools, however, results showed that such relatively large and
important software applications are not considering the usage of design patterns.

IV. CONCLUSION

SDN is an emerging architecture for designing networks and distributing their functionalities. This new architecture took into consideration some of the problems and challenges in traditional networks. Two features in SDN can be considered as core and differentiate SDN from traditional networks. The first one is splitting control from data plane and moving it from switches to a new software program called the controller. The second one is in making this controller open as a vendor independent and to be programmed and extended by developers and users.

SDN is about programmable networks and consequently it makes sense to use some of the mature software experience such as design principles and patterns to solve possible design issues in SDN architecture. From a design perspective, those can make the network design easier to use, reuse, update, maintain and interact with. Software in SDN has a major role and this role is expected to continuously grow. From a software design perspective, SDN architecture is not mature enough. This explains why recent implementations of open controller should as Opendaylight extend the architecture to include new abstraction layers such as: Service Abstraction Layer (SAL) and REST API in two different locations of the architecture.

SDN focuses on the networking perspective when control is isolated from data. From a software perspective, there are many components in the SDN architecture that are not cohesive and that should be decoupled from each other. We showed also that there are already research proposals and progresses toward that goal. This will continue to evolve and we presented here a picture of the possible abstraction layers that SDN architecture may end up having. Those abstraction layers are necessary to allow different components that are not cohesive and that should be decoupled to communicate with each other through well-defined interfaces. This will allow those different modules to be used and evolve aside from each other.
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Abstract—A CAPTCHA is a test that can, automatically, tell human and computer programs apart. It is a mechanism widely used nowadays for protecting web applications, interfaces, and services from malicious users and automated spammers. Usability and robustness are two fundamental aspects with CAPTCHA, where the usability aspect is the ease with which humans pass its challenges, while the robustness is the strength of its segmentation-resistance mechanism. The collapsing mechanism, which is removing the space between characters to prevent segmentation, has been shown to be reasonably resistant to known attacks. On the other hand, this mechanism drops considerably the human-solvability of text-based CAPTCHAs. Accordingly, an optimizer has previously been proposed that automatically enhances the usability of a CAPTCHA generation without sacrificing its robustness level. However, this optimizer has not yet been evaluated in terms of improving the usability. This paper, therefore, evaluates the usability of this optimizer by conducting an experimental study. The results of this evaluation showed that a statistically significant enhancement is found in the usability of text-based CAPTCHA generation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, several studies have been conducted for web-based services that may be exposed by some attacks using such tools. In particular, researchers tend to make some of the theoretical and practical methods not only to prevent these attacks, but also to distinguish bots from humans. One of these methods is called Human Interactive Proofs (HIPs). Where from these endeavours, a captcha has been developed to resist these attacks and improve the robustness level of such systems [7].

A captcha (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computer and Human Apart) has been proposed to improve the security of services and verify that a client request is submitted by individual users from online operations rather than by malicious software. It is a program that generates and grades tests that humans can pass easily, whereas computers cannot [13]. A good captcha should satisfy two main requirements: robustness and usability. The robustness aspect is its strength to defend against adversarial attacks; the usability aspect is the ease with which humans pass its challenges [5]. These aspects have attracted considerable attention in the research community (e.g. [2, 11, 10, 8, 9]). The text-based captcha is the most commonly deployed type in websites, such as Gmail, eBay, and Facebook, to date, with many advantages [2].

Over the past decade, the generation of captcha uses combinations of distorted characters and obfuscation techniques that humans can recognise, whereas they may be difficult for automated scripts. Recently, collapsing or Crowding Characters Together (CCT) technique has been recommended in several studies, such as in [1, 2], as the main anti-segmentation technique. Although of this, a number of character confusions that lead to unsolvable schemes by humans have been recognised in [3] which are expanded in our previous work [4]. Additionally, the accuracy and response time of solving the captcha drop drastically the human-solvability for websites that utilise this technique such as Google and Recaptcha [4, 5, 6, 8]. To overcome this concern, an optimizer that can optimise the generated text of captchas to keep the same level of security while improving the usability level for a varied character set has been proposed in [4].

In particular, the optimizer is designed to be embedded in a text-based captcha generator, and the generated text is optimised based on a set of rules which are empirically derived. These rules are then fed into a developed captcha generator with different fonts and size. Afterwards, the optimizer checks if there is any confusion for character or combination of characters, and then replaced with a set of non-confusing characters based on its position [4], and more details will be given in Section 2. However, the usability of this proposed optimizer has not yet been evaluated. Thus, this paper evaluates the usability of this optimizer and the main hypothesis $H_1$ is that “The human-solvability of text-based captchas is significantly improved after using the optimizer.”

To validate this hypothesis, an experimental study is conducted in which a text-based captcha generator that contains the optimizer is developed. The experiment focuses on the effect of collapsing mechanism on the usability of a generated scheme. A within-subject design (i.e. prepost-test design) experiment was used in which fifty-three subjects are participated. The results of the experiment showed that there is a statistically significant improvement after using the optimizer in terms of the accuracy and response time. So, this result supported our hypothesis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the optimizer. Section 3 explains the

---

1 For the sake of readability, the acronym is written here in lowercase throughout this article as it is normally written in capitals.
methods. Section 4 presents the results. The results are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with future works.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE OPTIMIZER

This section highlights the optimizer that has been proposed in [4]. That is, the optimizer aims to improve the usability of text-based captcha without interfering with their robustness level. In particular, there are three important characteristics that the optimizer can exhibit. These are: optimising the generated text based on a set of rules; refining the optimised text; and positioning the optimised character [4]. Fig. 1 shows the proposed design of the optimizer. Each of the optimizer’s characteristics is explained below.

Fig. 1. The design of the optimizer [4]

1) The optimization rules: To make the captcha more robust against attacks, different distortion methods have been deployed, for example, CCT, random arcs, overlapping characters and random angled connected line. Specifically, for CCT, captchas appear to be more difficult even for the human. By increasing the level of distortion, a number of confusing letters such as “bl” can resemble “lol” or “ld”. Furthermore, a captcha generator is built that can produce these confusing character, for example, when the characters touch or overlap with each other. By analysing these, the optimization rules are constructed. Hence, the optimization rules are collected empirically. Moreover, as will be seen later, the confusing character is replaced with a suitable non-confusing character based on its position [4].

The non-confusing characters are a set of characters that are developed empirically by both the confusion matrix and the generator. As shown in Fig. 2, the substitution process is accomplished by replacing a confusing character with one of a series of non-confusing characters. However, the position of the confusing character is considered where replacing confusion characters with a random character from non-confusion characters set can result in another confusion character [4]. More details are in the next section.

Fig. 2. The general rule of replacing [4]

2) Refining the optimised text: As shown, optimising the generated text operates by replacing a character or combination of characters that caused the confusion with non-confusing characters. This, however, may cause a new character confusion. For example, in the case of the “el” rule, replacing “l” with “m” can resemble “am”. Thus, the step of refining the optimised text can simply reduce the possibility of a new character confusion that may occur depending on the position of the character as shown in Fig. 3. It is important to note that the algorithm will be terminated when replacing the confusing character with a non-confusing character that will not affect the remaining characters (Refine== True in Fig. 3). In other words, the termination of the refining step occurs when generated text is free from all possible confusing characters [4]. The position of the optimised character is detailed in the next section.

GT: Generated Text.
CC: Character Confusion.

While (Refine==False)
{
    Check GT;
    If there is CC then replacing character;
    Else Refine=True;
}
Go to the next phase (i.e. distortion mechanism).

Fig. 3. Illustration of the optimizer’s algorithm [4]

3) The position of the optimised character: The position of the replaced character is important in the process of optimization. There are three possible positions in the process of replacing characters. Firstly, the optimised character is the first character of the text, so it should only check the effect of the second character on the optimised character. Secondly, the optimised character is in the middle. Therefore, it should check both the effect of the right character and the left character on the optimised character. Finally, the optimised character is the last character, and it should check only the effect of the previous character to the last character. The rules of these positions are presented in Fig. 4 [4].

c and S are as in Fig. 2.

Text of CAPTCHA =\{P_1, ..., P_i, ..., P_m\}, i is the position of the character, P_i ∈ C

S_R is a series of characters that replace confusing characters, S_R ⊆ S

S_c is a series of characters that cause confusion, S_c ⊆ S.

Rule of position 1 : S_R→ P_i,  P_{i+1} ≠ S_c

Rule of position 2 : S_R→ P_i,  P_{i-1} ≠ S_c,  P_{i+1} ≠ S_c

Rule of position 3 : S_R→ P_m,  P_{m-1} ≠ S_c

Fig. 4. Rules of the positions [4]

III. METHODS

A controlled laboratory experiment in which participants were asked to solve a set of generated captchas after and before
using the optimizer is conducted. The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the usability of the proposed optimizer in [4] and has been highlighted in the previous section. The following sections present the setup and the procedure of the experiment.

A. Experiment Setup

The experiment involves subjects to solve a set of captchas that are generated by the developed generator. The experiment design, participants, system, variables, and materials are explained in this section.

1) Experiment Design: We use a within-subject design, which means that each participant is assigned to all of the following experimental sessions. Session 1 represents solving captchas before using the optimizer, while Session 2 represents solving captchas after using the optimizer.

2) Users: Fifty-three participants were recruited for this experiment, 40 male and 13 female. The mean age of the participants was approximately 25 years. More than half of the participants came from technical background (31), whereas the remaining came from non-technical backgrounds. Participants from technical category included university students from science and engineering, while the non-technical category came from social science disciplines.

3) System: A captcha generator is developed by using a Java programming language that embeds the proposed optimizer. This generator produces challenges with different types of text which includes all the confusion characters that presented in [4]. In addition to these confusion characters, we discovered a new set of confusion characters as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characters</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Enhancement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“ck”</td>
<td>It can resemble “ok” or “ak”</td>
<td>Replace character “c” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“cn”</td>
<td>It can resemble “on”</td>
<td>Replace character “c” with character “z”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“cp”</td>
<td>It can resemble “op” or “qo”</td>
<td>Replace character “c” with character “z”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“lo”</td>
<td>It can resemble “b” or “p”</td>
<td>Replace character “l” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“pl”</td>
<td>It can resemble “ld” or “lq”</td>
<td>Replace character “l” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“rl”</td>
<td>It can resemble “nl”</td>
<td>Replace character “r” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“rp”</td>
<td>It can resemble “np”</td>
<td>Replace character “p” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“of”</td>
<td>It can resemble “d” or “q”</td>
<td>Replace character “o” with character “w”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, in order to enable the users to solve the generated captcha schemes, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is developed by using a Java Applet, as shown in Fig. 5. The main goal is that the participants are asked to recognise the letters that are generated by the developed generator, and submit them by pressing on the submit bottom. In case a participant presses the submit bottom before writing the presented letters or leaves the box of the letters, which enables the user to write the recognised letters in, empty, then a warning message is appeared.

Fig. 5. The developed GUI

4) Variable: The main independent variable of this experiment is the optimization technique. The accuracy of solving the generated captcha and the response time (i.e. the time consumed) to solve the generated captcha are the dependent variables.

5) Materials: stimulus and rational: The stimulus material provided to participants consisted of a set of generated schemes before and after applying the optimization algorithm. The subjects were asked to solve this set sequentially. The same set was assigned to all subjects, rather than generating different sets. There were several reasons for this. First, different sets may be of different schemes, making the measurement and comparison of participant’s answer a difficult task. Second, different sets might be applied because the generator is developed by the author. This would again introduce biases that are difficult to control. Finally, using the same set of captchas for everyone affected experimental control over unanticipated biases.

B. Procedure

In this section, the way the experiment was run is explained, i.e. instructions to participants, tasks, and the data collected.

1) Instruction: Subjects were instructed to solve the presented captchas by writing their letters as they are appeared. The subjects were instructed that there are two
sessions, and 20 minutes break between these sessions\(^2\). Subjects were instructed that there are 37 captchas that will be presented in each session, sequentially. These 37 captchas were chosen in order to reflect all possible confusion characters that mentioned in [4] as well as the discovered set in Table 1. Subjects were told that if they needed a break during a session, they were to do so after they had solved all sessions’ captchas. Subjects were able to gauge their progress by looking at a counter at the middle of the screen which showed how many captcha had been solved so far and how many yet remained. Subjects were admonished to focus on the task and to avoid distractions, such as talking with the experimenter, while the task was in progress.

2) Takes: The experiment was conducted in a controlled laboratory environment to avoid any distractions and collect the desired data without any biases. After every captcha sent by the participant, the system is not giving information about the recognition made whether the submit letters of a generated captcha are correct or not\(^3\), and once all captchas are solved, a notice message that the task is done and thank you for the participation is shown. Finally, the participant was asked to fill a short survey/questionnaire about his or her experience.

3) Collected data: The letters of each submitted captcha and the time taken to solve it are recorded by the system.

IV. Results

In the experimental study, all participants successfully completed their tasks. The following discusses the hypothesis regarding the accuracy of solving captchas before and after using the optimization algorithm, the response time, the accuracy vs. response time and solvability of captchas.

A. Testing Hypothesis: Does the solvability of text-based captcha improved?

The average accuracy of solving the presented captchas before and after using the optimization algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the accuracy of solving captchas in session 2 had significantly enhanced compared with session 1. This indicates that there are implications of applying the optimization algorithm. In particular, in session 1, the accuracy was less than 60%, and was more than 90% in session 2. This signifies that the accuracy in session 1 was far less than in session 2, possibly because eliminating the confusion characters, which are presented in session 1’s samples. The statistical significance of this will now be discussed.

Table 2 compares the solvability in two sessions, with respect to the accuracy before applying the optimizer (left column) as well as after applying the optimizer (right column). For both, average (Avg.), standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) values are provided. It was found that the average accuracy before using the optimizer was 57.54%, while it was 95.7 after using the optimizer. A t-test yields a result of t=23.37, p<0.0001, indicating that the difference between session 1 and session 2 is indeed statistically significant.

![Fig. 6. The average accuracy of solving captchas before and after using the optimization algorithm](image)

This result validates the hypothesis H\(_1\) that the humansolvability of text-based captcha is significantly improved after using the optimizer.

B. Response Time

With respect to the response time, there was found to be a significant difference as shown in Table 3. That is, the average response time before using the optimization algorithm was 8.72 minutes, while it was 5.20 minutes in session 2. A t-test yields a result of t=6.42, p<0.0001, indicating that the time consumed for responding in session 1 is significantly higher than that in session 2. In other words, a statistically significant difference is found in the response time variable.

![TABLE II. ACCURACY OF BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER USING THE OPTIMIZER](image)

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{N} & \text{Avg} & \text{SD} & \text{Min} & \text{Max} \\
\hline
53 & 57.6 & 10.8 & 24.0 & 77 \\
53 & 95.7 & 4.8 & 83.0 & 100 \\
\end{array}
\]

C. Accuracy vs. Response Time

In this section, we would like to see whether there is an inverse relationship between the accuracy and response time. In particular, a correlation between the accuracy and response time in which an increase in the value of the accuracy results in a decrease in the value of response time or vice versa. Therefore, by looking at users’ performance, an obvious trade-off between the accuracy and the response time can be observed. For example, before using the optimization

---

\(^2\) This is to avoid any unnecessary confounding factor biasing the results (at the cost of starting the next session immediately).

\(^3\) This is to evaluate the accuracy of each participant’s respond by comparing it with the generated one.
algorithm, presenting captchas that include some character confusions lead to decreasing the accuracy, and this directs to increase the response time, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.

![Fig. 7. The accuracy of solving captchas before and after using the optimization algorithm by all users](image)

**D. Solvability of captchas**

Qualitative data were collected, in the form of a survey, to get such feedback about the generated captchas for both before (i.e. session 1) and after (i.e. session 2) using the optimization algorithm. In particular, we were looking for the difficulty level of the generated captchas regarding the solvability.

In session 1, most of the participants, 89% (47 out of 53), stated that the generated captchas were annoying due to the confusion of some characters, for example, “o” and “c.” On the other hand, 11% (6 out of 53) indicated that the generated captchas were not easy but solvable.

In session 2, 93% (49 out of 53) pointed out that the generated captchas were usable; the remaining 4 participants (7%) found that the generated captchas were not easy but solvable.

![Fig. 8. The average response time of solving captchas before and after using the optimization algorithm by all users](image)

**V. Discussion**

The experimental study provides statistically significant evidence that the human-solvability of text-based captcha is significantly improved after using the optimizer. In particular, Table 2 shows that the accuracy of solving captchas in session 2 was significantly higher than in session 1. Accordingly, the main objective of this experiment, namely “solvability improved” is established. In other words, the result of the experiment does support the hypothesis.

Interestingly, the experimental study also gives statistically significant indication that the response time before using the optimization algorithm was higher than after using the optimization algorithm, as shown in Table 3. This result shows an inverse correlation between the accuracy and response time, as demonstrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. However, by looking at Fig. 8, several users took almost the same response time in both sessions, and this also is confirmed by the survey’s results. The possible explanation can be that users may solve presented captchas as fast as possible, but without taking care of their level of typing accuracy. This can be shown obviously in the accuracy results in Fig. 7.

Since a good captcha should satisfy the robustness and usability aspects, our paper is evaluated only the usability aspect. However, evaluating the robustness is beyond the scope of this paper. For this, a future work is required to achieve the key point of the proposed optimizer in [4] which is that the usability of captchas is improved without sacrificing their robustness level. Furthermore, the results of our paper may contribute towards the recently introduced benchmark in [12] that the generation of usable-secure text-based captcha can be improved.

**VI. Conclusion and Future Work**

This paper evaluates the usability of optimising captchas through a controlled experimental study. The hypothesis behind this evaluation is that the human-solvability of text-based captcha is significantly improved after using the optimizer. The rationale of this hypothesis is based on the observation that applying such distortion mechanisms that act as a defence approach against segmentation attack increases character confusions. The results of this evaluation showed that the optimization algorithm is significantly enhanced the solvability of generated captchas. Not only this, but also the optimization algorithm is significantly improved the response time of solving captchas.

Our ongoing work would be to conduct a security experiment to validate that the optimizer keeps the same level of security while improving the usability level. Furthermore, as some current approaches are using a combination of different types of characters (e.g., numbers and letters) to avoid human’s recognition confusion on text-based captchas, we would compare the results of the optimizer with this kind of settings.
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Abstract—In order to achieve the best gain profile for multi pump distributed Raman amplifiers in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) transmission systems, the power and wavelength of pumps, the type of pumping configuration and the number of pump signals are the most important factors. In this paper, using a Multi-Objective Imperialist Competition Optimization Algorithm (MOICA) with lowest power consumption and lowest number of pumps, we propose the most uniform gain profile for two types of pumping configurations in S-band and compare the results. Considering the design conditions including the type of pumping configuration, fiber length, fiber type and number of pump signals and using the multi-objective algorithm, we propose a method which can be used to achieve a gain level in which the amplifier has the lowest power consumption and lowest gain ripple. According to this, we can design a powerful WDM transmission system by Distributed Raman Amplifier (DRA) with a good performance and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Raman fiber amplifier is a powerful and hopeful technology for telecommunication systems with high capacity and long path line. It uses the transmission line as a medium to create the Raman gain. Especially in WDM systems in which the simultaneous strengthen of multi-channel light wave signals is required, it yields a magnificent increase in the extent and capacity of the light wave systems. [1-3].

Raman amplification is based on stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), which is a non-linear effect in signal transmission through optical fiber. It results in an amplification of the optical signal, assuming that the pump signal enters the fiber with a correct wavelength and power [2-4].

One of the most recent improvements in the Raman systems is the multi-pump distributed Raman amplifier. It causes the bandwidth extent and gain profile uniformity at the desired bandwidth, which is very important in WDM systems.

In this paper, a backward pump structure in S-band is used. In this structure, the noise sources have the least impact on the amplifier performance. Furthermore, although it can be used in C & L –bands, in the S-band, the Raman amplifier gives the superior results compared to the other optical amplifiers. The structure of a forward pump and seven backward pumps are also used in implementing the optimization algorithm to emerge the effect of pump configuration. Various methods, such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), multi-population genetic algorithm and firefly algorithm are employed to optimize the performance of distributed Raman fiber amplifier [5]. However, the Imperialist Competition Algorithm (ICA) is a stronger tool compare to the other designing methods. The results of four optimization methods for reducing the gain ripple with the same number of iterations are reported in Table 1. As seen in this table, the result of ICA method has the lowest value. It is worth mentioning that according to the random nature of the algorithms used in Table 1, they are applied five times and then the average of results is compared in Table 1.

In this paper a multi-objective imperialist competition optimization algorithm is used to have a uniform gain profile with lowest gain ripple and minimum consumption power of pumps, the results are compared with other optimization algorithms that are used in other works in this field.

In most of related works only the gain ripple is optimized and a multi-objective optimization algorithm is not used, but in this paper the number and power of pumps are optimized to achieve the best gain profile in a determined gain level with minimum consumption of power and also by using the suggested method in this paper the best gain level with minimum of gain ripple and consumption of power can be found for a Raman amplifier with a specified configuration of pumps. So the recommended method is very useful in designing of multi-pump distributed raman amplifier.

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: in Section 2, the mathematical model of Raman amplifier used in numerical simulation is presented. In Section 3, the MOICA method used in this article to optimize the designing process is explained. The result of numerical simulation is then in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A RAMAN AMPLIFIER

A simple scheme of a Distributed Raman Amplifier (DRA) is depicted in Figure 1. As seen in this figure, it is composed of an optical fiber having the length L as a medium gain and forward (co) and backward (counter) pumps.
\[
\frac{dP_v^\pm}{dz} = \mp \alpha \nu P_v^\pm + P_v^\pm \sum_{\mu \nu} \frac{g_{\mu
u}}{A_{\text{eff}}} (P_{\mu^+} + P_{\mu^-}) \\
- P_v^\pm \sum_{\mu < \nu} \frac{g_{\mu
u}}{A_{\text{eff}}} (P_{\mu^+} + P_{\mu^-})
\]

(1)

where \(\nu\) and \(\mu\) indexes indicate the light frequencies and + and – indexes show the backward and forward signal propagation. \(P_v\) and \(\alpha\nu\) represent the optical power and attenuation coefficient, respectively and \(g_{\mu
u}\) is the Raman gain at the frequency \(\nu\) caused by the pump at frequency \(\mu\). \(A_{\text{eff}}\) is also the effective cross section of optical fiber. The related diagram is shown in Figure 2 [8].

The equation 1 includes the signal–signal, signal–pump and pump–pump interactions. However, the interactions such as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and temperature dependence are neglected because they do not have a significant effect on the optimization process.

In this paper, we use the “true wave reach low water peak” fiber because it has a low loss to compare to the other types of optical fibers in water peak area. This limitation is used for choosing the pump wave length. The corresponding Raman gain diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Using solutions of Equation 1, a quantity named on-off Raman gain is often achieved for every signal channel at the desired frequency band. This quantity is defined as the signal power increase at the amplifier output when the pumps are turned on. Therefore, for small signals we have:

\[
\text{Gain Ripple} = \frac{\text{Gain Ripple in Run1}}{\text{Gain Ripple in Run2}} = \frac{0.5025}{0.2906} = 0.2384
\]

These equations can be used to estimate the appropriate pump power to achieve a given gain with acceptable fluctuations. For transmission of WDM systems, the Raman amplifiers should be designed so that a uniform and wide gain spectrum is created, having the conditions and limitations such as the number of pumps, the signal band range and the type of fiber used. Thus, in designing the configuration of Raman amplifiers pumps, the role of optimization algorithms is very important.

The multiple-objective optimization algorithm used in this paper, improves the on-off Raman gain fluctuations with the least pump power consumption.

### III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

The multi-objective optimization consists of some different and even contradictory aims that should be, minimized or maximized at the same time. Some equal or unequal constraints should be considered by the solutions. A multi-objective optimization can be expressed by the following formulas [9, 10]:

\[
\text{Minimize } \bar{f}(\bar{x}) = [f_1(\bar{x}), f_2(\bar{x}), \ldots, f_k(\bar{x})]
\]

Subject to:

\[g_i(\bar{x}) \leq 0 \text{ } i = 1, 2, \ldots, m\]
\[ h_i(\vec{x}) \leq 0 \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, p \]

In the above equations, \( \vec{x} \) is the \( n \) dimensional decision vector, \( f(i): \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \quad i=1,2,\ldots,k \) are the objective functions and \( g_i, h_j: \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, i=1,2,\ldots,m \quad j=1,2,\ldots,p \) are limitations and constraints.

A solution vector is called a Pareto optimal vector if a better solution cannot be found which is more optimal in an objective function and operates appropriately in the other objective functions.

In this concept, instead of finding an optimal solution, a set of optimal solutions is found which is called the Pareto optimal set or Pareto optimal solutions. A vector corresponding to an optimal Pareto solution is mentioned as a non-dominated vector. To draw the aim function, a set of all solutions which are non-dominated are used that are called the Pareto frontiers [11, 12, 13].

At single-objective optimization, there is only one search space while in multi-objective optimization, there are two search spaces including the variables and the objectives search space. Therefore, diversity can be defined in either space. In multi-objective optimization, those solutions that are not close to Pareto forefront are not suitable. Therefore, the optimal Pareto forefront set exists only if the objective functions are in conflict with each other.

The solution \( s_1 \) dominates \( s_2 \) if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied:

1) Considering all the objectives, the \( s_1 \) solution is better or the same as \( s_2 \) solution.

2) Solution \( s_1 \), is strongly better than \( s_2 \) at least in one objective.

If \( s_1 \) dominates \( s_2 \) according to the above mentioned conditions, it is considered as a better solution. The theory space includes a set of all solutions which do or do not dominate each other. A set of all solutions which do not dominate each other is called the Pareto forefront solutions. These non-dominant solutions are connected by a curve which is called the Pareto forefront optimal set. Figure 3 represents the Pareto forefront solutions for a problem with two opposite objective functions.

**B. Fast sorting of non-dominants**

The NSGA-II and MOPSO algorithms are two predominant multi-objective evolutionary methods in which the individual evolution is performed using the fast sorting of non-dominants and crowded distance.

The fast sorting of non-dominants is a strategy which ranks the solutions according to the objective function. If the crowded distance increases, the algorithm can distinguish between the two persons with the same rank. Those solutions with grade one are called the Pareto forefront and no solution can dominate them. Those solutions with the grade two will be defeated by only one solution. This process is performed on all solutions and all solution ranks are determined.

This sorting is done in two steps. At the first step, some solutions with grade one are identified. At the second step, the other solutions are identified (see Figure 4). Every solution is compared with the other solutions and if there is any solution which dominates it the corresponding counter variable is increased by one unit. In addition, all of the solutions which are defeated by this solution are saved in an array named \( Sp \). Thus, at the end of the first step, the Pareto forefront set is identified. The number of times that one solution is defeated is saved in variable \( n_p \). Therefore, there is a solution, with \( n_p=0 \) in forefront Pareto F1. At the second phase, rank of the other solutions is achieved using the information from the first step.

**C. Imperialist competition algorithm**

The imperialist competition algorithm begins with producing an initial population of possible solutions each of which is called a country. Based on its value, every country can be a colony or an imperialist (an emperor). The strong countries are considered as imperialists who control some weaker countries as emperors. This algorithm is based on the competition among the emperors. The weak emperors would finally collapse and hand over their colonies to the stronger emperors. Finally, the algorithm converges to a single emperor. In this case the best solution of the optimization problem is achieved.
At the first step of the imperialist competition algorithm, the emperors are created. Every imperialist receives some colonies according to its power. This process is done according to the equations 4 and 5 which is shown in Figure 5. The more powerful imperialists would have a higher number of colonies while the less powerful imperialists would have a less number of colonies.

\[ P_i = \left( \max_{j=1}^{N_{imp}} \{ C_j \} \right) - C_i \]  
\[ NC_i = \text{round}\left( \frac{P_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_{imp}} P_j} \times (N - N_{imp}) \right) \]  

Where \( C_i \) is the cost of the \( i \)th emperor, \( P_i \) is the power of the \( i \)th imperialist and \( NC_i \) shows the number of colonies belong to the \( i \)th imperialist.

After initializing the empires, the absorption process starts. Figure 6 represents how countries move toward the corresponding empire. This movement is according to Equation 6. In the process of movement of colonies toward the imperialists, there is always a possibility that a colony reaches to a better condition compared to the emperor. In such cases the colony would be replaced by the emperor and would be converted to an imperialist. The process continues with the new empire and the colonies which are under the control of the previous empire would move toward the new empire.

\[ X_{\text{new}} = X_{\text{old}} + \beta d \]  

After the process of power absorption, every empire would be calculated based on the total power of that empire and its dependent colonies. However the effect of colonies is negligible. The power is calculated as follow:

\[ T.C_i = \text{Cost(imperialists)} + \xi \text{ mean } \{ \text{Cost (colonies of empire) } \} \]  

where \( \xi \) is a constant in the open range of zero to one.

The competition between the empires is the most important challenge in which each of them tries to take the other’s colonies. While the weaker empires are trying to survive, the stronger ones are expanding their territory. The competition between the empires is stimulated by separating colonies from the weaker empires and giving them to the stronger ones. The probability of ownership of every emperor is proportional to its power. When an empire loses all of its colonies, it would fall and be eliminated. Finally, a single empire would remain which controls all of the countries. When all of the countries and even the emperor have the same situation, this is the sign of reaching to the answer of optimizations problem.

**D. multi-objective imperialist competition algorithm**

There are two fundamental issues in development of a MOEA:

1) The competence of each individual based on all of the goals
2) Maintaining the diversity of the final solution

In order to determine the competence of each individual in this algorithm, the method of fast sorting of non-dominants and a new initiative method named sigmoid method is used. In previous MOEAs, the crowded distance was used for comparing the individuals which did not provide a quantitative measurement. In the algorithm used in this design, a quantitative measurement is provided. This measurement is important in determining the empire countries and the power of imperialist countries and estimating the total power of empires for competition of imperialist.

Firstly, rank of the countries is defined by non-dominant rapid sorting method according to all goals. All of the countries situated in the Pareto optimal front have the rank one and the emperors are selected from this collection which has a strong effect on convergence and diversity of solutions. The more the number of goals is, the more this effect would be.

After identifying the rank of each country the sigmoid function is applied and the competence of every individual is estimated. In the main ICA, each country is assigned on the basis of objective function power. In this method, the power of each country is based on all the targets (or in the other words on the multi-objective). Therefore the following assumptions should be considered:

**Assumption 1:** the power of every country is related to its rank. According to this, the weaker countries have the higher ranks and the stronger ones have the smaller ranks.

**Assumption 2:** those countries with the same ranks are compared by the sigmoid method.

After applying the non-dominant rapid ranking method if a country has the rank \( C \) its power is calculated as follow

\[ \text{Fitness}_c = \sum_{j=1}^{D} \left[ \frac{F_j(C)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{Rank}(C)}} F_j(i)} \right] (\text{Rank}(C) - 1) \times \frac{1}{D} \]

\[ \text{Power}_c = \frac{1}{\text{Fitness}_c} \]  

In the equations (8), \( D \) is the number of goals, \( f(i) \) is the value of the \( i \)th object and \( N_{\text{Rank}(C)} \) is the number of the countries with the rank \( C \). The power of the \( c \)th country is shown by \( \text{Power}_c \) and after calculation; the related amount of fitness is achieved. The fitness amount of a function is the all target values and rank of the individual. At the first part of equation (8), amount of all objectives is normalized based on the related amounts of objectives of all of individuals having the same rank. The normalization is done according to the rank in which the solution is located not according to the total space of the search. The second part of that equation highlights the role of the rank in amount of fitness and even the best solutions in higher ranks (the weaker solutions) have more fitness (of course, in the minimization problems) compare to the bad solutions that are in the lower ranks. Therefore, the normalization according to the rank leads to a more reliable and effective quantitative comparison of the solutions with the same rank. The normalized amount of all goals is reported as fitness.
Fig. 4. Fast non-dominated sorting[14]
After estimating the power of all countries the multi-objective imperialist competition algorithm acts similar to its single objective version. For example, $N_{\text{imp}}$ of the most powerful countries are selected as emperors. The rest of the countries are divided between the empires based on their powers. The share of empire from colonies will be calculated by the following equation

$$P_n = \frac{\text{power}_n}{\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{imp}}} \text{power}_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

It should be noticed that to calculate the power, all of the countries are collected in a set and their ranks are calculated according to the objectives and using the non-dominant rapid ranking method. Then, their corresponding power is calculated using the sigmoid method. After calculating the power, the countries are divided again based on their previous situation among the emperors.

The flowchart of the multi-objective imperialist competition algorithm is shown in figure 7.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this study, the equation (1) is firstly obtained for each signal wavelength and pump and for simulation of Raman Effect it is solved using the numerical methods as coupled equations. Then, using the multi-objective imperialist competition algorithm [14], suitable values for power and wavelength of pumps are found so that the value of gain ripple and the total using power of r pumps in S-band with bandwidth of 80nm are both minimized at the same time.

The input signal channels are selected from 1460nm to 1530nm with spaces of 5nm. The power of each input signal channel is 10mW and the fiber length is 100 kilometers.

The gain optimization is done around a constant and given number. This number is also considered as one of the variables that the optimization algorithm should find its appropriate size. Thus, the calculation formula of gain ripple is considered as one of the goal functions in the optimization algorithm in the form of equation 10. The second objective function in this multi-objective optimization is equal to the set of pumps powers.

\[
\text{Max } \{\text{Abs } [\text{gain (}\lambda s1\text{)}-g0, \text{gain (}\lambda s2\text{)}-g0, \ldots, \text{gain (}\lambda s16\text{)}-g0]\} 
\]  

(10)

As mentioned in the optimization section, using the multi-objective optimization algorithms we finally reach to a set of suitable answers called the Pareto optimized forefront. Figure 8, shows the Pareto diagram for the final case. The optimized gain level (go) of 3dB is achieved and the fluctuations around it have been reported in Table 2. In Figure 8, two goals are considered as two dimensions which are independent from
each other. In the other words one of our theory spaces is two dimensional.

This algorithm is considered for optimization with limitation for pump signal which is used as follow:

\[ p_1 : p_8 (0-70 \text{mw}) \quad \lambda_1 : \lambda_8 (1359-1450 \text{nm}) \]

The results are reported in Table 2. The number of iterations of algorithm for finding the optimum answer was 1150. The initial number of countries was 400 and among them, 20 countries were selected as emperors. 5 imperialist were finally remained. The number of Pareto forefront members was 180 at the last iteration. Among them, the information of 5 selected imperialist is shown in Table 2. The number of algorithm iterations was determined by trial and error according to the hardware limits for test. Verifying the information related to the locations of 180 members of Pareto forefront members, the similarity and vicinity of their locations reveal that the algorithm has converged and found the optimal solution.

As seen in Table 2 and Fig. 9, in imperialist 1, the ripple of 0.09402 dB around the gain level of 3db is achieved with total pump power of 255.2 mw which is the minimum amount of gain ripple among five of the best algorithm answers. In imperialist 4, the gain ripple of 0.24708 dB is achieved with total pump power of 244.44213 mw which is the minimum amount of the used pump power among the selected answers. In this case, the pump power rate is decreased compared to the previous structure while the gain ripple is increasing. Now, according to the design requirements and importance of each parameter, one of the available pump structures in Table 2 is selected to implement the desired Raman amplifier. By comparing the results of Table 2 in which the least value is 0.09402 with that of [15] which has the same condition as this paper for simulation except that it uses the PSO optimization algorithm, it is concluded that the gain ripple is decreased compared to the reported rate of 0.136. Furthermore, as seen in Table 2, since the power of the 8th pump is zero, the number of pump signals in all of five imperialist is decreased to seven signals. It means that in ICA algorithm, the desired ideal answer could be achieved using a fewer number of pump signals which is an advantage of the employed method. Assuming that the noise effect is negligible and in the desired amplifier design, the pump configuration is selected as one forward pump and 7 backward pumps, the obtained results are reported in Table 3.

According to Table 3 and Figure 10, it is obvious that in this configuration, more uniformed gain profile can be achieved with fewer pump power. For example, the second answer in Table 2 which is related to the configuration of 8 backward pumps has approximately the same gain ripple compared to the second answer in Table 3.

Even in the second case, the rate of fluctuations is lesser. However, the rate of consumed power in the second case is 32.5 mW lesser.
### TABLE II. THE RESULT OF OPTIMIZATION WITH MULTI-OBJECTIVE ICA ALGORITHM IN BACKWARD PUMPING STRUCTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imp</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>λ</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>total power of input pumps (mW)</th>
<th>gain ripple (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39.3061</td>
<td>218.8645</td>
<td>30.02521</td>
<td>0.696911</td>
<td>54.74846</td>
<td>16.50323</td>
<td>56.01128</td>
<td>57.91191</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>255.2031</td>
<td>0.09402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp 2</td>
<td>62.39576</td>
<td>54.53276</td>
<td>20.88627</td>
<td>45.83234</td>
<td>49.01956</td>
<td>4.996665</td>
<td>12.826</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250.4893</td>
<td>0.13247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp 3</td>
<td>68.26442</td>
<td>210.9862</td>
<td>36.63109</td>
<td>7.186206</td>
<td>53.70375</td>
<td>19.24751</td>
<td>36.95877</td>
<td>22.60885</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244.6006</td>
<td>0.2136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp 4</td>
<td>37.5164</td>
<td>217.9719</td>
<td>39.02661</td>
<td>67.81045</td>
<td>1.769148</td>
<td>33.67335</td>
<td>64.46417</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244.42213</td>
<td>0.24708</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imp 5</td>
<td>50.04193</td>
<td>216.8354</td>
<td>29.57433</td>
<td>21.50764</td>
<td>63.78989</td>
<td>43.73134</td>
<td>41.72416</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250.3693</td>
<td>0.14998</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. The spectrum of Raman gain that achieved with multi-objective ICA algorithm in backward pumping structure.
In this paper, using the multi-objective optimization algorithm with the least consumed power of pump, the most uniform gain profile in S-band was achieved. The effect of pump configuration on Raman amplifier performance in optimal case was also verified. The simulation results reveal that if the noise does not interfere, the structure of one forward pump and seven backward pumps is a better design for achieving the best performance with the lowest pump power. However, in most of the researches in this field, only the gain profile is uniformed without considering any limit for the consumed power and only the backward pump structure is used. The employed optimization algorithm in this paper is a multi-objective ICA which as shown in this paper, has a high performance in optimization of Raman amplifier compared to the other algorithms in this field.

For future work the recommended algorithm can be applied in a Raman optical fiber amplifier that uses a new class of optical fiber such as a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as a medium gain, and also MOICA can be potentially applicable to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8 pump powers $P_j$ (mW) and their Frequencies $\lambda_j$ (THz)</th>
<th>total power of input pumps (mW)</th>
<th>gain ripple(dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Forward 7 backward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
<td>205.7966 211.902</td>
<td>0.2277 0.1246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ 218.7108 206.8973 211.1566 206.8966 219.7067 220.5882 215.8289 209.4899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>211.902 204.5665</td>
<td>0.2498 0.2277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ 218.7592 211.0864 213.7549 209.6391 219.1319 220.472 210.7508 216.1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$ 7 8</td>
<td>204.5665 204.5665</td>
<td>0.2498 0.2277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$ 217.7616 213.0262 219.9269 214.5634 216.166 209.2603 207.571 208.4559</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, using the multi-objective optimization algorithm with the least consumed power of pump, the most uniform gain profile in S-band was achieved. The effect of pump configuration on Raman amplifier performance in optimal case was also verified. The simulation results reveal that if the noise does not interfere, the structure of one forward pump and seven backward pumps is a better design for achieving the best performance with the lowest pump power. However, in most of the researches in this field, only the gain profile is uniformed without considering any limit for the consumed power and only the backward pump structure is used. The employed optimization algorithm in this paper is a multi-objective ICA which as shown in this paper, has a high performance in optimization of Raman amplifier compared to the other algorithms in this field.

For future work the recommended algorithm can be applied in a Raman optical fiber amplifier that uses a new class of optical fiber such as a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) as a medium gain, and also MOICA can be potentially applicable to...
the swarm dynamics such as [16] to increase the performance of optimization.
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Abstract—Illiterate and semi-literate people usually face different types of difficulties when they use the Internet, such as reading and recognising text. This research aims to develop and examine the influence of adopting a text-free user interface on the usability of a web-based government system with illiterate and semi-literate people. A number of steps have been followed in order to achieve this research goal. An extensive literature review has been carried out to explore the adoption of different concepts or representations of content to help illiterate/semi-literate people in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) projects. Then a consolidated framework is proposed and adopted in order to develop a text-free user interface. This can help in building a text-free user interface for a certain service here in Saudi Arabia. Cultural factors, education level, text-free icons, and usability guidelines have been considered in the above-mentioned framework. A prototype of a web-based government system after taking into account the above framework has been designed and developed. Usability testing and heuristic evaluation have been used as usability assessment methods in order to evaluate the system usability and its impact on the usability for illiterate people in Saudi Arabia. The results are encouraging as the achieved results of usability measures imply that adopting the consolidated framework has influenced the usability in this research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technology (ICT) has improved societies in different ways. Actually, people consider technology to be a tool that can help them to perform their daily functions efficiently and effectively. E-governments use the World Wide Web (WWW) as a tool to deliver their services to all citizens.

Most e-government websites provide e-services that rely on textual interface conjunction with little use of graphics and icons that describe the content of websites. Therefore, a group of users can easily use and interact with governments’ websites and take advantage of available services. However, there are groups of users in society who are not able to access and benefit from e-government services. Users who are unable to read and write struggle with the accessibility of available services due to the heavy use of text on most governmental websites. Different ways have been proposed in order to assess the usage of these users’ categories, such as accessibility tools, usability evaluation methods, and other technologies.

Success in implementing and developing e-government is the goal of many government organisations. This process requires a good understanding of the needs of users and system requirements. Thus, such requirements are expected to be considered including illiterate or semi-literate, and even people who suffer from computer illiteracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background and related work is discussed in Section II. Section III presents the research questions and the used methodology in this research. It includes how the website was selected and the justifications. Participants recruitment and tasks’ selections are also explained in this section. Data analysis and discussion is presented in section IV. The paper concludes with its general findings, recommendation and conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many studies have investigated factors, challenges and obstacles that have an influence on adopting e-government in many countries, e.g. Jordan, Bahrain, Qatar, Egypt, Pakistan, Taiwan, Germany and Saudi Arabia such as [4][2][13][1][28][27][30][31][32]. These studies have introduced to which extent such factors impact on adopting e-government from the perspective of users or governments. The studies have found that most countries lack considering factors and addressing challenges and obstacles which have an influence on adopting e-government and providing it to the fullest. Furthermore, the results have provided only general recommendations for countries’ governments to focus attention on all or some of these factors or obstacles without proposing specific solutions. Table 1 shows most factors, challenges and obstacles found in adopting e-government in many countries.

E-government acceptance should highly consider a number of factors which are related to users’ needs, e.g. culture, education, usability and accessibility, and not just interest in implementing good infrastructure for ministries, e.g. availability of hardware, networks and servers [4][2][13][1]. In Saudi Arabia, [2][4] have studied challenges and obstacles affecting e-government adoption. The main obstacles have
The ability to read and write is one of the important factors which allow individuals to integrate in society and digital society, and exchange knowledge and information. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has defined literacy as “the ability to read, write and understand short written sentences in everyday life”. Being unable, or finding it difficult, to read or write is a kind of disability which mediates e-inclusion and accessibility of e-government websites [15].

UNESCO provides great effort and many programmes to eliminate illiteracy in many countries. UNESCO considers literacy to be very important, especially in rapid development and usage of technology in most of our lives [15]. However, still there are groups of illiterate people in many countries according to statistics. According to UNESCO Day 2014, “there are still 781 million adults and 126 million youths who cannot read or write a simple sentence” [15].

Recently, an article was published in Al Eqtisadiah newspaper in Saudi Arabia which states that the number of illiterate people in Saudi Arabia amounted to 1.2 million of the population by the end of 2013; this number forms 5.6% of the population [8]. The highest rate of illiteracy was in elderly people between 50 and 75 years of age, with the rate at about 40% regarding total illiterate people who are aged above 15 years [8]. This group of users need to utilise e-services. However, there are only a few studies that have addressed and developed a suitable interface for illiterate and semi-literate users to improve their ICT projects in developing countries such as [3,5,7,9,11,14]. Addressing a problem related to people who have difficulty in accessing ICT projects is not just a hardware problem, but needs to consider other factors, e.g. how to design and provide information presented in ICT projects [7].

Medhi et al. defined a text-free interface as the “liberal use of graphics and photographs for visual information, and voice for providing information normally provided via text” [11]. Thus, a text-free interface is a replacement for textual content with expressive photographs, drawing images, and audio. It has been shown that an interface without text can be useful and preferable by users unable to read text (illiterate) and with a low level of education (semi-literate) [11,9,16]. Nevertheless, most illiterate people used mobile phones, were familiar with number pads, and were able to identify numbers [11,9]. This implies that a text-free user interface can be usable by illiterate users when containing numerical text.

The process of developing an interface for illiterate and semi-literate users includes observing and understanding users in specific contexts, as well as analysing and gathering information, and includes these perspectives in the design [11]. Medhi et al. and other studies have proven that involving and understanding illiterate users’ needs in a design process can help to recognise problems during interface development and selecting the more effective and expressive types of pictures and other types of media [11,6][3][5]. Due to illiterate people often having a different system of thinking, some pictures may be interpreted completely differently, depending on the level of education of the person and culture [7].

Thatcher et al. have developed an ATM icon-based interface in respect of helping illiterate bank customers [16]. Choosing the best icons and pictures to translate the intended meaning of content depends on the community culture, psychology and religion of illiterate users [7,3]. However, Goetz et al. and Thatcher et al. have found that most of the pictures have the same interpretation in different countries, whereas native language is understandable by only a specific country or region [7,16]. This led to concluding that an icon-based interface is better than a speech-based interface for illiterate people, especially in countries with many different languages, dialects and accents [16]. In addition, the human mind responds to images and it is very easy for a user to understand a particular text in the form of pictures [7].

Ávila et al. and Medhi et al. have shown that illiterate people can interpret both realistic pictures and drawing (cartoon) images [7,3]. Choosing between these two types of icons depends on the context of the task and system [3]. Designers can use realistic pictures when focusing on the credibility or creating a direct connection with a particular concept in the real world [3]. However, they can use drawing images when focusing on representing a general concept or they need to take advantage of the flexibility to draw concepts rather than realistic pictures [3]. Insertion of expressive pictures and icons in conjunction with text can be beneficial for functionality and slowly literate people. Friscira et al. have shown that keeping text with pictures will be better for lower illiteracy, due to removing text not allowing low literates to discover and encourage them to learn reading and writing [6].

The VideoKheti mobile system project has shown the benefits of using multimodal interaction when designing a text-
free interface [5]. Multimodal systems can offer a flexible, efficient and usable environment for lowly literate users [5]. Therefore, it provides many ways for lowly literate users to interact through input modalities, such as speech and touch, in addition to receiving information through the system through output modalities, such as speech synthesis, smart graphics and other modalities, opportunistically combined [9]. This method of HCI allows lowly literate and novice users to choose their preferred style of interaction [9]. Video Kheti has been built on multimodal interfaces and the first system is targeted at lowly literate users, which combines touch, graphics, and speech input on a mobile interface and is completely text-free [5]. However, it has examined this kind of interface with semiliterate people and applied the project to mobile phones only.

Sherwani et al. have developed a telephony system to help illiterate people by using speech recognition technology and comparing it with touch technology to access information in a healthcare system [14]. However, the adoption of a speech recognition interface for illiterate users’ needs considerable effort and to be well designed in order to be better and more effective than a touch interface for both low-literacy and higher-literacy users [14].

Earlier studies have been focused on an innovative way to address illiteracy constraints through designing a user interface suitable for the illiterate and semi-literate population [3][5][6][1][4][14]. It will adopt and use icons and images only in designing the text-free interface [16]. As mentioned before, the advantage of icons and images is that they are more understandable by different countries and regions with a variety of languages and dialects, whereas the disadvantage is how to refine and select the best icons and images to reflect the intended meaning of instructions or tasks in a specific system. Medhi et al. have suggested using voice feedback as help instructions in order to explain some instructions or tasks [11], designing a user interface using text with icons and images in order to encourage semi-literate users to learn reading or guess written content with the help of icons [6][3]. Nevertheless, the text will not help illiterate people as they never read or write. A speech-based user interface will be designed as an interaction method for lowly literate people [14]. However, it needs to be well designed due to different dialects and accents, particularly in larger countries.

### III. Research Question and Methodology

This research aims to examine the impact of text-free user interface on usability while illiterate and semi-illiterate use e-services. This can be achieved after proposing a consolidated framework, which will adopt culture, users’ needs and usability guidelines, to develop text-free user interface for a local e-service. A prototype will be developed taking into account the proposed consolidated framework. The proposed prototype will be evaluated in terms of its usability with illiterate and semi-illiterate users through proper usability evaluation methods.

#### A. Selection and Development of Text-Free Web-Based System:

An e-government web-based system has been chosen for this research where it has to be used by the all citizen her in Saudi Arabia so illiterate and semi illiterate people have to use such a system. In order to develop the prototype; three steps have to be considered: images and icons development, images’ should meet usability guidelines and cultural and users’ needs should be also considered. Firstly, all images and icons have been designed for the purpose of the project and to fit with the selected e-service functions except the common icons and images such as cancellation icons and others. Secondly, images usability guidelines have been taken into considerations such as meaningfulness, styling quality, localability, message quality and metaphor. Thirdly, culture and users’ needs have been also considered such as the images should be acceptable with Saudi culture. It will also reflect users’ needs while using the proposed system. The prototype of the selected system has been developed taking into consideration the aforementioned steps consulting 2 experts to ensure a professional development has been taken into account.

Usability evaluation is expected to be carried out after ensuring the prototype has been developed and its ready for evaluation to answer the research question. Two usability evaluation methods have been used in this research; usability testing and heuristic evaluation. The UT method needs users participation where heuristic evaluation needs experts to be conducted. Therefore, both methods have been chosen for this research in order to eliminate any risk of ignoring any type of “user” or “expert” point of view.

Usability testing aimed at gathering qualitative and quantitative data by observing the users’ performance and user satisfaction after finishing the test session, as well as finding usability problems potentially encountered by illiterate/semi-literate users. This method needs representative users to perform predefined tasks. Participants recruitment, task selection, test environment and measures will be discussed.

#### B. Participants Recruitment:

Saudi illiterate/semi-literate users were the targeted audience of both genders. Neilson found that five users are enough for user testing through formative usability evaluation; however, 15 users help to identify more problems at the first evaluation [20]. Dumas and Redish have pointed out that 6–12 users are sufficient to conduct user testing [21]. Thus, in this testing, 15 participants have been recruited. Moreover, user consent was taken from users. The pre-test questionnaire was filled out by the users.

#### C. Task Selection:

The tasks have been selected based on the four selected services which have been designed for the purpose of the project. Each service is represented as a user task, as recommended by [34][21].

#### D. Test Environment:

An appropriate location has been prepared and organised to conduct an effective test session. The selected location should be quiet and comfortable for every participant. The observer sat away from the participant as to not to interrupt his/her attention while performing the given tasks as its recommended by [34][21].

#### E. Usability Measurements:

The usability of a software, website or product is measured by to what extent it is easy to use for the targeted users [19].
Five metrics have been identified by Jakob Nielsen to evaluate the ease of use or usability: learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors and satisfaction [19]. Memorability is measured by how users become proficient when facing the design after a period of time. Thus, it has been excludes due to the long time needed for the evaluation. Learnability is calculated by task completion when the user performs the task the first time [19]. Task completion has been determined by monitoring the user during the task using three rates proposed by Jakob Nielsen (S = Success, F = Failure, P = Partial success) [22]. Success indicates the user terminating the task without errors, Partial success means the user succeeding in performing the task with error(s), and Failure means the user giving up finishing the task [22]. The efficiency is checked by the time the user takes to complete the task after learning the design [19]. For that, the test has been recorded using Screen Recorder software, which helps to measure the efficiency (time on completion of task). The errors measure is calculated by the number and frequency of errors encountered by the users during the test [19]. Also, Screen Recorder software was used to identify user errors through performing each task. Satisfaction is evaluated by what extent the user enjoyed and was interested in using the design [19]. User satisfaction has been measured by asking the user orally after finishing the tasks using a 5-point Likert scale (very satisfied, satisfied, neutral, dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied).

Heuristics evaluation was organised and prepared to ensure effective inspection and results. Preparing the procedure included selection of evaluators, guidelines with detailed checklists, stating evaluation materials and instructions, and piloting the guidelines and checklists to ensure its compatibility with the text-free web-based system before starting the real evaluation.

F. Selection of heuristics evaluation guidelines:

The most frequent set of heuristics used in evaluating a user interface has been proposed by Nielsen [24]. It consists of 10 heuristics which are used in text-free user interface evaluation [3]. Nevertheless, a new text-free interface needs additional principles or guidelines in conjunction with Nielsen’s heuristics. For this reason, Nielsen’s 10 heuristics have been extended with text-free principles proposed by Medhi et al. during her field study [11]. These principles have developed as guidelines for a text-free user interface. Furthermore, Flexibility and Minimalist Design principles in Nielsen heuristics have been excluded because it intended to evaluate the ability of expert users to accelerate his interaction with the interface by using shortcuts or an alternative way of interaction. This heuristic is not suitable for illiterate/semi-literate users because they need a few steps and settings in order to reduce the potential user errors. In addition, there is little knowledge and experience of illiterate/semi-literate users in using a computer; thus, there is no room for adjusting interface settings. The following list has been used which is a combination of Nielsen heuristics [24] and Medhi text-free principles [11]:

1) Visibility of System Status
2) Match Between System and the Real World
3) User Control and Freedom
4) Consistency and Standards
5) Help Users to Recognise, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors
6) Error Prevention
7) Recognition Rather Than Recall
8) Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
9) Help and Documentation
10) Avoid text (but using numbers may be okay).
11) Use semi-abstracted graphics, photorealism with deeper interaction
12) Pay attention to subtle graphical cues. User response may depend on psychological, cultural or religious biases.
13) Provide voice feedback for all functional units

G. Selection of evaluators:

Five evaluators were recruited (two female and three male) after taking their consent as recommended by [17]. The evaluators have studied a usability analysis and testing course and have little experience in using a text-based website version.

H. Evaluation materials and steps:

Afterwards, a heuristics evaluation sheet was prepared with 13 selected heuristics. A number of checklists have been listed in order to help the evaluator to assess the interface against every heuristic. The evaluation sheet was submitted by e-mail to everyone in order to ensure conducting the evaluation independently to guarantee unbiased results [25]. The evaluation sheet included the goal and objectives of assessment and the website tasks without providing any guide or aid as to how to use the design. Furthermore, it was requested from each evaluator to spend some minutes exploring the interface and then review it to fill out the sheet, find problems and provide their comments. The problems found during heuristics evaluation have integrated with user testing problems in a single table (in the next section).

I. Piloting the experiment:

A pilot experiment of heuristics checklists has been done by an independent evaluator. The importance of piloting the heuristics checklists is to guarantee that it is adequately clear and appropriate to the text-free interface [25]. In the pilot experiment, the evaluator has achieved all heuristics evaluation steps and procedures. The results of this evaluation are excluded from findings due to there being discussion and clarification with the evaluator.

J. Severity rating:

Problem severity helps to rank the seriousness of the problem to the targeted users during using the website. Using Jakob Nielsen’s severity rating, all problems gathered and observed by two usability methods have been returned to the five heuristics evaluators to rank the severity of each problem [26]. The severity rating scale from 0 to 4 is as follows:

0 = I don't agree that this is a usability problem at all
1 = Cosmetic problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available on the project
2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should be given low priority
3 = Major usability problem: important to fix, so should be given high priority
4 = Usability catastrophe: imperative to fix this before the product can be
released [26]. Each evaluator did the rating alone and then computed the average of rates for each problem [26].

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section includes analysis of data collected from two usability evaluation methods which have been selected in this project. Starting with finding all problems from these methods, a comparison between types of problems has been discovered by each method. Thereafter, analysis data was gathered from usability testing in order to assess and find the overall user usability of the text-free web-based system.

A. User Testing and Heuristics Evaluation Problems:

After running user testing and heuristics evaluation, this section discusses what problems have been detected, the number and frequency of problems found by each method, common problems discovered by both, and the types of problems in terms of the impact of the problem on user usability. The following table (Table 3) shows the number of problems discovered by heuristics evaluation and usability testing and the number of common problems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>No. of Problems</th>
<th>No. of Common Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics Evaluation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability Testing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of problems</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, 22 distinct problems have been discovered from both usability testing and heuristics evaluation. Usability testing has revealed five distinct problems, heuristics evaluation has found 13 distinct problems, and four problems were common.

B. Discovered problems based on frequency:

From the extracted problems, the number of observations have been discovered. The evaluation found that the highest frequency was in problems which related to skills needed in using a computer (using a dropdown menu and check boxes). Most of the illiterate/semi-literate users do not use a computer. The usability tester observed that illiterate/semi-literate users tend to click on-based tasks.

Regarding the images and icons design problems were in second place with less frequency. This was according to the images and icons feature which was assumed before in the consolidated framework. Notice that only images and icons belong (some concepts or website functions need help in conjunction with images such as a voice or video, as there is no agreement to interpret the same exactly intended meaning by all people), e.g. the image of the Reporting Missing Documents service has a problem. Although there is help in the form of a voice with the image, it may need to add the voice when the mouse is over an image instead of a separate icon for a voice under the image. That is easier for illiterate/semi-literate users, as observed in the map during the evaluation.

The other images and icons which belong to other features have been recognised by users. However, regarding the feature that is assumed (illiterate/semi-literate users can recognise numbers), only two users out of 15 can’t read numbers.

C. Discovered problems based on severity:

Heuristics evaluation found a usability catastrophe and mostly major and cosmetic problems. It revealed the problems related to different aspects in overall web design, e.g. validation problems, error prevention problems, page title, and space between icons which are not detected or overlooked by real users. The major problems by heuristics may have an effect on users’ usability after a period of time of interaction with the design. Usability testing discovered major and minor problems frequented by users. This leads to heuristics evaluation considered a complement to usability testing and these two usability methods can provide exhaustive usability evaluation [33]. Table 3 shows the discovered problems based on severity.

D. Usability Testing:

The data collected from usability testing have been used to assess the text-free web-based usability according to usability metrics: learnability, efficacy and user errors. As mentioned before, the testing was carried out on 15 (seven male and eight female) participants. They have the following profile characteristics as shown in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Male (Percentage)</th>
<th>Female (Percentage)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
<td>1 (6.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>2 (25%)</td>
<td>4 (26.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>4 (57.1%)</td>
<td>3 (37.5%)</td>
<td>7 (46.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 or more</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>2 (25%)</td>
<td>3 (20%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illiterate</td>
<td>4 (57.1%)</td>
<td>3 (37.5%)</td>
<td>7 (46.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-literate</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>5 (62.5%)</td>
<td>8 (53.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Skills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>1 (12.5%)</td>
<td>3 (20%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>4 (50%)</td>
<td>7 (46.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No skills</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>3 (37.5%)</td>
<td>5 (33.3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Learnability (Task Completion):

As observed in the success level chart, two users failed in completing Task #1, as they were unable to identify the way of selecting the services (small check box). These users were aged 51 and above; moreover, they did not have experience with a computer and bad experience skills in using a smart phone.

In Task #2, four users failed in performing the task on account of the Reporting Missing Documents icon on the home page not translating the intended meaning. They have clicked on booking an appointment at Civil Affairs, and their commentary does this service in the government office. They also did not try to click on voice icons. Furthermore, they performed Task #2 as a first or second task according to the assigned task order.
Furthermore, four users failed in Task #4 because they failed in how to enter the date using the dropdown menu. Note that all of these users did not have or have bad computer skills.

The success rate was calculated as Jakob Nielsen suggested. Partial success (p) took 50% of success, was added to the success (S) case, and then divided the value over the overall attempts as follows (S + (p*0.5)/No. of attempts) [22]. The overall success rate of the design from 60 attempts is 75%. Jakob Nielsen found that most website success rate scores are less than 50% if the user is dealing with the first time [22]. Additionally, Jeff Sauro pointed out 78% as a measurement for the success rate. This percentage was an average success rate found in 1200 different areas and the design of software and website tasks with expert and novice users [29]. Ismail has assessed the usability of educational computer games for children which have the same characteristics of our design in respect of using images and children not proficient in reading. Their system achieved a 73.18% success rate [28]. The result of 75% is considered reasonable and good due to a score above 50% compared with Nielsen, as the users interact with the system the first time, which is close to Ismail, finding 73.18% when compared to a similar design and characteristics. It is also close to Jeff Sauro’s success rate measurement, although his results are from different types of users and software domains.

F. Efficiency (Time on Task):

During the usability testing session, the observed efficiency of the success completion task increases based on the task order. The time of every task decreases if the task has been performed by a user as the third or fourth task in order regardless of the user profile or characteristics. This is due to the user becoming more familiar with the design and the design becoming learnable after performing more than two tasks [19]. In these results, Task #1 has been excluded because only one success case happened.

The geometric means have been considered in computing the average time for each task, as recommend by Jeff Sauro and Jakob Nielsen [23]. The geometric mean is better in order. A very big value can skew the result in an arithmetic mean, especially if the sample size is less than 20 [23]. As mentioned before, excluding Task #1, Task #4 has the highest geometric mean due to having the highest number of steps to perform it relative to other tasks. Table 5 displays the geometric mean for Task #2, Task #3 and Task #4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Geometric Mean (sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task #2</td>
<td>69 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task #3</td>
<td>84 sec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task #4</td>
<td>117 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

G. Number of errors:

Most problems have been frequented in Task #1 (roughly 45% (19 user errors from 42) of the total frequency rate during usability testing). This problem related to computer skill (selecting from check boxes). Meanwhile, Task #3 has recorded the lowest frequency rate of 2% (one user error from 42) during usability testing due to no computer skills needed (depending on click or touch). Moreover, Task #2 and Task # contain a dropdown menu that needs some skills in using a computer. The only user error with the most frequency related to image and icon design was the Reporting Missing Documents icon. The non-understandable meaning of this icon while using a dropdown menu error in Task #2 has influenced an increase in the number of errors in Task #2 after Task #1 is in place.

H. Satisfaction:

The satisfaction was measured by one question to assess the overall user experience and pleased after using the text-free interface. Single Ease Questions (SEQs) have been used to measure the overall user experience and satisfaction with the design (as recommended by Jeff Sauro) being easy to answer and collect, particularly for illiterate/semi-literate users [34]. We used a 5-point Likert scale in the form, and explained each point scale to the user to select one of them. The answer was taken orally by the observer after the test session. Although some of the users succeeded and some had errors, all of the users had a positive response and a willingness to use the text-free interface if available on government websites.

V. MOST IMPORTANT FINDINGS AND PROJECT CONTRIBUTION

Conducting such research offers different findings and contributions. These can be divided into different categories, such as research findings, recommendations, and contributions.

A. Research Findings:

As discussed in the beginning of this project, adoption of e-government requires decision makers to pay more attention to users’ needs. It can be noticed that previous literature in many countries, particularly in Saudi Arabia, has not considered some of the factors which would help them to achieve success in implementing e-government. These factors are related to users, such as availability, accessibility, usability and different education levels.

Furthermore, it can be also noticed that a few researchers have conducted and proposed solutions for illiterate/semi-literate users in different developing countries, such as India, Brazil and Switzerland [7][6][3]. To the best knowledge of the author’s knowledge, there are no proposed solutions related to user interfaces which have been introduced in Saudi Arabia for people with a low level of education; in addition, the user interfaces proposed in other countries have different representations, such as using icons only [16], icons with text for semi-literate users [6][3], speech [14] or multimodal representations on a mobile phone for semi-literate users only [5].

Thus, this project can be considered proposing a solution to help governments and other organisations in solving availability, accessibility and usability of web-based system content for low education level problems. This solution adopts a text-free user interface by using a combination of icons, images and audio, proposing a consolidated framework in order to accelerate the development process of appropriate and understandable icons and images.

This project has found that text-free interfaces have influences on user performance and satisfaction when illiterate
and semi-literate people use the system. The users’ performance has increased users’ learnability and efficiency. The design success rate has achieved 75%, which can be considered positive as illiterate/semi-literate users have encountered the interface the first time when compared with the achieved results of [22] and [29]. This group of users cannot be considered expert users. Additionally, users’ learnability has been affected positively where users did not need more time after they performed the first task. This concludes that the text-free interface is easy to learn and illiterate/semi-literate users became familiar with the interface after performing one or two tasks. It has been observed that illiterate/semi-literate users are willing to accept and use e-government web-based systems if they consider their needs and become text-free interfaces. This result is in line with [16] and [11].

B. Recommendations:

It can be recommended that adoption of text-free user interfaces can positively influence the usability of e-government systems while illiterate/semi-literate users use them. Moreover, it can be also recommended that user interface design should be as simple as possible in respect of interaction methods, avoiding complex task actions, small images, icons and interface controls, and adopting click- or touch-based tasks as suggested by references [5] and [6] and mouse-over actions as pointed out by Medhi [11].

Furthermore, it is highly recommended that designers and developers use the consolidated framework as it helps in the design of images and icons and in developing effective and efficient images and icons for different websites, cultures and countries. Image usability guidelines, countries’ culture, and proposed image features during usability evaluation methods have shown their adequacy to accelerate reaching or closing understandable images and icons without iterative design with real users which happened with Thatcher and Medhi [16] [11]. Moreover, image features were based on using truthfulness and clear and visible images and icons, e.g. real objects in life, globally known things and countries’ environment and culture. The images do not matter if represented in a photographic or abstraction way, but they should be credible and intelligible and have a direct meaning to the intended concept as found by Ávila [3]. Additionally, using voices can be helpful in conjunction with concepts which do not have agreement representation or images. In [16], it has been mentioned that during his experiments to develop comprehensible icons for all users, it was not necessary for all icons to be 100% understandable by all users, as users could understand them after continuing using the interface [16].

C. Conclusion and Future Work:

Current and relevant literature has been reviewed in respect of developing a text-free interface for illiterate and semi-literate people in many countries. Moreover, the literature review covered discount usability evaluation methods and compared these methods. The project has developed a web-based system for government services in Saudi Arabia. The project suggests a consolidated framework which is expected to include users’ needs, cultural factors, and usability guidelines which can be used for developing any text-free interface. Therefore, all of the selected e-services will be developed to be text-free interfaces, applying usability testing and heuristic evaluation on a developed design in order to answer the research question. The project found that the text-free interface has an influence on improving illiterate/semi-literate usability of e-government systems. The text-free interface should be designed in such a way as to be simple and understandable by these kinds of users according to their country, culture and website domain.

For future work, this project can be extended to redesign the interface to solve the problems which were discovered as major problems during usability evaluation. Furthermore, transfer another service on the Ministry of Interior websites. The following table contains major problems discovered during usability evaluation and recommendations for a future design. This research can be applied to different domains, e.g. healthcare, or different countries and cultures when using the same proposed image features or adding new features based on the user’s needs who they targeted. It can be also compared with the traditional e-services. It can also be extended to target different groups of users such as disabled people.
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Abstract—This study presents an algorithm for MaxFlow problem using "Chemical Reaction Optimization algorithm (CRO)". CRO is a recently established meta-heuristics algorithm for optimization, inspired by the nature of chemical reactions. The main concern is to find the best maximum flow value at which the flow can be shipped from the source node to the sink node in a flow network without violating any capacity constraints in which the flow of each edge remains within the upper bound value of the capacity. The proposed MaxFlow-CRO algorithm is presented, analyzed asymptotically and experimental test is conducted. Asymptotic runtime is derived theoretically. The algorithm is implemented using JAVA programming language. Results show a good performance with a complexity of O(I E2), for I iterations and E edges. The number of iterations I in the algorithm, is an important factor that will affect the results obtained. As number of iterations is increased, best possible max-Flow value is obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Imagine a material traveling without obstruction through a system from a source, where the material is produced, to a destination, where it is consumed. The flow of the material at any point in the system is the rate at which the material moves [1]. We can interpret the weighted directed graph as a flow networks. Flow networks can represent many real life situations like petrol flowing through conduits, and parts through assembly lines [1]. The maximum flow problem becomes one of the most well known problems for combinatorial optimization in the weighted directed graph [2]. This problem can be applied in many areas of applications such as networks, engineering, and transportations [2].

Related to its important, many researches solved this problem using different methods and techniques [1]. In the maximum flow problem, the goal is to get the greatest rate at which we can ship the material from the produced point to the consumed one without violating any capacity constraint in which the flow of each edge remains within the upper bound value of the capacity [1].

Toshinori et al. in [2] define the max flow problem as: “The problem is to determine an optimal solution for a given directed, integer weighted graph. The weight at each edge represents the flow capacity of the edge. Under these constraints, we want to maximize the total flow from the source to the sink”. In [3] they define it as " In deterministic networks, the maximum-flow problem asks to send as much flow (information or goods) from a source to a destination, without exceeding the capacity of any of the used links. Solving maximum-flow problems is for instance important to avoid congestion and improve network utilization in computer networks or data centers or to improve fault tolerance”.

In this study, a potential solution to the maximum flow problem using a recent algorithm which is called "Chemical Reaction Optimization (CRO)" is investigated. This algorithm, as it is reported in [4]: "CRO is a recently established meta-heuristics for optimization, inspired by the nature of chemical reactions. A chemical reaction is a natural process of transforming the unstable substances to the stable ones. The molecules interact with each other through a sequence of elementary reactions. At the end, they are converted to those with minimum energy to support their existence. This property is embedded in CRO to solve optimization problem".

Furthermore, CRO is a technique which loosely couples chemical reactions with optimization. It does not attempt to capture every detail of chemical reactions [4]. In general, the principles of chemical reactions are governed by the first two laws of thermodynamics. The first law (conservation of energy) says that energy cannot be created or destroyed; energy can transform from one form to another and transfer from one entity to another. The second law says that the entropy of a system tends to increase, where entropy is the measure of the degree of disorder [4]. Potential energy is the energy stored in a molecule with respect to its molecular configuration [4].

The rest of this study is organized as follow. Section II will present the literature review. Section III will illustrate the maximum flow problem. Section IV will show how chemical reaction optimization works. Section V presents the proposed algorithm. Section VI shows the analysis of the algorithm. An illustrated example is presented in section VII. The experimental results are presented in section VIII. Section IX is the conclusion and future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The maximum flow problem has been widely studied by many researchers using several methods. The first pseudo-polynomial algorithm for the maximum flow problem is the augmenting path algorithm of Ford and Fulkerson (1956) [5, 6]. Dinic [7] and Edmonds and Karp [8] independently obtained polynomial versions of the augmenting path algorithm. Edmonds and Karp (1972) and Dinic (1970) independently proved that if each augmenting path is shortest one, the algorithm will perform $O(nm)$ augmentation steps, where $n$ is the number of vertices, and $m$ is the number of edges in the graph. The shortest path (length of each edge is equal to one) can be found with the help of breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm. Since then, several more-efficient algorithms have been developed. Ahuja and Orlin improved the shortest augmenting path algorithm in 1987 [12]. The push and re-label method is introduced by Goldberg [9] and Goldberg and Tarjan [10], along with some of its more efficient variants. It maintains a preflow and updates it through push operations. It introduces the relabel operation to perform fine-grain updates of the vertex distances. Orlin [14] presents improved polynomial time algorithms for the max flow problem defined on a network with $n$ nodes and $m$ arcs, and shows how to solve the max flow problem in $O(nm)$ time, improving upon the best previous algorithm due to King, Rao, and Tarjan [15] who solved the max flow problem in $O(nm \log(n m \log n))$ time.

Genetic algorithm (GA), which is considered as evolutionary algorithm, has been also applied to solve max flow optimization problems such as in [2]. In [2], each solution is represented by a flow matrix. The fitness function is defined to reflect two characteristics: balancing vertices and the saturation rate of the flow. Starting with a population of randomized solutions, better and better solutions are sought through the genetic algorithm. Optimal or near optimal solutions are determined with a reasonable number of iterations compared to other previous GA applications.

CRO is a recently proposed general-purpose meta-heuristic, which has been developed intensely in the past few years [11]. The CRO was proposed by Lam et al. in 2010, and was originally designed for solving combinatorial optimization problems. They solved some classical problems, e.g., quadratic assignment problem and channel assignment optimization problems. They solved such problems with a number of iterations compared to other previous GA algorithms.

The goal is to find the maximum flow from the source node $s$ to the sink node $t$ that satisfies the arc capacities and mass balance constraints at all nodes [2]. Representing the flow on arc $(i,j)$ in $E$ by $x_{ij}$, an optimization model for the maximum flow problem can be obtained as in (1) [1]:

$$Maximize \quad f(x) = \sum_{(i,j) \in E} x_{ij} \quad \text{subject to} \quad \ldots \quad (1)$$

IV. CHEMICAL REACTION OPTIMIZATION (CRO)

The CRO algorithm as described in [4]: "is a multi-agent algorithm and the manipulated agents are molecules. Each molecule has several attributes, some of which are essential to the basic operations of CRO. The essential attributes include: (a) the molecular structure ($\omega$); (b) the potential energy (PE); and (c) the kinetic energy (KE). Other attributes depend on the algorithm operators and they are utilized to construct different CRO variants for particular problems provided that their implementations satisfy the characteristics of the elementary reactions. Molecular structure $\omega$ captures a solution of the problem. It is not required to be in any specific format: it can be a number, a vector, or even a matrix. Potential energy PE is defined as the objective function value of the corresponding solution represented by $\omega$. If $f$ denotes the objective function, then $PE(\omega) = f(\omega)$. Kinetic energy KE is a non-negative number and it quantifies the tolerance of the system accepting a worse solution than the existing one".

There are four types of elementary reactions in CRO, each of which takes place in each iteration of CRO. They are employed to manipulate solutions (i.e. explore the solution space) and to redistribute energy among the molecules [4]. Assume that molecules are in a container, one of the following four reactions will be possible to occur in each of CRO iteration.

A. On-wall ineffective collision

An on-wall ineffective collision represents the situation when a molecule collides with a wall of the container and then bounces away remaining in one single unit but with new structure due to collision with wall. In this collision, $\omega$ produces $\omega'$, i.e., $\omega \rightarrow \omega'$ [4].

B. Decomposition

Decomposition refers to the situation when a molecule hits a wall of the container and then breaks into several parts. Assume that $\omega$ produces $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, i.e., $\omega \rightarrow \omega_1 + \omega_2$ [4].

C. Inter-molecular ineffective collision

Inter-molecular ineffective collision takes place when two molecules collide with each other and then bounce away. Assume that $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, after collision with each other, produce $\omega_1'$ and $\omega_2'$, i.e., $\omega_1 + \omega_2 \rightarrow \omega_1' + \omega_2'$. This reaction could be similar to on-wall ineffective collision but with two molecules to collide rather than one [4].
D. Synthesis

Synthesis does the opposite of decomposition. A synthesis happens when multiple (assume two) molecules hit against each other and fuse together, i.e., \( \omega_1 + \omega_2 \rightarrow \omega' \) [4].

In order to find the maximum flow using CRO, there is a need to explore the search space. To achieve that, number of solutions, which are called Molecules in CRO, need to be generated. Each of these solutions or 'molecules' has its own potential energy which is the objective function value for that solution, and a kinetic energy which helps in making decision; if the generated solution is better than its parent or not. Now imagine that these molecules are in a container and due to their high kinetic energy, they move inside the container in arbitrary directions. This situation, leads to perform collisions between these molecules in different forms. These collisions are known as chemical reactions. Chemical reactions take different shapes and conditions [4].

CRO mimics these reactions and use them as operators to help moving the molecules from local optimum into global optimum as possible [4]. CRO, as mentioned before, has four types of reactions. These types differ from each other based on the nature of the reaction and the numbers of molecules participate in the reaction [4]. If one molecule is selected, and an ineffective collision is occurred, then it is on-wall ineffective reaction. If an effective reaction occurs, then the decomposition reaction will happen. In the other hand, if two molecules are selected, then there are possibilities of occurrence of synthesis reaction which is effective reaction, or inter-molecular reaction which is ineffective reaction [4].

Through these reactions, some of good solutions will be generated and some of bad ones will be destroyed. After particular number of iterations or stop criteria is met, the best solution among available solutions in the container will be selected and considered.

V. ALGORITHM: "MAXFLOW-CRO"

Now let us apply CRO to find the possible solution for Maximum Flow Problem. Figures 1 through 6, present the pseudo-code for the proposed "MaxFlow_CRO" algorithm. TABLE 1 shows the main attributes and their meaning related to the proposed algorithm "MaxFlow_CRO" for the molecules, in comparison with chemical meaning in CRO.

A. MaxFlow-CRO initialization stage

As in [4], CRO has three main stages: the initialization, the iterations, and the final stage. The MaxFlow-CRO algorithm, as shown in Figure1: lines1, 11 and 31, presents these three stages. First, the initialization stage can be shown in Figure1 as in lines 1-10. From Section III, maximum flow problem has a graph of nodes and edges; each edge is a directed and weighted edge. These weights represent the capacity for those edges. This graph can be represented as a capacity matrix \( C[i][j] \), and used as a basis to generate number of flow matrices, Figure1:lines2 and 10, which are called parents. There are number of generated parents based on the value setting for parentSize variable (Figure1: line3). S is the source node, and t is the sink. Iteration number variable is important here, it is used as a stop criterion (Figure1:line3).

After that, a number of parents based on the specified value of the parentSize variable (Figure1: line10), will be generated. The generated parents are represented by a flow matrix \( F[i][j] \). Parent, solution and molecule are used interchangeably. These parents represent the first generation in the population. Generating parents had been a challenge because in order to consider them as max flow solutions, they should obey the constraints as mentioned in formula (1). Max flow problem has two common constraints. The first one says the generated flow must not exceed the identified capacity for any edge. The second says that for each node in the graph, the incoming flow must equal to the outgoing flow. The first constraint could be controlled by specifying the upper range of the generated flow based on the capacity on an edge. Generating the flow randomly will make second constraint hard to satisfy. So, MaxFlow-CRO use a function called objectiveFunction() to repair the flow and compute the current max flow value. Therefore, a feasible solution meets the constraints can be obtained. The details of parent generating function can be shown in Figure 2.

The objective function (Figure2: line5) can be computed using the known shortest augmenting path algorithm as in [8]. The max flow value, computed by the objective function, represents the current maximum flow value, and as the iterations and reactions proceed, this value will be improved gradually. Note that, objective function and PE are used interchangeably.

In Figure1, lines 6 and 7, \( \alpha \) is a decomposition threshold, \( \beta \) is a synthesis threshold, and both of them are initially assigned by dividing parentSize variable value by 2. The reason from computing \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) like that, to make sure that synthesis and intermolecular reactions will be possibly happened after number of on-wall and decomposition reactions are triggered. The goal is to degrade the chance of synthesis reaction occurrence. Both of decomposition and on-wall reactions help to save or increase the number of parents, but synthesis reactions tend to decrease number of parents.

B. MaxFlow-CRO Iteration stage

The goal from CRO reactions is to increase the ability to improve the resulted value of max flow. As iterations operate,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. PROFILE FOR CRO-MAXFLOW MOLECULE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile: Flow network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinetic energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the max flow value will be improved gradually until reach
the best max flow. Iteration stage is shown in Figure 1: lines 11-31. After generating the required parents, PE for each of them
will be computed. Then one or two molecules will be picked
randomly based on the value of the variable "b". The variable
b is generated randomly between 0 and 1 (Figure 1: line 12). If
the value of b is larger than the value of the variable "molecule", which is a predefined variable used as a threshold
for the variable b, then one molecule will be selected; but if
not, then two molecules will be selected. Also, the value of the
molecule variable will be generated randomly between 0 and 1
(Figure 1: line 9).

If one molecule is selected, there is a possibility to on-wall
ineffective or decomposition reactions to happen. So, to be
more accurate, CRO as in [4] puts a criteria, which is HIT > α
(Figure 1: line 15), where HIT is a variable counts the number
of times the specific molecule participate in a reaction and
initialized to 0 (Figure 1: line 5 and 29). If this criterion has
been met, then decomposition reaction will be occurred
(Figure 1: line 16). Else, the on-wall ineffective collision will
be occurred (Figure 1: line 18).

The same will happen if two molecules are selected but
here the reactions are different. In this case, the possibility is
for synthesis and inter-molecular reactions to be happened.
There are some conditions that must be satisfied, which are
KE<=β [4] (where KE is kinetic energy) and the number of
parents is not less than 2. This is to be sure that synthesis
and inter-molecular reactions can be occurred correctly (Figure 1:
line 23). If the criterion in line 23 has been met, then synthesis
reaction will occur (Figure 1: line 24). Else, the inter-molecule
ineffective reaction will occur (Figure 1: line 26). Each time
the reaction happens, the KE will be decremented by one
(Figure 1: line 30).

In the final stage and after finishing the specific number
of iterations, which was the stop criterion, the best molecule
which has the largest maximum flow value obtained will be
selected and its maximum flow value will be returned
(Figure 1: lines 31-33).

C. Reactions

When on-wall ineffective function is called (Figure 3),
the chosen molecule will be changed by regenerating randomly
the flow of its first half, (Figure 3: lines 1-3). Then, the
objective function will be computed and the max flow value is
compared with that for the original molecule. If it is greater
than the original, then it will be confirmed and the original
solution will be destroyed; else the generated molecule will be
destroyed.

The same will be happened when intermolecular
ineffective collision is called (Figure 4), but in this case, there
are two molecules instead of one. Apply the same procedure
used for on-wall function for each molecule separately and
test the resulted molecules if they have max flow greater than
the original molecules or not. Figure 4: lines 1-13 are for the
first molecule. Lines 14-26 are for the second one. In synthesis
function (Figure 6), the molecules with large max flow value
will be returned and the other ones will be destroyed (Figure 6:
lines 1-7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm: MaxFlow-CRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 // initialization phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Set flow_network_size, C[i][j]: maximum capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 parentSize, iterationNumber, s: source node, t:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 sink node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 HIT = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 β = parentSize/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 α = parentSize/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 KE = parentSize/1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Generate molecule ∈ [0, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 parentGenerating(C[i][j], parentSize)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 for (int i=1 to iterationNumber) // Iteration stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Generate b ∈ [0, 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 if b &gt; Molecule then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Randomly select one parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 if (HIT &gt; α) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Decomposition()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 OnWallIneffectiveCollision()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Randomly select two molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 if (KE &lt;= β &amp;&amp; parentSize &gt;= 2) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Synthesis()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 else if (parentSize &gt;= 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 IntermolecularIneffectiveCollision()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 HIT++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 KE--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 Check for any new maximum solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 end for-loop // final stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 return the best solution found</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Pseudo-code for "MaxFlow-CRO" algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function: parentGenerating()</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input: C[i][j]: maximum capacity, parentSize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output: F_i: flow matrices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 for (int i=1 to popSize) |
2 for (int j=1 to no. of edges in the graph) |
3 randomly generate F_i[j][j] |
4 // where 0 <= F_i[j][j] <= C[i][j] |
5 PE_i = objectiveFunction(F_i) |
6 return F_i, PE_i |
7 end for-loop |
8 end for-loop |

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code for parent initialization function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function: onWallIneffectiveCollision()</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input: F_i // one molecule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output: F_i // new molecule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the same occurs for the second copy but destroy the second new number between 0 2 and 15). For the first copy, take the first half of flows and regenerate the second half of flows in order to produce a molecule for the original. Then compute the objective function (Figure 5: lines 19-27).

**Function:** Decomposition()
**Input:** \(F_i, F_2\) // two new molecules
**Output:** \(F_i', F_2'\) // two new molecules

```plaintext
1  // generate the first solution \(F_i'\)
2  Copy the original solution \(F_i\) into \(F_1\)
3  for (\(i=1\) to \(\text{network}_\text{flow}_\text{size}/2\))
4      \(F_i' = \text{Randomly generate new flow}\)
5      end for-loop
6  // objective function for the new molecule
7  \(PE_i' = \text{objectiveFunction}(F_i')\)
8  if (\(PE_i' > PE_i\)) then // solution confirmed
9      destroy \(F_i\)
10     return \(F_i'\)
11    else
12     dismiss \(F_i'\)
13  end if
14  // generate the second solution \(F_2'\)
15  Copy the original solution \(F_1\) into \(F_2\)
16  for (\(i=\text{network}_\text{flow}_\text{size}/2\) to \(\text{network}_\text{flow}_\text{size}\))
17      \(F_2' = \text{Randomly generate new flow}\)
18  end for-loop
19  // objective function for the new molecule
20  \(PE_2' = \text{objectiveFunction}(F_2')\)
21  if (\(PE_2' > PE_1\)) then // solution confirmed
22     destroy \(F_i\)
23    return \(F_2'\)
24  else
25     dismiss \(F_2'\)
26    end if
```

**VI. ANALYSIS OF MAXFLOW-CRO ALGORITHM**

**A. Time complexity**

For initial max flow of the first parent generation, the run time complexity can be approximated by \(O(N E f)\), where \(N\) is the number of parent nodes, \(E\) is the number of edges in flow network and \(f\) is the maximum flow in the flow network graph. The Random Number between 0-1 is approximated by \(O(1)\); which can be ignored since it has a constant value.

Starting the optimization algorithm: the run time complexity can be approximated by \(O(I X)\), where \(I\) is the number of iterations and \(X\) is the complexity for each method (depends on random selection). Below is the complexity calculation for each reaction, so we will be able to find the worst case.

1) Decomposition function: \(O(E2)\), where \(E\) is number of edges in the graph.
2) On-Wall ineffective collision function: \(O(E2)\), where \(E\) is number of edges in the graph.
3) Synthesis function: \(O(C)\), where \(C\) constant, synthesis function contains \(I\) and \(A\) statements, see Figure 6.
4) Inter-Molecular function: \( O(E^2+E+E) = O(E^2) \), where \( E \) is number of edges in the graph.

The worst case is when randomization leads to \( O(E^3) \), so replace \( X \) with \( O(E^2) \). Therefore the time complexity for the optimization algorithm is \( O(I E^2) \).

**Max flow calculation for the results:** This is similar to the initial \( O(R E f) \), where \( R \) is the remaining items in the input array, \( E \) is the number of edges in the graph, \( f \) is the maximum flow in the graph. Thus, the final Time complexity will be: \( O(N E f) + O(I E^2) = O(I E^2) \).

**B. Space complexity:**

The initial input needs \( O(N E^2) \), where \( E \) is the number of edges in the graph, and \( N \) is the number of nodes.

1) Intermolecular function: \( O(2E^2) = O(E^2) \).

2) On-Wall ineffective collision function: \( O(E^2) \).

3) Synthesis function: \( O(1) \), the size of the used graph already calculated in input so no need to include it again.

4) Decomposition function: \( O(2E^2) \). Additional graph for swapping is needed, so it is \( O(E^2) \). The worst case will be \( O(2E^2) + O(E^2) = O(E^3) \).

**Function:** synthesis()

**Input:** \( F_1, F_2, PE_1, PE_2 \) // two molecules

**Output:** \( F_3 \): solution has greater value of flow

1. If \( (PE_1 > PE_2) \) then
2. \( F_3 = F_1 \)
3. destroy \( F_2 \)
4. else
5. \( F_3 = F_2 \)
6. destroy \( F_1 \)
7. return \( F_3 \)

Therefore, the final space complexity will be: \( O(N E^3) + O(E^3) = O(N E^3) \).

**VII. Example for Maxflow-CRO Algorithm**

To understand how this study uses CRO to optimize maximum flow problem, refer to TABLE1 again. It shows a profile for a directed graph of four nodes and five edges, each edge has its own capacity, which will be used in this example and called molecule. The goal from this capacity matrix is to use it as a basis for producing flow matrices within their edges capacity. This example represents the capacity and the possible flow on the edge as flow/ capacity, as shown in Figures 7 through 10.

**A. On-wall ineffective reaction**

On-wall ineffective reaction uses total-half change method [4]. First, take the molecule that picked randomly from the population of parents, as one shown in Figure 7. Then, regenerate the first half part of its flows. After that, objective function will be applied to compute the new flow. This max flow value will be compared with the original max flow value. If it is larger than before, the new value will be confirmed; else it will be dismissed and the parent molecule will be remained. Figure 7 shows that the new molecule has max flow value better than that for original one, so it will be confirmed.

**B. Decomposition reaction**

In decomposition reaction, the molecule will be copied into other two molecules. For each of these resulted molecules, half values will be selected and regenerated randomly. For the first copy, select the first half, while second half is selected for the second copy. So, a new two molecules will be produced. After that, objective function will be applied, as shown in Figure 8. This operation is called total-half change operator [4].

**Fig. 7. On-wall ineffective collision reaction example**

**Fig. 8. Decomposition reaction example**

**Fig. 9. Synthesis reaction example**
C. Synthesis reaction

In the synthesis reaction, simply select the molecule which has greater flow value than the other molecule, as shown in Figure 9.

D. Inter-molecular reaction

Inter-molecular reaction is the same as on-wall reaction, but the procedure will be applied on two molecules rather than one, as shown in Figure 10.

VIII. RESULTS

The MaxFlow-CRO program was implemented and executed using a dataset of different flow_network_size: number of nodes in the graph. These dataset sizes are ranging from 50 to 1000 nodes as shown in TABLE 2. Datasets with further sizes were unable to be tested on the test PC due to memory limitations. The algorithm was tested using Intel-core™ i5-2450M CPU with 2.50 GHz, 4 GB RAM (2.5 GB usable), and windows7 32-bit operating system. The application program is written using Java and executed in NetBeans IDE 7.1.2, using ten structured classes. Each dataset is experimented 10 times, runtime in seconds is recorded, and an average runtime is calculated. Figure 11 shows the experimental runtimes depicted from TABLE 2. Figure 11 represents how execution time behaves with increasing size of the graph. From this Figure, we can conclude that the algorithm has a quadratic polynomial time complexity, which is possibly a good performance. The experiments show that, as initial parent size and number of iterations increase, better results for max flow will be obtained. Runtimes in TABLE 2 are recorded when the highest possible value for max flow is reached by the application program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>Average runtime (sec)</th>
<th>Network Size</th>
<th>Average runtime (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>114.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>149.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.429</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>178.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.449</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>230.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>11.278</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>278.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>18.694</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>301.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>396.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>43.233</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>425.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>54.37</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>459.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>80.142</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>506.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12 shows the chart for the asymptotic notation (IE^2), such that I = 75 and E = 100. It is clear from both Figure 11 and Figure 12 that experimental and theoretical results converge. Many terms are removed from the asymptotic notation of the runtime complexity when calculated theoretically, and that explains the slight difference in shape between the two Figures.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study proposes a potential solution to maximum flow problem through using chemical reaction optimization algorithm. The proposed MaxFlow-CRO algorithm is presented, analyzed asymptotically and experimental test is conducted. Asymptotically, the algorithm runtime is $O(I E^2)$. Asymptotic runtime is proved theoretically. The experiments show that, as initial value of parent_size variable and numbers of iterations are increased, better results for max flow will be obtained. Initial parent_size variable didn’t affect the run time, because initialization operations, in general, are out of runtimes consideration. In other hand, iterations number is an important factor that can affect the value of max flow and run time duration. As a future work, the algorithm could be improved to reach the possible highest max-flow value using less number of iterations by implementing the algorithm on supercomputer to evaluate its performance in parallel. In addition, we can conduct a comparison between this proposed algorithm and other heuristic, meta-heuristic or evolutionary algorithms used to solve maximum flow problem in terms of their performance.
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Abstract—Health Information Exchange (HIE) systems electronically transfer patients’ clinical, demographic, and health-related information between different care providers. These exchanges offer improved health care quality, reduced medical errors and health care costs, increase patient safety and organizational efficiency. However, technologies cannot bring such improvements if patients are reluctant to share personal health information which could impede the success of HIE system. The purpose of this study is to identify different factors that determine patients’ acceptance for sharing their medical information among different care provider. Based preliminary on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) combined with patients’ perspective an integrated model is proposed. A questionnaire survey is conducted to measure the proportion of respondents’ willingness to share their information with the residence of the eastern province of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. A sample of 300 respondents over 18 years of age is collected. Basic descriptive statistical analysis, reliability and validity assessment is conducted to analyze data and measure the goodness of model. Furthermore, Structural Equation Modelling is used to test research hypothesis. The finding shows that perceived benefit, perceived risk, subjective norms and attitude are the main predictors of patients' willingness or unwillingness to share their health information. The study revealed that more attention should be directed to these factors during the design and implementation of future HIE system to avoid expected barriers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Saudi Arabia government is consuming billions to enhance quality of healthcare and to extends its coverage over the last three decades [1]. This lead to increase in number of care providers, out of them, 60 % of healthcare services are provided by the ministry of health, the remaining services are provided by others governments bodies such as National Guard, Ministry of Defense and Aviation, Ministry of Interior, University Hospitals and private sector. Different care providers are managing and accomplishing health care services with significant variation in the information system used. Many of them using Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems for rendering health care services. As a result, patient information has scattered in various healthcare providers, and hospital staff is unable to review the medical history of patients who have visited other hospitals. It leads to redundant diagnostic tests or prescription of medications, which would compromise the quality of patient care. There is a need of integrated EMR among different hospitals to improve quality of care provided to patients, and improve efficiency of health care sector [2, 3].

Studies have shown despite the benefits of electronic Health Information Exchange (HIE) systems there is a potential threat to the confidentiality of information and their implication on patients’ privacy. Due to these threats HIE system are either not available or underutilized. One of the classical examples is Care. Data [4] launched by NHS England 2013 where they took an initiative to integrate patient records stored in the machines of general practitioners with information from social services and hospitals to make one centralized data archive. Unfortunately, this data share project failed due to risk of privacy it posed between patient and practitioners. Another example is doctor boycott to use inter organizational network with in British National Health service design to improve exchange of information on the ground of potential threat to information confidentiality [5]. Therefore, without balancing patient’s preferences for spreading their information over potential benefit that occurred to society the successful implementation of such system is challenging task. This issue is of particularly importance in context of Saudi Arabia where impact of social norms is relatively high as compare to western world. Unless patients are sure that personal information will not be distributed against their wish they may be reluctant to disclose sensitive information that is crucial to their correct treatment.

Although patient interests are at the core of medical confidentiality policy their understanding and view of possible information usage is at the margin of scholarly attention. In order to implement HIE system understanding patients’ perceived need for HIE, their preference, acceptance of technology, perceived benefit and concerns about information exchange technology is essential. Thus, this study explored the antecedent factors of patients’ intentions to accept HIE system from the perspective of information system adoption. It investigates the direct and indirect effect of various factors such as privacy, trust, social norms and patient involvement respectively on their intention and attitude towards sharing health information. Based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [6] and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [7] combined with patients’ attitude and concerns, a conceptual
model is proposed to explain the intention of patients’ to share their sensitive health information. The main goal is to study patients’ preferences that affect the acceptance of HIE. These preferences should be considered when developing and implementing systems, standards and policies to eliminate the expected barriers.

Rest of paper is organized as follow: Literature related to health information system and its acceptance is presented in Section II. The proposed model and research method is presented in section III and IV. Research results and research implications are discussed in section V. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Prior studies have identified HIE related privacy and security concerns [8] and public attitude toward adoption of HIE system [9, 10]. Some studies discussed attitude of doctors [11-14] and nurses [3] toward the usage of EMR and few of them discussed patient’s acceptance of Health information system [15, 16]. However, these studies mainly focus on consumers’ reluctance to use new technology.

There are very few studies which exclusively focus on patient attitudes toward sharing their health information. E.g. Whiddett, et al. [17] conducted a study of primary care patients in New Zealand and found that patient would like to be consulted about type of information before being released. Simon, et al. [18] surveyed Massachusetts community of northeastern United States to collect patient opinions about distribution of their information. The study found that patients are more concerned about privacy over HIE benefits. A proportion of respondent shows willingness to share information if they are consulted prior to sharing their information. Dhopeshwarkar et al. [19] conducted a survey to understand consumer preferences regarding the privacy and security of HIE. The study explored that patients prefer to view and permit the portion of information being shared with other parties. All these studies are exclusively validated in context of western culture, whereas in Saudi Arabia the impact of subjective norms on individual to share information is markedly different. Furthermore, previous studies based on general perception of consumers’ behavior by considering privacy and security concerns.

Compared to previous studies, this study highlighting the factors driving patients’ intention by developing a theoretical model adopted from psychological and social science theories describing user attitude and behavior toward specified behavior. These theories include Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [20], Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) [7] to describe user behavior and attitude and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [6] that predict and explain health IT acceptance and use.

TRA is a general social-psychological/behavioral theory that had been proven useful for understanding a variety of behaviors. It suggests that a person’s behavior is determined by persons’ attitude and subjective norm [20]. TPB [7] is an extension of TRA, suggesting that in addition to attitude and subjective norm, a person’s perceived behavioral control (PBC) also influences behavioral intention. It refers to a person’s behavior based on past experience (such as privacy protection and invasion) and the anticipated abilities to carry out the behavior. Although TPB is adopted by many researchers to explain the behavior of persons toward certain action, however, it does not specify belief set that is relevant to specific behavior of IT usage and acceptance. Since the major antecedent to IT use is behavioral intention (BI) to use it, hence TPB is extended to Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). TAM determines that the intention to use a system is effected by individual’s attitude towards using the system. Perceived usefulness is influenced directly by behavioral intention (BI) [21]. Furthermore, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are two factors influenced by additional external variables and determines users’ attitude and perceived ease of use i.e. the easier it is to use the more useful it can be.

Based upon these three theories combined with general consumers’ perception of health care literature a theoretical model is proposed in next section to identify antecedent factor to determine patient attitude towards sharing their health information.

III. PROPOSED MODEL AND HYPOTHESIS

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) are selected as the reference to develop theoretical model for determining patients’ intention to accept Health Information Exchange system. Proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of eight external variable (constructs) based on theoretical arguments from HIE acceptance perspective. The selection of these constructs is supported by previous studies from Health Information System and Technology acceptance literature [6, 8, 12, 21, 22]. Behavior Intention is adopted from original TAM model as the primary predictor of actual usage behavior [21]. Subjective Norms and external variables such as Age, gender and background are adopted from TPB. Furthermore, we extended the model with other constructs such as Perceived Benefits of HIE, Perceived Risk, Trust, Privacy Concerns and Patients’ Involvement to provide precise understanding of patients’ behavioral antecedents based upon theoretical arguments from HIE perspective [11, 16, 23, 24]. Description of constructs adopted in proposed model is shown in Table I.
TABLE I. THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS WITH DESCRIPTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Intention (BI)</td>
<td>Measure the strength of person’s formulated conscious plan to perform or not perform some specified future behavior [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Benefits (PB)</td>
<td>Degree of persons understanding for the efficacy of HIE system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risk (PRisk)</td>
<td>Level of patient’s uncertainty in use of Health information system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norms (SN)</td>
<td>Refer to the persons’ perception of performing some action based upon other people expectations [20].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Measures the level of patients’ perception about the legality, standard and technology adopted by HIE system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy Concerns (PC)</td>
<td>Patients concern who will access and how to use their information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (ATT)</td>
<td>Refers to persons’ behavior which directly influence the strength of that behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Involvement (PI)</td>
<td>Measures the degree of patient involvement in process of information sharing and usage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following eleven hypotheses are constructed to examine proposed model.

**H1:** Higher level of perceived benefits of HIE leads to more positive attitude to share health information.

**H2:** Higher level of trust leads to low perceived risk to share their health information.

**H3:** High level of privacy concerns lead to high perceived risk to share health information.

**H4:** Higher level of perceived risk lead to more negative attitude to share health information.

**H5:** Patient’s perceived risk has a negative effect on their behavior intention.

**H6:** A higher level of subjective norms leads to more positive behavior intention to share health information.

**H7:** Patient involvement has a positive effect on their behavior intention to share their health information.

**H8:** A positive attitude leads to more positive behavior intention to share health information.

**H9:** Patients’ higher level of HIE related background has a positive effect on behavior intention.

**H10:** Gender will positively influence on behavior intention to share health information more for men.

**H11:** Age will positively influence on behavioral intention to share health information more for younger than elderly.

In this study, we considered the patients’ age above 18 years because the patients younger than 18 could not have their own account or respond the survey [16]. Furthermore, they will influence negatively since they are unable to take a decision about their health information and most of them rely on their parents.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Survey Instrument Development

Data is collected from surveys administered through structured questionnaire. Survey items used to operationalize the construct investigated in proposed model are adopted from previous studies as shown in Table II. To adopt them for Saudi culture, items were first drafted in English and test for clarity and face validity by team of two professors. To get the maximum response, items were also translated into Arabic language. A backward translation method was used where items were translated back and forth to English and Arabic language by team of two bilinguals’ professors. The Arabic and English version were subject to three patients for content clarity and completion time estimation. All items were measured using a five-point Likert-type scale, with anchors ranging from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree.” Survey
was distributed via email, WhatsApp, tweeter, Facebook as well as conducted online.

### TABLE II. THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS WITH SURVEY ITEMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Survey Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BI[12, 22] | B1: I intend to share my health information when it becomes available with my physician.  
B2: I intend to share my health information with other caregivers as often as needed.  
B3: To the extent possible, I would share my health information with others providers frequently. |
| ATT[12, 24] | ATT1: Sharing my health information would be a good idea.  
ATT2: Sharing my health information is unpleasant.  
ATT3: Sharing my health information is beneficial for my health care. |
| PB[14, 25] | PB1: Sharing my health information save time and decrease cost.  
PB2: Sharing my health information reduce duplication in medication, reports and lab tests.  
PB3: Sharing my health information help physician to accurately diagnosis |
| SN[24, 26] | SN1: People who are important to me would think that I should share my health information with other organizations.  
SN2: People who influence me would think that I should share my health information.  
SN3: People whose opinions are valued to me would prefer that I should share my health information with other organizations [26]. |
| PI[27] | PI1: I prefer to sign a consent before my information being released.  
PI2: I prefer to approve which information that I agree to share.  
PI3: I want to receive notification before sharing my information. |
| PRisk[13, 24] | PRisk1: Sharing my health information lead to breach of privacy because my information could be used without my knowledge.  
PRisk2: Sharing my health information would pose risks to my treatments and diagnoses. |
| Trust[13, 15] | Trust1: I can trust health care providers to share my information.  
Trust2: I cannot trust on information technology used due to potential threats. |
| PC[28, 29] | PC1: I am concerned that another care provider could misuse my health information.  
PC2: I am concerned about sharing my health information because of what others might do with them.  
PC3: I am concerned about sharing my health information because it could be sold to third parties. |

### B. Tool and Techniques

Data is analyzed using SPSS V24.0 and WarpPLS 5.0 [30]. SPSS is a well-known and commonly used program for statistical analysis and used to compute descriptive statistics, frequencies, and percentages of collected data. WarpPLS 5.0 is used to assess the reliability, validity as well as hypothesis testing. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is used for hypothesis testing. SEM is most commonly used multivariate technique [31] for instrument validation and model testing to identify series of relationship constitutes in large-scale model or an entire theory.

### C. Demographic Characteristics

A total number of 300 responses from Saudis and non-Saudis residence in Eastern province is collected. Table III presents the sample distribution of gender, age and background. Results show that the most respondents were female (59.3%). The majority of the respondents (58%) indicate that the respondents do not have previous background about health information exchange. Statistics also shows that the majority of the respondents (38.7%) were between 18 to 30 years of age group.

### TABLE III. RESPONDENTS’ CHARACTERISTICS (N=300)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>18 to 30 years</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31 to 40 years</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41 to 50 years</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 years and above</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The analysis of data from the 300 samples is conducted in two stages. At first stage, the model is estimated using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) to test whether constructed variable possesses sufficient reliability and validity. Based upon CFA, constructed variable and measuring items that best fitted the data are identified. Constructs and items that do not best fit the data are removed from model. In second stage structural relationships among the model constructs identified to test whether proposed hypothesis are supported by data or not.

### A. Assessment of the Measurement Model

Model reliability, Convergent and Discriminant validity [32] is examined to identify the adequacy of measurement model. Cronbach's Alpha is used to assess reliability. Its values varies between 0 and 1, the higher the values the more reliable and desirable are the measuring items pertaining to given construct [33]. According to C. E. Lunneborg [34] values should be more than 0.70, however, 0.60 or 0.50 is also acceptable [35, 36]. It can be observed from the Table IV, the range of the Cronbach Alpha varies -0.023–0.831 where, Attitude and Trust has negative values. The items with value less than recommended are dropped from model. The item dropped are Trust construct and item-2 (ATT2) from the Attitude construct to achieve recommended value of Cronbach’s Alpha as shown in Table V. Convergent validity is assessed by using Composite Reliability and Average Variance Extracted (AVE). It can also be observed from Table VI composite reliability and AVE are greater than recommended value of 0.70 and 0.50 [36, 37]. Discriminant Validity is measured to identify that one construct is truly distinct from all other construct in research model [32, 38]. It is measured by examining AVE to ensure that each construct share large variance with the other constructs. Hair et al. [39] stated that the discriminant validity is supported when the square root of individual construct is higher than the variance shared between the constructs. Table VII shows square roots of AVEs.
(diagonal cells) greater than the correlations between constructs.

### Table IV. Reliability Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-0.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRisk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V. Reliability Testing after Dropping Trust and ATT2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRisk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI. Convergent Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Comp. Rel.</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRisk</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VII. Discriminant Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>BI</th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>PB</th>
<th>SN</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>PRisk</th>
<th>PC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRisk</td>
<td>-0.207</td>
<td>-0.430</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>-0.113</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>-0.159</td>
<td>-0.263</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Assessment of Structural Model

The structural model is evaluated and hypothesis are tested after establishing adequacy of measurement model. Structural Equation Model (SEM) is built to indicates the path relationship among the construct. It is done by determining the predictive power of model and by analyzing the hypothesized relationship among the constructs. Firstly, the coefficient of determination R-Square ($R^2$) for each of three endogenous constructs is calculated to determine the predictive power of research model. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that model has high predictive power since it shows 42% variance in Behavior Intention (BI) and 45% variance in Attitude (ATT) which is supported by meta-analysis of research on TRA and TPB [40] where average variance in intention is 40–50%. The Perceived Risk (PRisk) account for 19% variance. Secondly, direct effect of each exogenous construct on the endogenous construct to estimates the standardized path coefficients ($\beta$) between constructs. It is indicated by $\beta$ value with p significance level presented numerically on solid line leading from the exogenous construct to the endogenous construct in Fig. 2.

### C. Hypothesis Testing

Result of hypothesis testing are summarized in Table VIII. The ‘Findings’ column indicates whether that hypothesis was supported or not supported depending on the path coefficients $\beta$ and p-value. The result shows that five hypotheses were significantly supported and five hypotheses are not empirically supported by the data.

Following is the summary of hypothesis test:

- **H1**: A higher level of Perceived Benefits (PB) of HIE lead to more positive attitude (ATT) to share health information. PB achieved a strong positive direct influence on ATT ($\beta = 0.585$, $p < 0.001$). Hence, H1 is supported.
- **H2**: Higher level of Trust leads to low perceived risk to share their health information. H2 is removed due to removal of Trust construct during testing for constructs’ reliability.
- **H3**: High level of Privacy Concerns (PC) lead to high perceived risk (PRisk) to share health information. PC achieved a strong positive direct influence on PRisk ($\beta = 0.435$, $p < 0.001$). Hence, H3 is supported.
- **H4**: Higher level of PRisk lead to more negative Attitude (ATT) to share health information. PRisk achieved a strong negative direct influence on ATT ($\beta = -0.228$, $p < 0.001$). Hence, H4 is supported.

The result shows that H1 has more effect in this study than H4. This mean PB effect on patient’s ATT with beta coefficient = 0.585 is higher than the effect of PRisk on ATT (beta = -0.228). Perceived benefits and perceived risk are considered as two factors that influence the attitude of patients to share their health information.

- **H5**: Patient’s Perceived Risk (PRisk) has a negative effect on their Behavior Intention (BI) to share their health information. PRisk achieved a strong positive direct influence on BI ($\beta = -0.149$, $p = 0.004$). Hence, H5 is not supported.
- **H6**: A higher level of Subjective Norms (SN) leads to more positive Behavior Intention (BI) to share health information. SN achieved a strong positive direct influence on BI ($\beta = 0.203$, $p < 0.001$). Hence, H6 is supported.
**H7**: Patient Involvement (PI) has a positive effect on their Behavior Intention (BI) to share their health information. PI achieved a strong negative direct influence on BI (beta = -0.006, p = 0.461). Hence, H7 is not supported.

**H8**: A positive Attitude (ATT) leads to more positive Behavior Intention (BI) to share health information. ATT achieved a strong positive direct influence on BI (beta = 0.534, p < 0.001). Hence, H8 is supported.

The result shows that H8 has more effect than H6. This mean patients’ attitude effect on behavior intention with beta coefficient = 0.534 is higher than the effect of subjective norm on intention behavior (beta coefficient = 0.203). These findings are supported by another IS acceptance studies [13] in which the attitude positively effect on behavior intention. Accordingly, attitude explained 42% of the variance in patients’ intention to share their information. Similar to our study the outcomes [41] indicate that attitude of patients and subjective norm are the main determinants to share health information. Patients’ decisions about HIE system acceptance could be strongly affected by their peers and friends.

**H9**: Patients’ higher level of HIE related background has a positive effect on behavior intention (BI) to share their health information. Background achieved a strong negative direct influence on BI (beta = -0.037, p = 0.261). Hence, H10 is not supported.

**H10**: Gender will positively influence on BI to share health information more for men. Gender did not display significant interactions with behavior intention (beta = 0.010, p = 0.428). Hence, H11 is not supported.

**H11**: Age will positively influence on BI to share health information more for younger than elderly. Age did not show significant interactions with behavior intention (beta = -0.032, p = 0.290). Hence, H12 is not supported.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

Governments in developing countries are spending huge amounts of money in implementing and exchanging EMR which is becoming progressively complex and leads to implementation failures. In addition, low acceptance of such system has been a major problem for health care providers.

This study developed the understanding of the determinant of HIE system acceptance. It identifies the patients concerns and their preferences to share their sensitive health information disseminated among different health care providers through such systems. The result of the analysis indicated that Perceived Benefits and Perceived Risks are the two factors influence the attitude of patients to share their health information. Moreover, Attitude and Subjective Norms have significant effects on Behavior Intention to share health information. Based on these findings this study revealed that more attention should be directed toward ensuring that patient is fully informed about the benefits of HIE and they have high level of trust on HIE legality, standard, policies and
technology. Furthermore, they should be trained and educate time to time to maximize HIE acceptance and usage. The findings also imply that the design and development of future systems should also incorporate sophisticated and flexible access control policies that can be adapted to meet the preferences of individual patients to reduce expected barriers.
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Abstract—The Arrangement-Star is a well-known network in the literature and it is one of the promising interconnection networks in the area of super computing, it is expected to be one of the attractive alternatives in the future for High Speed Parallel Computers. The Arrangement-Star network has many attractive topological properties such as small diameter, low degree, good connectivity, low broadcasting cost and flexibility in choosing the desired network size. Although, some of the research work has been done on Arrangement-Star network, it still needs more investigation and research efforts to explore these attractive topologies and utilize it to solve some real life applications. In this paper we attempt to fill this gap by proposing an efficient algorithm for load balancing among different processors of the Arrangement-Star network. The proposed algorithm is named as Arrangement Star Clustered Dimension Exchange Method ASCDEM presented and implemented on the Arrangement-Star network. The algorithm is based on the Clustered Dimension Exchange Method (CDEM). The ASCDEM algorithm is shown to be efficient in redistributing the load balancing among all different processors of the network as evenly as possible. A complete detail of this algorithm in addition to examples and discussions to explore the benefits of applying this distributed algorithm is presented in this paper. Furthermore an analytical study on the algorithm is presented and discussed to explore the attractive performance of the proposed algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Arrangement-Star network as a case of study on vertex product networks [1, 2, 3, 4], it is constructed from the cross product of the Star and Arrangement graphs. It has shown to have superior topological properties over its constituents: the Star and Arrangement graphs [5, 6, 7]. Besides having a smaller diameter, node degree, and number of links, it has a lower broadcasting cost and more flexibility in choosing the desired network size.

Although some algorithms proposed for the Arrangement-Star graph such as distributed fault-tolerant routing algorithm [5], some of the important problems that the Arrangement-Star network still needs more efforts and researchers is the issue of load balancing among different processors of this network. Since there is no enough research work in literature for proposing efficient algorithms for load balancing on the Arrangement-Star network. In this research effort we move one more step in filling this gap by investigating and proposing the ASCDEM algorithm on the Arrangement-Star network, the proposed algorithm is based on the CDEM algorithm which was able to redistribute the load balance among all node of the networks on OTIS-Hypercube network as evenly as possible [8]. A reasonable and efficient implementation of the ASCDEM algorithm on the Arrangement-Star network will make it more attractive for the solving real life applications problem.

This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the related work on load balancing, section III introduces the necessary basic notations and definitions, section IV presents the implementation of the ASCDEM algorithm on the Arrangement-Star network. Furthermore we present examples on SCDEM algorithm to explain and explore detailed transactions of the algorithm on different Arrangement-Star network sizes, section V presents an analytical study of the ASCEDM algorithm, finally section VI concludes this research work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many attractive properties for the Arrangement-Star graph have been shown in the literature enabled it to be one of the candidate’s networks for the High Speed Parallel Computers (HSPC) and a reasonable choice for any real life applications [5]. This outcome about Arrangement-Star network has motivated us to spend more time and do some research on it for some important class of algorithms such as: the load balancing because still this networks suffers from shortening in number of algorithms for the load balancing problem in general and for load balancing problem in specific. This algorithm has been studied and proposed for many HSPC infrastructures ranging from electronic networks [5] and also for Optoelectronic networks [9, 10].

The Load balancing algorithm is a famous type of problems that is needed by all HSPC infrastructures. The load balancing problem have been investigated from many angles and point views. As an example on the literature work this problem was investigated by the researchers Ranka, Won, and Sahni [11]. As conclusion of their work they come out with an efficient algorithm to be implemented on HSPC called the Dimension Exchange Method (DEM) on the hypercube topology. This algorithm (DEM) constructed and developed by issuing and getting the average load of neighbors’ nodes, where the symmetric degree of the hypercube is $n$. All adjacent nodes which are connected on the $n^{th}$ dimension they will exchange their task loads to redistribute the task load and as evenly as possible, the processor with extra load will share...
any extra amount of the load to its adjacent neighbor node. The DEM algorithm main advantage that it was able to redistribute the load balances of processors among all neighbors as evenly as possible. Furthermore Ranka and et al have enhance the load balance in the DEM algorithm in its worst case to achieve log2n on the cube network [11].

Zaho, Xiao, and Qin have investigated and proposed hybrid structure of diffusion and dimension exchange called DED-X which worked in a perfect manner for the load balancing algorithm on Optoelectronic networks [12]. The DED-X problem main task was to redistribute the load balancing between different nodes of the network to three different phases. The achieved outcome on Optical Transpose Interconnection System networks proved that the redistribution of load balance between all nodes of the topology was efficient and mostly even. Furthermore the reached outcome and the issued results of the simulation from Zaho et al of the proposed algorithms on load balancing has shown a considerably big improvements in enhancement in redistribution the load balancing of the processors of the topology [12]. In a different literature and research done by Zaho and Xiao they investigated a different algorithm named t DED-X for load balancing on homogeneous optoelectronic technology and they proposed new algorithm framework, Generalized Diffusion-Exchange- Diffusion Method, this framework was efficient for the load balancing distribution on the Heterogeneous optoelectronic technology [11, 13, 14].

On the other hand Zaho, Xiao, and Qin have investigated and proved that the efficiency of the new investigated load balancing algorithms to be more effective than the X old load balancing algorithm [12].

The target of this research effort is to investigate a new algorithm for the load balancing among the nodes of the Arrangement-Star networks named Arrangement Star Clustered Dimension Exchange Method (ASCDEM). The algorithm is based on the Clustered Dimension Exchange Method (CDEM) [13].

III. DEFINITIONS AND TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

During the last two decades a big number of interconnection networks for High Speed Parallel Computers (HSPC) investigations are proposed in literature [6, 13, 15]. As an example one of these networks was the hypercube interconnection network [8, 13]. Also a well known example is the Star network [6]. Some properties of this network have been studied in the literature including its basic topological properties, parallel path classification, node connectivity and embedding [17, 18, 19, 20]. The authors Akers and Krishnamurthy have proved that the Star graph has several advantages over the hypercube network including a lower degree for a fixed network size of the comparable network sizes, a smaller diameter, and smaller average diameter. Furthermore they showed that the Star graph is maximally fault tolerant edge, and vertex symmetric [6].

The major drawback of the Star network is related to its scalability problem [21]. The size of the Star network increases as a factorial function, and thus grows widely very rapidly; for example, the value of 5! is equal to 120 while the value of 6! is 720. Until today despite its attractive topological properties, the Star graph has not been used in practical systems yet because of this problem.

In an attempt to address this problem in the Star network, Day and Tripathi [7] have proposed the Arrangement graph as a generalization of the Star graph. The Arrangement graph is a family of undirected graphs that contains the Star graph family. It slightly brings a solution to the problem of the scalability, which the Star graph suffers from (i.e. the problem of growth of the number n! of nodes in the n-Star). It also preserves all the nice qualities of the Star graph topology including, hierarchical structure, vertex and edge symmetric, simple shortest path routing and many fault tolerance properties [7]. Still a common drawback of the Star and Arrangement graphs is the restriction on the number of nodes: n! for the Star graph and m!/m-k)! for the Arrangement graph. The set of values of n! (or m!/m-k)!) is spread widely over the set of integers; so, one will be faced with the choice of too few or too many available nodes.

However, there has been relatively a limited research efforts have been dedicated to design efficient algorithms for the Arrangement-Star graph including broadcasting [19], selection and sorting [20, 22], Fast Fourier Transform [23], and Matrix Multiplications [24] and load balancing. In an attempt to overcome the load balancing problem we present an efficient algorithm for load balancing problem on Arrangement-Star graph to redistribute the load balancing among all processors of the network as evenly as possible.

An Arrangement graph is specified by two parameters m and k, satisfying 1 ≤ k ≤ m. For simplicity let (m) = {1,2,…,m} and (k) = {1,2,…..k}.

**Definition 1:** The (m,k)-Arrangement graph A_{m,k} = (V, E_i), 1 ≤ k ≤ m-1 is defined as follows [7]:

V_i = \{p_1p_2 … p_k | p_i ∈ (m) and pi ≠ p_j for i ≠ j} = P^m_k , and

E_i = \{(p,q) | p and q in V_i and for some i in (k), p_i ≠ q_i and p_j = q_j for j ≠ i\}.

That is, the nodes of A_{m,k} labelled with a unique Arrangements of k elements out of m symbols (m), and the edges of A_{m,k} connect Arrangements which differ in exactly one of their k positions An edge of A_{m,k} connecting two Arrangements which differ only in position i called an i-edge. In this case, p and q are i-adjacent and q is called (i, q_i)-neighbour of p. The (m,k)-Arrangement graph A_{m,k} is regular of degree (k(m-k)) and of size m!(m-k)!, and diameter \[3k/2\].

The (m, m-1)-Arrangement graph A_{m,m-1} is isomorphic to n-Star graph S_n [3, 7], and the (m,1)-Arrangement graph is isomorphic to the complete graph with m nodes [7].

**Definition 2:** The n-Star graph, denoted by S_n, has n! nodes each labelled with a unique permutation on (n) = {1,…,n}. Any two nodes are connected if, and only if, their corresponding permutations differ exactly in the first and one other position.

The diameter, δ, and the degree, α, of the Star graph are as follows [6]:
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\[ \delta, \text{ of } n\text{-Star graph } = [1.5 \ (n-1)] \]
\[ \alpha, \text{ of the } n\text{-Star graph } = n-1, \text{ where } n > 1. \]

**Definition 3:** The Arrangement-Star graph is the cross product of the \(n\)-Star graph and the \((m, k)\)-Arrangement graph, and is given by \(AS_{n,m,k} = A_{m,k} \otimes S_n\) such that \(n > 1\) and \(1 \leq k \leq m.\)

Note that if \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) are two undirected graphs then for any node \(X = \langle x_1, x_2 \rangle\) in the cross product graph, \(G = G_1 \otimes G_2\) has an address consisting of two parts, one coming from \(G_1\) and the other coming from \(G_2\). We will denote the earlier part by \(lp(X) = x_1\) and the later part by \(rp(X) = x_2\).

Figure 1 shows the topology of \(AS_{2,3,2}\) that is obtained from the graph product of \(S_2\) and \(A_{3,2}\) networks. A node \(X = \langle u, v \rangle\) in \(AS_{2,3,2}\) consisting of two parts, left part coming from the Star graph and the right part coming from the Arrangement graph \((lp\) and \(rp)\). Two nodes \(X = \langle u, v \rangle\) and \(Y = \langle u', v' \rangle\) are connected if, \(lp(X) = lp(Y)\) and \(rp(X) = rp(Y)\) in \(A_{m,k}\) (in this case \(X\) and \(Y\) are said Arrangement-connected) or \(rp(X) = rp(Y)\) and \(lp(X)\) is connected \(lp(Y)\) in \(S_n\) (in this case \(X\) and \(Y\) are said Star-connected). For instance in Figure 1 the node \(ab13\) is connected to the node \(ab12\), and the node \(ab23\) is connected to the node \(ba23\).

Fig. 1. Arrangement-Star graph, \(AS_{2,3,2}\)

**IV. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ASCDEM ALGORITHM ON THE ARRANGEMENT-STAR NETWORK**

The algorithm we present in this paper ASCDEM is based on the Clustered Dimension Exchange Method CDEM for load balancing on the Arrangement-Star Interconnection networks [8].

The main achievement of the new presented ASCDEM is to obtain even load balancing for the \(AS_{n,m,k}\) network by redistributing the load size to reach an equal load size at each node within the whole network. The structure of the \(AS_{n,m,k}\) network consists of \(S_n\) network as a first level structure of the hierarchal \(AS_{n,m,k}\) Network, the first level of \(S_n\) consists of \(n!\) Sub-graphs, each sub-graph represented by an \(A_{m,k}\) Arrangement graph. The links and edges between the nodes of the whole graph have been identified and described in the above section.

The ASCDEM load balancing algorithm is based on the following two phases:

- **Phase 1:** Distributing the load balancing among all sub-graphs of the first level hierarchal \(S_n\) graph, we start by balancing the load of every two nodes via the edges that connect these sub-graphs within the Star topology structure. By the end of this phase we guarantee that all sub-graphs will have almost the same total number of loads since each sub-graph is represented as if it is a single node of the Star network structure in the first level hierarchy. It worth to mention here, that the load within each sub-graph is not sorted at this stage. To complete this phase we need to make \(n!/2\) parallel redistribution steps of load among every two nodes via a Star structure edge. But at each of these parallel steps, there will be an \(n-1\) sequential exchanges for each node with its \(n-1\) neighbors within the Star structure.

- **Phase 2:** Distributing the load size within each sub-graph, this will the second level of the hierarchal \(AS_{n,m,k}\) network, where each sub-graph is an Arrangement graph representation, by the end of the phase 1, all sub-graphs will have the same load size, then by redistributing the load sizes among these Arrangement graphs, the whole \(AS_{n,m,k}\) network will have almost equal load sizes at each node. This phase requires \(m!/2(m-k)!\) parallel redistribution steps of load among every two nodes via an Arrangement structure edge. But at each of these parallel steps, there will be a \(k^*(m-k)\) sequential exchanges for each node with its \(k^*(m-k)\) neighbors within the Arrangement structure. By the end of this phase, all nodes will have almost the same load size, the following algorithm in Fig 2 describe the ASCDEM method of load balancing.

ASCDEM algorithm works on redistributing load balancing among all processors of the network, phase 1 is done in parallel among all nodes via the Star topological connections. Then Phase 2 is also done in parallel among all nodes via the Arrangement topological connections.

- **Phase 1:** The load balancing between the processors; sub-graphs; of \(S_n\) based on ASCDEM algorithm is exchanged as in steps 1 to 14 in parallel, at first step the load exchange will be between all the processors in which they differ in 1\(^{st}\) position and 2\(^{nd}\) position for all the factor networks of \(S_n\) i.e. \(S_{n,1}\). Then the same process will be repeated continually until it reach the neighbours \(p_i\) that are \(n\) positions far away from \(p_i\).

By the end of this phase all sub-graphs will have almost the same total number of load sizes.

```
Note that \(n-1\) is the number of neighbors of any processor in \(S_n\):
1. \(\text{for } p = 2; \text{ } p \leq n; \text{ } p++ \quad //\text{Start of phase#1}\)
2.
3. \(\text{for all neighbour nodes } p_i, \text{ and } p\text{, which they differ in } 1^{\text{st}} \text{ and } p \text{ position of } S_n \text{ do in parallel}\)
4. \(\text{Give-and-take } p_i \text{ and } p\text{ total load sizes of the two nodes}\)
5. \(\text{TheAverageLoad } p_{i,j} = \text{Floor } (\text{Load } p_i + \text{Load } p_j)/2\)
6. \(\text{if (Totalload } p_i \geq \text{excess AverageLoad } p_{i,j} )\)
7. \(\text{Send excess load } p_i \text{ to the neighbour node } p_j\)
8. \(\text{Load } p_i = \text{Load } p_i - \text{ extra load}\)
9. \(\text{Load } p_j = \text{Load } p_j + \text{ extra load}\)
10. \(\text{else}\)
```
11. Receive extra load from neighbour $p_j$
12. Load $p_i = Load \ p_j + extra\ load$
13. Load $p_j = Load \ p_j - extra\ load$
14. Repeat steps (1 to 13) $\left\lfloor \frac{(n - 1)}{2} \right\rfloor$ times // diameter of the Star Topology -End of phase#1
15. for $p = 1; p \leq k; p // the kth positions- Start of phase#2
16. for $d = 1; d < k*(m-k+1); d++$ // differ of kth position
17. for all neighbor nodes $p_{i}$ and $p_{j}$ which they differ in exactly one $k$ position // $|k_i - k_j| = d$ excluding the fixed positions
18. TheAverageLoad $p_{kij} = Floor \ (Load \ p_i + Load \ p_k)/2$
19. if (Totalload $p_i >excess$ AverageLoad $p_{kij}$
20. Send excess load $p_i$ to the neighbour node $p_{ij}$
21. Load $p_{ij} = Load \ p_i - extra\ load$
22. Load $p_{ij} = Load \ p_j + extra\ load$
23. else
24. Receive extra load from neighbour $p_{kj}$
25. Load $p_{ij} = Load \ p_i + extra\ load$
26. Load $p_{ij} = Load \ p_j - extra\ load$
27. Repeat steps (15 to 27) $\left\lfloor \frac{3k}{2} \right\rfloor$ times // diameter of the Arrangement topology -End of phase#2

Fig. 2. The ASCDEM load balancing Algorithm

·Phase 2: The load balancing within the processors of each sub-graph where each sub-graph is an $A_{m,k}$ network. The ASCDEM algorithm in steps 15 to 28 performed in parallel, at first step the load exchange will be between all the processors in which they differ in exactly one $k$ position for any two neighboring nodes, which means they are connected via an Arrangement structure. Then the same process will be repeated continually all of the $\left\lfloor \frac{3k}{2} \right\rfloor$ neighbors. By the end of this phase all nodes of the network will have almost the same load size.

Example 1: - To explain the ASCDEM algorithm presented in Fig. 2, the following example implements the load balancing algorithm on a $A_{3,2,2}$ network where $n=2$, $m=3$, and $k=2$.

Fig. 3 shows the $A_{3,2,2}$ network, it consists of two sub-graphs connected to each other via a Star structure, each sub-graph is represented as an Arrangement graph; $A_{3,2}$ which has 6 processors. The total number of processors in the $A_{3,2,2}$ network is twelve. Each node has an original load size assigned to it and it is represented in the figure inside every node. Since the degree of $A_{3,2,2}$ is 3, it follows that each node connected to three other direct nodes, two of nodes via the Arrangement graph edges, and one node via the Star graph edge.

First we Start by implanting phase 1 of the algorithm by following the steps 2-12. Fig. 4 shows the new load size for each node after completing the first phase, edges in bold and dash lines represent the Star graph structure links, the curve line is to distinguish between the two Arrangement graphs in the figure. By the end of this phase, the total load sizes for each of the two sub-graphs are almost equal.

Fig. 5. Arrangement-Star graph, $A_{3,2,2}$ after performing phase 2 where $k=1$
In phase 2 of the algorithm all adjacent nodes which differ in one and only one of their $k$ position will redistribute their load balancing equally, this phase is done for each sub-graph separately and in parallel, at each parallel step, each node do this redistribution with its neighbors via an Arrangement graph edges. Figure 5 shows the parallel redistribution of loads within each Arrangement sub-graph for the first position where $k=1$, the dashed lines represent these exchanges between every two pair of nodes. Figure 6, shows the results for the $k$ position=2. Figure 7 shows the final redistributed load size of every node, noting that the second phase of the algorithm is repeated 3 times; $m!/2(m-k)!$; to guarantee that equal distribution is done across the whole network to reach nodes at diameter distance from each other. Furthermore, all node exchanges at the same $k$ position are done in parallel. The final results prove the efficiency of our algorithm where all nodes’ loads are almost equal.

To present the Arrangement-Star network clearly, figure 8 is an example of this network where we refer to it as $AS_{3,3,2}$. The size of the Star is 6 and each node of the Star is presented by an Arrangement network of $A_{3,2}$. The size of each Arrangement network is also 6 nodes. The total size of the whole network is 36 nodes as it is obvious from the figure below that each node is connected other neighboring nodes based of the properties of the Star and the Arrangement networks. For example the node abc13 is connected to the two neighboring nodes; abc12 and abc23; via the Arrangement graph properties and also it is connected to the two neighboring nodes; bac13 and cba13; via the Star network properties.

![Fig. 6. Arrangement-Star graph, $AS_{3,3,2}$ after performing phase 2 where $k=2$](image)

In the following example we will present the ASCDEM algorithm behavior on $AS_{3,3,2}$ described above to give more details about this algorithm:

**Example 2:** - To explore the ASCDEM algorithm presented in Fig. 2 in more details, we present another Arrangement-Star network to implement the load balancing algorithm on it. This network is denoted as $AS_{n,m,k}$ network where $n=3$, $m=3$, and $k=2$.

Fig. 9 shows the Arrangement-Star graph of $AS_{3,3,2}$ interconnection network, where each node in of the 6 nodes Star graph is represented by a complete Arrangement network of $A_{3,2}$, which consists of 6 nodes. Since the degree of $AS_{3,3,2}$ is $n-1+k(m-k)$ which is equal to 4, it follows that each node connected to four other direct nodes, two of nodes via the Arrangement graph edges, and two nodes via the Star graph edge.

First we Start by implanting phase 1 of the algorithm by following the steps 2-12. Fig. 10 shows the new load size for each node after completing the first phase. By the end of this phase, the total load sizes for each of the six sub-graphs are almost equal. Where each sub-graph is represented by an Arrangement network of $A_{3,2}$.

Fig. 11 shows the final load size for each node after completing the second phase which is also the final phase of the algorithm. By the end of this phase, the total load size for each node is almost equal. This proves that our algorithm works properly and performs the load balancing accurately.
Fig. 8. Arrangement-Star graph, $AS_{3,3,2}$

Fig. 9. Arrangement-Star graph, $AS_{3,3,2}$ – Initial state
Fig. 10. Arrangement-Star graph, $\text{AS}_{3,3,2}$ – End of phase 1

Fig. 11. Arrangement-Star graph, $\text{AS}_{3,3,2}$ End of phase 2
V. ANALYTICAL STUDY

In this section we introduce analytical results of the ASCDEM load balancing algorithm behavior on the Arrangement-Star network. The following propositions are summarizing the outcome of this analytical study.

Proposition #1: By performing the first phase of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of sequential steps is equal to the diameter of the Star network which is \( \frac{3}{2} n \).

Since the structure of the Arrangement-Star graph is based on representing an Arrangement graph as a node within the Star graph with parallel connectivity within the nodes of the whole network, ASCDEM algorithm utilizes this feature to distribute the load sizes among its sub-graphs of the graph; Arrangement networks; by utilizing the properties of the Star graph to distribute the loads where the longest length between any two sub-graphs is equal to the diameter of the Star graph.

Proposition #2: The total number of sequential steps performed by ASCDEM algorithm in the second phase is equal to the diameter of the Arrangement network which is \( \frac{3}{2} (n-1) \).

As mentioned earlier, the structure of the Arrangement-Star graph is based on representing an Arrangement graph as a node within the Star graph. By the Start of phase 2 of the ASCDEM algorithm, each sub-graph which is represented by an Arrangement graph will distribute the load sizes among its nodes distantly from other sub-graphs of the whole graph. To do this redistribution we need to perform a diameter sequentially steps to reach the farthest two nodes of the Arrangement graph.

Proposition #3: To perform the two phases of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of sequential steps is equal to:
\[
\frac{3}{2} (K) + \frac{3}{2} (n-1) \]
\[ \text{is the diameter of the Arrangement graph and } \frac{3}{2} (K) \text{ is the diameter of the Star graph.} \]

Propositions number 1 and 2 justifies the outcome presented in proposition number 3.

Proposition #4: By the end of the first phase of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of load sizes at each sub-graph of the whole network is almost equal.

After the \( \frac{3}{2} (n-1) \) exchanges of load sizes which represent the diameter of the Star graph, every node of the Star structure will has almost an equal size of load. Furthermore since each node of the Star structure is represented by a sub-graph of Arrangement graph structure, then each sub-graph will have the almost same size of load. These exchanges are performed in the first phase of the ASCDEM algorithm.

Proposition #5: By the end of phase 2 of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of load sizes at each node of the whole network is almost equal.

Since phase 1 guarantees equal redistribution of load sizes among the sub-graphs of the network and by the end of second phase every sub-graph will redistribute the load size among its nodes, then each node will have an almost the same size of load. These exchanges are performed in the second phase of the ASCDEM algorithm.

Proposition #6: At each sequential step of phase 1 of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of parallel exchanges is:
\[ n! \times \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \]
where \( n \) denotes the n-Star network and \( m,k \) denotes the Arrangement \( A_{m,k} \) network.

Since every two nodes of the Star graph exchanges their load sized at once and the number of nodes of the Star graph is \( n! \), then there are \( \frac{n!}{2} \) exchanges done in parallel. Also since every node in the Star graph is represented as an Arrangement graph, then these exchanges are actually performed within the nodes of every 2 Arrangement sub-graphs, where the size of each sub-graph is equal to \( \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \).

Proposition #7: The total number of exchanges performed by phase 1 of ASCDEM algorithm is equal to:
\[ \frac{n!}{2} \times \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \times \frac{3}{2} (n-1) \]
where \( n \) denotes the n-Star network and \( m,k \) denotes the Arrangement \( A_{m,k} \) network.

By referring to proposition number 6 which explain the number of parallel exchanges at each sequential step and also by referring to proposition number 1 which explains the number of sequential steps of the first phase, it gives a clear justification of the outcome of this proposition.

Proposition #8: At each sequential step of phase 2 of ASCDEM algorithm, the total number of parallel exchanges is:
\[ n! \times \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \]
where \( n \) denotes the n-Star network and \( m,k \) denotes the Arrangement \( A_{m,k} \) network.

Since every two nodes of the arrangement graph exchanges their load sized at once and the number of nodes of the Arrangement graph is \( \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \), then there are \( \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \) exchanges done in parallel. Also since this occurs at every representation of a node in the Star graph, then these exchanges are actually performed \( n! \) parallel, where the Star graph has \( n! \) number of nodes.

Proposition #9: The total number of exchanges performed by phase 2 of ASCDEM algorithm is equal to:
\[ \frac{m!}{(m-k)!} \times \frac{n!}{2} \]
where \( n \) denotes the n-Star network and \( m,k \) denotes the Arrangement \( A_{m,k} \) network.

By referring to proposition number 8 which explain the number of parallel exchanges at each sequential step and also by referring to proposition number 2 which explains the number of sequential steps of the second phase, it gives a clear justification of the outcome of this proposition.

Proposition #10: The total number of exchanges performed by the whole algorithm of ASCDEM is equal to...
\[
\frac{m+n!}{2} \left((m-k)! \cdot \left[ \frac{3}{2}(k) \right] + \frac{1}{(m-k)!} \cdot \left[ \frac{3}{2}(n-1) \right] \right)
\]
where \( n \) denotes the \( n \)-Star network and \( m,k \) denotes the Arrangement \( A_{m,k} \) network.

The above equation represents the total summation of proposition number 7 and proposition number 9.

By utilizing the above propositions to the well known general equations of latency time, communication cost, throughput, and processors speed we can extend our study to present real outcomes and results based on the specifications of the machines that could be built on the above network and utilizes the ASCDEM algorithm. We think this will be open ideas for any future work based on our algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this research we have investigated and proposed an algorithm named Arrangement-Star Clustered Dimension Exchange Method (ASCDEM), the proposed algorithm is based on the well-known efficient algorithm SCDEM which was proposed by Mahafza and et al named (CDEM). The main target of the ASCDEM algorithm is to redistribute the load balancing among all the processors of the Arrangement-Star network as evenly as possible. As shown above the algorithm was able to redistribute the load balance among all the nodes of the \( A_{n,m,k} \) in an efficient approach.

Furthermore, two detailed examples were conducted and discussed to explore and explain the two phases of the ASCDEM algorithm. Also an analytical study was performed on this algorithm which presents the quantities specifications of the algorithm. This analytical study could be utilized for any future work to propose a further performance study on the proposed algorithm such as: total execution time, efficient load balancing accuracy, latency, number of communication moves and complexity speed of the ASCDEM.
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Abstract—IPv6 is the response to the shortage of IPv4 addresses. It was defined almost twenty years ago by the IETF as a replacement of IPv4, and little by little, it is becoming more preponderant as the Internet protocol. The growth of Internet has led to the development of high performance networks. On one hand, Ethernet has evolved significantly and today it is common to find 10 Gigabit Ethernet networks in LANs. On the other hand, another approach for high performance networking is based on RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) which offers innovative features such as kernel bypass, zero copy, offload of splitting and assembly of messages in packets to the CAs (Channel Adapters), etc. InfiniBand is currently the most popular technology that implements RDMA. It uses verbs instead of sockets and a big effort of the community is required to port TCP/IP software to InfiniBand, to take advantage of its benefits. Meanwhile, IPoIB (IP over InfiniBand) is a protocol that has been proposed and permits the execution of socket-based applications on top of InfiniBand, without any change, at the expense of performance. In this paper, we make a performance evaluation of IPv6 and IPv4 over 10 Gigabit Ethernet and IPoIB. Our results show that 10 Gigabit Ethernet has a better throughput than IPoIB, especially for small and medium payload sizes. However, as the payload size increases, the advantage of 10 Gigabit Ethernet is reduced in comparison to IPoIB/FDR. With respect to latency, IPoIB did much better than 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Finally, our research also indicates that in a controlled environment, IPv4 has a better performance than IPv6.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [1][2][3][4] is around for some years now. It is a solution to the unexpected dramatic growth of the Internet, which is facing the exhaustion of available IPv4 addresses. This new version of IP has 128-bit addresses, while IPv4 is limited to 32-bit addresses. Furthermore, IPv6 adds many improvements in areas such as routing, multicasting, security, mobility, and network autoconfiguration. According to IPv6 statistics made by Google [5], more than 10% of the users that require services from this company do it with an IPv6 connection. Cisco Systems [6] is gathering and publishing information about IPv6 deployment in the world. As reported by the recollected data, Belgium is the country with the highest IPv6 deployment in the world, with more than 55%. In the USA, the deployment is around 44%.

RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) communications differ from normal IP communications because they bypass kernel intervention in the communication process. That is with RDMA, the CA (Channel Adapter) directly places the application’s buffer into packets on sending, and the content of the packets into the application’s buffer on reception, without any intervention of the CPU. This allows a much better communication system with zero copy. Moreover, the CA also manages the splitting and assembly of messages into packets in RDMA, while IP fragmentation and TCP segmentation are in charge of the CPU in typical IP communications. As a result, RDMA provides high throughput and low latency while incurring a minimal amount of CPU load.

Recently, three major RDMA fabric technologies have emerged: InfiniBand [7][8][9], RoCE [10][11] (RDMA over Converged Ethernet), and iWARP [12][13] (internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol). InfiniBand seems to have the major acceptance of these three technologies, hence many manufacturers are offering a wide variety of products (CAs and switches), especially for the fields of HPC (High Performance Computing) and Data Centers. InfiniBand defines its own stack of protocols. Moreover, it does not use sockets as TCP/IP applications do, and is based on “verbs”. To date, just few applications have been ported to verbs to work on top of InfiniBand. It is more than likely that it will take time to adapt popular socket-oriented applications to verbs. Hence, the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) has proposed a new protocol called IP over InfiniBand (IPoIB) [14][15][16] to run existing TCP/IP applications in an InfiniBand network without any changes.

In this work, we make a performance evaluation of 10 Gigabit Ethernet and IP over InfiniBand, where the former is the new de facto technology for local area network. We report the throughput and latency obtained at the level of UDP and TCP, for IPv6 and IPv4, when varying the payload size. To do so, we use famous benchmarking tools of the field of networking.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss related work in Section II. A survey of InfiniBand and IPoIB is made in Section III. Section IV presents the testbed for our experiments, and some benchmarking tools for point-to-point network evaluation are introduced in Section V. The results of our network performance evaluation is presented and discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and gives directions for future work in this area.
II. RELATED WORK

In the field of the assessment of the performance of IPv6 and IPv4, there are several studies that evaluate their capacities based on benchmarking tools, with different operating systems and network technologies. Narayan, Shang, and Fan [17][18] studied the performance of TCP and UDP traffic with IPv6 and IPv4 on a Fast Ethernet LAN, using various distributions of Windows and Linux. A similar study was conducted by Kolahi et al. [19], where the TCP throughput of Windows Vista and Windows XP was compared using IPv6 and IPv4, also on a Fast Ethernet LAN. A comparison of the network performance between Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 was conducted by Balen, Martinovic, and Hocenski [20], under IPv6 and IPv4. Their testbed consisted of two computers connected through a point-to-point link with Gigabit Ethernet. The authors of [21] assessed the throughput of UDP and TCP over IPv6 and IPv4 for Windows XP and Windows 7 in a point-to-point network, where the two end-nodes were connected by a Gigabit Ethernet link. Soorty and Sarkar [22][23] evaluated UDP over IPv6 and IPv4, using different modern operating systems. In [22], the computers of the testbed were running Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, Ubuntu Server 10.04, and Red Hat Enterprise Server 5.5. In [23], they used Ubuntu Server 10.04 and Red Hat Enterprise Server 5.5. For both cases [22][23], the network between the end-nodes also consisted of a back-to-back Gigabit Ethernet connection. The performance of the IP protocols has also been compared in wireless networks [24].

Some other efforts are more focused on modeling the performance of IPv6 and IPv4. An upper bound model to compute TCP and UDP throughput for IPv6 and IPv4 in Ethernet networks was presented by Gamess and Surós [25]. They compared the performance of various operating systems (Windows XP, Solaris 10, and Debian 3.1) with this upper bound, using a point-to-point network with Ethernet and Fast Ethernet technologies. Gamess and Morales [26] developed models to compute the throughput and latency of IPv6 and IPv4 in Ethernet LANs. They validated the proposed models doing experiments in Ethernet and Fast Ethernet networks, where the end-nodes were connected through a chain of routers (from 0 to 5 routers).

As far of InfiniBand is concerned, just a few works have been done. Cohen [27] did a low-level evaluation of InfiniBand (Send/Receive and RDMA operations) in a back-to-back connection between two end-nodes, i.e. a fabric without InfiniBand switches. Latency, throughput, and CPU load were reported by the author. In [28], Rashidi and Afsahi evaluated three network technologies (10-Gigabit iWARP, 4X SDR InfiniBand, and Myrinet-10G) at the user-level and MPI [29] (Message Passing Interface) layer. The authors of [30] evaluated 4X FDR InfiniBand and 40GigE RoCE on HPC and cloud computing systems. They did some basic network level characterizations of performance, but most of the work is done with MPI point-to-point and collective communication benchmarks. In [31], Sur, Koop, Chai, and Panda did a network-level performance evaluation of the Mellanox ConnectX architecture on multi-core platforms. They evaluated low-level operations such as RDMA Write and RDMA Read, as well as high level applications as a whole.

As discussed in this section, many works have been done to evaluate the performance of IPv6 and IPv4 over Ethernet, Fast Ethernet, and Gigabit Ethernet. InfiniBand has also been assessed in a few studies, at low-level (Send/Receive, RDMA Read, and RDMA Write operations) and MPI level. To the best of our knowledge, this effort is the first one that compares the performance of IPv6 and IPv4 over 10 Gigabit Ethernet and InfiniBand using IPoIB.

III. A SURVEY OF INFINIBAND AND IPOIB

In this section, we briefly introduce InfiniBand and IPoIB. We describe key concepts that can significantly help for the understanding of this research work.

A. Introduction to InfiniBand

InfiniBand [7][8][9] defines the notion of QPs (Queue Pairs) which consists of two queues: a SQ (Send Queue) and a RQ (Receive Queue). At the transport layer of the OSI model, InfiniBand offers several transport services which include: RC (Reliable Connection) and UD (Unreliable Datagram). In the RC transport service, a QP-to-QP connection must be established between the two RC QPs before transmission. It is a point-to-point connection, hence the involved QPs can only send packets to each other and receive packets from each other. An Ack/Nak mechanism permits the requester logic (QP SQ) to verify that all the packets are delivered to the responder (QP RQ). In the UD transport service, there is no initial connection setup with the remote QP prior to sending or receiving messages. It is not a QP-to-QP connection, hence the QPs can send and receive packets to and from any potential remote QPs.

InfiniBand has several speed grades known as: SDR (Simple Data Rate), DDR (Double Data Rate), QDR (Quadruple Data Rate), FDR (Fourteen Data Rate), and EDR (Enhanced Data Rate). SDR, DDR, and QDR use 8B/10B encoding, i.e., 10 bits carry 8 bits of data. In other words, the data rate in 80% of the signal rate. FDR and EDR use the more efficient 64B/66B encoding. Table I shows the signal rate and data rate achieved by InfiniBand, depending on the width of the link (1X, 4X, 8X, or 12X). The non-shaded rows represent the signal rate, while the shaded rows correspond to the data rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>SIGNAL AND DATA RATES ACHIEVED BY INFINIBAND IN GBPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1X</td>
<td>SDR DDR QDR FDR EDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0 10.0 14.0625 25.78125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0  8.0  13.64  25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4X</td>
<td>10.0 20.0 40.0 56.25 103.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8X</td>
<td>16.0 32.0 64.0 109.09 200.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12X</td>
<td>30.0 60.0 120.0 168.75 309.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>48.0 96.0 163.63 300.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Introduction to IPoIB

InfiniBand provides “verbs” to do low level IOs, but till date, very few applications have been developed with them. Hence, a mechanism is required to run TCP/IP on top of InfiniBand. The role of IPoIB [14][15][16] (IP over InfiniBand) is to provide an IP network emulation layer on top of InfiniBand networks, allowing the numerous existing socket-based applications to run over InfiniBand networks.
The LIDs (Local Identifier) and two CRCs are unique within a subnet and are assigned by the Subnet Manager during the initial startup or the reconfiguration of InfiniBand devices, unmodified. As a drawback, the performance of those applications will be considerably lower than if they were directly written to use RDMA communications natively, since they do not benefit from typical features offered by InfiniBand (kernel bypass, zero copy, splitting and assembly of messages to packets in the CAs, etc). However, for the users, IPoIB is a tradeoff between running their favorite socket-oriented applications without having to wait for the port to verbs and loosing part of the high performance of this emerging technology.

Linux has a module, called “ib_ipoib”, for implementing IPoIB. This module creates a virtual NIC (ib0, ib1, ib2, etc) for each InfiniBand port on the system, which makes an HCA (Host Control Adapter) act like an ordinary NIC. IPoIB has two modes of operation: datagram mode [15] and connected mode [16]. In datagram mode the UD transport service is used, while the connected mode is based on the RC transport service. By default, IPoIB on Linux is configured in datagram mode. However, it is easy to switch between modes using the simple commands of Fig. 1. Line 01 shall be used to switch to connected mode, while Line 02 can be entered to switch to datagram mode.

```
01: echo connected > /sys/class/net/ib0/mode
02: echo datagram > /sys/class/net/ib0/mode
```

Fig. 1. Switching between Datagram and Connected Modes

### C. IPoIB in Connected Mode in a Unique Subnet Fabric

In the connected mode of IPoIB, the RC transport service is used. Hence a private connection must be established prior to the exchange of packets. Communication Management encompasses the protocols and mechanisms used to establish, maintain, and release channels for the RC transport service. The connection is established by exchanging three packets: ConnectRequest, ConnectReply, and ReadyToUse. Once the channel is created, the IPoIB packets can be sent. To close the connection, two packets must be sent: DisconnectRequest and DisconnectReply. Fig. 2 shows an IPoIB packet in connected mode in a fabric with a unique subnet. It is composed of three headers, the IPv6 or IPv4 packet per se, and two CRCs (Invariant CRC and Variant CRC).

```
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+
| Local Routing Header | Remote Transport Header | 4-Octet Header | IPoIB/UDP Packet | Invariant CRC | Variant CRC |
+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+
|        |          |          |          |          |          |
```

Fig. 2. IPoIB Packet in Connected Mode in a Fabric with a Unique Subnet

The first header, known as LRH (Local Routing Header), is shown in Fig. 3. It corresponds to the data-link layer of the OSI model. LNH (Link Next Header) is a 2-bit field that indicates the next header. It must be (10)₂ in a fabric with a unique subnet to inform that the next header is BTH (Base Transport Header). “Packet Length” is an 11-bit field, and its value shall equal the number of bytes in all the fields starting with the first byte of the LRH header and ending with the last byte of the Invariant CRC, inclusive, divided by 4. The Layer-2 address of the destination port is specified as “Destination Local Identifier” or DLID. The LIDs (Local Identifiers) are unique within a subnet and are assigned by the Subnet Manager during the initial startup or the reconfiguration of InfiniBand devices.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VL</th>
<th>LVer</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Req</th>
<th>LNH</th>
<th>Destination Local Identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Fig. 3. Local Routing Header

The second header, known as BTH (Base Transport Header), is depicted in Fig. 4. It corresponds to the transport layer of the OSI model. Since RC is reliable, there is an Ack/Nak mechanism. The 1-bit A field of BTH is a request for the responder to schedule an acknowledgment for the packet. PSN (Packet Sequence Number) is a 24-bit field to identify the position of a packet within a sequence of packets. In that way, the responder can verify that all requested packets are received in order, and are only processed once. The 24-bit field called “Destination QP” identifies the receiving QP. Unlike IP, where the source and destination ports are present in all the segments sent by TCP, in InfiniBand just the destination QP is transported by a packet in the RC transport service. The source QP is not required, since RC is connection-oriented and both sides of the communication must keep information of the state of the connection, with includes the remote QP. That is, sending the source QP will be redundant and InfiniBand opts to save bandwidth by not transporting it.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OpCode</th>
<th>SL</th>
<th>Pad</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>PSN - Packet Sequence Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reserved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Fig. 4. Base Transport Header

The third header, known as “4-Octet Header”, is shown in Fig. 5. The 16-bit field called “Type” is used to specify the type of payload (0x0800, 0x86DD, 0x0806, 0x8035 for IPv4, IPv6, ARP, and RARP, respectively).

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Reserved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Fig. 5. 4-Octet Header

After these three headers (LRH, BTH, and 4-Octet header), the payload of the IPoIB packet can be either an IPv6 or an IPv4 packet, starting with its respective IPv6 or IPv4 header, and followed by its own payload. Finally, the IPoIB packet is finished with the two CRCs (Invariant CRC and Variant CRC) managed by InfiniBand.

### D. IPoIB in Datagram Mode in a Unique Subnet Fabric

In the datagram mode of IPoIB, the UD transport service is used. Hence, there is no private connection between the requester and the responder. That is, it is not a QP-to-QP connection and no Ack/Nak mechanism is available. Even though each packet contains a sequential PSN (see Fig. 4), it is not meaningful because the entire message is encapsulated in a single packet. Fig. 6 shows an IPoIB packet in datagram mode in a fabric with a unique subnet.
It is similar to the one of the connected mode (see Fig. 2), with an additional header called DETH (Data Extended Transport Header).

Fig. 7. Datagram Extended Transport Header

E. IPoIB in a Fabric with Multiple Subnets

In the case of an InfiniBand fabric with several subnets, routers are required to connect the subnets together. In this case, in addition to Layer-2 addresses which are LIDs (SLID and DLID in the LRH header as shown in Fig. 3), Layer-3 addresses are required. In InfiniBand, these addresses are called GIDs (Global Identifiers) and are 128-bit long and similar to IPv6 addresses. They are constructed by concatenating a 64-bit GID prefix with a EUI-64 (64-bit Extended Unique Identifier), where the latter is assigned by the manufacturer. Each subnet must have its own 64-bit GID prefix and is generally set by the network administrator.

Fig. 8. Global Routing Header

An IPoIB packet traveling a fabric with several subnets is similar to the one of Fig. 2 in connected mode and Fig. 6 in datagram mode, with an additional header, called GRH (Global Routing Header), as shown in Fig. 8. GRH corresponds to the network layer of the OSI model and is placed between the LRH (data-link layer header) and the BTH (transport layer header). The SGID (Source Global Identifier) field corresponds to the GID of the port which injected the packet into the network. The DGID (Destination Global Identifier) identifies the GID for the port which will extract the packet from the network.

F. InfiniBand MTU

The IBTA (InfiniBand Trade Association) defines the following MTUs: 256, 512, 1024, 2048, or 4096 bytes. Messages must be segmented into packets for transmission according to the PMTU. Segmentation of messages into packets on transmission and reassembly on reception are provided by CAs (Channel Adapters) at the end-nodes.

IV. TESTBED FOR OUR EXPERIMENTS

For our experiments, the testbed was based on a cluster with end-nodes that were running CentOS v6.6. As shown in Fig. 9, the cluster was made of four end-nodes, one InfiniBand switch (SW1), and one 10 Gigabit Ethernet switch (SW2). The InfiniBand switch was a Mellanox Technologies SX6012, with 12 QSFP ports that support full-duplex signal rate of 56 Gbps (FDR). It is a managed switch that can be administered through the CLI (Command Line Interface) and SNMP, and also offers IPMI (Intelligent Platform Management Interface) support. It was running Mellanox MLNX-OS version 3.4.2008 as operating system. The 10 Gigabit Ethernet switch was a Cisco Catalyst 4500-X with 16 ports (10 Gigabit Ethernet SFP+/SFP ports).

Fig. 9. Testbed for our Experiments

The connection between the end-nodes and the InfiniBand switch was based on 4X-width cables, while we used twinax cables between the end-nodes and the 10 Gigabit Ethernet switch. The InfiniBand fabric was configured with a 2048-byte MTU. The end-nodes had the following characteristics:

- Processors: 2 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 at 2.4 GHz
- RAM: 64 GiB – 4 x 16 GiB DIMM (DDR4 2133 MHz)
- HCA: Mellanox Technologies single-port MT27500 ConnectX-3
- NIC: dual port NetXtreme II BCM57810 10 Gigabit Ethernet
- Hard Disk: Seagate ST1000NM0033 (1 TB, 7200 RPM, 128 MB Cache, SATA 6.0 Gb/s) for a local installation of the operating system (CentOS v6.6)
- Remote Management: IPMI.

It is worth clarifying that the InfiniBand network was composed of a single subnet, that is, the IPoIB packets did not have the GRH header (see Fig. 8) and were as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6, for connected and datagram modes, respectively. Moreover, InfiniBand allows the Subnet Manager to be run in an end-node or in a switch. For our experiments, we chose to run it in a end-node.
V. BENCHMARKING TOOLS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS

Many socket-based benchmarking tools have been proposed for network performance evaluation at the level of UDP and TCP. Unfortunately, not all of them support IPv6. Netperf is a benchmarking tool that can be used to measure various aspects of networking performance. It has support for IPv4 and IPv6. Its primary focus is on bulk data transfer (TCP_STREAM, UDP_STREAM, etc) and request/response performance (TCP_RR and UDP_RR) using either TCP or UDP. It is designed around the basic client/server model. In the TCP_STREAM test, a constant bitrate of data is transferred from the client (netperf) to the server (netserver), and the actual throughput is reported as the result. It is worth mentioning that the reported throughput is equal to the maximum throughput, since Netperf saturates the communication link. The UDP_STREAM test is similar to the TCP_STREAM test, except that UDP is used as the transport protocol rather than TCP. In the TCP_RR test, a fixed quantity of data is exchanged by TCP between the client (netperf) and the server (netserver) a number of times, and the benchmark reports the transaction rate which is the number of complete round-trip transactions per second. The UDP_RR is very much the same as the TCP_RR test, except that UDP is used rather than TCP.

Since Netperf does not report the latency, we developed our own benchmarking tool using the C programming language for IPv6 and IPv4. The benchmark is based on the client/server model. Basically, an UDP datagram or TCP segment with a fixed payload length is exchanged between the client and the server a number of times. We take a timestamp before and after the interchange. The difference of the timestamps is divided by the number of times the message was sent and received, and by 2 to get the average latency.

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYTICAL COMPARISON

In this section, we do several experiments to measure the performance of IPv6 and IPv4, in our testbed, with 10 Gigabit Ethernet and IPoIB. All the throughput measurements were done with Netperf. Regarding the latency assessments, we used the benchmarking tool that we developed. Also, it is important to clarify that each experiment was repeated several times, and the result that we report is an average, for a better consistency.

A. Experiments when Changing the IPoIB Mode

The objective of these first experiments is to compare the performance achieved by IPoIB in datagram and connected modes, for IPv6 and IPv4. For these performance tests, we chose FDR for the signal rate of InfiniBand.

Table II shows the results obtained for the UDP throughput when varying the payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We did not take biggest UDP payload sizes since we were limited by the IPv4 maximum packet size. These experiments indicate that the throughput for the datagram mode is higher than the one of the connected mode. Also, it is noticeable that IPv4 has a better throughput than IPv6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>Datagram Mode</th>
<th>Connected Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>16.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.22</td>
<td>34.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>54.51</td>
<td>66.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>119.04</td>
<td>134.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>255.12</td>
<td>271.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>513.77</td>
<td>544.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>902.85</td>
<td>1,064.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>2,137.53</td>
<td>2,162.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III shows the results obtained for the UDP latency when varying the payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We did not take biggest UDP payload sizes since we were limited by the IPv4 maximum packet size. These experiments indicate that the latency for the datagram mode is lower than the one of the connected mode. Also, it is noticeable that IPv4 has a better latency than IPv6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>Datagram Mode</th>
<th>Connected Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>7.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>7.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>12.40</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>11.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>14.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,192</td>
<td>21.32</td>
<td>18.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>31.58</td>
<td>23.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32,768</td>
<td>48.32</td>
<td>34.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV shows the results obtained for the TCP throughput when varying the payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We did not take biggest UDP payload sizes since we were limited by the IPv4 maximum packet size. These experiments indicate that the throughput for the datagram mode is higher than the one of the connected mode. Also, it is noticeable that IPv4 has a better throughput than IPv6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>Datagram Mode</th>
<th>Connected Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9,721.07</td>
<td>7,925.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,411.72</td>
<td>1,145.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6,101.41</td>
<td>5,402.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>6,414.42</td>
<td>5,725.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>7,438.32</td>
<td>9,721.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to these first experiments, the IPoIB datagram mode seems to have a better performance than the IPoIB connected mode. Hence, the rest of our experiments were done with the datagram mode.

TABLE II. UDP THROUGHPUT IN MBPS FOR IPv6 AND IPv4 OVER IPoIB/FDR IN DATAGRAM AND CONNECTED MODES

TABLE III. UDP LATENCY IN MICROSECONDS FOR IPv6 AND IPv4 OVER IPoIB/FDR IN DATAGRAM AND CONNECTED MODES
B. Experiments when Changing the Signal Rate in UDP/IPv4

In these experiments, we compare the throughput and latency obtaining between two end-nodes, for UDP/IPv4, for both 10 Gigabit Ethernet and IPoIB when changing the signal rate. In the case of 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE), we took the default configuration. Meanwhile for IPoIB, we chose the datagram mode in the end-nodes (see Fig. 1) and we had to
adjust the signal rate (SDR, DDR, QDR, and FDR) in the interfaces of the InfiniBand switch.

Fig. 10 depicts the throughput obtained when varying the UDP payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. For each value of the UDP payload size, there are five bars. The first four bars represent the SDR, DDR, QDR, and FDR throughputs for IPoIB, respectively. The last and fifth bar is for 10GbE. Our experiments indicate that the throughput of 10GbE outperforms the ones of IPoIB, except for very large payload sizes (e.g. 32,768 bytes) where IPoIB in FDR has the best throughput. As far as InfiniBand is concerned, the results of the throughput are as expected, that is SDR has the lowest one, while FDR has the biggest one.

Fig. 11 shows the latency obtained when varying the UDP payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. For each value of the UDP payload size, there are five bars. The first four bars represent the SDR, DDR, QDR, and FDR latencies for IPoIB, respectively. The last and fifth bar is for 10GbE. From our experiments, we can see that 10GbE has the biggest latency. Also, it is worth to point out that for each technology, the latency does not vary for small UDP payload sizes, and a difference can be noticed when the size is greater than or equal to 256 bytes. With respects to InfiniBand, the results of the latency are as expected, that is SDR has the biggest one while FDR has the lowest one.

**C. Experiments for UDP/IPv6 and UDP/IPv4**

In these experiments, we compare the throughput and latency obtaining between two end-nodes for UDP/IPv6 and UDP/IPv4, over 10GbE and IPoIB/FDR. In the case of IPoIB, we chose the datagram mode in the end-nodes (see Fig. 1). Whereas for 10GbE, we took the default configuration.

Table IV shows the results of the throughput when varying the UDP payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We can see that 10GbE has the best throughput for almost all the payload sizes, except for very large payload sizes (e.g. 32,768 bytes) where the performance of IPoIB/FDR is better. Also, IPv4 exceeds IPv6 for both technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>IPv6</th>
<th>IPv4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10GbE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also, it is worth pointing out that the latency of IPv4 is under the one of IPv6.

**TABLE V. UDP LATENCY IN MICROSECONDS FOR IPv6 AND IPv4 OVER 10GbE AND IPoIB/FDR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>IPv6</th>
<th>IPv4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10GbE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI. TCP THROUGHPUT IN MBPS FOR IPv6 AND IPv4 OVER 10GbE AND IPoIB/FDR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>IPv6</th>
<th>IPv4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10GbE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V gives the results of the latency when varying the UDP payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We can see that IPoIB/FDR has the lowest latency for all the payload sizes.

Table VII gives the results of the latency when varying the TCP payload size from 4 to 32,768 bytes. We can see that IPoIB/FDR has the lowest latency for all the payload sizes. Also, it is worth pointing out that the latency of IPv4 is under the one of IPv6.

**TABLE VII. TCP LATENCY IN MICROSECONDS FOR IPv6 AND IPv4 OVER 10GbE AND IPoIB/FDR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload Size</th>
<th>IPv6</th>
<th>IPv4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10GbE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
<td>1.177.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this research work, we analyzed the performance of IPv6 and IPv4 over 10 Gigabit Ethernet and IPoIB. For small and medium IPv6 and IPv4 packets, our experiments showed that the throughput of 10 Gigabit Ethernet is over the one shown by IPoIB/FDR and the differences are significant. However, as the size of the UDP and TCP payload increases, IPoIB/FDR improves its performance and finally outperforms 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Regarding latency, IPoIB/FDR does better than 10 Gigabit Ethernet for all the UDP and TCP payload sizes. Additionally, our experiments showed that the performance of IPv4 is over the performance of IPv6, however, the differences are small and are mostly likely due to the IP headers, 20 bytes in IPv4 and 40 bytes in IPv6, resulting in a higher transmission time for IPv6.

As future work, we are planning to develop some mathematical models to represent the maximum throughput and the minimum latency that can be achieved by different transport services of InfiniBand, in connections between two end-nodes with zero or more intermediate switches between them. Another direction of research that we also want to explore is the performance evaluation of parallel file systems over InfiniBand (e.g. Lustre [32] and NFS over RDMA).
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Abstract—The semantic resources are important parts in the Information Retrieval (IR) such as search engines, Question Answering (QA), etc., these resources should be available, readable and understandable. In semantic web, the ontology plays a central role for the information retrieval, which use to retrieves more relevant information from unstructured information. This paper presents a semantic-based retrieval system for the Arabic text, which expands the input query semantically using Arabic domain ontology. In the proposed approach, the search engine index is represented using Vector Space Model (VSM), and the Arabic’s place nouns domain ontology has been used which constructed and implemented using Web Ontology Language (OWL) from Arabic corpus. The proposed approach has been experimented on the Arabic Quran corpus, and the experiments show that the approach outperforms in terms of both precision and recall the traditional keyword-based methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the information overloading era, the search engines are the most important applications. The existing search engines still present several problems related to the user’s query such as word mismatch or retrieve many irrelevant documents, particularly when the user’s queries are not specific enough. Nowadays, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become a library of a huge unstructured data, which is difficult to be understood and processed without representing the web content in machine processable form.

The semantic-based retrieval aims to search with concepts rather than with terms, which retrieves more relevant information. Various semantic based search techniques have been adopted since the evolution of semantic web. Semantic Web (SW) is an extension of the current web in which information provides well-defined meaning, its enable system and people for better understanding. Although, SW enable to work effectively by understanding information from different sources [1]. In general, semantic search is a process use to improve search retrieval by applying data from semantic networks, which is disambiguate the queries and web texts. Hence, the semantic network at the level of ontology expresses a vocabulary that is helpful and can be used for machine processing [2] [3]. Besides, ontologies play a major role in support information search and retrieval processes for the Arabic language [4]. The Arabic WordNet (AWN) is a semantic resource and a free lexical for the Arabic ontologies [5]. But constructing AWN presents a challenges that are include the scripts and the morphological properties of Semitic languages, which centered on roots [6].

The semantic web contains a meta-data which is a data about data. Moreover, ontology applies major rule in the semantic web, which adds to the Web page to let the machine understanding the document. In this aspect, Tim Berners-Lee-2006 introduced the semantic Web architecture, which contains eight layers, which is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Ontology has considered the most important layers [7]. The RDF is a language for creating a data model for objects ("resources") and relations among them. It enables to represent information in the form of graph. The Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) provides basic vocabulary for describing properties and classes of RDF resources. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) extends of RDFS by adding more advanced constructs to describe semantics of RDF statements [8], [9].

The Arabic language is one of the Semitic language groups, is the language of the Islamic Holy Quran [4], [10]. Recently, the complexity of Arabic’s grammar and ambiguity face a difficult to develop Arabic ontologies. Besides, many researchers are interested in the Islamic research such as the Holy Quran and developed different domain ontologies, which are the most of them are free [11], [12]. There are many tools using for searching on holy Quran, most of these tools are using keyword-based search. These tools face problems related to the meaning of the query terms. Hence, find accurate information directly from the holy Quran is very difficult [7]. Therefore, intelligent methods are required to enhance the current search engines especially for the Arabic holy Quran that is related to the Islamic concepts, because the Muslims need the Quran in all their affairs.

This paper presents a semantic-based system for Arabic information retrieval to improve Arabic retrieval results. The system semantically expands the input query using Arabic domain ontology. In this approach, we used our previous work for domain ontology 'Place Nouns' mention in Arabic Quran [13]. The term index is built using Vector Space Model (VSM) to represent both documents and user query. The proposed approach applied to the Arabic Quran corpus, and found that the query expansion is promising which the experiments shows good results comparing to the traditional Arabic information retrieval systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Related Work. The proposed system architecture is described in section 3, while section 4 explains the Ontology-based Query Expansions. Moreover, section 5 presents Experimental Results and Evaluation. Finally, the conclusion has presented in section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

A Semantic-based approach aims to search with the concepts rather than the words. Semantic Search Engine (SSE) attempts to make sense of the search results based on document context. The specific domain ontology and upper ontology are the main two types of the ontology [14]. In recent times, a lot of researchers interested to devolve Arabic ontologies, the vast majority were in a specific domain and others for usage available ontology to reuse [12]. The semantic-based approaches expand the input query semantically using term co-occurrence or exterior resources such as a lexical thesaurus, domain ontology, etc. In his work, [15] proposed a web-based multilingual tool for information retrieval including the Arabic language. The authors built domain ontology in the legal Arabic. By applying the Arabic ontology, the authors improved the recall 115 to 1230 and precision from 2 to 7.

The Arabic Quran is the Holy book of Islam, which is undoubtedly an important book, covering many themes and concepts in the all worlds. The Arabic Quran corpus is annotated linguistic resource, which consists of (6,236) verse (Ayah), and a total of (77,430) word [16]. Several studies have presented to facilitate a nd develop the search process for the Holy Quran and how to build Islamic ontology such as [10][17][18][19], and [13]. Although, most of these studies were directed to the Arab user, on the other hand, it has presented studies investigate in the Quran translations for other languages such as [18] covered limit knowledge for the domain solat (prayers) in the Holy Quran. In the same aspect, research [21] worked in the last Juz’ in the Quran (Juz’ Amma), which the authors developed the ontology for Juz’ Amma.

In the meantime, ISWSE is an “Islamic Semantic Web Search Engine” system presented in [7], which is based on Islamic Ontology, and used Azhary [22] as a lexical ontology for the Arabic language. The experiments have been used in the Quran Prophets stories as the most detailed part of the Islamic Ontology, which contains 1153 concepts. The system improves 98.5% and 97% for precision and recall respectively for 30 executed queries. The system retrieval is based on the classify concepts in the ontology.

Dukes K. [23] presented in his PhD thesis the Arabic corpus ontology based on the Tafsir by Ibn-Kathir book, which defines 300 concepts in the Quran, and the number of relations is 350 based on Part-of or IS-A relation between concepts. In same corpus works, [2] presented a QurSim as a language resource for Quran scholar and researchers. They create a dataset called QurSim, which consists of 7600 pairs of related verses for evaluating the relatedness of short texts. Also research [24] developed a tool “Quran Search for a Concept” for searching in the Quran topics index from an academic source: Tafsir Ibn-Kathir and book of Mushaf Altajweed topics, which consists of 1100 concepts.

In the meantime, the researches [6], [21] proposed a model for detect the concepts in the Quran by using knowledge representation and shows the relationship between the concepts by Description Logic (Predicate logic). This research attempts to reuse and improve exist Arabic Quran corpus ontology by [23], which extend and add more than 650 relationships depends on the Quran, Hadith, and Islamic websites. Also, the authors proposed a semantic search system for the Quran domain, a top-down approach was followed, which consist of 15 abstract concepts.

Figure 1 display ontology base system for the Arabic ontologies developed, which is classify in to Arabic ontologies and holy Quran ontologies.
The papers [10], [25] are proposed a methodology for automatic extraction the concept from the Holy Quran, which is for the format of English translation, and used these concepts to build domain ontology. The ontology is based on the information tooked from the domain experts. The authors does not cover all subjects in the Quran only 63 verses, and don’t talk about the format or ontology technologies used. In other his work, [18] the framework recognizes into account the sciences of the Quran, such as the reason of revelation (Ashhab Al Nuzul). The ontology consists of 374 extracted cases cover for the verses that have the word salat/prayer.

In the same vein, the research [17] developed a simple ontology for the domain animals and birds that are mentioned in Holy Quran, and applied a semantic web search for the Quran in semantic search. The Pickthall used to English translation the Quran in this paper, the ontology consist of 167 references for animals mentioned in direct or indirect in the Holy Quran based in the book entitle “Hewanat-El-Qurani”.

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the system has shown in Figure 2. It consists of two phases: offline and online phases. In the offline phase, the index of the Arabic information retrieval system is created and maintained for the Arabic corpus based on vector space model. In addition, the Arabic domain ontology has designed and implemented from the Arabic corpus. In the online phase, the user query has expanded using ontology and then the search results are retrieved and ranked. These phases can be described as follow.
The first phase is offline phase, which consists of three modules: Documents-Pre-processing, Indexing, and Ontology Building modules. Those modules can describe briefly as follow.

1) **Documents Pre-Processing Module**: This module consists of three processes: words-tokenization, stop-words-Removal, and words-weights. The words-tokenization response to break Arabic sentences into tokens each document for the Arabic corpus. Stop-words-Removal removes the useless words like “من” (from), “على” (on), etc. Finally, words-weighting this process computes the terms’ weights based on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) statistical measures by using equation (1), which shows computation of the term frequency, equation (2), which calculates the inverse of the number of documents in which the term occurs, and equation (3), shows how the term weight is computed [26]:

\[
    TF_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
        1 + \log_2 f_{i,j} & \text{if } f_{i,j} > 0 \\
        0 & \text{otherwise} 
    \end{cases}
\]  

where \( TF_{i,j} \) denotes the normalized term frequency for term \( i \) in document \( j \), and \( f_{i,j} \) is the number of occurrence for term \( i \)

\[
    IDF_i = \log_2 \frac{N}{n_i} 
\]

where \( N \) denotes the number of the documents in the corpus, and \( n_i \) is the total number of occurrence term \( i \) in all documents.

\[
    w_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
        TF_{i,j} \times IDF_i & \text{if } f_{i,j} > 0 \\
        0 & \text{otherwise} 
    \end{cases}
\]

where \( w_{i,j} \) denotes the weight of term \( i \) in document \( j \).

2) **Indexing Module**: For the terms’ weights generated by the word-weighting process, this module indexes the document terms, where the index contains the term weights of words using Vector Space Model (VSM) [26]. VSM is an algebraic model that represents both documents and queries as vectors. For example, the vector \( d_j = (\omega_{1j}, \omega_{2j}, \omega_{3j}, ..., \omega_{nj}) \) represents the vector weights of document \( j \), where \( \omega_{ij} \) is the weight for term \( i \) in document \( j \).

3) **Ontology Building Module**: This module responses to build the domain ontology, and represents the domain ontology for Arabic language. This ontology is represents by the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which is the standard language for the semantic web. In this paper, the proposed system is an Islamic semantic search engine searching in the Holy Quran. It is ontology-based search and uses Arabic language vocabulary associated with the “Place Noun” mentioned in the Arabic Quran [13].

The second phase is online phase, which consists of four modules: User-Interface, Query-Pre-processing, Semantic Query Expansion, and Information Retrieval based VSM and Results Ranking. Those models can describe briefly as follow.

1) **User-Interface Module**: the module is facilities the query input from the end user and displays the results retrieved.

2) **Query-Pre-processing module**: this module pre-processes the input query for tokenization, stop words removal, etc.

3) **Semantic Query Expansion Module**: This module expands the input query based on the domain ontology. For each query words related to the concepts in the domain ontology, the relations between concepts including that individuals is retrieved, and hence to enrich the expanded query. In this paper the OWL API[27] package have been used in the proposed system in the loading the ontology, extract the concepts and the relations.

4) **Information Retrieval based VSM and Ranking Module**: this module matches the expanded query vector versus the document vectors to compute the similarity between them. In this paper, the cosine similarity is used as...
shown in equation (4) [26]. Then the documents retrieves will rank according to the similarity to the user query.

\[
sim(d_j, q) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{t} w_{ij} \times w_{iq}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{t} w_{ij}^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{t} w_{iq}^2}}
\]

(4)

where \(\sim(d_j, q)\) is the similarity between document \(j\) and query \(q\), \(w_{ij}\) denote the weight of term \(i\) in document \(j\), and \(w_{iq}\) is the weight of term \(i\) in query \(q\).

IV. THE ONTOLOGY-BASED QUERY EXPANSION

The main contribution of this paper is semantic-based retrieval, which automatically expands the input query based on Arabic domain ontology. Both Arabic domain ontology and query expansion process are described in details as follow.

A. The Arabic Domain Ontology

In this paper, we used our previous Arabic domain ontology, it is completely manually built using protégé [13]. Protégé-OWL editor has been used to implement the ontology by covering the knowledge on the Arabic language vocabulary associated with Place Noun mentioned in the Holy Quran. The output of this process is the Islamic ontology that includes the Islamic concepts in a hierarchal classes form.

The domain ontology consists of three main classes ‘مَكَّة’ (Geographic place), ‘مَكَّة’ (Devotional place), and ‘مَكَّة’ (After Life place), which contain two main sub-classes: ‘الجَهَنَّة’ (Paradise) and ‘الدِّيَار’ (Hell). The vocabulary contains a total of 99 words. Words in hierarchy are linked with components via ontological semantic relations. Semantic relationship synonyms have been used (in the protégé is named ‘same individual as’ such as the individual ‘مَكَّة’ (Makka) has a lot of synonyms names in the Holy Quran such as ‘اِنْتِقْ’ (mother of cities), ‘انْتِقْ’ (city of security), ‘بَكَّ’ (city), ‘بَكَّ’ (Bakka), etc.). Figure 3 show the sample RDF which represents the synonyms of the term, and Figure 4 displays the graph ontology of the classes with the individuals.

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{SameIndividual} \rangle \\
\langle \text{NamedIndividual IRI="http://www.Ain-Shams.org/ont.owl#مكة"} \rangle \\
\langle \text{SameIndividual} \rangle \\
\langle \text{NamedIndividual IRI="http://www.Ain-Shams.org/ont.owl#مكة"} \rangle \\
\langle \text{SameIndividual} \rangle \\
\langle \text{NamedIndividual IRI="http://www.Ain-Shams.org/ont.owl#مكة"} \rangle \\
\langle \text{SameIndividual} \rangle \\
\langle \text{NamedIndividual IRI="http://www.Ain-Shams.org/ont.owl#مكة"} \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Sample RDF represent synonym in ontology

![Sample RDF represent synonym in ontology](image)

Fig. 4. Sample of Graph ontology classes with individual

B. The Query Expansion using Arabic Domain Ontology

This section describe how to expand the input query based on the ontology, the query preparing module improves the system retrieves for relevant information to the user. It is converting the RDF triples to hash map, and extracts the equivalents terms from the relations between concepts such as ‘الكَهْب’ (alkaba) same-as ‘البيت الحرام’ (the scarlet house), which have the same Arabic meaning. For Example, Figure 5 shows the concept ‘الكَهْب’ in the ontology as OWL with the relations and object property. These relations and object property of the terms will be used in the expanded query process.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The proposed semantic-based Arabic information retrieval has designed and implemented using the Java language and the SQLite database. Figure 6 shows the system user interface, which enables the user to input the query and set the search methods mode (with query expansion or without query expansion). The proposed system shows a set of retrieved and ranked documents for the input query with or without expansion as shown in Figure 6, which presents the search results for the input query "الكعبة" (Makka) using the ontology-based expansion.

A. Dataset and Arabic Domain Ontology

The system has been experimented on the corpus of the Holy Quran scripts. The number of documents (verses) is 6236, the number of words in the corpus is 77430, and the number of unique tokens is 14662 [28]. The Arabic domain ontology implemented using protégé as discussed in the previous section (IV-A). The ontology has been tested on the place nouns vocabulary and on new terms from the new semantic filed in the Quran. While protégé editor has been used to build the domain ontology, which the syntactic and semantic qualities are both verifies by this tool. Therefore, proposed approach
extracted more relevant concepts for the input query, which are used in expansion as shown in Table 1.

There are two experiments have conducted to test our system: word-based and ontology-based query expansion. Word-based is use full-form terms without modification the input query. Ontology-based expansion is expands the query terms automatically using place nouns domain ontology. As well as, to depict the accuracy and functionality of the ontology for checking that the concepts from relationship and its characteristics, also we have used the DL query language in the protégé tool [20].

For example: If we have a query “الكعبة” (AlKaba), the query expansion process expands the query using place nouns domain ontology by extract the concepts based on the relations. The proposed system is search in the ontology for the concept “الكعبة” (AlKaba), and then all synonyms and relative derivatives attached to the concept are extracted as shown in Table 1. Then the extended query becomes: {البيت الحرام. البيت }("الكعبة", "Makka"), (the sacred house), (the Ancient house), (Bakka), the translation by Yousf Ali [29].

Table 2 shows the total of relevant documents retrieved versus a simple query for the word-based and proposed approach using the domain ontology for the place nouns domain. The word-based search method retrieved only 2 documents from the corpus. The proposed approach using ontology-based method is retrieved a total of 54 documents, which are semantically related to the input query. The preliminary results are quite promising and show that there is a significant improvement in the precision and recall.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a semantic-based Arabic information retrieval system, which semantically expands the input query using domain ontology. The search engine index is represents using Vector Space model (VSM), and the place nouns domain ontology is used, which constructed from Arabic corpus and implemented using Web Ontology Language (OWL). Many researches have been done in information retrieval domain of knowledge but no work has been done for efficient topic search from Arabic Holy Quran. In addition, trials to develop the Arabic ontologies are present but with low usefulness, because the complexity of Arabic’s grammar and ambiguity, therefore several of the ontology developed in specific domain. The proposed approach improves retrieval for Arabic query through place nouns domain ontology. The proposed approach outperforms results in term precision and recall obtained from term-based method. Moreover, it is useful in the knowledge of the Islamic learning, linguistics researches, and semantic Web applications. In the future work we plan to merge and integrate the Place-Noun ontology with the Time-Nouns ontology (AI-khalefa H et. al, 2010) and apply the proposed approach for the semantic retrieval.
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Table 1. Sample of the Object Property for Concept “الكعبة”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Concept Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الكعبة (Alka’ba)</td>
<td>is_PartOf</td>
<td>مكة</td>
<td>Maka’a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is_a</td>
<td>مكة عيادة</td>
<td>Devotional place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is_Located_in</td>
<td>الجزيرة</td>
<td>Algzeera_Alarabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same_as (Synonym)</td>
<td>المرافق</td>
<td>The sacred house</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 2](image2)

Table 2. Relevant Documents Retrieved for the Query “الكعبة”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>word-based</th>
<th>Ontology-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>الكعبة (Alka’ba)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>By-Same_as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By-Class &amp; Object-property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 3](image3)

Table 3. List of Queries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query #</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Query-Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>الكلعبة المشتركة</td>
<td>Alka’ba Almusharfa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7](image4)

Fig. 7. Precision for word-based, stem-based, and ontology based
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Abstract—This paper explains about similarity measure and the relationship between the knowledge repositories. This paper also describes the significance of document similarity measures, algorithms and to which type of text it can be applied. Document similarity measures are of full text similarity, paragraph similarity, sentence similarity, semantic similarity, structural similarity and statistical measures. Two different frameworks had been proposed in this paper, one for measuring document to document similarity and the other model which measures similarity between documents to multiple documents. These two proposed models can use any one of the similarity measures in implementation aspect, which is been put forth for further research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Objectives:

Now-a-days information on the web is increasing rapidly day-by-day. The increase of web based information and number of internet users’, difficult to find the relevant documents for users to particular needs. In order to resolve this issue this paper proposes semantic similarity based document retrieval.

Methods/Statistical Analysis:

The dataset documents are stored in the knowledge repositories. To get the relevant documents mining approach is used. The number of repeated words in a document considers as a keyword. Through preprocessing technique the repeated words in the documents will be removing. The term frequency mechanism proposes to identify important keywords in the documents. Term frequency determines the frequently occurring words in a document as keywords. The Jaccard similarity coefficient estimates the similarity between the documents and the ontology plays an important role in retrieval of similarity document.

Findings:

In retrieval process the pos tagger applied to the document and obtains noun, verb and adverb. This fed in to word net. Through word net the related keyword like synonyms, antonyms, and hypernyms are obtained. The SWETO technique provides similar documents from the knowledge repositories.

Accurately measuring semantic similarity between text documents presents a significant challenge due to the complexity and ambiguity of natural language semantics. Several natural language applications such as information retrieval, information recommendation, and machine translation require the similarity between sentences or documents. Generally, a pair of sentences or documents are said to be similar if they are predicted to have same meaning or conveys the same idea or subject. In natural language, there are different meanings in granularities such as word, phrase, sentence, and document. Word is the minimum unit of meaning whereas sentence is the minimum unit to communicate some complete meaning. Moreover, there are various levels of similarities in natural languages. Words are generally categorized into synonyms and antonyms depending on the similarity between words and phrases. The calculation of similarities between documents is the basis for text classification and clustering. The techniques for similarity calculation vary in different levels. The word level similarity can be calculated from the spelling of words or the meaning of words. The similarity of words is of two types such as symbolic similarity and semantic similarity. The symbolic similarity of words can be measured using the edit distance measure. The similarity of words can be measured using WordNet.

The similarities between words in different sentences have a great impact on the similarity between two sentences. Words and their orders in the sentences are two chief factors to calculate sentence similarity. Sentence similarity is similar to the word similarity and document similarity. If words in two sentences are similar, the two sentences are said to be similar. Similarly, if sentences in two documents are similar, then the two documents are said to be similar. The sentence similarity measure considers the relation between words. The word similarity measures cannot calculate the sentence similarity as the word similarity reflects the closeness of two discrete words or concepts while the sentence similarity reflects the closeness of two sequences of words.

The similarities between sentences have a great impact on the similarity between documents. Most of the existing approaches calculate the document similarity based on the similarity between the keyword sets or the vectors of
keywords. Generally documents are represented in the form of bag-of-words while the meanings of documents are represented as vectors. The document similarity can be calculated using the cosine of the vectors. If the weight of the words is ignored, the document similarity can be measured based on the keywords set using Dice similarity or Jaccard Coefficient similarity.

A. Significance of Sentence/Document Semantic Similarity

Several recent applications of natural language processing demand an effective approach to calculating the similarity between sentences as in [1]. The deployment of sentence similarity can simplify the agent’s knowledge base using natural sentences instead of using structural patterns of sentences. Semantic Similarity evaluates the similarity between concepts that are not lexicographically similar. The deep understanding of these concepts is necessary for computing semantic measures and for web mining. Similarity and relatedness measure can be applied to solve many problems in different applications. The measure of similarity and relatedness can be extended to many types of entities, such as words, sentences, texts, concepts, or Ontologies depending on the requirement. Lexical Semantics extracts semantic relations. Tasks such as document classification and clustering, information retrieval, and synonym extraction require precise measurement of semantic similarity between words. As the several applications and domains require semantic similarity, the measurement of sentence / document similarity has greater significance.

B. Potential Applications of Sentence/Document Semantic Similarity

Calculating semantic similarity among entities has application in several areas such as recommendation systems, e-commerce, search engines, biomedical informatics and in natural language processing tasks such as word sense disambiguation. In particular, user-based collaborative filtering tries to find people with similar tastes and recommend items to their peers liked by most of the people. The content-based recommender systems and search engines find items that are more similar to user queries. The sentence similarity has proven to be one of the effective techniques for enhancing retrieval performances as in [2]. The use of sentence representing the images can achieve a higher retrieval precision during the image retrieval from the web as in [3]. In text mining, sentence similarity act as an important factor to discover unseen knowledge from textual databases as in [4]. Semantic similarity efficiently evaluates the web search method of finding and ranking results. Hence, semantic similarity becomes vital in search engines as in [5]. Moreover, the short text similarity is important in applications like text summarization as in [6], text categorization as in [7], and machine translation as in [8].

II. RELATED WORK

This section divides the related works into three parts such as sentence/document similarity based on metrics, sentence/document similarity based on methodologies, and hybrid approaches.

A. Sentence/Document Similarity Based on Metrics

There are several metrics for identifying the similarity between sentences as shown in table 1. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is measured by comparing the size of the intersection of words in two sentences with the size of the union of the words in two sentences as in [9]. The proportion of words that appear in both sentences normalized by the length of the sentence provides simple word overlap fraction as in [10]. The proportion of words that appear in two sentences weighted by their inverse document frequency is the value of IDF overlap [10]. The Zipfian overlap represents the Zipfian relationship between the length of words and their frequencies in a text collection as in [11]. IDF overlap is measured based on the sum of the product of term frequency and IDF of words that appear in both sentences as in [12]. The sums of IDF in the words that appear in both sentences are normalized by the overall lengths of the sentences and the relative frequency of words between two sentences as in [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Similarity level</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacob B, et al. (2008) [9]</td>
<td>Jaccard similarity coefficient</td>
<td>Calculatio n of sentence similarity involves fewer computations</td>
<td>Word co-occurrence may be null. Considers only the surface similarity which is not reliable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzler, D et. al. (2005) [10]</td>
<td>Simple word overlap fraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metzler, D et. al. (2005) [10]</td>
<td>IDF overlap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chukfong H et.al. (2003) [14]</td>
<td>WSD based measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shepard. R et.al (1979) [16]</td>
<td>Common Features Model</td>
<td>These models are relatively simple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee. M et.al (2002) [18]</td>
<td>Document similarity</td>
<td>Local and global weighting functions</td>
<td>Weighted corpus representation improves the performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Features combination</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emiliano Giovannetti et.al (2008) [31]</td>
<td>Statistical methods and lexico-syntactic patterns</td>
<td>Improved accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et.al (2011) [32]</td>
<td>Structural, semantic network (Wordnet) and the Internet</td>
<td>Deployment of Internet knowledge improves overall system performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay J. Jiang and David W. Conrath (1997) [33]</td>
<td>Corpus statistics and lexical taxonomy</td>
<td>Useful in word sense disambiguation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Sentence/Document Similarity Based On Methodologies

The measurement of sentence/document similarity based on methodologies are classified into corpus-based statistical approaches, lexical based semantic similarity approaches, lexical based semantic similarity, ontologies based semantic similarity, relational based semantic similarity. Corpus-based Statistical Approaches are used to find the similarity between terms based on the corpus. Ontology is a significant resource for measuring the semantic similarity and relatedness. OWL represents the domain knowledge and plays a vital role in the application area of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The Relational based approaches compute the similarity based on the relation between the words.

### C. Hybrid Approaches

The hybrid approach combines the semantic, corpus, ontology and relational based approaches. A novel hybrid approach extracts semantic knowledge from the structural representation of Wordnet and the statistic information on the Internet [32]. Internet based semantic knowledge estimates the semantic similarity between the two concepts in Wordnet. A useful measure called Normalized Google Distance (NGD) computes the semantic distance between the adjacent concepts, along the shortest path in WordNet using Internet semantic knowledge. It is one of the best approaches due to the deployment of Internet knowledge in WordNet based semantic relatedness measure.

### III. PROPOSED WORK

#### A. Combining Ontology Based And Count Based Similarity Model For Measuring Document Similarity

This work proposes a hybrid approach for measuring semantic similarity between documents. There is an extensive literature on measuring the similarity between the words, but there is less work related to the measurement of similarity between sentences and documents. This work measures the similarity between the documents using both ontology-based similarity model and counts based similarity model. Figure 1 shows the components used in this methodology. Initially, the proposed system represents the input documents as a bag of words, and it avoids the repeated terms. The pre-processing step removes stop words from the representation. The important keywords in the documents are identified using the term frequency mechanism. Term frequency determines the frequently occurring words in a document as keywords. The derived keywords are given to the ontology to obtain related keywords. The related keywords are given to the Jaccard similarity coefficient to decide the documents are similar or not. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is the count based similarity measure estimates the similarity between the documents by dividing the number of commonly related keywords by the total number of total keywords. In Jaccard coefficient result a value of “0” indicates the documents are completely dissimilar, “1” indicates that they are identical, and values between 0 and 1 represent a degree of similarity.

![Hybrid Approach for measuring document similarity using ontology based and count based similarity model](image)

### B. Preprocessing

There is uncertainty of spelling convention in the language of Vietnamese. The majority typical ones contain “ý” or “ì” and situate marks on the syllables. Thus, preprocessing step intends to normalize information for additional investigation by one standard. Furthermore, this step intends to discover original words in named entities form like company’s names, factoids, people, etc. We utilize usual expression as major technique to distinguish named entities.

### C. Term Frequency Computation

Term frequency (TF) signifies number of concept occurrence in documents. Through text processing the concepts are extracted that characterized as vectors, the vectors calculated with Term Frequency. TF count up for documents facilitates to obtain elevated accuracy rate.

### D. Ontology Construction

Ontology signifies the knowledge as set of concept. The Swoogle web search engine is also known as semantic engine. From the Swoogle OWL file (knowledge source) is extracted for ontology construction in Ontograph form by protégé to determine semantic weight is considered by discovering minimum distance for every concept in constructed ontograph. The automobile fragmentation ontograph is exposed below.
E. Jaccard Similarity Coefficient

Jaccard similarity is statistical measurement of the similarity among sample sets. Jaccard similarity coefficient is also known as Jaccard index. For both sets, it is defined as intersection of the cardinality divided by their cardinality union. Mathematically,

\[ J(X, Y) = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X \cup Y|} \]

For Wikipedia data, slightly various approach required. For entities pair, computation is achieved on entities set with which pair elements occurred. For instance, in manipulating the pages similarity pairs, numerator is no. of users that reduced both pages, no. of users who have reduced both or either in the denominator. Mathematically,

\[ J(X, Y) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} \]

Where \( A \) and \( B \) match to the entities sets that take place with \( X \) and \( Y \), correspondingly.

F. Hybrid Approach For Measuring Document Similarity Using Ontology And Corpus

The proposed system presents the hybrid framework to measure the similarity between the documents using WordNet ontology and Wikipedia corpus. Figure 3 explains the procedure involved in the proposed stem. Most of the existing approaches does not consider the document context in semantic similarity. It may lead to the inaccurate similarity measurement. Due to overcome this limitation the proposed approach exploits the Wikipedia and WordNet to identify the context of the document since, it has been extensively and effectively exploited to facilitate better understanding of documents. Moreover, both Wikipedia and WordNet are domain independent while they provide extensive coverage of almost every branch of knowledge. Initially, the input documents are applied to the POS tagger to obtain only nouns, verbs and adjectives from the input documents. The resultant terms of the POS tagger are fed into the WordNet ontology. It gives all the related keywords such as synonyms, antonyms, and hypernyms for a given input terms. The context of the each input documents is identified through the Wikipedia related articles for the related keywords. If the identified concepts from the Wikipedia for connecting document D1 with D2 are related then, the documents are considered as similar documents otherwise the documents are dissimilar.

G. POS Tagger Using Hidden Markov Model

HMM (Hidden Markov Model) is the statistical representation that is utilized to establish hidden parameter derived from observed parameters. It’s extensively used, particularly in POS tagging for the input sequence.

Hidden part: T sequence tag
observed part: Word sequence
Transition probability:
\[ a_{j-1,j} = P(t_s|t_s-1) \] by hypothesis Markov-1, or
\[ a_{j-1,j} = P(t_s|t_s-1, t_s-2) \] by hypothesis Markov-2
Output probability:
\[ b_j = P(w_j|t_s) \]
When we know previous POS probability we can predict POS probability appearing in sequence by Concern Markov-1 hypothesis. That means

$$P(T) = \prod_{j=1}^{n} P(t_{j} | t_{j-1})$$

Finally we obtain

$$\hat{T} = \arg \max_{T} \prod_{j=1}^{n} P(W_{j} | t_{j}) \cdot P (t_{j} | t_{j-1})$$

Where probabilities $P(W_{j} | t_{j})$ and $P (t_{j} | t_{j-1})$ can be calculate by annotated corpus which is based on Maximum likelihood technique.

In similar manner, when concern Markov-2 hypothesis we obtain

$$\hat{T} = \arg \max_{T} \prod_{j=1}^{n} P(W_{j} | t_{j}) \cdot P (t_{j} | t_{j-1}, t_{j-2})$$

Therefore, we can apply dynamic programming method Viterbi to resolve POS tagging.

H. Wordnet Ontology

Model descriptions of the word “country” on the WordNet seem like the subsequent. “people who be alive in the country or nation”. Here Synset is a country and Hypernym is the nation. Hyponym is the people.

I. Sweto Ontology

SWETO Ontology is introduced by Large Scale Distributed Information Systems (LSDIS). Three SWETO versions are there namely small, medium and large.

Similarity among diverse ontologies concepts in following equations,

$$c_{j}, c_{k}$$ are refer to the concepts

$$P(\cdot) \rightarrow \text{probability function.}$$

**Mutual Similarity**

$$\text{Mutual Similarity} = \frac{\log (p(c_{j}) p(c_{k}))}{\log (w)}$$

$$P(c_{j}) = \frac{w_{j}}{w}$$

$P(c_{j}, c_{k})$ is a common terms joint probability distribution incident on same window and $P(c_{j})$ is particular keyword $k_{i}$ probability appears in text window. The text window is text sequences frame in the web documents. To determine obscure concepts ambiguity we require membership of fuzzy which is related to mutual similarity. Let the function of fuzzy membership $\mu_{i}$ be in $j^{th}$ concept and constant $\alpha$ and their value is being set at 0.5.

$$\mu_{i}(c_{k}) = \alpha \times P(c_{i}, c_{k}) \log_{2} \left( \frac{p(c_{j}) p(c_{k})}{p(c_{j}c_{k})} \right)$$

J. Information Content Based Measure

Both depth and path length relative measure utilize the information exclusively incarcerate with ontology to additionally establish the similarity among concept. In this sector the knowledge discovered with corpus is utilized to enhance information already currently in the taxonomy or ontologies. The approach of content based information is being referred the approach based on theory and corpus approach.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Requirements

This section explains the materials required to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.

B. Dataset

For document similarity, the dataset used is the Michael D.Lee document dataset, a collection of 50 documents from the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s news mail service. These documents were paired in all possible ways, and each of the 1,225 pairs has 8-12 human judgments.

C. Software Requirements

- Platform: Java
- IDE: Netbeans
- Database: MySQL Server
- Tool: Weka

D. Performance Metrics

- **Precision**: It is a ratio of correctly predicted similar documents to the total input documents.

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Correctly predicted similar documents (TP)}}{\text{Total input documents (TP + FP)}}$$

- **Recall**: It is a ratio of correctly predicted similar documents to all similar sentences.

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Correctly predicted similar documents (TP)}}{\text{Total input documents (TP + FN)}}$$

- **F-measure**: It is a uniform harmonic mean of precision and recall.

$$\text{Recall} = \frac{(1 + \beta) \text{PR} / (\beta \text{P} + R)}{2 \text{PR} / (P + R)}$$

($\beta=1$, when precision and recall have the same weight)

Where,

- TP: Number of documents predicted to be similar documents that actually are similar.
- TN: Number of documents predicted to be dissimilar documents that actually are dissimilar.
- FP: Number of documents predicted to be similar that are actually dissimilar.
- FN: Number of documents predicted to be dissimilar that are actually similar.
This work presented a hybrid approach for measuring semantic similarity between documents. Semantic similarity plays a crucial role in information retrieval and text processing. This work provided an overview of semantic similarity and its existing approaches. Semantic similarity measure determines the similarity between words, sentence, and documents. The proposed approaches are divided into two folds: In a first fold the proposed system exploits ontology-based similarity model and count based similarity model for measuring document similarity. In a second fold, the proposed system exploits ontology and corpus to estimate the document similarity. Due to the hybrid approach the proposed system achieves high accuracy in document similarity estimation.

Fig. 5. Hybrid Approach for measuring document similarity using ontology, corpus and count based accuracy. When compare to existing and proposed the proposed approach has better accuracy.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison

The figure 6 shows Hybrid Approach for measuring document similarity using ontology, corpus and count based. The figure 5 shows Hybrid Approach for measuring document similarity using ontology, corpus and count based accuracy. When compare to existing and proposed the proposed approach has better accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presented a hybrid approach for measuring semantic similarity between documents. Semantic similarity plays a crucial role in information retrieval and text processing. This work provided an overview of semantic similarity and its existing approaches. Semantic similarity measure determines the similarity between words, sentence, and documents. The proposed approaches are divided into two folds: In a first fold the proposed system exploits ontology-based similarity model and count based similarity model for measuring document similarity. In a second fold, the proposed system exploits ontology and corpus to estimate the document similarity. Due to the hybrid approach the proposed system achieves high accuracy in document similarity estimation.
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Abstract—The submission of tasks to a data center plays a crucial role to achieve the services like scheduling, processing in a cloud computing environment. Energy consumption of a data center must be considered for task processing as it results in high operational expenditures and bad environmental impact. Unfortunately, none of the current research works focus on energy factor while submitting tasks to a cloud. In this paper a framework is proposed to select a data center with minimum energy consumption. The service provider has to register all the data centers in a registry. The energy consumed by task processing using virtualization and energy of IT equipments like routers, switches is calculated. The data center selection framework finally selects the data center with minimum energy consumption for task processing. The experimental results indicate that the proposed idea results in a less energy when compared to the existing algorithms for selection of data centers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is growing predominantly because of the pay-as-you go model [1]. According to Gartner Report the cloud services expanded in to a $210 billion market by the year 2016 [2]. Infrastructure maintenance is done by service providers while the actual development can be concentrated by the companies [3]. Data centers consume a lot of energy for storage and processing of data. The energy consumption of cloud infrastructure has been growing extensively and by the year 2020 it is expected to reach 1,963.74 terawatt-hours (TWh) [3]. The data centers growth rate is around 9 percent every year and hence the energy demands are also doubled in the last five years [4]. The heavy energy consumption of data Centers result in growth of operational expenses and also result in environment pollution due to excess of carbon emissions.

The tasks submission can be done in such a way that the data center with minimum energy consumption can be preferred over others for processing. To the best of our knowledge the existing algorithms don’t concentrate on energy consumption. The algorithms often used in literature are outlined below:

1) Spot electricity prices: In this procedure the current electricity consumed by the data centers are taken in to account and the tasks submission is done by predicting the future variations in the electricity prices. The data center with minimum electricity consumption is preferred. The drawback of this approach is it considers various non processing elements like lights, air conditioning units .., for selection of data centers.

2) Shortest Distance First: This algorithm forwards the request to the closest data center from the point of origin. The disadvantage is it does not take in to account the energy consumption which is relatively expensive when compared to the network elements like routers, bridges,.. required to expedite the process of forwarding requests to the data centers.

3) Round Robin Technique: This algorithm chooses a data center randomly within a region where the request is originated. It might lead to a delay factor and the energy factor is also not considered.

To overcome the shortcomings in the existing approaches a data center selection framework (DCSF) is proposed which will calculate the energy used for processing of tasks. The execution time of the tasks and the energy consumed by the virtual machines are considered for calculation. The tasks are forwarded to the data center with minimum energy consumption. The procedure is simulated and compared with the existing algorithms. The results indicate that the proposed approach consumes less energy when compared to the others.

II. RELATED WORK

Many algorithms have been proposed for data center selection for task processing. Service broker routing policy is proposed in [5], [6] where the cloud analyst tool has been used. A probability based approach has been suggested in [7]. The research works in [8],[9] mainly focused on cost effective data center selection which take in to account the equipments needed to setup the data centers. A matrix based approach including the resources needed for data centers is discussed in [10]. The work in [11] signifies the expenditure spent on energy consumption for selection of data centers. A general data center selection approach based on factors like location, proximity is implemented in [12]. The algorithms in [13], [14] mainly concentrates on round robin and shortest job first approaches to select the data centers for processing. The virtualization technology which improves the task processing
capability is not given much importance in all these proposed works.

The importance of virtualization in cloud environment has been highlighted in [15]. Effective resource utilization using virtualization is discussed in [16], [17], [18] which focused on optimal allocation of resources to virtual machines. The scheduling of virtual machines for efficient energy consumption is formulated in [19] but it does not take into account the current energy being consumed by virtual machines. All the existing works concentrated on data center selection based on either random allocation or proximity and the energy consumption was given least importance. In the current work a framework is developed which focuses on the virtual machines consuming energy for processing of tasks.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In General the tasks generated by the users are transferred to the web servers situated at different locations which in turn route them to the data centers for processing. The current work forwards the tasks to a data center selection framework (DCSF) which calculates the energy consumed by different data centers and decides the one for which the tasks must be submitted for processing. The general depiction of the scenario is illustrated using Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Tasks Submission Process](image)

A user base (UB) is a region situated around the globe where a lot of users are submitting the tasks to the service provider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each data center is registered by the service provider in data center registry (DCR) as illustrated in Table I. A Data Center Id (DCID) is stored as a 16 bit number in which the first 4 bits represent service provider Id and the remaining 12 bits are allotted to data center id which should be a unique number generated by the service provider. The information regarding number of servers, routers, switches..., in a data center has to be updated by the service provider. The total energy consumption is calculated and corresponding value is stored in DCR for further processing.

A. Data Center Selection Framework

The selection of data center is done by the Data Centre Selection Framework (DCSF) which is depicted in Fig. 2. Initially the tasks submitted to DCSF are stored in a Wait Queue. As soon as the tasks are removed from Ready Queue for processing then the tasks are allotted from Wait Queue into Ready Queue. A threshold value (Th) is considered depending upon the traffic received by the DCSF.

If the no. of tasks (λ) in Ready Queue > Th or the Time > 60s whichever condition is met earlier then the tasks are assigned to Task Allocator (TA). Then TA sends a request to Energy calculator Module (EC) where the total energy consumed by the data centers is calculated and the data center with minimum energy consumption is given the tasks for processing. The required information such as data center Id, no. of servers... is obtained from DCR. The server energy module (SEM) calculates the total energy consumed by the servers of data centers while the energy consumed by IT equipment is calculated by IT energy consumption (ITE) module.

![Fig. 2. Data Center Selection Framework](image)

Finally the data center with minimum energy consumption is selected for task processing and the tasks are forwarded by TA to the appropriate Data center (ADC) depending upon its DCID.

a) Server Energy Module

In order to process the tasks efficiently and rapidly virtualization technique is employed in the servers of data centers. It also reduces the energy consumption of servers and increases the resource utilization. Multiple virtual machines are created on the same physical host thus increasing the
processing power of a server. Hence the energy consumption of the servers is obtained by the total energy consumed by execution of the tasks on virtual machines.

Let $S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3... S_n\}$ be the set of servers located in a data centre $DC_i$. For each server $S_i$ let $VM_i = \{VM_{1i}, VM_{2i},... VM_{ni}\}$ be the set of virtual machines created. A decision variable $x_{ijk}$ is set to 1 if task $T_i$ is allotted to virtual machine $VM_{jk}$ for processing. Let $EC_{ijk}$ be the energy consumed by task $T_i$ running on VM $VM_{jk}$ and let $ET_{ijk}$ be the execution time. The energy consumption rate of the VM is denoted by $EC_{ijk}$ and energy consumption $EC_{ijk}$ can be calculated as follows:

$$EC_{ijk} = ECR_{ijk} \times ET_{ijk} \quad (1)$$

Where $ET_{ijk} - st_{ijk}$ (finish time – start time)

Hence using (1) the total energy consumption can be calculated as follows:

$$TE_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{VM_i} \sum_{i=1}^{T} x_{ijk} \times EC_{ijk}$$

$$TE_2 = \sum_{k=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{VM_i} \sum_{i=1}^{T} x_{ijk} \times ECR_{ijk} \times ET_{ijk} \quad (2)$$

Where $|T|$ Indicates Total no. of tasks submitted to VM $k$

b) **IT Energy Consumption Module**

The no. of switches (NSW) and routers (NR) is obtained from DCR and the energy consumption is obtained by utility meter. The total energy consumed by IT equipments is given by $TE_2$ by equation (3)

$$TE_2 = NSW \times E_{SW} + NR \times E_{RT} \quad (3)$$

Where $E_{SW}$ is the avg. energy consumed by a switch and $E_{RT}$ is the avg. energy consumed by a router of the data center. The output obtained by the two modules is combined to get the total energy ($E_{Tot}$) of the data center.

$$E_{Tot} = TE_1 + TE_2 \quad (4)$$

The total energy consumed ($E_{Tot}$) is updated in the DCR and the data center with the minimum $E_{Tot}$ is selected as the appropriate data center (ADC) for tasks submission. The entire procedure can be illustrated in the following algorithm.

B. **Data Center Selection Algorithm**

START

For Each Service Provider $SP$

Register Each Data Centre $DC_i$ in Data Centre

Registry $DCR$ as in Table 1

End For

Initialize Ready Queue $RQ \leftarrow$ Null,

Size $(RQ)$ $\leftarrow$ Threshold Value $(Th)$,

Wait Queue $WQ \leftarrow$ Null

For Each Task $T_i$ submitted by User Base $UB_i$

Assign $WQ \leftarrow T_i$

If $RQ$ is Null Then Assign $RQ \leftarrow WQ$

Until no. of tasks $(\lambda) >$ Size $(RQ)$

End If

If $\lambda >$ Size $(RQ)$ or Time $> 60$s

Request Task Allocator $TA$ to find Data Centre $(ADC)$. $TA$ assigns the request to Energy Calculator (EC) which retrieves each $T_i$ from $R$ and Perform the following computations:

$$|S| \times |VM_i| \times |T|$$

$$TE_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{S} \sum_{j=1}^{VM_i} \sum_{i=1}^{T} x_{ijk} \times ECR_{ijk} \times ET_{ijk}$$

$$TE_2 = NSW \times E_{SW} + NR \times E_{RT}$$

$$E_{Tot} = TE_1 + TE_2$$

ADC $\leftarrow$ DCID (min ($E_{Tot}$))

End If

For Each Task $T_i$, $TA$ does

Assign $ADC \leftarrow T_i$ for Processing

End For

END

IV. **PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

A. **Analysis using real world trace logs**

The proposed algorithm is evaluated by using the real world trace obtained from Google cloud trace logs [20]. The log contains information regarding 25 million tasks that were submitted for a period of 29 days. The analysis is done only by considering the tasks submitted to the cloud system in the first 5 hours of the day number 18. Fig. 3 illustrates the count of tasks submitted in every 60 seconds in those 5 hours. The count of the tasks is over 200 thousand.

![Fig. 3. Tasks Submitted to Cloud](image)

The execution times of the tasks have been calculated by obtaining the start time and finish time from the logs. The sample data for our analysis is depicted in Table II. In order to understand easily the data center Ids are assumed as DC1...DC5, instead of binary format. The units of energy consumption are in KWh. The metrics considered for analysis...
of the algorithms are Total Energy Consumption (TOT) and Energy Consumption per Task (ECT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC4</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed work Data center selection framework (DCSF) is compared with the Shortest Distance First (SDF) and Round Robin (RR) algorithms and the results are depicted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. When compared with the existing algorithms the total energy consumption is far less in the proposed approach. The data center DC4 is assumed to be shortest distance data center when compared to the others.

The data centers are implemented using three Dell Power Edge C5220 Micro servers represented as DC1, DC2, and DC3. The data center capabilities such as virtualization, storage management are implemented using Windows Server 2012 R2 data center Operating System which is installed in the data centers. The Raspberry Pi chips are incorporated in each of the servers in the data centers so as to read the energy consumption.

The data centers are implemented using three Dell Power Edge C5220 Micro servers represented as DC1, DC2, and DC3. The data center capabilities such as virtualization, storage management are implemented using Windows Server 2012 R2 data center Operating System which is installed in the data centers. The Raspberry Pi chips are incorporated in each of the servers in the data centers so as to read the energy consumption.

The results obtained are illustrated in Fig. 7 which shows that the total energy consumed by the proposed framework is less than the energy consumption of the remaining algorithms. While the remaining algorithms like Shortest Distance First (SDF), Round Robin (RR) consume less energy at some instances, on an average the proposed framework DCSF results in low energy consumption.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a framework is implemented for selection of data centers based on minimum energy consumption of data centers for task processing. The total energy is calculated by summation of the server energy consumption and IT equipment energy calculation. The server energy is obtained by combining the energy consumed by virtual machines for task processing. The results are obtained by simulation of real-world scenarios.
world cloud trace logs and Node-red tool. The obtained results indicate that the proposed framework outperforms the already existing algorithms for selection of data centers. This work can be further extended by implementing the concept of Internet of Things using the IBM Bluemix tool.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Network based smart homes have the potential to meet the growing challenges of independent living of elderly people in smart homes. However, wellness detection of elderly people in smart homes is still a challenging research domain. Many researchers have proposed several techniques; however, majority of these techniques do not provide a comprehensive solution because complex activities cannot be determined easily and comprehensive wellness is difficult to diagnose. In this study’s critical review, it has been observed that strong association lies among the vital wellness determination parameters. In this paper, an association rules based model is proposed for the simple and complex (overlapped) activities recognition and comprehensive wellness detection mechanism after analyzing existing techniques. It considers vital wellness detection parameters (temporal association of sub activity location and sub activity, time gaps between two adjacent activities, temporal association of inter and intra activities). Activity recognition and wellness detection will be performed on the basis of extracted temporal association rules and expert knowledgebase. Learning component is an important module of our proposed model to accommodate the changing trends in the frequent pattern behavior of an elderly person and recommend a caregiver/expert to adjust the expert knowledgebase according to the found abnormalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

World population is increasing and according to the World Health Organization (WHO) elderly people population will also increase drastically in the near future [1]. Independent living is a concept that defines a person can live alone without any assistance of any other human being (care giver). Automated mechanisms for the monitoring of an individual are required to ensure the wellness of the elderly person. This monitoring should be accurate, error free and automated (without any human involvement) for an independent living ambient.

Elderly people have health related issues with the age such as limitations in physical functions, different diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, cardio vascular disease. Smart homes technologies have potential to meet the emerging challenges of elderly people independent livings with enhance quality of life.

Wireless sensor network is a vital component of smart home for monitoring of the elderly persons. Variety of sensors deployed all over the house for monitoring purpose such as in electric appliances, gadgets and objects of daily usage for the monitoring of elderly persons as reported in [2].

Activity recognition is one of the active areas of research domain. The aim is to recognize the actions an individual takes to conduct an act of daily living. Most of the researcher have divided these actions into a set of defined activities and termed them "Activities of daily living". This concept was originally proposed in 1950 [3]. There are broadly three categories of activities. These categories are concurrent activities, interleaved and simple atomic activities as reported in [4]. However, most of the literature does not consider all type of activities for their activity recognition and wellness detection of elderly people in smart homes ambient.

Frequent pattern of an individual exists while conducting a specific activity, resulting in sequential frequent pattern as reported [1, 5, 6]. There is a strong association among sub-activities and locations where the sub activity is being performed, time duration taken to perform a specific sub activity and specific day of time [7-9]. Wellness detection is determined, when an individual deviates from its sequential frequent pattern among sub activities, individual is not conducting a specific activity on a specific location.

Accurate wellness detection is a challenging research area, several researchers have employed artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques (such as artificial neural networks, support vector machines, Naïve Bayes) as a classifier for the determination of wellness of elderly people in [9, 10]. Few researchers have also proposed fuzzy rules based classifiers for the activity detection and wellness determination of elderly people in smart home environments [11]. In probabilistic approaches, Markov and Hidden Markov models, where each sub activity is considered as a component of main activity for the activity recognition. Human activities pattern rely on temporal sequence as reported in [10, 12, 13]. Similarly data mining techniques also attracted many researchers to explore for the activity recognition and wellness detection, such as classification techniques, association rule mining techniques and clustering techniques, as reported in [1, 5, 10]. However, wellness detection is a complex research problem; many researchers proposed hybrid models to achieve the said
objective. There are few hierachical models proposed for wellness and activity detection [6, 14].

In this paper, we have proposed an association rules based model with the following contribution:

- Temporal association of sub activity and their location
- Time gaps between two adjacent activities consideration
- Temporal association of inter and intra activities
- Learning module
- Recommendations to the caregiver or expert

Rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section II summarizes literature review and highlighting strength and weakness of existing technique by critically analyzing them in tabular formats. In section III a new model is proposed to address the limitation of existing techniques. Finally, paper is concluded and future work is presented in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Wellness detection is a complex and challenging research domain. Majority of proposed models do not provide a comprehensive solution from different perceptive of wellness and activity detection.

J. Wen., et al [15], proposed a model based on weighted frequent pattern (association mining). The objectives of this model is to find the association rules of activities performed by the elderly person, and build a classifier which is based on these extracted association rules. However, time series analysis of activities with the location of activities is not considered.

M.T Moutacalli., et al [5], have employed frequent pattern mining for the determination of activity recognition and wellness detection. In proposed model, association mining is performed for extraction of homogenous frequent pattern activity model. The strength of this work is that this model considers event duration and time gap between adjacent activities. However, this model cannot recognize complex activities. S.T Bourobou., et al [10] proposed a hybrid model based of association mining and AAN. The proposed model consists of two steps of repeated activity discovery by using FP growth algorithm and clustered these patterns into activities using K-pattern algorithm. ANN based classifier is used for the classification of the activities. However, integration of multiple techniques into a single model makes the whole process difficult and complex to implement. L.G. Fahad., et al [6] proposed a hybrid hierarchal model based on frequent patterns and probabilistic approach to find the activity tasks. Frequent pattern mining is being conducted to extract the inhabitant behavior pattern. However, it is a tedious task to create routine tasks lists manually. This model does not follow temporal analysis for wellness determination. S.Nasreen., et al [16], a hybrid model is proposed based on Association rules for inhabitant pattern. These association rules are used for the assignment of activity category when new activity arrives as an input. Binary support vector machine is used to detect correct or incorrect assignment. However, inter and intra relationship of activities has not been considered. L.G. J. Saives., et al [17] have proposed a hybrid model based on association rule mining and extended finite automata for the mapping of activities found from the association rule mining. However, prior knowledge is required and temporal deviations are not considered for wellness detection. Similarly repeated activities might not represent the same sequence of events.

A. Forkan., et al [11] proposed a probabilistic model to detect the abnormality in the activity build model, to identify the wellness of an elderly person. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used for the change detection in the activities of daily living along with identification of change in daily routine using statistical history and expert knowledgebase for abnormality detection. This model does not follow single wellness detection criteria which is the major contribution of this study. The outcome of each module is then serves as an input to fuzzy rules based classifier for the classification of activities and detection of abnormality. However, this model might have less acceptability for elderly as wearable sensors must be used for expert knowledgebase. Similarly, different modules working together making the process complex and prior knowledge is required as a statistical histories for the prediction and abnormality detection. Similarly N.K. Suryadevara [8], proposed another probabilistic model is for the prediction wellness in the smart home environment based on appliance usage. Two wellness functions been used. Irregular patterns will lead to the abnormality which helps to identify whether an elderly person is well or unwell. However, activities are presented in simple manner and appliance usage monitoring might not be suitable when the person is not using any specific appliance. F. Ordonez., et al [2], proposed a hybrid model which is based on training phase and classification phase. For temporal and sequential activities analysis Hidden Markov model is used. The objective of this study is to validate hybrid model performs better than single technique based model. It used Hidden Markov Model for training and for classification phase SVM reported better results. However, while validating the results for temporal and sequential activities, other sequential and association mining techniques were not considered. L. Kalra., et al [13], proposed two stage probabilistic model based on Markov model. The proposed model process the sensor data in two stages, in the first stage sensor data is analyzed for the patterns of activity events by using Markov Model. However, time gap between adjacent activities are not considered for the determination of wellness of elderly person. K. Gayathri., et al [14] proposed a probabilistic hierarchal model for abnormality detection to determine the wellness. This model combines the data and knowledge driven parameters by employing Markov logic networks for abnormality detection. This model considers location, object usage, time of usage for the abnormality detection. However, manual rules based systems requires effort to create knowledgebase. Sensor and data relationship is ignored.

E. Kim., et al [4] have discussed the uncertainty parameters in the wellness determination. This study serves as groundwork to develop diagnostic system. In [7], tree based regression algorithm is being proposed for the classification of activities in the training phase and in the later phase when new activity can be predicted as future activity. However, this model does not consider complex activities.
E. Nazerafard., et al [9] proposed an activity classification model based on Bayesian network. This proposed model proposes two steps of inference for the prediction of upcoming activity and its label. This model considers time analysis and activity features. However, complex activities are not considered for the prediction.

X. Hong., et al [18] proposed model based on time segmentation. The model extracts events that are associated with a complete activity. The first segmentation is location based, second segmentation is model-based, and third is based on modeling of each activity in terms of sensor activation to determine. The third proposed algorithm identifies the most predominate sensor in the activity to identify the event which that sensor exhibits. However in this approach, rules need to be defined manually for the activity discovery.

A. Critical Evaluation

In this subsection of literature review, critical evaluation is being conducted. Fifteen papers are represented in three different tables for the cumulative review of each literature under the set of predefined vital parameters.

Table.I represents the methodology of the proposed techniques for wellness and activity detection for smart home. Majority of the existing techniques aimed to extract elderly persons frequent behavior patterns, whether they have employed Hidden Markov model [2, 9, 10], [7] tree based regression analysis association rules or frequent pattern mining [5, 6, 15, 16] and deviation from this pattern leads to the abnormality. A proven technique should be employed for the extraction of frequent patterns of an elderly person, like frequent pattern or association mining.

Table.II represents the implementation details of existing techniques which helps to explain the implementation details, environment and validation. Majority of the proposed models have not validated and compared their results with the existing models and methods.

Table.III represents the vital parameters which are necessary for the wellness detection. These parameters have strong impact of elderly person’s activities and wellness detection. In table.III, type of the activities which different proposed models have used in activity detection, similarly the association of intra and inter activities is necessary to understand pattern of elderly person behaviors. Time gap between adjacent activities is important criteria to measure the wellness of elderly person. Association of time with location is a necessary parameter to understand pattern where an individual will perform a specific activity. Temporal analysis is important criteria to understand the elderly person is also one of the most vital criteria to understand elderly person activity pattern.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, a model is proposed for the wellness detection based on association rules mining and frequent patterns of the behavior of the elderly people. From the critical evaluation section it is evident that association exists among different parameters of activity recognition and wellness detection. Association rules between sub activities and location of sub activities have been extracted from the sensor data, correlation among sub activities for as inter temporal association among sub activities rules are extracted and time gap between adjacent activities have proposed to be found to determine the wellness of elderly people. Model is proposed by considering all those parameter which were mainly ignored in existing literature such as detection of overlapped activities; location based association, intra and inter activities associations.

The proposed model consists of 9 modules, namely, data transformation module, sub activity (location and time) correlation module, time gap between two adjacent activities module, sub activity (sequence of sub activities and time) correlation module, sub activity (location and sequence of activities) correlation w.r.t time module, expert knowledge module, contextual database module, learning component and activity recognition module as shown in the Fig.1.

A. Data Transformation module

In smart home data is generated from the WSN’s network. To make the sensor data suitable for processing, sensor data is transformed with labels (for example, if a person is sleeping, bed sensor is active, the activity will be marked as ‘sleeping’, time duration of this active sensor will be the duration of the activity and location of the sensor will be the location of activity). For example, an elderly person of a smart home wants to make coffee, he/she will achieve the said task in a series of sub activities for example: 1. Staring of stove, 2. Filling the pan with water, 3. Opening coffee jar and 4. Mixing coffee & water etc.

These steps are considered as sub activities and while making of coffee are considered as an activity. Similarly it is also important to consider time gap between two adjacent sub activities for the determination of wellness of an elderly person.

B. Temporal Association of sub activity’s location and sub activities

For activity recognition and wellness detection it is important to determine and extract the association of each sub activity time duration with the location where that sub activity has been performed along with the day of time. Most frequent association rules are extracted by using FP-Growth. For example, the normal pattern of an individual sleeping routine at around 2200hrs in ‘bedroom’ for approximately 8 hours. If a person is in ‘dining room’ at around 2200hrs and duration of the activity is more than it should spend in the ‘dining room’ so the violation of rule will indicate that person is not well.

C. Sub activity (sequence of sub activities and time) correlation module:

For activity recognition the correlation of sequence of sub activities with their time duration is required to handle complex activities. As discussed earlier an activity consists of sequence of sub activities. An example is discussed earlier of coffee making. The correlation among the sub activities and time in 24hrs is determined by using Generalized Sequential Pattern mining (GSP) [19]. The outcome of this process will be association rules (correlation among sub activities and time).
D. Time gap determination of two adjacent activities over a specific time:

The input of this process is sub activities labels and time duration to perform each sub activity to determine the time gap between two adjacent sub activities over a specific day of time. The benefit of this outcome is the determination of the wellness of an elderly person most of the literature surveyed has ignored this important wellness parameter. For example, a healthy person will perform sub activities in normal routine with a normal time gap between two adjacent activities, while an unhealthy elderly person might not execute the sub activities with the normal time gap.

E. Sub activity (location, time gap and sequence of activities) correlation w.r.t time module:

This module serves as a global perceptive of activity, in this module activities rules are formulated from vital parameters of complete activity detection rules. In this module association rules of (location + time duration), association rules of sub activities and time gap between adjacent sub activities with respect to time of day respectively are correlated using association rule mining (using FP-Growth) to extract pattern of these vital parameter over a specific time of day. The outcome of this module will be association rules of the required parameters (location, time gap and sequence of sub activities) over a specific time of day to accurately determine the wellness of an elderly person. For example, a healthy person has a routine to wake up (S1) around (0700 – 0715hrs).

(T) in (location = bed room) (L1), time gap from bed to washroom (L2) (45- 50s)(G1) and to the washroom (use of toilet (2 mins)(S2), use of tap (3 mins) (S3) time duration between these two adjacent activities is usually (30-45s) (G2) and then go the kitchen. In this brief example, the generated rule:

\((S1, S2, S3)^{(L1, L2, L3)}^{(G1, G2, G3)} \rightarrow \text{Activity}\)

F. Expert (medical) knowledgebase:

This module will have hard rules for an individual from medical history perspective. This rules are the recommendation for an individual like walk time, sleep time (recommended).

G. Database module

In this module association rules which are extracted from above mentioned model will be saved in this module. Expert (medical) knowledgebase rules will also be saved. This module will serve as a rules repository for the online activity recognition module.

H. Learning module:

The learning module updates the existing set of rules by monitoring the sensor data streams and extracting the contextual spatial-temporal association of the changing trends in the behavior pattern of an elderly person. The learning component also monitors the outcome of the online activity recognition and wellness detection module, on correct diagnoses the weight of the rule will increase and will have high priority. Similarly to accommodate the changing trends in the behavior pattern, rules will be updated in the database repository.

The second novel function of the learning module is to recommend the caregiver the abnormalities found in the inhabitant behavior to make necessary changes in the expert knowledgebase according to the recommendation.

I. Online activity recognition and wellness detection module:

In this module have the association rules generated and the hard rules of expert knowledge base will be mapped with sensor data. Data from the sensor network is coming to this module and data is being compared with knowledge base and association rules. If the rules are met for the input data the activities are considered normal and the elderly person is considered well. Incase rules are violated the elderly person is considered unwell.
Fig. 1. Proposed Model View
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Wellness determination on Criteria</th>
<th>Approach\Algorithm</th>
<th>Study Characteristics</th>
<th>Main Outcomes</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Detecting ADL activities</td>
<td>-Association rules b/w activities -Build activity classifier over association rules -Classification of overlapped activities</td>
<td>Identification of frequent patterns based on Association rules.</td>
<td>- Use of global weight &amp;local weight of the sensor events to differentiate the activities for overlapped activities. -The activities that have overlapped frequent patterns or even share the same frequent patterns can still be differentiated</td>
<td>- Overlapped ADLs are considered. - Results validated &amp; compared with existing techniques such as Decision Tree, Naïve Bayesian &amp; HMM</td>
<td>- Hidden variables (such as interleaved activities) of ADLs are ignored. - Time series analysis missing - Unable to detect complex activities</td>
<td>Association rules integration with HMM may produce better results in activity recognition. Fuzzy rules based classifier along with temporal mining helpful in determining complex activity recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Detecting ADL activities (Alzheimer’s disease)</td>
<td>-Frequent pattern Mining (time series analysis) -Wellness functions -Classification</td>
<td>(1) Transforming the temporal Db to non-temporal (2) Finding homogenous subsequence activities (3) Activity model: Classification of activities</td>
<td>-Present the various stages of Technological assistance &amp;propose a new algorithm for the step of activities models detection</td>
<td>- Test bed implementation - Each concept is properly defined</td>
<td>- Activity time gap - Results are not compared &amp; validated. - Dataset is not being discussed</td>
<td>Association rule mining along with the time series analysis should be considered while keep the event duration &amp; gap among events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Detecting abnormalities in ADLs</td>
<td>-Hidden Markov Model -Statistical estimations (Mean &amp; standard deviations) - Fuzzy rule classifier</td>
<td>Learning techniques for predicting abnormalities &amp;behavioral trends Hidden Markov Model based approach for detecting abnormalities (trained by Machine learning techniques) Fuzzy rule-based model for making the final guess</td>
<td>- HMM used to detect the anomalies in the ADLs - Fuzzy rule-based system gives output as weather the anomaly is true.</td>
<td>- Comprehensive ADLs monitoring - Different medical aspects are considering along ADLs</td>
<td>- Fuzzy rules are generated manually - Target user with many wearable sensors which periodically send different vital signs data of the user - Model is expensive &amp; complex</td>
<td>Self-generated association fuzzy rule system can be a major improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Identification of activity recognition parameters &amp; their impact of accuracy</td>
<td>-Fault tree analysis (FTA)</td>
<td>Uncertainty parameters &amp; measures are discussed. Different models are taken into consideration TAM, GAM &amp; SGAM for the analysis.</td>
<td>- Diagnostic accuracy measures of AR systems capable of pinpointing the sources of accuracy loss</td>
<td>- Introduced a method for uncertainty impact analysis, which for a given AR system, measures the impact of each uncertainty source on AR performance</td>
<td>Different datasets should be used for the evaluation of identified measures &amp; hybrid models are ignored while evaluating.</td>
<td>Different datasets should have been used for the evaluation of identified measures &amp; hybrid models are ignored while evaluating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Activity forecasting &amp; predicting the occurrence of future activities</td>
<td>-Regression-tree-based (Machine Learning technique)</td>
<td>Algorithm extracts high-level features from sensor events &amp; inputs these features to a machine learning algorithm which forecasts when a target activity will next occur</td>
<td>- The proposed algorithm does not rely on a separate AR component, but rather derives feature attributes directly from sensor event data within the smart home</td>
<td>Well defined time boundaries of the activities &amp; gap between activities are important to discover</td>
<td>- Complex ADLs are not considered - Activities time boundaries - Complex activities not considered</td>
<td>Hybrid approach, especially for the data preparation for the classifier &amp; for the consideration of temporal element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Abnormality identification</td>
<td>-Activity annotated via conditional probability method - Probabilistic method wellness determination</td>
<td>Behavior detection process based on the observed sensor data in performing essential daily activities</td>
<td>- A proposed framework to verifies the behavior of elderly at three different stages of daily living (usage of appliances, activity recognition &amp; forecast levels)</td>
<td>- Trivial process - Experimental details are clear - Experimentation are conducted on five different dataset for validation - Prototype is developed</td>
<td>- Prior knowledge is required - Activities boundaries undefined - Energy inefficient - Simple activities</td>
<td>For efficient training period fixed rules &amp; training should be implemented side by side &amp; remove fixed rules by their application in the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Predicting future ADLs</td>
<td>- Bayesian network</td>
<td>An activity prediction model using Bayesian networks together with a novel two-step</td>
<td>- Predicting the start time of next activity - Activity label prediction based on features</td>
<td>- Physical implementation - Tested on three different elderly</td>
<td>- Prior knowledge is required - Different types</td>
<td>Association between sequences are necessary to find complex ADLs along</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1] User activity detection</td>
<td>-Pattern Clustering (K-Pattern clustering algo) along frequent pattern by FP growth &amp;activity decision (ANN)</td>
<td>inference process to predict both the next activity features &amp; the next activity label</td>
<td>people -Results validated against existing approaches</td>
<td>of ADLs are not considered.</td>
<td>statistical methods such as Hidden Markov Method (HMM) is helpful in finding the hidden variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2] Detecting ADLs</td>
<td>-Recognition of ADLs by using Hybrid approach -HMM is used as trainer of different ML techniques</td>
<td>HMM is used for dealing with temporal characteristics of sequential data. HMM is trained with the probabilistic classifier which is able to predict the given sample as a classifier.</td>
<td>-Recognitions of ADLs by using Hybrid approach -Hidden Markov model is hybrid &amp; tested with different machine learning techniques</td>
<td>-Discussed in detail on ANN &amp; SVM. -Raw data is represented in Raw, Change point, Last Sensor -Results validated with five different models</td>
<td>For efficient training period fixed rules &amp; training should be implemented side by side &amp; remove fixed rules by their application in the process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3] Detecting ADLs</td>
<td>-Markov Model - Hidden Markov Model</td>
<td>This study deals with learning user’s daily behavior by markov model; it applies markov model in two level to first learn user’s habits &amp; then correct any misclassification of activity.</td>
<td>-To model each activity separately where sensors correspond to states (Markov Model) -To enhance accuracy &amp; find inter-activity transition wrt time-dependent relationships between two contiguous activities (Hidden Markov Model)</td>
<td>-Temporal associations of ADLs are considered -Use of concurrent active sensors to train the activity model by considering sensor activations as the states for that model. -Evaluation perform over multiple datasets</td>
<td>Association rule mining can be helpful for finding the inter activities temporal association along HMM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4] ADLs Detection</td>
<td>Evidential Activity Monitoring (Evidence Theory)</td>
<td>The architecture consists of two main processes, the detection process &amp; the recognition process</td>
<td>-The detection process is responsible for the segmentation of sensor streams to detect activity occurrences (Evidence) -The segmented sensor streams are then used as inputs to the recognition process</td>
<td>-Sensor data as an evidence for an activity monitoring -Time series segment correlation with a complete activity -Considering correlations of locations, objects &amp; sensors</td>
<td>Correlations of locations, objects &amp; sensors with activities can be found out using association rules &amp; later used as evidence for evidential ontology network of activity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5] Detecting ADLs</td>
<td>Sequence pattern mining, Apriori Algo (discovery of habits) Extended Finite Automata (Map event to an activity model)</td>
<td>The proposed approach is used for over watching the disease evolution that can be characterized by behavior changes, to be helped by detecting the activities the inhabitant performs.</td>
<td>-Activity recognition by sequence pattern mining -Activity model by EFA -A method to build a model representing recommendations from the medical staff, so that the recognized activities &amp; behavior deviations of the inhabitant can be detected</td>
<td>-Claims to have no prior knowledge for activity discovery -Real time activity recognition -Case studies discussion w.r.t to proposed approach</td>
<td>Time series analysis along with the proposed solution might give better results &amp; association among sub activities consideration will help in better activity recognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6] Markov Logic Network (MLN) (Discovery of activity &amp; abnormality detection)</td>
<td>Hierarchical activity recognition concept, any abnormality in the occupant’s activity is recognized &amp; decision is at each layer. Factors (objects, time, location &amp; duration of activity)</td>
<td>-Use a hierarchical approach to detect abnormality in occupant behavior -Identification of factors associated with the activity such as objects, location, time &amp; duration -Knowledgebase consist of</td>
<td>-Hybrid approach (spatio-temporal &amp; context-based reasoning) -Distributed decision making -Concurrent activities consideration</td>
<td>-Self-generation of knowledgebase for activity recognition -No Sensor data relationships -Simple</td>
<td>In hierarchal model if at each level the best approach with respect to the factor is applied could yield better results. Fuzzy association rules generation could be helpful for automated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table II. Critical Evaluation of Related Work - Implementation and Validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>WSN Size</th>
<th>Types of Sensors</th>
<th>ADL Attributes</th>
<th>Major Parameter Improvement</th>
<th>Compared and Validated against</th>
<th>Implementation Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Dataset from &quot;CASAS: A smart home in a box.&quot; [10]</td>
<td>4 rooms apartment with one person in monitoring</td>
<td>26 sensors</td>
<td>Motion, door closure and temperature (Binary Sensors)</td>
<td>Bed_to_toilet, Eating, Enter/Leave_home, Housekeeping, Meal_preparation, Relaxing, Sleeping, Working</td>
<td>Activity Recognition Accuracy (99.10%)</td>
<td>Decision Tree (96%), Naive Bayesian (88%) and HMM (95.47%)</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Synthetic and real data</td>
<td>LIARA Lab setup of WSN smart home.</td>
<td>More than 100 but no exact numbers</td>
<td>Binary and numerical value sensor. Infrared sensors, Pressure, electromagnetic contacts, temperature sensors, light sensors and eight RFID antennas</td>
<td>Wake up, Use toilet, Wash hands, Take shower, Prepare coffee, Leave house</td>
<td>Performance measure: Execution time</td>
<td>Not compared with any existing approaches</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>Synthetic and real dataset [9]</td>
<td>Single elderly person four locations are considered: Bedroom, toilet, dining and kitchen</td>
<td>Wearable sensors And no details of ambient sensors</td>
<td>Wearable sensors And no details of ambient sensors</td>
<td>Resting, Sleeping, Waking up, Walking, Eating, Toiletting, Exercise, House hold</td>
<td>Accuracy of the abnormality in daily routine (95%)</td>
<td>Fuzzy classification model (90%), Asthma attack classification (93.8%), Stress classification model (80%)</td>
<td>Complex systems as multiple models are combined together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Dataset of SERG laboratory at Ulster University performed the activities over a period of 1 week</td>
<td>A 27-year-old man in the smart home environment.</td>
<td>No description provided</td>
<td>Accelerometer sensors, light sensor and contact sensors were utilized</td>
<td>Entering/ Leaving home, Watching TV, Phone call, Cooking, Eating, Drinking, Washing dishes</td>
<td>Identifying the uncertainties w.r.t precision and accuracy</td>
<td>Traditional Activity Model (TAM), Generic Activity Model (GAM), Semantic Generic Activity Model (SGAM)</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Dataset from &quot;CASAS: A&quot;</td>
<td>Datasets represent sensor data collected from</td>
<td>26 sensors</td>
<td>Binary sensors and temperature sensors</td>
<td>Bathing, Eating, Enter Home, Housekeeping, Leave</td>
<td>Error rates</td>
<td>Baseline linear regression classification</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set</td>
<td>Smart home testbeds, each housing has one older adult</td>
<td>Home, Meal Preparation, Personal Hygiene</td>
<td>Win Size</td>
<td>p-val</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart home in a box. [10]</td>
<td>three apartment testbeds, each housing has one older adult</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical implementation</td>
<td>8 weeks Appliance usage. Ninth and 10th week prediction of appliances usages are derived and compared with the actual durations</td>
<td>Electrical, Force and contact(appliance usage), Flexi force sensors (Data Acquisition, Activity Recognition)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Bathing, Eating, Enter Home, Housekeeping, Leave Home, Meal Preparation, Personal Hygiene, Resting on Couch, Sleeping in Bed, Taking Medication</td>
<td>Activity prediction (90%) and forecasting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical implementation</td>
<td>Three one-bedroom single resident smart home apartments for experiments, referred to as Apt1, Apt2 and Apt3.</td>
<td>12 door/cabinet sensors, Rest of 20 sensors are motion and temperature sensors (Binary Sensors)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Motion sensors, door closure sensors and temperature sensors</td>
<td>Activity prediction (68%)</td>
<td>Decision Tree (DT) (64%), Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (60%), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) algorithms (62%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set from CASAS smart home project [10]</td>
<td>Datasets represent sensor data collected from 3 apartment testbeds, each apt has one older adult</td>
<td>Binary Sensors and temperature sensors</td>
<td>HMM (hidden Markov model) (92%), NB (Naive Bayes) (92%), C4.5 (93%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Taking bath, Preparing breakfast, Listening to music, Preparing lunch, Preparing lunch, Preparing dinner, Preparing lunch</td>
<td>Activity recognition accuracy (ANN 98%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set from [11]</td>
<td>5 residents in smart home environment, no description is given.</td>
<td>No description related to WSN implementation</td>
<td>Hybrid MLP/HMM approach (69%), HMM (52%), SVM (65%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Binary sensors</td>
<td>Activity identification accuracy (61%) and Window (time slice) (80%) for accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datasets [12] [13]</td>
<td>57 years old resident in double story building with sensors installed in doors, bed, chair etc</td>
<td>Motion, door closure and temperature (Binary Sensors)</td>
<td>HMM (A.ID=55%, T.S=87%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Motion, door closure and temperature (Binary Sensors)</td>
<td>Activity identification accuracy (61%) and Window (time slice) (80%) for accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset [12]</td>
<td>Single 26-year-old male is considered in three room Apartments. The data set consisted of 28 days.</td>
<td>Binary sensors</td>
<td>Not validated with any other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Binary sensors</td>
<td>Activity identification accuracy (81.6, 81.6 and 82.9%) are achieved by three proposed algorithms respectively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Domus Smart home [14]</td>
<td>The smart home equipped by 36 sensors</td>
<td>Binary sensors (IR, Pressure detector, Lamps, door contacts, switch contacts, flow meter)</td>
<td>Activities Pattern and Deviation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Waking up, Use Toilet, Preparing Breakfast, Having Breakfast, Washing Dishes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not validated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set [9]</td>
<td>Analysis conducted on two humans in separate 4 rooms and 5 rooms apartments for 14 and 21 days respectively</td>
<td>Binary Sensors PIR: shower, basin, cooktop Magnetic: main door, fridge, cabinet, cupboard Flush: toilet Pressure: seat, bed electric: microwave, toaster</td>
<td>Response time (11.3 ms) and F-measure (0.91)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Leaving, Toileting, Showering, Sleeping, Breakfast, Lunch, Snack/SparetimeTV, Grooming</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hidden Markov Model Response time (17 ms), F-measure (0.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III. CRITICAL EVALUATION OF RELATED WORK BASED ON WELLNESS AND ACTIVITY RECOGNITION PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Type of activity</th>
<th>Activities association</th>
<th>Time gap between adjacent activities</th>
<th>Activities time boundaries</th>
<th>Correlation of activity and location</th>
<th>Temporal correlation with the activities</th>
<th>Expert knowledgebase (Healthcare rules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Overlapped</td>
<td>Inter</td>
<td>Intra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

This study includes literature survey and critical evaluation of existing techniques for wellness detection of elderly people in WSN based smart homes. There are certain vital parameters such as sub activity, location of sub activity, time gap between adjacent sub activities and their temporal associations are identified for the activity detection and wellness detection. Similarly existing literature used different methods for the identification of frequent patterns of elderly people behaviors and finding correlation and association among different parameters. On the basis of the critical evaluation, a model is proposed which is based on association rule mining. The proposed model is based on temporal association of location and sub activities, time gap and temporal association among sequence of sub activities been extracted for the determination of complex activities such as overlapped activities. Association rules and expert knowledge base classifier is proposed for the wellness detection of online data stream from sensor data of smart homes. Learning component is proposed to accommodate the changing trends in the activities pattern of the behavior of the elderly people. In future proposed model will be implemented and tested for 50 elderly people.

Furthermore, result will be compared to existing techniques to evaluate its performance.
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Abstract—The role of critical system-of-systems have become considerably software-intensive. A critical system-of-system has to satisfy correctness properties of liveness and safety. As critical system-of-systems have to operate in open environments in which they interact and collaborate with other systems, satisfy action of the requirements through traditional offline top-down engineering no longer suffice. Most of the critical software-intensive system-of-systems have no fixed boundaries and services provided by other systems will come and go in unpredictable ways; in these systems assuring correctness is a challenging issue. These systems need to tolerate faults in the face of change; they need a resilient architecture. An approach has been proposed for the analysis, design, formal specification and verification of critical Software-intensive System-of-Systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the critical Software-intensive System-of-Systems (SiSoS) have no fixed boundaries (i.e. they have open environment); and services provided by other systems come and go in unpredictable ways. In such system-of-systems assuring correctness by construction is not possible. Such system-of-systems need to tolerate faults in the face of change; in short they need to be resilient.

Nowadays, software systems are performing critical tasks, thus more and more software systems are becoming critical. Defects in a critical system can cause human life loss, and can also have a dramatic impact on the environment. The functions performed by these systems have become considerably software-intensive. The software of critical systems has to satisfy correctness properties of liveness and safety.

Fig. 1. Study domain

As critical systems increasingly have to operate in open environments in which they interact and collaborate with other systems, satisfaction of the requirements through traditional offline top-down engineering no longer suffice.
A. Software-Intensive System-of-Systems (SiSoS)

A system is a collection of elements that work together and produce results that cannot be obtained by the elements operating individually. An individual element of a system may itself be large and complex, and comprised of sub-elements acting in concert with one another.

A System-of-System (SoS) integrates independently useful systems into a larger system, delivering new unique functions to users that emerge from the combination of the individual parts. Examples are intelligent traffic systems, integrated surveillance systems, and networked smart homes. Engineering SoS and guaranteeing runtime qualities (i.e. performance, reliability etc.) is complex due to a variety of uncertainties. Examples of such uncertainties are systems that attach and detach at will, dynamically changing availability of resources, and faults and intrusions that are difficult to predict.

SoS are formed by the integration of autonomous and heterogeneous systems. The SoS were first applied in the analysis and design of military systems of the American Department of Defense. [3]

SoS is used as a method to reach goals or provide unique capabilities for the collaborative work between existing systems. [4][5]

The first definitions and taxonomies for SoS were introduced by Maier [4] in 1990’s in which three SoS basic types (virtual, collaborative, and directed) are proposed. He also specified the five characteristics (operational independence, managerial independence, evolutionary development, emergent behavior and geographic distribution) of SoS. Based on this characterization, Maier identifies a set of guiding design principles for SoS:

- **Stable intermediate forms:** The individual systems or subsets of systems of a SoS should be capable of operating and fulfilling useful purposes, before full deployment and during operation.

- **Policy triage:** SoS design team should carefully choose what to control; over-control will fail for lack of authority, under-control will eliminate the integrated nature of the SoS.

- **Leverage at the interfaces:** The architecture of SoS is essentially defined by its interfaces, which are the primary points at which designers can exert control.

- **Ensuring collaboration:** Mechanisms should be exploited that create joint utility, which is known to be a basis for consistent behavior.

[6] refers to SoS or Federations Of Systems (FOS) or Federated Systems Of Systems (F-SOS) as systems that possess characteristics of complex adaptive systems. [7] focuses on the nature of the composition to define the distinguishing characteristics of SoS, including autonomy, connectivity, diversity and emergence. [8] stresses scale and complexity as central properties of ultra-large scale systems, phrased by the slogan “scale changes everything”. [9] describes SoS as a combined arrangement of managerially independent and geographically distributed elements (i.e. already fulfilling some purposes) put together to work and provide a functionality that is not possible otherwise.

Energy systems, healthcare systems, logistic systems, and transportation systems can be designed and developed based on SoS concept. [10]

SoS are complex and large-scale systems and are software-dependent, therefore they become Software-Intensive SoS (SiSoS). [11]

SoS facilitates development of complex systems. It is a composition of systems in which its constituents are themselves systems. These constituent systems are separately discovered, selected and composed at run-time or design-time to form a more complex system to fulfill a specific mission. It is an integration of autonomous systems that are geographically distributed and support continuous evolution. These systems are functionally and managerially independent. These systems on integration, share their resources and services to serve a larger, complex and unique functionality that is not possible to achieve otherwise.

SoS is a larger system that performs a function not performable by one of the constituent systems alone, thus it creates emergent behavior. Constituent systems fulfill their own objectives. If they are disassembled from the encompassing SoS they continue to operate to fulfill their own objectives and tasks. They are managed for their own objectives rather than the objectives of the whole SoS. Intrinsic characteristics of SoS are: (1) Operational independence of systems: If the SoS is disassembled into its component systems these systems must be able to usefully operate independently; (2) Managerial independence of systems: The component systems are separately acquired and integrated but maintain a continuing operational existence independent of the SoS; (3) Geographical distribution of systems: (4) Evolutionary development of SoS: (5) Emergent behavior of SoS: In addition, characteristics of Open-World SoS are the unpredictable environment and unpredictable constituents.

ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 International Standard [1] defines a software-intensive system as any system in which software influences the design, implementation, deployment, and evolution of the system as a whole to encompass individual applications, subsystems, systems-of-systems, product lines, product families, whole enterprises and other aggregations of interest.

Self-adaptation enables a software system to reason about itself and adapt autonomously to achieve particular quality objectives in the face of uncertainties and change. Central to the realization of self-adaptation are feedback loops that monitor and adapt managed parts of a system when needed. Studies conducted in the field of self-adaptation have primarily focused on centralized and hierarchical control in self-adaptation, which is not applicable to systems that are inherently decentralized. Realizing self-adaptation in a SoS where no single entity has the knowledge and authority to supervise and adapt the constituent parts raises fundamental engineering challenges. [2]
In Software-intensive SoS, software essentially influences the analysis, design, architecture, implementation, deployment, and evolution of the system in itself. Software is essential to enable the behavior of these systems. It encompasses single systems and aggregations of interest, i.e. Systems-of-systems. Software-intensive system-of-systems constituents are themselves systems

B. Formal methods

Formal methods have a mathematical foundation. They provide a formal foundation in requirement specification, architecture definition, implementation, testing, maintenance and evolution of large-scale software. In industrial projects, multiple levels of formal methods are applied at different stages of software development life cycle depending upon the degree of criticality of the software project. The major emphasis is on the application of formal methods at the earlier stage of software development life cycle (i.e. specification and design).

At software design level formal methods are used to refine data using state machines, abstraction functions and simulation proofs while at implementation level code verification may be done by theorem proving or inductive assertions. The major emphasis will be the application of formal methods at the earlier stage of software specification and design. A number of researchers have conducted research surveys for the industrial use of formal methods. Formal methods are useful in the development and certification of critical systems. [12]

C. Correctness properties

Correctness properties play important role in system verification. Correctness properties of safety and liveness complement each other. Safety alone or liveness alone is not sufficient to ensure system correctness. The safety property is an invariant which asserts that “something bad never happen”, that an acceptable state of affairs is maintained. For example consider a power reactor generating electricity; the reactor temperature should never exceed 100 degrees Centigrade to assure safe and efficient working. The property which assures that a power reactor temperature would never exceed 100 degrees Centigrade is a safety property.

[13] have defined safety property $S = \{a1, a2 \ldots an\}$ as “a deterministic process that asserts that any trace including actions in the alphabet of $S$, is accepted by $S$”. ERROR conditions are like exceptions which state what is not required. In complex systems, safety properties are specified by directly stating what is required.

The liveness property asserts that “something good happens”. It describes the states of a system that an agent must bring about given certain conditions. One of the most significant methods to ensure correctness of large-scale system is to use formal methods.

II. MOTIVATION

The functions performed by a critical system have become considerably software-intensive. A critical system has to satisfy specific quality attributes like liveness and safety. As a critical system has to operate in open environment in which it interact and elaborate with other systems, satisfaction of the requirements through traditional offline top-down engineering no longer suffice. Guaranteeing correctness by construction is not possible for large-scale critical systems in which boundaries are no longer fixed and services provided by other systems will come and go in unpredictable ways. Such systems need to tolerate faults in the face of change; in short they need to be resilient. Building and managing resilient large-scale critical systems call for a fundamental shift in engineering vision in which satisfaction of requirements has to be realized via online collaboration among autonomous components.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Objectives

The major objective of resilient architecture for software intensive system-of-systems is to develop efficient and robust approach for building resilient large-scale critical system-of-systems. Resilient Architecture is centered on four pillars:

1) Self-adaptation as a technique to achieve resilience: As large-scale critical system-of-systems are long-lived systems, they have to be prepared for openness. In an open environment, the context of the system can change at any time, availability of resources may change, services may evolve, services may disappear or new services may become available. To enable a system to deal with these dynamics it must be self-adaptive. A self-adaptive system is goal-oriented, it is aware of its context and reasons upon it, it coordinates with other systems in its environment and adapts itself with changing operating conditions.

2) Executable language for architecture: Designing and realizing self-adaptive large-scale critical systems requires suitable models at appropriate levels of abstraction. This calls for an innovative description and executable language for architecture which seamlessly integrates multi-view modeling with runtime model evolution. Support for multi-view modeling is crucial for two reasons. On the one hand, it enables the specification of different perspectives on the system and its environment according to the interests of the variety of system stakeholders. On the other hand, it enables the specification of the appropriate models of critical systems that are needed for automatic adaptation. Support for runtime model evolution is crucial to enable model adaptation to changes in the environment, possibly in unpredicted ways.

3) Formal foundation: Since large-scale critical systems have a number of mandatory requirements, a sound formal foundation is a prerequisite for the engineering approach. Assuring the qualities requires a rigorous specification of semantics of models and a formal understanding to enable automatic verification of model adaptations. For example, guaranteeing a safe adaptation in a decentralized system requires safety along the path of subsequent local adaptations, which demands formally founded methods and techniques.

4) Runtime execution platform: Automatic adaptation and evolution of critical systems requires a suitable runtime execution platform. Key aspects of this platform are automatic
and decentralized discovery of components services in large-scale open systems, goal-oriented decision making and coordination for adaptation, verification of fragments of the specification assuring the required qualities under adaptation, and automatic execution of system adaptation, based on the connection of the runtime models with the underlying implementation. A key quality aspect of the platform is scalability. In particular, the platform should support the realization of the applications’ quality of service requirements in large-scale distributed settings.

B. Scope of Study

1) Security is not considered as a primary concern for the analysis and design of the resilient architecture for critical Software-intensive System-of-Systems (SiSoS).

2) Semantic interoperability (i.e. information exchange among systems) should be unambiguously defined.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** The four phases of resilient architecture for critical Software-intensive System-of-Systems (SiSoS)

3) The degree of automation depends on the context from human designed to human-in-the-loop to fully automatic.

4) The scope of automatic verification depends on the support present in the formal method or language chosen.

C. Formal verification and Architecture definition

The formal foundation for specifying and verifying behavior-oriented software architecture developed in the European ArchWare [11] project offers a sound basis upon which the envisioned next generation description and executable language for architecture can be built. In addition, the lessons learned in ArchWare [11] with defining and designing architectural languages and supporting tools are highly valuable for Resilient Architectures.

The proposed approach has four major phases of requirement specification, requirement verification, architecture specification, and system implementation.

The architecture of an Information Management System has been specified, verified, and designed to validate the approach. The first phase is of requirement specification. The requirements are specified in *First-Order Predicate Logic*. There is a satisfaction relation between requirement specification and requirement verification.

Requirements are modeled and verified by Coloured Petri-Nets. The structural architecture is specified by using UML Component and Class diagrams, the behavioral architecture is modeled and verified by Coloured-Petri Nets. This architecture is refined into object-oriented implementation.
There is a satisfaction relation between system implementation and requirement verification. The system is implemented by using object-oriented implementation. The implementation satisfies the verification specifications.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The expertise acquired during the proposition of decentralized control for autonomous robotic transport agents [14][15] proved to be valuable for the design of resilient architecture for SiSoS. In this research project, multi-agent system architecture is formally verified and developed to endow an automatic transportation system with advanced self-managing capabilities. Although this control system has fixed boundaries, the knowledge and expertise acquired from decentralized control in this complex domain provides a substantial basis upon which resilient architecture can be built on.

As a result of this work, a resilient architecture for SiSoS has been proposed. The proposed approach is centered on formal verification of correctness properties. This approach is based on a combination of formal methods and techniques. By following this approach a resilient architecture for Software-intensive System-of-Systems can be specified, formally verified and implemented. As our previous expertise and experience is on decentralized control of autonomous robotic transport agents [14][15], our future goal is to use resilient architecture for Software-intensive System-of-Systems.
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Abstract—Speech is the primary means of human communication. Speech production starts in early ages and matures as children grow. People with intellectual or learning disabilities have deficit in speech production and faces difficulties in communication. These people need tailor-made therapies or trainings for rehabilitation to lead their lives independently. To provide these special trainings, it is important to know the exact nature of impairment in the speech through acoustic analysis. This study calculated the spectro-temporal features relevant to brain structures, encoded at short and long timescales in the speech of 82 subjects including 32 typically developing children, 20 adults and 30 participants with intellectual disabilities (severity ranges from mild to moderate). The results revealed that short timescales, which encoded information like formant frequency, were significantly different from intellectually disabled group, whereas long timescales were similar amongst groups. The short timescales were significantly different even within typically developing group but not within intellectually disabled group. The findings suggest that the features encoded at short timescales and ratio (short/long) play a significant role in classifying the group. It is shown that the classifier models with good accuracy can be constructed using acoustic features under investigation. This indicates that these features are relevant in differentiating normal and disordered speech. These classification models can help in early diagnostics of intellectual or learning disabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Humans use speech, the vocalized form of communication, to express their thoughts, emotions, necessities etc. In speech research, psycholinguistics, auditory cognitive neurosciences and psychoacoustics focused on cues essential for production and perception of speech sound along with processing done by the brain. Language acquisition process [1], requires to perceive sound, produce sound and relate both of them. Speech perception starts at very early stage, when child is in mother’s womb but speech production starts with cooing and babbling in infants and children take several years to become fluent speakers. Speech is a primary key, used by the children at the age of 2-3 years to express their thoughts, necessities, feelings and in creating and maintaining social relationships. While growing children master this skill to intervene higher level complex cognitive tasks. Children [10] take years to learn these complex patterns. Communication is rated as abnormal in children with learning and intellectual disabilities [11-13]. It is beneficial to investigate the nature of speech impairment in these special children that will aid in developing tailor made therapies for their rehabilitation. Also, spotting a common speech features deficit pattern in disorders can help in classifying the group and aid in early stage diagnosis of the disease. In this study, we have examined acoustical differences between normal and group of people with mild to moderate intellectual disability to determine a pattern of speech impairments in the given disability.

Intellectual disability is the state in which deficits in the basic intelligence, social and practical skills to execute day to day necessities occur. According to American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD)[14], Intellectually disability can be characterized by limitation in both intellectual functioning (mental capacity : Intellectual Quotient (IQ) <=70 (approx)) and adaptive behaviour (conceptual, social and practical skill) originate before the age of 18 years. In DSM-5 [15], the severity of intellectual disability is measured by comparing the functional ability with age matched norms. It involves impairment in general mental abilities in three domains, the first is conceptual domain (language, reading, writing, reasoning, math, memory, and knowledge), the second is social domain which includes lack of interpersonal communication skills, friendship, social judgments and empathy. The third practical domain includes deficit in personal care, responsibilities, money management, job duties and organizing school and tasks. To enhance the quality of life of these special people, many rehabilitation methods/techniques which were specific to these skills have been evolved [16,17]. One of the crucial adaptive skill i.e. lack of communication ability is most salient hurdle in rehabilitation of intellectually disabled population.

The children with mental retardation (including mild and moderate impaired population) lack in phonological development [18-20] in their speech. These children also exhibit many articulatory deficit, delays in expressive language [21,22] and show significant limitations in grammar and syntax development[23,24] as compared to age matched control. Several neuro-anatomical and neuro-imaging studies [25] have tried to correlate the disorder with impairments in different parts of the brain. All of these research studies look at the phonological and linguistic aspect of speech of normally developing children, normal adults and subjects with intellectual disabilities. There is a shortfall in bringing quantitative base for finding a common pattern of speech impairments in the subjects with intellectual disabilities. In speech perception, auditory mechanism act as frequency
analyzer. Numerous studies [2-6] analyse speech production development using spectral acoustic measures. One of the Study [5] estimated pitch and intensity in the speech of children and adults for differentiating normal and intellectually disabled population. However, a different line of thought have shown that temporal structure of speech plays a crucial role [7-9] in speech perception and production. These studies [26, 27] have proposed that amplitude envelope of speech between 20msec-500msec carry information representing phonetic segment duration, formant transition, place of articulation, stress and syllabicity. The spectro-temporal features [28-33] at these timescales highly correlated speech intelligibility and ability to understand or comprehend. Studies reported impairments in short time scales [34-36] and long time scales [37, 38, 40] on the speech signal of children with neuro-developmental disorders. Most of these studies focused on the impairments in the spectro-temporal features in the speech of subjects with intellectual disabilities but none has developed the classification model for these groups based on features encoded at multiple timescales. The present study has partially filled this gap by extracting spectro-temporal features at two timescales followed by building a classification model based on these features. It focuses on spectro-temporal features encoded at two timescales: short (25-50msec) and long (100-500msec).

The study was completed in two phases. During the first phase, the statistics of short and long timescales for all speech samples in each group were calculated. In the second phase different classification models to classify normal and intellectually disabled group based on the statistics obtained in first phase were made. All the models showed good accuracy which demonstrates the differentiating power of the features that are investigated in the present study. This indicates that these features can be used for designing diagnostic and therapeutic tools for children with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

A. Subjects

The speech database included two groups, TD (Typically developing) and ID (Intellectually disabled) with ages between 5 to 20 years. TD group was further divided into three subgroups TD1,TD2 and TD3. Detailed description is provided in Table I.

B. Experimental settings and procedure

The 3 minutes (approx) speech recording was done at the sampling rate of 22.5 kHz and 16 bit PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) using head fitted microphone of Sony recorder (ICD-UX533F). The recording procedure consisted of picture naming and reading task. Picture naming task included the pictures of common animals, birds, vegetables, fruits and objects. The participant has to speak the name of the picture presented before him. Reading task compromised reading of the phonetically rich article from a book. Children ages (4-5 years) from TD1 group and all participants of ID group could perform picture naming only. As children in TD1 group were too young to read the book and similarly, participants from ID group could not read the book but could perform picture naming as they were familiar with these pictures. Participants of TD2 and TD3 group have performed both the tasks. The tasks were explained to all the participants before taking their recordings. The low quality speech recordings were checked and poor quality samples were excluded from the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No</th>
<th>Data Acquisition</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>No of Subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td></td>
<td>5-20 years</td>
<td>52 (25 male + 27 female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. TD1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8 years ± 0.8</td>
<td>10 (6 male + 4 female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. TD2</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.5 years ± 0.7</td>
<td>22 (10 male + 12 female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. TD3</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.5 years ± 0.8</td>
<td>20 (9 males +11 female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
<td>5-20 years</td>
<td>30 (22 male + 8 female)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Spectro-temporal feature extraction

Speech is a complex signal that fluctuates rhythmically in time and timbrally in frequency. As mentioned earlier (section I: Introduction), the speech signals can be effectively analysed by investigating spectro-temporal features that are encoded at different timescales. In the present study, we have extracted spectro-temporal features encoded at two different time-scales (short timescales: 25-50 msec and long time scales: 100-500 msec) and developed a classification model to differentiate the speech of the normal children and children with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities. The block diagram and workflow of the proposed system is mentioned in Fig. 1. Each speech sample was pre-processed for the removal of background noise. Spectrogram was then generated for each speech sample using 512 point FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and 22 msec time windowing. The resultant spectrogram image was pre-processed by applying filtering and thresholding for removing noise and extracting spectro-temporal from the converted binary image. The resultant binary image holds spectro-temporal features separated from its surrounding. These features can be extracted using 8-connected component algorithms[39]. These spectro-temporal features were encoded at different timescales (for detail section I: Introduction). Speech signal carries acoustic and linguistic information at multiple timescales [26, 37, 40]. For each speech sample, the spectro-temporal features were classified into two time-scales short time-scales (25-50 msec) which carries information such as stress, intonation, voicing and formant transition and long time scales (100-500 msec) which include features representing tempo, syllabicity and rhythm. As discussed earlier, both timescales altogether define the prosodic information in the sample, hence it is meaningful to calculate the ratio of short versus long timescales and consider it as one of the important attribute. The statistics of short timescales, long timescales and their ratios were taken as the prime input attributes to design the feature vector for classification. To analyse the developmental pattern of these spectro-temporal features encoded in different timescales with age and compare these
patterns with intellectually disabled population, different classification algorithms were constructed.

B. Classification techniques

The spectro-temporal features measured during phase-I (mentioned in Fig. 1) served as input to the classifier. The count of spectro-temporal features at short timescales, long timescales and their ratios were calculated for each speech sample in both the groups. The created feature vector is shown in Table II, and it represents the number features in short timescales range, the number of features in long timescales, their ratios and the age of the subjects as attributes. These input attributes were used to train five different types of classifiers to develop a predictive model for distinguishing speech of normal and intellectually disabled subject. We have applied k-Nearest Neighbour, Naive Bayes, SVM (Support Vector Machine), Decision tree and Neural Network approaches. The statistical performance of learning in the dataset was estimated by applying 10 fold cross-validation. In this process, model was first trained and then trained model was used to measure the performance. The present model used 70% cases for training and rest 30% for testing. k-NN is an instance based learning that takes the input of k closest training examples in the feature vector and assign the unknown example to the class of single nearest neighbour if k is 1. Gain ratio was used as a criteria to predict the output attribute based on input attributes in decision tree. Naive Bayes is a conditional probabilistic model assumes that the contributions of the attributes are independent to the probabilistic label. Lib-SVM (Support Vector Machine) used with C-SVC and rbf kernel for two class classification, it maps samples nonlinearly into higher dimensions. Neural Network learns with feed forward neural network trained by a back propagation algorithm. Neural network is based on adaptive system that changes the structure based on the information passes in learning phase with propagation and weight update provided in supervised learning. The objective of the current study is to classify the speech of typically developing and intellectually disabled population. The results are discussed in next section.

![Block diagram of the proposed work](image)
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**TABLE II. CLASSES AND ATTRIBUTES USED IN CLASSIFICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/No.</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of short timescales</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>6269.1 ± 2492.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of long timescales</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>407.7 ± 107.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ratio (short/long timescales)</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>16.6 ± 6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>11.7 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output Classes: Typically Developing (TD)
Intellectually Disable (ID)
IV. RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows the number of spectro-temporal features at short and long timescales for two children (ages: 4-5 years) representative from TD1 and ID group and two adults (male) representative from TD3 and ID group. The Fig 2 inspection reveals that the number of short timescales is more in number than long timescales. Table 3. represents the statistics of short and long timescales in TD1, TD2, TD3 and ID groups. In order to examine the validity of these stats significance testing was done. The unpaired t-test for features encoded at short timescales between age matched peers in TD and ID found to be significantly different (p=0.005521), where as long timescales measure (p=0.120905) did not show any significant effect on groups. To check whether the short and long timescales were affected by gender of the participant, unpaired t-test between male and female subjects for TD1, TD2 and TD3 were performed and no significant difference was found amongst genders in these groups. These findings suggest that the short and long timescales in the speech were not influenced by the gender of the speaker. A one-way ANOVA between children of ages 4-5 years, 7-8 years and adult for short timescales was performed in Intellectually disabled group and no significant difference was found (F=0.472523, df=2, p=0.629). However, in case of Typically developing (TD) group, the short timescales measures were significantly different (F=10.04, df=2, p=0.000677). The similar pattern was present for the ratio (short/long) of timescales. Hence, it can be concluded that the short timescales are changes with age in typically developing children but this growth is not happening in intellectually disabled subjects. The changes in long timescales were not significant in typically developing (F=3.43, df=2, p=0.048). On the other hand, the long timescales are developing relatively well in subjects with intellectual disabilities (F=9.176132, df=2, p=0.001368).

From these findings, we can conclude that features belonging to long-timescales (100 - 500 msec) develop earlier than those belonging to short timescales (25-50 msec). Whereas in intellectually disable population, spectro-temporal features at short timescales were not matured even in adults. It is important to understand the relationship of these timescales so, ratio (short/long timescales) was calculated and considered as one of the attribute. This differentiation of groups can be quantified further by classifying them into two classes, typically developing (TD) and Intellectually disabled (ID). The feature vector for classification consisted of short timescales, long timescales, their ratios and age. Table II. represents the feature vector for classification using k-NN, Naive Bayes, SVM, Decision tree, SVM and Neural Network respectively. The statistical distribution of attributes is shown in Table III.

A. Classification

The accuracy, class recall and class precision for classification of typically developing (TD) and Intellectually disabled (ID) using different classification techniques listed in Table IV. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e). A good accuracy results were obtained by all five classification techniques. Neural Network and decision tree approach showed better accuracy than other four techniques. Neural Network showed highest accuracy of 95.28% as shown in Table IV (E) where as k-NN model was least accurate for this dataset amongst all five classification techniques. The decision tree approach gave better results than Naive Bayes, k-NN and SVM with the accuracy of 91.39%. In Fig. 3, the Receiver Operating Characteristics(ROCs) for visualizing the performance of different classification techniques are provided. An optimistic ROC curve was calculated which consider correct classified examples before false. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the decision tree approach has more area under the curve (AUC) than neural network and other three classification techniques. In the next section, conclusion and future scopes are provided.

![Image](http://www.ijacsa.thesai.org)
In the present study, statistical properties of spectro-temporal features encoded at two different timescales were examined in the speech of normal and intellectually-disabled groups. The spectro-temporal features encoded at short timescales were developing well in normal developing children but this development was inadequate in the speech of age matched children with intellectual disabilities. The spectro-temporal features encoded at short and long timescales were significantly different in intellectually disabled and age matched children but this development was inadequate in the speech of intellectually disabled children. In future, we wish to apply this system for specific disorders like autism, ADHD, SLI etc. The study can be made more robust by further classifying the intellectually disabled in to mild and moderate level.

### V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The above system can be used as an early assessment aid for speech disorders and intellectual disabilities. In future, we wish to apply this system for specific disorders like autism, ADHD, SLI etc. The study can be made more robust by further classifying the intellectually disabled in to mild and moderate level.

### TABLE IV. CLASSIFICATION RESULT: PERFORMANCE VECTOR AND CONFUSION MATRIX FOR NORMAL AND INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED POPULATION (A) K-NEAREST NEIGHBOUR (B) NAIVE BAYES, (C) SVM (SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE), (D) DECISION TREE METHOD, (E) NEURAL NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(n=22)</th>
<th>274.00</th>
<th>27.0</th>
<th>0.76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD3 (n=20)</td>
<td>8194.56</td>
<td>1038.79</td>
<td>378.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD (n=30)</td>
<td>4535.66</td>
<td>2119.68</td>
<td>373.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard Deviation, SEM: Standard Error of the mean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) k-NN</th>
<th>Accuracy: 70.28%± 15.33%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True TD</td>
<td>True ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. TD</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. ID</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class recall</td>
<td>86.54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) Naive Bayes</th>
<th>Accuracy: 86.67%± 8.45%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True TD</td>
<td>True ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. TD</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. ID</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class recall</td>
<td>88.46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c) Support Vector Machine</th>
<th>Accuracy: 80.42%± 6.13%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True TD</td>
<td>True ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. TD</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. ID</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class recall</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d) Decision Tree Method</th>
<th>Accuracy: 91.39%± 7.95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True TD</td>
<td>True ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. TD</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. ID</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class recall</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(e) Neural Network</th>
<th>Accuracy: 95.28%± 7.64%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True TD</td>
<td>True MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. TD</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pred. ID</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class recall</td>
<td>96.15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 3.** Basic ROCs (Receiver Operating Characteristics) graph showing five classifier: K-Nearest Neighbour, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree Method, SVM and Neural Network.
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Abstract—Text classification is a tool to assign the predefined categories to the text documents using supervised machine learning algorithms. It has various practical applications like spam detection, sentiment detection, and detection of a natural language. Based on the idea we applied five well-known classification techniques on Urdu language corpus and assigned a class to the documents using majority voting. The corpus contains 21769 news documents of seven categories (Business, Entertainment, Culture, Health, Sports, and Weird). The algorithms were not able to work directly on the data, so we applied the preprocessing techniques like tokenization, stop words removal and a rule-based stemmer. After preprocessing 93400 features are extracted from the data to apply machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, we achieved up to 94% precision and recall using majority voting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Urdu is a well-known language in Indo-Pak regions. There are more than 100 million speakers of Urdu around the globe. It is a national language of Pakistan, one of the twenty-three official languages of India and is a 21st most spoken language in the world.

Due to the increasing use of Internet, electronic data is increasing tremendously. Users nowadays are interested in to find the information from large data sets quickly and efficiently. Therefore, Text Classification is vital and has numerous applications, including identification of text genre, filtration of news according to user's interest, recognition of email whether it is spam or not. Text classification can be helpful in article tagging where we want to assign particular category tag to the articles. There is a lot of work still required in the Urdu language in this area.

The purpose of this paper is to address the challenges in Urdu Text Classification and to introduce a method to achieve maximum accuracy using Machine Learning algorithms along with the max voting system. We used five different machine learning techniques to classify news into seven pre-defined classes which are sports, health, business, entertainment, science, culture and weird. Our method contains five primary processes: tokenization, stop words removal, stemming, applying the machine learning algorithms and assign the class to the document by majority voting.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II explains literature review in which we described some of the work previously done regarding text classification. Section III explains the methodology that describes the complete process that we followed. It includes the details of collecting corpus through crawler, tokenization of the collected data, stop words removal, to convert each word into its stem or root form and then the application of classification algorithms on the preprocessed data. The algorithms are Naïve Bayes, Linear SGD, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Bernoulli Naïve Bayes, Linear SVM and random forest classifier. Section IV explains results and the last section concludes the summary of all of the work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

(Duwairi et al. 2009) compared the performance of three different classifiers Naïve Bayes, k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) and distance based classifier to the Arabic language. They selected ten categories and collected 1000 document corpus. Data cleaning is performed by removing punctuation marks, and the stop words and by formatting tags. The documents were classified using above mentioned three algorithms. Results showed that performance of Naïve Bayes classifier outperformed the other two classifiers.

(Ali et al. 2009) applied Text Classification on the Urdu Language. Tokenization is performed to convert the words normalization. Two algorithms, Naïve Bayes and SVM are used to measure the accuracy by eliminating the features like stop words, stemming and normalizing one by one from the corpus. The result showed 71.31 % accuracy on the baseline, 76.79% after eliminating stop words and 70.08% after stemming. SVM algorithm is applied for the lexicon with maximum accuracy in Naïve Bayes. Their accuracy with the baseline is 78.60%.

(S. Dumais et al. 1998) compared effectiveness of five different classification algorithms (Find Similar, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, Bayes Nets, and SVM) in term of accuracy and speed of learning and classification are compared. The dataset is divided into 75% and 25% parts which are used as training
set and development set respectively. The classifier is trained on the training set, and its accuracy is calculated using development set. Find similar has minimum learning time as this algorithm does not have any error minimization procedure and SVM is a second fastest method. The classification speed of all algorithms is almost same. The results showed that SVM is a useful and most accurate algorithm for classification purpose.

(Joachims 1998) expressed the multiple reasons to choose SVM as a classifier for his experiments. SVM does not depend on the number of input features. Furthermore, the document vectors used in this algorithm has very few non-zero entries, and SVM can find out a linear boundary in text categorization. They used two different types of datasets with ten predefined categories for the experiments. They compared the results of SVM with four conventional methods which are Naïve Bayes, Rocchio algorithm, C4.5, and KNN. SVM gives 86.4% results.

(Ahmed, Kashif et al. 2016) used only the SVM for text classification of Urdu headlines. Term frequency was computed for each word in the vocabulary, and inverse document frequency was computed after preprocessing on the corpus (normalization, stop words removal and stemming). They applied fixed value threshold for the unseen words on a list of words developed by calculating TF-IDF. Model is experimented with and without using stemming approach and got improved results with stemming with an accuracy increased by 3.5 %.

(Nidhi and Gupta 2012) performed Text Classification for Punjabi news articles; the results are computed using Naïve Bayes classification, ontology-based classification, and hybrid approach algorithms. They selected seven different categories on sports. Processing phases include stop words removal, stemming, punctuation marks and symbols removal. After feature extraction, the algorithms mentioned above were performed and classes assigned. They showed that the hybrid approach has better results over the other two.

(Odeh et al. 2015) purposed a new method for Arabic Text Classification using vector classification. The proposed approach uses a categorized Arabic documents corpus. The words are calculated to determine the documents keywords. The keywords of the training data categories were compared with the test documents keyword to find out the document’s category. After testing, the accuracy of the proposed document was 98% in one category, and the other category has 93%.

(Wajeeed et al. 2009) performed experiments on a large number of documents. He focused on hierarchical classification and worked on to extract the Lexicons from the data. The documents vectors are built by those lexicons and applied the Machine learning techniques to these vectors.

(Jain et al. 2015) performs text classification for the Punjabi language. Model is trained on Naïve Bayes and performed testing on four categories from news domain. They faced the issues in corpus collection, so the model is trained on limited data, but their model gives the satisfactory results based on four categories.

(Purohit et al. 2015) formed a word set to get probabilities by using Apriori algorithm and Naive Bayes. They used Porter’s stemmer algorithm for tokenization and the two classifiers, Parallel Formulation of Decision Tree and Sequential Decision Tree for Text Classification. By applying the algorithms, 75% accuracy is achieved.

(Dalal et al. 2011) used the pre-processing strategies and text classification algorithms like Naïve Bayes, decision trees to compare with Neural Networks. Additionally, some major issues involved in automatic text classification such as dealing with unstructured text, handling a large number of attributes and choice of suitable machine learning techniques are described. It was concluded that the performance of a classifier that based on Neural Networks is comparably better than Naïve Bayesian method.

(E. Han et al. 2001) used weight-adjusted k-Nearest Neighbor (WAKNN) for text classification. In WAKNN, the whole training set is converted into a matrix where each entry shows frequency of a word in a document which is called term frequency (TF). This matrix is normalized to get all values between 0 and 1. They used cosine similarity to find between documents. That takes documents and weights vector as input. These weight vectors are adjusted to get the best output. In the experiment, different algorithms like WAKNN, K-nearest neighbor and C4.5 are used. It is found by these experiments that WAKNN has the best accuracy as compared to other techniques.

(S. Al-Harbi et al. 2008) evaluated performance of two famous text classification algorithms (SVM and C5.0) on Arabic text. First, the words from the documents converted into a vector of features. To reduce input space of vector, Chi-Squared statistics (γ2) are used. Chi-Squared statistics is applied on documents frequency, and top 30 features regarding class are selected. Data is divided into 70% and 30% parts which are used as the training and test data. The algorithms mentioned above were used for Text Classification the basis of the selected terms. C5.0 (78.42% accuracy) perform better than SVM (68.65% accuracy) in all categories of the data.

(Dennis et al. 2009) worked on the data of MIT newspaper “The Tech”. They classified the historically archived data into six categories, as the data was already labeled; they used supervised learning for their experiments. Five hundred articles were selected from each category and randomly divided into training and testing data and applied three different classifier models on the data: Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Probabilistic Grammar classification. Naïve Bayes classifier with Multi-Variate Bernoulli feature set gave 77% accuracy in their experiments.

(Maneka, S. and Radha N. 2013) introduced a technique to classify the text using keywords extraction. TF-IDF and WordNet are used to extract keywords. TF-IDF gives the words that can be possible keywords and WordNet is a lexical database for English words, and it calculates the similarity between the provided words. Naïve Bays, Decision tree, and KNN are the algorithms that are used to classify the text. To evaluate the algorithms on training and test data 10 folds cross-validation technique was used. From the results, Naïve Bayes gives the efficient result among all with 0.3 Root Mean Square error.
(Kamruzzaman et al. 2010) proposed a new algorithm that uses association rule mining along with Naïve Bayes. Although, the accuracy of this algorithm is acceptable, but this classification method requires time-consuming steps.

(Nidhi and Gupta 2012) applied text classification on Indian Punjabi language. Pre-processing includes special character removal, stop words removal and stemming. The Corpus is collected contains 150 Punjabi documents, which is extracted from Punjabi news websites and trained model for seven categories. The ontology-based classification algorithm is applied as it did not require training data. The result is 85%.

(Li et al. 2015) performed the experiment by using the text categorization method to predict the trend of Chinese stock. Text process was divided into three steps: Text representation, features selection, and Text categorization. KNN and SVM algorithms are performed for text classification. 1000 Poly Real Estate news are collected for the model. By applying process and techniques, SVM model shows better results with 83% precision.

(Jain et al. 2015) reviewed different techniques proposed by various authors for Punjabi text classification. The techniques used for Punjabi Text Classification are Rocchio’s algorithms, K-nearest neighbors, Naïve Bayes, decision tree and neural networks. There is not much work has been done in the Punjabi language. So it is the very challenging task to perform classification on Punjabi data.

(Bhumika et al. 2013) performed research to get what is known about text classification so that it will make easy to decide what next steps should be made. For this purpose, Text Classification process is described which contains documentation collection, pre-processing, indexing, features extraction, classification and then evaluation to get fallout and accuracy. Types of text mining algorithms are text classification, discovering association and clustering algorithm. Further algorithms are discussed in each of the mentioned algorithms, and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. It will make the decision easy which approach should be followed with which algorithm.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology contains a step-wise procedure; we started from the Urdu language corpus collection and then used some preprocessing techniques for features selection to apply actual classification algorithms. The flow chart in Fig-1 summarizes the process which we followed for our technique.

![Flow chart of Urdu News Classification](image-url)
A. CorpusCollection

Extensive training data plays a vital role in the development of a model that uses supervised learning algorithm. For this purpose, we write multiple crawlers to collect data from different news websites, e.g., express.pk, urdutimes.com, cricnama.com, bbcurd.com, dawnnews.tv. In total, we collected 21769 documents, and there are more than five million tokens and 120166 vocabularies. Data is collected category-wise in the text files, and categories are as follows: Business, Entertainment, Health, Science, Sports, Culture, and Weird. These categories are the classes used to classify our news data. After data collection, we performed preprocessing techniques like data cleaning, tokenization and stemming to convert the data in a required form on which we need to run algorithms. Details of the collected data are as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total Documents</th>
<th>Total Tokens</th>
<th>Total Vocabulary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>5288</td>
<td>1879731</td>
<td>34620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>5285</td>
<td>1142748</td>
<td>48967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>4395</td>
<td>652137</td>
<td>33252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>2683</td>
<td>560112</td>
<td>21354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>303815</td>
<td>23496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>327176</td>
<td>21571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>212293</td>
<td>15377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dataset</td>
<td>21769</td>
<td>5078012</td>
<td>120166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sum of total vocabulary in all seven categories is 222008, but the vocabulary of the complete data set is 120166.

B. Tokenization

While processing any natural language, tokenization is often considered as a very first step. Languages usually use white spaces, periods, punctuation marks as a word boundary. In our process, we tokenized the data set into words by space and by removing sentence boundary identifiers (i.e., ",", ".", ",", ",!").

Example of Tokenization

The above mention sentence will be tokenized as:

C. Stop Words Removal

The words which are either not useful for the proposed classification models or used as prepositions are included in the stop words list. In our case, we maintained a list of stop words to omit from our text to extract meaningful data for the classifiers. We built the stop words list manually, which also includes the Arabic l’rāb and has more than 1000 entries. We used a look-up based approach to remove the stop words. Some examples of stop words are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example of stop words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>پاکستان کی سریٹیکیشنز کافی بیٹر بین</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Stemming

In Urdu language word stemming is critical for Information Retrieval (IR). The stem is considered as the base word or a root word. Stemming is an iterative approach to reducing the words into their root form e.g., (منظمین, Organizers) into (منظمین, Organizer). Urdu stemming rules are entirely different from English, and there is not very much work done in this language. There are many challenges we have faced while stemming. We are using two different approaches in our paper, lookup based and rule based approach. Lookup based method is fast, but it requires a significant amount of memory for words, and rule based approach requires a keen knowledge of literature. After some analysis of literature and study of Urdu grammar, 23 rules are used in this paper to get the stem of an Urdu word. We developed a stemmer which stems words into their base form by using the approaches mentioned above.

Approaches for Stemmer

Following are two approaches for stemming:

1) Look Up based Approach
2) Rule-based Approach

Look Up based Approach

After extracting stop words, we get the list of words vocabulary. The words in the vocabulary can be in their different forms; the words can be in singular, plural, past tense, or having affixes attached. So we need to get their base form to classify in a particular class. We maintain a dictionary of about 120000 unique Urdu words which are used in look-up approach to validate the word formed after applying stemming rules. We maintain a dictionary of about 120000 manually verified Urdu words which are used in look-up method to validate the word formed after applying stemming rules. For all words in the list, we go through the dictionary and check whether that word exists in the dictionary. If we find the word, we consider it a stemmed word. Our model will always return a legitimate word.
Fig. 2. Flow Chart for Stemmer

Rule-based Approach

In this approach, we implemented 23 rules to convert word tokens into their stem form.

Exception List

Some words cannot stem by the stemming rules, and they are unique words, such words are exceptions. We have an exception list and at the very first step, our algorithm tries to find out the word within the exception list and does not apply any further rule if it founds the word in the list.

1) Length Based Decision

Domain experts suggest that if a word length is less than or equal to three, then the word is already in its root/stem form. So accept that word in the same form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>مات</td>
<td>رات</td>
<td>دین</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دین</td>
<td>خیت</td>
<td>نازع</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نازع</td>
<td>پوراہماد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Affixes Removal

Affixes are the addition to the base form of a word to modify its meaning or create a new word. Affixes are of two types: prefix and suffix.

- The prefix is a morpheme that can either be of a single, two or more than two letters attached at the beginning of a word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دراکر</td>
<td>بناز →</td>
<td>بناز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بناز</td>
<td>براہماد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>براہماد</td>
<td>بوراہماد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The suffix attaches at the end of a word. It may also have a single, two or more than two characters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>دیامرز</td>
<td>بناز →</td>
<td>بناز</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بناز</td>
<td>براہماد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>براہماد</td>
<td>بوراہماد</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Word ends with ئے (Rule 1)

If a word ends with ئے (hamza, bari-yay), remove ئے (hamza, bari-yay) and add ١ (Alif).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>چبہئے</td>
<td>ئے → ١</td>
<td>ببہب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>چبہئے</td>
<td>ئے → ١</td>
<td>ببہب</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Word ends with ئے (Rule 2)

If a word ends with ئے (hamza, bari-yay), remove ئ (hamza,) and add ١ (Alif) at the end of the word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>گشرًئے</td>
<td>ئė → ١</td>
<td>گشرًب</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>گشرًئے</td>
<td>ئė → ١</td>
<td>گشرًب</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) Word ends with ئے (Rule 3)

If a word ends with ئ (hamza, bari-yay), remove ئ (hamza, bari-yay).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>گشہئے</td>
<td>ئė → ١</td>
<td>گشہ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>گشہئے</td>
<td>ئė → ١</td>
<td>گشہ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6) Word ends with ئے (Rule 4)

If a word ends with ئ (bari-yay), remove ئ (bari-yay) and add ١ (Alif) at the end of the word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>گزرئے</td>
<td>ئė → ١</td>
<td>گزر</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7) Word ends with ھ (Rule 5)
If a word ends with ھ (bari-yay), remove ھ (bari-yay) and add ھ (Hey) at the end of the word.

8) Word ends with و (Rule 6)
If a word ends with و (bari-yay), remove و (bari-yay).

9) Word ends with و (Rule 7)
If a word ends with و (wao-non guna), remove و (wao-non guna).

10) Word ends with و (Rule 8)
If a word ends with و (wao-non guna), remove و (wao-non guna) and add ھ (Hey) at the end of the word.

11) Word ends with و (Rule 9)
If a word ends with و (wao-non guna), remove و (wao-non guna) and add ھ (Alif) at the end of the word.

12) Word ends with ی (Rule 10)
If a word ends with ی ('yay' and non-guna) remove ی ('yay' and non-guna).

13) Word ends with ی (Rule 11)
If a word ends with ی (Hamza-wao, non-guna), remove ی (Hamza-wao, non-guna).

14) Word ends with ی (Rule 12)
If a word ends with ی (yay, alif, non-guna), remove ی (yay, alif, non-guna) and add ی (choti-yay) at the end.

15) Word ends with ی (Rule 13)
If a word ends with ی (yay, alif, te), remove ی (yay, alif).

16) Word ends with ی (Rule 14)
If a word ends with ی (yay, alif, te), remove last ی (alif).

17) Word ends with ی (Rule 15)
If a word ends with ی (yay, alif, te), remove ی (yay, alif, te).

18) Word ends with ی (Rule 16)
If a word ends with ی (alif, te), remove ی (alif, te).

19) Word ends with ی (Rule 17)
If a word ends with ی (alif, te), remove ی (alif, te) and add ھ (Hey) at the end of the word.

20) Word ends with ین (Rule 18)
If a word ends with ین (yay, non-guna), remove ین (yay, non-guna).

21) Word ends with ی (Rule 19)
If a word ends with ی (choti-yay) remove ی (choti-yay) from end. If legit then accept.

22) Word ends with ی (Rule 20)
If a word ends with ی (choti-yay), replace ی (choti-yay) with ی (Alif).
23) Word ends with د (Rule 21)
If a word ends with د (wo-non guna), remove د (wo-non guna).

24) Word ends with نک (Rule 22)
If a word ends with نک (non,gaf), remove نک (non, gaf).

25) Word ends with ز (Rule 23)
If a word ends with ز (zae), remove ز (zae).

### E. Stemmer Accuracy

The following strategy computes the accuracy:

- Split whole corpus in training, development and testing data by 60, 20 and 20 ratios respectively.
- Apply all approaches mentioned in 3.4.2 section on training data and trained our model.
- Using trained model and manually stemmed dataset, calculated accuracy on development data.
- Identify new rules and exceptional words by analysis on stemmed words generated using development data and manually stemmed dataset.
- Add newly identified rules in rules list and new exceptional words in the exceptions list.
- Run updated model on test data and obtained accuracy.
- Repeat all steps three times.

**TABLE II. STEMMER ACCURACY TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Development Data Accuracy</th>
<th>Test Data Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### F. Classification Algorithms

After applying all preprocessing, we have a list of features to apply classification algorithm. Data is divided into two parts: training data and testing data. Out of 21769 documents, 70% of the documents are considered as training dataset and 30% as a testing dataset. Following are the details of the algorithms we have applied. Each classifier gives different accuracy score, and can suggest a different class to a document as compared to the other algorithms. We assigned a class to a document by majority voting from each algorithm. We discuss the detailed results from each classifier in this section.

1) Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier

Naïve Bayes technique is a set of supervised learning algorithms. Naïve Bayes techniques are very common in text classification.

As name proposes, Multinomial Naïve Bayes works on the data that is distributed among multiple features. We consider vocabulary V as features (N total features) so we can define a document as an occurrence of features in an ordered sequence.

We compute a vector \( \theta_y = (\theta_{y1}, ..., \theta_{yN}) \) for each category \( y \). We can calculate the probability of occurrence of each feature \( i \) in a category \( y \) as \( P(x_i|y) \).

So we can estimate the category by the following calculation:

\[
\theta = \frac{\alpha + N_{yi}}{an + Ny}
\]

Where \( \alpha = 1 \) is to add Laplace smoothing for unseen features. The precision of this model is 87%.

**TABLE III. MULTINOMIAL NAÏVE BAYES RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Bernoulli Naïve Bayes Classifier

Bernoulli is also similar to Multinomial technique. It also works on the data that is discrete and distributed among N features. The only difference is Multinomial computes the frequency of each feature in a particular category whereas the Bernoulli is more like binary distributed and assign 1/0 if the feature is seen or not in a category.

\[
P(x_i|y) = P(x_i|y) + (1 - P(x_i|y)) \cdot (1 - x_i)
\]

As the above equation shows Bernoulli’s is interested only in the occurrence of a word and penalizes if a feature does not be seen in a category. So it gives the better results on small data sets. Once the model is trained, we test it using testing data (McCallum and Nigam 2002). The precision of this model is 84%.

**TABLE IV. BERNOLLI NAÏVE BAYES RESULTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Linear SVM

Another algorithm which we are using in our classification system is Linear SVM. In SVM we treat features as 2D space and try to find the closest point which we call support vector...
because features are treated as vectors in space, once we find
the closest point then draw a line connecting them. We have
already made a line that separates these two points as far as
possible, and the SVM says the best separated line is, that
bisects the two points and is perpendicular to the line that
connects them. We are making some connection between
documents and classes by connecting them as well as
separating them to the particular distance. Whenever a
document appears, we map it to a point and check the point on
the other end of the separating line, to predict its class. By
applying this algorithm, we get the precision up to 89%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V. LINEAR SVM RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Random Forest Algorithm

The fourth classification algorithm in our classifier system
to get accuracies is Random Forest Classifier. In this model,
we make decision trees by selecting a random sample from our
training set using tree bagging and random subspace technique.
We generate different trees in the forest by choosing random
samples. Each tree gives us a classification. Then we choose
the output of most correlated trees from the forest.

Once all of the trees assembled in the forest, the labeled
data get pass through the trees. Here come the proximities,
the proximity of two events get increased by one if both events lie
on the same leaf node.

In the end, proximities get normalized with the Total
number of trees in the forest. The precision of Random Forest
Algorithm on our data set is 83%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI. RANDOM FOREST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) Linear SGD Classifier

Linear SGD is the simplest algorithm for classification. In
this algorithm, we use the gradient descent approach of
gradually increasing or decreasing parameters to achieve our
goal. With the combination of linear regression, we randomly
initialize our parameters and compute accuracy through error
function.

In this method, we learn the weights for our data that help
to minimize the error of the model. In each cycle, the weights
get updated until the error reaches to its minimum threshold.
The equation is

$$\omega = \omega - \alpha \Delta$$

Where $\omega$ is a learned weight, and $\alpha$ is learning rate. The
precision of this algorithm is 90%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VII. LINEAR SGD RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6) Max Voting:

The maximum voting technique is quite famous in decision
making that is implemented to get best voted predicted class by
all the algorithms. For this technique, all of the results
generated by above five algorithms is gathered and then take
mod of the predicted class of each document. Below table
shows the accuracy of the maximum voting technique for every
class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VIII. MAX VOTING RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average / Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS

We applied five algorithms on the data and got different
accuracies. We also applied some preprocessing techniques
like tokenization, stop words removal and stemming before the
application of classifiers. Does the preprocessing help to
maximize the classifier’s accuracy? To check the difference
between preprocessed data and raw data we run our algorithms
on the tokenized data and data after stemming has been
applied. The following table describes the brief summary of all
the applied algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IX. ACCURACY OF ALGORITHMS BEFORE STEMMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Voting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE X. ACCURACY OF ALGORITHMS AFTER STEMMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear SGD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Voting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clearly, from the table, Maximum Voting technique gives better precision, recall, and f1-score. Regarding the algorithm used, SVM gives us better precision where linear SGD have better recall and f1-score.

The purpose of this experiment is to develop Urdu Text Classifier using the best approach which is used in previous experiments. The main parts of this experiment are to stem data and to classify that data into classes. For stemming we follow two papers; Urdu based stemmer by (Akram et al. 2009) and stemmer for multi Urdu text by (Ali et al. 2016). Our stemming accuracy is 95% which is more than Asma’s experiment (91%) and Waheed’s experiment (85.02%).

For text classification, we have applied five different algorithms and their accuracies are compared with each other. Best accuracy we find by applying Linear SVM and Linear SGD algorithms on our data set. To get the maximum accuracy Max voting technique is also being implemented in this paper and gives 94% accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents the work performed to develop a text classifier for Urdu. The process we followed is stepwise, In the first step it tokenizes the data, applies pre-processing techniques including stop words removal and stemming using different algorithms, on the tokenized data. The experimental evaluation using seven different news classes are showing good accuracies by using five different algorithms, and max voting technique. Authors believe that the trained models will also work well on all type of Urdu text data, and their research will be used and help to develop innovative solutions using Urdu text.

VI. FUTURE WORK
Urdu Text classification has much room for improvement. Currently, we are using space-based tokenization, we can use the techniques of text segmentations, POS tagging to get better information from data and we can also use lemmatization instead of stemmer to get more improved results of text classification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The information overload problem occurs due to the increasing growth of web information, which makes it difficult for web users to locate relevant information, products or services according to their needs and preferences. Recommender systems have been broadly utilized to address the information overload problem by helping web users in finding the most related information, products or services in diverse application domains such as e-commerce, e-learning, e-government and e-tourism [1-6]. Recommender systems are personalized decision support tools employed to exploit the users’ explicit and implicit preferences to recommend to them the most relevant information, products or services. Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the most known techniques in recommender systems to generate personalized recommendations. The CF technique can be further classified into user-based and item-based CF techniques. In user-based CF, recommendations for users are generated based on items that are liked by other similar users. In item-based CF, recommendations for users are generated based on items that are similar to those they have liked in the past [1, 7].

However, the item-based CF technique is proved to be more successful in terms of the prediction accuracy than the user-based CF technique [8, 9]. Regardless of its efficiency, the item-based CF does not perform well and may produce inaccurate recommendations when there is a lack of users’ ratings due to two key obstacles: the sparsity and the new item problems [8, 9]. To solve such problems, recent recommender systems have focused on the integration of additional information, thus, allowing recommender systems to exploit the added information as a supplementary to the insufficient users’ ratings to generate more accurate recommendations. Examples of such additional information are: the semantic relationships that are exist among users or items [10-14]; and the multi-criteria ratings which can imply more complex users’ preferences [7, 15-17].

Semantic information associated with users or items can be represented by taxonomies or ontologies and has an important task, by including concepts and their relationships, in accurately representing the item information and the user model [10-14]. In addition, recent studies acknowledge that multi-criteria ratings of users can be utilized to find the actual correlations between users as it based on more than one criterion [18-25]. To sum up, the additional information of users and items would assist in precisely model users’ preferences and items’ relations, and accordingly can result in more accurate recommendations.

This paper proposes an Item-Based Multi-Criteria CF (IMCCF) algorithm for personalized recommender systems. The proposed algorithm is a hybrid of MC item-based CF and an item-based semantic filtering techniques. The proposed algorithm exploits the additional information provided by both the semantic relationships among items and the multi-criteria ratings of users to address the sparsity and new item problems. The proposed algorithm proved to be more effective in dealing with the above limitations and therefore produce more accurate recommendations when compared to standard item-based CF techniques. The rest of this paper is ordered as follows. Section 2 describes the related work of the research. Section 3 demonstrates the proposed Item-Based Multi-Criteria CF algorithm. Section 4 shows the experimental setup and results. The conclusion and future work are revealed in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

In general, most of current recommender systems use single-criterion CF recommendation approaches, which have been deployed highly successfully for many years. Recently, a number of research studies [18-25] have employed multi-criteria ratings in their recommender systems taking into account that multi-criteria ratings would facilitate the accurate modeling of users’ preferences, and thus provide more precise
recommendations. Examples of recent studies on Multi-Criteria Recommender Systems are:

Ebadi & Krzyzak [18] develop an intelligent hybrid multi-criteria hotel recommender system that suggests a number of hotels that are tailored for the preferences of a given user. To enhance the recommendation accuracy, the proposed system utilizes a multi-criteria rating technique to better capture and learn the preferences of users. TripAdvisor data is used to train the proposed system. Experimental results based on different settings and scenarios confirm the outstanding performance of recommendation accuracy of the system.

Jhalani et al. [19] propose the employment of multi linear regression approach for determining the weights for each criterion and calculating the overall ratings predictions of each item. Experimental results on Yahoo movie dataset show the effectiveness of the proposed method in generating quality recommendation compared with single criterion and multi-criterion CF benchmark algorithms.

Nilashi et al. [20] propose a novel recommendation algorithm using expectation maximization (EM) and classification and regression tree (CART) in order to improve the recommendation accuracy of multi-criteria recommender systems. The authors also employ the principal component analysis as a dimensionality reduction technique to alleviate the multi-collinearity limitation due to the interdependencies between different criteria in multi-criteria CF datasets. TripAdvisor and Yahoo! Movies datasets are used to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm extensively enhances the accuracy of recommendations in multi-criteria CF.

Farokhi et al. [21] propose a tourism recommender system that employs a recommendation method that integrates both multi criteria user-based and multi criteria item-based CF approaches. Fuzzy C-means algorithms beside k-means algorithms have been used to improve the recommendation accuracy of user-based and item-based CF approaches. The authors acknowledge that the use of multi-criteria rating in producing recommendations can improve the recommendation accuracy by providing more realistic recommendations that are very close to users’ interests. Experimental results on the TripAdvisor dataset confirm the high performance in accuracy of the proposed method.

Nilashi et al.[22] incorporate the multi-criteria ratings in a new hybrid method for hotel recommendation using prediction and dimensionality reduction techniques to improve the predictive accuracy. The proposed method is a hybrid of the expectation maximization (EM) clustering, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and the principal component analysis (PCA) techniques. These techniques are combined to boost the predictive accuracy of the multi-criteria CF in tourism domain by exploiting the extra knowledge hidden in the multi-criteria ratings and reducing the dimensionality of a dataset to deal with the multi-collinearity problem presents in the multi-criteria ratings. Experimental results on TripAdvisor dataset show that the proposed method achieved high recommendation accuracy in the tourism sector.

Bokde et al.[23] propose a university recommendation system that provides students, of the Engineering College, with recommendations derived from their past preferences. The proposed system employ a hybrid method of multi-criteria item-based CF and dimensionality reduction approaches to produce high quality recommendations. The hybrid method decreases the computational cost and increases the prediction accuracy, thus overcoming the scalability and sparsity limitations.

Bilge & Kaleli [24] propose a multi-criteria item-based CF framework that extends the conventional item-based CF algorithm to make use of the benefits of multi-criteria rating systems. The authors determine the most suitable neighborhood selection approach and examine the performance of accuracy of statistical regression-based predictions. Experimental results on Yahoo Movies dataset affirm the assumption that multi-criteria item-based CF algorithms can accurately generate more reliable recommendations than single criterion rating item-based CF algorithms.

Shambour & Lu [25] propose a hybrid multi-criteria trust-enhanced CF (MC-TeCF) method that addresses the limitations of single criterion user-based CF techniques by integrating the MC user-based CF and the MC user-based Trust filtering techniques. Empirical results of the proposed MC-TeCF method prove its significance over single criterion user-based CF techniques, in improving the accuracy and coverage of recommendations, when faced with extreme sparse data sets or new users.

However, compared to the huge amount of research carried on in the last years on single-criteria recommender systems, the adoption and employment of multi-criteria ratings in recommender systems has received limited attention [15, 22]. Thus, the need of more research in the area of multi-criteria recommender systems has provoked our interest toward the development of an Item-Based Multi-Criteria CF algorithm in this study.

III. The Item-Based Multi-Criteria CF (IMCCF) Algorithm

The proposed IMCCF algorithm takes a raw matrix of user-item MC ratings, as input, which consists of multi-criteria ratings of M users on N items, and a hierarchical tree structured item taxonomy. The item taxonomy, given by the domain experts, has a set of main items’ categories where items should belong to as leaf nodes. It should be noted that each item can be a member of one or more items’ categories. The process of recommendation of the proposed IMCCF algorithm is demonstrated by the subsequent three main tasks:

A. The Computation of MC Item-based CF Similarity

The MC item-based CF similarity between a given target item $i$ and an item neighbor $j$ is computed in this step through: 1) the calculation of the partial similarities between each of the rating criteria $c$, then 2) the use of an aggregation function to get the overall similarity value. According to [24], the use of Euclidean distance as similarity measure proved to be an excellent choice for item-item similarity computation in comparison with the traditional item-based CF similarity techniques. Thus, the Euclidean Distance similarity measure
[16, 24] is used here to calculate the MC item-based CF similarity values between the target item \( i \) and the item neighbor \( j \) based on each individual criterion as shown below:

\[
Dis_{i,j}^c = \sqrt{\sum_{a=1}^{n} (r_{u,i}^c - r_{u,j}^c)^2},
\]

where \( r_{u,i}^c \) and \( r_{u,j}^c \) denote the user \( u \) ratings on items \( i \) and \( j \) with regard to criteria \( c \) correspondingly. \( n \) is the number of users who commonly rated items \( i \) and \( j \). The smaller is the distance between two items are, the larger the similarity value between them is. Therefore, the following metric is needed to convert the resultant distance into the similarity value based on each individual criterion:

\[
Sim_{i,j}^c = \frac{1}{1 + Dis_{i,j}^c},
\]

Then, we use the worst-case (i.e., smallest) similarity [16, 24] as an aggregation approach on the partial similarities to find out the overall similarity value between a given target item \( i \) and an item neighbor \( j \) as follows:

\[
Sim_{i,j} = \min_{c=1,...,x} Sim_{i,j}^c.
\]

where \( Sim_{i,j}^c \) is the value of partial similarity based on criteria \( c \), \( x \) is the number of individual criterion.

Nevertheless, the Euclidean Distance similarity measure that is used to calculate the similarity values between items based on each individual criterion considers only the absolute value of ratings between users who have commonly rated items \( i \) and \( j \). This could produce unreasonable similarity values between items since two items can have a high similarity value even though they have obtained an extremely limited amount of ratings. This issue can be improved by taking into account the amount of the users who have rated both items while computing the similarity between them. To solve this issue, we employ the Dice coefficient [26], as shown in (4), as a weighting factor to consider the percentage of users who have commonly co-rated both items \( i \) and \( j \) to the total number of users who have rated items \( i \) and \( j \) separately. Thus, the final MC item-based CF similarity is given by (5).

\[
Dice_{i,j} = \frac{2|U_i \cap U_j|}{|U_i| + |U_j|},
\]

\[
CFSim_{i,j} = Sim_{i,j} \times Dice_{i,j}
\]

B. The Computation of Item-based Semantic Similarity

The item taxonomy is used to exploit the semantic relationships among items. To form such taxonomy in a particular domain: 1) The total number of main items’ categories should be identified; 2) The main items’ categories should be created; 3) each item should be assigned to one or more appropriate main category. Formally, every item is modeled as a vector of binary values \([0,1] \), as depict by (6).

\[
\overrightarrow{V}(i) = (y_{i,1}, y_{i,2}, \ldots, y_{i,n}), \text{ where}
\]

\[
y_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{Indicates that Item } i \text{ is attached to a Category } t \\ 0 & \text{Indicates that Item } i \text{ doesn’t attached to a Category } t \end{cases}
\]

Where \( \overrightarrow{V}(i) \) is the binary vector representation of item \( i \), \( t \) is the overall number of the major items’ categories. The value of item-based semantic similarity among two items \( i \) and \( j \) is computed using the standard vector-based cosine similarity [8], as shown in (7).

\[
SemSim_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{a=1}^{n} y_{i,a} \times y_{j,a}}{\sqrt{\sum_{a=1}^{n} (y_{i,a})^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{a=1}^{n} (y_{j,a})^2}},
\]

C. The Computation of Rating Predictions

The prediction process of unrated item \( x \) by an active user \( a \) consists of two major steps. First, we use the weighted sum of deviations from the mean approach [27] to compute the rating predictions for each unrated item twice: 1) using the MC item-based CF similarity as specified by (8); and 2) using the item-based semantic similarity as specified by (9).

\[
P_{\text{CFSim},a,x} = \bar{r}_a + \frac{\sum_{v=1}^{NN_{\text{CFSim}}} (CFSim_{x,v} \times (\bar{r}_{a,v} - \bar{r}_a))}{NN_{\text{CFSim}}},
\]

\[
P_{\text{SemSim},a,x} = \bar{r}_a + \frac{\sum_{v=1}^{NN_{\text{SemSim}}} (SemSim_{x,v} \times (r_{a,v} - \bar{r}_a))}{NN_{\text{SemSim}}},
\]

where, \( \bar{r}_a \) and \( \bar{r}_n \) denote the mean values of ratings of items \( x \) and \( n \) respectively. \( CFSim_{x,v} \) and \( SemSim_{x,v} \) represent the CF-based and semantic similarities between the items \( x \) and \( n \) respectively. The most Nearest Neighbors of items to the target item \( x \) identified according to the MC item-based CF and item-based semantic similarity weights denoted by \( NN_{\text{CFSim}} \) and \( NN_{\text{SemSim}} \) respectively. \( \bar{r}_{a,v} \) denotes the mean rating value based on all rating criteria of item \( n \) by the active user \( a \).

Finally, the above rating predictions is merged using the weighted harmonic mean aggregation method as revealed by (10) to guarantee that a high rating value of the \( P_{a,x} \) will be attained only if both \( P_{\text{CFSim},a,x} \) and \( P_{\text{SemSim},a,x} \) have high prediction values.

\[
P_{a,x} = \frac{2 \times P_{\text{CFSim},a,x} \times P_{\text{SemSim},a,x}}{P_{\text{CFSim},a,x} + P_{\text{SemSim},a,x}}
\]
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A. Dataset and Evaluation metrics

To validate the performance of the proposed IMCCF recommendation algorithm, we use the Yahoo! Movies MC dataset [28] which was collected from the Yahoo! movies website (http://movies.yahoo.com). Each record of the rating data includes ratings for four criteria: story, acting, direction and visuals, in addition to an overall rating, user ID, and movie ID. The Yahoo! Movies MC dataset consists of 34,800 ratings from 1,716 users on 965 movies. The ratings are on the scale from 1 to 5. We built a movie taxonomy hierarchical tree structure with two levels. The main categories of items, referred to as movie genres, in which every item should be attached to are included in the first level. Whereas, the second level includes the items, referred to as movies, as leaf nodes. The movie genres has 32 attributes such as Action, Drama, Fantasy, … etc.

To evaluate the quality of the proposed algorithm, the recommendations produced were evaluated using: 1) the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metric to measure the prediction accuracy (Note that the lower MAE is, the higher is the prediction accuracy), and 2) the Coverage metric to evaluate the capability of a given recommendation algorithm to produce recommendations (refer to [29] for more details on the metrics).

B. Benchmark algorithms

For benchmark purposes, we compare the results of the proposed IMCCF algorithm with the results of two widely used item-based CF algorithms: 1) The item-based CF based on cosine similarity proposed by [8] (denoted as VC-ICF); and 2) The item-based CF based on adjusted cosine similarity (denoted as AVC-ICF) proposed by [30].

C. Experimental results

Two main experiments have been performed to prove the improvement of the proposed IMCCF recommendation algorithm with respect to the prediction accuracy and recommendation coverage when faced with the challenges of sparsity and new item.

1) Evaluating the Prediction Accuracy and Recommendation Coverage of the IMCCF on the Sparsity problem. On this experiment, we verify the efficiency of the proposed IMCCF algorithm compared with the benchmark algorithms in reducing the impact of the sparsity problem. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the proposed IMCCF algorithm has proven its superiority over other benchmark algorithms by obtaining the highest prediction accuracy (i.e., lowest MAE) and the maximum recommendation coverage at all sparsity levels.

2) Evaluating the Prediction Accuracy and Recommendation Coverage of the IMCCF on the new item problem. The aim of this experiment is to verify the efficiency of the proposed IMCCF algorithm compared with the benchmark algorithms in reducing the impact of the new item problem. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the proposed IMCCF algorithm has proven its superiority over other benchmark algorithms by obtaining the highest prediction accuracy (i.e., lowest MAE) and the maximum recommendation coverage at every specified amount of ratings of new items.

Fig. 1. Comparing the prediction accuracy of each algorithm on different levels of sparsity

Fig. 2. Comparing the coverage of recommendation of each algorithm on specific levels of sparsity

Fig. 3. Comparing the prediction accuracy of each algorithm on specific number of ratings of new items
To conclude, it can be proven that the proposed IMCCF algorithm has a considerable improvement in lessen the effect of the sparsity and new item problems in comparison to the benchmark algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an Item-based Multi-Criteria Collaborative Filtering algorithm that integrates the items’ semantic information and multi-criteria ratings of items to lessen known obstacles of the item-based CF techniques. The experimental results of the proposed algorithm, in comparison to the benchmark item-based CF algorithms, prove that the proposed IMCCF algorithm is very effective in dealing with both the sparsity and new item problems with respect to the prediction accuracy and recommendation coverage. The proposed IMCCF algorithm enhances the quality of produced recommendations by exploiting the added information obtained from both the multi-criteria ratings of users and the semantic relationships among items to address the sparsity and new item limitations. In future, we will focus on further validating the performance of the proposed algorithm against more benchmark CF-based algorithms on larger data sets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data Warehouses (DW) [1] are centralized huge databases used to store heterogeneous data collected from disparate sources. Specific Data Mining techniques, such as clustering, are applied to analyze these structures for patterns recognition. Graphically, these data sets can be represented by cubic multidimensional data structures called OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing) cubes [2]. Given a population of N observations described by a set of m attributes, clustering them into distinct groups allows identifying interesting patterns. In machine learning and Data Mining applications, data sets arise in huge matrix format [3] composed of a large number of rows and columns which processing requires effective techniques such as clustering and robust knowledge discovery algorithms.

This paper proposes a clustering approach using the Khi² formula adapted to the multidimensional context, and the Euclidean metric. The KHP formula is commonly used to reduce the number of columns and lines in a dataset by evaluating similarities between observations and attributes. Reducing the lines or columns of a data table helps decreasing the amount of data in the data table and consequently computation costs and resources consumption. However, the Euclidean distance, specially used for geometric computations, allows calculating the distance between two distinct points.

This article is organized as follows: the next section presents previous related works in the field of pattern recognition and clustering techniques. The third section details the proposed approach to be applied to multidimensional databases and introduces the corresponding algorithm. The corresponding case study of terrorist attacks in the year 1993 is presented in section four and finally results interpretation, conclusion and perspectives are given.

II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS

A. Clustering large dataset: state of the art

Clustering is an analytical exploratory unsupervised method to classify a data set observations into a finite and a small number of groups based upon two or more variables. The clustering process finds most similar observations among a set of untagged data according to the specified patterns. A clustering \( C \), is a partition of a data set \( D \) containing \( n \) elements, into different subsets \( C_1, C_2, ..., C_K \) with respectively \( n_1, n_2, ..., n_k \) elements called clusters. Formally we have the following findings:

- \( C = \{ C_1, C_2, ..., C_K \} \) where \( C_k \cap C_l = \emptyset \) and \( \bigcup_{k=1}^{K} C_k = D \)
- \( n = \sum_{k=1}^{K} n_k \)

However, two clusterings \( C \) and \( C' \) of the same data set \( D \) can lead to different clustering results \( C_1, C_2, ..., C_K \) and \( C_1', C_2', ..., C_K' \) depending on the technique and algorithms used. An evaluation of the clusterings obtained is then required in order to identify the most appropriate clustering technique proposed. In a clustering process, elements belonging to the same group are given the same label and are similar but are dissimilar to elements belonging to other groups. In the literature, many clustering methods were proposed and developed [4]. These approaches are either:

- Hierarchical: A hierarchical algorithm uses a dendrogram representing the grouping of patterns and similarity levels at which groupings change. Most hierarchical clustering algorithms are variants of the single-link [5] (minimum distances between pairs), and complete-link [6] (maximum distances between pairs).
- Partitional: A partitional clustering algorithm obtains a single partition of the data instead of a clustering structure, such as the dendrogram produced by a hierarchical technique. For this method, the choice of the number of desired output clusters is problematic [7].
Polythetic: Most algorithms are polythetic which means that all the features enter into the computation of distances between the patterns.

Monothetic: A simple monothetic algorithm reported in [8] considers features successively to divide the given collection of patterns. The limitation of such an approach is the number of clusters generated (2^d clusters where d is the dimensionality of the patterns). The number of clusters obtained may be so large that the data set is divided into uninterestingly small and fragmented clusters.

In [9], the authors describe the limits of K-means algorithm, which is a well known clustering algorithm proposed for numeric (quantitative) data. The algorithm optimizes an objective function defined on the Euclidean distance measure. Although this algorithm gives promising results, the quality of clusters produced depends on the initialization of clusters and the order in which data elements are processed in the iteration.

In [10], the author proposes four clustering distances: Russel/Rao, Jaccard, Matching and Dice. The results show that over 90% of the cases were correctly grouped together.

In [11, 12], the authors conduct a clustering analysis with binary data. Two individuals should be viewed as similar to the degree that they share a common pattern of attributes among the binary variables. Observations with more similar patterns of response on the variables of interest are seen as closer to one another than are those with more disparate response patterns.

B. Similarity measures

Distance measurement is used in many clustering algorithms to evaluate the similarity between two observations. The most known distance measurement is the Euclidean distance defined as follows:

\[ d^2(x_i,x_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{d} (x_{ik} - x_{jk})^2 \]

where \( x_i, x_j \) are two individuals (observations) with \( d \) attributes. The total number of modalities is \( k \) and each observation is defined by a vector as follows: \( x_{ik}(x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{i(k-1)}, x_{ik}) \) where \( x_{ik} \) corresponds to the modality \( k \) of the individual \( i \). The Euclidean distance is usually used for quantitative variables with varied values and wasn’t previously used in a binary computation context and produces compact or isolated clusters [13].

The use of metrics to measure the distance is reduced to the computation of a symmetric matrix of \( \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \) pairwise distances values for the \( n \) patterns to simplify the computation process and complexity. However, major clustering approaches are provided for quantitative (numerical) data and fewer techniques are proposed for qualitative (continuous) data. Some methods were developed to measure the proximity for heterogeneous type patterns; [14] proposes a combination of a modified Minkowski metric for continuous features and a distance for nominal attributes. A variety of other metrics have been reported in [15, 16] for computing the similarity between patterns represented using quantitative as well as qualitative features.

C. Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA)

Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) is a statistical method initially used to reduce either the number of columns or lines of a huge data set table by measuring the similarity between the profiles. It is used in this approach to evaluate the similarity between the observations in the data of our case study for clustering purposes using the Khi^2 distance. This method was also used in [17] to reduce the dimensions of a DW and has provided remarkable results.

A DW, which can then be considered as a large data table, containing \( I \) observations (facts) and \( J \) variables (dimensions) and represented by a matrix \( I \times J \), called the Complete Disjunctive Table (CDT) [18] where \( x_{ij} \) represents the modality of the variable \( j \) possessed by the individual \( i \). If \( k_j \) is the number of modalities of the variable \( j \), and \( K \) the total number of modalities, then we have \( K = \sum_j k_j \). This table permits transforming the initially discrete (qualitative) data of the DW into a binary data table. If the patterns contains the considered modality, we will affect 1 in the corresponding \( k_{ij} \) of the CDT else we affect the value 0. The form of the CDT is presented in the following Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Matrix of the CDT Table Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Khi^2 formula is given by the following Equation 1:

\[ D^2(s,s') = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{f_i} \left( \frac{k_{is} - k_{is'}}{n_{i} - n_{i}} \right)^2 = n \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{n_{is} - n_{is'}}{n_{i} - n_{i}} \right)^2 \] (1)

However, in this study, another adapted formula derived from the Equation 1 will be presented and considered for the computation in the approach.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATABASE CLUSTERING

A. The adapted KHF formula

In this paper, a clustering qualitative data approach is proposed using both: the Khi^2 and the Euclidean distance formula. An experimental comparison between the two distances is also provided. The adapted Khi^2 formula is given in the following Equation 2:

\[ D^2(x,x') = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{\mu=1}^{p} \frac{(x_{i} - x'_{i})^2}{m_{\mu}/n} = \frac{n}{p} \sum_{\mu=1}^{p} \frac{(x_{i} - x'_{i})^2}{m_{\mu}} \] (2)

- \( x \) and \( x' \) are two observations (elements);
- \( p \) is the number of dimensions;
- \( n \) is the number of observations in the dataset (lines);
- \( m_{\mu} \) is the number of occurrence of a modality \( \mu \);
- \( \alpha \) the number of modalities in a dimension.
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B. Data pretreatment: data cleaning and multidimensional structure extraction

A transformation process from the initial qualitative data to binary values is required in this approach. Each observation in the data table (row) represents a K-dimensional vector profile, where K represents the total number of modalities. Each observation is then represented by the following vector:

\[
obs_i(x_{i1}, ..., x_{iK}), \forall i \in \{1, ..., I\}, \forall k \in \{1, ..., K\}
\]

where I is the number of observations and K the number of modalities, \(x_{ik} = 1\), if the corresponding modality exists for the observation and 0 otherwise. On the other hand, J represents the total number of dimensions in the DW and we should verify the following findings:

- \(\forall j \in J, D_j\) represents the dimension j of the DW and \(\mathcal{U}_D\) the universe of dimensions, i.e. the set of values taken by the dimensions and \(\text{card}(\mathcal{U}_D) = J\) its cardinality.
- Each dimension \(D_j\) contains a set of modalities \(\mathcal{M}_j\), \(\mathcal{U}_{\mathcal{M}_j}\) is the universe of the modalities and \(\text{card}(\mathcal{U}_{\mathcal{M}_j}) = K\) and \(\mathcal{M}(D_j)\) represents the modalities taken by the dimension \(D_j\):

\[
\mathcal{U}_{\mathcal{M}_j} = \bigcup_{k \in \mathcal{M}(D_j)} \mathcal{U}_{\mathcal{M}_k}, \forall k \in \{1, ..., K\}
\]

- \(\forall i \in \{1, ..., I\}, \sum_{k=1}^{K} \text{card}(x_{ik} \vee x_{ik}) = 1\)

The algorithm corresponding to such a process is given by the following Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>DIST_COMPUTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION GEN_CDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. for each fact(i) (1 \leq i \leq I) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. if fact(i) = aux_k (1 \leq k \leq K) then CDT[i,k] &lt;- 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. else CDT[i,k] &lt;- 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. end for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| END GEN_CDT  |
| FUNCTION COMPUTE |
| 5. occ <- 0, som <- 0 |
| 6. for each CDT[i,k] do |
| 7. if CDT[i,k] = 1 then occ++ |
| 8. end if |
| 9. end for |
| 10. for each CDT[i,k] do |
| 11. \(A = \text{math.pow}(TDC[i,k] \cdot \text{ref}),2)/\text{occ} |
| 12. som <- som+A |
| 13. end for |

IV. CASE STUDY: GLOBAL ARMED ATTACKS IN THE YEAR 1993

In this section, a real case study is presented based on publicly available information collected on terrorist attacks that occurred worldwide in the year 1993. The objective is to apply the proposed clustering approach to recognize interesting groups and their associated patterns. Data Mining application deal with data sets containing a large amount of qualitative and quantitative data. The initial dataset is filtered in order to keep only the most relevant attributes for the considered analyzing objectives.

A. The Global Terrorism Database (GTD)

The Global Terrorism Database (GTD) [19, 20, 21] is a vast collection of terrorist activities reported around the globe that incorporates more than 27,000 terrorist incidents, provided by the National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Response to Terrorism (START), a United States department of Homeland Security of Excellence based at the University of Maryland. The data set is assembled from public sources including media, articles, electronic news, books, journals and legal documents. Using clustering techniques would provide interesting results in order to identify terrorist activities patterns correlated with each other.

B. Multidimensional structure extraction

The considered data table of the case study contains 748 observations associated with 123 qualitative and quantitative variables to characterize armed attacks that took place worldwide in 1993. These data are presented in a MS EXCEL table without any specific structure. As already defined, the pretreatment step also identifies a multidimensional structure to be extracted from the table. Only three dimensions will be retained in the computational process later which could be easier than considering all the identified dimensions. The following seven dimensions with the associated attributes are then identified:

- **TIME** (year, moth, approxdate, extended, resolution);
- **LOCATION** (country, region, provstate, city, latitude, longitude, specificity, vicinity, location);
- **FEATURES** (summary, crit1, crit2, crit3, doubter, alternative, multiple, succeed, suicide);
- **ATTACK_TYPE** (attack_type1, attack_type2, attack_type3, nbpers);
- **TARGET** (target_type1, corp1, target1, nationality, target_type2, corp2, target2, nbkills, nbwounded);
- **WEAPON** (weapon_type1, weapon1, weapon_subtype, weapon_details, target_type2, corp2, target2);
- **TERRORIST_GROUP** (group_name, group_subname, motivation, claimed);

The following Figure 1 represents the three dimensions to be retained for the study:
The three retained dimensions are \( \text{LOCATION, ATTACK_TYPE, TARGET} \). The DW contains qualitative data where each dimension has a limited and fixed number of possible values. The dimensions and the measures are presented as follows:

- \( \text{LOCATION} \{ \text{Europe, Middle East & North Africa, Asia, America, Russia} \} \)
- \( \text{ATTACK_TYPE} \{ \text{Assassination, Armed Assault, Bombing, Hostage Taking, Facility} \} \)
- \( \text{TARGET} \{ \text{Civilians, Government, Military, Business, Other} \} \)
- Total number of fatalities \( \text{NB-KILLS} \)
- Total number of injuries \( \text{NB-INJURIES} \)

Each observation in the CDT table is represented by a profile containing five information: three dimensions and two measures. An example of two observations is given by the following Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>IND 1</th>
<th>IND 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME &amp; NA</td>
<td>ME &amp; NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICA</td>
<td>AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTACK_TYPE</th>
<th>CIVILIANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILITARY</td>
<td>MILITARY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NB_KILLS</th>
<th>( x_{11} )</th>
<th>( x_{12} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_{21} )</td>
<td>( x_{22} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transformation of the previous qualitative profile in Table 3 to binary representation is given by the following Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ATTACK_TYPE</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>ME &amp; NA</td>
<td>AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>RUSSIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARAB, AS</td>
<td>ARAB, AS</td>
<td>BOMBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSTAGE</td>
<td>FACILITY</td>
<td>CIVILIANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV</td>
<td>MILITARY</td>
<td>BUSINESS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| OBS 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| OBS 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |

In the CDT, each individual has an encoding of 15-bit representing its whole characteristic profile. This encoding is not random; it should respect the following findings to preserve the integrity of the table:

- The number of bits encoded \( 1 \) in a line is equal to the number of dimensions;
- The total number of occurrences \( m \) of all modalities in a dimension is equal to the total number of observations;

V. RESULTS INTERPRETATION

A. Clustering using the KHF distance

The clustering results performed in this approach are shown in Figures 2 and 3 below: clusters are represented according to the computed distances \( (D^2) \) and the number of items in each cluster. Each point in the Figure 2 and 3 represents a cluster. The computation was performed according to two reference profiles represented in the following Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ATTACK_TYPE</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE</td>
<td>ME &amp; NA</td>
<td>AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>RUSSIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARAB, AS</td>
<td>ARAB, AS</td>
<td>BOMBING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSTAGE</td>
<td>FACILITY</td>
<td>CIVILIANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOV</td>
<td>MILITARY</td>
<td>BUSINESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ref1} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ref2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distance would be measured between the reference profile \( x_{ref} \) and all the other individuals \( x_i \) of the dataset.

Fig. 2. Clustering results with profile 1

Fig. 3. Clustering results with profile 2

According to the experimental results, 86 distinct groups were identified \( (0 < D < 38.3) \). The following Table 6 represents statistical results concerning the number of clusters and elements obtained according to each profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NB clusters</th>
<th>NB super groups</th>
<th>NB elements / super cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>32.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the previous Figure 2, we identify four main groups containing all the clusters (and therefore the corresponding elements) and having similar profiles. It is also proposed to introduce another parameter representing the number of common modalities between each individual and the reference. If the distance computed increases, the number of common modalities decreases, which explains that the elements become more and more dissimilar as shown in the following Table 7.

| TABLE VII. DISTANCES COMPUTED WITH THE NUMBER OF RETAINED MODALITIES |
|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|
|               | D² (x ref, x i) | 0             | 1.08          | 2.03          | 2.63          | 2.76          | 2.82          | 2.83          | 3.10          |
| NB (same modalities) | 3               | 2             | 2             | 2             | 2             | 2             | 2             | 2             |

The following Table 8 presents the characteristics of the groups identified in relation with the distance computed and the number of elements in the groups.

| TABLE VIII. CLUSTERS IDENTIFICATION |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | A               | B               | C               | D               |
| Distance computed (D²) | x ref_1          | High            | Low             | Low             | Medium          |
| x ref_2          | High            | Low             | Low             |
| NB elements      | x ref_1          | Low             | High            | High            | Low/Medium      |
| x ref_2          | Low             | High            | High            |

The four groups identified in Figures 2 and 3 can be interpreted as follows:

- **Group A** contains only five clusters (1.09% of the total number of clusters) with the highest computed distances from the reference. The associated profile to this group is [RUSSIA, BOMBING, FACILITY / GOV]. It concerns armed attacks that occurred in Russia against either governmental or facility targets using bombs. These clusters, given their small number, are not representative of a specific behavior of armed group attacks in the country. The attacks mainly targeted the state and not the military or civilians which can be explained by the policy of the country and clarify the claims of the attacks that may have political backgrounds.

- **Group C** is the most interesting super cluster; it contains clusters with minimum distances to the reference and consequently most similar to the initial profiles defined. Further information extraction and analysis from the database could provide more remarkable information: the most active armed groups in the region, the relation between these groups.

- **Group B** contains elements with medium distances (< 10) with relatively high cardinality (> 25 elements) by the maximum cluster distance to our reference, this is a result of groups containing more dissimilar elements.

- **Group D** represents various clusters that are compact and even close. The distance between clusters is sometimes reduced which means that the results and profiles are quite similar.

The following Table 9 represents the different labels that could be assigned to each cluster with the corresponding groups:

| TABLE IX. CLUSTER LABELS |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| CLUSTER          | Label                        | Nb clusters | Nb elements |
| A                | RUSSIA, BOMBING/FACILITY, GOV | 7           | 9            |
| B                | EUROPE, BOMBING, CIVIL/GOV   | 5           | 142          |
| C                | ME, ARMED_ASSAULT, MIL       | 9           | 181          |
| D                | OTHER                       | 62          | 416          |

We note that during the year 1993, Europe and ME & NA are the most concerned regions by the armed attacks. These results indicate that criminal activities are very relevant in these regions. The total number of observations corresponding to the profile [MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA, ARMED ASSAULT, MILITARY] is 181, the total number of observations corresponding to the profile [EUROPE, BOMBING, GOVERNMENT] is 142. These results can have great importance for specialists in the counter-terrorist or criminal investigation services. Besides, according to Figures 2 and 3, we notice that the corresponding clusters are easily identifiable. Additional efforts should be led in order to strengthen the military intelligence services in the ME & NA countries while general intelligence for private government representatives should be considered in the European countries. Besides, attacking the governments and an official representative can be explained by the political issues declared by the government and these attacks may have political reasons. However, targeting the army and law enforcement agencies can be seen as an attempt to weaken the government capabilities in facing terrorism for more reasons not essentially political issues: we can mention the case of Islamic groups that are targeting military and police in order to widespread their jihadist beliefs.

**B. Clustering using the Euclidean distance**

The objective of this study is to conduct a clustering using both: the Euclidean and KHP distances. The Figure 4 below shows the clustering results obtained by the Euclidean distance.

![Clustering results with the Euclidean Distance](Image)

The total number of clusters obtained using the Euclidean distance represents 8.13% (7/86) groups compared to those obtained with the KHP distance. This indicates that some distinct groups, initially identified with the KHP formula, were assembled with the Euclidean distance. The KHP distance
provides better clustering results compared to the Euclidean distance: The clusters are more visible and the results are better exposed. These results are due to the fact that the KHP formula takes into consideration additional parameters that are not identified with the Euclidean distance, including the occurrence $m$ of each modality, the total number of observations $N$ and the number of dimensions $P$.

Let's consider the cluster computed with the Euclidean distance where $D^2 = 2$. The cluster contains all other groups previously identified with the Khi² formula (11 groups) and having the distances around $D^2 = 2$. This result presents one of the limits of the Euclidean distance: it is possible to group many observations that may have different profiles in the same cluster while they are distinguished with the KHP distance.

C. Further data analysis: armed groups identification

According to the following Table 10, most of the armed attacks in the year 1993 occurred in Europe and ME & NA with a total of 492 attacks (65.77%). Given their geographical proximity, it would be possible to conclude that links may exist between these attacks especially if the same armed group conducts attacks on both territories. Investigations have shown that many armed attacks happening in Europe were planned by terrorist groups adherents from the Middle East and North Africa. Thus more and more attention should be given to these groups and additional bilateral collaboration between these two continents should be taken into consideration. In Table 10, we represent the number of occurrence $m$ of each modality. The $m$ parameter is part of the KHP formula used to characterize the most frequent modalities. Data integrity is verified because the total number of observations for each dimension is $P$.

The following Table 11 presents the countries where the attacks happened according to each group:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>NB attacks</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Place of attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRA</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Great Britain / Northern Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKK</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Germany / Great Britain / Switzerland / France / Denmark / Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamas</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>The Middle East &amp; North Africa</td>
<td>West Bank and Gaza Strip / Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hezbollah</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>The Middle East &amp; North Africa</td>
<td>Lebanon / Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Egypt / Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKK</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the previous Table 11, we identify the number of attacks by region and by country associated with the most identified armed groups. Seeing the results provided, two categories of the most active groups are distinguished:

- Groups operating in one geographical area such as (IRA) in Europe and "Hamas (Islamic Resistance Movement)" , "Hezbollah", (IG) in the Middle East & North Africa.

- Groups that act on two different continents including (PKK) in Europe (26 attacks) and Turkey (18 attacks).

The results obtained are with a great importance for intelligence services and law enforcement agencies. These results help giving more intelligence about the behavior of these groups to understand the motives and reasons for their actions: Generally, an attack to foreign boundary includes locals from the same country. Similarly, the domestic attacks involve a national or a group of nationals who attack their own homeland.

While the world may confront extraordinary terrorist threats today, experts can explore a lot of things about today’s dangers by investigating the practices of terrorist groups in the recent past and the effects that these terrorist actors, and the terrorist vents they executed, have had.

---

1. Irish Republican Army
2. Kurdistan Workers' Party
3. Islamic Resistance Movement
4. al-Gama'at al-Islamiyya
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Data mining is a fundamental tool that has been widely used to model crime detection problems, detect unusual patterns, terrorist activities and fraudulent behaviors. It has great effectiveness and high influence in law enforcement studies or crime prevention, detection and analysis. Our approach is based on clustering armed attacks events to identify interesting patterns such as the main regions and countries concerned, targets and kind of attacks. The approach is based on the use of the KHP distance extracted from the MCA and the Euclidean distance, to express the similarity between the observations. According to the study, the KHP distance measurement is more effective than the Euclidean distance and can provide better discernible results. However, the approach is proposed for qualitative data and a pretreatment procedure is required to switch from the qualitative data to the binary one. Experimental results with quantitative data should also be presented to compare the effectiveness of the approach. Evaluating the effectiveness of the approach based on a specific method is also required especially when using different clustering methods providing almost comparable data. This issue will be taken into consideration in the following publications.
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Abstract—This paper proposed a computer-aided detection (CAD) system to automatically detect pulmonary nodules from thoracic computed tomography (CT) images. Automatically detect pulmonary nodules is a difficult job because of the large deviation in size, shape, location and density of nodules. The proposed CAD scheme applies multiple 3D disk-shaped laplacian filters to enhance the shape of spherical regions. Optimal multiple thresholding and 3D distance mapping is used to extract regions of interest and separate nodules. Finally, rule-based pruning removes easily dismissible false positive structures. The proposed system provides an overall nodule detection rate of 80% with an average of 12.2 false positives per scan. The experimental results reveals that the proposed CAD can attain a comparatively high performance.

Keywords—computer-aided detection system; nodule detection lung nodule

I. INTRODUCTION

Among all types of cancer, lung cancer presents the leading rates of mortality around the world [1]. To detection the lung cancer at the earliest stages, computed tomography is known to be the most accurate, non-invasive imaging technique, which motivate the researchers to use computer for the early detection of lung cancer [2–3]. Lung cancer manifests itself in the form of pulmonary nodules which are visible as anatomic structures having a radio density greater than the lung parenchyma. Due to the large number of images per scan, radiologists can make errors while evaluating them. To aid the radiologists, there has been a growing interest in developing automatic computer-aided detection (CAD) methods [4,5]. Sahiner et al. [6] proved through experimental study that a medical physician with the help of CAD system can easily diagnose cancer rather than without CAD system. similarly a CAD system alone cannot perform well without the help of medical physician. The automatic detection of lung nodules, however, is a challenging task due to the variance in shape, size, location and density of the nodules Various researchers proposed different techniques for computer-aided nodule detection system. Because lung nodules have higher intensity values than those of the surrounding lung parenchyma, intensity based schemes provide the advantage of simplicity. Armato et al. [4] and Messay et al. [5] used multiple gray-level thresholds to extract the nodule candidates from the segmented lung volume. Kostis et al. [6] applied morphological opening along with iterative dilation procedure to separate small nodules from the attached vessels. The study by Brown et al. [7] involved intensity thresholding, region growing and mathematical morphology to identify regions of interest. Similarly, the technique by Choi et al. [8] uses optimal multiple thresholding and rule-based pruning that uses local shape features to extract potential nodules from the lung region. Upon analysis, it was observed that the algorithm provides good performance in the detection of high-contrast, well shaped nodules but has low sensitivity for irregularly shaped non-solid nodules. In addition, the number of omissions for nodules that touched or infiltrated vascular structures was high. The objective of the proposed study is to improve upon this technique by adding filtering-based method and distance measures to improve the detection of such nodules.

Studies have demonstrated the advantages of using such techniques. Li et al. [9] obtained high sensitivity with low false positive detections per scan by using selective rule based segmentation based and enhancement. Suzuki et al. [10] enhanced the nodule intensity and remove non-nodules through a machine learning technique which is based on based filter. Retico et al. [11] proposed an automatic filter to enhance the shape of spherical structures. Additionally, using a signed distance field, Pu et al. [12] detected maximums found as nodule candidates. Ozekes et al. [13], presented a rule based segmentation technique with the help genetic algorithm. the proposed system achieved good results i.e. 93.4% sensitivity and 0.594 false positives on each examined. Similarly, Netto et al. [14] applied 3D distance transform and region growing to separate the lung nodules from vessels and bronchi. Ye et al. [15] extract five features such as “containing intensity information, shape index, and 3D spatial location”.

Model based methods also provide promising results for nodule detection. Cuscio et al. [16] use a stable 3D mass-spring model combined with a spline curve reconstruction process in order to segment and extract the nodular candidate regions. Lee et al. [17] presented a novel template-matching technique with the help of genetic algorithm template-matching technique for nodule detection. Dehmeshki et al. [18] enhanced this method
by adding a shape-based methodology for nodule detection from spherical elements. Tan et al. [19] utilized the three classifiers such as artificial neural network and genetic algorithm for lung nodule detection. To validate the proposed model, results were compared with SVM and fixed-topology neural networks based models.

The CAD system proposed by Tan et al. [19] utilized three classifier; two of them were artificial neural network and genetic algorithms and compared the results of these classifier with SVM and fixed-topology neural networks. Saúrez-Cuenca et al. [20] have explored discriminant analysis (LDA), three types of support vector machines (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). These all six classifiers were tested combined and separately as well on LIDC base having 85 samples.

The objective of this research work is to present a new and improved pulmonary nodule detection system that uses multiple sharpening filters along with intensity thresholding and 3D shape-based metrics to improve accuracy of nodule detections while reducing the number of false positives.

![DICOM lung images](image1)
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Fig. 1. Overview of proposed CAD system

II. METHODOLOGY

The research work conducted by Choi et al. [8], is closely related to this research work in which automatic detection of lung nodules is performed by using multiple intensity thresholds and rule-based pruning based on shape-based features of the nodule candidates. However, our work has some major differences. First, structures in the lung image that have a spherical appearance are enhanced by using 3D circular laplacian filters of varying sizes. This highlights nodular regions and de-emphasizes non-nodule objects in the segmented lung volume. Second, apart from using multiple thresholding to extract initial possible nodule, the 3D distance map is computed in each of the segmented structures. The distance map gives a measure of the radius of objects, which is the distance from the boundary to the centroid. Masking the 3D image to extract the inner most layers of each structure separates the lung nodules from vessels and bronchi. Finally, easily dismissible false positive objects are removed using rule-based pruning based on local shape-based features.

A. Lung segmentation

The algorithm for lung volume segmentation has three stages. In order to separate low density non-body voxels (node candidate) from the high density body voxels (non-nodule candidate) a fixed threshold value is used first. Second, 3D connected component labeling is used to extract the lung regions from non-body voxels. To make sure that the extracted lung mask volume includes the juxtapleural nodules, a third step of contour correction is applied. Critical section is removed by using chain code representation in this step. Fig. 2 shows the various stages of the lung segmentation process.

![Fig. 2. Stages of lung segmentation process. (a) Original CT lung image; (b) Extracted lung volume with concave region on the pleural boundary; (c) Final segmented lung mask with refined boundary](image2)

B. Multi-layered enhancement of disk-shaped regions

Before beginning with nodule detection, multiple linear 3D spatial filters of varying sizes are used to convolve the original 3D image. The result of displacing the convolution filter over the image is a new 3D image in which the contrast of structures that match the size of the disk-shaped kernel is increased. The enhanced image for kernel size 3 x 3 x 3 is obtained by:

\[ g(x, y, z) = f(x, y, z) + c[\nabla^2 f(x, y, z)] \]  

where \( f(x,y,z) \) and \( g(x,y,z) \) are the input and sharpened images, respectively. The value of constant \( c = 1 \), and \( \nabla^2 f(x,y,z) \) is the discrete laplacian of three variables:

\[ \nabla^2 f(x,y,z) = -[f(x+q, y, z) + f(x-q, y, z) + f(x, y+q, z) + f(x, y-q, z) + f(x, y, z+q) + f(x, y, z-q)] \]

\[ + f(x, y, z)] \]

where \( q = 1, 2, 3, ..., n \) (n = number of kernels). Similar enhanced images as in (1) are obtained by progressively increasing the kernel size in odd increments. The coefficient values are determined by varying the value of \( q \) and inserting respective terms in (2).
In the next step, all sharpened images are compared and only the highest intensity value between corresponding voxels is retained to obtain a final enhanced image. This preprocessing step provides two-fold advantage of making the system more sensitive to detection of non-solid nodules and decreasing the likelihood of oblong shapes passing the gray-value thresholds. Fig. 3 shows an example of a non-solid, juxtapleural nodule that was successfully detected as a true positive structure.

Fig. 3. An example of a non-solid nodule successfully detected by the proposed system. (a) Original CT lung image; (b) Corresponding enhanced lung image; (c) Separated regions of interest; (d) Potential nodule candidates

C. Extracting regions of interest

Multiple threshold is used to extract regions of interest from the segmented lung volume, which uses an optimal threshold as the base threshold. The optimal threshold is calculated by using an iterative approach. The average intensity value of 3D image is selected as the primary threshold \( T \). Applying this threshold to the image segments the image into two groups of voxels: voxels with intensity values higher than the threshold, and voxels with grayscale values less than or equal to the threshold. Let \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu_b \) represent the mean intensity of the first and second group, respectively. The new threshold is calculated by:

\[
T = \frac{\mu_a + \mu_b}{2} \quad (3)
\]

The above process is repeated until the threshold converges.

The final obtained threshold becomes the base threshold \( T_{\text{base}} \) for multiple thresholding. Instead of using a fixed value threshold as the base threshold, the use of optimal threshold is more suitable as it adapts the input CT image, taking into consideration the wide intensity range of nodules. A total of seven thresholds are used to obtain one image containing regions of interest. The threshold values are listed as follows: \( T_{\text{base}} - 200, T_{\text{base}} - 100, T_{\text{base}}, T_{\text{base}} + 100, T_{\text{base}} + 200, T_{\text{base}} + 300, \) and \( T_{\text{base}} + 400 \). The resultant image preserves nodule opacity information. The separated regions of interest are shown in Fig. 4.

D. Segmentation of nodular structures

The structures that are segmented from the lung volume through multiple thresholding include nodules, vessels, and the bronchi. For a CAD system to give efficient results, it is important that the nodules are correctly separated from tubular, elongated structures.

For each of the segmented regions, a 3D distance map is calculated. This map assigns ascending weighted values to voxels from the boundary of the region to the centroid giving a measure of the radius of both spherical and cylindrical structures. Spherical structures have a higher distance value at their innermost layer, as compared to oblong structures. The separation is performed by removing the outermost layer of each region. Fig. 5 shows a 3D image of a large juxtavascular nodule that was correctly separated from the attached vascular tree. Finally, shape based features of the nodule candidates, namely, “diameter, area, volume, elongation, and circularity” are computed to prune nodules from the non-nodules.

Fig. 4. An example of nodule candidates extraction. (a) Original lung image; (b) Segmented regions of interest

Fig. 5. Nodule segmentation from the attached anatomical structure (a) Nodule and the attached vascular tree; (b) Separated nodule

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed CAD system is tested using the CT scans from the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC). LIDC is a publicly available database from the National Biomedical Imaging Archive (NBIA). The nodules in this database are annotated by four radiologists. For nodules that are smaller than 3mm in size, only the approximate centroid location that identifies the nodule is given. But for nodules that are more than or equal to 3mm, the complete boundary outline of the nodule is drawn by each radiologist. In addition, each radiologist classifies the nodule as either benign or malignant. Benign nodules appear solid in the CT images, whereas malignant nodules are manifested as semi-solid and non-solid structures.

To evaluate and compare performance, the algorithm presented by Choi et al. [8] is applied to the CT images. Only the performance of the nodule detection stage was evaluated,
and the classification step is not considered for comparison. The technique provided a nodule detection rate of 60% with a false positive rate of 12.6 per scan. The low detection rate is due to the fact that the CT images contained a large number of non-solid nodules, which were not successfully detected by the system. In addition, juxtavascular nodules presented a greater challenge because they get wrongly classified as part of the vessel. However, the system provided very good detection results for high intensity solid nodules of varying sizes.

![Examples of detected nodules. Top Row: Nodules detected by both systems. Bottom Row: Previously missed nodules detected by the proposed method.](Image)

In comparison, the nodule detection method proposed in this paper provides a higher nodule detection rate of 80% and a relatively lower false positive rate of 12.2 per scan. It was observed that the increase in nodule detection rate is a result of successful detection of a higher number of non-solid nodules. In addition, a few juxtavascular nodules that were missed previously by Choi et al. [8] and Suzuki et al [10] techniques were also detected by the proposed system. The detection performance on high intensity and well-shaped, dense nodules was unchanged. Fig. 6 shows examples of detected nodules.

![Fig. 6. Examples of detected nodules. Top Row: Nodules detected by both systems. Bottom Row: Previously missed nodules detected by the proposed method.](Image)

### IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a filtering-based method is proposed for the automatic detection of pulmonary nodules. A multi-layered enhancement scheme is applied before extracting potential nodule candidates. 3D disk-shaped kernels of varying sizes sharpen spherical nodules, irregularly shaped nodules with spherical elements, and non-solid nodules. Optimal multiple thresholding segments regions of interest and masking the 3D distance map separates spherical nodules from the attached vessels. Further, rule-based pruning removes false positive regions.

Non-solid nodules can be an indication of malignancy. Therefore, it is important for a nodule detection system to provide good detection results for these nodules. Sharpening non-solid regions provide better detection rate. Another advantage of enhancement is that it de-emphasizes vascular structures. Hence, a decrease in the overall rate of false positives per scan is observed. In addition, juxtavascular nodules get omitted because they are erroneously classified as part of the vessel. Masking a 3D distance map successfully separates spherical structures from the attached vessels. The proposed method provides a nodule detection rate of 80% and an average rate of 12.2 false positives per scan. A higher detection performance for non-solid and juxtavascular nodules is observed.
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Abstract—Roundabout intersections promote a continuous flow of traffic. Roundabouts entry move traffic through an intersection more quickly, and with less congestion on approaching roads. With the introduction of smart vehicles and cooperative decision-making, roundabout management shortens the waiting time and leads to a more efficient traffic without breaking the traffic laws and earning penalties. This paper proposes a novel approach of cooperative behavior strategy in conflict situations between the autonomous vehicles in roundabout using game theory. The game theory presents a strategic decision-making technique between independent agents—players. Each individual player tends to achieve best payoff, by analyzing possible actions of other players and their influence on game outcome. The Prisoner's Dilemma game strategy is selected as approach to autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making at roundabout test-bed, because the commonly known traffic laws dictate certain rules of vehicle's behavior at roundabout. It is shown that, by integrating non-zero-sum game theory in autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making capabilities, the roundabout entry problem can be solved efficiently with shortened waiting times for individual autonomous vehicles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Roundabout intersections have recently become very popular, since they reduce the number of conflict points, which are characteristic for classic intersections, reduce driving speeds and increase driver attention [1]. When traffic is heavy, waiting time is a significant problem [2]. Possible solutions include installation of traffic lights at a roundabout entry, which can decrease waiting times during increased traffic flow times [3], especially if it is optimized [4]. Modern approaches, such as flower and turbo roundabouts, present recent solutions that improve road safety and reduce number of collisions [5]. Increased capacity also increases pollutant emissions [6].

With the introduction of smart vehicles, an alternative method for roundabout management has emerged. In the paper [7], a new concept for lateral control on roundabouts is introduced, taking into account entrances, exits and lane changes inside the roundabouts. The experiments have been tested in a 3D simulator that emulates the behaviour of driverless vehicle from the real world - Cybercars. Using vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle gaps can be reduced, thus increasing roundabout traffic flow [8]. Besides that, non communicating vehicles should be identified and reported by the road-side infrastructure [9]. In [10], a microscopic traffic simulator was developed to study intelligent traffic management techniques and evaluate their performance at roundabouts and crossroads. In the paper [11], the fuzzy-behavior-based algorithm for roundabout intersection management is presented. The various different vehicle communication types – combinations of cooperative and non-cooperative vehicles as well as possibility of faulty or missing infrastructure controller were examined.

It is found in [12] that by applying game theory in VANETs and fuzzy logic control for simulation, minimizing traffic congestion and reduced wait time can be achieved quite well. The approach makes traffic regularized not only in the mountainous areas after the occurrence of landslides, but in urban and rural areas as well, upon facing road hurdles. One example of using Game Theory (GT) in Intelligent Transport systems is seen in Vehicle Platoon [13].

In deciding an action of the robot in the coordination for the target tracking, [14] presents a method using the “Nash equilibrium” based on the noncooperative game theory. On the other hand, [15] proposes the “Stackelberg equilibrium”, based on a type of cooperative game. In [16], the switching method is proposed in order to coordinate the Nash equilibrium with the Stackelberg equilibrium, which needs communication in the situation that only the Nash equilibrium that needs no communication, is a difficult task to achieve.

The key contribution of this work is twofold. First, we propose a novel approach of cooperative behavior strategy in conflict situations between the two robot vehicles in a roundabout model, based on game theory. Second, this
autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making framework was implemented as cyber-physical system, through wireless connected mobile robot platforms, in order to demonstrate real-life situations in a roundabout.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the basics of game theory. Section III proposes the non-zero-sum game structure in roundabout. In Section IV, the results of game theory in autonomous V2V decision making are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in cyber-physical system framework. In the last section, conclusions and directions for future work are presented.

II. GAME THEORY

Game theory is a formal study of decision-making where several players must make choices that potentially affect the interests of other players [17]. The sequence of optimal decisions chosen by the players is closely related to optimal control problem. Game theory applies in many studies of competitive scenarios, therefore, the problems are called games and the participants are called players or agents of the game [18]. A player is defined as an individual or group of individuals making a decision [19]. Each player of the game has an associated amount of benefit or gain, which he receives at the end of the game, and this, is called payoff or utility, which measures the degree of satisfaction an individual player derives from the conflicting situation [20]. For each player of the game, the choices available to them are called strategies [21]. The game presents the description of strategic interactions that include the constraints on the action that a player can take and also the player’s interests but does not specify the actions that the players do take [19].

Game theory is generally divided into two branches, and these are the non-cooperative and cooperative game theory [19]. Whether a game is cooperative or non-cooperative would depend on whether the players can communicate with one another. The non-cooperative game theory is concerned with the analysis of strategic choices [17]. While the non-cooperative game theory focuses on competitive scenarios, the cooperative game theory provides analytical tools to study the behavior of rational players when they cooperate [19].

Formally, n-player normal form game is defined as the (2n + 1)-tuple:

\[(Q; S_1, \ldots, S_n; u_1(s_1, \ldots, s_n), u_2(s_1, \ldots, s_n), \ldots, u_n(s_1, \ldots, s_n))\]  (1)

where \(n \geq 2\) is a natural number, \(Q = \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\) is a given finite set, so-called set of players, its elements are called players; for every \(i \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\), \(S_i\) is an arbitrary set, so-called set of strategies of the player \(i\), and

\[u_i: S_1 \times S_2 \times \ldots \times S_n \rightarrow R\]  (2)

is a real function called payoff function (utility function) of the player \(i\). A set of all strategies space of all players is represented by the matrix \(S = S_1 \times S_2 \times \ldots \times S_n\) [21]. In such a case, we denote the game by \(\langle N, (S_i), (u_i)\rangle\).

The Nash equilibrium, also called the strategic equilibrium, is a list of strategies, one for each player, which has the property that no player can unilaterally change his strategy and get a better payoff. In other words, no player in the game would take a different action as long as every other player remains the same [22].

An n-tuple of strategies \(s^* = \{s_1^*, s_2^*, \ldots, s_n^*\}\) is called an equilibrium point or Nash equilibrium of the game, if and only if for every \(i \in \{1,2,\ldots,n\}\) and every \(s_i \in S_i\) the following condition holds:

\[u_i(s_1^*, s_2^*, \ldots, s_{i-1}^*, s_i, s_{i+1}^*, \ldots, s_n^*) \leq u_i(s_1^*, s_2^*, \ldots, s_{i-1}^*, s_i^*, s_{i+1}^*, \ldots, s_n^*)\]  (3)

Depending upon the number of players, a game can be classified as 2-player game or N-players where \(N > 2\) [21]. Bimatrix game is a two-player finite normal form game where

- player 1 has a finite strategy set \(S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m\}\)
- player 2 has a finite strategy set \(T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\}\)
- when the pair of strategies \((s_i, t_j)\) is chosen, the payoff to the first player is \(a_{ij} = u_1(s_i, t_j)\) and the payoff to the second player is \(b_{ij} = u_2(s_i, t_j)\); \(u_1, u_2\) are payoff functions.

The values of payoff functions can be given separately for particular players:

\[A = \begin{bmatrix} a_{11} & \cdots & a_{1n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ a_{m1} & \cdots & a_{mn} \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} b_{11} & \cdots & b_{1n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ b_{m1} & \cdots & b_{mn} \end{bmatrix}\]  (4)

Matrix \(A\) is a called a payoff matrix for player 1, matrix \(B\) is called a payoff matrix for player 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. THE BIMATRIX FOR TWO PLAYERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Player 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a number of possible strategies that a player can choose to follow: Dominating, Extensive game, Mixed strategy, Zero-sum game and Non-zero-sum games Evolutionary interpretation, etc [17].

The dominant strategy presents the best choice for a player for every possible choice by the other player. A dominant strategy has such payoffs that, regardless of the choices of other players, no other strategy would result in a higher payoff. An extensive game (or extensive form game) describes with a tree how a game is played. It depicts the order in which players make moves, and the information each player has at each decision point. A mixed strategy is an active randomization, with given probabilities, which determine the player’s decision. As a special case, a mixed strategy can be the deterministic choice of one of the given pure strategies. A game has perfect information when at any point in time only one player makes a move, and knows all the actions that have
been made until then. In the evolutionary interpretation, there is a large population of individuals, each of whom can adopt one of the strategies. The game describes the payoffs that result when two of these individuals meet. The dynamics of this game are based on assuming that each strategy is played by a certain fraction of individuals. Then, given this distribution of strategies, individuals with better average payoff will be more successful than others, so that their proportion in the population increases over time.

A game is said to be zero-sum if for any outcome, the sum of the payoffs to all players is zero. In a two-player zero-sum game, one player’s gain is the other player’s loss, so their interests are diametrically opposed. The theory of zero-sum games is vastly different from that of non-zero-sum games because an optimal solution can always be found. Non-zero-sum games differ from zero-sum games in that there is no universally accepted solution. That is, there is no single optimal strategy that is preferable to all others, nor is there a predictable outcome. Non-zero-sum games are also non-strictly competitive, as opposed to the completely competitive zero-sum games, because such games generally have both competitive and cooperative elements. Players engaged in a non-zero-sum conflict have some complementary interests and some interests that are completely opposed. The examples of non-zero-sum games are the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the Battle of the Sexes, the symmetric games, etc.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game can be generalized to any situation when two players are in a non-cooperative situation where the best all-around situation is for both to cooperate, but the worst individual outcome is to be the cooperating player while the other player defects.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game strategy is selected as an approach to autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making at roundabout test-bed, because the commonly known traffic laws dictate the certain rules of vehicle’s behavior at roundabout.

III. GAME STRATEGY IN ROUNDABOUT

A. Roundabout Model

The basic idea for the application of game theory and appropriate structures in roundabout will be illustrated through the Roundabout model as shown in "Fig. 1". The mobile robot was considered as autonomous vehicles - players. Regarding the position of the autonomous vehicles toward to roundabout, players could be in next states: "normal (NS)", "including (RI)" and "circuiting (RC)".

Each autonomous vehicle player has two statuses: Entering Vehicle (EV) and Circulating Vehicle (CV, roundabout inside). The Entering vehicle, while entering the roundabout, can detect the Circulating vehicle. Both autonomous vehicles must have certain information about one another. The Entering vehicle can calculate and send an angle at which it saws the Circulating vehicle, its own traveled distance and current speed. The circulating vehicle sends information to the Entering vehicle about the circulating continuing or not in order that the Entering vehicle decides to smoothly include or slow down.

Common known traffic laws in a roundabout dictate that the Circulating vehicle always has the advantage over the Entering vehicle, i.e. the Entering vehicle must slow down and ultimately stop if the Circulating vehicle has not passed the specific roundabout intersection.

B. Vehicle-to-Vehicle Cooperation

Let the autonomous vehicle R1 be in status Entering vehicle, and the autonomous vehicle R2 in the status of Circulating vehicle. The cooperation of autonomous vehicles in the roundabout is done through the following steps:

a) When the autonomous vehicle R1 goes from "normal" state to "including", then the autonomous vehicle R1 can start to move constant speed $v_1$ towards the point of inclusion and parallel scanning on the R2 autonomous vehicle from the left side. If the autonomous vehicle R1 notices the autonomous vehicle R2 from the left side, it calculates the angle at which the autonomous vehicle R2 was noticed and its distance D2. Value $D_{R1-D2}$ is the distance travelled by the autonomous vehicles R1 from the point where it went from the "normal" state to "including" until the moment when it noticed the autonomous vehicle R2 on the left side. Once it notices the autonomous vehicle R2, the autonomous vehicle R1 stops the scanning.

![Fig. 1. Roundabout Model with states regarding the position](image)

b) The autonomous vehicle R1 sends a request for communication with the autonomous vehicle R2, noticed earlier in the first stage. The autonomous vehicle R1 sends the angle and the distance $D_2$ under which it noticed the autonomous vehicle R2, its own moving speed $v_1$, and distance $D_{R1-D1}$ from the point when it turns from "normal" state to "including", to the moment when it notices the autonomous vehicle R2 on the left side.

c) After the autonomous vehicle R2 received the necessary information from the autonomous vehicle R1, the autonomous vehicle R2 performs the action of coordination. Autonomous vehicle R2 reads its own uniform speed $v_2$.

"Fig. 2" shows the important parameters of positioning of autonomous vehicles in the roundabout.

The $\alpha$ is the angle between $D_1$ and $D_2$, and, based on the cosines theorem, it is:

$$D_{02} = \sqrt{D_1^2 + D_2^2 - 2 \cdot D_1 \cdot D_2 \cdot \cos \alpha} \quad (5)$$
The $\beta$ is the angle between values $R_1$ and $R_2$, so, based on the cosines theorem, it is:

$$\beta = \arccos \left( \frac{R_1^2 + R_2^2 - D_2^2}{2 R_1 R_2} \right) \quad (6)$$

The length of $L$ represents the distance travelled by the autonomous vehicle $R_2$, that is, the time needed to reach the point of inclusion / exclusion.

$$L = \frac{\pi \cdot \beta}{180} \quad (7)$$

In minimizing roundabout congestions, travel time is the most important factor that needs to be considered. The times $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the times that are necessary for the autonomous vehicles $R1$ and $R2$ respectively, to reach the point of inclusion in the roundabout, from the moment when the autonomous vehicle $R1$ notices the autonomous vehicle $R2$.

The time required for the autonomous vehicle $R1$ to travel the part $D_1$ up until inclusion with speed $v_1$ is $t_1 = D_1 / v_1$.

![Roundabout Model geometry](image)

The time required for the autonomous vehicle $R2$ to cross the section $L$ with speed $v_2$ is $t_2 = L / v_2$. Time $\Delta t$ represents the passing of an autonomous vehicle $R2$ through the point of inclusion / exclusion inside the roundabout, in order to avoid a collision between the autonomous vehicles $R1$ and $R2$. Time $\Delta t$ only relates to the speed of autonomous vehicle $R2$ and its dimension $d_2$ and it is $\Delta t = d_2 / v_2$.

During the V2V cooperation, the following specific cases are possible, to which we apply game theory:

- If $t_1 < t_2 - \Delta t$, the autonomous vehicle $R1$ includes freely and moves into the "circulating" state. If the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to continue to circulate, the autonomous vehicle $R2$ remains in the state of "circulating". If the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to exclude from the roundabout, then, it moves into the "normal" state, and freely excludes itself from the roundabout. The waiting time for both autonomous vehicles $R1$ and $R2$ are zero.

- If $t_1 > t_2 - \Delta t AND t_1 < t_2 + \Delta t$ and if the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to exclude itself from the roundabout, then, the autonomous vehicles move freely. The autonomous vehicle $R1$ moves into the "circulating" state, and the autonomous vehicle $R2$ moves into the "normal" state. The waiting time for both autonomous vehicles $R1$ and $R2$ are zero.

- If $t_1 > t_2 - \Delta t AND t_1 < t_2 + \Delta t$ and if the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to remain in the "circulating" state, conflicts are possible. The autonomous vehicle $R2$ has the advantage and continues to circulate freely, while the autonomous vehicle $R1$ adjusts its speed to avoid conflicts. The autonomous vehicle $R1$ must come to a point of inclusion for $t_2 + \Delta t$. Then the waiting time of autonomous vehicle $R2$ is zero, and for the autonomous vehicle $R1$ is $t_1 = (t_2 + \Delta t)$. (Autonomous vehicle $R1$ will slow down linearly, to the point of inclusion, in order to reach that point for the time $t_2 + \Delta t$. Once the autonomous vehicle $R1$ gets included, it goes into the "circulating" state.

- If $t_1 > t_2 - \Delta t$, the autonomous vehicle $R1$ includes freely and moves into the "circulating" state. If the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to continue to circulate, it remains in the state of "circulating". If the autonomous vehicle $R2$ decides to exclude from the roundabout, then the autonomous vehicle $R2$ moves into the "normal" state and freely excludes from the roundabout. The waiting time for both autonomous vehicles $R1$ and $R2$ are zero.

C. Localisation of Autonomous Vehicle in Roundabout

In case of turning detection, the localisation algorithm in roundabout for each autonomous vehicle is based on combination of previous state and current state in which the vehicle was or can be and random moving as action through the space. The next sequence describe the condition, action and localisation state after moving action:

(new previous state, new current state) = f(previous state, current state, action).

For different situation in a roundabout, there exist the next sequences:

(normal, including) = f(normal, normal, Turn right)
(normal, normal) = f(normal, normal, Move ahead)
(including, circulating) = f(normal, including, Including in Roundabout)
(circulating, circulating) = f(including OR circulating),
(circulating, Circulate continuing)
(circulating, normal) = f(including OR circulating),
(circulating, Excluding)
(normal, normal) = f(circulating, normal, Turn right or left)

For example, if current state is "normal" and previous state is "normal" and the vehicle random turns right then new values are current state = "including" and previous state = "normal".

D. Game Strategy in autonomous V2V Decision making

Based on the "Prisoner's dilemma" and the predefined
algorithm, we can create a table that shows the waiting time for the autonomous vehicles R1 and R2 according to the situation in which they find themselves within the roundabout.

Each player has two strategies. The autonomous vehicle R1 is Entering vehicle and the autonomous vehicle R2 is the Circulating vehicle. For the Entering vehicle, those strategies are "smoothly inclusion (SI)" and "adjusting speed (AS)". For Circulating vehicle, those strategies are "smoothly exclusion (SE)" and "smoothly circulate (SC)". Game Strategies for Entering and Circulating vehicles and their payoffs are shown in Table II. Autonomous vehicle R1 is trying out all possible actions starting with the one that is best: \( (SI, SE) = (SI, SC) = (AS, SE) = (0, 0) \). For the autonomous vehicle R2, all actions lead to zero waiting time. For the autonomous vehicle R1, the greatest waiting time, also the only waiting time is in case it chooses a strategy (AS), and the autonomous vehicle R2 chooses (SC). All other actions by the autonomous vehicles R1, lead to zero waiting time.

Based on the Nash equilibrium in the Prisoner's dilemma, if the prisoners are not "selfish", we can conclude that the Nash equilibrium actions are \( (SI, SE) = (SI, SC) = (AS, SE) = (0, 0) \). In case of two interacting vehicles, Entering vehicle loses some minimal amount of time, but overall time loss is avoided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Circulating vehicle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>(0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>( (t_1 - (t_2 + \Delta t), 0) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### A. Autonomous Mobile Robot Structure

The modified Parallax Boe-Boy mobile robots are used as autonomous vehicles, and used for demonstration scenarios in roundabout. This mobile robot consists of the two geared motors mounted on aluminum chassis, batteries and control electronics. In order to achieve advanced performance and utilize Arduino libraries, BasicStamp was replaced by Arduino Uno microcontroller board, which is based on ATmega328 microcontroller. Each autonomous vehicle has QTI sensors for line following (as road detection). In order to detect obstacles and other vehicles, the robot was also equipped with Parallax Ping\( )\) ultrasonic sensors distances.

The communication between the robots is established through a wireless communication using XBee modules and ZigBee protocol.

#### B. Example of Conflict Scenario

Consider a scenario, where conflict situation between autonomous vehicles R1 and R2 are possible. In "Fig. 3", the autonomous vehicle R2 is in "circulate" state and autonomous vehicle R1 is in "including" state. Autonomous vehicle R1 scans whether the autonomous vehicle R2 comes from the left. In that case, the autonomous vehicle R1 sends the message that it wants to include itself in the roundabout and asks whether the autonomous vehicle R2 will continue to circulate or exclude from the roundabout. In this case, the autonomous vehicle R2 decided to continue to circulate in the roundabout and the autonomous vehicle R1 adjusts its speed and waits until another autonomous vehicle R2 passes the point of inclusion in the roundabout, "Fig. 4".

"Fig. 5" presents time responses of left and right servo motors for autonomous vehicle R1 and "Fig. 6" presents states of autonomous vehicle R1.

"Fig. 7" presents time responses of left and right servo motors for autonomous vehicle R2 and "Fig. 8" presents states of autonomous vehicle R2. In start position \( t=0[s] \), autonomous vehicle R1 is in "normal" state.

When the vehicle is accelerating from \( 0[s] \) to \( 2[s] \), the left and right servomotors are linearly accelerating, and from the time \( t = 2[s] \) to time \( t = 6[s] \) the autonomous vehicle R1 is...
moving at maximum speed. From the time $t = 6[s]$ the right servomotor's speed linearly decreases and the autonomous vehicle R1 goes from the "normal" state to "including (RI)" and turns right.

At the time $t = 12[s]$, the left and right servomotors are moving at maximum speed, the autonomous vehicle R1 moves straight ahead and scans the environment at a distance of up to 40[cm] in the range of $90^\circ-135^\circ$. If it notices another vehicle, this means that it is in "circulating (RC)" and that it can eventually cause a crash if another autonomous vehicle decides to continue circulating. Therefore, when the autonomous vehicle R1 notices another vehicle R2, it asks whether it will continue to circulate (possible conflict) or exclude from the roundabout. In this experiment, the autonomous vehicle R2 decided to continue to circulate, and the autonomous vehicle R1 stops its movement and waits until another autonomous vehicle R2 passes the point of inclusion in the roundabout. This waiting time lasts from $t = 12[s]$ to $t = 15[s]$, when another autonomous vehicle R2 leaves the point of inclusion in the roundabout, and the autonomous vehicle R1 can continue its movement.

At the time $t = 17[s]$, the autonomous vehicle R1 is included in the roundabout, a new state status of autonomous vehicles R1 is "circulating (RC)", and for the autonomous vehicle R2, it is "normal" state. The autonomous vehicle R1 circulates until the time $t = 21[s]$, when it excludes from the roundabout and passes to "normal (NS)" state.

![Fig. 5. Time response of left and right servo motors for vehicle R1](image)

![Fig. 6. States of vehicle R1](image)

![Fig. 7. Time response of left and right servo motors for vehicle R2](image)

![Fig. 8. States of vehicle R2](image)

V. CONCLUSION

In our paper, the non-zero-sum game is proposed for the autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making in conflict situations at roundabout test-bed. With the introduction of smart vehicles and Prisoner's Dilemma game based cooperative decision-making for two players, the method for roundabout management has emerged.

It is found that by applying Game theory in autonomous vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) decision making, results can be achieved quite well in the form of management in critical section and reduced waiting time for individual autonomous vehicles. Our approach is verified in cyber-physical framework of wireless connected mobile robots.

In real life traffic scenarios, additional factors may shape the cooperate model between more vehicles. For the future work, we plan to investigate a more advanced decision making model with multiple vehicles inside roundabout, so different congestion scenarios can be analyzed.
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Abstract — The simultaneous effect of rotation and a vertical AC electric field on the onset of electroconvection in a horizontal dielectric nanofluid layer saturated a Darcy porous medium is investigated. The boundaries of the dielectric nanofluid layer are considered isothermal, where the vertical nanoparticle flux is zero. The resulting eigenvalue problem is solved analytically by the Galerkin weighted residuals technique (GWRT) and numerically using the power series method (PSM). The results show that the onset of electroconvection in dielectric nanofluids can be accelerated when we increase the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number, the Lewis number, the nanoparticle Rayleigh-Darcy number or the modified diffusivity ratio. On the contrary, it can be delayed when we increase the Taylor-Darcy number or the porosity of the medium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electro-thermo-hydrodynamics (ETHD) is an interdisciplinary area dealing simultaneous complex interactions among the thermal gradient and electric field applied to a horizontal dielectric liquid (fluid or nanofluid) layer. These interactions, can be studied by performing experiments aimed to control the improvement of heat transfer by applying an electric field across a dielectric fluid, this active method has some advantages for heat transfer enhancement due to the electrical effects, such as the low operational costs, rapid and smart control of enhancement, low power consumption, and so on.

In the interest to obtain a high thermal efficiency, the application of the electro-thermo-hydrodynamics transport phenomena received extensive attentions, it may be found in different areas of physics like engineering, heat exchangers, steam pipes, optical and bio-engineering devices, waste heat recovery and many others. Hence, due to the importance of the electro-thermo-hydrodynamics in practice, several studies have been carried out to assess the effect of electric field on natural convection. A temperature gradient applied to a dielectric fluid produces a gradient in the dielectric constant and electrical conductivity. Keeping this fact in mind, several problems of the onset of convection instability in a horizontal layer of dielectric fluid under the action of a vertical electric field and a vertical temperature gradient have been investigated in the past. Notable among them, we find P.H. Roberts [1] which was the first one who made an individual study on electrohydrodynamic convection by considering the dielectric constant as well as electrical conductivity as a linear function of temperature. Takashima and Aldridge [2], Peter J. Stiles [3] and Mohamed I.A Othman [4] have studied the natural convection in the presence of an applied electric field. M. Takashima [5] was the first one who studied the simultaneous effect of a vertical temperature gradient and a vertical electric field on the onset of convection in a horizontal dielectric fluid saturated a rotating layer. S. Shivakumara et al. [6-7] have investigated the onset of electrothermoconvection in a dielectric fluid saturated a rotating or non-rotating porous layer using the Galerkin technique. P.G. Siddheshwar and D. Radhakrishna [8] have performed a linear and nonlinear studies on the convective instability in dielectric fluids under a vertical temperature gradient and an AC electric field using the normal mode method and truncated representation of Fourier series.

The dielectric nanofluid may be used in an electrical apparatus and other electrical equipments such as distribution transformers, regulating transformers, shunt reactors, converter transformers, generating station units, and power transformers [9-11]. Given the importance of these types of dielectric liquids, we will examine theoretically and
numerically the effect of a vertical AC electric field on the onset of convection in a dielectric nanofluid saturated a rotating Darcy porous medium, which is subjected to a temperature gradient, where the vertical nanoparticle flux is taken zero on the horizontal boundaries.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

We consider an infinite horizontal layer of incompressible dielectric nanofluid saturated a rotating Darcy porous medium with a uniform angular velocity \( \Omega = 0 \), this layer is confined between two parallel impermeable boundaries (\( z^* = 0 \) , \( z^* = L \)) and heated from below, where the temperatures at the lower and upper boundaries are taken to be \( T_{L}^* \) and \( T_{U}^* \) respectively (\( T_{R}^* > T_{U}^* \)), and the vertical nanoparticle flux \( J_z^* \) is zero on the boundaries. The nanofluid layer is Newtonian, subjected to the gravitational field \( g = -g \hat{e}_z \) and also to a vertical AC electric field applied across the layer, such that the lower surface is grounded and the upper surface is kept at an alternating potential whose root mean square is \( \psi^*_0 \) (Fig. 1). The thermophysical properties of nanofluid (viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat) are assumed constant in the vicinity of the reference temperature \( T^*_c \), except for the dielectric constant and the density in the Maxwell equations and the momentum equation respectively, which are based on the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation. The asterisks are used to distinguish the dimensional variables from the non-dimensional variables (without asterisks).

Fig. 1. Physical configuration of the problem

A. Governing equations

In the case where the centrifugal acceleration is negligible compared to the buoyancy and the electrical forces, the relevant basic equations are [10,11,17]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{V} \cdot \vec{V} &= 0 \\
-\nabla p^* - K^{-1} \mu \nabla^2 \vec{V} - 2 \gamma^{-1} \rho \vec{b} \times \vec{V} + \vec{f}_e + \rho \vec{g} &= 0 \\
\rho &= \rho_0 [1 + \beta (T^* - T^*_c)][1 - \chi^*] + \rho \chi^* \\
(p_e c)_0 \frac{\partial T^*}{\partial t^*} + (p_e c)_f (\vec{V} \cdot \vec{V}) T^* &= k_m \nabla^2 T^* + y (p_e c)_p (\nabla \chi^*) \cdot \vec{V} T^* + \left( \frac{\partial T^*}{\partial z^*} \right) \vec{V} T^* + \vec{V} T^* + \vec{V} T^* \\
\frac{\partial \chi^*}{\partial t^*} + \gamma^{-1} (\vec{V} \cdot \vec{V}) \chi^* &= D_B \nabla^2 \chi^* + \frac{\partial T^*}{\partial T^*} \vec{V} T^* + \vec{V} T^* + \vec{V} T^*
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \vec{V}^*(u^*, v^*, w^*) \) is the Darcy's velocity, \( t^* \) is the time, \( \rho_0 \) is the nanofluid density at reference temperature \( T^*_c \), \( P^* \) is the pressure, \( K, \gamma, \mu, \rho \) and \( k_m \) are the permeability, the porosity of the medium, the viscosity, the density and the effective thermal conductivity of nanofluid respectively, \( \rho_p \) is the density of nanoparticles, \( \beta \) is the thermal expansion coefficient, \( \chi^* \) is the volumetric fraction of nanoparticles, \( (p_e c)_p \) and \( (p_e c)_f \) are the heat capacity of nanofluid and base fluid respectively, \( (p_e c)_m \) is the effective heat capacity of nanofluid, \( D_B \) is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, \( D_T \) is the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient, \( \vec{V}^* \) is the vector differential operator and \( f_e \) is the force of electrical origin which can be expressed by Landau and Lifshitz [16] as follows:

\[
\vec{f}_e = \rho_e \vec{E}^* - \frac{1}{2} \vec{E}^* \vec{E}^* - \frac{1}{2} \vec{E}^* - \frac{1}{2} \vec{E}^* \vec{E}^* + \frac{1}{2} \vec{E}^* \vec{E}^* \left( \frac{\partial \rho_e}{\partial \rho} (\vec{E}^* \vec{E}^*) \right)
\]

(6)

Where \( \vec{E}^* \) is the root mean square value of the electric field, \( \rho_e \) is the charge density and \( \epsilon^* \) is the dielectric constant.

In the equation (6), the last electrostriction term can be grouped with the pressure \( P^* \) in the equation (2) and it has no effect on an incompressible nanofluid. The first term on the right hand side is the Coulomb force due to a free charge and the second term depends on the gradient of \( \epsilon^* \). If an AC electric field is applied at a frequency much higher than the reciprocal of the electrical relaxation time, the free charge doesn't have time to accumulate. Moreover, the electrical relaxation times of most dielectric liquids appear to be sufficiently long to prevent the buildup of free charge at standard power line frequencies. At the same time, the dielectric loss at these frequencies is so low that it makes no significant contribution to the temperature field. Under the circumstances, only the force induced by non-uniformity of the dielectric constant is considered. Furthermore, since the second term in the above equation depends on \( \vec{E}^* \), \( \vec{E}^* \) rather than \( \vec{E}^* \) and the variation of \( \vec{E}^* \) is very rapid, the root mean square value of \( \vec{E}^* \) can be assumed as the effective value. In other words, we can treat the AC electric field as the DC electric field whose strength is equal to the root mean square value of the AC electric field [10,11,17].

Since there is no free charge, the relevant Maxwell equations are:

\[
\nabla \times \vec{E}^* = \vec{0}
\]

(7)

\[
\nabla \cdot (\epsilon^* \vec{E}^*) = 0
\]

(8)

In view of the equation (7), \( \vec{E}^* \) can be expressed as:

\[
\vec{E}^* = - \nabla \varphi^*
\]

(9)

Where \( \varphi^* \) is the root mean square value of the electric potential, such that the dielectric constant \( \epsilon^* \) is assumed to be in the form:

\[
\epsilon^* = \epsilon_0 [1 - \epsilon (T^* - T^*_c)]
\]

(10)

Here \( \epsilon \) is the thermal expansion coefficient of dielectric constant, it’s assumed to be very small \((0 < \epsilon \Delta T^* < 1)\). If we consider that the temperature is constant and the vertical nanoparticle flux \( J_z^* \) is zero on the boundaries, we can write the boundary conditions under the Darcy’s model as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla^2 \vec{P}^* &= 0 \quad ; \quad T^* = T_{h}^* ; \quad J_z^* = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z^* = 0 \\
\nabla^2 \vec{P}^* &= 0 \quad ; \quad T^* = T_{c}^* ; \quad J_z^* = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z^* = L
\end{align*}
\]

(11)
Such that:

\[ I_z = -\rho_p \left( \frac{\partial \vec{\psi}}{\partial z} + \left( \frac{\partial \vec{T}}{\partial z} \right) \right) \]

If we consider the following dimensionless variables:

\[
(x', y', z') = L(x, y, z) ; \quad t' = \frac{cL^2}{\alpha_m} t ; \quad \vec{\nabla}' = \frac{\alpha_m}{L} \vec{\nabla} ; \quad P' = \frac{\mu_e \alpha_p p}{K} \\
T' = T' - T_c' = \Delta T'T ; \quad \chi' = \chi x' ; \quad I_z = -\frac{L}{\rho_p D_{nk0}} I'_z \]

\[ \vec{E}' = e\Delta T' \vec{E}_0 \vec{E} ; \quad \psi' = e\Delta T' \vec{E}_0 \psi ; \quad \epsilon' = \epsilon_0 \epsilon \]

Then, we can get for a nanofluid at low concentration of nanoparticles, the following non-dimensional equations:

\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{V} = 0 \quad (12) \]

\[ -\vec{\nabla} \left( p + R_{M} \frac{\partial P}{\partial \vec{E} \cdot \vec{E}} \right) = \vec{\nabla} \cdot \left( e \vec{E} \nabla x - u \nabla y \right) \quad (13) \]

\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (\vec{V} \cdot \vec{\nabla}) T = \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{T} + \bar{N}_{B} \vec{L}_{B} (\vec{V} \cdot \vec{\nabla}) T + \bar{N}_{A} \vec{L}_{A} \vec{V} \cdot \vec{T} \quad (14) \]

\[ \frac{\sigma^{-1} \partial \chi}{\partial t} + \gamma^{-1} (\vec{V} \cdot \vec{\nabla}) \nabla x = \frac{K}{L} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial t} \quad (15) \]

\[ \vec{V} \cdot \vec{E}_0 = 0 \quad (16) \]

\[ \vec{V} \cdot (\epsilon \vec{E}) = 0 \quad (17) \]

\[ \vec{E}' = \vec{\nabla}' \psi \quad (18) \]

\[ \epsilon = (1 - e\Delta T'T) \quad (19) \]

Where: \( E_0^* \) is the root mean square value of the electric field at \( x' = 0 \), \( \Delta T' \) is the temperature difference between the horizontal plates, \( \epsilon_0 \) is the dielectric constant at reference temperature \( T_c^* \) and \( \chi_0^* \) is a reference value for the nanoparticle volume fraction.

In the above equations the non-dimensional parameters are given as follows:

\[ R_{M} = \left[ \frac{\rho_B (1 - \chi_0)}{\rho_0 \chi_0} \right] L \vec{E}_0 \vec{G} ; \quad R_{AE} = \left( \frac{\rho_0 \epsilon_0 \epsilon \Delta T' \vec{E}_0^2}{\mu_m} \right) \frac{1}{\sqrt{\vec{G}}} ; \quad \bar{N}_b \left( \frac{2\rho_B \Delta T'}{\mu_m} \right) \]

\[ R_d = \frac{\rho_0 \beta \Delta T' L \vec{E}_0}{\mu_m} ; \quad R_N = \left( \frac{\rho_B - \rho_0 \beta L \vec{E}_0}{\mu_m} \right) ; \quad N_A = \left( \frac{D_T \Delta T'}{D_T \vec{E}_0 \chi_0} \right) \]

\[ N_B = \left( \frac{\gamma(\rho_c) \chi_0}{(\rho_c) T} \right) ; \quad I_z = \frac{\alpha_m}{L} ; \quad \alpha_m = \frac{k_m}{(\rho_c) T} \]

Such that:

\[ \sigma = \left( \frac{\rho_c \alpha_m}{(\rho_c) T} \right) ; \Delta T' = T_b' - T_c' ; I_z = \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} + N_A \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} \]

Where \( R_M \) is the density Rayleigh-Darcy number, \( R_{AE} \) is the \( AC \) electric Rayleigh-Darcy number, \( T_d \) is the Taylor-Darcy number, \( R_d \) is the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number, \( R_N \) is the nanoparticle Rayleigh-Darcy number, \( N_A \) is the modified diffusivity ratio, \( N_B \) is the modified particle - density increment, \( L_e \) is the Lewis number and \( \alpha_m \) is the effective thermal diffusivity of the nanofluid.

**B. Basic solutions**

The basic state is quiescent, such that:

\[ \vec{V}_0 = \vec{0} ; \quad T_b = T_b(z) ; \quad P_b = P_b(z) ; \quad \chi_b = \chi_b(z) ; \quad \epsilon_b = \epsilon_b(z) \]

\[ \vec{E}_b = \vec{E}_b(z) \vec{E}_0 ; \quad \psi_b = \psi_b(z) \]

\[ (20) \]

The solutions of the basic state are:

\[ \chi_b = N_A \chi_b + \chi_0 ; \quad T_b = 1 - z ; \quad \epsilon_b = 1 + e\Delta T' z \]

\[ E_b = \frac{1}{e\Delta T'(1 + e\Delta T' z)} \frac{1}{4 \Delta T' (1 + e\Delta T' z)} \frac{1}{2 \Delta T' (1 + e\Delta T' z)} \]

\[ (21) \]

\[ \vec{v}_b = -\frac{1}{2} (R_{AE} \vec{E}_b \vec{E}_0) \vec{E}_b + (R_p \vec{T}_b' - R_{AE} \vec{E}_b) \]

\[ E_0 = \frac{-e\Delta T' \psi_0}{\log(1 + e\Delta T')} \]

Where \( \chi_0^* = (\chi_0^* - \chi_0^*)/\chi_0^* \) is the relative nanoparticle volume fraction at \( z = 0 \)

**C. Perturbation equations**

To study the stability of the steady state, we superimpose infinitesimally small perturbations on the basic solutions in the form:

\[ \vec{V} = \vec{V}_0 + \vec{V}_p + \vec{V}_p' \]

\[ \chi = \chi_b + \chi_b' \]

\[ \epsilon = \epsilon_b + \epsilon_b' \]

\[ \vec{E}_0 + \vec{E}_0' \]

\[ \psi = \psi_b + \psi_b' \]

Where \( \vec{V}_p, \vec{V}_p', \chi, \epsilon, \vec{E}_0', \psi' \) are the perturbed quantities over their equilibrium counterparts.

Substituting the expressions (21) into equations (12)-(19), linearizing the equations, eliminating the pressure from the momentum equation (13) by operating curl twice and retaining the vertical component, we obtain the linear stability equations in the form:

\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{V} = 0 \quad (22) \]

\[ \left( \vec{V}^2 + \frac{T_T^*}{\vec{E}_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 \psi_0}{\partial z^2} \right) \frac{w'}{w} \left( R_{AE} \vec{E}_0 \vec{E}_0^2 - 2 \frac{R_p}{R_{AE}} \frac{\partial \chi_0}{\partial z} - \frac{R_p}{R_{AE}} \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} \right) = 0 \quad (23) \]

\[ w' = \left( \vec{V}^2 - N_A \vec{L}_{b} \frac{\partial \chi_0}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} \right) \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} = 0 \quad (24) \]

\[ N_A \gamma \frac{w'}{w} = N_A \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} + \left( \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} \right) \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} = 0 \quad (25) \]

\[ \frac{\partial \chi}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \psi_0}{\partial z} = 0 \quad (26) \]

\[ \epsilon = -\frac{e\Delta T' T'}{\epsilon_0} \quad (27) \]

Where \( \vec{V}^2 \frac{\partial^2 \chi_0}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \psi_0}{\partial z^2} \) is the horizontal Laplacian operator.

In non-dimensional form, the boundary conditions become:

\[ w' = T' = \frac{\partial \chi_0}{\partial z} (\chi_0 + N_A T) = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z = 0, 1 \quad (28) \]

**III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS**

For simplicity, we restrict our analysis to two dimensional rolls, so that all physical quantities are independent of \( y \) which allows us to define a stream function \( F' \), such that:

\[ u' = -\frac{\partial F'}{\partial x} \quad \text{at} \quad w' = \frac{\partial F'}{\partial x} \quad (29) \]
Using the definition of stream function, the governing 
equations (23) - (26) become:
\[
\begin{align*}
&\left(\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2}\right) + T_A \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \frac{\partial \Psi'}{\partial x} + (R_{ae} + R_a) \frac{\partial^2 T'}{\partial x^2} + R_{ae} \frac{\partial^2 \Psi'}{\partial x^2} = 0, \\
&\frac{\partial T'}{\partial x} + \left(\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2}\right) - N_A N_a L_{z1}^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial \Psi'}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial}{\partial t} T' = 0
\end{align*}
\] 
(29)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\frac{\partial F'}{\partial x} + \left(\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2}\right) - N_A N_a L_{z1}^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial \Psi'}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial}{\partial t} F' = 0
\end{align*}
\] 
(30)

\[
\begin{align*}
&\partial^2 F' = \partial^2 F(z) \cos(ax) \exp(nt) ; \quad T' = T(z) \sin(ax) \exp(nt) \\
&\chi = \chi(z) \cos(ax) \exp(nt) ; \quad \Psi' = \Psi(z) \sin(ax) \exp(nt)
\end{align*}
\] 
(31)

Where the boundary conditions of the problem are simplified in the usual manner by decomposing the solution in terms of normal modes. According to Borujerdi et al. [18], we can take the perturbation quantities in the form:

\[
F' = F(z) \cos(ax) \exp(nt), \quad T' = T(z) \sin(ax) \exp(nt), \quad \chi = \chi(z) \sin(ax) \exp(nt), \quad \Psi' = \Psi(z) \cos(ax) \exp(nt)
\] 
(33)

The previous base functions must satisfy the boundary conditions (38). For this purpose, we take the solutions in the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
&F_s = X_s \sin(stz), \quad X_s = -N_A T_s, \quad \Psi_s = \cos(stz)
\end{align*}
\] 
(39)

Where \(A_s, B_s, C_s\) and \(D_s\) are unknown coefficients, such that

The expressions (39) and (40) in the equations (34) - (37) and multiplying the first equation by \(T_p\), second equation by \(T_p\), third equation by \(X_p\) and fourth equation by \(\Psi_p\), and then integrating in the limits from zero to unity for obtaining a set of \(4N\) linear homogeneous equations with \(4N\) unknowns \(A_s, B_s, C_s\) and \(D_s\), such that \(p = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, N\). For the existence of nontrivial solution, the determinant of coefficients matrix must vanish which gives the characteristic equation for the system with the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \(R_a\) as the evenvalue of the characteristic equation. The resulting eigenvalue problem is solved analytically by the Galerkin method of first order (\(N = 1\)) which is given by the following condition:

\[
det(M) = 0
\] 
(41)

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
a(\pi^2 T_s^0) & a(\pi^2 R_a + R_s) & 0 & 0 \\
-\pi^2 & -\pi & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{\pi}{2} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -\pi
\end{pmatrix}
\] 
(42)

The previous condition (41) allows to give an expression for the dispersion relation in the form:

\[
p^2 + qn + s = 0
\] 
(43)

Such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
n &= r + i\omega \\
p &= \sigma^{-1} + (1 + n^2) \pi \\
q &= (\sigma^{-1} + L_{z1}^2)(1 + \pi^2 T_a^0) - \sigma^{-1} R_{ae}^4 - L_{z1}^4 \sigma^{-1} R_{ae}^4
\end{align*}
\] 
(44)

The stationary convection, the real and imaginary parts of \(n\) are zero. Hence the relation (42) allows us to give the expression of the thermal Rayleigh - Darcy number \(R_a\) as follows:

\[
R_a = \frac{1}{\pi^2 T_s^0} - R_{ae} \frac{\pi^2}{2} - R_{ae}^4 (1 + L_{z1}^2) \pi
\] 
(45)

To find the critical value of \(R_a\), the equation (43) is differentiated with respect to \(a^2\), and then equated to zero. A polynomial in \(a^2\), whose coefficients are functions of the physical parameters \(T_a\) and \(R_{ae}\) is obtained in the form:

\[
a^8 + 2\pi^2 a^6 - \sigma^2 (\sigma^2 + 1) a^4 - (\frac{1}{\pi^2} T_a^0 + 1) = 0
\] 
(46)

The equation (44) is solved numerically for various values of \(T_a\) and \(R_{ae}\) and the critical value \(a_c\) is obtained each time using the Newton-Raphson method. The above results coincide with that of P.H.Roberts [1] in the absence of nanoparticles and rotation (\(R_N = T_a = 0\)), Dhananjay Yadav et al. [10] in the absence of rotation (\(T_a = 0\)) and Ramesh Chand [11] for a thermal equilibrium case in a non-rotating Darcy porous medium (\(T_a = D_a = 0\)).
For the oscillatory convection, the real part of \( n \) is zero and hence the relation (42) yields the following expressions for the frequency of oscillations \( \omega \) and the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_a^{osc} \):

\[
q = 0 ; \quad \omega^2 = \frac{\sigma}{\rho}
\]

From the above results (45), we can write:

\[
\omega^2 = \frac{(1 + \sigma L_e^{-1})(1 + \pi^2 T_0) - \sigma^{-1}R_a^{osc} - R_N^{2}N_e^{-1}a^2)}{\sigma^{-1}(1 + \pi^2 T_0)}
\]

Therefore:

\[
R_a^{osc} = \frac{(1 + \sigma L_e^{-1})(1 + \pi^2 T_0) - \sigma^{-1}R_a^{osc} - R_N^{2}N_e^{-1}a^2)}{\sigma^{-1}(1 + \pi^2 T_0)}
\]

\[
\omega^2 = -\left(\frac{(\sigma \gamma - \sigma L_e)^2 - R_N^{2}N_e^{-1}a^2}{\gamma L_e(1 + \pi^2 T_0)}\right)
\]

If we take \( T_0 = 0 \) in the above expressions, we find the same results, which are already shown by Dhananjay Yadav et al. [10], when they have studied the electrothermal instability in a Darcy porous medium saturated by a dielectric nanofluid.

From equation (47), it is interesting to note that the vertical \( AC \) electric field doesn’t influence the existence of oscillatory convection.

According to Yadav et al. [10], Ramesh Chand [11] and Shivakumara et al. [19] the Lewis number \( L_e \) is on the order of \( 10^1 - 10^3 \), the nanoparticle Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_N \) is on the order of \( 10^0 - 10^3 \), the modified diffusivity ratio \( N_e \) and the ratio \( \sigma \) aren’t more than 10, the porosity \( \gamma \) is not more than the unity. Hence, the value of \( \omega^2 \) in the expression (47) will be always negative, which implies that the oscillatory convection is not possible for the studied problem. Therefore, the vertical \( AC \) electric field and the uniform rotation have no effect on the existence of the oscillatory convection.

The modified particle-density increment \( N_p \) doesn’t appear in the expression (43) of the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_a \) characterizing the onset of stationary convection, because of an orthogonal property of the first-order trial functions and their first derivatives. Fortunately, this approximation is valid because this term (\( N_p = 10^{-3} - 10^{-1} \)) Shivakumara et al. [19]) appears only in the energy equation (14) as a product with the inverse of the Lewis number (\( L_e = 10^{-1} - 10^{-3} \)) Yadav et al. [10]) near the temperature gradient and the volume fraction gradient of nanoparticles. So, it makes sense to neglect the effect of the modified particle-density increment \( N_p \) on the onset of stationary convection.

### B. Numerical solution

The analytical study shows that the oscillatory convection is ruled out for the dielectric nanofluids, so the stationary convection (\( n = 0 \)) is the predominant mode.

Using the power series method (PSM) [20-24], we can solve numerically the equations (34) - (37) in their stationary forms (\( n = 0 \)) by choosing a suitable change of variables that makes the number of variables equal to the number of boundary conditions, after this step we obtain a set of eight first order ordinary differential equations which we can write it in the following form:

\[
\frac{d}{dz}u_i(z) = a_iu_i(z) ; \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq 8
\]

Such that:

\[
u_1 = u_3 = u_4 = u_6 = 0 \quad \text{at} \quad z = 0 ; 1
\]

Where:

\[
u_1 = \mathcal{F} ; \quad u_2 = \mathcal{D}; \quad u_3 = \mathcal{T} ; \quad u_4 = \mathcal{DT} ; \quad u_5 = \mathcal{X}
\]

\[
u_6 = \mathcal{D}(X + N_p\mathcal{T}) ; \quad u_7 = \mathcal{Ψ} ; \quad u_8 = \mathcal{DΨ}
\]

The solution of the system (48) in matrix notation can be written as follows:

\[
\mathbf{U} = \mathbf{BC}
\]

Where:

\[
\mathbf{B} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{u}_1(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_2(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_3(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_4(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_5(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_6(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_7(z) \\
\mathbf{u}_8(z)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\mathbf{C} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{c}_1 \\
\mathbf{c}_2 \\
\mathbf{c}_3 \\
\mathbf{c}_4 \\
\mathbf{c}_5 \\
\mathbf{c}_6 \\
\mathbf{c}_7 \\
\mathbf{c}_8
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Where \( \delta_{ij} \) is the Kronecker delta symbol.

After introducing the new expressions of the variables \( u_i(z) \) in the system (48), we will obtain the following equations:

\[
\frac{d}{dz}u_i(z) = a_iu_i(z) ; \quad 1 \leq i, j \leq 8
\]

For each value of \( j \), we must solve a set of eight first order ordinary differential equations which are subjected to the initial conditions (51) by approaching the variables \( u_i(z) \) with power series defined in the interval [0,1] and truncated at the order \( N \), such that:

\[
u_i(z) = \sum_{p=0}^{p=N} d_p^{i,z}z^p
\]

A linear combination of the functions \( u_i(z) \) satisfying the boundary conditions (49) at \( z = 1 \) leads to a homogeneous algebraic system for the coefficients of the combination, which is written as:

\[
\mathbf{M} \mathbf{C'} = \mathbf{Z}
\]

Where:

\[
\mathbf{M'} = \begin{pmatrix}
u_1^{(0)} & \nu_1^{(1)} & \nu_1^{(2)} & \nu_1^{(3)} \\
\nu_2^{(0)} & \nu_2^{(1)} & \nu_2^{(2)} & \nu_2^{(3)} \\
\nu_3^{(0)} & \nu_3^{(1)} & \nu_3^{(2)} & \nu_3^{(3)} \\
\nu_4^{(0)} & \nu_4^{(1)} & \nu_4^{(2)} & \nu_4^{(3)} \\
\nu_5^{(0)} & \nu_5^{(1)} & \nu_5^{(2)} & \nu_5^{(3)} \\
\nu_6^{(0)} & \nu_6^{(1)} & \nu_6^{(2)} & \nu_6^{(3)} \\
\nu_7^{(0)} & \nu_7^{(1)} & \nu_7^{(2)} & \nu_7^{(3)} \\
\nu_8^{(0)} & \nu_8^{(1)} & \nu_8^{(2)} & \nu_8^{(3)}
\end{pmatrix}; \quad \mathbf{C'} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{c}_1 \\
\mathbf{c}_2 \\
\mathbf{c}_3 \\
\mathbf{c}_4 \\
\mathbf{c}_5 \\
\mathbf{c}_6 \\
\mathbf{c}_7 \\
\mathbf{c}_8
\end{pmatrix}; \quad \mathbf{Z} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
\]
If we give to each control parameter \( (T_4, R_{ac}, N_B, L_c, R_w, N_A, \gamma) \) its value, we can plot the neutral curve of the stationary convection by the numerical research of the smallest real positive value of the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_A \) which corresponds to a fixed wave number \( a \) and verifies the dispersion relation (56). After that, we will find a set of points \( (a, R_A) \) which help us to plot our curve, and find the critical value \( (a_c, R_{ac}) \) which characterizes the onset of the stationary instability, this critical value represents the minimum value of the obtained curve.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To have a check on the accuracy of the numerical procedure used (PSM) in this study compared to the analytical results (GWRT), the first test computations are carried out for the dielectric fluids in the tables I and II \( (R_A = 0) \) and the second tests are reserved to a dielectric nanofluid characterized by \( N_B = 0 \), \( L_c = 40 \), \( R_w = 0.3 \), \( N_A = 2 \) and \( \gamma = 0.9 \) in the tables III and IV by varying every time the Taylor-Darcy number \( T_4 \) and the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_{ac} \).

### TABLE I. Critical Thermal Rayleigh-Darcy Number and Critical Wave Number for Different Values of \( T_4 \) in the Case Where \( R_n = R_w = 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( T_4 )</th>
<th>Numerical method</th>
<th>Analytical method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( a_c )</td>
<td>( R_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.7213</td>
<td>183.9028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.9496</td>
<td>540.9159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. Critical Thermal Rayleigh-Darcy Number and Critical Wave Number for Different Values of \( R_{ac} \) in the Case Where \( T_4 = 40 \) and \( R_w = 0 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_{ac} )</th>
<th>Numerical method</th>
<th>Analytical method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( a_c )</td>
<td>( R_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.9496</td>
<td>540.9159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.1293</td>
<td>497.5393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>8.3013</td>
<td>453.9178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III. Critical Thermal Rayleigh-Darcy Number and Critical Wave Number for Different Values of \( T_4 \) in the Case Where \( R_w = 0 \), \( N_B = 0 \), \( L_c = 40 \), \( R_w = 0.3 \), \( N_A = 2 \) and \( \gamma = 0.9 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( T_4 )</th>
<th>Numerical method</th>
<th>Analytical method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( a_c )</td>
<td>( R_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.4532</td>
<td>151.9976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.5778</td>
<td>277.3816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.8698</td>
<td>511.8082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. Critical Thermal Rayleigh-Darcy Number and Critical Wave Number for Different Values of \( R_{ac} \) in the Case Where \( T_4 = 40 \), \( N_B = 0 \), \( L_c = 40 \), \( R_w = 0.3 \), \( N_A = 2 \) and \( \gamma = 0.9 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_{ac} )</th>
<th>Numerical method</th>
<th>Analytical method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( a_c )</td>
<td>( R_{ac} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.8698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8.0549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.2318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above tables show that the numerical and analytical results obtained with the power series method (PSM) converge to the critical Rayleigh-Darcy numbers and the dielectric nanofluids depend explicitly on the step size. The critical Rayleigh-Darcy numbers \( R_A = 0.9 \) and \( R_{ac} = 0.9 \) are the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy numbers which correspond to the truncation orders \( N_c \) and \( N_c + 1 \) respectively, such that

\[
R_{ac} = R_{ac}(N_c)
\]

A quantitative comparison between the numerical procedure (PSM) and the analytical method (GWRT) shows that there is an excellent agreement between these two methods when we studied the dielectric fluids, but on the contrary, we found a remarkable difference between these methods when we treated the dielectric nanofluids, such that \( a_c(GWRT) > a_c(PSM) \) and \( R_{ac}(GWRT) > R_{ac}(PSM) \). The observed difference is due principally to the wrong choice of the test function \( X_c \) characterizing the presence of the nanoparticles in a dielectric base fluid in the case where the nanoparticle flux is taken zero on the horizontal boundaries with \( X_c = -N_A T_4 \). It’s important to note that the previous problem doesn’t arise if we impose a constant nanoparticle volume fraction at the boundaries of the layer instead to consider a zero nanoparticle flux (A.Wakif et al. [23]).

To give an additional credibility to the trueness of the results obtained by the power series method (PSM) in this investigation, we can compare this numerical procedure with another known numerical method. For this reason, we solve again the system of sixty-four differential equations (53) with the initial conditions (51) using the fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta method (RKM) on the one hand with a fixed step size \( h = 0.01 \); and on the other hand with a variable step size. The results obtained for a dielectric fluid and a dielectric nanofluid are tabulated in the tables V and VI, respectively. The comparison between the results obtained with the power series method (PSM) and those found with the Runge-Kutta methods (RKM) shows the existence of an excellent agreement between the power series method (PSM) and the adaptive step-size control.
The combined effects of Coriolis forces due to rotation and vertical AC electric field on the criterion for the onset of thermal convection in a dielectric nanofluid saturated a Darcy porous layer are investigated. The bounding surfaces of the dielectric nanofluid are isothermal and subjected to a zero nanoparticle flux. If we neglect the modified particle-density increment \( N_B \), the numerical procedure and the analytical method carried out for the dielectric nanofluids reveal that the thermal stability of this type of nanofluids depends on six parameters: \( T_A, R_{ae}, L_e, R_N, N_h \) and \( \gamma \).

To study numerically and analytically the effect of a parameter \((T_A, R_{ae}, N_B, L_e, R_N, N_h, \gamma)\) on the onset of the electroconvection in a rotating Darcy porous medium filled of a Newtonian dielectric nanofluid with a zero vertical flux of nanoparticles on the isothermal boundaries \((z' = 0, z' = L)\), we must fix the others and determine the variations of the critical wave number \( a_c \) and the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_{ac} \) as a function of the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_{ae} \) in the interval \([0, 50]\) for different values of this parameter and then compare the numerical and analytical results through the curves obtained in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. To ensure the accuracy in this study, we will take as truncation order \( N_c = 30 \) in all subsequent computations.

The zero boundary conditions for the variables \( u_1, u_3, u_6, u_8 \) at \( z = 0 \) and \( z = 1 \) provide a sufficient number of boundary conditions for the system of differential equations (48) to find exactly the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number \( R_a \) and the wave number \( a_c \), and also to conclude the critical couple \((a_c, R_{ac})\) which characterizes the onset of the stationary instability. However, it’s difficult to obtain some typical streamlines and isonanofluxes in z-direction (for the nanoparticles) at the onset of convection for a dielectric nanofluid, because this problem requires one more condition named the normalization condition [18] which simply fixes the coefficients \( c_2, c_4, c_5, c_7 \) and allows to find the expressions of the stream function \( F \) and the vertical flux of nanoparticles \( J_z \), and hence to plot the streamlines and the isonanofluxes in Fig. 4 for a dielectric nanofluid. The normalization condition is written as:

\[
u_4 = 1 \quad \text{at} \quad z = 1\]  

(57)

We point out that, the determination of the threshold \((a_c, R_{ac})\) by the power series method (PSM) and the use of the condition (57), allow us to find the expressions of the stream function \( F \) and the vertical flux of nanoparticles \( J_z \) at the onset of convection with a good accuracy, these expressions are written as follows:

\[
F = F_0 + F', \quad J_z = J_{e0} + J_{ez} \]

(58)

(59)
In the expressions (58) and (59), we take:

\[ a = a_c, \quad R_a = R_{ac}, \quad F_b = J_{zb} = 0; \quad F' = u_1 \cos(ax); \quad J_z' = u_6 \sin(ax) \]

\[ u_a = c_1 u_1(z) + c_4 u_4(z) + c_5 u_5(z) + c_7 u_7(z) \]
\[ u_6 = c_2 u_2(z) + c_3 u_3(z) + c_5 u_5(z) + c_7 u_7(z) \]

Where \( J_{zb} \) and \( F_b \) are the basic states of the vertical flux of nanoparticles and the stream function, respectively.

From the expressions (58) and (59), we can conclude the expressions of the Darcy’s velocity \( V \) and the vertical flux of nanoparticles \( J_z \), and hence we can plot the variation of \( V \) and \( J_z \) as a function of \( z \) in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively at different positions of \( x \), such that:

\[ V = \sqrt{\left( -\frac{\partial F}{\partial z} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial x} \right)^2} \quad (60) \]

![Fig. 2. Plot of \( a_c \) as a function of \( R_{ae} \) for different values of (a) \( T_A \), (b) \( N_B \), (c) \( L_c \), (d) \( R_N \), (e) \( N_A \) and (f) \( \gamma \) for a dielectric nanofluid](image-url)
Fig. 3. Plot of $R_{ac}$ as a function of $R_{ae}$ for different values of 
(a) $T_A$, (b) $N_B$, (c) $L_e$, (d) $R_N$, (e) $N_A$ and (f) $\gamma$ for a dielectric nanofluid
Fig. 4. Variation in streamlines and isonanofluxes at different values of $R_{ae}$ for a dielectric nanofluid characterized by $N_{B} = 0.01$, $L_e = 10$, $R_N = 0.1$, $N_A = 0.5$, $\gamma = 0.3$ and $T_a = 10$

$R_{ae} = 0$  $R_{ae} = 50$  $R_{ae} = 100$

$\alpha_c = 5.7059$, $R_{ac} = 181.9134$

$\alpha_c = 6.0814$, $R_{ac} = 142.9749$

$\alpha_c = 6.4243$, $R_{ac} = 103.0501$

Fig. 5. Plot of $V$ as a function of $z$ for different values of $R_{ae}$ at (a) $x = \pi/2\alpha_c$, (b) $x = \pi/\alpha_c$ and (c) $x = 3\pi/2\alpha_c$ for a dielectric nanofluid characterized by $N_{B} = 0.01$, $L_e = 10$, $R_N = 0.1$, $N_A = 0.5$, $\gamma = 0.3$ and $T_a = 10$

$R_{ae} = 0$  $R_{ae} = 50$  $R_{ae} = 100$
For the numerical study, we find from Fig. 2 that the critical wave number $a_{cr}$ increases with an increase either in the Taylor-Darcy number $T_A$, in the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ or in the porosity of the medium $\gamma$. However, it decreases when the Lewis number $L_e$, the nanoparticles Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_N$ or the modified diffusivity ratio $N_d$ increases. Hence, an increase in the parameters $T_A$, $R_{ae}$ or $\gamma$ allows to reduce the size of convection cells (see Fig. 4) and an increase in the parameters $L_e$, $R_N$ or $N_d$ allows to increase also the size of convection cells. On the contrary, we find that the modified particle-density increment $N_b$ has no significant effect on the critical wave number $a_{cr}$.

Fig. 3 (a) shows the variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ as a function of AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ for different values of the Taylor-Darcy number $T_A$, indicating that the variation in the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ with the Taylor-Darcy number $T_A$ is an increasing function in both studied cases (numerical and analytical), this result shows that the presence of the Coriolis forces allows to minimize the effect of the buoyancy forces on the onset of electroconvection in dielectric nanofluids, and hence the Taylor-Darcy number $T_A$ has a stabilizing effect for the dielectric nanofluids.

Fig. 3 (b) shows the effect of the modified particle-density increment $N_b$ on the onset of electroconvection in dielectric nanofluids. From Fig. 3 (b), it’s observed that the modified particle-density increment $N_b$ has no significant effect on the onset of electroconvection in a dielectric nanofluid. This is happened due to the weak value of the term $N_b L_e^{-1}$ in the energy equation (14).The product $N_b L_e^{-1}$ is on the order of $10^{-6} - 10^{-2}$, such that the effect of this parameter on the thermal stability of dielectric nanofluids is very small which we can neglect it in the equation (14), this remark is in good agreement with the obtained analytical results, such that the parameter $N_b$ doesn’t appear in the expression (43) of the thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$.

Fig. 3 (c) shows the variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ as a function of AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ for different values of the Lewis number $L_e$. It is found that the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ decreases analytically and numerically when the value of Lewis number $L_e$ increases, indicating that the Lewis number has a destabilizing effect on the dielectric nanofluids. Hence, to ensure the stability of the system, we can use a dielectric nanofluid characterized by a less effective thermal diffusivity.

The variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ as a function of AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ for different values of the nanoparticles Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_N$ is shown in Fig. 3 (d). It’s observed that the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ decreases analytically and numerically when the nanoparticles Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_N$ increases. This is because as an increase in the volumetric fraction of nanoparticles allows to increase both the Brownian motion and the thermophoresis of nanoparticles which cause a destabilizing effect on the stability of the system. Hence, we can consider that the thermophoresis and the Brownian motion as driving forces favoring the motion of the nanoparticles.

Fig. 3 (e) shows the variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ac}$ as a function of AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ for different values of the modified diffusivity ratio $N_d$, this figure indicates that an increase in the modified diffusivity ratio $N_d$ allows to accelerate the onset of electroconvection in the dielectric nanofluids in both studied cases (numerical and analytical).
Therefore an increase in the temperature difference between the horizontal plates increases also the buoyancy forces which destabilize the system.

Fig.3 (f) shows the variation of the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ as a function of AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ for different values of the porosity of the medium $\gamma$. It’s found that the porosity parameter $\gamma$ delays the onset of electroconvection in the dielectric nanofluids for both studied cases (numerical and analytical). Hence, it has a stabilizing effect. This result shows that the space occupied by a dielectric nanofluid in a porous medium has an important role on the thermal stability of dielectric nanofluids.

From Fig.2 - Fig.6, we find generally that the critical thermal Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ decreases with an increase in the value of the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$, this result can be explained by the increase in the electrostatic energy which allows to increase both the velocity of the dielectric nanofluid $V$ and the vertical flux of nanoparticles $J_z$ at the onset of electroconvection (Fig.5 and Fig.6), and hence the AC electric Rayleigh-Darcy number $R_{ae}$ has a destabilizing effect for the dielectric nanofluids.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the simultaneous effect of rotation and a vertical AC electric field on the onset of electroconvection in a horizontal dielectric nanofluid layer saturated a Darcy porous medium. The analysis has been performed for zero flux nanoparticles condition at horizontal boundaries, such that these latter are taken as isothermal where $T_1^* > T_2^*$. The resulting eigenvalue problem is solved analytically and numerically using the Galerkin weighted residuals technique and the power series method, respectively. The behavior of various parameters like the Taylor - Darcy number $T_d$, the modified particle-density increment $N_B$, the Lewis number $L_e$, the nanoparticle Rayleigh - Darcy number $R_N$, the modified diffusivity ratio $N_A$, the porosity of the porous medium $\gamma$ and the AC electric Rayleigh - Darcy number $R_{ae}$ on the onset of electroconvection has been analysed and presented graphically.

The principal results derived from the present analysis can be summarized as follows:

- The presence of an AC electric field allows to reduce the size of convection cells in the dielectric nanofluids.
- The modified particle-density increment $N_B$ has no significant effect on the convective instability for the nanofluids. Hence, we can neglect the contribution of this parameter in the energy equation.
- The oscillatory convection has been ruled out in this problem.
- Qualitatively, there is a good agreement between the analytical and numerical method. Contrariwise, we find a difference in the results between these two methods when we treated the dielectric nanofluids with a zero nanoparticle flux on the horizontal boundaries, this difference will disappear when we consider the case of dielectric fluids.
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Abstract—Our proposal is to present a Blind and Referenced Image Quality Assessment or BRIQA. Thus, the main proposal of this paper is to propose an Interface, which contains not only a Full-Referenced Image Quality Assessment (IQA) but also a No-Referenced or Blind IQA applying perceptual concepts by means of Contrast Band-Pass Filtering (CBPF). Then, this proposal consists in contrast a degraded input image with the filtered versions of several distances by a CBPF, which computes some of the Human Visual System (HVS) variables. If BRIQA detects only one input, it performs a Blind Image Quality Assessment, on the contrary if BRIQA detects two inputs, it considers that a Referenced Image Quality Assessment will be computed. Thus, we first define a Full-Reference IQA and then a No-Reference IQA, which correlation is important when is contrasted with the psychophysical results performed by several observers. BRIQA weights the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio by using an algorithm that estimates some properties of the Human Visual System. Then, we compare BRIQA algorithm not only with the mainstream estimator in IQA, PSNR, but also state-of-the-art IQA algorithms, such as Structural SIMilarity (SSIM), Mean Structural SIMilarity (MSSIM), Visual Information Fidelity (VIF), etc. Our experiments show that the correlation of BRIQA correlated with PSNR is important, but this proposal does not need imperatively the reference image in order to estimate the quality of the recovered image.

Keywords—Image Quality Assessment; Contrast Band-Pass Filtering; Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio.

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of sophisticated Models and applications of Processing of Digital Images gives as a result of extensive literature describing these models. A significant number of this research is dedicated to Algorithms for improving only the image appearance. However, we consider that the digital image quality is distinctly perfect. Images are presumably distorted during the whole process of compression or representation. Thus, it is important in the coding process of any image to improve image quality in order to identify and quantify the degree of degradation of a digital image.

Today, MSE or Mean Square Error is yet the most used quantitative metrics, since many other algorithms which evaluate image quality are based on it. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), for instance. Some authors as Wang and Bovik in [1], [2] mention that MSE is a poor assessment to be used in systems that predict image quality or fidelity. So, we want to expose what is wrong regarding MSE estimations, in order to propose new algorithm that makes use of some properties of the human eye, also our proposal tries to maintain the best properties of the MSE.

By one hand, let us define \( f(i,j) \) and \( \hat{f}(i,j) \) as the couple of images compared, which size is the amount of pixels inside them. Being \( f(i,j) \) the original image, considered with best possible quality or fidelity, and \( \hat{f}(i,j) \) a possible degraded version of \( f(i,j) \), whose quality we want to estimate. By the other hand, let us define the of the MSE and the PSNR in Equations 1 and 2, respectively.

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{l \times m} \sum_{i=1}^{l} \sum_{j=1}^{m} [f(i,j) - \hat{f}(i,j)]^2 \tag{1}
\]

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\alpha^2}{MSE} \right) \tag{2}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the hight value in terms of intensity inside \( f(i,j) \), \( size = l \times m \). Thus, for images witch contains only one channel, namely 8 bits per pixel (bpp) \( \alpha = 2^8 - 1 = 255 \). For chromatic images, Equation 2 also defines the estimation of PSNR, but for color images the MSE is separately computed of every component and then individual results are averaged.

Both MSE and PSNR are widely used in the field of image processing, as these algorithms have favorable features:

1) Convenient for the purpose of optimizing a certain algorithm that needs to improve quality. For instance in JPEG2000, MSE is employed both in Optimal Rate Allocation Methodology [3], [4] and Region of Interest Algorithms[5], [4]. Also, MSE is differentiable and integrable, so its employment could solve these kind of problems in terms of optimization, when it is use along with linear algebra, for instance.

2) By definition MSE compares the square difference of two images, giving as a result a clear meaning of leak of energy.

However, in some cases MSE estimates image quality with a low relation with quality given by an observer. A clear example is depicted by Figure 1, where both (a) Baboon and (b) Splash are coded and decoded by JPEG2000 compression
with PSNR=32 dB. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) have very different visual quality. Then, either MSE or PSNR do not correlates with Human Visual System (HVS).

II. DEFINITION OF IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

In this section we outline of IQA definition, thus, we divide the IQA algorithms in two: Referenced and Non-Referenced approaches, the latter is known as Blind IQA. Thus, Referenced IQA Metrics can be divided in Bottom-Up and Top-Down Approaches.

Bottom-up approaches for evaluating image quality are methods that try to simulate well modeled features of HVS, and integrate them into the design of algorithms quality evaluation, hopefully, perform similar to HVS in the evaluation the image quality.

Moreover, the bottom-up attempt to simulate functional features in HVS that are important for the evaluation of image quality approaching. The main objective is to build algorithms that work alike HVS, at least for assessing of image quality evaluation.

On the contrary, the top-down systems simulate HVS differently. Top-down algorithms see HVS as a black box, and only the input-output task is cause for concern. A system for evaluating image quality from top to bottom can operate quite differently, since it predicts the behavior evaluation of image quality of an average human observer correctly.

An obvious task for the construction of a methodology of this type top-down approach is to formulate the problem of automatic supervised learning, as illustrated in Figure 2. Thus, HVS is blindly treated in order to learn its behavior. Training data is obtained through subjective experiments, where are viewed and evaluated by human subjects a large number of test images. The main objective is to model the system algorithm, so as to minimize the error between the desired output (subjective assessment) and the model prediction. This is generally a problem of regression or an approximation function.

By the other hand, No-reference or Blind image quality evaluation is a very difficult task in this field of image coding, but the conceptualization of the problem is very simple.

Somehow, an objective model should assess the quality of any real-world image, without reference to an original image. Thus, this looks like very difficult mission. The quality of an image can be judged quantitatively without having a objective algorithm of what a good/poor image quality is supposed to be similar. Then, surprisingly, this is a fairly easy assignment for human observers. HSV can easily recognize images with high quality when they are contrasted with low-quality images, and also our eye can identify what of these two images is good or bad without watching the reference image. In addition, humans observers tend to agree with each other to a very high degree. Example of this behavior when the human eye assesses image quality without seeing the reference image, it is very probable hat says that the image is noisy, fuzzy, or compress by any image coder. In this way, Figure 1 shows an example of JPEG2000 compression, where the recovered images have lower quality than moved and stretched luminance contrast images.

III. BRIQA ALGORITHM

A. Contrast Band-Pass Filtering

The Contrast Band-Pass Filtering (CBPF) approximately estimates the image seen by a human observer with a δ separation by filtering some frequencies witch are important or irrelevant for HVS. So, first of all let us define \( f(i,j) \) as the mathematical representation of the reference Image and \( \delta \) as the separation between observer and the screen. Then CBPF estimates a filtered image \( \tilde{f}(i,j) \), when \( f(i,j) \) is seen from \( \delta \) centimeters. CBPF is founded on three main features: frequency of the pixel, spatial scales and surround filtering.

The CBPF methodology decomposes reference image \( f(i,j) \) into a set of wavelet planes \( \omega(s,o) \) of different spatial scales \( s \) (i.e., frequency of the pixel \( \nu \)) and spatial scales as:

\[
f(i,j) = \int_{s=1}^{n} \omega(s,o) + c_n
g(3)
\]
where $n$ is the amount of wavelet decompositions, $c_n$ is the plane in the pixel domain and $o$ spatial scale either vertical, horizontal or diagonal.

The filtered image $\hat{f}(i,j)$ is recovered by scaling these $\omega(s,o)$ wavelet coefficients employing Contrast Band-Pass Filtering function, which is at the same time an approximation Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF, Figure 3). The CSF tries to approximate some psychophysical features [6], considering surround filtering information (denoted by $r$), perceptual frequency denoted by $\nu$, which is the gain of frequency either positive or negative depending on $\delta$. Filtered image $\hat{f}(i,j)$ is defined by Equation 4.

$$\hat{f}(i,j) = \int_{s=1}^{n} \beta(\nu, r) \omega(s, o) + c_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\beta(\nu, r)$ is the CBPF weighting function reproduce some properties of the HVS. The term $\beta(\nu, r) \omega(s, o) \equiv \omega_{s,o,r,\delta}$ is the filtered wavelet coefficients of image $f(i,j)$ when it is watch at $\delta$ centimeters and is written as:

$$\beta(\nu, r) = z_{ctr} \cdot C_{\delta}(s) + C_{\min}(s) \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Figure 4 depicts some examples of filtered images of Lenna, estimated by Equation 4 for a 19 inch monitor in the diagonal and 1280 pixels in columns, at $\delta = \{30, 100, 200\}$ cm.

### B. General Methodology

Algorithm 1 shows the main methodology of this work. Thus, BRIQA Algorithm estimates the referenced visual quality of the distorted image $\hat{f}(i,j)$ regarding $f(i,j)$ the original reference image, if it exists, otherwise BRIQA estimates a blind visual image quality. Both algorithms need the definition of the Observational Distance $d$ given by the observer, so if $d$ is not defined, we estimate the distance $d$ from the actual observer by means of 3D/stereoscopic methodology, Algorithm 3.

**Algorithm 1: BRIQA: Framework to assess the quality of a digital image.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: $f(i,j)$, $\hat{f}(i,j)$, and $\delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output: $\text{ImageQuality}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 if $d$ does not exist then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 $\text{d}=\text{Compute Observational Distance by means of 3D/stereoscopic approach}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in Algorithm 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 if $f(i,j)$ exists then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 $\text{ImageQuality} = \text{Algorithm 2}(f(i,j), \hat{f}(i,j), d)$, Referenced-IQA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 $\text{Estimate } f(i,j)$ from a pattern of the same size of $\hat{f}(i,j)$, Figure 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 $\text{ImageQuality} = \text{Algorithm 2}(f(i,j), \hat{f}(i,j), d)$, Blind-IQA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then a Full-reference image quality metric is performed, there is an reference image $f(i,j)$ and a recovered presumably distorted version $\hat{f}(i,j) = \Theta[f(i,j)]$ that is contrasted against $f(i,j)$. It is important to mention $\Theta$ is the algorithm that distorts the reference image and henceforth we refer the Full-reference image quality algorithm in BRIQA as RIQA. Otherwise, in the no-referenced image quality issue we refer BRIQA as BQA. Furthermore, it is important to mention that BIQA only processes a degraded version of $\hat{f}(i,j)$. Thus from Figures 5(a) and 5(b), we compare $f(i,j)$ against a repetitive pattern $\Upsilon([0,1;1,0])$. Then, we perform the same algorithm in RIQA.

![Figure 5: (a) Primary Pattern $[0,1;1,0]$ or $\Upsilon$. (b) Sixteenth Pattern or $\Upsilon^6$.](image)

Since both $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$ are observed at the same time at an observational distance $\delta$, if the similarity between $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$ appears to be better perceived is because $\delta$ tends to 0. In contrast, if the observer judges $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$ when $\delta$ tends to $\infty$ the correlation between reference and distorted image would be the same. As any algorithm we
need to approximate the $\delta = \infty$, namely where similarity is so big that the observer confuse both images, we propose a no-linear regression for approximating $\infty$ to $\delta = \Delta$.

Either Reference Assessment or Blind Assessment, our proposal is based on Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2:** Algorithm for estimating Visual Image Quality Assessment.

| Input: $f(i,j)$, $\hat{f}(i,j)$, and $\delta$ |
| Output: ImageQuality |

1. Direct Wavelet Transformation of images $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$
2. Estimation of Distance $\Delta$ (Equation 6). The distance where the observer cannot distinguish any difference in terms of quality between $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$
3. Compute $f_p(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}_p(i,j)$, namely, contrast band-pass filtered wavelet coefficients at a distance $\Delta$. Where $\psi(x,p,\Delta) = CBPF(f(i,j), \Delta)$ and $\hat{\psi}(x,p,\Delta) = CBPF(\hat{f}(i,j), \Delta)$
4. Inverse Wavelet Transformation of $\psi(x,p,\Delta)$ and $\hat{\psi}(x,p,\Delta)$ obtaining the contrast band-pass filtered images $f_p(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}_p(i,j)$, respectively.
5. ImageQuality = PSNR between contrast band-pass filtered images $f_p(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}_p(i,j)$.

$nP$ and $\varepsilon mL$ are two features involved in the evaluation of Distance $\Delta$. Equation 6 show the estimation of $\Delta$, besides these two parameters it is important to know or estimate also $\delta$ in order to figure out the $nP$ and $\varepsilon mL$ distances. Furthermore Figure 6 depicts the Wavelet Energy Loss or $\varepsilon R$ (b), which shows not only the behavior of the relative energy but also the significance of $\Delta$, $nP$ and $\varepsilon mL$ inside an $\varepsilon R$ chart (a).

$$D = nP + \varepsilon mL$$ (6)

Furthermore Figure 6(b) also show that the pinnacle inside the function is $nP$, which is describe for the eye specialist as Near Point, which is between 15 to 20 centimeters for an adult. Thereby, $nP$ also can be defined as the distance where human eye can evaluate a pair of images $f(i,j)$ and $\hat{f}(i,j)$. From this point $nP$, fewer the differences are perceived by the observer, until these differences disappear in the $\infty$. We find $\Delta$ by projecting the points $(nP, \varepsilon R(nP))$ and $(d, \varepsilon R(d))$ to $(\Delta, 0)$.

**C. Estimation of the Observational Distance $\delta$**

Estimation of the Observational Distance $\delta$ is based on Algorithm 3, which divided in six steps and is described as follows:

**Step 1:** Camera calibration by means of Function Stereo Calibration. Calibration Results are stored in a structure, which is defined as stereoParams.

**Step 2:** Ones both left and right cameras are calibrated, we take two images $I_l$ and $I_r$.

**Step 3:** With the parameters defined in stereoParams, we calibrate both $I_l$ and $I_r$ images using undistortImage function, giving as a result $ICl$ and $ICr$.

**Step 4:** In both $ICl$ and $ICr$ images we estimate two human characteristics: face and eyes detection. This detection is made by means of the function vision.CascadeObjectDetector. If in both $ICl$ and $ICr$ images are detected faces, then we detect eyes. This procedure increases the probability to find the head of the observer in the stereo-pair.

**Algorithm 3:** Estimation of the Observational Distance $\delta$.

| Input: void |
| Output: $\delta$ |

1. Camera Calibration
2. Taking stereo-pair $I_l$ and $I_r$
3. Calibration of the stereo-pair, $ICl$ and $ICr$
4. Head detection in the stereo-pair
5. Center of detected Heads in original stereo-pair
6. Estimation of distance $\delta$ between cameras and the observer

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**A. Referenced Image Quality Assessment**

MSE[7], PSNR[7], SSIM[8], MSSIM[9], VSNR[10], VIF[11], VIFP[8], UQI[12], IFC[13], NQM[14], WSNR[15] and SNR are compared against the performance of BRIQA.
for JPEG2000 compression distortion. We chose for evaluating these assessments the implementation provided in [16], since it is based on the parameters proposed by the author of each indicator.

Table I shows the performance of RIQA and the other twelve image quality assessments across the set of images from TID2008, LIVE, CSIQ and IVC image databases employing Kendall Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (KROCC) for testing the distortion produced by a JPEG2000 compression.

Table I: KROCC of RIQA and other quality assessment algorithms on multiple image databases using JPEG2000 distortion. The higher the KROCC the more accurate image assessment. Bold and italicized entries represent the best and the second-best performers in the database, respectively. The last column shows the KROCC average of all image databases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>TID2008</th>
<th>LIVE</th>
<th>CSIQ</th>
<th>IVC</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
<td>0.7936</td>
<td>0.7667</td>
<td>0.7788</td>
<td>0.7824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.6382</td>
<td>0.8249</td>
<td>0.7708</td>
<td>0.7262</td>
<td>0.7400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td>0.8656</td>
<td>0.8818</td>
<td>0.8335</td>
<td>0.7821</td>
<td>0.8408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQM</td>
<td>0.8034</td>
<td>0.8574</td>
<td>0.8242</td>
<td>0.6801</td>
<td>0.7913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>0.6382</td>
<td>0.8249</td>
<td>0.7708</td>
<td>0.7262</td>
<td>0.7400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>0.5767</td>
<td>0.8055</td>
<td>0.7665</td>
<td>0.6538</td>
<td>0.7006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.8573</td>
<td>0.8597</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
<td>0.6916</td>
<td>0.7919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UQI</td>
<td>0.7415</td>
<td>0.7893</td>
<td>0.6995</td>
<td>0.6061</td>
<td>0.6602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIF</td>
<td>0.8515</td>
<td>0.8590</td>
<td>0.8301</td>
<td>0.7903</td>
<td>0.8327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIFP</td>
<td>0.8215</td>
<td>0.8547</td>
<td>0.8447</td>
<td>0.7229</td>
<td>0.8110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSNR</td>
<td>0.8042</td>
<td>0.8472</td>
<td>0.7117</td>
<td>0.6949</td>
<td>0.7645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNR</td>
<td>0.8152</td>
<td>0.8402</td>
<td>0.8362</td>
<td>0.7656</td>
<td>0.8143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIQA</td>
<td>0.8718</td>
<td>0.8837</td>
<td>0.8682</td>
<td>0.7981</td>
<td>0.8555</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, for JPEG2000 compression distortion, RIQA is getting the best results in all databases. RIQA correlates in 0.8837 for a database of 228 images of the LIVE database. On the average, RIQA algorithm is also correlates in 0.8555, using KROCC. Furthermore, JPEG2000 compression distortion, MSSIM is the second best indicator not only for TID2008, LIVE and IVC image databases but also on the average, since VIFP occupies second place for CSIQ image database. Thus, the correlation between the opinion of observers and the results of MSSIM is 0.0143 less than the ones of RIQA. So in general, we can conclude that PSNR can be improved its performance in 11.5% if it includes four steps of filtering, RIQA.

B. Blind Image Quality Assessment

Some metrics estimate Quality as PSNR does, but some metrics estimates degradation, MSE, for instance. It is important to mention that BIQA estimates the degradation in terms of degradation itself and not zero means that the overall quality is getting better. We already check the behavior of RIQA, so in this section we develop comparisons for verifying the performance BIQA by comparing significance performance of different compressor versions of the image Baboon. BIQA is a metric that gives decibels as PSNR does, so instead of employing a Non-Parametric Correlation, we use a parametric correlation coefficient, i.e. Pearson correlation coefficient in order to better compare the results between BIQA and PSNR.

Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) depict three JPEG2000 compression of the image Baboon with 0.05, 0.50, and 1.00 bits per pixel, respectively. Thereby PSNR estimates 18.55dB for Figure 7(a), 23.05dB for Figure 7(b), and 25.11dB Figure 7(c). While BIQA computes 43.49, 30.07 and 28.71 dB, respectively. Thus for the 0.05 bpp (Figure 7(a)), higher distortion is estimated both PSNR and BIQA.

Figure 8) depicts multiple JPEG2000 decoded images from 0.05 bpp to 3.00bpp, the increments of varies every 0.05 bpp. With the later data we can found that PSNR and BIQA between them is 0.9695, namely, for image Baboon for every 1,000 tests BIQA estimates in a wrong way only 30 assessments.

C. BIQA Interface

In Figure 9(a) the graphic interface is shown that allows upload pictures and calculate their quality by using methods with and without reference which are selectable via a drop-down menu. The observer can also select the type of distance from the screen to the face of the observer.

In the Figure 9(b), it shows that selecting the metric referenced by the drop-down menu, you can load the original images (without compression) and distorted (noisy) using the buttons to load image which display a window that lets you explore folders and select the image. Pressing the button Calculate the Legend RIQA method allowing the return a numeric result associated with the image quality is applied.
Figure 9(c) shows that selecting the metric without reference automatically displays a window with the caption: *No original image* and the button to load the original image now is disabled.
By selecting the metric without reference, the algorithm automatically switches to a method without reference to return a numeric value associated with the image quality, namely BIQA.

When selecting the type of distance in static mode, it is possible to move the slider that lets you change the value...
of the distance used in the algorithms metrics with and without reference. By selecting the distance of dynamic type green buttons (enabled preview), show preview (blue) stop preview (red) are enabled allowing handling. Otherwise slider is disabled, Figure 10(a).

When the Preview button is pressed stereo cameras transmit the images to the computer and it is displayed on the screen, Figure 10(b).

Thus, When Measure distance button is pressed, it takes an arrangement of pictures from stereo-cameras. With this arrangement our algorithm automatically tries to detect the face and eyes of the observer if BRIQA finds them it estimates the observational distance δ, Figure 10(c).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

BRIQA is a metric divided in two algorithms full-reference (RIQA) and non-reference (BIQA) image quality assessments based on filtered weighting of PSNR by using a model that tries to simulate some features of the Human Visual System (CBPF model). Both proposed metrics in BRIQA are based on five steps.

When we compared RIQA Image Quality Assessment against several state-of-the-art metrics our experiments gave us as a result that RIQA was the best-ranked image quality algorithm in the well-know image databases such as TID2008, LIVE, CSIQ and IVC. JPEG2000 compression algorithm is used as a method of distorting the cited image databases. Thus, it is 2.5% and 1.5% better than the second best performing method, MSSIM. On average, RIQA improves the results of PSNR in 14% and 11.5% for MSE.

In the Blind Image Quality Assessment, BIQA assessment correlates almost perfect for JPEG2000 distortions, since difference between BIQA and PSNR, on the average is only 0.0187.

Combine both RIQA and BIQA in the same interface was the main contribution of this work. Thus, a expert or non-expert in the quality images assessment field can perform its own experiments. These experiments could include dynamic quality estimations or static ones. As a future work of this paper could be to include a set of quality images estimators including RIQA and BIQA.
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Abstract—Our life is totally engaged by the progressive growth of online social networking. Because, millions of users are interconnecting with each other using different social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, Pinterest, Instagram etc. Most of the social sites like Facebook, Google+ allow users to join different groups or communities where people can share their common interests and express opinions around a common cause, problem or activity. However, an information overloading issue has disturbed users as thousands of communities or groups are creating each day. To resolve this problem, we have presented a community or group recommendation system centered on cohesion where cohesion represents high degree of connectedness among users in social network. In this paper, we emphasis on suggesting useful communities (or groups in term of Facebook) that users personally attracted in to join; reducing the effort to find useful information based on cohesion. Our projected framework contains of the steps like: extracting sub-network from a social networking site (SNS), computing the impact of amity (both real-life or social and SNS connected), measuring user proclivity factor, calculating threshold from existing communities or groups of a user and lastly recommending community or group based on derived threshold. In result analysis part, we consider the precision-recall values by discarding community or group one at a time from the list of communities or groups of a certain user and checking whether the removed community or group is recommended by our proposed system. We have evaluated our system with 20 users and found 76% $F_1$ accuracy measure.

Keywords—Social network, Community or Group recommendation, Cohesion, Amity factor, User Preferences or proclivity

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of Web 2.0, social networking sites are becoming more widespread and interactive. Face-to-face, voice, email, video communications are traditional medium of interaction between friends, family and relatives [15]. Although, in online social network, two parties initiate communication without any common value between them. They can freely share their personal information with each other without any precondition [13]. In the virtual world, joining or creating communities or groups with common interests and becoming friends are simply clicking of a button [9]. Recommending useful communities or groups to a particular user is a challenge as it is dependent on a lot of factors. If a community or group is worthwhile to a user then the user might be interested to join that community or group. However, profiling user’s personal interests is very difficult task as it is influenced by many factors or parameters. We offer a technique of recommending communities or groups based on cohesion which is affiliated by collaborative ranking strategy. It works by determining correlation between communities or groups and user observing user preferences. The overlooked user preferences are inferred from the detected ones. The more cohesive group of community or group has higher linked strength measured in terms of three factors: amity factors, user proclivity rank, community preferences. We have defined these terms in our proposed recommendation system to suggest the user effective communities or groups to join rather than the irrelevant ones. An previous group of study in this field focused on recommending groups or communities or groups on basis of user profile contents or Homophily [21] (user similarity). However, they do not ponder over degree of interaction among users or combinational impact of various factors like user preference and amity impact. The major contributions of the paper are as follows:

1. We apply user proclivity factor to approximate user’s personal interest over groups or communities or groups in social network.
2. We introduce friendliness or impact of SNS connected and real-life amity to construct users’ social associations which greatly affect their choices in social sites. From the research activities [19] concentrating on personalized tweet recommendation, it is vividly noticeable that “including social relationship factors” escalates the correctness of recommendation.
3. Our model integrates content based statistics as user proclivity choice or factor, social connection and friendliness impact to appropriately ratify user behavior and personality. The investigational result displays refining community or group recommendation performance and the incorporation of all the factors creates an ultimate model dubbed as cohesion impressively outperforming several baseline approaches.
4. Our suggested recommendation system executes based on automatically derived threshold which is determined based on user profile and distinct factors. As the threshold value is not constant and differs from user to user according to defined factors it can effectively recommend relevant and useful communities or groups to user.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. In section 3, we describe our proposed model for community or group recommendation. Experimental evaluations are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5. The initial research of this paper was published in the 18th International Conference on...
B. Limitation of present Approach

1) In the first two research works, only the amity factor is used for recommending communities or groups for a user; however, the user proclivity is unnoticed.
2) Collaborative approach for community or group detection is suitable to some extent but doesn’t consider the amity strength. Therefore, the collaborative approach lacks intuition in judging rational behavior of user.
3) The constraints used are not suitable enough to ratify users ordinary behavior. In our work, we are considering both amity and users sense of proclivity. We believe that it provides better user experience recommending associated community or group for individual. Business perspective behind our work is to successfully recommend community or group for a user where it is also possible to identify user’s taste and to recommend business products for the user.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

In the preceding chapter, we have comprehensively discussed about the prevailing community or group recommendation systems. After evaluating those, we also attempt to prepare a new system for advising communities or groups. In this section, we describe our proposed algorithm based on cohesion.

A. Cohesion in Social Community

Cohesion is an abstract term that is straightforward to comprehend by intuition but unexpectedly tough to delineate in exact definition. Offhandedly, cohesion is the quantity of all the factors that generates interest in people to join or to be part of a group. [2]. In Social Networking, Cohesion is defined as a connected network and it is considered that network with high degree of connectedness is more cohesive [12]. Cohesion is an essential part of community or group and it is presumed that cohesion would have the same influence on social networking. It is expected that similar individuals interact greatly, at least more often than with divergent people. So, the impact of the cohesion cannot be overlooked in social network and it can be an effective term to recommend groups or communities for an individual in social networking sites. Our proposed methodology is outlined on the basis of cohesion which is affected by collaborative ranking approach assimilating user’s social bonding and activeness in the network. One significant supposition underlying collaborative ranking is that users who accorded in the past are expected to agree again in the future [20]. This assumption allows us to consider past user preferences and forecast communities or groups they might join by checking similar users. In personalized community or group recommendation we can have assumption like below: Assume a user’s propensity to join communities or groups depends on user’s taste or proclivity and it is impacted by social bonding and correlations. For example, User might be attracted towards particular class of groups or communities providing informative records about different eatery locations and reviews on diverse food items. Therefore, a restaurant related group or community can be a worthy recommendation for that user which is inclined to his own proclivity factor as well as the total number of his/her friends in the same community or group. Amity is an imperative issue here as because user’s friends review will be more trustworthy or interesting for him rather than considering review of some unknown individuals. So, user proclivity rank and social connections have great influence on personalized community or group recommendation. In this paper, the cohesiveness or the connectedness among users is recognized on the basis of interaction where we measure amity factor based on carefully chosen parameters. We joined the user proclivity rank with the connectedness among users which attract individual to join a community or group communally termed as cohesion.

B. Framework of proposed approach

We have outlined a framework of community or group recommendation system centered on cohesion consisting of six functional steps.
C. Detailed explanation of proposed system

An essential property of social networks is that people tend to have attributes similar to those of their friends. There are two underlying reasons. Firstly, the process of social influence leads people to embrace behaviors exhibited by those they interact with; this effect at work in many settings where new ideas are diffused by word-of-mouth or imitation through a network of people. A second, distinct reason is that people tend to form relationships with others who are already alike to them [8]. This phenomenon, which is often called selection, has a long history of study in sociology. These factors are utilized by us as because they show a vital role defining amity, bonding or strength, which is obligatory for community or group finding. We are also keeping track of homologous communities or groups as user is already member termed as user proclivity. These factors together provide vivid idea about an individual’s mentality and the kind of community or group he/she prefer to join in term of cohesion in this paper.

1) Extraction of sub-network: For the experimental purpose of our proposed system, we take network of a random individual. We collect the available data for our defined factors for a target user.

2) Measurement of amity factor: Amity Factor specifies the numerical quantity of strength of amity between two nodes (friends). In social network, a user has both SNS connected and real-life or social friends. Both types of relationships are significant for assessing amity strength. We compute both SNS connected and same friend factor and they are dubbed as Amity rank or strength Fr. Considering two users \(t\) and \(t_1\), the measurement of amity is dependent on the factors as defined below:

\[
\text{Amity Fr}(t, t_1) = \frac{\text{SNS Amity Factor}(t, t_1)}{\text{Social Amity Factor}(t, t_1)}
\]

\[
(1)
\]

a) Measuring SNS amity factors: We approximate the connectivity strength among the SNS connected friends on the basis of amity factors as declared previously. To find the degree of strength between two nodes \(T\) and \(t_1\), the factors are defined below:

\[
\text{SNS Amity Factor}(t, t_1) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_m(t, t_1)
\]

\[
(2)
\]

Where, \(n\) = number of factors for computing SNS amity strength, To identify the amity factors, a survey [18] was performed which ascertained the parameters having impact on social relationship. We define eight factors to measure SNS amity strength as shown below on the basis of observation and intuition. Therefore, \(\text{SNS Amity Factor}(t, t_1)\) between users \(t\) and \(t_1\) can be defined as,

\[
\text{SNS Amity Factor}(t, t_1) = \frac{F_1 + F_2 + F_3 + F_4 + F_5 + F_6 + F_7 + F_8}{8}
\]

b) Measuring social amity factors: There exist specific class of friends who do not have much online mutual interactions among them in cyber space via social networking sites. However, they belong to common background like same school, college, or same work place, which can be considered as real-life or social friends. To measure the strength between two users \(t\) and \(t_1\), the factors are defined below:

\[
\text{Social Amity Factor}(t, t_1) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} P_m(t, t_1)}{m}
\]

Where, \(m\) = Number of parameters or factors for calculating social amity; \(P_m(t, t_1)\) = Parameter value of \(m\) for link from \(t\) to \(t_1\) Accordingly.

\[
P_1(t, t_1) = \text{Number of common educational institutions for } t \text{ and } t_1 / \text{Total number educational institutes of } t.
\]

\[
P_2(t, t_1) = \text{Number of common workplaces for } t \text{ and } t_1 / \text{Total number of workplaces for } t.
\]

We make an assumption for evaluating social amity. Users who have common background or environment tends to have akin interest or mentality. Those users are termed as real-life or social friends who share the defined common factors and also friends in Facebook. Educational background means from where and what school someone came from. Basically it refers all the schools that someone has been. Generally persons with such common backgrounds can be called as old friends.

\[
\text{Social Amity Factor}(t, t_1) = \frac{P_1(t, t_1) + P_2(t, t_1)}{2}
\]

Combining \(\text{SNS Amity Factor}(t, t_1)\) and \(\text{Social Amity Factor}(t, t_1)\) we can get the amity \(Fr(t, t_1)\) which is termed as Amity Factor indicating the connectedness between two friends. Maximum value of amity \(Fr(t, t_1)\) is 1.

3) Measurement of user proclivity rank: Certain user activities passively redirect users judgments of the usefulness [19]. Assume a user’s extra contribution to particular type of communities or groups which reflects their personal judgment of informativeness and efficacy. The user proclivity rank is computed on the basis of user attraction to the certain sort of community or group. All the communities or groups are
Visually we can present this relationship in a bipartite graph. For example: Select present in that category which determines the user preference community or group and number of user community or group belonged to cluster no. 3 then community or group is calculated in terms of category of the work as below figure. The user proclivity rank for a particular cause based on intuitive observation in Facebook social network, Brand or product, public figure, entertainment and classified into six categories: local business, organization or institution, Brand or product, public figure, entertainment and are divided into 6 classes or clusters shown in Table 2.

**TABLE II: Division of user communities or groups into clusters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster no.</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Community</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose, the user belongs to 38 communities or groups which are divided into 6 classes or clusters shown in Table 2. If the community or group to be recommended is $C_3$ and it is belonged to cluster no. 3 then User Proclivity Rank ($U_3$) =

$$U_3 = \frac{\text{Number of communities or groups in 3rd cluster}}{\text{Total number of communities or groups of target user}}$$

$$U_3 = \frac{9}{38} = .237$$

**4) Measurement of community preference:** Suppose, we want to recommend communities or groups for a user $t_x$. $t$ is assumed to be the set of users including user $t_x$ and his/her friends. Accordingly, $C$ is the list of communities or groups of which the user $t_x$ and his/her friends are members. We make an adjacency matrix to represent the belongingness of $t$ to communities or groups $C$ which is defined as $A$. Therefore,

$$T = \{t_x \text{ and his / her friends}\} \subseteq \text{All groups in social network}$$

$$C = \{\text{Communities where the user } t_x \text{ and his / her friends belong}\} \subseteq \text{All the communities or groups in social network}$$

Visually we can present this relationship in a bipartite graph $K_{t,c}$. For user $t_x$, where $t_0$ is the target user having friends classified into six categories: local business, organization or institution, Brand or product, public figure, entertainment and cause based on intuitive observation in Facebook social network as below figure. The user proclivity rank for a particular community or group is calculated in terms of category of the community or group and number of user community or group present in that category which determines the user preference to that category of community or group. For example: Select a community or group and detect if the community or group belongs to any cluster. User factor of a group for a target user can be defined as: User Proclivity Rank ($U_n$) =

$$U_n = \frac{\text{Number of Communities in the cluster of selected group}}{\text{Summation of communities or groups of target user}}$$

$$U_n = \frac{\text{Number of Community}}{\text{Total number of communities or groups of target user}}$$

$$U_n = \frac{9}{38} = .237$$

For a user $t_x$, the recommendable set community or group is the set of communities or groups that user $t_x$ does not belongs. In effective community or group recommendation system, a subset of these communities or groups should be recommended. Following figure depicts the possible recommendable set community or group is $\{C_j\}$ for user $t_0$. Following step is to calculate the community preference ($C_{f_n}$) of a community or group $n$. Firstly, we determine weight factor ($W_n$) derived from the amity factors of all the users belonging to a particular community or group $C$ and multiply it with the User Proclivity Rank ($U_n$). We replace the elements of $A_x$ with corresponding amity factor $Fr(t_x,t_i)$ where $a_{i,j} = 1$. As we are recommending for user $t_x$, row of that user is omitted from $A_x$. Following figure explains the above operation for community or group $C_3$.

$$W_n = \sum_{y \neq x} Fr(t_x,t_y) \times A_{y,n}$$

So the Weight factor of community or group $C_3$ could be

$$W_3 = Fr(t_0, t_1) + Fr(t_0, t_3) + Fr(t_0, t_4)$$

![Fig. 2: Types of communities or groups (or groups) in Facebook](image)

![Fig. 3: Adjacency matrix of user to community or group relationship](image)

$$A_{t_x} = A_{t,j} = \begin{pmatrix} C_0 & C_1 & \cdots & C_j \\ t_0 & a_{0,0} & a_{0,1} & \cdots & a_{0,j} \\ t_1 & a_{1,0} & a_{1,1} & \cdots & a_{1,j} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ t_i & a_{i,0} & a_{i,1} & \cdots & a_{i,j} \end{pmatrix}$$

$$A_{t_0} = \begin{pmatrix} C_0 & C_1 & C_2 & C_3 \\ t_0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ t_1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\ t_2 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ t_3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\ t_4 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

![Fig. 4: Finding out possible communities or groups for recommendation](image)

![Fig. 5: Calculation of weight factor ($C_3$)](image)
Combining the weight factor and user proclivity rank, community preference is calculated for each community or group. The equation for community preference of a particular community or group \( C_n \) is given below:

\[
\text{Community Preference} (C_f n) = \text{User Proclivity Rank} (U_n) \times \text{Weight factor} (W_n)
\]  

If Community Preference \( (C_f n) \) is greater than the \( \text{Threshold}_x \) (calculated for the user \( t_x \)) then this community or group is to be processed for further filtering. Threshold can be found by summing up the community preference of present communities or groups of user and then divide it by total number of present communities or groups.

\[
\text{Threshold}_x = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} \text{Community Preference}(C_i)}{n}
\]  

Here, Community Preference \( (C_f i) \) are the Community Preferences of present communities or groups of user \( t_x \) and \( n \) is the total number of communities or groups of user \( t_x \). As we can see, the value of the threshold varies for user to user is automatically determined.

5) Filter and Suggest Communities: After performing the all steps of our proposed method and filtering based on gender and location, a list of community or group for user is generated. Then finally, we recommend the communities or groups to the user.

D. Challenges

There are some challenges we have to face during our research like:

1) Attempting to second-guess a mysterious, perverse and profoundly human form of behavior: the personal response to a work of art is a challenge task for a recommendation system.

2) There are some limitations for determining the factor of amity strength as there are so many things to consider and recommending community or group for a new user will be the most challenging task.

3) The major problem in collecting the Facebook data was privacy concerns. At the same time, the format of the Facebook data was the most congenial to our research method. So, we have collected our data using roster method within a small network of user in Facebook.

4) Our proposed model doesn’t solve the fresh start problem. So, user must be member of at least one community or group and user should have some friends because we recommending based on cohesion and user preference.

5) If the target user has no friend or friends do not belong to any community or group then our recommended system fails to calculate the threshold value.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL evaluation

A. Dataset

There is no API to get user’s profile information from Facebook without authorization because of privacy concerns. At the same time, the format of Facebook data is the more congenial to our research. We collected 200 users’ data based on their permission and listed the required factors as sample in our database for experimental evaluation. Using the data sets we calculate list of possible communities or groups for recommendation using our proposed approach. Below tables display sample data sets for a Facebook target user \( t \).

Using the data sets we calculate list of possible communities or groups for recommendation using our proposed approach.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We corroborate our idea on small network in Facebook. List of present community or group of user is considered. Then a number of communities or groups from the present list of user is eliminated and checked if the community or group is suggested using our offered model. The result is ratified in terms of precision, recall and final score. As we are not using any global threshold value. The value of threshold changes based on users present community or group list according to user proclivity rank and amity factor.

\( \text{Precision} \) is the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant records retrieved. It is usually expressed as a percentage.

\( \text{Recall} \) is the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of relevant records in the database. It is generally expressed as a percentage.

\( F_1 \text{ score} \) (also F-score or F-measure) is a measure of a test's

![There is no table in the text.](https://www.ijacs.org/ijacsa-7-8-2016-324.png)
accuracy. It considers both the precision and recall of the test to compute the score.

\[
F_1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]  

(8)

Firstly, we take one target user and eliminate one random community or group from his/her existing communities or groups and calculate the precision and recall. Then we estimate the average of that and then we eliminate any two communities or groups from his/her community or group list randomly and calculate the mean or average of precision and recall. We do the similar execution until we delete half of the existing communities or groups from the user. Because removing more than half of present community or group from the list increases the possibilities of incorrect suggestion as enough information is already lost. Let us illustrate an example regarding the estimation of precision and recall for better perception. Our target user has 8 communities or groups in his/her present community or group list. We can remove maximum 4 communities or groups from the list to check our recommendation system can identify the relevant communities or groups or not. Following table is displayed as reference. From the table, average precision = 0.7486 and average recall = 0.7629. In our case, present communities or groups in the present community or group list are the relevant (true) records for the user. The newly recommended communities or groups from the universal set which were absent in the present community or group list would be considered as irrelevant record. Suppose, 3 communities or groups are selected from the present community or group list at random and removed. As a consequence, our recommendation system recommended 5 communities or groups in which 3 communities or groups are newly recommended (previously not existed in the list) and the last 2 communities or groups are from the removed three (which are considered to be relevant records for user). Here, records retrieved = relevant record retrieved (A) + irrelevant records retrieved (C) = 2 + 3

Hence, \( \text{Precision} = \frac{2}{2 + 3} \times 100\% \)

On the other hand, \( \text{RECALL} \) is the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of relevant records in the database. Here, the number of relevant record = relevant record retrieved (A) + relevant records not retrieved (B) = 2 + 1

Hence, \( \text{Recall} = \frac{2}{2 + 1} \times 100\% \)

Finally, we calculated \( F_1 \) score from the precision and recall value that we got from our experiment to measure the accuracy of our proposed approach.

C. Method Comparison

Our works key contribution is to plan and formulate an efficient personalized community or group recommendation system. We compare the proposed model with the prevailing ones intuitively. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to experiment on real data sets of Facebook users to recommend communities or groups on Facebook using defined parameters. For a target of 20 users, our proposed model successfully recommends correct communities or groups with around 76% of \( F_1 \) measure accuracy. The average \( F_1 \) score graph for 20 target users is displayed in the following figure. The prevailing approaches do not cogitate the combination of content features which is termed as user preference in our approach and social relationship factors. It is clearly visible from the work of Chen at [19], consideration of social relationship factors increase the accuracy of recommendation to a great extent. Our cohesion based approach considers both the factors of user preference and social relationship providing better recommendation of communities or groups.

The existing approaches using social graph generation in [5], [6] do not give any idea about accuracy of recommendation. Our proposed approach out performs methods proposed in [15] based feature selection strategy by better 3% of accuracy. From
the above results, we conclude that our proposed approach gives better recommendation performance based on cohesion.

V. CONCLUSION

Apposite groups or communities are suggested by an efficacious community or group recommendation system to a particular user so that user feels confident enough to join those suggested communities or groups. However, it involves special concern as the psychology of human being fluctuates from person to person in terms of collaboration and interactions. In this paper, we attempt to estimate these bonding and corroboration by defining several parameters to determine most cohesive community or group to be suggested. Our proposed community or group recommendation system is based on user proclivity and also user actives, liveliness or interaction in social networking sites.

This research will assist users to become a member of group or community of their own interest. However, still, there are some boundaries for determining the parameters of amity strength as there are so many things to cogitate and recommending community or group for a new user (a fresh user who has no information in internet). The foremost difficulty while accumulating the Facebook data is privacy concerns. At the same time, the format of the Facebook data is the most congenial to our research necessity. So, we have to collect our data using roster method within a small network of user in Facebook. Our proposed model does not resolve the fresh start problem. So, user must be member of at least one community or group and user should have some friends because we are recommending based on cohesion and user proclivity.
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Face Recognition in Uncontrolled Environment
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel method of facial image representation for face recognition in uncontrolled environment. It is named as augmented local binary patterns (A-LBP) that works on both, uniform and non-uniform patterns. It replaces the central non-uniform pattern with a majority value of the neighbouring uniform patterns obtained after processing all neighbouring non-uniform patterns. These patterns are finally combined with the neighbouring uniform patterns, in order to extract discriminatory information from the local descriptors. The experimental results indicate the vitality of the proposed method on particular face datasets, where the images are prone to extreme variations of illumination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition is one of the popular biological characteristic that is universally accepted for personal identification. In order to automate face recognition process, the biometric researchers have devised numerous methods [1]–[4]. Typically, a face recognition system consists of facial image acquisition and its processing, that includes image normalization, face detection and their alignment, data representation for extraction of relevant features. Extracted facial features finally classify the facial images of the individuals. The automated process of face image is shown in Figure 1.

The applications of automatic face recognition are diverse, in a variety of civil spheres ranging from public checking systems to stringent border crossing. In these domain of applications, the face recognition challenges are partially addressed. The face recognition methods that are performing strictly in controlled environments are principal component analysis [11], linear discriminant analysis [2], Fisherfaces [3], independent component analysis [5], and many more. In some other application areas including visual inspection, remote sensing, biometrics and motion analysis, the environments are not controlled. Therefore, there is a need to devise an efficient method that is correctly recognising the individuals from their uncontrolled facial images.

In literature, the methods that work in uncontrolled environments are mainly based on texture representations. The local features-based and multi-biometric based frameworks for the face recognition have achieved much greater attention in the biometric field [2]–[9]. The local features-based and multi-biometric based frameworks are less sensitive to variations, such as pose and illumination than the traditional techniques. In uncontrolled environments, the local binary pattern (LBP) is one of the most popular approaches for face recognition. The intention behind using the LBP operator for facial image representation is that: (i) The faces can be visualised as a composition of various micro-patterns and (ii) Because of its insensitiveness to variations of pose and illumination too. The final description of a face image is obtained by combining these micro-patterns [10].

The major challenges of LBP approaches are insensitiveness to monotonic transformation of gray-scale, while they are still susceptible by the variation of illumination that generate the non-monotonic gray-scale changes. LBP may not work properly on the areas of the constant gray-levels because of the thresholding schemes of the operator [11].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the review works. Section III describes the technique of facial image representation for face recognition framework. Section IV presents the experimental setup requires for computation. Evaluation of the proposed method and their comparison with LBP method are presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are outlined in the last Section.

II. REVIEW WORKS

A. Frameworks of Local Binary Patterns

Ojala et al. have introduced LBP operator for the study of texture of gray-scale images. It is an efficient technique for texture representation [4]. It was encouraged by Ahonen et al. in recognition of human faces [11], [12]. The intention behind using the LBP operator for facial description is that the faces can be considered as a composition of the various micro-patterns. And, it is also found that the LBP is insensitive to the variation of (e.g., small changes of illumination and rotation). The description of the facial image is obtained by combining these micro-patterns [6].

A LBP operator which labels the pixels of an image with decimal numbers and also encodes the local structure around each pixels as illustrated in Figure 2. Each pixel is compared with its eight neighbours in a 3×3 neighbourhood by subtracting the central pixel’s value as a threshold. The
resulting non-negative values are encoded with 1 and the others with 0, as mentioned in Equation (1). A binary number is obtained by concatenating all these binary codes in a clockwise direction starting from the top-left corner and placed from left to right. Its decimal value is then computed, and used for the labelling perspective. The derived binary numbers are called LBP. The working framework of LBP operator is illustrated as follows:

![Image of the LBP working framework](image_url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image sample</th>
<th>Thresholding Function</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 11 2</td>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>1 2 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 5 7</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>128 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 3 4</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>64 32 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binary: 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
Decimal: 1 + 2 + 8 + 64 = 75

Fig. 2. Basic principles of LBP operator.

\[
LBP_{P,R} = \sum_{p=0}^{P-1} s(g_p - g_c)2^p, \quad s(z) = \begin{cases} 1, & z \geq 0 \\ 0, & z < 0 \end{cases} \tag{1}
\]

where \( P \) runs over 8 neighbours of the central pixel and \( R \) is the radius of the neighbourhood, \( g_c \) and \( g_p \) are the gray values of the central pixel and its neighbour pixels, the function \( s(z) \) is defined as thresholding function. After the LBP pattern of each pixel is identified, a histogram is computed to represent the texture image:

\[
H(k) = \sum_{i=0}^{I} \sum_{j=0}^{J} f(LBP_{P,R}(i,j), k), k \in [0, K], \tag{2}
\]

\[
f(x, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & x = y \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( K \) is the maximal LBP pattern. The value \( U \) of a LBP pattern is defined as the number of spatial transitions in a pattern

\[
U(LBP_{P,R}) = |z(g_{p-1} - g_c) - z(g_0 - g_c)| + \sum_{p=1}^{P-1} |z(g_p - g_c) - z(g_{p-1} - g_c)| \tag{3}
\]

A pattern is called uniform pattern, if it has at most two bit wise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice-versa when traversed circularly. For instance, strings 00000000 (0 transition), 11000011 (2 transitions) and 11000001 (2 transitions) are uniform patterns, whereas the strings 1010001 (4 transitions) and 01010100 (6 transitions) are non-uniform patterns. Ojala et al. observed that the only 90% patterns are viable from the entire patterns when traversed in (8, 1) neighbourhood, whereas 70% are viable in the (16, 2) neighbourhood [11]. Therefore, some of the information is lost by assigning all non-uniform patterns to a single bin in histogram computation. Since, there is only 58 patterns that are uniform among 256 possible patterns of size 8-bits each. This leads towards space saving while computing the LBP histograms, e.g., there are total \( p(p - 1) + 2 \) uniform patterns for \( p \) bits of sampling point. A final histogram is computed by concatenating all these sub histograms that to be compared with the template histograms thereafter.

### B. Variants of Local Binary patterns

In order to improve the performance of a LBP operator in the sphere of uncontrolled environments, the numerous LBP variants have been proposed in the literature as are follows: Zhang et al. proposed multi-block LBP that uses the mean pixel value of the image block to replace the other pixel values and that are finally used in creation of LBP operator [13]. Hong and Wang computed Hamming distance based LBP for noise reduction from the facial images [14]. Shu and Shing, developed an elongated LBP that considered the elliptical sampling for capturing anisotropic structures of the facial images [15]. A global pattern sensitivity (EPS) and local pattern sensitivity (LPS) have been defined [16]. The combination of information that is received from LBP and Gabor methods has been proposed by Tan and Triggs to improve the performance [17]. In addition to that, the local ternary patterns (LTP) was initiated by Tan and Triggs, to strengthen the insignificant information [18]. LTP requires a parameter called a threshold constant, which defines a tolerance for similarity between different gray-levels allowing robustness to noise. However, LTP and LBP representations are still limited because of its non variable quantization.

Wolf et al. developed the three-patch LBP approach that obtained by comparing the values of the three patches resulting a single bit value in the code assigned to each pixels. Furthermore, the four-patch LBP has also been suggested to compare two center symmetric patches in the inner ring with two other center symmetric patches presented in the outer ring [19]. Liao et al. proposed dominant LBP (DLBP) which makes use of the most frequently occurred patterns of LBP to improve the recognition results. In addition to that, the Gabor-based features is used to supplement to the features of the DLBP [20]. Heikkinen et al. proposed center-symmetric local binary pattern that replaces the gradient operator which is based on fusion of strengths of SIFT and LBP operators [21]. Werghi et al. has proposed a framework called mesh-LBP that is used to extract local binary patterns from a 2D mesh-manifold [22]. They utilize advantages of mesh-LBP for the task of 3D texture classification of triangular-mesh surfaces collected from public datasets [23]. Their results have shown an improved performance over LBP.

Some of the above approaches have focused on how to make accountable the non uniform patterns for facial representations up to certain extent. Therefore, it inspires us to visualise on the non-uniform patterns too. The article concern is to make them accountable (transformed form of non uniform patterns) and combined with the existing uniform patterns thereafter, so that the discerning information can be extracted from image texture. This effort may contribute a significant role in texture classification. In order to improve performance towards uncontrolled environments, the paper proposes a new approach for facial image representations.
III. FRAMEWORKS OF AUGMENTED LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS

This section proposes a novel method of face recognition under variable conditions is called augmented local binary patterns (A-LBP). Earlier works on LBP method have not much focused on the utilization of non-uniform patterns. Some work already have treated them as an unwanted information that are discarded during the texture representation whereas very few work used them in integration with uniform patterns as a separate bin \([11], [12]\). The proposed approach considers the non-uniform patterns along with uniform patterns and extract the discriminatory information available to them. Thus, they prove their usefulness in distinguishing the facial patterns. The non-uniform patterns are used in combination with the neighbouring uniform patterns and extract the discriminatory information from the local descriptors. A typical schematic diagram of a proposed A-LBP face recognition method is illustrated in Figure 4.

The proposed approach uses a segment-based texture to compute the histogram that results a image signature. More formally, it replaces all non-uniform patterns with the majority value of neighbouring uniform patterns instead of putting non-uniform pattern to uniform pattern used in the proposed patterns (as described in Section II-A). The filtering process of non-uniform pattern to uniform pattern used in the proposed approach is demonstrated in Figure 4.

Algorithm : Computing steps of the A-LBP approach

**Input:** Original image

**Filtering procedure:**

1) Check the uniformity of the central pixel’s value \(p_c\).
2) If \(p_c\) is uniform, then go to step 1 with next \(p_c\).
3) Otherwise, construct a set \(N_8\) containing 8-closet neighbours of \(p_c\).
4) Replace all non-uniform patterns in \(N_8\) with a uniform pattern, i.e., 255.
5) Assign majority value of \(N_8\) to \(p_c\).

**Output:** Augmented local binary patterns (A-LBP) based image texture

A. Complexity Analysis

For analysing the complexity of the proposed method, an image is of size \(n \times n\) and the kernel size is \(m \times m\). There are \(k\) distinct elements that has to be compared \(\{1, 2, ..., k\}\) e.g., in this case the value of \(k\) is 58. Since, it has to processed each and every pixel of the image as a central pixel of the kernel, hence total number of comparisons is \(n \times n\) i.e., \(n^2\). The complexity has been analysed in two different ways: (a) If the central pixel value matches to any value of look-up table, then it is \(k.n^2.O(1)\), where \(O(1)\) time is required to compare the central pixel, \(k\, the\, total\, no\, of\, times\, comparison\, happens\, for\, an\, element\, and\, n^2,\, the\, total\, no\, of\, elements.\, Thus,\, time\, complexity\, of\, A-LBP\, method\, in\, best\, case\, is\, \(O(k.n^2)\). (b) If central pixel does not find any match with the values of the look-up table, then the following operations are taken place:

(i) Process the remaining \((m^2-1)\) elements by matching them with the \(k\) elements. Thus, time requires \(= O(m^2-1).k\).

(ii) For finding the maximum occurrence in the \((m^2-1)\) elements, time requires \(= O(m^2-1)\), and (iii) Now, replace the element with maximum occurrence with the central pixel, the time requires \(= O(1)\). Thus, time required in worst case by A-LBP method which is \(= O(1).k+O(m^2-1).k+O(m^2-1)+O(1))n^2\).
The face recognition accuracy of the proposed method, A-LBP is compared with LBP using CS distance and BCD distance of peer face images, for the soundness of the A-LBP face recognition method, [31–33].

Classification performance of the proposed face recognition method is evaluated using the chi-square (CS) distance measure. Whose description is illustrated in [24]. It is also been evaluated using the new suggested distance metric i.e., Bray Curtis dissimilarity (BCD) metric for the computation of distance of peer face images, for the soundness of the A-LBP face recognition method, [31–33].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The face recognition accuracy of the proposed method, A-LBP is compared with LBP using CS distance and BCD distance metrics too, under different face datasets. The experimental results indicate that A-LBP performs better than the LBP on most of the face datasets. For ORL dataset, A-LBP achieved 95% recognition accuracy in both distance metrics, whereas LBP reports an accuracy of 92.50% and 94.52%, respectively. Similar trends are also observed for EYB, Y A and LFW datasets. For EYB dataset, proposed method performs better than LBP, such as the accuracy values are reported to 81.22% and 86.45%, respectively; whereas the LBP reports to pose (p), illumination (i), facial expression (e), eye glasses and occlusion (o), in their facial images. A total of 3435 images are used to recognize 133 distinct individuals from these face datasets. During processing, image samples of each face datasets are down sized by some heuristic to reduced the computational complexity. The new sample size is represented in Table 1. The system is trained for each face datasets separately, whereas the test image is selected randomly from the sample set of each individual, and then the performance is measured.

B. Performance Measures

In this experiment, the paper computes the performance of the identification systems using following metrics that include—decidability index, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, and area under curve (AUC).

Decidability index is a metric used to define the separation between genuine and impostor scores distributions [29]. The decidability index \( DI \) can be computed as follows:

\[
Di = \frac{|\mu_G - \mu_I|}{\sqrt{(\sigma_G^2 + \sigma_I^2)/2}}
\]  

(4)

where \( \mu_G \) and \( \mu_I \) be the mean of the genuine and impostor distributions respectively, whereas \( \sigma_G \) and \( \sigma_I \) be the standard deviations of the above scores.

The ROC curve is a measure of performance of classification that plots the genuine positive rate (GPR) against the false positive rate (FPR), which is shown in Figure 5. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is used to compare the performance of different methods. It is a two-dimensional visualisation of ROC curve set to assess classifiers performance. The simplest way is to compute the area under the ROC curve which is part of the area of the unit square. Consequently the value of AUC will always satisfies the following inequalities \( 0 \leq AUC \leq 1 \), if it computes it on normalized match scores [30]. It is assume that, if the AUC is close to 1, then it can be indicated that the system performance is better; otherwise, the system performance may or may not be better.

Classification performance of the proposed face recognition method is evaluated using the chi-square (CS) distance measure. Whose description is illustrated in [24]. It is also been evaluated using the new suggested distance metric i.e., Bray Curtis dissimilarity (BCD) metric for the computation of distance of peer face images, for the soundness of the A-LBP face recognition method, [31–33].
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TABLE I. CHALLENGING FACE DATASETS USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>#Subjects</th>
<th>#Samples/Subject</th>
<th>#Images (size)</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORL [25]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400 (49×60)</td>
<td>p, e, eye glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYB [26]</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2470 (53×60)</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YA [27]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>165 (79×60)</td>
<td>e, eye glasses, i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFW [28]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400 (58×64)</td>
<td>p, e, o, eye glasses, i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. A COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE BETWEEN LBP AND A-LBP FACE RECOGNITION METHODS ON DIFFERENT FACE DATASETS UNDER VARIOUS DISTANCE MEASURES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Accuracy (%) on CS (BCD)</th>
<th>Area under Curve (AUC)</th>
<th>Decidability Index (DI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>A-LBP</td>
<td>LBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORL</td>
<td>92.50 (94.52)</td>
<td>95.00 (95.00)</td>
<td>0.962654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYB</td>
<td>74.11 (81.83)</td>
<td>81.22 (86.45)</td>
<td>0.840937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YA</td>
<td>61.19 (60.00)</td>
<td>73.33 (71.90)</td>
<td>0.694004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFW</td>
<td>65.00 (65.29)</td>
<td>65.00 (67.37)</td>
<td>0.728369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves showing the comparative performance of LBP and A-LBP face recognition methods under chi square distance and Bray Curtis dissimilarity metrics on various publicly available face datasets: (a) ORL, (b) EYB, (c) YA, and (d) LFW.

74.11% and 81.83%, respectively. For YA dataset, proposed method reported better accuracy value of 73.33% and 71.90%, respectively in comparison to LBP accuracy value of 61.19% and 60.00%, respectively.

Similarly, in case of LFW face dataset, the reported values of A-LBP are 65.00% and 67.37%, whereas LBP reports 65.00% and 65.29%, respectively for CS and BCD distance metrics. This proves that the A-LBP face recognition method is robust against the severe illumination variation, and certain extent to p, eye glasses, and o which can be seen from the Table II. Similarly, the comparative performance of each dataset using two different distance measures are illustrated in Table II. That is an alternative way to visualise the comparative performance of the proposed approach.

The ROC curve for ORL dataset is plotted and shown in Figure 5(a). It indicates that the GPR is found highest for the proposed A-LBP method and reported value 78%; when FPR is actually zero. As FPR value increases, the GPR value also increases. For example, the GPR value is found 93% for LBP and 96% for A-LBP at the value of 5% FPR. The GPR value
is found maximum 100% at 32% of FPR.

Similarly, the results of EYB dataset is visualised in Figure 5(b). It indicates that the GPR is found highest for A-LBP method and reported value of 32%; when the FPR is actually zero. As FPR value increases, the GPR value also increases for all methods. For example, the GPR is found 62% for LBP and 82% for A-LBP at 20% FPR. The GPR is found maximum 100% at 83% of FPR for LBP and 78% of FPR for A-LBP. The A-LBP method achieves better recognition accuracy, because it is insensitive to changes such as illumination.

The ROC curve for YA dataset is plotted and shown in Figure 5(c). It indicates that the GPR is found highest for A-LBP method and reported value of 20%; when the FPR is actually zero. As FPR value increases, the GPR value also increases for all methods. For example, the GPR is found 50% for LBP and 69% for A-LBP at 20% of the FPR. The GPR is found maximum 100% at 90% of FPR for LBP and 82% of FPR for A-LBP. The A-LBP method achieves better recognition accuracy, due to its insensitiveness to the changes of illumination.

Similarly, the results of LFW face dataset is also visualised in Figure 5(d), which indicates that the GPR is found higher in A-LBP method and reported value of 15% at zero FPR. As FPR increases, the GPR value will also increase, for both methods, respectively. For example, the GPR found 35% and 41% for LBP, 39% and 50% for A-LBP at 6% and 16% of the FPR, respectively. The GPR is found maximum 100% for both methods at 98% of FPR. A-LBP method shows the marginal recognition accuracy over the LBP on LFW dataset. It shows a moderate improvement over LBP method. It is because of the proportion of non-uniform patterns is comparatively larger than the uniform patterns. As an effect, the feature descriptor of A-LBP becomes brighter that may loss the some discriminatory information.

In order to evaluate the performance of reported results for ORL dataset, AUC of A-LBP and LBP are resulted as 0.962782 and 0.962654, respectively. These values for extended Yale B dataset are achieved 0.884814 and 0.840937, respectively; while on Yale A dataset the computed values are 0.736571 and 0.694004, respectively. Finally, on LFW dataset AUC of A-LBP and LBP are resulted as 0.743165 and 0.728369, respectively. In most of the cases, A-LBP shows better AUC than LBP. Performance of A-LBP and LBP are given in Table 2.

$DI$ is a critical metric that is used to find out separation between genuine and impostor scores distributions. The $DI$ of A-LBP and LBP on ORL dataset are found 3.1501 and 3.0752, respectively. The $DI$ on extended Yale B dataset are found 2.1048 and 1.9643, respectively: while on Yale A dataset it has achieved values are 0.9323 and 0.6942, respectively. Finally on the LFW dataset, the reported values of $DI$ for A-LBP and LBP are 0.8712 and 0.8463, respectively. In all the cases, on the basis of $DI$ values, it can be concluded that the A-LBP face recognition method perform better than LBP, which can be verified from the results depicted in Table 2.

VI. Conclusion

The paper has presented a novel method of facial image representation for face recognition in uncontrolled environments. This method is called as augmented local binary pattern (A-LBP). It works on the combination of principles of locality of uniform and non-uniform patterns. It can be used with combination of neighbouring uniform patterns to extract discriminatory information from the local descriptor.

Comparative results analysis of face recognition methods has been performed, using following publicly available face datasets, such as AT & T-ORL, extended Yale B, Yale A, and Labeled Faces in the Wild. It has been computed using chi-square distance and Bray Curtis dissimilarity measures too. Proposed A-LBP method has efficiently recognised faces from their wild face datasets. The experimental results have indicated that the performance of the A-LBP method has improved substantially with respect to LBP on different experimented datasets, particularly when there is extreme variations in the illumination of facial images in the dataset (e.g., extended Yale B and Yale A).

In future, more exploration can be made to use the non-uniform patterns in addition to uniform patterns. The majority criterion to be experimented on the values of (8, 2) and (16, 2) neighbourhoods in the direction of the robustness of the A-LBP frameworks. It could be further extended to include region-wise weights based on the probability of occurrences of the non-uniform patterns in particular regions.
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Abstract—A network architecture is concerned with holistic view of interconnection of different nodes with each other. This refers to both physical and logical ways of interconnection of all nodes in the network. The way in which they are connected influences the strategies adopted for Big Data Management. In this present day of Internet of Things (IoT), each kind of device is required and made possible for communicating with other completely different kinds of devices. The heterogeneous nature of devices in the network needs a completely new architecture to efficiently handle Big Data which is generated continually, either for providing services to end users or for study and analysis in a research process. It is thus very essential to visit various kinds of devices that are available on the Internet, their characteristics and requirements, how they communicate and process data, and eventually how the human society embraces the Big Data generation for their daily consumption. This paper is dedicated to bringing all theses aspects together in one place, bringing different technologies into one single network architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A notable feature of our present day network communications is new ways in which different kinds of devices talk to each other over the Internet. Devices vary in shapes and sizes. Some are from very tiny to small, operating autonomously while others are comparatively large and more complex. They are highly heterogeneous in many aspects, having different functionalities, computational capabilities, and storage. With regards to mobility, some are highly mobile, while others are either portable or fixed in their locations. They work in master slave relation or as peers. They transmit multimedia such as voice, video, images, and text. All these various functionalities need different network conditions and communication practices to operate better and serve.

For instance, tiny devices have constrained energy resources. Their operations are based on energy conservation mechanisms and needs completely different practices such as network protocols, architectures, energy harvesting mechanisms, robustness to failures in adverse conditions, system security measures, to name a few. Data has to be periodically collected and forwarded to more stable and powerful system for manipulation and analysis. Larger devices such as smart computational devices have higher expectations in terms of services offered. So, their underlying network conditions have to be more powerful and robust. It is therefore important to look into the available types of devices and their network requirements. From studying all these network requirements, it is possible to come up with an unified architecture as a solution to efficiently handle Big Data evolving from trillions of such devices connected to the Internet.

A. Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor networks are predominantly used for environmental, industrial, agricultural, health, and habitat monitoring purposes [1]. These are mostly ad hoc networks that were originally developed for communication in military operations. Later they are found in many useful applications in domestic environment [2]. Sensor devices are generally placed in harsh environmental conditions. Therefore node failures are common in sensor networks. Network routing and media access control protocols should deal with node failures and still maintain communication links with their destination sink nodes. While doing so, they have to conserve their energy as it is difficult to replenish them with power sources. In some cases, it is possible that these sensor devices derive energy from solar cells or from some sort of mechanical stress induced by onboard piezoelectric material.

Network architecture should consider all these issues. More importantly, fault tolerant mechanisms are essential to keep up with node failures. Some node failures are intermittent and short lived while some are permanent. The path between the network nodes will constantly be changing due to these reasons and also because of another important reason, which is the unreliable nature of wireless channels. The sink nodes have to maintain a simultaneous connection with a group of sensor nodes in a particular region that are performing monitoring. At the same time, it is essential that only a single node out of all available nodes in the region should forward the data to the sink node. Otherwise, there would be redundancy in the data that wastes channel and energy resources. Appropriate data aggregation mechanisms should be developed for forwarding the required information to the sink node.

The next important aspect is the availability of sink node. The architecture should consider forwarding to multiple sink nodes simultaneously to protect data against sink node failures. It is possible that the communication link to a particular sink node for certain duration is highly noisy because of some nearby activity or the link is in deep fade due to surrounding weather conditions. Also the sink node storage capacity must be taken into consideration. It is very common now that the number of sensor devices are increasing enormously and each sensor device is pumping huge amount of data into the
network. For example consider the case of connected cars. The sensors in a car will be sending gigabytes of data during every hour of its running to the edge network. The edge network with destined sink nodes must have adequate capacity to collect data from the oncoming cars. Also due to high mobility, a particular car will be changing its sink node destination along this path of travel. So, the kind of application plays a key role in coming up with the right kind of architecture. All such varied degree of requirements must be considered in coming up with a single unified architecture.

Besides simple storage, are the sink nodes able to process and manipulate data appropriate for analysis? A better scalable architecture may or may not allow this. It is also possible that the sink nodes are not better equipped with tools and resources for processing the data. They are better equipped to efficiently store and simply forward to the right kind of servers in the core network. For high availability of data and that too in realtime is making the service providers push data to edge networks by placing servers close to the routers in these edge networks that are providing network access to end users. Such kind of architecture will profoundly improve latency issues in the network.

B. Cellular Networks

Cellular networks have emerged predominantly as single hop infrastructure based service networks to initially provide voice communication. Their main concern is reliable connectivity along with mobility. With the proliferation of wireless devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops, wireless communication have evolved into multimedia provisioning networks [3]. Users are now accessing videos, mobile TV, voice over IP, multimedia streaming, video chatting, e-commerce, banking, and many killer applications in social networking. The demand for higher bandwidth is therefore constantly raising. People are relying more on their smartphones and other devices for monitoring their homes and for other remote operations. People are spending more time online now than before and this trend is growing tremendously. New users are constantly added to the networks and so as new bandwidth intensive applications. Data movement in these networks is humongous and to keep with such growth HetNets are evolving [4]. HetNets have multi-sized cells such as macro, micro, pico, and femto cells. This is mainly because, smaller cells can provide higher bandwidths and reliable connections in highly dense locations where there is low mobility. Macro and micro cells on the other hand provide overlay coverage as an umbrella network for mobile users. Large cells reduce the number of handovers and as a result are effective in reducing the call drops.

Now the new requirement along with connectivity and mobility is bandwidth and affordability. The demand for data bandwidth is growing but the revenues generation for service providers is not growing proportionally. The network costs are constantly raising with newly adopted technologies, and if this trend is not changed, the upcoming 5G networks will be prohibitively expensive to do business for service providers. So, the prime concern of the next upcoming 5G network architecture is affordability of the new technology, how this new technology can be rolled out to the common users. The major portion of this expenditure is the energy required to keep the networks up and running and the operations and maintenance of the networks. New network consolidation models are required to reduce the operations cost and energy bills. The networks have to be self organizing to eliminate expensive manual interventions [5]. The new considerations of service providers is to reduce the energy consumption of their base stations [6].

Deploying smaller cells like pico and femto cells will profoundly reduce energy consumption in their base stations [7], [8]. For instance, femto cells can be user deployed which eliminates the burden on service providers to power and maintain them [9], [10]. It is expected that these femto base stations would be plug and play devices that are easy to install and operate. However this puts a much greater onus on service providers to synchronize transmissions between various femto base stations and other nearby pico, micro, and macro cells. Interference is a major issue between adjacent cells which are sometimes overlapping in coverage regions. The networks become highly complex as resource block scheduling MAC protocols and interference mitigation schemes have to work under very tight constraints.

While the new 5G architecture has to take all these factors into account, one more important factor that is our main focus is the generation and handling of Big Data in these networks. It is expected that data has to be available to users in realtime while they are moving between locations. Networks have to ensure that the data stored and retrieved is less expensive and less complicated. The data manipulation for analysis requires suitable architecture for display of results to right users within the right time frame. It is important to know that user devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops are the sources of data. Millions of users are always on the service providers network constantly generating data such as location information, services accessed, and other critical data. For instance, a safety application can use such data to provide rescue operations and alert the nearest fire and police department for immediate help.

Another major instance from where data is generated is the large and growing number of social networks. Data is shared between users in form of pictures, videos, files, information on certain activities, concerts, shows, and fashion. Like minded people will be discussing on a particular topic may it be of social nature, hobby, technology, or scientific. Conversations from all these sort of activities generate data on the network. Smart homes and smart cities generate data every single instant of time. Telemedicine, health monitoring, and reporting applications are gaining a lot more importance in old age people preferring to lead independent life. On the other hand, the news is constantly shared among people in communities on various political, technical, health, and entertainment issues. A unified architecture should also accommodate various technologies into a solution and promote applications working on cross platforms and multiple technologies simultaneously.

C. RFID Networks

Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags [11] are attached to every imaginable thing that is monitored such as any inventory, commercial goods and merchandise, home and business equipment, industrial production cycle for automation, citywide as well as countrywide infrastructure including...
buildings and roadways, domestic and wild life animals, bird species migration habits, natural habitat, old age people and patients, etc., to name a few. RFID tags are sleeker than sensor devices and are less complex. They only store certain amount of data which will be read by a RFID reader. Sensor devices on the other hand have some sort of sensing functionality, which they use to produce data and forward it to their sink nodes. Sensor nodes can initiate communication with their sink nodes and have a MAC module built in them whereas RFID tags are not equipped with such MAC module. MAC intelligence in RFID networks is incorporated only in RFID readers, which read data from RFID tags and forward them to gateway node attached to central network [12]. These RFID readers can be sensors placed in ad hoc manner in between the gateway on the wired network and RFID tags attached to the monitored devices. In this manner both RFID networks and sensor networks work together to complete the required job [13].

RFID tags are either active or passive. Active RFID tags are considerably bulky as they are equipped with battery source and protective gear for the onboard battery. Passive RFID tags on the other hand do not have any battery onboard as they harvest power from the electromagnetic energy of the RFID reader communication. The main challenge with these RFID networks is the communication range. Though active RFID tags can communicate with longer range than passive RFID tags, still the communication range is only around 5 meters for active tags. Passive tags communicate only up to 1 to 2 meters. Further the amount of data they can store is very low due to size limitations. For instance the tags attached to many bird species should be less than 1 gram, which is less that 5% of the body weight as recommended by a standard norm. Further the data rate in these RFID is very low and is often one way communication, from the tags to the reader. However it is possible to have two-way communication in some active tags, but will increase the size and complexity. This is also because, the two-way communication may require a simple onboard MAC module on these active RFID tags. Another drawback with active RFID tags is that their lifetime is limited unlike passive RFID tags (which is unlimited).

RFID tags are also suitable for near field communications (NFC). These tags can be used in credit cards for transactions in stores, in passports to scan information on identity in airports, patient identification in hospitals, and many such applications. Though the data that is generated by each individual RFID tag is very less, the total data of collective millions of such tags in a certain location is huge. The data is very critical in offering services to the end users. The authenticity of the transactions is very critical as people rely on the technology in their daily lives. The system of RFID networks has to be reliable as business transactions are performed. Secondary nature data and analysis for research and study purposes for improving the business performance and any other such tasks is also highly essential. A proper combination of RFID networks and sensor networks can be designed for efficiently conducting daily business and operations. The unified network architecture has to consider all these factors in designing a robust monitoring system. It is particularly important to know that the information is not only used by the main business owners but also by general public over the Internet. Take for instance a certain consumer is going online on the Internet to look for available stock in a particular Walmart or Canadian Tire store. The data available on the stores website can be realtime data acquired from the the RFID tags on the available inventory.

D. Device-to-Device (D2D) Networks

A major challenge for the emerging 5G networks is to accommodate tremendously huge number of users, increased by many folds compared to the current number of users. The current number of users in cellular networks is already significantly high. The density of users is going to increase exponentially, which makes it very difficult for the base stations to provide service to all these users. Keeping this in mind, the service providers have already decided to reduce the cell sizes leading to HetNets. But the problem with handling these increased number of smaller cells leads to complex signalling. Further, the traffic has to be passed through the base stations of this cellular networks. Given the increased amount of social activity and proximal communications for applications involving photo sharing, games, chatting, etc., the traffic puts an enormous burden on the cellular network. It is possible to offload some of the traffic from cellular network by initiating direct communication between the parties that are proximally located and involved in some sort of communication. Such cases of proximal communications are predicted to be significantly high. It is, therefore, beneficial to develop a robust technological solution in this direction for offloading cellular network traffic in case of proximal communications. Keeping this in mind device-to-device (D2D) networks that provide direct communication between devices participating in communications is being developed [14], [15].

There are many benefits in D2D network communications because of their close physical proximity [16]. Better channel conditions prevail when devices are much closer. Higher throughput is possible under low signal to interference noise (SINR) ratios, leading to the possibility of having energy efficient communications [17]. D2D networks can be monitored by cellular base station through out the session by controlling it from initiation to termination [18]. This is defined as network controlled D2D communications. Network controlled D2D communications can be robust due to continuous control of the cellular base station. The advantage with this kind of D2D communications is that, they will not interfere with cellular communications or at least the observed interference will be low. Highly secure communications are possible through this scenario. It is also advantageous when devices are moving frequently. During high mobility, D2D sessions can switch to their communications through base station almost instantaneously and more seamlessly. The disadvantage of this kind of scenario is however that though data is transferred directly between communicating devices without passing through the cellular base station, still the control channel for these sessions is maintained through this base station. Due to this reason, not many simultaneous D2D network communications can be initiated within the cell region of a particular base station. This scenario is not highly scalable and not appropriate for dense D2D networks.

A more scalable solution for low mobility scenarios is partial assistance of base station during D2D communication initiation. Through this approach, it is possible to authenticate
the parties that are willing to participate in D2D communication. Since there is no further involvement of Cellular base station, no control channel is maintained for the ongoing D2D communication sessions which may last for very long durations. The resources of the cellular base stations are not tied up with the current ongoing, already established D2D network communications. This scenario is better scalable compared to the previous one and is also secure. As mentioned, this is a very good solution for low mobility situations where the devices are not expected to move from their positions. In practical situations, such conditions exist on a more frequent basis. Since the cellular base station is involved in setting up the D2D communication sessions, it can control and lower inference to the cellular communication network. This scenario can be regarded as network assisted D2D communications [19], [20].

It is possible to have autonomous operations for D2D communications [21]. These communications are established, maintained, and terminated without the need of a cellular base station. This is called assistance-free D2D communication, where cellular base stations are relieved from operations of D2D communications. Since cellular base stations are not involved in assistance-free D2D communications, there can be many D2D sessions, which is particularly suitable for dense environments. However, there is a growing concern of interference between D2D communications and cellular communications. There is no central authority controlling interference in the entire cell area. To overcome interference issues, D2D networks are using cognitive radio (CR) technology. It is possible to have either underlay or overlay CR communications in licensed frequency spectrum without interrupting primary users in cellular communications [22], [23]. D2D network users will be considered as secondary users to spatiotemporally available spectral resources. The secondary users ensure that their communications do not interfere with the primary users. They ensure that the total interference from their communications is below the tolerable level for primary users. In order to completely eliminate interference in the licensed bands used by cellular communications, D2D communications can use unlicensed bands. However, quality of service (QoS) in unlicensed bands is not guaranteed. As a result D2D communications will face more interference. For this reason, millimeter waves are being explored for D2D communications in upcoming 5G networks [24].

Due to varied degree of involvement of cellular base stations in the above three different scenarios, it best to leave it to the end users requesting the kind of service for their D2D network communications. Depending on the required QoS for D2D communications, based on their degree of mobility, security level requirement, and device capabilities, there would be an option to choose network controlled, network assisted, or assistance-free D2D service. The network architecture should embrace all these three types of service configurations and maintain statistics of the entire data communicated along with the level of data management and analysis required for the end Big Data applications.

II. BIG DATA MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Having glanced at various types of networks available around us that specialize in their services to diverse users, its time to move on to a more important issues surrounding the data generated in these networks. All of us will be interested in the answers to the following questions:

- What to do with the data generated in these networks on daily basis?
- Do we simply discard data or store it for later retrieval?
- What are the benefits of storing the data?
- How important is the data?
- Is the information derived from the data reliable to take action on it?
- Who will access the data and what are its implications?
- Who does it benefit?
- Are you comfortable in sharing your data and what are the consequences?
- How do you guarantee privacy and confidentiality?
- What kind of technology is needed for the job and how you compare with the current available technology?
- Is the available technology scalable according to our growing needs?
- Is the technology affordable and energy efficient to meet green objectives?

These are some very general questions pertaining to the data that is being produced daily by user activities in cities, countries, and around the planet. In addition to the surveillance activities, much information can be gathered from the daily generated data to know the preferences of users, their requirements, and problems faced. The data can be used to systematically tackle issues that are faced by general public in a more comprehensive and economical manner. Data will be useful while making meaningful analysis to improve technology and services for users. Social networks provide most of this information [25], [26], [27]. For instance, traffic pattern on a particular highway can be known from using communications infrastructure [28], [29]. From this information, the province can plan gas stations, motels, and other services needed during traveling. Expansion of highways and other planning activities need information on the kind of activity on the highway. Emergency response teams need timely data to deliver their services within time.

While taking appropriate measures in preserving sensitive private information from public disclose, it is highly beneficial to share data with right institutions and companies to enhance services and technology. Data sharing becomes vital during catastrophic situations such as an earthquake, fire, political and social disturbance, road accidents, construction, traffic congestion, and when any other unusual phenomena happen. Proper use of data will improve living and save lives during disasters [30]. People will be updated with knowledge and information upon access to required data. There are many other benefits such as gaining insights and relations to the surrounding activities related to human, nature, and technological interactions. It is possible to gain new grounds, and...
avoid disasters beforehand with the available data gathered from various sources.

To gain any of such new insights, huge unstructured data from many sources is needed. This huge data is available from surrounding activities and needs powerful computing platform and huge but compact storage space [31]. The technology should be scalable with the growing size of data and also be economical. Along with being affordable, the technology should be green using as little energy as possible. The technology should provide results in real-time or within the required time constraints. The results have to be reliable and verifiable. The rest of the paper will look into the technological requirements to handle data and in particular answer the last three of the questions listed above.

A network architecture should address all these issues such as scalability, energy efficiency, time and space constraints [32]. At the same time, the architecture has to deal with heterogeneous networks and the various kinds of devices connected to these networks. The data generated on these devices are from various applications and services leading to the handling of highly unstructured data. The devices have varied capabilities, various network topologies exist, different protocols, and conflicting objectives. All these factors have to be taken into consideration for handling Big Data generated from IoT devices.

A. IP Device Capabilities

The main characteristic of IoT devices is that they have varied device capabilities. These capabilities are in terms of computational power, storage capacity, energy constraints, and network connectivity. For instance, sensor devices have very limited battery capacity and most of the time it is hard and almost impossible to recharge the batteries. In such cases, the main focus will be to increase the lifetime of the sensor devices as much as possible. So they use the concept of duty cycle in their transmission operations. This is because, most of the battery energy is consumed by transmission and reception activities. In a duty cycle, there will be a sleep period and wake-up period. During sleep period, the devices turn off their transceivers and enter sleep mode. They wake up after the end of their sleep duration. They can transmit and receive only during the wake-up period. It is typical to have 50% or less duty cycle to ensure longer sleep periods to enhance battery life.

Sensor devices constantly gather environmental data and need onboard storage to store data and transmit during the wake up period. Since these devices are not equipped with large storage capacity, the duty cycle should be adjusted accordingly. If the sensing activity is not very intense or frequent, then the devices can have very large sleep durations. The MAC operations have to be turned optimally to the sensing activity carried out by the devices. The MAC layer, therefore, has to ensure that battery life is elongated along with efficient transmission of the sensing data to its sink node. The network architecture has to consider these aspects and may need to provide multi-hop communications to conserve battery life in sensor devices. It is important to synchronize transmissions among sensor devices such that the relevant communicating partners are awake at the same time and go to sleep mode in a synchronized fashion.

Sensor devices are not meant for complex processing of the data onboard. So, they do not have processors on board. Most of the time they are transducers that convert one form of energy into another and send the raw data over the sensing activity to their central processing and storage sink nodes which are considered more powerful than these sensor devices. The sink nodes will preprocess the data and later forward the central network for complex analysis and permanent storage of the data in appropriate form.

Cellular network devices are more powerful. They are mainly smartphones, tablets, and PDAs that transmit data, voice, and multimedia containing audio and video communications. They have powerful onboard processors but rely heavily on central base station for complex network scheduling operations. Communications in these networks are two-way, although these communications are asymmetrical in uplink and downlink bandwidth occupancies. The download communications from central base station to the mobile terminals are bandwidth intensive compared to the uplink communications going from mobile terminals to the central base station. This is particularly true with data communications where the mobile terminal will be constantly downloading data from the central servers on the Infrastructure based network through the base station. Compared to sensor devices, these devices are easily rechargeable. However, energy considerations are still vital due to limited battery capacity. These devices also use some sort of sleep cycle to conserve energy in their batteries. MAC operations in these devices are more power hungry due to advanced applications that are built for these type of devices.

RFID tags are passive devices which harvest energy from RF communications of their RFID readers. They have no onboard processing and are suitable for very short range communications. They may not have MAC module and are reactive to the communications from the RFID reader. The communication will be mainly one way from RFID tags to the central reader. The RFID readers will be connected to the main central server in the Infrastructure based network. The RFID readers are simply bridges from the RFID networks to the central core data networks. Data will be processed and stored in the central core data networks.

Multihop D2D communications are being incorporated in cellular networks to conserve energy in mobile devices. When devices are in close proximity with each other, direct communications are possible between these devices without any need of services from the central base station. Thus central base station can be relieved from providing services to such directly possible communications between close vicinity mobile terminals. D2D communication networks are being developed to take advantage of such network communications. The devices will be able to setup, manage, and tear down communication sessions among them, thus offloading some of the traffic from the central base station. D2D devices have to be more complex to avoid interference with the cellular communications that are present overlapping with the regions of D2D communications.

B. Network Considerations

Network topology has to be robust to maintain both physical and logical links all the time. Network redundancy must
be maintained to overcome intermittent failures, which are commonly known as backup and restoration mechanisms. The network redundancy can also be used to provide load balancing features into the network. For instance, it is critical in sensor networks to have such type of network redundancy. If a sensor node failure occurs due to adverse environmental conditions or due to battery failure, it may bring the whole network down depending on its location in the network. Such bottlenecks have to be eliminated by maintaining alternative routes in the network. It is very challenging to have such mechanism particularly when the network is setup in ad hoc manner. Generally, most of the sensor networks are ad hoc networks. Take for instance the case of monitoring a forest area. The sensor nodes are sprayed using a means of air transport such as a helicopter. As the sensor nodes are sprayed over the area, their locations in the overall sensor network are completely random. To avoid frequent node failures, it is best to increase the density of the nodes to have both backup paths and provide load balancing in the network.

The nature of communication in sensor networks is quite the opposite to that of the communications in cellular networks. The communications in sensor networks is always from many leaf sensor nodes to the single central sink node. Whereas in cellular networks, most of the data is downloaded by the mobile terminals from the central base station. Due to this stark contrast, the design of MAC protocols and the network topology design will be completely different. Sensor nodes are seldom mobile. However, there are upcoming sensor network applications that involve high mobility of sensor nodes, such as sensors in connected cars. Varied mobility ranges have to be taken into consideration depending on the type of application at hand. However, in both sensor and cellular networks, critical data is maintained in the central servers which receive data from the base stations or sink nodes. The network topology should ensure that these nodes do not become single point of failures. Communication has to be maintained always through more than one sink node in sensor networks to overcome network and link failures. When there is mobility, sensor nodes need proper handoff mechanism to relay their communications with the next neighboring sink node along the path of travel.

Besides mobility, there has to be enough bandwidth for data to be transferred over wireless media to servers located in the central infrastructure based network connected to the Internet. This is how the data is made available for global access. The time delay is highly critical for realtime applications. The data that is fetched by the mobile terminals should be available readily and on demand. The accessed data will be critical for maintaining the safety and proper operation of the devices attached to the Internet through onboard sensors. Take for instance the highway patrol team using technology attached to the sensor networks. The data carried over these sensor networks is critical for the operations of the highway patrol team to provide emergency services, redirect traffic, and provide warnings for the safety of the travelers on the road. Network congestion should be avoided for proper operation of such network. Adequate network bandwidth has to be provisioned. In addition to the bandwidth, network security is very important. The transmissions have to be highly secure to avoid eavesdropping on the critical communications. Security is needed for protecting the identity of the individuals and any unauthorized access to the personal information.

Providing high bandwidth over wireless media is highly challenging. This is due to the fact that the available bandwidth over wireless channels is very low compared to the existing wired media such as fiber optics. Wireless links are also challenged with link fading conditions due to multipath transmission, obstructions, weather changes and many other varying surrounding conditions. Because of this kind of fading phenomenon, constant channel bandwidth cannot be guaranteed for wireless links. Wireless links are also subjected to interference from surrounding activities. Due to all these reasons, the signal to interference noise (SINR) ratio of wireless links constantly varies. Mobility creates Doppler effect and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is not always the same. As a result, communication links have to be constantly changed between the mobile terminals and the closely available base station. This is commonly known as handoff mechanism. The handoff should be seamless to the ongoing transmissions to maintain good quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE).

One way to increase the bandwidth is to reduce distance between transmitters and receivers involved in wireless communication. Higher SINR is possible over shorter distances, which can be useful for adopting high modulation and coding rates (MCR) to improve spectral efficiency measured in terms of (Bits/s)/Hz. High MCR will increase the transmission data rate on the wireless channel. Further, reducing the link distance between the transmitter and receiver will improve line-of-sight communication between the two transceivers involved in wireless communication. The next advantage is, it is possible to use higher frequency spectrum over shorter distances. Higher frequency spectrum provides higher bandwidths that can be useful for multimedia transmissions. The link distances have to be shorter because fading is heavy over higher frequency ranges compared to the lower frequency range. Higher frequency ranges need line of sight communications. It is possible to reduce SINR of the transmissions to conserve energy that is critical to extending the battery life.

Because of this reason, cellular communications are adopting smaller size cells to improve data rates. Smaller cells will improve frequency reuse over space and time. More number of users can be supported with many smaller cells instead of a single large cell. This is a dire necessity for today's communication requirements as more users are being added to these cellular networks every day. The number of users is not only increasing but also all these users are demanding higher bandwidths at higher mobility speeds. As a result the networks have become complex in terms of signalling. Maintaining many smaller cells increases scheduling complexity because of high level of cross-tier and inter-tier interferences due to transmissions between the cell base stations and its associated users. High mobility and smaller cells means increased number of handoffs for mobile users. This is an additional load on the cellular infrastructure. Traditional cellular communication requires all transmissions passing through the base station. This is required to maintain adequate quality of service and better control of the ongoing communication sessions.

In order to maintain short link distances, and improve QoE, cellular networks are offloading some of the traffic to direct D2D communications in cases where the transceivers are in
close proximity of each other. These D2D transmissions need not pass through the base station thus relieving the cellular network from some of this kind of traffic. Multihop D2D communications are not only energy efficient but also are required for the large data transfers between closely located users. Such kind of communication scenarios are quite common where users that are close by are sharing photos, videos and other personal data files with each other. This type of network topology will substantially enhance the spectral efficiency over space and time. The network topology empowers the mobile terminals to take routing decisions for multihop transmissions and relaying to the base station to conserve energy and improve communication range. This type of communication can also be used to improve QoE for the users located at the cell edges.

C. Energy and Cost Considerations

Trillions of IoT devices around the world, which are connected to the Internet, consume a significant amount of energy. Higher data rates and increased processing powers make these devices power hungry, consuming more power. As the number of these devices continue to increase exponentially, there is a risk of consuming significant portion of the global energy resources. New initiatives for greener communications are taken to reduce global energy consumption footprint. In existing cellular mobile networks, significant portion of energy is consumed by base stations. In addition to that, backend servers providing services to users and application servers in data centers also consume a lot of energy. Until now, the power saving considerations were made for mobile terminals and sensor devices that are difficult to recharge. While, this is very important and required for satisfying operating constraints, it is now being looked in for saving energy in the network infrastructure as well.

The other important consideration is the involved cost. Lowering infrastructure and operational cost are essential for businesses in communication sector to remain profitable. Communication networks are constantly evolving, and new technologies are developed each year. It is very difficult for the business enterprises to embrace all these new powerful technologies and remain updated for offering better services. Higher bandwidth offerings and the addition of new value added services to its users is not leading to a proportional increase in the revenue generated. Investment costs are skyrocketing, and profit margins are becoming tight. Now the point has come to revolutionize the adopted technology with new architectures to substantially lower investment and operational costs. This also includes changing the business model and ownership of the network infrastructure.

There is a huge cost to manage Big Data across different networks. As the size of the data grows, the cost for handling the data also grows. This growth in cost has to be reduced by innovative strategies that involve optimizing the utilization of hardware resources. Moving the data around the network involves communication costs. However, keeping the data available at fingertips needs a constant movement of data close to the users to avoid excessive delays. While redundancy in storing data is a favorable feature against network failures, it increases the cost of storage per unit of data. Therefore judicious strategies must be implanted to reduce the cost of storage. An optimized strategy should be adopted that balances storage cost and availability. It must not be forgotten that more required storage leads to higher energy consumption.

III. ARCHITECTURE FOR HETEROGENEOUS DEVICES AND NETWORK TYPES

Based on all the considerations that are discussed, that includes the different network types and heterogeneous devices attached to these networks, a single unified architecture for central management is an ambitious goal to achieve. However, that is the trend which is being adopted for reducing the operational costs. The ease of network management is the prime objective to reduce the burden of hiring and retaining network specialists. Network automation minimizes the delays that requires human intervention, and improve service quality. With automation, the network resources are efficiently managed. It is possible to operate networks in their optimized regions, leading to achieve better price versus performance results. More users can be accommodated and managed with less effort.

Starting with this simple objective of reducing operational costs, the solutions that were seem feasible to deploy have more potential benefits. Those benefits are reduced amounts of complex and specialized hardware through replacement with software based systems. Software systems can be better programmed according to the needed requirements, which configuring specialized hardware will do exactly the same operation. A solution in hardware is expensive than performing the same job through software programming on a general purpose device. It is easy to test new things and reprogram software systems. This philosophy is being adopted by business enterprises comprising network operators. They are replacing specialized network hardware equipment with general COTS based servers. The entire network functionality is realized in software implementation on these COTS servers. The other derived benefit of COTS servers is that they are more power efficient and consume less energy than the specialized network hardware.

The next highly preferred feature is a network solution that is scalable and easy to upgrade. Hardware solutions have many limitations to the scalability. Just adding new specialized servers to the rack is not always possible. After a certain stage, the entire hardware need to be replaced causing the solution to be expensive. The network operator will have to decide to move to the new solution or keep the old one due to space limitations in the server room. It is hard to revert back to the previous working scenario in hardware solutions if there is any problem with the new technology. Changes to the hardware equipment will cause network downtime. All these can be easily addressed in software configurable systems. New COTS servers can be added to the server farm as need arise to increase the computational power and storage space.

New solutions need to handle and manage Big Data with ease. Further, these new network solutions have to be cheap to store and process mammoth data. The costs and energy consumption can easily spiral without the right technology and the right solution. Any solution to keep Big Data at bay will be in large scale. This has to be kept in mind. The solution needs
hundreds of thousands of servers for processing and storing Big Data. Where to place these number of servers and how to power them and manage the heat generated by them is a big issue. Besides huge sized server farms, the management complexity should be minimal. Typically these data networks will be clusters of distributed server farms connected through high bandwidth links such as fiber optics. Latency is an issue when these server farms are far located. The data usage should be predicted and kept at optimal locations across the globe for instant access.

IV. Big Data Delivery and Information Processing

The main function of future IoT network infrastructure is to be able to deliver Big Data. Data from bits and pieces are amalgamated to form huge unstructured data providing many insightful ways of information for human needs and development. It is not just the infrastructure that is important, it is also important to know what we do with the existing infrastructure. How we build powerful applications that manage and harvest much needed information for our daily business. IoT infrastructure is the backbone for Big Data generation. On demand resources have to be provisioned by the network infrastructure to deliver Big Data to the right places at the right time. Many challenges remain in handling Big Data and one of this is how to efficiently deliver data. Data communication is not cheap as it requires tremendous resources and requires proper network setup and maintenance. Huge energy resources have to be allocated for data transmission. Servers that act as network routers consume power in the order of Mega watts per each day. It is, therefore, essential to know the power consumption per unit of data transfer.

Along with data transfer, is the storage and processing resources for the Big Data. New technologies are needed to reduce the storage cost by increasing the memory size per unit area. High density storage equipment will, in turn, reduce the amount of building space needed for the storage servers. The running costs for storing data is the power consumption of these servers, the airconditioning of the premises, and other wear and tear costs that are incurred on a daily basis. In addition to this is the manpower needed for maintaining the server farm. The computational power of today’s available GPUs is high but consume a tremendous amount of power. Efficient data manipulation softwares are needed to intelligently compute data and derive results. These intelligent softwares must use lesser CPU cycles to achieve energy savings. Data analysis and information processing are critical to handle and maintain data. During computation, analysis, and storage, communication protocols in the network play a vital role.

V. Conclusion

Different kinds of communicating devices that are made for completely different objectives are communicating with each other over the IoT infrastructure. Different types of networks exist today giving connectivity to heterogenous devices which are both mobile and static. Trillions of such devices exist today giving rise to Big Data. New applications are being developed to harness information from proper handling of Big Data. At the same time network operators are faced with the dilemma whether or not to embrace new technologies because of tighter profit margins. Technology is changing and new innovations are changing the way network communications take place, and that too at a fast pace. For all these reasons, new architecture of IoT is needed to address the concerns of profitability, better services, technology adaption, user growth, and energy conservation. For this reason, we have thoroughly discussed the various issues involved in building an architecture for IoT networks that requires Big Data Management.
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Abstract—This paper presents new Speaker Identification and Speaker Verification systems based on the use of new feature vectors extracted from the speech signal. The proposed structure combine between the most successful Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and new features which are the Short Time Zero Crossing Rate of the signal. A comparison between speaker recognition systems based on Gaussian mixture models using the well known Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and the novel systems based on the use of a combination between both reduced Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients features vectors and Short Time Zero Crossing Rate features is given. This comparison proves that the use of the new reduced feature vectors help to improve the system’s performance and also help to reduce the time and memory complexity of the system which is required for realistic applications that suffer from computational resource limitation. The experiments were performed on speakers from TIMIT database for different training durations. The suggested systems performances are evaluated against the baseline systems. The increase of the proposed systems performances are well observed for identification experiments and the decrease of Equal Error Rates are also remarkable for verification experiments. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the new approach which avoids the use of more complex algorithms or the combination of different approaches requiring lengthy calculation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The speech signal is an information rich signal that conveys various data to the listener. In addition to the message and words being spoken, the speech conveys much other information such as the language used, the emotion of the speaker, the gender and also the identity of the speaker.

Based on the speech signal, the main goal of automatic speaker recognition is to extract and characterize the information in the speech signal conveying the identity of the speaker.

The broad area of speaker recognition comprehends two fundamental tasks which are speaker identification and speaker verification.

For speaker identification, the system aims at determining who is talking from a set of known voices. The system looks then for the voice which best matches the unknown speaker which makes no identity claim. Speaker identification can be also divided into closed set or open set speaker identification. For the closed set problem, the unknown voice must be among a fixed set of known speakers. However, for the open set speaker identification, the unknown speaker may not exist among the set of known speakers. So, unknown voices are referred to as unknown speakers.

For the task of speaker verification, the system tries to determine whether the unknown person is who he/she claims to be or not. The system makes then a binary decision. Even it accepts the pretended speaker or it reject this unknown speaker.

Depending on the message being spoken by the speaker, the speech used for speaker recognition applications can be either text dependent or text-independent. For text-dependent speaker recognition application, the recognition system has prior knowledge of the text that must be spoken and the system requires that the speaker says exactly the given text. However, for text-independent speaker recognition application, there is no prior knowledge about the text to be spoken, and the speaker is free to say any message he want. Text independent speaker recognition applications are then more difficult but also more flexible.

In this context, this work aims to propose a new approach for Text independent speaker recognition applications based on the use of new information extracted from the speech signal. The proposed system use the Short Time Zero Crossing Rate (STZCR) \cite{14} information with reduced cepstral features to ensure higher performance for the system and also guarantee a reduction of the time and memory complexity of the system. The results are compared to state-of-the-art systems.

This paper is organized as follows: First, related works are summarized. Then, the approach used for the speaker recognition systems is explained. After that, a description of the database used during the experiments is given, followed by a description of the experimental protocol and their results. These results are compared with the state-of-the-art speaker recognition systems. Finally, a conclusion illustrating the main matter of the proposed system for speaker recognition is provided.

II. RELATED WORKS

Research and development on speaker recognition field have lead to powerful methods and techniques permitting high performing applications. The most successful approaches are modern statistical approaches \cite{20} where the Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) [3] is considered as the most popular approach for current speaker recognition systems [21].

It is also interesting to note that, the process of extracting features from the speech signal is a fundamental process on which the system depends to capture the speaker specific characteristics. For that, many features have been investigated in the literature [2], [11] where the cepstral features [6] are the most appropriate ones for speaker recognition tasks. Up today, the most popular and successful cepstral features are Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [3], [10], [22].

Since speaker recognition application succeed to achieve good performances with appropriate conditions [19], current speaker recognition applications looks for more realistic and challenging conditions. In fact, current speaker recognition systems require a quality recording environment with as large as possible of a set of training and testing data. A more extensive speech database increases the chance of matching during the test phase. There are also some other technical parameters that can be take into account, which alter the system’s effectiveness. The main factors are related to the approach used and the features to be extracted from the speech signal. The systems used in this article have been developed using the well-known state-of-the art approach which is the GMM. Most of the works in this area focus on the use of cepstral coefficients. However, this work focuses on determining whether the Short Time Zero Crossing Rate [14] information is useful for improving current state-of-the-art automatic speaker recognition systems.

### III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed system for speaker recognition task is shown in Figure 1. The learning phase serves to acquire the characteristics of every speaker from the extracted parameters. A test utterance is input to the system and the recognition task is realized with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM).

**A. GMM approach**

The GMM approach can be considered as a model reference for speaker recognition systems [3], [4], [15].

For an utterance of length T frames belonging to a speaker $j$ and $D$-dimensional feature vector extracted for each frame, so for each utterance: $\{ x_t \in \mathbb{R}^D : 1 \leq t \leq T \}$, A Gaussian model for a speaker $j$ for any utterance from that same speaker assumes that feature vectors follow a Gaussian distribution, characterized by a mean and a deviation about the mean. Indeed, The Gaussian mixture model for speaker $j$, $\lambda_j$, is a weighted sum of $M$ component densities calculated as follows [3]:

$$p(x_j|\lambda_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} g_i N(x_j; \mu_i, \Sigma_i)$$

(1)

Where $g_i$ are mixtures weights having $\sum_{i=1}^{M} g_i = 1$ . The individual component densities $N(x_j; \mu_i, \Sigma_i)$ represent:

$$N(x_j; \mu_i, \Sigma_i) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{D/2} |\Sigma_i|^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_j - \mu_i) \Sigma_i^{-1} (x_j - \mu_i) \right]$$

(2)

Where $\mu_i$ is the mean vector and $\Sigma_i$ is the covariance matrix.

The GMM model for the speaker $j$, presented by $\lambda_j$, is parameterized by the mean vectors, covariance matrices and mixture weights from all $M$ component densities:

$$\lambda_j = \{ \mu_i, \sum_i, g_j \}_{i=1,2,...,M}$$

(3)

a) GMM for speaker identification

In the test phase, an utterance having $T$ feature vectors $X = \{ x_1, x_2, ..., x_T \}$ is presented to the system. The main objective of an identification system is to find from $N$ GMM speaker models, the model of the speaker which has the maximum a posteriori probability [9] for that input feature vector sequence:

$$\hat{j} = \arg \max_{1\leq j \leq N} P(\lambda_j | X)$$

(4)

Where $\hat{j}$ is the identified speaker.

With the use of logarithms and the assumed independence between the observations, the decision can be shown with Maximum-Likelihood (ML) scoring of the log likelihoods:

$$\hat{j} = \arg \max_{1\leq j \leq N} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \log P(x_i | \lambda_j)$$

(5)
Where \( P(x_i|\lambda_{c_i}) \) is given above in equation 1.

\[ b) \text{ GMM for speaker verification} \]

The speaker verification system need to make a binary decision, even it accepts or rejects the pretense speaker. The verification system uses a likelihood ratio test to an input speech sequence in order to detect if the claimed speaker is true or false. Indeed, for an input vector \( X = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_T\} \), and a claimed speaker having a model \( \lambda_c \), the likelihood ratio is as follows [7]:

\[
\frac{p(X \text{ is from the claimed speaker})}{p(X \text{ is not from the claimed speaker})} = \frac{p(\lambda|X)}{p(\lambda_c|X)}
\]

(6)

With the application of Bayes’ rule, the likelihood ratio becomes

\[
\Lambda(X) = \log p(X|\lambda_c) - p(X|\lambda_e)
\]

(7)

The likelihood ratio between the pretense speaker model and other models (back ground models) is compared to a given threshold \( \theta \) [9]. The claimed speaker is accepted only if \( \Lambda(X) > \theta \).

\[ B. \text{ Short Time Zero Crossing Rate (STZCR)} \]

Speech is a signal produced from a time varying vocal tract system with a time varying excitation. That’s why, the speech signal is considered as non-stationary in nature. This signal is stationary when it is viewed in blocks of 10-30 ms [16]. Short time processing divides the input speech signal into short analysis segments that have re-latively fixed (non-time varying) properties. These short analysis segments called as analysis frames almost overlap one another.

Zero Crossing Rate is defined as the number of times the zero axes is crossed by the signal per frame. If the number of zero crossings is more in a given signal, then the signal is changing rapidly and accordingly the signal may contain high frequency information which is termed as unvoiced speech. On the other hand, if the number of zero crossing is less, then the signal is changing slowly and accordingly the signal may contain low frequency information which is termed as voiced speech [17]. That’s why the Zero Crossing Rate can gives information about the frequency content of the signal, which can be considered as a good indicator about the speaker itself. Short Time Zero Crossing Rate is defined as the weighted average of number of times the speech signal changes sign within the time window [18]. The STZCR for a signal having the window \( \omega(n) \) with length \( n \) is defined as [18]:

\[
Z_n = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m} |sgn[x(m)] - sgn[x(m-1)]| \cdot \omega(n-m)
\]

(8)

with:

\[
sgn[x(n)] = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } x(n) \geq 0 \\
-1 & \text{if } x(n) < 0
\end{cases}
\]

\[ IV. \text{ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS} \]

\[ A. \text{ TIMIT corpus} \]

In this paper, speaker verification and identification tasks are evaluated with TIMIT (Texas Instruments Massachusetts Institute of Technology) database. The TIMIT corpus has been designed to provide speaker data for the acquisition of acoustic-phonetic knowledge and also for the development and evaluation of automatic speaker recognition systems [12]. TIMIT contains in totality 6300 sentences with 10 sentences spoken by each one of the 630 speakers. The speakers are from the 8 major dialect regions of the United States. The speech signal was sampled at 16 kHz sampling frequency.

\[ B. \text{ Experiments} \]

All evaluations are dealt with 64 speakers selected from all the regions of TIMIT database. Following the protocol suggested in [3], the sentences recorded from each speaker are divided into 8 utterances for training task (two SA, three SX and three SI sentences) and the remaining 2 utterances (two SX sentences) for the test task.

Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features have been used for extracting features from the speech signal. Since many years, these features proved their success in speaker recognition domain [1], [3], [5]. In this work, MFCC features are used, since they are the most popular choice for any speaker recognition system [3]. The experiments operate on cepstral features extracted from the speech signal with a 25-ms Hamming window. Every 10 ms, 12 MFCC together with log energy were calculated. Then Delta and delta-delta coefficients are calculated to produce 39-dimensional feature vectors. Indeed, this MFCC feature vector constitutes one of the most broadly used vectors to this day [3], [5]. The features were extracted using the Hidden Markov Model ToolKit (HTK) [8].

Since realistic applications suffer from some constraints like computational resource limitation or reduced memory space, this work looks for an improved approach using more reduced feature vectors and ameliorating the system’s performance. In this context, the inclusion of new information extracted from the speech signal which is STZCR of the signal [14] with reduced MFCC feature vectors can improve the system’s performance and give significant results. For that, MFCC vector are combined with STZCR features. The new structure of the vectors is evaluated and compared with traditional MFCC vectors.

\[ a) \text{ Speaker identification systems} \]

For speaker identification experiments, the number of mixture components is varied from 1 to 256 mixtures and the correct Identification Rates (IR) given with the different feature vectors are plotted in Figure 2.
In this study, identification experiments are done to demonstrate the feasibility of using STZCR of the signal to improve the system’s performance. The results obtained with different feature vectors show that the use of MFCC coefficients together with STZCR can give more significant results. In fact, the proposed system succeed to improve the performance of the system and achieved the best result of 100% of correct Identification Rate with the number of 32 mixtures components with only 12 MFCC together with STZCR for 8 utterances for training and 2 utterances for the test task. However, with 39 MFCC feature vectors, the system achieved 100% of correct Identification Rate only with 64 mixtures components with deterioration of the system performance when more components are added.

To further examine the effectiveness of the proposed parameterization, the system’s performance is evaluated for more reduced training data. Experimental results were then evaluated for 3 utterances for training and 2 utterances for the test task. The curves given in figure 3 present the results obtained by using 39-dimensional MFCC feature vectors and 12-MFCC coefficients together with STZCR on speakers from TIMIT database.

From the curves presented above, it can be seen that the use of the proposed feature vector composed of MFCC coefficients together with STZCR gives more significant results than the standard MFCC coefficients. In fact, the performance of the system is improved and achieved the best result of 93.75 % of correct Identification Rate with 32 mixtures components with only 12 MFCC together with STZCR for 3 utterances for training and 2 utterances for the test task. However, the system achieved only 92.19 % of correct Identification Rate with 16 mixtures components with 39 MFCC feature vectors. These results explained the superiority of the proposed approach towards the state of the art applications.

b) Speaker verification systems

Speaker verification experiments for the different speakers are dealt for the different feature vectors with 8 utterances for the training task and 2 utterances for the test task. The Equal Error Rates (EER) given with each of the feature vectors are plotted in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained by using the two kinds of feature vectors for 8 utterances for training and 2 utterances for the test task. As can be seen from the graph, the new feature vector succeed to reduce the EER of the system and gives the best result of 2.26% of EER for 128 mixtures components. However, for the state-of-the-art system based on 39-dimensional feature vectors, the best result realized was only 13.28 % of EER for 64 mixtures components.
Fig. 4. EER with different feature vectors for 8 utterances for the training task and 2 utterances for the test task for various number of mixtures of GMM.

Comparative results between best verification results obtained with the different verification systems evaluated with 39-MFCC feature vectors and 12-MFCC coefficients together with STZCR are given with The DET curves [13] plotted in Figure 5.

By examining the results given above with DET curves, it is clear to conclude that the proposed methods yield to more significant results. The use of the combination between reduced MFCC features and STZCR is more appropriate because it avoids the use of high dimensional feature vectors and it gives more efficient system.

In addition to the reduction of the dimension of feature vectors to resolve the problems related to computational resource limitation for realistic applications, the need of limited speakers data is also essential to diminish the system’s complexity. That’s why, the performance of the system with more reduced training data. The Equal Error Rates (EER) given with each of the feature vectors for 3 utterances for the training task and 2 utterances for the test task are plotted in Figure 6.

The results presented above highlight the influence of the amount of training data on the system performance. Indeed, experimental results show that the performance of the GMM-based speaker recognition system decreases when the speech utterance duration becomes shorter.

The results obtained clearly demonstrate that the inclusion of the new information extracted from the speech signal which is the STZCR of the signal with reduced MFCC feature vectors dimension can improve the system’s performance and give more significant results. In fact, the proposed system achieved a reduction of nearly 11 % of EER with regard to EER obtained with the state-of-the-art systems based on 39-dimensional feature vectors with a reduced training time. Indeed, the best result achieved with the proposed system achieved 6.30 % of EER with 32 mixtures components. However, the state-of-the-art system achieved the best result of 17.15% of EER for 64 mixtures components.

The DET curves given in Figure 7 present comparative results between best verification EER obtained with verification systems evaluated with the different feature vectors.
Throughout this study, it can be seen that the proposed approach gives better results than the results obtained by the state-of-the-art speaker identification and verification systems. The use of the new approach seems to be quite favorable to realistic speaker recognition systems since it avoids the use of high dimensional feature vectors or the combination of complex algorithms requiring more computational and memory costs.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper identifies the importance of using Short Time Zero Crossing Rate of the signal to improve speaker recognition. It presents a new approach based on low dimensional feature vectors composed by reduced MFCC feature vector together with STZCR of the signal. This new approach gives better results than those obtained by the baseline systems with Gaussian mixture models. The proposed method substantially improves the system performance and avoids the use of additional, lengthy and complicated calculations.

Future work will also investigate the performance of the proposed system with other features or applications.
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Abstract—Recently, a large number of mobile wellness applications have emerged for assisting users in self-monitoring of daily food intake and physical activities. While such applications are in abundance, many research surveys have found that the users soon give them up after giving some initial try. This article presents our application for healthcare self-management that monitors users’ activities but — unlike the existing applications — it focuses on keeping the users engaged for self-management. The distinguishing feature of our application is that it uses persuasive mechanisms to help users adopt healthy behavior. For this purpose, users’ various activities are monitored and then they are persuaded using different persuasion strategies that are adaptive and are according to their behavior.

For each user, a behavior model is created that is based on Fogg’s behavior model but, in addition, it also holds within it user preferences, and user health profile. The behavior model is then used to create a persuasion profile of the user that allows us to propose personalized suggestions targeted to overcome his lacking behavior. We also describe a case study that describes the actual application.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To promote a behavioral change can be a challenge for most people as changing a lifestyle habit often means trying something new and different from the ordinary, and this has proven difficult. Karapanos [1] argues that contrary to the common belief that behavior change is the result of deep knowledge about one’s own behaviors, they found that people rarely look back at their past performance data and may not have deep knowledge about their own behaviors. Rather, a glance of a brief, 5-second session make them knowledgeable about their behavior where users check how much they have walked so far without any further interaction.

As the healthcare costs have risen significantly, much of the recent healthcare research focuses on self-management of health. Systems have been developed that monitor users for their health-related behavior and make informed decisions to help them in attaining better health. Future environments are envisioned to be populated with such computational technologies that adapt to meet the needs of individual users. However, such technologies will be effective only if the users feel comfortable in adopting them. Unfortunately, while the existing solutions for healthcare self-management focus on the improvement of data acquisition and analysis methods, they have not achieved the desired outcome because of the resistance by the users to adopt them.

There are several reasons for them. First, as human beings, we are not interested to perform a task unless we associate it with some sort of outcome that is beneficial. Thus, it is unrealistic to expect that users will use some system without knowing or receiving any benefits from the system. That is why, when designing applications and systems for healthcare self-management, we should take extra measures and consider additional requirements as well. Second, usually such systems require the users to wear or carry-on additional accessories, usually electronic equipment, to keep track of their health. But people usually feel about them as an overhead that should be avoided. Third, self-management requires the user to be determined and undertake certain activities which may have compromising effects on their personal life-style. Since nobody likes such changes, people resist to adopt such systems which change the normal status quo of the users.

To address such issues, researchers have suggested the use of technology for persuading people for changing their behavior. Persuasive technology is defined as, "any interactive computing system designed to change people’s attitudes or behaviors" [2]. Two of the most widely used persuasive technologies are mobile devices and websites. Mobile devices have added advantage for supporting behavior change because they are always in the ON state can intervene at the right time, in the right context, in a convenient way [2]. Moreover, virtually everyone has got a mobile phone so they are suitable for the development of persuasive applications. That is why most of the recent research work focuses on mobile phone based health intervention systems and applications.

However, everyone cannot be persuaded using the same approach. Different people are persuaded differently for different reasons related to their behavior, attitude, lifestyle, social setup, etc. For example, let's consider the health-related goal of Going for a 30 minute walk daily early morning. Although the goal is very clear and it should be achievable. However, most of the people fail to do so. Some people simply do not have the motivation to wake up early from the bed. Others may be motivated and would wake up early but they may not find the time for a walk. Similarly, some people will be both motivated and have time but they simply forget about it. For this purpose, various persuasion strategies can be used to persuade users and help them in changing their behavior. Each user can be persuaded by different strategies at different times. Previously, we developed a mobile phone application called Sedentaware whose purpose was to promote activeness in adults by monitoring their physical activities and providing them with appropriate feedback to adjust their behavior accordingly [3]. To make the application engaging for the users, we used several design techniques that would
persuade the users to take preventive actions. The current work addresses some limitations of that work as well as proposes some enhancements to it.

One of the foremost motivating aspects used in our app is that of goal setting whereby the user is empowered to define their own means for achieving the desired level of fitness. In our case, the goal is set in terms of number of minutes of daily walk. Users feel more engaged when they have the ability to manage set their goals. Moreover, from persuasion point of view, this also means they abide by keeping to their goal more often. In case the users do not follow the goal, the persuasive messages try to get them back on track. As found by Karapanos [1], individuals who have the intention but not yet the means (i.e. motivation) to change, had an adoption rate of 56%, whereas individuals in pre-contemplation, action or maintenance stages had an adoption rate of only 20%.

In this article, we extend on our previous work and present our approach for healthcare self-management considering the above mentioned aspects. Our focus is more towards developing an intelligent system for recommending the users rather than solely following other users or doctors as done by various existing systems. As discussed in [3], users are monitored for activities using the sensors on their mobile phones and recommendations are provided according to their profile, health level, and preferences. In the current approach, the objective is to describe how to persuade users for behavior change using the appropriate strategies designed for this purpose. The persuasion strategies have been designed using a formal behavior model.

In addition to monitoring the users, the application also provides analysis using a rule-based system. On the basis of analysis outcomes, the user is suggested activities according to their past behavior and their current preferences. The activities are then assessed and compared with the user’s health-related variables. In case of any conflict, a precisely defined goal is set for the user in the form of a target behavior to be adopted. Thereafter, the user is monitored for the new goal.

The remainder of the article is organized in the following manner. In the next section, we describe related work and advances in healthcare self-management as well as use of persuasive technology for that purpose. Section III explains the steps carried out in our design based upon the guidelines set forth by BJ Fogg. In Section IV, we explain the underlying model behind our approach and the developed mobile application on top of it. Section V, we explain how different persuasion strategies can be applied for behavior change based on Fogg’s behavior model. Finally, in Section VI we describe the prototype implementation of our application considering diabetes self-management as a case study. We then conclude this article with a brief discussion of future work in Section VII.

II. RELATED RESEARCH IN PERSUASIVE HEALTHCARE

Mobile apps have been one of the most adapted mechanism persuasion, whether in healthcare, education, e-government, politics, etc. It is mainly because of the added value and benefit of mobile phones’ ability to adapt day-to-day interactions based on previous usage patterns [4]. Moreover, mobile service benefits include extensive data capturing throughout the day to enable more participant empowerment, improved data quality for the health management process, improved feedback options based on improved data in different types of visualizations suited for the type of data, stimulating the ownership of their health by the users, more health data integration at the level of the person involved, etc. [5].

Persuasive technologies have been used in healthcare domain for: motivating healthier behavior using smartphones [6], motivating elderly individuals to walk [7] encouraging social and physical activities [8], self-management of chronic diseases such as diabetes, stroke, Alzheimers, obesity, etc. [9], promoting health education in children [10], and for changing existing social beliefs and health practices of rural women in a positive manner [11].

More relevant to our work is the UbiFit Garden system that was designed to encourage regular physical activity using persuasion [12]. The system mainly comprises of wearable sensors for detecting and tracking people’s physical activities and displaying them through an aesthetic image in the form of a flower garden. When the sensors detect that user has performed some physical activity, the appearance of the garden improves by adding new elements, such as butterflies, flowers and plants. If no physical activity is detected from the user, the flowers in the garden perish slowly. This induces a sense of motivation in the users and they continue with their physical activities.

The Chinese Aged Diabetes Assistant (CADA) project[1] is using mobile device for healthcare management to enable multiple forms of input to accommodate users with very basic computer skills. It supports a range of self-management and educational activities needed for self-care. The data obtained can be readily shared with physicians given the existing infrastructure. To help users in adopting the system, this project is using the users’ own cultural (Chinese) icons for eliciting and gathering user requirements and goals and also for the sake of education.

Lin et al. [13] have developed a Web 2.0 based diabetes support system with care provider perspectives. The system supports care managers in a health service center to conduct patient management through collecting patients daily physiological information, sharing care information, and maintaining patient-provider relationships. However, there is no support for other media including mobile phones. Moreover, it does neither consider patients’ perspective nor it outlines how the social capabilities of Web 2.0 can be utilized to support patients.

After looking at all these efforts of assisting users for healthcare self-management, we find focus on monitoring the user’s data and then giving feedback to them. A user is advised in some traditional way and then it is left to them how to bring in these changes for self-improvement. In our opinion, any system designed for wellness of users should be able to identify the lacking aspects and then it should include not only assistance but help users in motivating in that particular aspect.

Tatara et al. [14] conducted a survey regarding feasibility of using mobile phone based terminal for acceptability or effectiveness of self-management of diabetes. The finding was that acceptability factors depend on variables like motivation in

---

1http://www.cadaproject.com/
self-management, long-term adherence, relationship between patients, and long term application use among others. The research concludes that various factors such as lifestyles, skills, and cognitive abilities of patients need to be considered when using mobile-based healthcare applications.

Based on the analysis of above mentioned limitations and problems in the existing solutions, we now describe our application in detail.

III. DESIGN RATIONALE

B.J. Fogg proposed eight steps to outline a path to follow in designing persuasive technologies [15]. Considering these 8 steps as guidelines, we explain here our design methodology.

Step 1: Choose a simple behavior to target for change: In our work we have chosen the exercise habit (particularly walk for a specific duration) as our behavior target.

Step 2: Choose a receptive audience: During our research phase, we preferred to rely on the research team consisting of two Master students (aged 22 and 23), a PhD researcher (aged 29) and the supervisor (aged 54). Once a working prototype was developed, we chose three more participants (ages 24, 27, and 56) to test our application. Two of these were females while remaining five were male participants.

Step 3: Find what is preventing the audience from performing the target behavior: As explained later, it was about identification of motivation, ability and trigger factors that we designed for. The detail is given in later sections.

Step 4: Choose a familiar technology channel: We chose mobile phone technology channel.

Step 5: Find relevant examples of persuasive technology: There is quite a lot of work considered as examples from which we learnt. Some of them have been described in the related work.

Step 6: Imitate successful examples: As identified in the related work, we have incorporated different aspects of our own work as well as some from the notable peer-reviewed work of others.

Step 7: Test and iterate quickly: The application was testing constantly during development phase and issues were resolved on regular basis. The prototype was then tested on additional users.

Step 8: Expand on success: The last step has yet to be carried out as we have not yet done extensive experiments on a large group of users.

Having outlined our steps, we now go into the technical details of our scientific approach.

IV. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE FOR PERSUASIVE HEALTHCARE RECOMMENDATIONS

Persuasive technology is centered on the concept that persuasion can be carried out by machines instead of human with the objective to induce some change in their behavior. Persuasion is a complicated process and cannot be carried out using an automated set of certain steps thanks to the complex behavior of human being. One of the important findings from studies on extensive lifestyle interventions is that to maximize health benefits, large lifestyle changes are needed. The changes cannot be achieved unless they are being monitored by some entity. In addition, the monitoring must also contain aspect of assessment to determine the progress. That is why a good system should include both the aspects of monitoring and assessment.

A. The Monitoring-Assessment Model

The foundation of our persuasive healthcare application is the monitoring-assessment model that has seven stages as shown in figure 1. Its different components have been identified in the conceptual framework of the application. Each one roughly correspond to some stage of the model as depicted in figure 2. Each of the seven stages is described next in some detail.

1) User Profiling: This is the preparatory stage and is used to get user information for creating user profile. This is only a onetime process required. User profile is any predefined or existing information related to the user. As shown in figure 2, profiling comprises preferences of the user, their health profile and building the user model from both of them collectively.

The health profile contains basic information about their demographics (name, age, gender, etc.) as well as medical history, chronic conditions, disabilities, and other health-related parameters. Preferences include user’s choices about exercise type and routine, their diet, and social interests that are used in the later stages. For profiling, we mainly rely on monitoring of user behavior using automatic means of data gathering by the mobile phones.

2) Target Behavior: Our objective is to overcome the weaker aspects of a user’s behavior which are affecting his health by persuading them to perform some activities. In this regard, the system identifies a target behavior to be changed, which can be inferred by the user profile or as recommended by the experts. From user profile we can determine the lacking aspects (or weak points) of the user with respect to their activities or behavior, e.g., lack or need of exercise, irregularities in taking medicine or moderation in the intake of particular food; all these are some form of behavior that require an improvement and are candidates for target behavior.

a) Behavior Modeling: The user’s behavior model allows understanding the user and in proposing them personalized recommendations and persuasion strategies for behavior change. Such a model is built using user’s preferences and from their health profile (including history of diet, exercise and physical activities). In the literature, a number of behavior models and theories have been defined [16][17][18][19]. Of all these, Fogg’s behavior model [18] has been primarily developed for persuasive behavior design and, being a generic model, we also adopted it for behavior change in our application.

 BJ Fogg has identified three factors [18] that are necessary for invoking a behavior change. They are: motivation, ability and triggers. Our proposed behavior model uses these factors to devise the appropriate persuasion strategies for behavior change.
Existing literature differentiates between two types of motivation: extrinsic and intrinsic. Also, research suggests that it’s the intrinsic (or internally driven) motivation that lasts longer and is helpful in bringing about a change in ones behavior. Although any external factor (e.g., mobile phones in our case) that persuades a user for motivation will be necessarily an extrinsic motivation factor, we believe that if a user observes even a small, possible change in behavior, they may be intrinsically motivated to promote and enforce the behavior. Thus, while we model the human behavior with respect to mobile phone technology, it will be ultimately part of once daily activities.

Keeping a user in the loop is an important aspect of the persuasion process. Many studies have indicated that participants fall back into less healthy or the previously held states once the intervention is over [20][21]. But it all starts with the monitoring of activities.

3) Activities Monitoring: The user’s daily activities are observed to gather data related to physical activities, exercise, food consumption, and medication. The gathered data is used along with the information about the context of the user in the later stages of the model.

a) Context Gathering: Human behavior identification is a complex problem and consists of multiple factors. In addition to the state of the users such as posture and position of the body, there are a number of other factors outside the human body that are to be considered to infer the human behavior. To learn about the user behavior and to reason on them, we need to know the context in which an activity is performed. Context is any relevant information that help us in determining the type of activity, the state of the user and their surrounding environment at that time. Some of the context variables have been identified in figure 2. These variables can be obtained from user’s device.

To monitor user activities, we collect data related to the activities and behavior from the user on regular basis. We can monitor user for activities such as walk, stairs or cycling, still position and in vehicle (reader is referred to [3] for details on this aspect.) Although not implemented in our system, additional activities like eating, exercising, sleeping, and watching television can be carried out using previously developed approaches [22][23][24][25]; however, this discussion is beyond the scope of this article. Moreover, the users are able to enter information about their diet and medication into the application manually.

The identified activities relevant to our need are recorded in user’s history and become part of the user’s profile. It is used together with user’s preferences and their behavior model and is used for persuasion.

4) Analysis: This stage is the intelligent processing part of our application. Here, the volume of data from monitoring stage together with various profile elements is analyzed using previously defined rules. The aggregator consolidates the data obtained from various sources (mobile sensors and user input) while the analyzer performs analysis on the gathered data and compares it with the available guidelines for validation. Finally, the assessor evaluates the data for inconsistencies. For analysis, we used rule-based inferencing. It is used to represent knowledge of a particular domain and deduce results on top of it. The knowledge base maintains the required knowledge for the particular domain and is populated from various clinical guidelines for healthcare such as found in both classical and modern findings in research [26][27][28][29]. If the knowledge base has enough data, rules can be constructed out of it and then the current working knowledge will be evaluated against it by chaining rules together until a conclusion is reached. A rule-based system makes the storage of a large amount of information easier, and coming up with the rules help in clarifying the logic used in the decision-making process. Here we are not concerned with the rule-based analysis and this will be described in a future article.

5) Persuasion: If it is found that the user’s behavior is lacking in some of the aspects (e.g., diet, exercise, or medication), then they should be persuaded to improve on the lacking behavior. The user can be persuaded through various strategies for behavior change. These strategies have been adopted from the literature. Each strategy is relevant in a particular context. That is why we have defined rules that are used to match what is required with what is to be done in that context. Some of the strategies are discussed in Section V.

One of the important aspects of persuasion is to generate fast results to the users so the users can assess the difference, or no difference, or acting on the persuasion. This has to be achieved using frequent reminders and recommendations to the users [30].

6) Action: The purpose of a persuasion strategy is to induce some desirable, positive behavior change in the user. If the strategy is successful, it will influence the user who will take some measures or corrective actions. Such actions will contribute toward the self-management of healthcare. Both the actions and inactions of the users are recorded by the system (devices or sensors) as explained previously in the monitoring stage. In the future, we tend to consider the failure of a strategy when it does not influence the user. This will required a pipeline of strategies and adaptivity in the system with respect to different contexts.

a) End-User Adaptation: A user is persuaded to change behavior by applying an appropriate persuasion strategy that is designed for a particular action. An important part of our application is that persuasion strategies vary from one
context to another. For example, to persuade a user to exercise regularly, mobile devices will use reminders but to increase the intensity of activities, the strategy will be to show the user their achievement using physical activity data. Thus, the application interface with which the user interacts will be different in both cases. In other words, the user interface of the end application adapts itself according to the target user action. We will discuss example strategies in the case study in Section VI.

One aspect of end-user adaptation is to make the user interface fun and enjoyable. It should also support the users in the reconstruction of recent past actions either for comparison purposes, reflection, or for the satisfaction of the user.

7) Assessment: During assessment, a conclusion is drawn whether the analysis has been successfully applied through some persuasion strategies to materialize any behavior change in the user and, if it is, then any action was performed by the user as a result. This is done both quantitatively (yes/no) and qualitatively (how much time, amount, etc.) Based on the outcome of the assessment, either an improved target behavior is identified, such as more duration for exercise, or the previously targeted behavior is strengthened by applying additional persuasion strategies.

An important aspect of assessment is that it should help the user build self-esteem and healthy attitudes and habits. In addition, it should also foster the attitude of care and love for oneself [31].

In the next section, we describe our persuasion strategies and how they can be used for behavior changes.

V. PERSUASION STRATEGIES AND THEIR USE IN BEHAVIOR CHANGE

A number of generic persuasion strategies have been described in the literature, e.g., in [32][33][34]. Similarly, various specific persuasion strategies have been designed by researchers and they have reported positive results in areas such as obesity, management of smoking cessation, asthma, stress and insomnia [35], directing users towards proper exercise behaviors [36], and healthier eating [37] among others. All of these approaches target behavioral changes in the end-users through some persuasion strategies. Before outlining how these strategies are used in our system under different contexts, let us briefly describe Fogg’s behavior model, which forms the foundation of persuasive technology [2][18][17] as well as the basis for use of persuasion strategies in our application.

A. Fogg’s Behavior Model

Fogg’s behavior model [18] has three important factors or dimensions: motivation, ability and trigger. The model asserts that for a target behavior to happen, a person must have sufficient motivation, sufficient ability, and an effective trigger. All three factors must be present at the same instant for the behavior to occur.

a) Motivation: A person who has high motivation for performing the target behavior would be more likely to perform the target action. For a low-motivation person, one or more strategies pertinent to motivation should be used to increase the motivation. Users can be motivated by persuading them to do something for pleasure, to achieve some status or to expect some reward upon performing some activity.

b) Ability: A person having the required ability to perform a target behavior would be highly likely to perform the target action as compared to a person who is weak or lacks such an ability. To improve one’s ability, one or more strategies pertinent to motivation should be used to increase the motivation. Users can be motivated by persuading them to do something for pleasure, to achieve some status or to expect some reward upon performing some activity.

c) Trigger: A trigger is a signal, an event or its associated action that can be used to increase motivation or ability or both. In most cases, without an appropriate trigger, behavior will not occur even if both motivation and ability are.
TABLE I. DIFFERENT PERSUASION STRATEGIES AND THEIR CONTEXT OF USE IN SUDENTAWARE APPLICATION FOR WELLNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Once a user agrees for taking action, he will commit to carry it out</td>
<td>Accepting a recommendation by the application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Offer the user reward on tasks accomplishment</td>
<td>Every action is logged and taken into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>Motivation/Ability</td>
<td>Make it easy for users to take actions</td>
<td>Generate reminders at opportune moments when it is easier to walk or exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Keep the user updated about their progress</td>
<td>Provide daily, weekly, monthly statistics on how the user performs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Provide the information that makes it easy to understand and act</td>
<td>User can set his medication/exercise information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Trigger/Motivation</td>
<td>Suggest a user an action to take</td>
<td>End-of-day or end-of-week recommendation to compensate for exercise deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Aversion</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>Help the user avoid any mistake/loss</td>
<td>Appropriate reminder if user misses to take an action (e.g., medication)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

high. We used reminders, alarms, and notifications as well as recommendations to trigger user action.

Table I shows a list of persuasion strategies, the dimension related to each strategy, their meanings and the context in which they can be applied. For example, the “effort” strategy can be applied to both ability and motivation of a person as it is useful to either increase the ability or the motivation levels of the user. On the other hand, the “reward” strategy will only increase the motivation of a person but not the ability. Using these three factors as guides, in the next few sections, we describe how various persuasion strategies can be used to design for behavior changes. It is worth noting that a single strategy can be applied in different contexts. For example, “reward” is equally applicable for rewarding the user on successful exercise but also on taking appropriate amount of diet and taking medicines regularly, etc.

The system can persuade the users in more than one ways for the same desirable target behavior change. Let’s consider, once again, the example of the commitment strategy, which states that when a user commits to achieve a certain objective or goal, they are motivated to carry out the required activities. The application initiates commitment strategy by helping the user to set relevant goals. Similarly, the user is also persuaded through reminders and context-based suggestions so activities can be performed with reduced effort. In such cases, mobile phones come handy to remind the users about proposed recommended activities based on scheduled alarms or appropriate notifications. Similarly, they keep the users updated about their health status and generate notifications in case of divergence from the specified goal.

To propose strategies according to user’s activity and history, the persuasion profile of the user is used in addition to considering their preferences and health data. We combine the persuasion profile with the context information and rules to determine the target behavior. User’s previous actions are assessed and taken into account before suggesting a target behavior. This is depicted in figure 2, where we translated a target behavior into a target action for the user. A persuasion strategy is then designed that adapts the user interface accordingly.

B. The Role of Design in Persuasion

According to Change et al., wearable technologies provided more awareness than motivation in physical activities with goal-setting and progress monitoring [38]. Thus, they are no sufficient to induce the required level of motivation that will let a user exercise more regularly. As concluded by the study, the use of wearable devices was not sufficient to rely on for regularity in physical activities. According to the study, the participants cited various reasons such as being too busy to exercise, finding exercise boring, poor self-management, fear of injury, lack of skills, and lack of encouragement, support, or companionship from family and friends [38].

VI. DIABETES SELF-MANAGEMENT: A CASE STUDY

Diabetes is a chronic disease that is associated with a metabolic disorder in the human body. Managing diabetes is not an easy task as it needs serious attention by the user. Successful management of diabetes can have dramatic improvements in one’s life as it relates to the overall user’s life style and affects most of the user’s activity. Healthy life style that includes regular physical activity and eating in moderation plays key role in slowing down diabetes related complications. Typically, diabetes has three main behavioral aspects that include diet, medication, and exercise [39]. For successful management of diabetes, all these aspects should be controlled simultaneously. This means taking help from trained healthcare professionals, coordinated care, user education and self-management training [27].

A user’s complete and precise data regarding medication, diet, and exercise play an important role in managing their glucose level. This data is used by the experts to advise and suggest the users accordingly. However, since the amount of data recorded on daily basis is of different variety and huge in size, it is not feasible to rely on manual data maintenance mechanisms. This also makes it difficult for doctors to advise a user better.

Considering these complexities in diabetes self-management, we were interested in it as a case study for our research approach. In this section, we explain how our proposed approach for user persuasion is applied practically. We then describe the implementation of the proposed system in the context of persuasion.

We have implemented a smartphone application for the Android platform. As part of the persuasion in the application design, the application has been created as a service that runs inside an Android widget. Being a widget means that the user does not need to explicitly start the application to use it nor the user needs to remember to use the application. The application always remains in active state on the home screen of the smartphone. It starts automatically with the Android boot process and is brought onto the screen whenever the user unlocks the phone for any activity. Being a service means that the application continuously monitors user activities and
Fig. 3. Mobile screens showing various persuasion strategies applied in different contexts: a) medication activity b) diet activity for breakfast c) summary of food intake as well as recommendation for improving exercise, and d) dashboard on user’s home screen showing different persuasion strategies for motivation at a glance.

Fig. 4. Mobile views showing user’s daily and weekly progress as persuasive graphs to increase user’s motivation.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

This paper focuses on the usage of persuasion strategies on smartphones as an application for personalized healthcare management; particularly, we considered the case for diabetic users. Our application combines the activity recognition capabilities of mobile phones with analytics to help users in healthcare management.

This paper briefly described a prototype implementation. Currently, we are enriching our system with existing rules available in different clinical guidelines. Once that is done, we will have a fully deployable system. We will then be able to analyze the usability of our system in a real setup. This will also allow us to evaluate the outcome of various persuasion strategies for better self-management of healthcare. In addition, we are looking for a comparison of different persuasive features in our system with recently developed apps for healthcare.
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Abstract—Medical organizations have sensitive health related documents. Unauthorized access attempts for these should not only be prevented but also detected in order to ensure correct treatment of the patients and to capture the malicious intent users. Such organizations normally rely on the principle of least privileges together with the deployment of some commercial available software to cope up this issue. But such methods can’t be helpful in some of the misuse methods e.g. covert channels. As insiders may be the part of the team which developed such software, he may have deliberately inserted such channels in the source code of that software. The results may be catastrophic not only to that organization but for the patients too. This paper presents an application for securely exchange of documents in medical organizations of our country. The induction of water marking and hash protected documents enhances its security and make it fit to deploy in medical related organizations. The deployment is done in such a way that only higher management has access to the source code for reviewing. Results demonstrate its effectiveness in preventing and detecting majority of the information misuse channels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Insider [1-4] may be one of your employee, supplier, contractor, consultant or outsourced organization. The problem of insider threats detection/prevention is not a simple one to deal with, since it involves people following best practices and technology means to tackle it [5]. It looks simple to deploy principle of least privileges in medical related organizations. But this damages the organization a lot in terms of de-shaping the working environment of the organization. As there may exist a few insiders, it is not a good approach to monitor all the time other employees who are working hardly for the organization. This not only becomes a processing overhead but also creates dissatisfaction among your loyal employees. So this is not a feasible solution.

Medical related organizations also are sensitive towards insider threats. Blindly trust on user and on any commercial software may create difficulty for such organizations. Using some open source tool in this scenario may be a better choice but open source software has its own security issues. Also code revision itself is a very hectic job on someone else’s code. So an application developed by trusted experts should be built for such organization which is to be reviewed only by higher expert management persons.

This paper presents an application to provide security to the viewing and exchange mechanisms of documents within the medical organizations. An application built in C# is being used to serve this purpose. Different scenarios are crafted and validated in a testing environment. Results show the usefulness of this application. In section II of the paper, the related work is presented. Section III provides the detail of the application. Section IV and V comprises of the implementation & conclusion respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Natarajan and hossain [6] utilized action based methodology and social network to detect the insider threats. In it the roles are assigned to the analysts. A social network is pre established for analyst and related system around him. The actions performed by analyst in each role are separately logged. Then these are compared with the expected behavior and results are collected. In this scheme there were few limitations like parameters need to be established prior and it performs slow convergence. Zhang [7] model is an active model for defense against insider threat. The model detects the insider threats in real time effectively. Artificial intelligence, graph theory and access control are used to create the model. Its plus point is that no human supervision is required. The model has several components which work differently from each other to handle the insider threats in different ways. Active defense approach manages all of these components. Information collection module comprises of sensors spread in the system. Information is gathered with the help of collection rules made by respondency module. Audit and application logs, application calling sequence, network data packets etc. are used to gather the information. Then with the help of these rules the necessary information is filtered. The information collection module then gives this information to detection module where orthodox detection tools are used in
combination with detection rules. Due to their unique characters the low level insider threats are handled here properly. Then there comes sense module which analyzes abnormal events. The detection module sends those events which it thinks are suspicious but don’t have unique characters to the sense module, where these events are further analyzed with the help of sense rules. So problem of false alarm is reduced here. Then there comes the respondency module which is the heart of active detection model. It may perform prediction of insider threats which would occur in the future. Intelligent techniques and insider threat previous history data helps in the prediction process. This module is also responsible for redeploying the rules for detection, sensing and information collection. This change of rules and prediction makes this model work actively against insider threat. Wang [8] security model was for sensitive nature organizations. The model was designed to stop the information theft due to insider. Encryption mechanism is the basis of this model. Trusted computing technologies work to achieve the goal. It has a core component named TPM (Trusted Platform Module) which gives the protected data like cryptographic keys and doesn’t disclose the root key. Cryptographic functions like generating the random numbers, key generation of RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman), integrity measurements etc. are also provided by TPM. Protection strength of TPM makes it impossible for someone to get wrapping keys from secured trusted platform. So the system is very secure. Wang and Puleo [9, 10] worked on the behavioral aspect of insiders. According to the research conducted, it was found that most of the insiders have one or more of the following observable behavior. These are: they have a wide range of skills, attack during their duty hours, don’t share a common profile, have different motives, share their plan with co-workers, are caught by people manually and not by software or security staff etc. Profiling techniques help to detect attacks but it does work after an attack is completed. CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) [11] discussed the organized crime approach of malicious insiders. The material for this research was collected from court documents, press releases of department of justice USA, reports of media and from interviews. They highlighted the issue of collaborative attacks where a group of insiders cooperate with each other in launching attacks. Such attacks can easily bypass the existing security measures. So some recommendations were proposed in it to reduce chances of these kinds of attacks. E.g. detailed pre-employment screening, auditing of critical processes regularly, auditing of the database in which auditing information is stored and prefer external audits of process and system. So this methodology is policy based and emphasizes the need of having a strong security policy inside the organization. Eom et al [12] presented a document control system for military environment. This system consists of three sub-modules i.e. authentication access control and water marking. The first two modules are common to many models. The difference here is the watermarking technique. In water marking we add some information to the documents we want to protect. The document can be checked easily whether it is marked or not and accordingly its transmission is controlled. This model is very basic one and doesn’t cover several illegal means related to document contents leakage e.g. copying contents of a marked document to another file, saving the water marked document on our system and later reproduce it etc. A research was conducted in order to see the insider activity in the banking and finance sector [13]. A detailed finding was described in this study. Research says that in most of the incidents observed, insiders required very little technical sophistications. Also it was observed that in most of these cases insiders planned their actions. Financial gain was the motive behind launching these attacks in most of the cases. Another interesting finding was that in all cases insiders didn’t share a common profile. Several different methods and persons identified the attacks in all these cases. In these entire cases studied, victim organizations received heavy financial loss. So these were the findings obtained by studying insider threats cases in financial sector. This is a form of survey about attacks in this sector and doesn’t give sufficient methodology to prevent or detect these attacks. CERT [14] studied the 123 cases of I.T sabotage and found that in all cases insider showed some suspicious behavior indicators prior to launching an attack. They developed a technical signature approach which can be applied only to a particular group of users inside the organization. In the beginning information like remote access time, protocol used in remote access is collected along with username/IP and stored in a database. Having this information, they developed a signature. To monitor remote login these signatures are efficient but their limitation is that these cannot be applied to privileged users. Also these can only be applied to particular groups of users not to all population of users. Lizhong [15] developed a new framework in order to get and exchange only the essential information and discard the rest of information. The idea is based on the fact that normally special feature of a dataset is required rather than entire information. The proposed algorithm has the capability to process different kinds of data whether digital or continuous. Paal et al [16] targeted cross domain information exchange. As cross domain information exchange requires some kind of information flow between two domains, so it requires placing a guard between both domains which monitors and controls the flow between two domain. The main function of the guard is to provide confidentiality so they proposed a two way guard which also provides integrity.

Fisk et al [17] discussed some methods to send data between different organizations so that the overall risk of information stealing can be minimized by following these.

In short, none of these schemes targeted specifically to the medical related organizations. In medical organizations, the major requirements are to maintain up to date information about all patients, no tempering should be allowed with the prescriptions, treatment methodology should be kept confidential and fake reports and prescriptions shouldn’t be generated. In order to cope up with these requirements we modified the document viewing application [19], added certain new features to it and at the end validated it with more scenarios according to the business processes of such organizations.

III. METHODOLOGY

The sensitive reports and documents are present on server...
in encrypted form and the other arrangements are same as mentioned in [19]. In addition to all the previous benefits of document viewing application, some more functionality is introduced in it. First of all, the confidential reports and prescriptions are hash protected. Whenever such a document is viewed, its hash value is computed and matched against the stored value at the server. If both values are same then the access is normal, otherwise the document is marked as suspicious.

As a second line of defense, all the stored medical documents are water marked. So in case of any possibility of illegal view, the user name is appended in the document who illeg­rally viewed it. The induction of water marking also helps in the detection of forged prescription/report created by some unauthorized person.

So the proposed scheme gives the following benefits:

- User cannot copy confidential document to his/her USB
- User cannot forge any fake medical document without being noticed
- User cannot copy contents of confidential document to some other file and cannot make unauthorized changes
- Since it is our own created module, so code is available for techniques like code-analysis in order to detect covert channels
- Even if a user manages to copy some critical document from server, it cannot be decrypted on any other machine
- If any user tries to copy the contents of confidential document from his machine, he will be detected too (detection + protection)
- Supports a variety of file types like .doc/.docx,.jpeg,.txt,.ppt/.pptx,.pdf and .xls/.xlsx
- Also provides Logs if any user tries to misuse the unauthorized information

As the medical documents belong to different applications such as MS WORD, EXCEL, POWERPOINT, TXT, PDF,JPG etc. and there may be multiple instances of the scenarios of same application. So we created different scenarios keeping in mind the business processes of medical organizations. The naming scheme is same as was discussed in [18]. These scenarios are presented for MS WORD as an example as follows:

CONF [1][1][2]:

User has read only access to a report and tries to copy its contents by selecting contents.

As the report can only be open in document viewing application, so user will not be able to do so because all such attempts are not only prevented by this application but also detected. Logs are also obtained as a result of these attempts.

CONF [1][1][3]:

User presses "prtsc" key to capture screenshot of contents of a confidential patient report.

The application has different built in checks, so it prevents the user from such kind of misuse. All of these activities are also properly logged in order to identify the intents of the users.

CONF [1][1][4]:

User tries to save read-only report to his/her machine or USB.

This scenario when simulated showed that user cannot do so because document viewing application would not allow to save confidential document to some external media.

CONF [1][1][5]:

User tries to take print of the patient confidential Report

This kind of action is also protected in the application which doesn’t allow printing for such reports. So user would not be able to attack in this manner without being detected.

CONF [1][1][6]:

User tries to sniff the confidential medical documents

As the secret documents are decrypted at runtime, so if a user gets it by sniffing, he wouldn’t be able to decrypt it because he doesn’t know the decryption key.

CONF [1][1][7]:

User technically tries to change the code of the application or insert code with the application interface

Accessibility of source code of the application is not given to the users. Only highly privileged user have access to it. The source code is also hash protected so they also cannot make changes without being detected. Frequent code reviews also are helpful to detect such type of misuse.

CONF [1][1][8]:

User creates a forged medical prescription in order to adjust bills of misused medicines

Such kind of forgery cannot be done in the presence of this application as hash values of such documents needs to be matched from stored values on server. So such document would be detected as a fake one by this application.

CONF [1][1][9]:

User manages to open an unauthorized document and only reads it
Even only reading/opening such document doesn’t go unnoticed by this application. The water marking technique introduced in the application captures the user detail that opens such a document. So it enhanced the security of the proposed application.

### Table I. Misuse Scenarios Alongwith Detection Time & False Alarms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Application/Category</th>
<th>Scenario #</th>
<th>Detection Result</th>
<th>Detection Time (sec)</th>
<th>False Alarms (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS WORD</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [5]- [150] [I] [5]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [6]- [150] [I] [6]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [7]- [150] [I] [9]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS PowerPoint</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [5]- [150] [I] [5]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [6]- [150] [I] [6]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [7]- [150] [I] [9]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PDF</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [5]- [150] [I] [5]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [6]- [150] [I] [6]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [7]- [150] [I] [9]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS Excel</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [5]- [150] [I] [5]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [6]- [150] [I] [6]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [7]- [150] [I] [9]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JP G</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [5]- [150] [I] [5]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [6]- [150] [I] [6]</td>
<td>Prevented</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1] [I] [7]- [150] [I] [9]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TXT</strong></td>
<td>[1] [I] [1]- [150] [I] [4]</td>
<td>Detected</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Conclusion & Future Directions

Medical organizations have sensitive information and cannot rely solely on documents misuse protective tools due to covert channel presence. The proposed application modified specifically for medical organizations solved that problem while keeping false alarms as minimum as possible. The false alarms can further be minimized by placing a module for offline analysis to refine the detections of misuse. Different kinds of organizations may adopt this application by modifying it according to their business processes.
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